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PREFACE

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

As alnjost every particular relating to Hindoostan, is become

an object of popular curiosity, it can hardjy be deemed super-

fluous to lay before the Public an improved System of its Geogra-

phy. Indeed, the flattering reception that was given to my for-

mer work, on the samp subject, has, in a manner, made that an

object of duty, »whidnvas’ originally an object of choice: for the

public having condescended to receive the imperfect information

afforded them in 1782, I felt an indispensible obligation on me,

to lender that information more perfect, whenever I might pos-

sefs the means of accomplishing it. I hesitated only at the mea-

sure of subjecting them to an additional tax, so recently after the

payment of the former one.

. A large collection of materials of various kinds, having been

added to my former stock, I have been enabled to produce a work

of a more perfect kind than the former ; and have therefore drawn

it bn a larger scale: the surface of the present map, exceeding that

of the former one, in the proportion of 2 and a quarter to j.
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The scale of this map, is one inch and a half to an equatorial

degree: and tlie quantity of land represented in it, is about

equal to one half of Europe. It is contained in four large sheets,

which -may either be joined together for the purpose of bringing

the whole into one point of view, or bound up separately, in an'

Atlas ; as may suit the fancy or convenience of the purchaser.

By the aid of a series of observations of latitude and loijgitude,

taken by Capl. Huddart, along the Malabar coast, or .vestern

coast of India, the form of the peninsula, &c. is now brought

very near to the truth: ana me eastern coast, by the observations

of Col. l’earsc, is much improved, in the distribution of its parts,

although its general form has undergone but little alteration. A

measured line has also been drawn from the Bengal provinces to

Nagpour, in the very centre of India : which has not only estab-

lished an important geographical point, in a part where it was

most wanted'; but has been the means of furnishing a great-deal

of matter towards filling up the vacant intervals on three sides of

that point. Lastly, the war with Hyder Ally and Tippoo Sul-

tan, his succefsor, has produced much new geographical matter,

in various parts of the peninsula, by the marches of the different

armies, and their detachments; particularly that of Col. Fullar-

ton, in the southern provinces and Coimbettore. These are the

most material acquisitions to the present map, as they, in effect

regulate a considerable part of the general outline, and determine

tlie proportions of some of the principal members of it. But
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of the kind of materials, which without affecting the general

proportions of the map, serve the purpose of filling up the void

spaces in it, there will be found very great abundance. In'parti-

cular, Guzerat, and the Rajpoot provinces, have undergone very

•considerable improvement
; as well as the Punjab country and

Sindy. The upper part of the course of the Ganges, to the

cow's mouth, or cavern through, which the Ganges pulses; and

the course of the Gogra river to its fountains ; are both inserted

from tl*e work of M. Bernoulli. In short, additions and correc-

tions are dilseminated over the whole map. and, in general, if

we except the south part of Berar, the western part of the penin-

sula, and the countries bordering on the river Indus, and the Pan-

jab, the map is filled up in such a degree, as to have no consi-

derable blanks in it.

As Mr. Forster's route from India to Rulsia furnished some new

ideas, and elucidated many former pafsages, 1 judged it proper to

exprefs his route to the Caspian sea, on a separate map ; and at

the-same time tef add to it, the countries contiguous to Hindoostan

• on the north and north-west
;
so as to include Samarcand, and the

marches of Alexander from the borders of the Caspian sea, to the

river Jaxartes (the modern Sihon, or Sirr).

In the division of Hindoostan into soubahs, &c. I have fol-

lowed the mode adopted by the Emperor Acijar, as it appears to

me to be the most permanent one: for the ideas of the boundaries
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are not only impressed on the minds of the natives by tradition,

but are also ascertained in the Ay in Acbaree ; a register of the

highest authority. But for the lower parts of the Deccan, and

the peninsula in general, this standard being wanting, I had re-

course to the best information I could get, which was not, indeed, '

of the most perfect kind: and therefore I* directed my attention

principally to the state of the modern divisions in those quarters,

the imprefsing a clear idea of which, is one principal aim of the

work.

It must be observed, that since the empire has been dismem-

bered, a new division of its provinces lias also taken place; by

which means, some soubahs now form a part of the dominions of
• A

three or more princes; and very few are preserved entire. These

modern divisions are not only distinguished in the map by the

names of the present pofsefsors; but the colouring also is entirely

employed in facilitating the distinctions between them So
v
that

the modern divisions appear, as it were, in thefore ground ; and

the ancient ones in the bacf ground; one illustrating and ex-

plaining the other.

Considering the vast extent of India, and how little its interior

parts have been visited by Europeans, till the latter part of the

last century, it ought rather to surprise us that so much geogra-

phical matter should be collected during so short a period

;

especially where so little has been contributed towards it by the
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of near 2000 miles of sea coast, and a chain of islands in extent

500 miles more.*

In general, I have acknowledged in the course of the Memoir,

'the afsistancc that I have received from the different Gentlemen,

who have obligingly furnished me with the materials, therein

discufsed. But there were other kinds of afsistancc afforded, where

no opportunities of acknowledgment occurred ; such as the fur-

nishing' of useful hints, and correcting of errors, into which I had

unavoidably fallen, through ignorance of local circumstances, or

historical facts ; or misconceptions of the meaning of authors,

whom I had consulted. The Gentlemen to whom I stand parti-

cularly indebted on this score, are, Mr. Francis Rufscll, Mr. David

Anderson, and Mr. ’James Anderson ;-j- Capt. Jonathan Scott,

* Whatever charges may be imputable to the Managers for tlu* Company, the neglect of

useful Science, however, is not among the number. The employing of Geographers, and

Surveying Pilots in India; and the providing of astronomical instruments, and the holding

out of encouragement to such as should use them ; indicate, at least, a spirit somewhat

above the mere consideration ot Gain : but above all, the establishment of an office at home,

for the improvement of hydrogiaphy and navigation, and their judicious choice of a super-

intendant for it, reflect^ the highest honour on thep* administration ; and ought to convince

us, that in a free country, a body of subjects may accomplish, what the State itself despairs

•even to attempt. For, however surprising it may appear, it is nevertheless true, that the

first maritime nation in the wori !, has no good chart to direct its Heel*, towards its own
coasts: nor even a criterion, by which the public may he enabled to judge, of the merit of

any hydrographical production whatsoever. So that the soundings on the cor<-t of Bengal,

afe better known than those in the British Channel; of which, no tolerable chart exists, even

at this day. During the lan war, an Fast -India ship owed her safety to the knowledge ob-

tained from a chart of the mouths of the G mges (made, and published by order of tho>Com-
pany) into one of which she escaped from t*.\o French cnii/cri, and afterwards came into the

Hoogly river by the inland navigation. \Yi had just become masters of the hydrography

of America, when wc lost the sovereignty of it. 1 hope no one will think ominously of our

Indian pofsefsions from this circumstance : but even if he docs, he may make himself easy

on the score of Great Britain.

f To Mr. James Anderson* 1 am, in particular, indebted, for the account of the deri-

vation of the^term Mahratta, and lor .that of the ancestry of Sevajee : as also for the
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Mr. Wilkins, Mr. Middleton, Col. Popliam, and the late Col.

Camac ;
all of the Bengal establishment : Mr. Bensley, and Mr.

Inglis, both of the East- India dilation: Mr. Marsden, Mr.

Joint Sulivan, and Mr. Callander ; severally of the establish-

ments of Fort Marlborough, Madras, and Bombay : and Mr.

Dryander.

To Lord Mulgrave I am indebted for a eop)T of Mr. Forster’s

route from Jummoo to the Caspian sea : as well as for his Lord-

ship’s very ready communication of every species of information,

that could be of service to the work in question.

The routes of Mr. Smith, and of General Goddard -acrofs the

continent, from the Jumnah river to Poonali and Surat, contain

much useful matter ; and have been the means of determining a

number of geographical points.

A MS. account of the country of the Rajpoots, and other pro-

vinces, on the south, and S W of Agra ; together with a map,

both of them composed by P. Wendell, in 177.9, were of very

great use in describing the geography of those parts. And to

render the MS. more valuable, there has been added to it, Mr.

James Anderson’s account of the changes that have taken place

since that period, in consequence of Sindia's attacks, and negotia-

,.i ljco nv.itkr of the note's that accompany those articles. And to him, and to his brother,

IVI ‘. David Anderson (each of whom, .;t different times, resided in a public capacity with

sVI id ,j.i' SiM-h .) I owe the most valuable pari of the information, respecting the geographical

.‘i’l'ion vi £h. Mahratta States, and their tributaries.
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tions. The former was communicated by Col. Pophamj and the

latter by the Right Hon. Charles Greville.

Mr. Dairymple, to whom I made my acknowledgments for

tl*e afsislance afforded me, in the course of my former work, has,

on the present occasion, not only procured for me every new

material that fell under his notice, but instructed me how to pro-

cure others, and to draw information from various so;.: ces, that

I was before ignorant of. To his valuable, and perhaps une-

qualled, collection of MS. charts, and of voyages and travels, I

have also had accefs, on all occasions ; and I wish to be under-

stood to speak with the utmost sincerity, when I say, that with-

out this afsistance, my performance must have been extremely im-

perfect : or in other words, that Mr. Dalrymple is entitled to the

thanks of the public, in a positive degree ; although my share of

those thanks, may be only comparative.

Although the new translation of the Ay in Acbaree may

have in part superseded the value of fhe extracts furnished me on

the former occasion by Sir Charles Boughton Rouse ; as the

translation contains the whole subject in a connected form ; and

was also a task which none but a person who devoted his whole

time to it, could effect
;
yet I am by no means unmindful of my

former obligations to this Gentleman.

I have borrowed, largely, from M. D’Apres’ New Neptune

Qrientale,* for the sea coasts aijd islands: and also, though in a

b 2
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smaller degree, from M. D'Anville’s maps of Asia and India pub-

lished in 1751 and 17.VJ. When it is considered that this excel-

lent Geographer had scarcely any materials to work on for the

inland parts of India, but some vague itineraries, and books of

travels, one is really astonished to find them so well described as

they are. It is with regret that I find myself obliged to differ in

opinion from him concerning some positions in ancient Geogra-

phy : I mean, that of Palibothra, in particular ; and some few

others. I have generally avoided all disquisitions of'this kind,

from a conviction of the general obscurity of the subject ; and

which even an intimate knowledge of the Indian languages would

not enable me to clear up: for the similitude between ancient and

modern names, is very fallacious, milels strongly corroborated by

situation. But we cannot well refuse our alsent to the opinion

that Ptolemy meant the Sutliduz , or Setlegc by the Zaradrus ; the

Rauvce by the Rhuadis , or Adaris ; and the Cbumiub by the Sandal>-

alis: because not only the names, but the positions have an affi-

nity to each other. And yet this is a part of Ptolemy, which

M. D’Anville discredits the most : but the reason was, that M.

D’Anville himself was unacquainted with the true names of those

rivers.

M. Buisy’s marches in the Deccan afford data for fixing the

positions of many capital places there; particularly Hydrgbad,

Aurungabad, Bisnagur and Sr.nore. But still there are plans of

some ot his marches wanting, which, could they be procured,

would throw much light on the geography of the peninsula.
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and the Deccan : such as that from Pondicherry to Cuddapah,

Adoni, and Hydrabad ; that from Aurungabad to Nagpour ; and

the campaign towards Poonah. There are also existing, itinera-

ries 'kept l.y very intelligent people, who have travelled from Pon-

dicherry, direct to Delhi ;
but I know not how to set about pro-

curing them. The public records at Goa, I am informed, contain

a vast fund of geographical knowledge ; and yet we are more in

the dark, concerning the country on that side of the peninsula,

than we are with respect to the centre of the Deccan.

Could the whole mafs of geographical matter that respects

India (much of which, is probably in the hands of people who

are ignorant of its value) he collected, I make no doubt but that

very complete maps of the several provinces of it, might be con-

structed, on scales large enough for any ordinary purpose.

It is intended by this Memoir to particularize the several autho-

rities from whence the positions in the Map are drawn; together

with the manner of comparing them, in cases where they disa-

greed
;
as also the manner of combining them, when more than

_one circumstance was required to establish a position. By this

means, the authority for each particular, may be known to those

who have curiosity enough to inquire after it: and the defective,

parts being thus pointed out, some future Geographer may be

stimulated to seek for better materials. It may also tempt those

who are already in pofsefsion of such materials, when they are ap-

prised of their u^e, to contribute them to the public stock. Any
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communications of the kind will be thankfully received ; and a

proper use made of them

.

There will be found, at the end of the work, distinct Indexes,

referring to the matter of the Memoir, and to the names of coun-

tries and places in the Map. The great waste of time occasioned

by searching after particular situations, in maps of any extent,

renders an index as nccefsary an appendage to a large map, as to

a large book. For an index will, in the first instance, inform the

reader whether the place sought after, be in the map, or not. If

in the map, he is directed to it with as much facility, as to a pas-

sage in a book, from an ordinary index. And if it be not there,

although he may, indeed, blame the map for its deficiency, he

must allow that it does not rob him of his time, by encouraging

fruitless researches. There are also added. Tables of Distances

between the principal cities and towns of Hindoostan ; and a small

map, which brings into one view the respective positions of all the

places mentioned in the Tables.

As there does not exist at present, under any form whatso-

ever, a connected abstract of Indian history, it is a very cMffi-

cult task for any reader, although pofsefsed of inclination and

leisure, to make himself acquainted with the principal events that

form the ground-work of the history of that country : and par-

ticularly those which laid the foundation of the British power

there. The many valuable tracts on this subject, that have ap-

peared at different times, are so disjointed in poi4.1t of chronology*
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that no idea of general history can he obtained from them : nor

can the chasms he readily filled up. I have therefore been

templed to compile a sort of chronological table of events, from

the mrn of the first Mahomcdan conquests, to the final dissolution

of the Mogul empire: and wish the reader to understand, that

what is offered to his perusal under that form, is intended as a

mere sketch ; and that, chiefly with a view to render so dry and

so unentertaining a subject as the geography of a country, some-

what more interesting, by accompanying it with an account of

the principal events and revolutions, to which the country has

given birth. I am but too conscious of the deficiency of this part

of my performance. Besides, many of the events are related so

differently Wy different people, who pretend to an equal know-
*

ledge of the circumstances of them, that it will be no matter of

surprise if I am found (by those whose knowledge of eastern

languages has gained them needs to aiuhealic records) to be often

mistaken. In whatsoever case this may happen, I make no doubt

but that I shall experience the exercise of their candour, as to the

motives by which*! was actuated, wlfen I adopted any particular

opinion, or mode of relation. The present disputes concerning

some recent historical facts in this and the neighbouring countries,

shew how extremely difficult it is to come at the truth, even when

the researches after it, arc made under every favourable circum-

stance that can pofsibly attend them.

March iht, 1788.
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TO THE SECOND EDITION.

Oincf. the publication of the first edition, much valuable matter,

serving both to correct, and to extend, the geography of India,

and the countries bordering on it, to the north-west ; has been

transmitted to me. I have, in consequence, inserted in the body

of the Map, such of the new matter, as it was pofsible to afsimi-

late with the old ; namely, Cityt. Reynolds’s route through Malwa

;

and from Surat to Tippoo’s frontier, through Baghnia, and the

western part of the Deccan. But on the north-west of Delhi, the

new materials not only differed as widely from the old, as they ex-

celled them in point of authority
;
but were also extended through

a tract, far beyond the limits of the General Map: so that the cor-

rections could no otherwise be accomplished with effect, than by

inserting them in a separate map. Accordingly, a new map, on

a scale similar to that of the General one, and forming an ap-

pendage, or supplement to it; has been constructed: and contains

generally, the countries situated between Delhi, Candahar, Ba-

dahshan, and the two Thibets: including, of course, all the upper

branches of the Indus, and the valley of Cashmere. Tins new

piece of geography (with the exception of that part of it,, between

Delhi and the Panjab) has been formed of materials most oblig-
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ingly communicated by Capt. Kirkpatrick, of the Bengal estab-

lishment; and of which materials, a detailed account will be found

in its place. And the part which forms the exception, is taken

from a MS. map, as obligingly communicated by Colonel Polic-r

:

and which is no lefs valuable, from its supplying the deficiency

of the other materials, than from the importance, and novelty of

its subject.

Having detected a very considerable error, in the relative posi-

tions of the two Bucharias, as they stand in our best maps ; and

having also made a great alteration in the course of the principal

branch of the Indus, towards its source; I have re-constructed the

map of the countries, situated between the Ganges and the Caspian

sea, in order to correct these errors, and to insert other positions,
r

founded on the result of much investigation and inquiry. For the

accommodation of the purchasers of the first edition, these addi-

tional Maps, as well as the letter-prels of the Third Section, which

relates to them ; will be sold separately.

Having been formerly misled, by Mr. Tiefentaller’s representa-

tioil of the course of the Ganges, between Hurdwar and Sirinagur;

'I have now corrected it, according to the report of some English

gentlemen, whose curiosity led them to the foot of mount Him-

'm&leh. As Mr. Daniel was amongst the number, we may expect

to receive from his pencil, correct drawings of the lower fall of

the Ganges (at Hurdwar), and of the romantic scenes in its neigh-

bourhood.

November acd
j
1791*

C
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TO THE THIRD EDITION.

1 he present edition, both of the Memoir and Map, does not

differ in any respect, from the last. But since the Memoir was

printed, very great changes have taken place, in the political di-

vision of the Peninsula of India: and the late war, which gave oc-

casion to this change, has produced a great many valuable ma-

terials, for correcting the natural, as well as the political, geogra-

phy of the Peninsula. A new, and much improved Map of this

tract, has therefore been constructed
;

in the course of which, all

the new authorities have been consulted : and it is accompanied by

a short Memoir, explanatory of the construction, and political con-

sequence, of the tract represented. This new piece, is in its na-

ture, an appendage to the Memoir of the Map of Hindoostan: and

the lettcr-prels of both, being printed uniformly, may conveniently

be bound up together, by those who choose it: but the Map, from

its size, cannot very conveniently be folded into the book.

A further number of copies, of the Third Section, and of the

two Maps belonging to it, have been printed, for the accommo-

dation of the purchasers of the first edition of this work.

Jan i ary 2 1 i»t, 1793.
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III. Mahrati a States. Green.

Deep Gr E£\.

r
Poon ah Mahrattas.

1 Malwa.

2 Candcish.

3 Part of Amcdnagur or Dowla-
tabad.

4 Visiapour.

5 Part of Gir/crat.

6

Agra.

7 Agimere.

8 Allahabad.

9 Shanoor, or Sanore-Bancapour

;

Darwar; &c. situated in the

Dooab, or country between the

Kistnah and Toomhuddra ri-

vers.

Tit i n u r aries.

1 Rajah of Jycnagur.

2

Joodpour.

3 Oudipour.

4
—J Xarwah.

5

Gohud.
6 Pat t of Bundclcund.

7 Mahomed Hyat. Bopaltol.

8 Futty Sing. Amedabad.

9 Gurrv Mundella, &c. &c.

Liglit

Jh'.KAit Mahrattas.

1 Berar.

2 Orifsa.

IV. Nizam-Ally, Soubah

i Gplconda.

a Auiungabad.

3 Better

.

4 Part of Berar.

5 Adoni, Rachorc and Ca-

noul.

V. Tippoo Slti

1 Mysore.

2 Sera.

3 Chitteidroog.

4 Bednore.

Iiu: en.

Tributary.

Bembajee.

of the Deccan. Orange.

* 6 Cuddapah, Cummum (oi Com
bam) apd Gandicotta (or Gan
jccotta).

*
7 Part of Gooty, Adoni, and Ca

noul.

* 8 Part of the Dooab.

r A N P URPLi.

5

Canhara.

b Soonda.

7 Herpanclly.

8 Annagoondy.

Late acquisitions from Tippoo Suitarf.
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9 PartofGooty. 12 Mangalore.

10 Gurramconda. 13 Coimbcttore.

it Colar.

N. 13 . The ccfsions made by Tippoo, to the British, the Poonah Mahrattas,

and the Nizam, arc marked by dotted lines of the colours, respec-

tively appropriated to each of the three states.

VI. Si: iks. Blue.

s Lahore, Moultan, and the western parts of Delhi.

Small States, not distinguished by Colours.

1 Succefsors of Zabeda Cawn. Sehaurunpour.

2 Jats.

3 Paltan Rohillas. Furruckabad.

4 Adjid Sing. Rcwah, &c.

5 Bundelcund, or Bundele,

6 Little Ballogistan,
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INTRODUCTION.

Page Ixxxi, line to from bottom, after Tanjore—See also the Memoir of the Map of the

Peninsula, page 21, 22.— exxvii, 1 . 3—read Mabrattas\— cxxviii, 1 . 5,
u Deccan, Payen Gaijt,” This is a mistake: the Deccan had its Balia,

and Payen Gaut , likewise. See Memoir of the Map of the Peninsula, page 14.— cxxxviij " Carnatic Sec a better definition of it, in Mem. Peninsula, p. 19, 20, 25.— cxxxix, “ Revenue oj Tippoo'\ See Mem. Peninsula ptgc 35, et sc(j .

MEMOIR.

Page 258, 1 . i2 “ Gauts'\ More particulars concerning them, will be found in Meui.

Penin. p. 14, 15, 16.

282, 1
. 5, and throughout the Memoir, read, Gandicoita , or Ganjecotla .

283, 1 . 1—read Chundegheri.— 285, 1 . 12—read Combam , or Cummum .

286, “ Canon!”. See also Mem. Penin. p. .0.

287, “ Racbore”. This name is also written Ryeboor.— 289, 1.8 “ Gondegiima”. This river in Capt. Bcatson’s Map, 13 called Gunla-cum-

muni.—- 290, 1 . 7 from bottom, " Sanorc It is also called Sbanoor.— 291, 1 . 13, “ Bijinagur
99

. This name is also written Beejanuggur . Sec Mem. Pen.

p. 40, r/ .«ivy. both tor the name, and for the remains of the city.
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INTRODUCTION.

Hindoostan, 1ms by the people of modern Europe, been under-

stood to mean the tract situated between the rivers Ganges and

Indus, on the east and west; the Thibetian and Tartarian moun-

tains, on the north
; and the sea on the south. But strictly speak-

ing, the extent of Hindoostan is much more circumscribed, than

these limits convey an idea of: and the name ought to be applied

only to that part of the above tract* which lies to the north of the

nfifallels ofta i° or 22". The Ncrbuddah river is, indeed, the reputed

southern boundary of Hindoostan, as far as it goes; and the south-

ern frontiers of Bengal and Bahar compose the remainder of it.

The countries on the south of this line, according to the Indian

geographers, go under the general name of Deccan
;
and comprise

nearly one half of the tract generally known by the name of the

Mogul empire. But as the term Hindoostan has been applied in

a la * sense to this whole region, it may be necefsary to diMnguish

the northern part of it, b}' the name of Hindoostan proper. This

tract has indeed the Indus, and the mountains of Thibet and Tar-

tary, for its western and northern boundaries: but the Ganges was

improperly applied as an eastern b >undary ; as it intersects in its

course, some of the richest provinces of the empire : while the Bur-

rampooter, which is much nearer the mark as an eastern b undary,

was*utterly unknown. In this circumscrib d state, the extent of

Hindoostan proper, is about equal to France, Germany, Bohemia,

Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, and the Low Countries, collectively’

:

and the peccan and peninsul^, are abyut equal to the British

d
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Islands,. Spain, and Turkey in Europe. I have here called the

tract which lies to the south of the Kistnah river, the peninsula;

in conformity to general practice; although its form docs by no

means warrant it. The term Deccan, which signifies the south,

is applied (as before said) in its most extensive signification, to

the whole region that lies on the south of Hindoostan proper

:

I

apprehend, however, that in its propel* -and limited sense, it means

only the countries situated between Hindoostan proper , the Car-

natic, the western sea, and Orifsa: that is, the provinces of Can-

deish, Dowlatabad, Visiapour, Golconda, and the western part of

Berar.

The term India, by which this country, as far as it was known,

is distinguished in the earliest Grecian histories, appears to be de-

rived from Hind, the name given it by the ancient Persians;

through whom, doubtlcls, the knowledge both of the country and

its name, were transmitted to the Greeks. We have the strongest

afsuranc.es from Mr. Wilkins, that no such words as Hindoo, or

Hindoostan, are to be found in the Sanscrit Dictionary. It ap-

pears that the people among whom the Sanscrit language was ver-

nacular, styled their country Bharata ;* a name which is, I be-

lieve, quite novel to the ears of the learned in Europe. It is proba-

ble then, that the word Hind furnished that of India to the Greeks

;

and th*' termination stan, signifying country in the Persic, is

of more modern date: for we find it joined to many of the an-

cient Persian names of countries ; as to Dahae, whence Dahestan

;

* See the notes to the Hcetopadcs, recently translated from the Sanscrit (or Sanscrcet),

by Mr. Wilkins, page 332. This gentleman has the merit of being the fir^t European who
acquired the knowledge of the Sanscrit language: which was that of ancient Hindoostan (or

Bharata) , but which ceased to be the vernacular tongue, soon after the Mahomcdan conquest,

in the nth century. A few years ago it was known only to the Pundits or learned Bra-

mins; who religiously kept it from the knowledge of all but their own order: it being the

sacred depositary of their religious institutions, and mysteries, and which it was inconve-

nient to communicate to the vulgar, otherwise than through the medium of their own com-
ments, and interpretations. The honour done Mr. Wilkins on this occasion, reminds us

of the communications made to Herodotus, by the Egyptian priests: and it is a fair in-

ference, that the personal merit of both of these men, had a principal share in obtaining so

distinguished a preference.
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Tapuri, Tabcri-stan; and Corduenc, Curdi-stan: together with

•many others. It has happened in the application of this name,

India, as on similar occasions; that is to say, it has been applied,

' not only to the country originally designed by it, but to cithers

adjacent to, and beyond it:* for the countries between Hiudoostan

and China, came to be called the further India; or India extra

Gangem

:

whereas. Hind, or^India, properly belonged only to the

country of the people called Hindoos; or those of India inlra Gan-

gem . The name is as ancient as the earliest profane history extant

:

and this may serve, among many other instances, to prove the high

antiquity of the Persian language.

India has in all ages excited the attention of the curious, in

almost every walk of life. Its rare products and manufactures,

engaged that of the merchants ; while the mild and inoffensive reli-

gion of Brama, and the manners inculcated by it, attracted the

iKVt??Ce of philosophers. The ‘structure of its language too, is re-

markable; and has a claim to originality. It had been happy for

the Indians, if they had not attracted the notice of a clals of men

more inimical to the happinefs of mank ind : for ihesoftnefs and effe-

minacy induced by the climate, and the yielding nature of the soil,

which produces almost spontaneously, invited the attacks of their

more hardy neighbours; and rendered them an easy prey to every

foreign invader. Jlence we find thepi succefsively conquofed by
4 *

the Persians, Patans, and Moguls: and it is probable, that, like

the Chinese, they have seldom had a dynasty of kings, from among

their own countrymen. 'The accounts of as centuries ago, repre-

sent the Indians as a people who stood very high in point of civili-

zation: but to judge from their ancient monuments, they had not

* The term Lybia belonged at first only to the countries of Africa that were colonized by
the Greeks; but w^s afterwards applied by them to the whole continent. The Romans, in a
similar manner, extended the name of Africa, which originally belonged only to the terri-

tories of Carthage, to l^c whole continent; or, at least, to as much as they knew of it.

Asia was applied at first only toNatolii ; which took the name of Lesser Asia, afterwards,
when Asia w^s applied to all the known parts of that continent.

P*
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carried the imitative arts to any thing like the degree of perfection

attained by the Greeks and Romans; or even by the Egyptians.

Both the Hindoos and Chinese appear to have carried the arts just

to the point requisite for useful purposes; but never to have ap-

proached the summit of perfection, as it respects taste, or boldncfs

of design.

Tlie principal monuments of Hindoo superstition are found in

the peninsula. Some have concluded from this, and from other

circumstances, tiiat the original seat of the Hindoo religion was

there. Others, perhaps with more appearance of probability, sup-

pose it to have originated on the banks of the Ganges. Monuments

of a superstition, apparently anterior to the Hindoo, exist in the

caves of Salsctte and Elephanta, two islands on the western coast

of India: these consist of apartments of extensive dimensions, exca-

vated from the live rock, and decorated with figures and columns.

India was but little known to the Greeks until Alexander's expe-

dition, about 327 years before Christ. Herodotus, who wrote

about 1 j 3 years before, appears to have heard but indistinctly of

any but the western part of it
; and that only, by its being tribu-

tary to Persia. He informs us (Book IV.) that Darius Hystaspcs

had dispatched Scylax of Caryandra to explore the Indus, about

508 years before Christ; and that he departed from Caspatyrus

and Plrtya, which were situated near the head qf the Indus. He-

rodotus continues to say, that the Indians who inhabit towards the

north, and border on these territories of Caspatyrus and Pactya,

resemble the Bactrians (that is, their neighbours) in manners:

and are the most valiant people of all India. The eastern part of

India, says he, is rendered desert by sands: which description ap-

plies only to the country lying east of the Indus, and south of the

Panjab:* and this shews pretty evidently, that Herodotus’s know-

ledge of India, as to particulars, extended no further than to the

above tract : and a collateral proof is, that he does not mention

The country watered by the
5
cistern branches of the Indus. S jc page 94 c

c
the Memoir
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the Ganges, which became so famous a century afterwards. In-

deed, he tells us very plainly, that this sandy desert was the ex-

treme point of his knowledge eastward.

With respect to Seylax's discoveries, this is Herodotus’s account.

“Darius being desirous to know in what part the Indus (which is

riie second river that prodvces/crocodiles) runs into the sea, sent

Siyliix of Caryandrn , with rfthers of approved fidelity, to make the

discovery. They departed in divers ships from Caspalyrvs, and the

territories of Partya ;* sailed down the river eastward, to the sea;

and then, altering their course to the west, arrived in the 30th

month, at that place where the King of Egypt (Ncchao) had

caused the Phenicians I mentioned before, to embark, in order to

surround the coast of Lybia (Africa). After this voyage, Darius

subdued the Indians, and became master of that sea.”—11 k rod.

Book IV. In another place, in the* same book, he takes notice of

s/?3Ic Indiap nations situated ‘to the southward, very remote from

the Persian conquests; and whose complexions were as black as

Ethiopians; these ought to be the people of the peninsula. He
had also learned that they killed no animals, but contented them-

selves w ith the produce of the earth : that they exposed those whom
they deemed too ill to recover; lived chiefly upon rice; had horses

of a smaller breed than their western neighbours; and that they

manufactured their line cotton wool in cloathing. /

Now, after the above account of Seylax’s expedition, can we
give credit to the story of Alexander s supposing that he had disco-

vered the head of the Nile, when he was at the Indus? Are we
to. suppose that. Aristotle concealed the books of Herodotus from

his pupil ? or, on the contrary, ought we not rather to believe,

that the matter of them was on his mind ;
and that the discoveries •

of Scylax, made within 180 years of his own time, and of a kind

* I conclude that Pattya, is the modern Pehkc/y. Sec pages 147, and 171 of the Memoir,
Some have supposed Cjsptitynis to mean Cashmere : but ri is is improbable, from its situiu

tion, which is remote from the Indus: but pebkely , or Vuckhoh , borders on it.
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that particularly interested him, were detailed to him, when we

find them given incidentally in Herodotus?

The story of Alexander’s surprise at seeing the tides in the In-

dus, appears to me equally improbable : seeing that the same He-

rodotus (book II.) speaks very particularly of the tides in the Red

Sea ; and describes them as being not />niy strong, but ebbing and

Mowing every day. QThat most intelligent and ingenious travel-

ler, M. Volney, informs us, that the tide ebbs and flows three feet

and a half at Snez.3 Arrian lakes no notice of the tides until Alex-

ander’s fleet had arrived near the mouth of the river. It is true

that the tide in the Indus does not go up so high as in other rivers

of equal bulk, and that run on so small a descent; but, ncverthelcfs,

as the tide is perceptible at ,^o or 60 miles above the river’s mouth,*

we may conclude that it could hardly escape the notice of Alex-

ander and his people, in their voyage from Pattala to the sea
;
sup-

posing they had not been apprized rtf the circumstancp. Rcsitvas.

Arrian's account of the coming in of the tide, which did so much

mischief to the fleet, is descriptive of the bore, or sudden influx

of the tide, in a body of water, elevated above the common surface

of the sea ; such as occurs in the Ganges, &c. He says, those ships

that lay upon lhe sand, were swept away by the fury of the tide;

while those that slack in the mud, were set afloat again without da-

mage. To the generality of readers, no reason will appear why the

circumstances of the ships should be different, in the mud, and on

the sand : the fact is, that the bottoms of channels, in great rivers,

are muddy ; while their shallows are formed of sand: and it is the

nature of the bore to take the shortest cut up a river ; instead of

following the windings of the channel : consequently, it must crofs

the sand banks it meets in its way ; and it will also prove more de-

structive to whatever it meets with aground, than what is afloat.

# The tide in the Indus is perceptible at about 65 miles above its mouth ; according to the

information of Mr. Callander, who resided a considerable time at Tutta, near the head of the

delta of the Indus. In the Ganges the tides are perceptible at 240 miles up: and in the

river Amazons, at 600.
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It appears also from Herodotus (Book III.), that the parts ol

• India bordering on the Indus, were subjected to regular tribute,

if not totally reduced, under the Persian government : for in enu-

* merating the 20 Satrapies of Persia (under Darius Hystaspes),* In-

dia is reckoned one of them, and is rated the highest: it being as-

sefsed in the proportion cjf j,6i}o Eubean talents of silver, out of

34,560, the whole annual -revenue. To explain this, the author

informs us, that the Indians were very numerous
;
and that the

tribute charged upon them was proportionably great. It is wor-

thy of remark, that this tribute was paid in gold, whereas that of

the other Satrapies was paid in silver. Much light is thrown on

this circumstance, by the intelligence furnished by the Ayin

Acbaree; namely, that the eastern branches of the Indus, as

well as some other streams that descend from the northern moun-

tains, yield gold dust (See the Inde*, article Gold). We are told

p'/”the same occasion, by Herodotus, that gold was estimated about

that time, at the*value of 13 times its weight in silver.

Alexander’s expedition furnished the Greeks with a more exten-

sive knowledge of India : although he traversed only the countries

mentioned by Herodotus: that is, the tract watered by the Indus,

and its Various branches, and adjunct rivers. But the spirit of in-

quiry was now gone forth
;
and the long residence of Megasthenes,

the qmbafsador of Seleucus, at Palibothra, the capital of the JPkasii,

furnished the Grecians with the principal part of the accounts of

India, that are to be found in Strabo, Pliny, and Arrian: for Me-

gasthenes kept a journal, and also wrote a very particular account

of what he had seen and heard, respecting India in general, during

several years residence: which account existed in Arrian's time.

His embafsy was about 300 years before our tera.

The communication by land, between the Syrian empire and

India was dropt very early; for Bactria soon became independent:

and by that means, the link of the chain that connected India with

Syria, was broken. The Indian trade was about the same time
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transferred from Tyre to Alexandria in Egypt, where it flourished

under the auspices of the Ptolemies, until Egypt became a Roman

province ;
and was continued on a more extensive scale under the

Romans themselves : nor did it forsake Alexandria, until there-
‘ «

discovery of the pafsage by the Cape of Good Hope. I shall take

occasion to speak more fully concern'] l/g
ike particulars of the na-

vigation from the Red Sea to India, hbreafter.

This traffic opened to the Egyptians and Romans a knowledge

of the coasts and products of India, as we find by various notices

in the abovementioned authors; and in Ptolemy in particular.

But considering how much the detail of the coasts was known to

him, as is evident by his map (Tab. X. Asiae), it is very extraor-

dinary that the general form of it should be so far from the truth:

for he makes the coasts between the Indus and Ganges, to project

only in a slight curve; w'hcrers, they are known to form the sides

of a triangle, whose perpendicular almost equals its base
; C.^pe

Comorin being the apex of it. Whoever compares the propor-

tional dimensions of India, found in Diodorus Siculus, Pliny, and

Arrian, will find them tolerably just: and will be inclined to think

that the worst set of ancient maps of India has travelled down to

us: and that Ptolemy, in constructing his map of that part, did

not exprefs the ideas of well-informed people of his own time, on

that subject. Pliny was about 60 years before Ptolemy; and, Ar-

rian about 20 years after Ptolemy : their accounts of the dimensions

of India, were taken from Eratosthenes and Megasthencs.

Diodorus says, that India is 32,000 stadia from north to south,

and 28,000 from east to west: that is, the breadth is seven-eighths

of the length.

Arrian gives the measures collected by Eratosthenes and Megas-

thenes; and says, that “ India is bounded on the west by the. In-

dus; on the north by a continuation of Mount Taurus, called in

different parts, Paro-pamisus, Emodus, and Himaus ; and on the

south, by the ocean, which also shuts up the eastern parts of
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it.* Few authors (says lie) have given us any account of the

people that inhabit towards the mouths of the Gauges, \where Pali-

both ka is situated
"

From the mountains at the head of the Indus, to its jpoutli,

according to Eratosthenes, is 13,000 stadia; and from the said

mountains, to the eastern sea, the extent is somewhat Iefs: but as

a huge tract of land runs out 4,000 stadia into the sea (meaning the

peninsula) it may be reckoned 16',000 stadia. From Palibothra to

the western extreme of India, measured along the great road, is

10.000 stadia: and the whole length (that is, from east to west) is

20.000 stadia. Arrian likewise gives the measures according to

Megasthcnes, who reckoned India 22,300 stadia from north to

south; and 1(>,000 broad, from east to west; making that the

breadth, which Eratosthenes reckons the length. We may ob-

serve, that Megasthenes’s proportion is, on the whole, the truest:

ftV'Tlsdia is about 28 degrees of a great circle in length, from

north to south; or from the Indian Caucasus to Cape Comorin:

and about 20 in breadth, from the Indus to the mouth of the

Canges: and if we reckon from the most distant mouth of each

riverj it will be 22 degrees in breadth. This shews that Arrian

had as just an idea of the proportional dimensions of India, as we

had, 40 years ago ; for we then reckoned it narrower than the

truth by at least t,wo degrees. It is iyipofsible to tell what 'length

Megasthenes meant to exprefs by a stade, as there appears to be

so considerable a variation in the length of this itinerary measure,

at diHercnt times ; but by proportioning the number of stades, to

the number of degrees, included in the above measures of India

by Megasthenes, there should be 800 stades in a degree of a great

• £Iere it would appear that Arrian followed the geography of Alexander, who supposed

India to be the most eastern part of Asia; and that the shore of the ocean, from the mouth
of the Ganges, took a quick turn to the north and north-west : for he supposed the Caspian
lake to be a gulf of it- [Vide his speech on the bank , of the Hyphasis.] But Ptolemy, as

we are given to understand, had, before the time of Arrian, described Seri c a, and the

borders of Sin*:: that*is, the countries bordering on the west and NW of China; the

country of the Eluths; and part of Tartary.
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circle. (M. D’Anvillc lias at different times reckoned 10,50; and

1100). I conceive it probable that Megasthencs gave the measures

according to the road distance, from one extreme of the country to

the other ; and not according to the horizontal distance, or actual

length and breadth of the country. Part of the apparent differ*

ences, in the length of the stado may' arise from these different

methods of reckoning distances.

Pliny gives the measures along the coasts between the mouth

of the Ganges, and Patiala (or Tatta) in the mouth of the Indus,

at 3320 miles (Roman miles, I suppose, of 1000 paces). The

true measure of these coasts, rejecting the sinuosities, and attend-

ing only to the general form of it, is 40 degrees of a great

circle. M. D’Anville allows 75 Roman miles to a degree ; and

by this rule, the above number of miles will come out 44 degrees,

instead of 40, the true measure. But if the pace be reckoned at

4 feet 10,02 inches, English, there ought to be 78^ Roman. *?iil)es

to a degree ; and by this calculation, the 3320 Roman miles

will be 42"
; or within— part of the truth. Whichsoever of the

two calculations may be adopted, it is clear that Pliny knew

nearly the form of the peninsula ; and that Ptolemy, who living

at Alexandria, might be supposed to be in the way of obtaining

the best information on the subject, was, in truth, ignorant of the

general form of it, although he knew so much concerning the par-

ticulars.

Arrian’s Indian history, which is extremely curious, and merits

more notice than it commonly meets with, shews us how' very little

change the Hindoos have undergone in about 21 centuries, allow-

ances being made for the effect of foreign conquests ; which, how-

ever, have produced fewer changes here, than they could have done

any where else : for customs, which in every country acquire a

degree of veneration, are here rendered sacred, by their connexion

with religion ; the rites of which are interwoven W'ith the ordi-

nary occurrences of life. To this, and to the seclusion from the
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rest of mankind, inculcated by the Braminical religion, \vc are

to ascribe the long duration of the Hindoo religion and customs

;

which are only to be extirpated, together with the very people

among whom they prevail ; and which have been proof against the

enthusiasm and cruelty of the Mahomodan conquerors: nay more,

have taught a lefson of moderation to those conquerors; who at

last saw no danger arising to the state, from a religion that ad-

mitted no proselytes.

We are'at the first view surprised to find that Arrian, who pro-

fel’ses to treat of India, should confine himself to the description of

a particular part only7
, while he had authors before him who had

treated the subject at large. It may, however, be accounted for

in this manner: that he chose to follow' those only, who had been

eye-witnefses to what they wrote; not compilers: and it is pretty

clear that his account of India, is meant chiefly to illustrate the

his fci/»yu*of his hero. The following particulars, selected from

among others, w ill shew to those who are conversant with India,

how' nearly the ancient inhabitants resembled the present, x. The
slender make of their bodies. 2. Their living on vegetable food.

3. Distribution into sects and clafses : and the perpetuation of

trades iy families. 4. Marriages at seven years of age: and pro-

hibiten of marriages between different clafses. 3. The men wear-

ing epr-rings
;
parti-coloured shoes; and veils, covering the head,

and great part of the shoulders. (>. Daubing their faces with co-

lours. 7. Only7 the principal people having umbrellas carried over

them. 8. Two-handed swords: and bows, drawn by the feet.

<). Manner of taking elephants ; the same as in the present age.

10. Manufactures ofcotton, of extraordinary whitenefs. 11. Mon-
strous ants: by which the Termites, or white ants are meant

;

though exaggerated. ^Herodotus, Book III, also mentions the

ants: and his account is more extravagant than Arrian's.^] 12.

Wooden houses, on the banks of large rivers ; to be occasionally

removed, as the river changed its course. 13. The Tala tree, or
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Tal ; a kind ol' palm. 14. The Banian (or Burr trees) and the

Indian devotees sitting under them.

We may preceive, however, on a reference to Arrian, that in

many of the above particulars, he had either been indistinctly in-

formed, or else mis-informed ; as in the case of the Tal tree; the

account of the white ants (which he discredits, at the time he re-

lates it)

;

and the manner in which the people daub their faces. The

wooden houses, are, as far as I know, peculiar to the side of the

Indus; and are remarked to be so, in the Ay in Acbaree. Arrian in-

forms us, that he took his account of India from Nearchus and Me-

gasthenes. In the account ofthe wooden houses, it may be perceived

that he followed Nearchus ; who seeing them on the side of the In-

dus, concluded they were in use every where else. As to Mcgasthe-

nes, Arrian thought he had not travelled far over India; although

farther than Alexander's followers. This opinion may serve partly

to explain, why Arrian did not preserve the Journal of M^gusvhe-

nes, by inserting it in his history of Alexander; or in his account

of India.

His geography of India relates chiefly to the northern parts, or

those seen by Alexander and Mcgasthenes. And his catalogue of

rivers, most of which arc also to be found in Pliny, and
t
among

which we can trace many of the modern names, contain pnly

those that discharge themselves into the Ganges or Indus: such as

Ciiiims, the Cane; Cofsoanus Cosa, or Col’s; Sonus, Soane; Con-

doebates, Gunduck ; Sambus, Sumbul, or Chumbul; Agoramis,

Gogra; Commcnases, Caramnafsa, &c. &c.

Of the different histories of Alexander that have travelled down

to us, that by Arrian appears to be the most consistent ; and espe-

cially in the geography of Alexander’s marches, and voyage in the

Panjab; which country, by the nature of its rivers, and by their

mode ofconfluence, is particularly favourable to the task of tracing

his progrefs. Diodorus and Curtius, had, or ought to have had

the same materials before them, as Arrian: that is, the journals or
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relations of Ptolemy and Aristobulus ; who as friends and compa-

ctions of Alexander, had opportunities of being well informed.

We may conclude also, that there were among the followers. of

'Alexander, journalists of a very different stamp ; and indeed, the

experience of our own days furnishes us with examples enough of

tlrat kind, to make it probable: and there are also to be found,

compilers, who according to their tastes and dispositions, prefer

the relation of the marvellous, to those of the sober and rational

kind. Sufch as these, we may conceive Diodorus and Ouintius

Curtius to be; the latter particularly, under whose hand, every

incident grows into a miracle or wonder. Arrian too, relates his

wonders; but in such a manner as not to commit himself: or,

as if he meant rather not to withhold what lie thought himself

bound to communicate, than as if he believed them himself, or

wished to inculcate a belief of them ill others.

It i.r '.'a.be. regretted that Arrian did not preserve the journal of

Megasthcnes, as well as that of Nearchus. The lofs of Baton ’s,

or Biton's book, which contained the geography of Alexander's

marches, is also to be regretted. It existed in the time of Pliny,

who quotes him: but 1 think, if Arrian had seen it,, he would

have be<;o more particular in his geography, in certain places; as

lie owiinarily studies to be. Certainly, Arrian had not read Hero-

clotusi attentively : otherwise he woul<J not have pafsed over in si-

lence, the voyage of Scylax down the Indus; nor represented his

hero as being ignorant of so curious a fact as the tides must have

appeared, to those who read the same book. But that he had read

part of Herodotus, is evident by his quoting his opinion respecting

the delta of the Nile; and by an allusion to his account of the ants

that dug up gold, in India, &c.

There is no reason to doubt that the Hindoo or Braininical reli-

gion was universal over Hindoostan and the Deccan, before the time

of Alexander’s conquest, if we regard the notices a Ilorded by He-

rodotus an
#
d Arrian. Nor is it mpre extraordinary that one religion
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should .prevail over India, although composed of distinct govern-

ments, than that the Christian religion should prevail over a larger

tract in Europe ; or the Mohamedan over a still larger tract in

Europe, Asia, and Africa. But although there might be an uni-

versality of religion, there were, as the learned well know, many

distinct languages ; and history, both ancient and modern, gives us

the most positive afsurances, that India was divided into a number

of kingdoms or states, from the time of Herodotus, down to that

of Acbar. Not only Herodotus, Diodorus, Pliny, ahd Arrian,

are positive as to this point, but even Abul Fazil, wrho composed

a history of the Indian provinces, in the reign of Acbar, in the

16’th century. It is probable, that the almost universality of reli-

gion, and the union of so large a portion of this vast region, under

the family of Tamerlane (particularly under Aurungzebe) has oc-

casioned an idea, though a very erroneous one, that the Mogul

empire, so called from the Mogul (or Mongul) dynasty, -or <fitat of

Tamerlane, was always under one head.

But whatever kind of division may have taken place in the rest

of Hindoostan, there appears to have been, generally., a large em-

pire or kingdom, which occupied the principal part of that im-

mense valley or plain, through which the Ganges takes its course:

the capital of which has fluctuated between Delhi and PatVa, as

the limits of the empire have varied. That such a one does not

exist at present, is probably owing to the Bengal provinces being

in the hands of foreigners: but if we consider the union of interests

between Bengal and Oude, the case is not efsentially altered. Leave

matters to their natural course, the whole valley will form one

state again. The kingdom I speak of, wras that of the Prasii and

Gangarid a:, in the times of Alexander and Megasthenes: and

which was very powerful, as appears by the strength of its armies,

and the number of elephants trained to war. It seems to have ex-

tended westward to the Panjab country : and if Palibothra stood on

the site of Patna, as late accounts seem to render probable (see
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page 50 of the Memoir), we may suppose that it included at least

part of Bengal. In effect, the kingdom of the Prasii could not well

be of lefs dimensions than France: and the state of it (according to
• •

^.rrian) was rich, the inhabitants good husbandmen, and excejlent

soldiers: governed by nobility, and living peaceably; their rulers

imposing nothing harsh, or unjust, upon them. Those who are

fonder of contemplating the silent happinefs of a whole people,

than of tracing the steps of a conqueror, will be gratified on re-

flecting that Alexander stopt short, oil the borders of the country

above described.

The trade from the western world to India, which has ever en-

riched those who have carried it on, has often changed hands, and

been turned into different channels. A paision for Indian manu-

factures and products, has actuated the people of every age, in

lower Asia, as well as in the civilized parts of Europe: the delicate

and in’./'-’jJltfd, as well as the coarser and more useful, fabrics of

cotton, of that country, particularly suiting the inhabitants of the

temperate regions along the Mediterranean and Euxino seas. To
this trade, tho Persian and Arabian gulfs opened an easy pafsage;

the latter particularly, as the land carriage between the Red Sea

and the Kile, and between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean,

took ip only a few days. It is highly probable, and tradition in

Ihdia'twarrants thc
#
belief of it, that there was, from time imme-

morial, an intercourse between Egypt and Hindoostan: similarity

of customs in many instances (as related of the ancient Egyp-
tians, by Herodotus, and which can hardly be referred to phy-

sical causes) existing in the two countries. The intercourse,

) we may conclude, was carried on by sea ; if we consider the na-
I

*'

ture of the intervening countries, and the seat of the manufac-

tures > and it might, moreover, be expected, that a nation so en-

terprizing as to undertake the circumnavigation of Africa (as,

there can be no doubt, the Egyptians did, under the Pharaohs),

would scarcely leave unexplored the coasts of a sea so much
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nearer ; and which, from the regularity of the periodical winds,

was so easy of accefs. Whether Solomon’s profitable traffic in-

cluded that of India, there are, 1 believe, no means of determin-

ing; but it appears highly probable that it did: as also that the

voyages of three years, made by the ships that arrived at Tarsbtsb,

were to the remote parts of Africa. Solomon's fleets were dis-

patched from the ports of the Red Sea; David’s conquest of Idu-

mea (Edom) giving him polsefsion of the ports in the north-eastern

branch of that sea. Tyre was founded about two centuries and a

half before this period : and from the very flourishing state she was

in, under Hiram, the cotemporary of Solomon, it may be con-

cluded that her merchants pofsefsed the greatest part of the trade

of the known world, at that time ; and the trade of the east among
the rest, in all probability. Commerce being so ready a way to

riches, it is no wonder that so enlightened a prince as Solomon,

should profit by the example of his neighbours, and, av."'.{’*ftimself

of his situation, from the enlarged state of his kingdom, which ex-

tended from the Euphrates to the Red Sea, and to the borders of

Egypt (1 Kings, chap. iv. ver. 24); and which opened to him two
of the great avenues to the east, by way of the Red SV*a, and the

Persian Gulf. M. Volney’s idea, respecting the object *ihat Solo-

mon had in view, when he took pofsefsion of Palmyra, is, tfn my
opinion, no lefs probable than ingenious; namely, to use is as an

emporium of the East-India trade, by way of the Persian Gulf, and

the course of the Euphrates. This was about 1000 years before our

aira. But Solomon’s trade, notwithstanding, was merely tempo-

rary ; and reminds us of some feeble efforts, made in our own days,

by an inland prince, who was constrained to borrow the mariners

of the modern Tyre, as Solomon did those of the ancient. It was,

no doubt, unsuitable to the genius of a commercial state, to aid a

rival power: but either the same genius in individuals might lead

them to embark in lucrative schemes, that were detrimental to

their country ; or it might be a temporizing policy on the part of
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tlic state. Whether the Indian trade was carried on at the same

•time, by the Tyrians and Egyptians, as well as by the Judeans,

cannot now be ascertained ;
but I think it probable that it might

;

•and that, both by the route of the Persian Gulf, and the Reel Sea;

as we have seen it in our days. But whatever might be the mer-

cantile state of Tyre in the days of Solomon, we find it about a

century after, establishing a colony at Carthage ; and about three

Centuries after that, its greatnefs was proverbial: I mean, about

the date of Ezekiel's prophecy concerning it.

When Tyre fell into the hands of Alexander (before Christ 332,

and about 260 after the time of Ezekiel), that city was in full

pofsefsion of the Indian commerce. The route of their trade from

India, was up the Red Sea to Eziongaber ; and thence acrofs the

deserts of Rhinocorura, a town on the Mediterranean, and on the

common frontiers of Palestine and Egypt: both of which countries

were the hands of the* Persians. From Rhinocorura, the

goods were carried by sea to Tyre, and circulated from thence.

The destruction of Tyre by Alexander, and the consequent foun-

dation of Alexandria, turned the trade into a new channel; or ra-

ther, perlyqxs returned it into its ancient one, Egypt. The Pto-

lemies, ii;.':o whose hands Egypt fell, on the division of Alexander’s

empire, bestowed a fostering care on the new emporium, which

also became the capital of the kingdom. Ptolemy Philadelphia

constructed a canal from Jrsinot’ (near the present Suez) to the

Pelusiac branch of the Nile : and afterwards, pofsibly because of

the tedious and dangerous navigation of the upper part of the Red

Sea, founded the city of Berenice on the western side of that sea,

and nearly under the tropic (that is, 4,70 miles below Suez), from

whence the merchandise was transported acrofs the desert of The-

bais, to Coptus on the Nile; and thence, down the stream of that

river, and its canals, to Alexandria; which thus became the centre

of trade between the eastern and western world ; and, of course,

one of the most opulent cities in either. It. would appear, that
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under the Ptolemies, the Egyptians extended their navigation to

the extreme point of the Indian continent, and even sailed up the

Ganges to Palibothra.

Alexandria held its rank as an emporium, even after Egypt be-

came a Roman province: and preserved it in a considerable degree,

during the various revolutions that happened in the east;* until the

re-discovery of the pafsage round the south point of Africa, about

300 years ago, turned the bulk of the Indian trade into an entire

new channel ; and from which it is not likely ever to be diverted.

Berenice continued to be the port of outiit for the Roman East-

India trade in the time of Pliny (A. D. 75^ ), who details, in his

sixth book, the account of the navigation to India; with many

curious particulars relating to it: and among other matters, we

may gather, that it was a complaint even in his lime, that the

trade to India drained Europe of its riches. Pliny says, that it

cost fifty millions of sesterces every year; and yet the trpflo-is not

described as being extended to every part of India. Arbuthnot

reckons a sestertius one-fourth part of a denarius of 6“ 2->- grains of

silver: at this rate, the above number of sesterces, will produce

above 440,0001. according to the medium value of s'.]ver in the

present age. The prime cost of the cargoes brought into. England,

from India and China, in one year, has been above three millions

sterling, freight included.

From Berenice it was reckoned 30 days navigation, down the

Red Sea, to (kelis (Gella), just within the strait of Bab-el-mandel.

Another port was Muza (Mocha), but Ocelis was reckoned the

best, and most commodious for departure. From thence to Mu-

ziris, the first port of merchandise in India, was 40 days sail

:

so that, as they left Berenice about midsummer, they might arrive

in India in the latter end of August, when the violence of the SW
monsoon was abated, and the coasting navigation safe and easy.

* The Venetian trade to,tlic east, was by the channel of the Red Sea, and Alexandria.
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Pliny docs not forgot to mention that they departed with the tcrst

'wind : and these 40 days sailing, would be about 15 days run, lor

.an European ship, in the modern style of navigating: being abojut

'1750 marine (the same as geographical) miles, on a straight course.

We arc told that these voyages were first made by coasting the

Ahibian shore, to the promontory Syagrus (Cape Rasalgate), and

thence along the coast of Persia to the mouth of the Indus, &c.

IKu tiie next aire, a shorter and safer course was discovered : for

from Cape Rasalgate, the ships made a direct course to Zizerus, a

port in India; situated, as would appear by circumstances, on the

northern part of the Malabar coast. After this, a direct course

was made from the outlet of the Red Sea to Muziris, as above re-

lated. It is probable, after all, that they coasted a great part of

the Arabian coast, in order to reduce the length of that part of

their course that lav out of the siedit" of land: unlefs the habit of

depend ii.^'tiM the compals, has, in my idea, increased the difficulty

of shaping a course without one.

Muziris is said by Pliny to have been an incommodious place of

merchandise, because the shallownefs of the port, or river’s mouth,

"madevt neWfsary to discharge or take in the cargo in small boats,

at a distance from the emporium: and besides, there was danger

frem^the pirates at Nilrid. Another port, more commodious and

better stored with merchandise, was named Barace (or Becarc), in

the country of the Niconidians ; and as the pepper of Cottonara was

brought to this place in small boats, it may be concluded that

Baracc was within, cr near to, the country of Canaka; which

^.produces the best pepper in those parts, at the present day. After

much study and investigation, I cannot apply to any particular

spot, these ports of Muziris and Baracc: for the Malabar coast

abounds with ports of the above description: and it must be con-

sidered, too, that a shallow port for one of the Roman traders,

which in all probability were smaller than ours, would be reckoned,

in
#
thc present times, no port at, all. The circumstances of the

fa
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pirate coast, and pepper country, however, confine us within cer-

tain limits: for, in the course to. Muziris, the traders palsed near

the pirates' stations; and as these, by the lights which I have re-

ceived from Pliny and Ptolemy, were nearly the same as the pre-

sent (that is, between Bombay and Goa), I conceive the trading

ports meant by Pliny, were situated between Goa and Tellicherry.

The Periplus of the India sea, and the geography of Ptolemy,

throw some faint light on the subject.

Ptolemy’s ideas are these: Tyndis (going southward) succeeds

Nitriu; then Muziris; Beearc (which is one of the readings of

Baracc); Mekynda, or Nelcynda; Cottiara; and then Comaria,

or Cape Comorin ; whose proper name is Komrin, or Kumry.

And the Periplus enumerates in the same order, Tyndis, Mu-
ziris, and Baracc: allowing 500 stadia between each, respec-

tively. No three places appear more convenient to this re-

lative disposition, and to the circumstances of the, pirate coast

and pepper country, than Goa, Mecrzavv (vulgarly, Merjee),

and Barcelore, or Bafsinorc. The first, namely, Goa, is just clear

of the pirate coast : having Newtya, pofsibly the N'trias of Pliny

and Ptolemy (near which the pirates cruised on the Poman ves-

sels in their way to Muziris) on the north of it. The second

place, Meerzaw, or Merjee, has even some affinity in sound vvit

h

Muziris; and is situated on a river, and at some distance from the

sea. And Barcelore, or Bafsinore, which may pofsibly be Baracc,

is one of the principal pepper factories at present : and therefore

answers so far to Baracc. Nelcynda, I take to be Nelisuram: and

do not, with M. D’Anville, suppose Baracc to be the port of N\J-

cynda, but a distinct place. It is said by Pliny, to he situated

within the kingdom of Pandion ; which is pretty well understood

to be Madura: or to be comprised, at least, within the southern

part of the peninsula: and therefore, the farther south we go for

Nelcynda, the lefs we are likely to err. But even all this is con-

jecture, as far as relates to particular positions : nor is it of much
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consequence ; for we are clear that the ports of merchandise must

be situated in or near to the country of Canara, the Cottonara, or

p'epper country of Pliny: that is, between Goa and Tellicherry

;

as before observed.

The ships returned from the coast of India about the month of

December, with the north-east monsoon: and when entered into

the Red Sea, they had a south, or south-west wind : so says Pliny,

’^"he voyage was made much within the compais of a year: and

the profits*are stated to be immense: but the particulars of the

cargoes are not recorded.

There arc no notices in Pliny (as far as I know) concerning any

voyages of the Romans to the gulf of Bengal, or to the peninsula

of Malay (the golden Chersonese), although it is clear from Strabo,

who wrote before Pliny, that the Ganges had then been sailed

up, as high as Palibothra. Ptolemy’* geography, said to be com-

posed ab°”+ (jo years after Pliny, contains evident proofs that both

of tile Indian peninsulas had been explored: such is the mention

of the pearl fishery between Ceylon and the continent; the dia-

monds found on the banks of the Sumbulpour river ; and the point

•from^vhence ships that traded to the Malay coast, look their de-

parture (supposed to be Point Gordeware): besides many names

that can hardly be misunderstood in the application of them; as

Arcah, the capital
#
of the Sura- (or Sora-mandalum , from whence

corruptly ChoromamleJ) ; Mesolia, the district which contains Ma-

sulipatam; the river Cauvery, under the name of Chakons, &c.

The peninsula beyond the Ganges is also described in Ptolemy,

gs-far as Cochin China, or perhaps to the borders of China, or

Siine. QSee M. D'Anville's Antiquite Geographiquc de l’lnde.^

We may here observe also, by the way, that the islands scattered

over the gulf of Bengal, in Ptolemy, and probably meant for the

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, are most of them said to be inha-

bited by Anthropophagi

:

and this idea has also been adopted by the

modern navigators. Other islands, which may be meant either
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for certain parts of Sumatra, or for some of the islands that lie ex-

tended along the western side of it, are also branded with the same

character: and we find by Mr. Marsden, that it is generally be-

lieved that man-eaters exist in Sumatra, even at this day. I refer

the Borne Fortum

e

island, to the Great Andaman ; and the 10 Ma-

niohe , to the northern Nicobars; being just the number of them:

the 3 Barqfstc , and 3 Simla* islands, together with the 3 Soha-dibw

;

are the islands I allude to, as being cither parts of Sumatra, cv

islands neat' it.

Sketches of the History of TIindoostan, since the Commencement

of the Maiiomkdan Conquests.

There is no known history of Hindooslnn (that rests on the

foundation of Hindoo materials or records) extant, before the

period of the Mahomedan conquests: for either the Hindoos kept

no regular histories; or they were all destroyed, or secluded from

common eyes by the Pundits. We may judge of their traditions,

by that existing concerning Alexander’s expedition: which is,

that he fought a great battle with the Emperor ofllindooslan, near

Delhi : and though victorious, retired to Persia, acrofs the northern

mountains: so that the remarkable circumstance of his sailing

down the Indus, in which he employed many months, is sunknal-

together. And yet, perhaps, few events of ancient times, rest on

better foundations than this part of the history of Alexander (see

Section III. of the Memoir), as appears by its being so highly cele-

brated, not only by his cotemporaries, but by several of the most

celebrated authors for some centuries following. As for the no-

tices above referred to, in Herodotus, Pliny, and Arrian, &c.
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thev arc rather transient views of the th.cn state of Ilindoostan,

with a general account of manners and customs, than a history.

Njot but that these accounts are mlinitcly more pleasing and satis-

factory, than a history would have been, if it contained nothing

more than that of the Mahomedan conquests; that is, an account

of .battles and malsacres; an account of the subversion of (appa-

rently) one of the mildest and most regular governments in the

vorld, by the vilest and most unworthy of all conquerors: for

such the Mahomedans undoubtedly were, considered either in re-

spect to their intolerant principles; contem
j
t of learning, and

science; habitual sloth ; or their imperious treatment of women

:

to whose lot, in civilized societies, it chiefly falls to form the

minds of the rising generation of both sexes ;
as far as early lefsons

of virtue and morality may be supposed to influence them.

The travels of Cosmas in the b'th qpntury, and of the two Ma-

homedan travellers in the c>th,- afford few materials for history:

and but little can be gleaned from Marco Paulo, w ho erolscd the

peninsula, and went up the western side of it, to Guzerat, in the

vjth century.
#
Indeed, it is exceeding dillicult to refer any inci-

jlaaJ^relaled in this last author, to any particular country; as the

geography of his travels is an enigma, for the most part.'

It is chiefly to Persian pens that we are indebted for that portion

of Lilian history, which we pofsefs. The celebrated Mahomed
Ferishla, early in the 17th century, compiled a history of lliudoo-

stan, from various materials; most of which, in the idea of Col,

Dow (\vlu> gave a translation of this history to the world, about

2q^years ago
)
were collected from Persian authors. The Maha-

barut, an historical poem of high antiquity, and which I under-

stand, Mr. Wilkins is now translating 'Vom the original Sanscrit-

(as he.has already done an episode of it, under the title of Bhag’ at

Geeta) is supposed to contain a large portion of interesting histori-

cal matter: but if the father of Grecian poetry made so total a

change in the story of Helen, in order to give a full scope to Ids
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imagination ;
what security have wc that another poet may not

mislead us in matters of fact
; that is, in all that is valuable in history,

considered as such? Mr. Dow was far from supposing that the Hin-

doos were destitute of genuine histories of their own country: he

was not indeed acquainted with the Sanscrit language, in which

they must he written, if at all ; but founded his belief on the infor-

mation of people on the spot. If the specimens of early Hindoo

history given in the Ayin Acbaree, are akin to those which Mr.

Dow had in contemplation; I confcfs I can place no dependance on

them. The most valuable part of Ferishta’s history, he allows to

be that, posterior to the first Mahomedan conquests, about the

year jooo: and the following abstract of it is offered to the reader's

notice, in order to fix in his mind an idea of the succcfsive

changes in the state of the empire of Hindooslan; which from a

pure Hindoo government, became a Mahomedan one; and conti-

nued to be so, under various dynasties of monarchs. >Vpm Persia,

Afghanistan, and Tartary; until the beginning of the present cen-

tury
; these princes, moreover, adding to the original country of

Hindoostan, all the other provinces situated within the Ganges.

This unwieldy state then dropping to pieces, anarchy succeeded ,

which, in most parts of it, is scarcely composed at present: and

which had nearly given rise to a new Hindoo empire, under the

Mahrattas: but the intervention of foreign powers prevenfed it.

Lastly, one of those foreign powers seizing on the fairest provinces,

and taking the lead in the empire, although removed from it, the

distance of an actual route of fifteen thousand miles!*

Kvcn after the commencement of the Mahomedan conquests, . .we

find little more, in Ferishta, save the histories of the empire of

Ghizni (or Gazna) and Delhi; until the subjection of all Hindoo-

stan, by the Patan emperors in the beginning of the 13th century

:

for Hindooslan continued to be divided into a number of separate

# No part of the Roman empire was distant from its capital, fry the most circuitous route,

more than 2800 miles.
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kingdoms, each of which required a particular history : and of

"which we know only such parts of it, as were interwoven with the

iWory of the conquering country. Many of these old Hindoo

kingdoms, bore the same names as the present soubahs (or •vice-

royalties) do; and had, probably, nearly the same limits. The

history of the Deccan, is yet more obscure than that of Hindoo-

stan ; being brought into view later, as the Mahomedan conquests

extended thither: and which began to encroach on it about the

year 1300,’although the entire conqil’est of it, was not made until

late in the 17th century.

It may be observed, that the first Mahomedan conqueror who

made any establishments in Hindoostan, that is, Mahmood, found

little lei's difficulty in subduing the country, than the latter conque-

rors did, when so many kingdoms were united under the Patan em-

perors: for those kingdoms, now become provinces, were too exten-

sive, and erftiposed ofmaterials,too discordant to unite properly: not

to mention, that they were never long enough united, to produce

the happy effects resulting from a long period of intercourse under

one common head ; which afsimilates the whole into one mal's, like

tfitr'Krench or British provinces. And this must ever be. the case,

in very extensive empires, where a delegation of great powers, and

distant situation, prepare the provinces for independency, when-

ever the supreme government happens .to be placed in weak hands.

Hence, Hindoostan, even under the Moguls, may be considered

only as a collection of tributary kingdoms ; each accustomed to

look no farther than to its own particular viceroy; and, of course,

ever in a state to rebel, when the imbecility of the emperor, and

the ambition of the viceroy , formed a favourable conjuncture. To
this must be attributed the little resistance that was made to the

arms* of Tamerlane, Baber, Humaioon, and Nadir Shah; al-

though so many provinces were at those times united under one

prince.

. S
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The first Mahomedan conquests that led to permanent establish-

ments in Hindoostan, were those of the beforementioned Mahmood,

Emperor ofGhizni: for I make a distinction between these,'? i'd

the first irruptions of the Mahomedans; which left such slight

traces behind them, as to be scarcely apparent. Among others,

was that of the Caliph Valid in the first century of Mahomedanism.

The empire of Ghizni was founded by Abistagi, governor of

Korasan (A. D. </>o), who revolted from the King of Bucharia:

whose ancestor, in his turn, had arisen to power, on the ruins of the

Caliphat empire, about 87 years before. Ghizni consisted chiefly

of the tract which composed the kingdom of Bactria, after the

division of Alexander s empire: that is, the countries lying between

Parthia and the Indus; and south of the Oxus* Ghizni (or

Gazna) a city placed among the western sources of the Indus,

and not far from the Indian Caucasus, was the reputed capital

;

though Balk or Balich claimed this honour, likewise. '*0.

Mahmood (commonly styled Sultan) was the third in succefsion

from Abistagi: and was himself the son of Subuctagi, who appears

to have meditated the conquest of the western part of India; and,

like Philip, left his projects, as well as his kingdom, to hi-^orr.

Subuctagi had carried his arms acrofs the Indus, and ravaged the

Panjab; but made no establishments: for we find, that at the Mme
of his son Mahmood s invasion, a prince of the Bramin race, or

religion, named Jeipal, poisefsed the whole country, along the east

side of the Indus, to Cashmere; and that lie had the kings of

Delhi, Agimere, Canoge, and Callinger, for allies: so that it may

be concluded, from the circumstance of the frontier provinces

being under a Hindoo government
;
and from the state of the Hin-

doo religion, throughout the scene of Mahmood’s conquests; that

the Mahomedans, whatever ravages they might have commit-

ted, previous to this time, had not, as we have before observed,

* The reader is requested to consult the map at page zoo, for the countries lying between
the Indus and the Caspian Sea.
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formed any establishment in Hindoostan: but tliat the whole coun-

try was perfectly Hindoo, at the time of Mahmood’s conquest.

IiJTiust be observed, that I do not clafs the country of Cabul, or

any of the provinces on the west of the Indus, as belonging to

Hindoostan proper.

before Mahmood began his first expedition into India, which

was only three years after his accefsion, he extended his empire

northward, by reducing Bucharia; from whose king, his ancestor

had revolted, as has been observed above.

In A. D. 1000, he entered Hindoostan: but in the course of

eight years, he made no further progrefs than Moultan. The peo-

ple of Moultan, who were the Malli , and Calhcri (that is, the

Kuttry or Rajpoot tribe) of Alexander, must have preserved their

ancient spirit, to be able to oppose, for so long a time, such formi-

dable armies, headed by so furious an enthusiast. In 1008, we
find all the«yindoo princes, from the west of the Ganges to the

river Nerbuddah, united against him, for the common defence of

their religion; the extirpation of which, was to Mahmood, an ob-

ject equal to that of the acquisition of territory, or subjects. It

iifetf Joe doubted whether the acquisition of subjects, the rational

end of conquest, ever enters into the minds of barbarous con-

quests; such as this Mahmood, Tamerlane, or Nadir Shah.

One would rather suppose the contrary; or, at least, that they

were totally indifferent about it, by their mafsacrcs and extermi-

nations. The confederate Hindoos were defeated : and Mahmood’s

first efsay towards effecting the downfall of their religion, was the

destruction of the famous temple of Nagorkote, in the mountains

bordering on the Panjab country. His next expedition, being the

sixth, was in 1011; when Tannasar, a more celebrated place of

Hindoo worship, on the west of Delhi, experienced a like fate with

Nagorkote; and the city of Delhi itself, was taken at the same

time. In 1018, hp took Canoge, and also destroyed the temples

of Matra, or Matura (the Metbora of Pliny), a city of high anti-

jnr cf
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quity, and no Ids an object of religious veneration, near Agra.

After this, turning his arms against the Rajpoots of Agimere, he

found either them, or their country, which is full of mountg.hi<s

and fastnefses, too strong for him.

II is twelfth expedition, in 1024, was fatal to the celebrated

temple of Sumnaut, in the peninsula of Guzerat, adjoining to the

town of Puttan, on tlie sea coast; and not far from the island of

Diu, now in the hands of the Portuguese. His route wras by

Moultan and Agimere, the citadel of w hich last, he was compelled

to leave in the hands of the enemy: and in crofsing the desert, be-

tween it and Moultan, he hazarded the lofs of his army, for want

of water. The destruction of Hindoo temples, with their priests

and votaries, appears to have afforded this monster the highest de-

light. Nothing offends our feelings more, than the progrcfs of

destruction urged by religious zeal

:

as it allows men to suppose

themselves agents of the Divinity ; ’thereby removing .t-bpse checks

which interfere with the perpetration of ordinary villainy; and

thus makes conscience a party, where she was meant to be a judge.

Such also was Tamerlane: but to the alleviation of the misfortunes

of the Hindoos, the enthusiasm of Mahomedanism had losj,..iW

edge, before the invasion of Nadir Shah. Had this predominated

in his savage nature, the whole scene of his conquests mus.Jiave

remained a solitary desert.

The city of Nehrvvalla, the ancient capital of Guzerat, together

with that whole peninsula, fell into the hands of Mahmood ; who

died four years afterwards (1028) polsefsed of the eastern, and by

much the largest part of Persia; as well as, nominally, of all the

Indian provinces from the western part of the Ganges, to the pe-

ninsula of Guzerat; and from the Indus, to the mountains of Agi-

mere: but the Panjab was the only part of it, that was subjected

to regular government, under the Mahomedans; as being in the

vicinity of the Ghiznian empire. As for the Rajpoots of Agimere,

they still preserved their independence, among their rugged moun-



tains, and close vallies; and not only then, but in a great measure,

ttown to the present time: being in respect of Hindoostan, what

country of Switzerland, is to Europe; but much more exten-

sive, and populous. From Mahmood to Aurungzebe, the Indian

conquerors were contented with the nominal subjection of those

hardy tribes: among whom, military enthusiasm, grafted on reli-

gious principles, is added to strength and agility of body ; and this

race is difseminated over a tract equal to half the extent of France.

It goes under the general name of Rfljpootana : and is the original

country of the founder of the Maliratta state; whose rulers, about

30 years ago, aspired at universal empire in Hindoostan.

'fhe Ghiznian empire, subject to the same causes of decay, with

other unwieldy states of rapid growth, was in 1158, forcibly di-

vided : the western and largest part, and which still retained the

ancient name of the empire, being seized on by the family of the

Gaurides (.-fWlenominated from Gaur, or Ghor, a province and city,

lying beyond the Indian Caucasus) while the provinces contiguous

to both shores of the Indus, remained to Chusero, or Cusroe,

who fixed his residence at Lahore.* And even his posterity were,

In' "it 84, driven out of their kingdom, by the Gaurides. The

Mahomedans, thus become nearer neighbours to the Hindoos, by

li

x

ah/ their residence at Lahore, extended, as might be expected,

their empire eastward ; Mahomed Gosi, in 1 J94, perpetrating, in

the city of Benares, the same scenes as Mahmood had before done

at Nagorkote and Sumnaut. Benares was regarded as the principal

university of Braminical learning ; and we may conclude that about

this period, the Sanscrit language, which was before the current lan-

guage of Hindoostan, began to decline in its purity, by the admix-

ture of words from that of the conquerors; until the language of

Hindbostan became what it now is: the original Sanscrit, pre-

served in tlieir ancient writings, becoming a dead language. Such
W

# For the dates of the reigns of the emperors of Hindoostan, the reader is referred to a

Chronological
r

£ablc, at the end of the Introduction.
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mutations have taken place in every country, where the conquerors

have been numerous enough to effect it : the Saxon language waiv

at the same peridi suffering from the Norman conquest, what 'hfe

Sanscrit did from the Ghiznian. Mahomed Gori also carried his

arms to the south of the river Jumnah, and took the fortrefs of

Gwalior; which then gave name to a kingdom, that has since

composed nearly the soubah of Agra: he also reduced the eastern

part of Agimere.

The death of this emperor*, in 1205, occasioned a new division

of the Ghiznian empire, the Persian part remaining to Eldoze, and

the Indian part to Cuttub, who founded the Paian or Afghan

dynasty in Hindoostan. The Afghans originally inhabited the

mountainous tract lying between India and Persia, or the ancient

Paropamisus. Before the elevation of Cuttub to the throne, lie

had carried his arms, under* Mahomed Gori, into Agimere and

Guzerat. Lahore was his capital, originally ; but the'Mecefsity of

fixing the imperial residence, nearer to the centre of the new

conquests, occasioned him to remove to Delhi. It may be observed

of the capitals of states, in general, that such as are neither empo-

riums of trade, nor meant as citadels in the last resort, are (tfc'TT

were) attracted towards the quarter, from whence hostilitv is ei-

ther intended, or expected.

The Emperor Altumsh, who succeeded to the Patan throne, in

1210, completed the conquest of the greatest part of Hindoostan

proper. I le appears to have been the first Mahomcdan that made a

conquest of Bengal ; the government of which was from this time

bestowed on one of the reigning emperor's sons. It was during

this reign ( 122 1 )
that Gcngiz Cawn, among his extensive conquests

(perhaps the most so, ofany conqueror in history) accomplished that

of the empire ofGhizni
;
putting an end to the dynasty of Chavasm,

which then occupied that throne : and driving before him, the un-

fortunate Gelali, son of the reigning emperor ; who swam the Indus

to avoid his fury. Gengiz, however, left Hindoostan undisturbed.
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About A. D. 1243, the Moguls, or Munguls, succcfsors of

©engiz, who pofsefsed, or rather over-run the countries on the

north-west of Hindoostan, made several irruptions into it: and

Turmeshirin Khan is reported, by Shercfeddin (the historian of

Timur), to have carried his arms into the Dooab ; but without

making any establishment. Ferishta takes no notice of the pro-

grefs of this desultory conqueror, but only describes the inroads of

the Moguls into the Panjab; which now frequently happened:

although if was not till more than i
f
,o years afterwards, that, un-

der Timur, or Tamerlane, they penetrated to the centre of India.

Ferishta describes also an irruption of Moguls into Bengal, by way

of Chilt

a

and Thibet, in 1244.

I have before observed, that the provinces of Hindoostan were

held rather as tributary kingdoms, than as provinces of the same

empire: and that they seldom failed* to revolt when a favourable

opportunity*•offered. In I2f>5% Malwa regained its entire indepen-

dence of the crown of Delhi; having gradually shaken olf the

yoke, laid on it by Cuttub in 1205: and the Rajpoots were on

e\ery occasion, notwithstanding their comparative vicinity to the

<;tp>’al, afserting their independency, likewise. Of th<? state of

the internal government of Hindoostan, a judgment may be

forKV'fl, by the punishment inflicted on the Mewatti, or the Ban-

ditti tribe, which iyhabit the hilly tragt, within 25 miles of Delhi.

In 12b',5, 100,000 of these wretches were put to the sword: and

a line of forts was constructed along the foot of their hills. Re-

bellions, mafsacres, and barbarous conquests, make up the history

of this fair country (which, to an ordinary observer, seems destined

to be the paradise of the world) the immediate effect of the mad
ambition of conquering more than can be governed by one man

:

for the whole empire being portioned out to rapacious governors,

who domineering over the governed, until their spirits were suffi-

ciently debased, were at last able to persuade them, that their com-

mon interest lay in taking up arm£, to render these governors inde-
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pendent : and indeed, had it brought them nearer to the point of

having a regular, permanent government, this might be true; biflf,

in fact, it only subjected them to a new conqueror ; or to 'ijiee

punishment of rebellion from the former one. It would appear

as if the warm climates, and more especially the open countries,

situated within them, were destined to be the seats of despotism:

for that the climate creating few wants, and the soil being pro-

ductive without any great exertion ; the inhabitants of it do not

pofsefs those energies that, hi a cooler climate, prompt mankind

to investigate their natural rights, and to afsert them. This, how-

ever, is a point that I shall not venture to decide on ; although I

believe it is a fact not to be disputed, that throughout the known

parts of the world, despotism prevails most in the warm climates.

The Patau, Mogul, and Tartarian conquerors in Hindoostan and

China, however hardy at first, have, in a course of ages, sunk into
IP

the same state of efleminacy with thpir subjects: and, ih their turn,

have, with them, received a new master. Let those who are in the

habit of complaining of the severity of a northern climate, reflect,

that whatever physical evils it may produce, it matures the great

qualities of the mind ; and renders its inhabitants pre-eminent

among their species: while a flowery poet, or a more flowery his-

torian, is the most eminent production of the tropical regick'"

While the kings of Delhi were prosecuting their conquests in

the east and south of Hindoostan, the provinces on the west of the

Indus, were, of course, neglected ; although not avowedly relin-

quished. It might have been expected, that so excellent a barrier

as the upper part of the Indus, and the deserts beyond Agimere,

would have induced an emperor of Hindoostan to give up, of

choice, all the provinces that lay on the west of this line: and

the neglect of so prudent a conduct, occasioned the peace of the

empire to be often disturbed ; and ended in their being forcibly

taken away at last by the Moguls: who, not contented with their

new acquisitions on the west of, the Indus, crofsed thgt river, and
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’iivaded the Panjab : and so formidable did they appear to Ferosc II.

jtTTat some tribes of them were permitted to settle in that country

(A*B. 1292). The reader will not forget the similar conduct of

the Roman emperor Valens, with respect to the Goths, who were

permitted to crofs the Danube, and settle in Thrace: and the

sifnilitude is the more striking, in that the Hindoostan empire was

afterwards conquered by the afsistancc of the descendants of those

Moguls. This Ferose II. although of the tribe of Chilligi or Killigi

(from Killlge, near the mountains cC Gaur), is, neverthelefs, in-

cluded in the Palan dynasty: the name Patau, or Pitan, being ap-

plied rather in a loose manner, to all the tribes bordering on the

common frontiers of India, Persia, and the province of Balk ; that

is to say, the ancjpnt province of Paropamisus.

In 12,93 this emperor gave into the scheme of attacking the

Deccan ;
which, at this period, must be understood to mean the

country lyiitg generally to the.south of the Nerbuddah and Maha-

nada (or Cattack) rivers: a tract nearly equal in extent to what

he already pofsefsed in Hindoostan; and which extended from the

shores of the Indus, to the mouth %>f the Ganges; and from the

northern mountains, to Cattack, Sirong, and Agimcre: tjhc great-

est part of Malwa, with Guzerat, and Sindi, being then inde-

pendent. The riches of the King of Deogire (now Dowlatabad),

one of the principalities or states of the Deccan, gave birth to this

project; and the projector was Alla, governor of Gurrah, which

nearly bordered on the devoted country. The covetousnefs of the

emperor made him embrace a proposal, which eventually involved

in it his own ruin, for Alla afterwards deposed him by means of

that very plunder.

Alla’s first expedition was attended with the capture of Deogire

(or Deogur), and with it an incredible quantity of treasure and

jewels; with which, having increased his army, he deposed and

murdered the emporor. We cannot help acknowledging the jus-

tice of this punishment, when we* recollect the unworthy motives

h
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on which the expedition to the Deccan was undertaken ; and that*

moreover, the emperor had been bribed by Alla, with part of tlltf

plunder taken in a former predatory expedition to Bilsah.

. When Alla (who was the first of the name) had pofsefsion of the

throne, in 125)5, he began his plan of conquest, by the reduction

ofGuzerat; which, while it continued independent, was, by its

local situation, a strong obstacle to his designs on the Deccan.

Next, he reduced Rantampour, and Cheitorc, two of the strongest

holds of the Rajpoots, in Agkncre. This was the first time that

Cheitorc had fallen to the Mahomedans. In 15303, he also reduced

Warangole, the capital of Tellingana, another principality of the

Deccan, comprehending nearly the present country of Goleonda.

This, as well as Cheitorc, was a city and fortrefs of vast extent

and population. But in the midst of these conquests, and pro-

bably the effect of them, th6 watchful and restlefs Moguls, from

the opposite quarter, penetrated evcjn to Delhi ; and plundered the

suburbs of it.

In the following year, the remainder of Mahva was conquered

;

and in 130b, the conquest of the Deccan was resumed, under

Calbor, the general of Alla; who proceeded to the Deogur coiflT=~

try, by the route of Baglana, which he reduced in his way ; and

which Ferishta* calls the country of Makhat. Cafoor nofeo.'ily

carried his arms into Deogur (Dowlatabad), and from thence into

Tellingana, but into the Carnatic likewise, in 15310. By the Car-

natic, is here meant the peninsula in general, lying on the south

of the Kistnah river. It is not known how far he penetrated south-

ward, but he was directed by Alla to reduce Maber, which we

understand to comprehend the southern part of the peninsula. His

expedition appears to be rather predatory, than otherwise; agree-

able to the genius of bis master, Alla. The quantity of treusure

* It is to b<* regretted that Col. Dow did not give a literal translation of Ferishta, as a
text, iind add hi*. own matter, or explanations, in the form oJ notes. Wc should then have
been able to distinguish the one from the oth^r.
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amafsed, exceeds all belief. It was said that silver was found too

"nmbersome for the soldiery; gold being in such plenty. The

historian observes on this occasion, as well as on the taking of

Deogur, that the princes of the Deccan had been for a great ftum-

ber of ages, amalsing this treasure: so that their country had pro-

bably continued undisturbed all that time.

In 1312 Cafoor ravaged the northern part of the Deccan again,

and laid Tellingana and the Carnatic under a tribute: but the en-

tire conquest of those countries was -not effected until about three

centuries afterwards, under the latter princes of the house of

Timur. Alla died in 1316*. At this period all Hindoostan pro-

per was comprehended in the Patan empire (so called from the

dynasty in pofsefsion of the throne): and the interior policy is said

to be so well regulated, that strangers might travel throughout

the empire, in perfect security.

Rebellion^ breaking out in. Tellingana in 1322, and 1 326', it

was again subjected : and the whole Carnatic ravaged from sea to

sea. But under a succeeding emperor, Mahomed III. the princes

of the Deccan afsumed courage, and headed by Belaldeo, King of

the Carnatic, they drove the Mahomedans entirely out. of those

countries; nothing remaining to them, save the fortrefs of Dow-
latebri (or Deogur). About the same time (1344) the city of

Bijinagur, corruptly called Bisnagar, .was founded by the same

Belaldeo. Mahomed, who appears to have been a weak prince,

lost much territory also, by rebellions in Bengal, Guzerat, and

the Panjab: mean while, he was occupied in attempting the con-

quest- of China, but was repulsed on the frontier. It is probable,

from circumstances, that lie went by way of Afsam. This em-

peror also planned the absurd scheme of transferring the scat of

government from Delhi to Dowlatabad : and attempted it twice,

but without succefs.

Ferose III. who. succeeded in 1351, appeared more desirous of

improving the remains of the empire, after the defection of Bengal

h 2
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and the Deccan, &c. than of extending it, by arms. Canals, ancj

public works, for the improvement of agriculture, and of the in-

land navigation, were his favourite objects, during a reign of' 37
years. (See the Memoir, Section III.) The Moguls made another

irruption in 1337, and the time now approached, when a more

serious one was to take place under Timur, or Tamerlane. Aftbr

the death of Ferose, in 1388, rebellion and civil war, during a

course of several years, prepared the empire for foreign subjection:

and a minority, in the person of Mahmood III. who succeeded in

13,93, brought matters to a crisis. During the confusions atten-

dant on the state of a minority, in an empire which could with

difficulty be held together by a veteran despot, the historian re-

marks an unusual circumstance: two emperors in arms against

each other, residing within the same capital. In this state of things,

Timur, w ho had already extended his empire over all the western

Asia and Tartary, turned his arms, towards Ilindoosttui in 13,98.

In the preceding year, he had sent his grandson Peer Mahomed, to

reduce the Panjab, and Moultan ; and in October, crofsed the In-

dus himself; and joining his grandson near Moultan, his army

proceeded in different divisions to Delhi, which submitted, without

what may be properly termed, a battle. This inhuman monster,

who had credit enough w ith a poet of the present centuryjMo be

introduced on the stage, as, a hero, pofsefsing great and amiable

qualities, obtained in Hindoostan the title of “ the destroying

Prince:" and was truly worthy of it, from the numerous mafsacres

and exterminations, executed under his immediate direction. Ti-

mur staid in Delhi only 15 days: and then appears to have been on

his return to the seat of his empire, when, hearing of a fortrefs in

the Dooab, that had resisted the arms of a former Mogul invader

(Turmesherin KhanJ, he marched towards it and took it. From
thence he proceeded to the place where the Ganges ifsues out of the

mountains, and where the Hindoos resort at certain seasons, in vast

numbers, to pay their adorations fio, and to purify themselves in that
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yacrcd stream. His object was the extermination of these inoffen-

sive people; and he partly succeeded. From this place, turning

to the north-west, along the foot of Mount Scwalick, he continued

his mafsacres, though not without opposition, until he arrived on

the frontiers of Cashmere. He spent little more than five months

between the time of his crofsing and recrofsing the Indus; and ap-

pears to have paid more attention to seasons than Alexander did

:

as Timur chose the' fair season for his expedition, whereas Alex-

ander was*in the field, in the Panjab, during a whole rainy season.

(Sjec Memoir, Sect. III.) Timur, however, may be said rather

to over-run, than to subject, or conquer; for he did not disturb

the order of succession in Hindoostan, but left Malnnood on the

throne: reserving to himself the pofselsion of the I’anjab country

only ; and this his successors did not retain long. His views were

at this time directed towards the Turkish empire ; and this made

him neglec^India, which did hot promise so plentiful an harvest

of glory as the other. During his life, which ended in 1405, he

was prayed for in the mosques of Hindoostan, and the coin was

struck in his name: but this might be more the effect of policy in

the usurpers of Mahmood’s throne, than the act of Timur. It docs

not appear from Ferishta, any more than from Shercfeddin, that

this p/ince carried much treasure out of Hindoostan with him. But

Nadir Shah’s acquisition of the precious metals, at a later period,

was great, beyone! all ideas of accumulation in Europe: and is

only to be accounted for, by the influx of those metals from Ame-
rica, during that interval.

For the geography of Timur's marches, the reader is referred

to the third section of the Memoir; and to the map.

If Hindoostan was in confusion before this invasion, it may be

expected that on Timur's departure, matters became much worse.

The death of Mahmood happened in 1413; and with him ended

the Patan dynasty, founded by Cuttub in 1205. The throne was

then filled by Chizer, a Seid (that is, one of the race of the pro-
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phet Mahomed), whose posterity continued in it until 1450: when

Bello'li, an Afghan of tlie tribe of Lodi, took pofsefsion of it, pii

the abdication of Alla II. under whom all Hindoostan fell into

separate governments ; and a potentate, styled King of the East,

whose residence was at Jionpour, in the province of Allahabad,

became the most formidable among them ; while the King of Delhi

had but the shadow of authority remaining to him. The son of

Belloli recovered a considerable part of the empire; and in 1,501,

made Agra the royal residence. It was during this reign, that the

Portuguese first accomplished the pafsage to India, by the Capc^of

Good Hope: but as their connexions were entirely with the mari-

time parts of the Deccan, which were independent of Delhi, no

notice of this event is taken by Ferishta, in his history of Hindoo-

stan. The empire fell again into utter confusion, under Ibrahim

II. In 1,51b*
; and this paved ,*hc way for the conquest of Hindoo-

stan by Sultan Baber, a descendant of Tamerlane anu of Gengiz

Kan ; who reigned over a kingdom composed generally of the

provinces situated between the Indus and Samarcand. Being dis-

pofsefsed of the northern parts of his dominions by the Usbccs, lie

determined to try his fortune in Hindoostan, whose distracted situa-

tion flattered his hopes of conquest. Ilis residence at this time

was at Cabul, from whence he undertook his first expedition acrofs

the Indus, in 1518. After this, he made four others: and in the

fifth (A. D. 1,525), he defeated the Emperor of Delhi, and put an

end to the dynasty of Lodi. It is said that Baber crofsed the Indus,

this last time, with only 10,000 chosen horse; the enemy’s gene-

rals, by their revolts, furnishing him with the rest of his army.

In this, we have a fresh instance of the small dependance that

the Hindoostan emperors could have 011 their viceroys and gene-

rals. Baber reigned only five years in Hindoostan; during which,

liis chief employment was the reduction of the eastern pro-

vinces. Nor did he relinquish his Persian provinces, by crofsing

the Indus. His son, Humaioon, succeeded him in 1530; but
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the short reign of Baber, did not allow time enough to compose

the distractions that had so long prevailed ; or to exterminate the

seeds of rebellion: for the intrigues of his brothers, and the open

rebellion of Sheer Kan, drove Humaioon, although a prinee of

considerable abilities, and great virtues, from his empire, in 1541.

Hfc? flight towards the Indus, and his sojourn among the Rajpoot

princes of Agimere, furnish a striking picture of royal distrefs.

During his stay there, his son Acbar was born, whom we may
reckon among the greatest of the sovereigns of Hindoostan. The

provinces on the west of the Indus were held by a brother of Hu-

maioon. The usurper Sheer did not long survive his new dig-

nity; being killed at the siege of Cheitore in 1,51,5: and was buried

at Saseram in Bahar, his original estate, in a magnificent mauso-

leum, which he had ordered to be constructed during his lifetime

;

and of which a drawing has lately beta exhibited in this country,

by Mr. Hodges. Sheer Kan w.as of Afghan origin; and held the

soubahsh ip of Bahar, when he rebelled: and at his death, his em-

pire extended from the Indus to Bengal. He left his throne to his

son Selim: but so very unsettled was the state of Hindoostan, that

no lefs than five sovereigns appeared on its throne, in the course

of i) years. In eflect, there could not exist in the minds of the

people, *any idea of regular government, or regular succefsion: for

there had scarcely ever been 12 years together, during the last, or

the present century, without furnishing some example of successful

rebellion. This induced a strong party in Hindoostan, to invite

Humaioon back ; and accordingly, in 1554, he returned, and met

with but little resistance: but died in consequence of an accident,

the following year. He was celebrated for the mildnefs and bene-

volence of his nature: and his return, notwithstanding the short-

nefs of his reign, was a public blelsing ;
as it was the means of

seating his son Acbar quietly on the throne. When lie was driven

from his empire by Sheer, he resided with Shah Tamasp, of

Persia, who, aided him in the recovery of it: and in the early
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part of his exile, he recovered pofsefsion of the provinces beyond

the Indus.

Acbar was about 14 when his father died, in 1555. The reign

of this prince lias been celebrated by the pen of the famous Abul

Fazil, in a book called the Aebar-namma, or history of Acbar.

The businefs of this sketch, being rather to give a sort of chrono-

logical table of events, than to aim at a circumstantial history, 1

shall not attempt to particularize the great events of this long and

busy reign of ,51 years: but refer the reader to the history of Hin-

doostan, by Col. Dow : in which, not only a full account of Acbar,

but also of his descendants, down to Aurungzebe, will be found. As

in the person of Baber, the line of Tamerlane first mounted the

throne of Hindoostan ; so in that of Acbar, the grandson of Baber,

it may be said to be established. The conquest of their ancestor,

about a century and a half before, had no share in effecting the pre-

sent settlement. Baber, was in reality the founder of the Mogul

dynasty ; and from this event, Hindoostan came to be called the

Mogul empire.*

The first years of Acbar’s reign were employed in the reduction

of the revolted provinces, from Agimere to Bengal
; in which the

great Byram, who had a share in recovering the empire for Hu-
maioon, was a principal actor. These conquests were secured in

a manner very different from those, achieved by former emperors

;

that is, by a proper choice of governors
;
by wise regulations

;
by

an unlimited toleration in religious matters ; and by a proper at-

tention to the propensities of the people: to all which, a long and

vigorous reign was peculiarly favourable. The Hindoos still

formed the bulk of the people ; even in those provinces, which, from

their vicinity to the country of the conquerors, had been the most

* Properly speaking, the Mogul Empire was that, over which Tamerlane and his im-
mediate succcfsors reigned ; and in which, India was not included. Custom, however, has
transferred the name to the empire held by the descendants of Tamerlane, in Hindoostan
and the Deccan.

s
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frequently over-run : and experience had taught the Mahomcdan

conquerors, that the pafsive religion and temper of the Hindoos,

would, if left to themselves, never disturb the established govern-*

ment. But the Deccan was a stumbling block to the Mogul

emperors. In 1585, Acbar resolved on the attac k of it, and soon

after carried the war into Berar, while another army was reducing

Cashmere, in an opposite corner of the empire. The Deccan ap-

pears at this time, to have been divided into the kingdoms or states

of^Candeish; Amednagur (or Dowlatabad) Golconda or (Bagnagur)

ai^l Visiapour. Berar and the Carnatic, each of which included

several distinct governments, are not specified by the historian, as

members of the Deccan : by which it would appear that they do

not, in strictnefs, appertain to it. In the popular language of the

times, there were reckoned to be four principalities in the Deccan:

that is to say, the four first mentioned, above. Most, if not all

of these, we*£ at this time govcVncd by Mahomedan princes; al-

though we are not in pofsefsion of any history of the conquests or

revolutions, that transferred them from the Hindoos to the Maho-

medans. At the time of Acbar s death, in 1605, no further pro-

gress was made in the reduction of the Deccan, and the adjoining

countries, than the taking pofselsion of the western part of Berar,

Candeish, Tellingana (a division of Golconda) and the northern

part of Amednagur ; the capital of which, bearing the same name,

was taken in 1601 f after a long and bloody siege, and an unsuc-

ccfsful attempt to relieve it, by the confederate princes of the

Deccan.

Acbar was the glory of the house of Timur. Hindoostan proper,

had never, at any period since the first Mahomedan conquest, ex-

perienced so much tranquillity, as during the latter part of his

reign; but this tranquillity would hardly be deemed such, in any

other quarter of the world ; and must therefore be understood to

mean a state, short of actual rebellion, or at least, commotion.

Prince Danial, his eldest son, died just before him; and Selim,
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the next, in right of primogeniture, succeeded under the title of

Jehanguire.

Jehanguirc reigned about 22 years. Under him, the conquest

of the Deccan was not lost sight of, though but faintly pursued.

War was made on the Rajpoots, and the Rana, or chief prince,

brought to terms. The rebellions of the emperor’s son, Shalt

Jehan, embittered the latter part of his reign ; and the influence of

his mistrefs, Noor Jean, rendered his councils weak, and con-

strained his government. However, the provinces having been

held together for near 70 years, the empire had acquired a degree

of consolidation ; and was not so liable to be shaken, as it would

have been at some former periods, under the operation of similar

events. It was in this reign, and in the year 1 6 1 5, that Sir

Thomas Roe was sent as the first English ambafsador to the Em-
peror of Hindoostan. The Portuguese had by this time acquired

considerable settlements in Bengal and Guzerat; but\only those in

Guzerat, where they also pofsefsed some extent of territory, at-

tracted the notice of the court: and it is curious to observe what

the author of the Ay in Acbaree says of them, about the year 1,560.

Speaking of the lands of Guzerat, he says, “ By the neglect of the

king’s governors, several of these districts are in the hands of Eu-

ropeans.” Ferishta, also, speaking of the site of an ancient Hin-

doo temple, near Diu, says that it was situated in the districts that

were subject to the “ Idolaters of Europe."-
s

Shah Jehan succeeded his father in 1628. The conquest of the

Deccan w'as pursued with more vigour in this reign: and the plun-

ders and devastations perpetrated there, occasioned most, or all of

its princes to make submifsion, and acknowledge the emperor,

lord paramount. Golconda was in part, actually taken pofsefsion

of: but Visiapour and the Carnatic, together with the region of

the Gauts, remained in the hands of their ancient pofsefsors.

Candahar, a fortrefs situated on the common boundary of Persia,

and of the Mogul provinces beyond the Indus, was, at this time,
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a subject of contention between the two monarclis of Persia and

Hindoostan. The first serious quarrel between the Europeans

(Portuguese) and Moguls, happened during this reign, 1633;

when the Portuguese were expelled from Hoogly, on the Ganges.

In 1638, the civil wars commenced between the emperor and his

sops; as well as between the sons themselves: which ended in the

elevation of Aurungzebe (the third in descent), after he had de-

posed his father, and murdered or expelled his brethren. The

account of these transactions may be seen at large in Bernier and

Dow; and is a very curious piece of history. In 16*6*0, Aurung-

zebe (who took the name or title of Allumgire, and was the first

of that name) was in peaceable pofsefsion of the throne : and from

that period, until the year 16*78, there prevailed, throughout Hin-

dooslan in general, the most profound peace that had ever, per-

haps, been known: but the remainder of the Deccan was still a

desideratum .;-J&nd Aurungzebe disdained to have any other boun-

dary on the south, than the ocean. Accordingly, the conquest of

the remote part of the Deccan employed a very considerable part

of his leisure during the latter part of his reign: when the whole

of that region, together with the peninsula, a few mountainous

and inaccefsible tracts only excepted, were either entirely sub-

jected, or rendered tributary to the throne of Delhi. What might

appear to Aurungzebe to render this step of subduing the Deccan

necefsary, was the#determined spirit and growing pow'er of Sc-

vajee, the founder of the Mahratta state; who, by his conquests

in Visiapour, appeared almost in the character of a rival to Au-
rungze.be.

A rebellion of the Patans beyond the Indus, in 1678, called for

the presence of Aurungzebe there; which was no sooner quelled,

than |jis persecution of the Hindoos stirred up the Rajpoot tribes

in Agimere. He undertook this war also in person: but was

hemmed in, with his whole army, between the mountains, and the

emprefs herself was taken prisoner : she was afterwards, however.
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permitted to escape, as well as the emperor. This did not dis-

courage him from carrying the war into the Rajpoot country

again, in 1681: when he took and destroyed Cheitore, the- fa-

mous capital of the Rana; as well as all the objects of Hindoo wor-

ship found there. The spirits of these gallant people were, how-

ever, still unsubdued ; and Aurungzebe was necessitated to grant

them a peace*

Scvajee died in 1680, and left his rising state of Mahrattas to

his son Sambajec; who was afterwards betrayed into the hands/of

Aurungzebe, at id barbarously put to death. Still, however, the

mountainous parts of Baglana were unsubdued
; and although the

kingdom of Visiapour was reduced in i6‘8(>, and Golronda in the

following year, yet he found great difficulty in prosecuting his

conquests on the west ; as appears by his camp being fixed on the

Kistnah river, about 200 mij.es to the north-eastward of Goa, in

ib95: I say, appears; for we haVe at present no regular history

of any later period than the 10th year of Aurungzebe; that is, to

the year 16'yo, when Mr. Dow's history finishes: all the events

that arc subsequent to this date, are from other authorities.

It is said that Aurungzebe was employed in the Deccan from the

year ib‘78, to the time of his death
;
and was actually in the field

during the greatest part of the last 15 years of his life. This de-

reliction of his original empire and capital for nearly 30 years,

occasioned various disorders in them, and laiu the foundation of

many more: among others, the second rebellion of the Rajpoots in

Agimcre; that of the Patans tow'ards the Indus; and of the Jats,

or Jates, in the province of Agra. This was the first time that

the .lats appeared, otherwise than as banditti; since which, they

* The reader may find in the 49th note to Mr. Orme’s Historical Fragments of the Mogul
Empire, a letter written by Jeswont Sing, Rajah of Joudypour, to Aurungzebe, expostu-
lating with him on the unjust measures he was pursuing, with respect to the Hindoos. This
letter breathes the most perfect spirit of philanthropy, and of toleration in matters of reli-

gion : together with the most determined resolution to oppose the meditated attack on the
civil and religious rights of the Hindoos. The elegant translation of this letter was made
by Sii Charles Boughton Rouse.
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grew up to be a considerable state: and at one time were of some

consideration in the politics of upper Hindoostan.

Aurungzebe died in 1707, in the 90th year of his age, at Amed-

nagur, in the Deccan ; which he had fixed 011 for his residence

when in winter quarters. Under his reign the empire attained its

fujl measure of extent. His authority reached from the 10th to

the 35th degree of latitude; and nearly as much in longitude: and

his revenue exceeded 32 millions of pounds sterling, in a country

\Mjiere the products of the earth are about four times as cheap as

in England. But so weighty a sceptre could only be wielded by

a hand like Aurungzebc's: and we accordingly find, that in a course

of ,70 years after his death, a succefsion of weak princes and wicked

ministers, reduced this astonishing empire to nothing.

Aurungzebe obviously foresaw the contests that would arise be-

tween his sons for the empire ; aiwLit has therefore been afserted,

that he mad^a partition of it hmong them. This account, how-

ever, is not warranted by the memoirs of a nobleman of Aurung-

zebe’s court, lately published in this country,* nor by the best

living authorities that I have been able to consult. Two letters,

written by Aurungzebe to two of his sons, a few days before his

death, indicate no intention of dividing the empire; but exprefs in

doubtful terms, his apprehensions of a civil war.-f lie left behind

him four sons: Mauzum, afterwards emperor, under the title of

* Memoirs of Eraduf Khan, translated from the Persian by Capl. J. Scott, 1786. This
valuable fragment of Mogul history, contains an account of the revolutions that happened
in the Mogul empire, from the death of Aurungzebe in 1707, to the acrefsion of Kerokserc,
in 1712. It contains much cuiious matter; and fully developes the political character of a
Mogul courtier.

+ These letters are preserved i.i one of the notes to the above work (page 8), and furnish
this striking lefson to frail mortality; that, however men may forget themselves, during the
tide of prosperity, a day of recoi. t ection will inevitably come, sooner or later. Here we
arc presented with the dying confcfsion of an aged monarch, who made his way to the throne
by the murder of his brethren, and the imprisonment of his father: and who, after being in
peaceable pofsefsion of it, persecuted the most inoffensive part of his subjects, either through
bigotry or hypocrisy. Here we behold him in the act of resigning that, to obtain pofses-
sion of which, he incurred his guilt; and presented to us mete sinful man, trembling on
the verge of eternity ; equally deploring the past, and dreading the future. How awful
must his situation appear to him, when lie says, " Wherever / look, I see nothing but
the divinity.”
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Bahader Shall ; Azem, and Kaum Buksh, who severally contested

the .empire with their elder brother ; and Acbar, who 30 years

before had been engaged in rebellion, and fled to Persia. The death

of tl?eir father, was the signal of hostility between Mauzuin and

Azein ; the former approached from Cabul, and the latter from the

Deccan, and disputed the pofsefsion of the whole empire (for Azem

had proposed a partition of it) with armies of about 300,000 men

each. Near Agra it was decided by a battle, and the death of

Azem; and Mauzum took the title of Bahader Shah.' His title,

before his accefsion, was Shah Aulum; by which name he is con-

stantly mentioned in the Memoirs of Eradut Khan.

Bahader Shah reigned about five years, and was a prince of con-

siderable ability, and great attention to businefs : but the convul-

sions with which his elevation had been attended (notwithstanding

his pretensions, as eldest son "f the late emperor), added to the

various disorders that had taken ’root during Aurutfgzebe’s long

absence in the Deccan, had reduced the government to such a state

of weaknefs, as required not only the exertion of the best talents,

but also much time, to restore. The rebellion of his brother Kaum
Buksh, soon after his accefsion, called him into the Deccan ; and

this being quelled by the death of Kaum Buksh, and the total dis-

persion of his followers, he wisely quitted this scene of his ’father’s

mistaken ambition ; although the Deccan was far from being in

a settled state. He had in contemplation to 1 educe the Rajpoot

princes of Agimere, who had formed a very strong confederacy,

to which the long absence of Aurungzcbe had been too favourable;

and they appeared to act with much confidence and security. How-

ever, an evil of a more prefsing nature drew the emperor’s atten-

tion to another quarter. The Seiks, a new sect of religionists,

appeared in arms in the Lahore province ; and ravaged the whole

country from thence to the banks of the Jumnah river. The Seiks

had silemly established themselves along the foot of the eastern

mountains, during the reign o,f Shah Jehan. They differ from
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most Religionists, in that, like the Hindoos, they are perfectly

tolerant in matters of faith ; and require only a conformity in ctj^

tain* signs and ceremonies: but unlike the Hindoos, they admit,

proselytes; although those from among the Ma'iomedans ar</the

least esteemed. They are now become one of the most potent

ststfes in Hindoostan. These, the emperor marched against in per-

IsSTTT'ftiid after much trouble and delay reduced ; but their chief

escaped, emperor then took up his residence at Lahore, and

scorns to have continued there a very long time: probably, to check

the remnant of the party of the Seiks ; and to settle the affairs

of the province, in general. Here he died, after a short illnefs,

in 1712: and, it would appear, that he never had an opportunity

of visiting Agra, or Delhi, during his reign.

He also left four sons: among whom a war, for the succefsion,

commenced on the spot. The eacmal son, Azem Ooshawn, took

pofsefsion of ^ne treasures; but was opposed by his three brothers,

who agreed to divide the empire am ang them. A battle, in which

Azem was killed, decided matters in their favour; chiefly by the ad-

drefs and bravery of the youngest, Jehaun Shall; who seemed re-

solved to abide by the agreement, to divide the empire; and as a

proof ot his intention, directed the treasures to be divided. But

Zoolfecdr Khan, an Omrah in high trust, intrigued to prevent it;

intending to raise to the throne, Jehaunder Shah, who was the best

fitted for his purposes. A second battle was fatal to Jehaun Shah

;

and left his two remaining brothers to dispute the empire by a

third battle
; which left Jehaunder, who was originally the eldest,

in pofsefsion. He did not long enjoy his dignity ; for at the end of

nine months, he was dethroned by Feroksere (or Furrocksere), son

of the deceased Azem Ooshawn ; and of course, great grandson of

!&urot)g?ebe. The weaknefs and meannefs of Jehaunder, is almost

without parallel, in the annals of kings:* and gave occasion to

’ His history is given in the abovementioned Memoirs.
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the Sycds (or Seids) Houfsein Ali Khan, and Abdoolla Khali, two

brothers, and Omrahs of great power, to set up Feroksere. Having

been pofsefscd of governments in the eastern provinces, their influ-

enc'd enabled them to collect an army, with which they defeated

that of Jchaunder, near Agra, in the same year, 1712.

The Seiks appeared again in arms, during the following year:

and in 1716', they were grown so formidable, that it appeared nc-

cefsary to march the grand army against them, with th/jvmperor at

its head ; but we are ignorant of the particulars of the*campaign.

It was in this reign that the English East-India Company ob-

tained the famous Firman, or grant, by which their goods of ex-

port and import were exempted from duties, or customs; and this

was regarded as the Company’s Commercial Charter in India,

while they stood in need of protection, from the princes of the

country. .

In the year 1717, Feroksere was deposed, and^ijlinded by the

Seids: who raised to the throne Ruflieh-ul-Dirjat, a son of Bahader

Shah. Both this emperor and his brother, Ruflieh-al-Dowlat,

were, in the course of a year, raised to the throne
; and afterwards

deposed and put to death by the Seids; who had now the disposal

of the empire and all its concerns. Thus, in 11 years from the

death of Aurungzebc, five princes of his line, who had fnounted

the throne, and six others who had been competitors for it, had

been disposed of: and the degraded state of the regal authority,

during this period, had introduced an incurable anarchy, and a dis-

position in all the governors of provinces, to shake off their de-

pendency on the head of the empire. From this time, aflairs

declined very rapidly : and the empire, which had acquired some

degree of consistency under the house of Timur, was now about to

be dismembered, in a degree beyond what it had experienced

even before the aera of the Mahomedan conquests.

Mahomed Shah, grandson of Bahader Shah, was placed on the

throne by the Seids, in 1718. ^Fhis prince, warned by the fate of
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his pijbdecefsors, and having very early in his reign, acquired power*

sufficient for the purpose, got rid of the Seids: but not withou/a^i

rebellion and a battle.

Nizam-al-Muluck, Viceroy of the Deccan, had for some 'time

been rising into power; and the times being favourable, he me-

ditated independency. He had received some allfonts from the

loeTQ^-Ovhich furnished him with an excuse for withdrawing to his

governme'hwfrom whence, in 1 722, he was invited to court, and

offered the f>ost of vizier. This offer, however, he declined, as not

suiting his projects; which had for their object, sovereignty, in-

stead of ministry ; in the Deccan, at least. The Mahrattas too,

whose power had progrefsively increased, and who even held their

ground against so martial and persevering a prince as Aurungzebc,

were, as might be expected under a succession of weak ones, grown

truly formidable to Ofte empire: and their vicinity to

the Nizam, afforded him a complete pretence for increasing his

army. When the princes of the house of Timur were so eagerly

pursuing the conquest of the Deccan, it seems to have escaped their

penetration, that this region, which pofsefsed ample resources

w ithin itself, and innumerable local advantages in point of security,

from an enemy without, was also situated at such a distance from

the capital, as to hold out to its viceroy the temptation of indepen-

dence, whenever a favourable opportunity might offer. Perhaps,

if the Deccan had 'been originally left to itself, the posterity of

Timur might still have swayed the sceptre of Hindoostan.

While the Nizam continued so formidable in the south, the

Mahrattas directed their attacks against the middle and northern

provinces. Malwa and the open parts of Agimere were over-run

\Ly them: and their detachments insulted even the capital of the

anpirft. The weak Mahomed had in the early part of his reign

Endeavoured to satisfy their demands, by paying them a tribute

amounting to one-fourth of the net revenue of the invaded pro-

vinces: but this, as might have .been foreseen, only increased

k
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‘heir insolence; and ended in their seizing on the provinces ^hem-

sc^yes.

hi 1738, the Nizam, confident of his interest with a powerful

faction at court, came thither, attended by a large body of armed

followers. Dowran, the commander in chief of the army of the

empire, was at the head of the court party ; which the Nizam

finding too strong, to be easily dispofsefsed of their places, -Ai in-

vited Nadir Shah, the usurper of the Persian thromv'ffd who was

then engaged in the siege of Candahar, to invade Hindoostan:

hoping that he and his faction might get rid of Dowran; or at any

rate, that they might profit by the confusion it would occasion.

Many thought that the N izam’s views extended to the empire itself.

Accordingly, in the following year, Nadir Shah entered Hindoo-

stan, and advanced to the plains of Carnawl, where Dowran had

afsembled the army, but wat- kiik.J in a skirmish. So

uncertain was the state of things even at this time, that Nadir

Shah offered to evacuate the empire for fifty lacks of rupees (half a

million) But the intrigues of the Nizam and his party, occasioned

the weak emperor to throw himself on the clemency of the invader

;

who entered Delhi, and demanded 30 millions sterling, by way of

ransom. Tumults, mafsacres, and famine, were the result: 100,000

of the inhabitants were mafsacred, and 62 millions of plunder

were said to be collected. Nadir married his son to a grand-

daughter of Aurungzebe, restored Mahomed^Shah to his throne,

and returned to Persia, after obtaining the cefsion of all the coun-

tries subject to Hindoostan, lying on the west of the Indus.

His departure left the Nizam in pofsefsion of the w hole remain-

ing power of the empire: which he sacrificed to his own views in

the Deccan, where he established an independent kingdom for him-

self. The Mahratta invasions of the Carnatic in 1740, an&My^',

and particularly the defeat and death of Doast Ally (Nabob ol'

Arcot) by their arms, called the Nizam home; after delegating his

power at court, to his eldest son Gazi o’dien.
,
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Tit Nizam, on his arrival, settled the Carnatic for the present.

By placing- Anwar o’dien, father of the present Mahomed Ally, /i

the government, or nabobship of Arcot; which was then under-

stood to comprehend nearly the present Carnatic.

Bengal became independent of Delhi a little before this time

(1738), under Aliverdy Cawn ; and not long after, a vast army of

Mirbaj^ttas, both from Poo nail and Berar (for they were now di-

vided into'«4yo states) invaded it, under the sanction of the empe-

ror's name; •who being at a lols to satisfy their repeated demands,

sent them to collect for themselves the arrears of revenue since the

defection of Aliverdy. About the same time the Rohillas, a tribe

from the mountains that lie between India and Persia, erected an

independent state on the east of the Ganges, and within 80 miles

of Delhi. Very strong symptoms of the universal dissolution of

the empire appeared,»..v tffl.-vC.iw-.

Nadir Shal^ctied in 1747: and in the confusion that followed,

Abdulla, one of his generals, seized on the eastern part of Persia,

and on the bordering provinces of India, that were ceded by Ma-

homed Shah to Nadir ; and these he formed into a kingdom, known
at present by that of Candahar ; or more familiarly by the country

of the Abdalli. It comprizes nearly the ancient empire of Ghizni.

Mahomed Shah died the same year, having reigned 29 years:

a long period, considering the fate of his immediate predeccfsors,

and the state of aifarchy that prevailed so universally in Hin-

loostan.

Ahmed Shah, son of Mahomed, succeeded his father. In his

reign, which lasted about 6 years, the entire division of the remain-

der of the empire took place: nothing remaining to the house of

Timur, save a small territory round Delhi, together with the city

BpeJf (pow no longer a capital), exposed to repeated depredations,

pafsacres, and famines, by the contests of invaders. The last army
that might be reckoned imperial, was defeated by the Rohillas, in

1749; by which their independency was firmly established in the

k 2
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eastern part of the province of Delhi. The Jatcs, or Jats, a^Hin-

dc'o tribe under Soorage-Mull, established themselves, and fomd'd

a state in the province of Agra. The Deccan and Bengal wevhave

already seen usurped by their viceroys, the Nizam and Aliverdy:

Oude was seized on by Seifdar Jung (father to the late Sujah Dow-
lah, and grandfather to the reigning Nabob of Oude, Azuph

Dowlah): Allahabad by Mahomed Kooli : Malwa was divided be-

tween the Poonah Mahrattas, and several native printSS), and ze-

mindars: Agimere reverted of course, to its ancient lords, the

Rajpoot princes: and the Mahrattas, who had of late been making

large strides towards universal plunder, if not to universal empire,

pofsefsed, in addition to their share of Malwa, the greatest part of

Guzerat, Berar, and Orifsa ; besides their ancient domains in the

Deccan : and were alternately courted and employed by different

parties, and were become tlw at .iiaia, . with this deviation

from the custom of the European Swifs, that they, usually paid

themselves, instead of being paid by their employers. Abdalla, as

has just been said, having established his new kingdom very early

in this reign, entered Lahore and Moultan (or the Panjab) with a

view to the conquest of them. The whole country of Hindoostan

proper, was in commotion from one extreme to the other: each

party fearing the machinations or attacks of the other ; so' that all

regular government was at an end, and villainy was practised in

every form. Perhaps, in the annals of the vforld, it has seldom

happened that the bonds of government were so suddenly difsolved,

over a portion of country, containing at least 60 millions of inha-

bitants.

The Nizam died at a very advanced age,* in 1748, and was

succeeded by his son Nazirjung, in prejudice to the rights of his

eldest son, Gazi, vizier to the nominal emperor. The c<yAt.?st<i

that followed soon after, between Nazirjung and his nephew*

* He was 104 years old. He left five sons ; Gazi o’dien, Nazirjung, Salabidjung, Niza-
mally (the present soubah of the Deccan, md the only survivor) and J3az;Uct Jung.
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Mu puffer Jung, for the throne of the Deccan; and between th<"

lies of Anwar o'dien and Chuncla Saheb, for the nabobship/>f

Aretft. one of its provinces, occasioned the French and Ens^iish

to engage as auxiliaries in the wars that happened in consequence

of them. In the first, the French alone interfered: in the latter,

.both nations; the English espousing the cause of the family of

"*iTiT?wir o’dien. These wars lasted till the year 175},; and ended,

alter mud*, bloodshed by battle and afsafsination, in fixing Ma-

homed Alty, second son of Anwar o’dien, in the government of

Arcot; and Salabidjung, son of the late Nizam-al-Muluck, in

the soubahship of the Deccan: the original disputants being either

afsafsinated, or killed in battle. By this result, the English gained

the point of establishing their security, and their influence, in the

Carnatic: and the French, in addition to the solid advantage of

getting pofsefsion. ol iiiCf irk aic.*; «eircars,* valued at half a mil-

lion sterling Jof annual revenue, gained the splendid but uncer-

tain privilege of influencing the councils of the Nizam, by at-

tending his person with their army, commanded by the celebrated

M. Bufsy.

The Mogul empire was now become merely nominal: and the

emperors must in future be regarded as of no political consequence,

otherwise than as their names and persons were made use of, by

different parties, to forward their own views. That the name and

person of the empefor were of use, as retaining a considerable de-

gree of veneration among the bulk of the people, in Hindoostan

and the Deccan, is evident, from the application made at different

times for grants of territory, forcibly acquired by the grantee, but

which required the sanction of the lord paramount, in order to re-

concile the transaction to the popular, or perhaps, vulgar opinion.

^CiwM-every usurper has endeavoured to sanctify his usurpation, by
either a real or pretended grant from the emperor : and others.

# The geographical position of the drears, and the origin of the application of the term
northern, to them, will be round in the latter pa*t of thh Introduction.
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by obtaining pofsefsion of his person, have endeavoured to iriaKe

uhW acts pals for his. Another remarkable instance of the e.fecft

of popular opinion, is, that the coin throughout the whole fcHict,

known by the name of the Mogul Empire, is to this day, struck in

the name of the nominal emperor.

In 1753, the Emperor Ahmed was deposed by Gazi,* after

having reigned abmt 6 years. In the preceding year, the fytavi-

rattas had been called in, to al’sist in reducing the Jatg^viio were

in pofsefsion of Agra, and become troublesome neighbours to the

emperor: and in the present year, the Berar Mahrattas established

themselves in Orifsa, by ccfsion from Aliverdy, Nabob of Bengal:

who was also compelled, for a short time, to pay them a tribute

for Bengal and Bahar: amounting to one-fourth of the clear re-

venue. This, together with the Mogul's former permifsion to

collect the arrears of rcwenu^^Y*'--- - ^1,*
’ the foundation of

their claims on Bengal and Bahar; and which tlic?y have never

relinquished, although the times may have been unfavourable to

their aiserting them.

Allumguire II. grandson of Bahader Shah, was placed on the

nominal throne by Gazi, with the concurrence of Nidjib Dowlah,

a Rollilia chief, and commander of the army. Abdalla of Can-

duhar, was at this time in pofsefsion of Lahore, and threatened

Delhi. In 1756*, the emperor, to get rid of Gazi, invited Abdalla

to Delhi; who accordingly came, and laid that unfortunate city

under heavy contributions; not even sparing the sepulchres of the

dead: but being baffled in his attempt on Agra (held by the Jats)

he proceeded no farther eastward, but returned towards Persia, in

1758. The emperor and his family were now reduced to the

lowest pofsible state of royalty : alternately soliciting the afsistance

H» 1'* t '£ -.

* It is neccfsary to observe, that the Gazi oMicn in question, is not the person whom we\
have seen before, in the capacity of vizier to Mahomed Shih; but his son. But this is the*

Gazi, who is so famous, or rather infamous, for afsafsinations and crimes, of almost every

kind. The elder Gazi perished in an attempt to recover the pofsefsion of the Deccan from
his younger brother Salabidjung, in 1752.
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. of AUaalla, and of the Mahrattas ; and as much in dread of their

(

\

as of their enemies.

IiT'176'0, Allumguire was deposed and murdered Gazi. <riis.

son, the present emperor, who took the title of Shah Aulum,'was

then engaged in a fruitlefs attempt to reduce the Bengal provinces.

1 Ho had succefsively thrown himself, on the Mahrattas, Nidjib

1 and Sujah Dowlah, for protection and afsistance; but

without sutwifs. Mahomed Kooli of Allahabad, however, received

him: aiid if was by means of an army furnished by that chief,

and by Bui wantsing, zemindar of Benares, that he was enabled to

enter the Bengal provinces, where he was joined by some refractory

zemindars of Bahar, and made up altogether a force of about

60,000 men: but notwithstanding his numbers, they were so ill

provided, that he ended his expedition (in 176*1) by surrendering

himself to the Brith\\ wVk, tJ.:r:>the field as allies to the Na-

bob of Bengal*): and they, having at that time no inducement to

connect their fortunes with his, he applied with more succels to

Sujah Dowlah, who, in Mahomed Kooli’s absence, had seized on

Allahabad.

Abdalla had visited Hindoostan no lefs than 6 times during the

late reign ; and appeared to have much more influence in the em-

pire thaft Allumguire had. His sixth visit, was in 1759 and 176*0;

when Delhi was again plundered and almost depopulated ; although

during thp time of *Aurungzebe, it was supposed to contain two

millions of souls.

Tiie Mahrattas in the midst of these confusions and revolutions,

daily gathered strength. We find them engaged in every scene of

politics and warfare from Guzerat to Bengal; and from Lahore

£
the Carnatic. Pofsefsed of such extensive domains and vast

they thought of nothing lefs than driving out Abdalla, and

toring the Hindoo government throughout the empire. Thus
the principal powers of Hindoostan were arranged in two parties;

the Hindoos
t
and Mahomedans; foa the Jats joined the Mahrattas;
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. and Sujali Dowlah, with the Rohillas, and other Mahomedan

..chiefs of lefs note, joined Abdalla: and a battle ensued in tl$&.,p\d

settle of warfare, the plains of Carnawl and Panniput. There

were said to be 150,000 Mahomedans, and no lefs than 200,000

Mahrattas, whose cause the Jats deserted, before the battle. This

was the most important struggle that had taken place, since the

contests between Aurungzebe’s sons, in 1707. Victory dcahtTSd

for Abdalla, after a battle more obstinate and blqpdy than any

that the records of Hindoostan can probably shew : tilt carnage of

the day, and the number of Mahratta prisoners taken, were almost

incredible ; and great deeds of valour were performed on both sides.

This battle was decisive of the pretensions of the Mahrattas, to

universal empire in Hindoostan. They lost the flower of their

army, together with their best generals: and from that period

(1761) their power has beeiuse».»b^ feline.

Abdalla’s influence at Delhi was now unlimited fand he invited

Shah Aulum thither (then engaged in Bahar, as abovesaid) pro-

mising to seat him on the throne of his ancestors. He, however,

did not venture to trust himself in the hands of Abdalla: who

therefore, as his presence was required in Lahore, where the Seiks

were on the point of overpowering his garrisons, set up Jewan

Buckt,* the son of Shah Aulum, for emperor, under the tuition

and protection of Nidjib Dowlah ; from whom he exacted an an-

nual tribute. Thus, in fact, Abdalla became 'Emperor of Delhi:

and if his inclinations had led him to establish himself in Hindoo-

stan, it is probable that he might have begun a new dynasty of

emperors in his own person. He meant, probably, at some

future time, to pursue his designs, whatever they were, either for

himself or for the heir of the house of Timur, to which he had

allied himself by a match with one of the princefses. His soia*aral

* This is the person who visited Mr. Hastings at Lucknow, in 1784.. He was about 13

years old at the time of Abdulla’s lust visit to Delhi.
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succcfsor, tlic present Timur Shall, married another princefs of

the s?.ue line. /

After the departure of Abdulla, it appears that all the territory .

remaining to Nidjib Dowlah, for himself and the young emperor,

was the northern part of the province of Delhi. In the following

year, 176*2, both the Jats and Mahrattas prefsed hard on Nidjib

Dow Mi, but he cither baffled them, or bought them oil'; and held

his ground during his lifetime: and then transmitted his country,

which is chiefly situated between the Ganges and Jumnah, to his

son Zabeta Cawn, the present pofsefsor.

Shah Auluin, the legal emperor (whose son we have just seen in

the character of his lather’s representative), w as without territory,

and without friends, save only a few Omrahs who were attached to

his family; and were, like him, dispofsefsed of their property and

station. The expulsion iVT Ik W'-of Bengal, Cofsiiu Ally, by

the English, igT 1 763, by drawing Sujah- Dowlah into the quarrel,

wras the means, once 'more, of bringing the wandering emperor

into notice. But he had more to hope from the succefs of the

British arms, than those of his patron, Sujah Dowlah : and the

uninterrupted succels that attended them in 176*3, 6*4, and 63, by

the dispersion of the armies of Cofsim Ally, and of Sujah Dowlah,

and by tlfe entire conquest of Oudc and Allahabad ; left both the

emperor and Sujah Dowlah no hopes, but from the moderation of

the victors. Lord (.'live, who afsumed the government of Bengal

in 1763, restored to Sujah, all that had been conquered from him,

except the provinces of Corah and Allahabad; which were kept as

part of an establishment for the emperor: at the same time he ob-

tained from the same emperor, a grant of the provinces of Bengal,

Earn! Orifsa, together with the northern circars, on condi-

paying the emperor 26* lacks of rupees (260,0001.) per

by way of tribute, or quit rent. The Corah provinces

were valued at 30 lacks more. Thus was a provision made for the

emperor, and
#
a good bargain struck for the English ; for Bengal

1
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and the circars might be estimated at a million and a half net reve-

nue, after the charges of the civil and military establishments-were

paid. The emperor was to reside at the city of Allahabad"; and

was, in effect, under the protection of the English, to whom he

owed all that he pofsefsed. A treaty offensive and defensive was

entered into with Sujah Dowlah, Nabob of Oude: and his territo-

ries being situated so as to form a barrier to ours, a competent

force stationed within them, served to guard both atjh^same time;

and it was convenient to the pofsefsor of Oude, to pa^ the expence

of it, as if it had been retained for his service only.

It was, however, the misfortune of the emperor, that he could

not accommodate his mind to the standard of his circumstances,

although these were far more favourable now, than at any other

period of his life. But being the lineal descendant of the house of

Timur, he aspired to pofsef# riwrrrrpTTai city**s£his ancestors; and

in grasping at this shadow, he lost the substance of what he already

pofsefsed. For after about 6 years quiet residence at Allahabad, he

put himself into the hands of the Mahrattas, who promised to seat

him on the throne of Delhi: those very Mahrattas, who had

wrested the fairest of his provinces from his family, and whose

object was to get pofsefsion of the rest ; and who intended to use

his person and name, as one of the means of accomplishing it. A
cefsion of the Corah provinces to the Mahrattas, was the immediate

consequence of this connexion: and had not the English inter-

posed, the Mahrattas would have established themselves in that

important angle of the Dooab, which commands the navigation

of the upper part of the river Ganges, and the whole course of the

Jumnah, and which would have brought them almost close to our

doors; besides the evil of extending their influence and power;

and of feeding their hopes of extending them still further.—,-¥l:e

principle on which the British government acted, was this: they

considered the Corah, &c. provinces, which by right of conquest

were originally theirs, as having reverted again to thejn, when they
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were alienated from the purposes for which they had been origi-

nally granted to the emperor; and applied to the purpose cf

aggrandizing a power, which was inimical to them and to their al-

lies. They therefore took pofsefsion of those provinces again, -and

immediately ceded them to the*Nabob of Oude, for a valuable con-

sideration. Indeed, it was a mistake originally, not to restore the

pofsefsion of them to Sujah Dowlah, in common with the rest of

his territories : and to settle a certain stipend in lieu of them, to

the emperor! for they? forming the frontier towards the Mahrattas

and Jats, should have been placed in hands that were better able

to defend them.

The Mogul, however, went to Delhi ; thereby losing all that he

had acquired from the British ; and has ever since been a kind of

state prisoner; living on the produce of a trifling domain, which

he holds by a tenure of sufi'c*an>~i; allowed him partly out of vene-

ration for his."ancestors, and partly for the use of his name. It

must be allowed, that the princes of Hindoostan have generally

shewn a due regard to the distrefses of fallen royalty (when life

has been spared) by granting jaghircs, or pensions. Ragobah’s, is

a case in point. The private distrefses of Shah Aulum (it i§ almost

mockery to call him the Great Mogul, or Emperor) were, how-

ever, so prefsing, during Mr. Hastings’s last journey to Oude ( 1 784),

that his son Jewan Buckt came to solicit afsistance from the Eng-

lish. Since the peace'of 1 782, Madajee Sindia, a Mahratta chief, and

the pofsefsor of the principal part of Malwa, has taken the lead at

Delhi; and has reduced several places situated within the districts

formerly pofsefsed by the Jats, NudjufF Cawn, and the Rajah of

Joinagur : and it may be concluded that Sindia has in view to ex-

pend his conquests on the side of Agimcre: and to establish for

l.lmioCif a considerable state, or kingdom.

It might be expected that the Rajpoots of Agimcre, &c. would

be lefs averse to receiving a sovereign of their own religion, than

they were to, submit to the Mahomedan emperors: and, more-

1 s
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over, that it would be more for the interest of their people to be

subjects, than tributaries, of the Mahrattas ;
these being mild as

governors, although the most unfeeling, as collectors of tribute,

or as enemies: yet it appears that they entertain the greatest jea-

lousy of Sindia’s designs; the accomplishment of which would

make their princes sink into a state of greater insignificance t«han

they are at present.

In a country so fruitful of revolutions, it is difficult to fore-

see the event of Sindia’s present measures; but they point strongly

towards raising him to the head of the western Mahratta state,

or to that of a new empire founded on its ruins. The pro-

vinces of Agra and Delhi, and that whole neighbourhood, are in

the most wretched state that can be conceived. Having been the

seat of continual wars for near 50 years, the country is almost de-

populated, and most of the-iands; of course, are lying waste: the

wretched inhabitants not daring to provide more 'than the bare

means of subsistence, for fear of attracting the notice of those,

whose trade is pillage. Nothing but the natural fertility of the

soil, and the mildnefs of the climate, could have kept up any de-

gree of population ; and rendered the sovereignty of it, at this day

worth contending for. So that a tract of country which pofsefses

every advantage that can be derived from nature, contains the most

miserable of inhabitants: so dearly do mankind pay for the ambi-

tion of their superiors; who, mis-calculating their powers, think

they can govern as much as they can conquer. In the Mogul em-

pire, many parts of it were 1000 miles distant from the seat of go-

vernment : and accordingly its history is one continued lefson to

kings, not to grasp at too much dominion
; and to mankind, to

circumscribe the undertakings of their rulers.

It is highly improbable that the house of Timur will everTtss

again, or be of any consequence in the politics of Hindoostan. I':

was in 1,725 that the dynasty of Great Moguls began: so that

reckoning to the present timo (17158), it has lasted. 262 years: a

long period for that country.
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Sketch of the Maiiratta History.

We have frequently had occasion, in the course of the above

sketch, to mention the Maiirati as: and as the rise and progivfs

of that s.ata is of much importance to the general history of the

decline of the Mogul empire; and so remarkable in itself, from the

suddennefs of its growth ; it may not be improper to give a short

history of it, in an uninterrupted narrative; although some part of

the foi mer one may be repeated.

Tiie origin and signification of the word Maiiratta (or Mo-

ra i toe) has of late been very much the subject of inquiry and

discufsion, In “India : and varioifs fanciful conjectures have been

made concerning it. • We learn, however, from Ferishla,* that

Makiiat was the name of a province in the Deccan; and that it

comprehended Baglana (or Bogilana) and other districts, which at

* This information occurs not only in Forint i’s history of Ilindonstan, hut in
#
that of the

Dcccun, &T. likewise. The former we have beloie spoken of, as being translated by c ol.

Dow: bur the latter has never yet made its appear.mce in any European language. It K ex-

pected, hoover, that the public will soon be in pofsefsion ol it, from the h. nets ol Ckipt.

Jonathan Scott, who lias already exhibited a specimen ol one pait ol his intended wot k , ..nd

has engaged to complete it, on conditions, which the public, on theii j>art, appeal to have

performed. Fei ishta l’vccl i^i flic court ol Ibrahim Audil Shall, King of Visiapour; who was

cotempora’y with |ihanguire in the beginning ol the last century. Fcrishia’s nis'ory ol the

Deccan, &<\ opens to our vuw the knowledge of an enipiK that has scarcely been lie..rd ol,

in Europe. Its emperois of the Rahmimah dynasty (which commenced wth Hals.m Luco,

A. D. 1347) i.ppcar to have exceeded in pewu and splendour, those ol J) lhi; even at the

most flourishing periods of their h itory. The seat ol government w.s at C^lherga (s e Ornic’s

HistoiiCi l fhagments, p. cxxwi.) wnich was centrical to the gicut body ot the unpin ; and
is at tli s day a considerable city. Like other overgiown empues, it tell to ;*i us with its

own we ghr: and out of it were foinr d loin potent kingdom 1

, und-T the nanu s ol Visai-

pour (piopeily liejapour), Golconou, B rai, and Amednagur; who-»e. partieuLr limits and
inferior niembeix, we are not well informed of. Each of these subsisted with a considerable

degree ol power, until the Mogul lumpiest ; and the two first, as we have seen abov.
,
pre-

served their independency until the time of Aurung/cbe. It is worthy eff remark, that the

four monarchs of these kingdoms, like the Carsais and Ptolemies, had each ot them a

%iamc, or title, common to the dynasty to which he belonged ; and which were derived

from the respective founders. Thus, the kings ol Visiapour, were styled Audil (or Adil)

Shah; those ot Golconda, Cuttub Shah; and those ol ikrar and Amednagur, NiZutn
Shah, and Amud Shah. A.
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present form the most central part of the Mahratta dominions.

The original meaning of the term Marhat, like that of most other

proper names, is unknown; but that the name of the nation in

question, is a derivative from it, cannot be doubted: for the tes-

timony of Ferishta may be received without the smallest suspicion

of error, or of design to establish a favourite Opinion ; when it is

considered that he wrote, at a period, when the inhabitants of the

province of Makhat did not exist as an independent nation ; but

were blended with the other subjected Hindoos of the Deccan. Be-

sides the testimony of Ferishta, there is that also of Nizam-ul-

Deen,* an author who wrote at an earlier period ; and who relates,

in his general history of Hindoostan, that one of the kings of

Delhi, made an excursion from Deogur (Dowlatabad) into the neigh-

bouring province of Marhat.

-

f-

Sevajee may be considered as the founder of the Mahratta

Empire. His ancestry is not very clearly ascertained; but the

most commonly received opinion, is, that his grandfather was an

illegitimate son of a Rana of Oudipour, the chief of the Rajpoot

princes; the antiquity of whose house may be inferred from Pto-

lemy. (Sec the Memoir, page 230.) The mother of this illegiti-

mate son is said to have been an obscure person, of a tribe named

Bonsola (sometimes written Bouncello, and Boonsla), which name

was afsumcd by her son, and continued to be the family name of

his descendants, the Rajahs of Sattarah, and Berar. Having, after

the death of his father (the Rana of Oudipour) suffered some

indignities from his brothers, on the score of his birth, he retired

in disgust to the Deccan, and entered into the service of the King

of Bejapour (vulgarly Visiapour). The reputation of his family,

added to his own personal merit, soon obtained for him a distin-

* Nizam-ul-Deen was an officer in the court of Acbar; and wrote a general history of
Hindoostan, winch he brought down to the 40th year of that emperor.

f

f This also occurs in Ferishta’s history of Hindoostan* It was in the reign of Alla I.

A. D. 1312. See also page lii of the Introduction.
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guished rank in the armies of the King of Visiapour, in which he

was succeeded by his son. But his grandson, Sevajee, who was

born in 16*28, disdaining the condition of a subject, embraced an .

early opportunity (which the distractions then existing in the Visia-

pour monarchy, afforded him} of becoming independent. So rapid

was the progrefs of his conquests, that he w'as grown formidable to

the armies of the Mogul empire, before Aurungzebe’s accefsion to

power; having, before that period, seized on the principal part of

the mountainous province of Baglana, and the low country of

Concan, situated between it and the western sea. lie had also

acquired from the kingdom of Visiapour, the important fortrefs of

Panncla, which commanded an entrance into the heart of it, from

the side of Baglana; together with several other places of strength.

In the Carnatic he had pofsefsion of Gingee, together with an ex-

tensive district round it :* and this perhaps may be considered ra-

ther as an ^usurpation of one of* the Visiapour conquests, than as

an acquisition made from the original sovereign of the Carnatic:

for the King of Visiapour appears to have pofsefsed the southern

part of the Carnatic, including Tanjore.-f Great part of the his-

tory of Sevajee will be found in Mr. Orme’s Historical Fragments

of the Mogul Empire, and is well worth the reader’s attention.

At his death, which happened in 1680, his domains extended from

the northern part of Baglana, near Surat, to the neighbourhood

of the Portuguese districts of Goa, along the sea coast ; but pro-

bably not very far inland, beyond the foot of the Gauts, and other

ranges of mountains, which may be considered as branches ofthem

;

for Aurungzebe’s army kept the field in Visiapour at that period,

and necefsarily straitened Sevajee’s quarters on that side. These

• The French obtained the grant of Pondicherry in 1674, from a Rajah of Gingee, who
acknowledged the King of Narsinga as his superior; but this latter was, at the same time,

• dependent on Visiapour. Sevajee took pofselsion of Gingee about the year 1677, and con-
firmed the above grant in 1 680.

f 1 am ignorant of the period when the Mahratta prince, whose descendants now hold
Tanjore, came ujto the pofsefsion of it.
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conquests were the fruits of hardy and persevering valour
;
partly

acquired in despite of Aurungzebe, then in the zenith of his power.

Sevajee had also plundered Surat and Golconda; and even attacked

Goa, when the Portuguese power was at its height. His son Sa:n-

bajee, though pofsefsed of considerable ability both as a statesman

and a soldier, fell a sacrifice to debauchery. In one of his lopse

excursions he was treacherously seized on, and cruelly put to

death by Aurungzebe, in i6’8c>. This, however, produced no

submilsion on the part of the Mahrattas, who still increased in

power, though not so rapid’.y as before. The Roman state had

scarcely a hardier infancy; and the mountains of Gatte, which

shelter from the stormy monsoon the countries that are situated

to the leeward of them, afforded also a shelter to this rising

state.

Sahoo, or Sahoojcc (vulgarly, Saow, or Sow Rajah), succeeded his

father Sambajee, at a very early age ; and as he inherited the ability

and vigour of mind of his immediate ancestors, and reigned more

than 50 years, great part of it at a season the most favourable for

the aggrandizement of a state that was to rise on the ruins of ano-

ther, the Mahratta power grew up to the wonderful height that

we have beheld it at. For the confusions occasioned by the dis-

puted suceefsion among Aurungzebe’s sons, and their descendants,

opened a wide field to all adventurers; and particularly to this

hardy and enterprizing people, bred in the school of war and dis-

cipline, and who had shewn themsehes able to contend even w ith

Aurungzebe himself. The conquests achieved under Sahoojcc,

are astonishing to those w ho do not know that Hindoostan is so full

of military adventurers, that an army is soon collected by an enter-

prizing chief, who holds out to his followers a prospect of plunder

;

which the then distracted state of the empire afforded the most

ample means of realizing. At the time of Sahoojee’s death, which

happened in 1740, the Mahratta state or empire had swallowed up

the whole tract from the western sea to Orilsa; and from Agra to
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the Carnatic : and almost all the rest of Hindoostan, Bengal cx-

^ cepted, had been over-run and plundered. They were engaged in

almost every scene of war and politics, throughout the whole coun-

try ; although it does not appear that they took any part in the

contest between Nadir Shah and Mahomed, in 1738-9; except by

availing themselves of the absence of Nizam-al-Muluck, to com-

mit depredations on his territories in the Deccan. Probably they

thought that more advantage would arise to them, from the dis-

orders consequent on Nadir Shah's invasion, than by their aisisting

the emperor in repelling him : we are also to consider the advanced

age of Sahoojec, at that time.

It is difficult to trace the progrefs of the Mahratta conquests,

according to the order of time, in which they were made. We
find them taking part in the disputes between Aurungzebe’x de-

scendants at Delhi, as early as 1718: but it was not till 173.7,

that they fo’uwd themselves stroijg enough to demand a tribute from

the emperor, Mahomed Shah. This demand terminated, as we
have before observed, in the acquisition of the greatest part of the

fine province of Malwa ; and in a grant of a fourth part of the net

revenues of the other provinces in general. 'Phis proportion being

named in the language of Hindoostan, a Ciiout, occasioned the

future demands of the Mahrattas to be denominated from it: al-

though they arc by no means limited t£ that proportion, except in

cases where an exprefs compact has taken place: as in some in-

stances, between the Berar Mahrattas and the present Nizam of the

Deccan. They also, about the year 1736’, took part in the dis-

putes between the Nabobs of Arcot, in the Carnatic; within which

district, the principal European settlements on the coast of Co-
romandel, are situated: which disputes eventually engaged the

French and English East-India Companies, in scenes of hostility

•for several years, as has been before observed.

Ram Rajah, who succeeded Sahoojec, in 1740, was a weak

prince: and ,it happened in the Mahratta state, as in all despotic

m
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states of rapid growth, and recent formation, that great part of

what was gained by the ability of one despot, was lost by the im-

becility of another. The two principal officers of the state; the

Paisbwab, or minister, and the Bukshi, or commander in chief,

agreed to divide the dominions of their master: Bajirow, the paish-

wah, afsuming to himself the government of the western pro-

vinces; and Ragojee, the bukshi, the eastern provinces: the former

continuing at Poonah, the ancient capital; the other fixing his

residence at Nagpour in Berar.

The paislnvah is said to have confined the Ram Rajah to the

fortrefs of Sattarah (about 50 miles from Poonah) and then admi-

nistered the government in his name. It is more probable, from

other accounts, that Sahoojee, during the latter part of his reign,

had, by a long and unrevoked delegation of power to the paish-

wah, prepared the minds of the people for this measure; which,

to them, hardly appeared to be a change : as Sahoojee? ih a manner,

shut himself up in Sattarah, and seldom appeared in any act of go-

vernment. There is sonic degree of analogy between this part of

the history of the paishwahs, and that of the mayors of the palace,

in France.

So violent a partition of the empire by its ministers, encouraged,

as might be expected, the usurpations of others, according to the

degree of power, or opportunity, pofsefsed by each: so that in the

course of a few years, the state became, from anVosolute monarchy,

a mere confederacy of chiefs ; and the loosest example of feudal

government in the world. The two chiefs of the divided empire

pursued each their plans of conquest, or negociation, separately

;

on the general principle of respecting each others rights. The

local situation of the Berar chief, who was lefs powerful than the

other, led him to a close connexion with the Nizam; though not

profefscdly in opposition to the Poonah chief.

The invasion of Bengal (of the causes of which we have spoken

in page lxix) was undertaken by both the Mahratta spates in 1742,
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and 1743, with armies said to contain 80,000 horsemen each.

The leaders of these armies appearing each to act for himself, the

consequence was, that the wily Aliverdy found means to bribe one

party, and to sow dimensions between both
;
by which the conse-

quences were lels dreadful to* the Bengallers, than they otherwise

must have been. Still, however, they are remembered with hor-

ror: and I have myself beheld many of the objects of their wanton

barbarity, mutilated and defaced. As 160,000 horsemen were let

loose over the level country on the west of the Ganges; and t lie

capital, Moorshcdabad, being 12 miles from that river, it was cut

off from all supplies of provisions and necefsaries,* until Aliverdy

’doubly intrenched the road leading from the city to the Ganges;

and thus, supplies were conveyed in safety to the city, which was

inclosed by another intrenchment, or rampart, of about 18 miles

in circumference. The Mahrattas did not depart out of the pro-

vinces until Che year 1744, wljcn they had collected a vast mafs

of plunder, and had established the claim of the chout ; which,

however, was never regularly paid. The Berar Mahrattas having,

some years afterwards, obtained pofsefsion of the Orifsa province,

partly by conquest, partly by ccision from Aliverdy, their proxi-

mity to Bengal, from which they were separated only by a shal-

low river, alforded them frequent opportunities of plundering its

frontier provinces: and it was not till the year 1 76' 1 , when Cos-

sim Ally, Nabob Cf Bengal, ceded the provinces of Burdwan and

Midnapour to the English, that the Mahrattas ceased to plunder

them. The demand of the chout, however, although made occa-

sionally, previous to the ccision of Bengal to the English, had

never been enforced: and during the war of 1780, when almost all

the powers of Hindoostan were leagued together against the Eng-

lish, it was very feebly, if at all, insisted on, although the Berar

•Rajah had an army at Cattack.

* The city of Moorshcdabad is situated on the westernmost branch of the Ganges: which
branch is navigable only during a part of the yefr. See the Appendix.

in 2
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The administration of Bajirow was as vigorous as could poisibly

he expected, considering how the reins of government had been^

slackened: to the Mahratta empire, it was glorious; for he wrest-

ed out of the hands of the Portuguese, the fortrefs of Bafseen, and

the island of Salsette, near Bombay places that stood in the next

degree of importance to Goa. He died in 1759, leaving the paiah-

wahship, which was now considered as an hereditary establishment,

to his son Ballajee.

At this period the Mahrattas pushed their conquests into the

Panjab, and even to the banks of the Indus. But the time was

approaching, when this sudden elevation (which seems, in some

instances at least, to operate in states as in individuals) was to serve

only to make their downfall more conspicuous. They and Abdalla

had given each other mutual umbrage ; and the wars that ensued

between them, which ended with the famous battle of Panniput,

of which we have already given aq account in page te:&iv, was de-

cisive of the pretensions of the Mahrattas as Hindoos, to universal

empire in Hindoostan; which they at that time
(

j 7G
i )

found

themselves strong enough to dispute with the Mahomcdans.

Ballajee died soon after. To him succeeded his son Maderovv,

a youth. The Mahrattas had now abated of their ardour for dis-

tant expeditions, and their quarrels were chiefly with their neigh-

bour, the Nizam; whom tjiey by degrees stripped of a consider-

able portion of his territories on the north and west of Aurunga-

bad. Maderow died in 1772; and was succeeded by his soil Na-

rain Row, who w'as murdered the following year by Ragobah, his

uncle, and son of Bajirow, the first paishwah who afsumed the

sovereignty. The atrocity of this crime, made the author of it

(who had been a general of reputation in the war against Hyder

Ally, and the Nizam) detested by the body of the people, and

caballed against by the chiefs: he besides failed in the object of

clearing his w ay to the paishwahship, for the widow of Narain pro-

duced a bov, who was acknowledged heir. r
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Ragobah, who stood in need of allies, had engaged the govern-

ment of Bombay in his cause; with whom a treaty, very advan-

tageous to the English, and indeed, embracing the principal ad-

vantages so long desired by the East- India Company, was entered

into; and the fleet and army belonging to the Presidency of Bom-

bay, were accordingly put in motion, to second the views of Rago-

bah, and to secure the advantages derived from the treaty Hosti-

lities were commenced both by sea and land ;
and the island of

Salsette, separated from Bombay only by a narrow channel of the

sea, was taken pofsefsion of by the English. This was a most

desirable acquisition, as the settlement of Bombay pofselsed no

•territory beyond the extent of the small island in which it is situ-

ated ; and consequently depended on foreign supplies for its sub-

sistence.

About this time the Council General of Bengal was invested

with a controlling power over the other settlements in India: and

the Mahratta war not meeting their approbation. Col. Upton was

sent to Poonah in 177b, to negotiate a peace (since known by the

name of the treaty of Pooroondar), by which Rugoluh was to re-

nounce his pretensions, and to receive a pension for life; and the

English were to retain pofsefsion of Salsette. But in the end of

1777, tluTBomhav government again espoused the cause of Rago-

bah, which measure terminated in a disgraceful convention, by

which the Bombay'army retired to their settlement, and Ragobah

surrendered to his enemies. Being of Bramin race, his life was

spared

.

The war that followed between the English and the Mahrattas,

was purely defensive on the part of the latter, after the arrival of a

brigade of the Bengal army, under General Goddard ; and was at-

tended with the conquest, on the part of the English, of the finest

parts of Guzerat, and the Concan ; including the important for-

trefses of Bafseen and Amedabad ; in short, of the whole country

from Amedal)ad to the river Penn t and inland, to the foot of the
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Gauts: and on the side of Oude, the province of Gohud, and

other districts, together with the celebrated fortrefs of Gwalior,

were reduced ; and the war was carried into the heart of Malwa.

But the cxpences of a succcfsful war may be too grievous to be

borne: and as a war with Hyder Al*ly had broke out in 1780, and

still continued, it was justly esteemed a most desirable advantage to

effect a peace with the Mahrattas, after detaching Sindia, the prin-

cipal member of that state, from the confederacy. This peace was

negociated in 1782 and 1783, by Mr. David Andersoil, whose ser-

vices on that memorable occasion, claim, as is said in another place,

the united thanks of Great Britain and Hindoostan. All the ac-

quisitions made during the war were given up, save Salsette, and

the small islands situated within the gulf formed by Bombay, Sal-

sette, and the continent.

The government at Poonah, during the minority, was shared

among a junto of ministers: and* it is probable that*s(> long a mi-

nority, may yet make some efsential changes in the constitution of

a state, so accustomed to revolutions in the superior departments

of its government. The present paishwah, by name Maderow

(son of Narain Row, as beforementioned ), was born in 1774.

The eastern Mahratta state, or that of Berar, under Ragojee,

kept itself more free from foreign quarrels than the other; but

had its share of intestine wars. For Ragojee dying, after a long

reign, left four sons, Janojcc, Sabajee, Modhjee, and Bembajee.

The first succeeded his father: but dying childlefs, in 1772, a

civil war commenced between Sabajee and Modajee: the former of

whom fell in 1774, and the latter still holds the government of

Berar, &c. : and Bembajee administers those of Ruttunpour and

Sumbulpour, under him: though, I believe, with lefs restraint

from his superior, than is ordinarily imposed on governors of pro-

vinces. Ragojee, the father of the present Rajah of Berar, being 0

descendant of Scvajee, the original founder of the Mahratta state,

the present rajah is therefore by descent, the lawful, sovereign of
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the whole Mahratta state; the Poonah branch being extinct:* but

it appears that he wisely prefers the peaceable pofsefsion of his own

territories, to risking the lofs of them, where the object is no more

than the nominal government of an empire, which even manifests

symptoms of speedy difsolutioii.

Ij is not likely that either of the Mahratta states will soon be-

come formidable to the other powers of Hindoostan. The eastern

state has not resources for it ; and as for the western, it cannot well

happen there, until some one of its chiefs has gained such an ascen-

dancy over the rest, as to re-unite that divided power, to which

the late confusions in their government gave birth. It requires

|ome length of time to reduce a feudal government to a simple mo-

narchical one: and till then, the western Mahratta state cannot be

formidable ; to the British power, at least. If Sindia proceeds with

his conquests to the north and west, and establishes a new empire

in Malwa, this Mahratta state (the western) must be ex-

tinguished; and such a new empire would, perhaps, prove more

formidable to Oude, and to the British interests, in consequence,

than any power we have beheld since the first establishment of the

British influence in India.

* Some beliyrethat a rajah of ScvajccS line is still living; shut up in the fortrefs of Sat-

tarah. Is is certain lhat the new paishwahs go thither, to receive the investiture of their

office; as they were accustomed to do, in former times: whether such a rajah be in exis-

tence, or otherwise, is of no importance to the state, as matters arc now constituted.



Conquests of European Powers, since the Downfall of the

Mogul Empire.

Among the new powers that arose on the downfall of the Mo-

gul empire, we must not forget to mention the French and Eng-

lish. As for the Portuguese, their power had past its meridian

before this period : besides, their views being (apparently) confined

altogether to traffic, they wisely made choice of insular situa*1

tions; such as Goa, Bombay, Salsette, Diu, &c. ; and never ap-

pear to have pofsefsed any very considerable extent of territory,

although they kept on foot a large army of Europeans. The

Dutch system was nearly the same: and their prosperity, in a

great measure, grew out of the misfortunes of the Portuguese;

who having fallen under the dominion of Spain, became obnoxious

as well to the jealousy of rivalship, as to the revenge of the Hol-

landers.

The French power was but of short duration, but remarkably

brilliant. It was a bright meteor, that dazzled at first,"but which

soon burnt itself out, and left their East-India Company in utter

darknefs. It commenced during the government of M. Dupleix

at Pondicherry, in 1749. The French having afsisted a soubah of

the Deccan in mounting the throne, attended his future steps with

an army, and established an influence in It is councils that promised

to be permanent; but which vanished very early, by the mere

breath of court intrigue: for while M. Bufsy, at the head of the

French army, was at Sanore, in the western quarter of the penin-

sula (in 1756’), a quarrel with the minister of the soubah, effected

the dismifsion of the French. They were then compelled to retreat

through an enemy’s country fer near 300 miles, until they reached
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Hydrabad ; where they fortified themselves, and waited for a rein-

forcement from Masulipatam, their nearest settlement; which was

upwards of 200 miles from Hydrabad. Great ability was discovered

by M. Bufsy, on this memorable occasion: an account of which,

as well as of M. Bufsy 's w arfare? and negociations in general, will be

found at large, in Mr. Orme's invaluable History of the Military

Transactions of the British Nation, in Hindoostan. At Hydrabad,

the quarrel was compromised: and the following year (1757) and

part of the nfext, was spent by M. Bufsy in reducing the refractory

rajahs, or zemindars, in the northern circars; and in afsisting the

soubah in the execution of his own plans. But in the midst of

fhese transactions, he was suddenly recalled into the Carnatic, by

M. Lally ; who determined to collect the whole force of the French,

within that quarter: so that the soubah wras left at full liberty to

accede to the proposals of the English. Lally was also accused

of being jeatous of the fame of hA. Bufsy.

The circars, the fruits of M. Bufsy 's wars and negociations in

the Deccan (and which had been obtained in 1753), yet remained to

the French: but Colonel Clive, who was at this time Governor of

Bengal, with that promptitude and decision which so strongly

marked his character, seized on them, with a force from Bengal,

m 1 75,9 ; although they were defended by a much superior force;

and the French were deprived of resources to carry on the war

in the Carnatic. So that Lally failed to accomplish the pur-

poses for which the French interest in the Deccan had been re-

linquished ; namely, that of expelling the English from the Car-

nage: for, -on the contrary, the French not only lost all their

pofsefsions in that quarter, but in every other part of India.

Thus, their political existence may be said to begin, in 1 749

;

and to end in 1761, by the capture of their principal settle-

ment, Pondicherry. They appear to have been the first Euro-

pean power, that trained the natives of India to regular disci-

n •
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plinc ;* as well as the first who set the example of acquiring terri-

torial pofsefsions, of any great extent, in India: in which they

have been so successfully followed by the English.

The expedition of the British troops into Tanjore, in 1749, was

the first warfare in which they were engaged, against the forces of

an Indian prince: and it proved unsuccefsful, as to its main object;

which was, the restoration of a deposed king, or rather rajah, of

Tanjore, who had applied for afsistance to the governor of Fort St.

David. The price of this afsistance, was to be the fort and territory

of Dcvicottah, situated at the mouth of the Colcroon, or principal

branch of the Tanjore river; and this fort, notwithstanding their

want of succcfs in the cause of the deposed rajah, the Company’s

troops, aided by the fleet under Admiral Boscawen, took pofsefsion

of, after a short siege. In the following year they vyere called on,

by the circumstances of the times, to take part in the 'disputed suc-

cefsion to the nabobship of Arcot, in opposition to the French:

who (as has been before observed) had taken the lead, botli in the

affairs of the Carnatic, and of the Deccan. We have also observed,

that Ni/.am-al-Muluck ,
soubah of the Deccan, had placed Anwar

o’dien in the nabobship of Arcot (in 1743); and that the death of

the same Nizam, in 1748, had occasioned a considciablc change in

the politics of the Deccan ; in which the French engaged so deeply.

Chunda Saib was the person whom the Frencfi wished to raise to

the government of Arcot: and the expulsion of the family of

Anwar o’dicn, was a necefsary step towards it. These contests,

which had been carried on with great credit to the British arms,

were put an end to, by the interference of the two East-India

* I am far from being well informed concerning the early history of the Portuguese m
India: but by a parage in Mr. Orme’s Historical Fragments, page 175, it would appear that

they had not) in 1683, trained the natives to regular discipline. He says, “ The Viceroy of

“ Goa took the field (against Sambajee, with 1 200 Europeans, and 25,000 natives of bis own

territory.” From the confintd limits of the Portuguese territories, wc may conclude that

these were the ordinary inhabitants only.
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Companies, in Europe, in 1754: and Mahomed Ally, son of An-

>var o’dien (who had fallen in the course of the war), was left in

pofsdsion of the Carnatic: or, at least, of that portion of it which

had been recovered to him by the British arms. The particulars of

these wars will be found in Mr*. Orme’s History, volume the first.

War breaking out in Europe in 1756’, the truce w'as reduced to a

very short period. The first object of the British councils, was to

wrest the northern circars out of the hands of the French ; in or-

der to deprive them of the means of paying their army. The se-

cond was to drive M. Bufsy’s force out of the Deccan, by means

of an alliance with the Nizam, or Soubah. Both of these projects

Iwere at this time defeated ; the first by the miscarriage of dispatches

to India; the second, by the capture of Calcutta, the chief British

settlement in Bengal, in June, 1756*: which induced the necefsity

of relinquishing every plan of hostility in the Deccan and Car-

natic, in ord(2- that a force might be spared, sufficient to accom-

plish the recovery of so important a settlement as Calcutta; on

which the whole trade to Bengal depended.

Aliverdy Cawn, Nabob of Bengal, died in 1756, and was suc-

ceeded by liis grandson Surajah Dow la h. This young man either

was, or pretended to be, irritated at the conduct of the English

within Ins dbqiinions ; and was probably jealous of the rising

power of Europeans in general, in other parts of India. He deter-

mined to expel the English (at least) from Bengal : and accordingly

took their fort at Calcutta, and compelled those among them, who
were not made prisoners, to retire. In the following year, an ar-

manent from Madras, under Admiral Watson and Colonel Clive,

not only recovered the settlement of Calcutta, but brought the

nabob to terms. The sword, however, being thus’ drawm, no

permanent security could be expected on the side of the intruders,

unlefs supported by power: which could not be obtained, while a

nabob, inimical to their interests, pofsefsed the whole power of

the kingdon\ Suspicions on both sides soon brought matters to a

n 2
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crisis: and Jaffier Ally Cawn, an omrah in high trust and favour

with the nabob, was negociated with; and, on condition of their

afsisting him in his views towards the throne, engaged to be' their

future ally and confederate', for, so much were matters changed by

the late efsay of their strength, and by the genius and good fortune

of Clive, that protection would ill exprefs the current expectation of

the British. The famous battle of Plafsey, fought in June, 1757,

and in which Jaffier aided the accomplishment of their wishes, by

standing neuter, laid the foundation of the future power of the

British nation in Bengal and Hindoostan. From that time they

became the arbiters of the succefsion of the nabobship of Bengal

;

which speedily led to the pofsefsion of the powers of governments

for Cofsim Ally, w'ho had been placed in the room of Jaffier, dis-

liking his situation, resolved to hazard a change at all events; and

this brought on a war, which ended in the expulsion of Cofsim,

and left the Bengal provinces in the pofsefsion of thei English, who
restored Jaffier to the nabobship. He had been deposed, on a

charge of imbecility, in 1760, and was now restored, in 17%. Cos-

sim retired to Sujah Dowlah, Nabob of Oudc, and prevailed on him

to espouse his cause. Sujah had distinguished himself in the cele-

brated battle of Pajmiput, in 1761; and is reported to have had a

considerable share in turning the fortune of the day; at the very

moment when victory inclined towards the Mahrattas. Whether

lie over-rated his own talents for war, or mistook the military

character and resources of the British, he, however, engaged too

rashly in the war ; and the consequences were, a total defeat of

his forces, joined with Cofsim Ally’s, at Buxar, in 1764: and this

was followed by the lofs of all his territories, during that and the

following year.

Those, whose belief has been staggered by the accounts of the

conquests made on the Indians and Persians, by the Grecian, Patan,

and Mogul armies, may reconcile their doubts by attending to the

events of their own days; in* which a handful of fjrench troops
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effected revolutions in the Deccan : and another of British, made

an entire conquest of Bengal, Bahar, and Oude, in little more than

two* campaigns. Each of those conquerors, both ancient and

modern, after gaining certain advantages, pursued them by means

of levies raised in the conquered countries themselves ; and thus

reydered the vanquished, subservient to the final reduction of their

own country. This was even the case of Alexander, who set out

with 35,000 men, and left India, with 120,000. Such measures

could only be pursued in countries, where the habit of changing

their governors, had rendered the governed indifferent to the

choice of them. Even the whole number of the combatants on

f.the side of the British, did not exceed 7000, at the battle of Buxar

:

and of these 1200 might be Europeans. The battle of Plafsey was

gained with an army of about 3000 men ; of whom qoo only were

Europeans.

Lord Clif<», who reafsumed the government of Bengal, in 1765,

found matters in the state I have just represented. He seized the

opportunity of taking pofsefsion of the Bengal provinces; the Na-

bob Jaffier Ally having recently died
; and obtained from the nomi-

nal Mogul, Shah Aulum (who, together with his nominal vizier,

Sujah Dowlah, had, as before related, thrown themselves on the ge-

nerosity ot tfovBrilish) ; a grant of the duanny, or administration

of the revenues of Bengal, Bahar, and Orifsa; on condition of pay-

ing the Mogul 26* ltieks of rupees per annum ( 26*0,000 1 .). Thus a

territory producing at that time, at least a million sterling, per an-

num, after every expence was defrayed, and containing at least

ten millions of inhabitants, was gained to the Company, on the side

of Bengal: together with the northern circars, valued at near half

a million more, and for which a grant was also obtained. Sujah

Dowlah had all his territories restored to him, except the pro-

vinces of Corah and Allahabad, which were retained for the Mo-
gul ; together with the fortrefs of Allahabad, which was afsigned

to him, as a proper place of residence.
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Although the English were thus firmly and peaceably established

in Bengal, in 1 765, yet within two years afterwards, they were

engaged in a very arduous contest in the peninsula, with Hyder

Ally, the sovereign of Mysore, leagued with the Nizam or Sou-

ball of the Deccan . Hyder’s history is now so well known to the

generality of readers in Europe, by means of the several publica-

tions that have lately appeared,* that it will be unncccfsary to

give any thing more than a short abstract of it, here.

Hyder Ally was a soldier of fortune, and the son of a person

who served in quality of Killadar , or governor of a small fortrefs,

to one of the kings of Mysore. He is said to have acquired the

rudiments of war in the French camps: and in the year 1 7/53,-

distinguished himself, as their auxiliary, in the plains of Tritchino-

poly. About ten years afterwards, being then at the head of the

Mysore army, he dethroned his sovereign, and governed under the

title of Regent. Soon after, he extended his dominions on every

side, the Carnatic excepted : the fine province of Bednore (or Bid-

danore) and the Patan nabobships of Cuddapah, Canoul, &c.

besides some Mahratta provinces towards the river Kistnah ; and the

country of the Nairs, and other small states on the Malabar coast,

were added to his original pofsefsions ; until at last he was at tile

head of a state, in extent equal to Great Britain, aiy^pFoducing a

grols revenue of four millions sterling. The civil broils and revo-

lutions in the western Mahratta state, particularly in latter times,

allowed Hyder to aggrandize himself at its expence ; but lie, never-

theless, received some severe checks from that quarter. He was

not arrived at the height of his power, when the war between him

and the English broke out, in 1767: but his power was such

as to alarm his neighbours, and a resolution was taken to attack

him. The Mahrattas under Maderow, entered Hyder's country

on the side towards Visiapour; and the Nizam, joined by a de-

Capt. Robson’s, and M. M. L. D TVs Lives of Hyder Ally, &c.
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tachment of British troops, moved from Hydrabad towards the

frontier of Mysore, soon after. Ilyder first contrived to buy olf the

Mahrattas with a large sum of money, and the restitution of some

of tile places lie had taken from them. Next, he ncgociated with

the Nizam, and had the addrtifs, not only to detach him from the

English, but to draw him over to his party: so that the English

detachment was compelled by necessity to retire to the Carnatic;

on the frontiers of which their grand army was now afsembling.

Besides the Whimsical character of the Nizam, several other circum-

stances might conspire towards the determining him to act in the

manner he did. The grant of the northern circars, and the eman-

cipation of the Carnatic from any dependence on the Deccan, both

of which were obtained from the Mogul, by the English, could

not but be very mortifying to the Nizam ; as having the appear-

ance of a forcible partition of his territories. The circars, however,

came into P&ir hands (as we jiavc seen) by conquest from the

French, to whom they were originally granted by a former soubah

of the Deccan : so that the grant from the Mogul was merely no-

minal: besides, the Nizam had been prevailed on to acquiesce in

the measure, by an oiler on the part of the English, of five lacks

of rupees (50,0001.) per annum, by way of tribute or quit rent.

As to his superiority in the Carnatic, it had ever been nominal;

yet Hyder, who now meditated the conquest of it, was glad to

obtain from the Nfcam, a grant, or sunnud, for the nabobship of

it: and from this time, at least, he considered Mahomed Ally as

his rival. It is proper to observe, that in the days of Mahomed
Ally's distrefs, when he polsclsed only a small part of the Carnatic,

he had engaged to cede the fortrefs of Tritchinopoly, a most im-

portant post in the southern division of it, to the king of Mysore,

for afsistance then afforded him : but this engagement never being

performed, Hyder, as might be expected, adopted the claims and

resentments of the prince, whose throne he had taken pofsefsion

of; and nev^r lost sight of his tide to Tritchinopoly. Had the
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engagement been fulfilled, it would have had the effect of separat-

ing for ever, from the nabobship of the Carnatic, the provinces of

Tanjorc, Madura, and the rest of the southern provinces.

The war that immediately followed, was productive of some

sharp battles on the common frontiers of the Carnatic and My-
sore: besides which, a strong detachment of the British army seized

on Hyder’s province of Coimbettore, a fertile district on the south

of Mysore, and commanding a ready way to Hyder’s capital,

Seringapatam. This was the first war in which the British arms

had met with any steady opposition from a prince of the country ;

for in the affair of Tanjore, in 1 749, their arms were triumphant

in the end, by the taking of Dcvicottah, their proper object. The •

war was continued with various succefs, during the year 176*7,

1768, and part of 1769; when Hyder, with a strong detachment

of chosen troops, chiefly horse, giving the British army the slip,

came within seven miles of Madras, and dictated a'fieace to the

government of that place. This peace was disreputable to the

British councils only: since the hands of the Commander in Chief

(General Joseph Smith) were tied up, at the very moment, the

most favourable for striking a blow ; and when Hyder, fearing the

general’s approach, could purchase his security no other way than

by intimidating government into the measure oflay.'ig their com-

mands on the general, not to advance; by which measure he

might pofsibly have cut Hyder and his detachrhent to pieces.

The Nizam, very early in the war, had been detached from

Hyder’s alliance ; chiefly by the strong measure of sending a de-

tachment from Bengal, into the heart of Golconda; which made

him tremble for his capital, Hydrabad.

The peace left matters much in the same state as before the war:

and whatever credit Hyder might have gained by the conclusion of

it, wras done awray by the total defeat which he suffered, in 1771,

from the Mahralta army, within a few miles of his capital; into

which he escaped with great difficulty, with a small remna.it of
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his army ; and afterwards defied the attacks of his numerous ene-

mies, who pofsefsed neither the skill, nor the ordinary requisites

for a Siege. Hyder waited in patience, until the enemy by deso-

lating the country, were compelled to leave it. A few years of

peace not only restored matters to their former state, but improved

both his revenues and his army, to a degree beyond probability

;

and at the same time, the distractions that prevailed among the

Mahrattas, enabled him to extend his territories at their expence.

Such are the ‘cllects of firmnefs, perseverance, and economy.

It may be asked, how the Mahrattas, who arc represented as so

inferior in point of discipline to Hyder's troops, came to defeat

him ? It is accounted for by the vast superiority in numbers of the

Mahratta army (chiefly horse), which surrounding Hyder’s troops,

cut olf their supplies of provisions, and compelled them to retire

towards their capital ; through an open country, the most favour-

able to the atfiicks of cavalry. IIyder
J

s army was formed into one

vast hollow square, and marched, closely surrounddB by the Mah-
rattas; when the advanced front of the square making too hasty

a step, separated from the others; and the Mahrattas, pushing

through the openings thus made, threw Hyder's whole army into

irreparable disorder.

We have spoken before concerning the treaty made with the Na-
bob of Oude, and the mutual advantages derived to both parties;

but particularly to trlie British, from the mode of defence adopted

for Oude, considering it as a common frontier to both states: as

also concerning the departure of the Mogul, in 1771 ; whiclfthrew

the Corah, &c. provinces, into the hands of Sujali Dowlah.

It may be supposed, that the opposition made to the Mahrattas,

when they attempted to take pofsefsion of those provinces in 1 772,

must have created some disgust. Indeed the British government

tad long considered the Mahrattas, in the general scope of their

designs, as inimical to its interests. In 1773, the Mahrattas crofsed

the Ganges to invade the Rohilla country. A brigade of the
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British army marched to the western frontier of that country, and

drove the Mahrattas acrofs the river. For this protection, the

Roll ilia chiefs had stipulated to pay Sujah Dovvlah forty lacks of

rupees (it must be observed that the British army moved, only as

his allies): but when this cfsential service was performed, the pay-

ment of the money was evaded This breach of treaty led to.tho

invasion and conquest of the Rohilla country, the following year,

1 774. A considerable tract of land in the Dooab, was also con-

quered from the Jats, and other adventurers; by which the boun-

dary of Oude was advanced westward within 2,7 miles of Agra;

north-westward, to the upper part of the navigable course of the

Ganges; and south-westward, to the Junmah river. In the follow-

ing year (177,7), on the death of Sujah Dowlah, and the accession

of his son Azuph, a new treaty was made w ith the British govern-

ment, by which the quantum of the subsidy for the use of the

brigade was increased ; and the' province of Benar&p, which pro-

duced a clear rtvenue of 240,0001. per annum, was ceded to the

Company.

The war witli the Poonah, or western Mahrattas, of which w e

have already spoken (in page lxxxvii), occasioned the march of a

brigade acrofs the continent to the side of Bombay and Surat, in

1 778-5). This is, perhaps, the most brilliant epoyP’TTf the British

military history in India. The brigade, which consisted of Ids

than 7000 men, all native troops, commanded by European ofli-

eers, marched from the banks of the Jumnah to the western sea,

in despite of the Mahrattas, whose empire they traversed almost

the whole way. The French war breaking out at this time, and

Ilyder Ally expecting a communion of interests with the French,

lie, in the autumn of 1780, broke into the Carnatic with 100,000

troops; and those, both of loot and horse, the very best of their

kind that had ever been disciplined by a native of Lidia. Ilk?

succefs in cutting to pieces Col. Baillies detachment, and the

consequent retreat of the Carnatic army, occasioned the British
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interests in that quarter to be given up for lost, in the opinion of

most people in Europe. IIappiljr
, Mr. Hastings and Sir Eyre

Coott; thought otherwise: and there was sent from Bengal, to the

relief of the Carnatic, a brigade of about 7000 men ; together with

ample supplies of money and provisions. Until the arrival of these

troops and supplies, the British pofsefsed nothing more in the Car-

natic, than the ground occupied by their camps and fortrefses.

Under Sir Eyre Coote, Hyder was successfully combated during

two campaigns; at the end of which (October, 1782) he found the

pofsefsion of his object, the Carnatic, at so great a distance, that he

appeared to be sincerely desirous of peace. So vast an army as he

brought into the field, could not long be supported in it, by the

revenues of Mysore alone; and the Carnatic was quite exhausted.

Anticipation of revenue in Asiatic governments, has an immediate

destructive efiect; and cannot often be repeated. Hyder therefore

saw the necdSwty of quitting his ambitious projects; and probably

would never have pursued them, had he not expected a more early

and cdectual co-operation on the side of the French; with whose

afsistanee he hoped to effect our expulsion, in a campaign or two.

But he became, perhaps, more jealous of the French than of the

English; and had the peace of Paris left the Carnatic in his hands,

instead of Mahomed Ally's, the French would eventually have been

on a worse footing than they arc no\v
#
likely to be : for he cer-

tainly never intended that they should al'sunic any character in it,

beyond that of merchants; although their object was the obtain-

ing of a territorial revenue; without which, they well know, no

European power can easily effect an}r thing against another, already

in pofsefsion of one. In this disposition of mind, Hyder died soon*

* The char:' ct:*r of the late Hyder Ally appearing to me to be but little understood in this

put ‘he v.orld, 1 have ventured to attempt an outline of it. His military succcfs, founded
dh dtp *n>pn vrrnent of d ;sriplinc; attention to merit of every kind; conciliation of the dif-

i - rei r liihts rh t served under his banners; contempt of state and ceremony, except what
naturally a - s;. Horn the dig» ity of his character; and his consequent economy in personal
cxpuices (the uiifercnt habits ofwhich, form the chief distinction of what is called Character

O 2
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after ; and was succeeded by his son Tippoo, who seemed deter-

mined to prosecute the war. It was supposed that an attack of

Tippoo’s provinces, on the west of India, would, by giving an

immediate entry into the most valuable part of his dominions, draw

him from the Carnatic: and although there could be little doubt of

its producing this effect, yet that part of the plan, which regarded

the retreat, or security of the troops afterwards, does not appear

to have been so well concerted. The deplorable end of this de-

tachment,* which was commanded by General Matthews, is too

well known. At last, Tippoo finding that the Mahrattas, his

natural enemies, were at peace with the English, and consequently

at liberty to pursue their ancient enmities ; and moreover that thd

French had left him ; he condescended, though reluctantly, to make

peace: and matters were restored nearly to the condition they

were in, before the commencement of hostilities. This peace was

signed in March, 1784, at Mangalore.

During the whole course of Sir Eyre Coote's warfare with

Hyder Ally, it appeared, that nothing decisive could be accom-

plished, while the latter pofselsed so large a body of excellent ca-

valry, together with draught cattle so superior to ours, that his

guns were always drawn off, and their retreat covered, although

his army was beaten. The inconveniences arisingTrom the want

of a sufficient body of cavalry, may, perhaps, be incurable ; but

with early and proper attention, we might stfTely have our choice

of draught cattle.

among ordinary princes) together with his minute attention to matters of finance, and ihe

regular payment of his army ; all these together, raised Hyder as far above the prina i of

Hindoostan, as the great qualities of the late Prufsian monarch raised him above tilt* gene-
rality of European princes: and hence 1 have ever considered Hyder as tlu* Frldi kick
of the East. Cruelty was the vice of Hyder: but we arc to consider that HyderN ideas of
mercy, were regulated by an Asiatic standard; and it is not improbable that he might ra.^

his own character for moderation and clemency, as far above those of Tamerlane, Nadir
Shah, and Abdalla, as he rated his discipline above theirs.

Sir Eyre Cootc survived Hyder only about five months. Tt is a remarkable circumstance
that the commanders in chief of two armies, opposed to each other, should both die natural
death 0

, within so short a space of time.
* In April, 1783.
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We have slightly mentioned a general confederacy of the powers

•of Hindoostan, against the British. The Nizam or Soubah of the

Deccan, having taken disgust at the conduct of the Madras govern-

ment towards him, in 1779; determined on a very deep revenge.

This was no lefs than to engage all the principal powers of llin-

dpostan and the Deccan to join in a confederacy to expel the British.

The Poonali Mahrattas were already engaged, and Hyder prepar-

ing; there remained the Nizam himself, and the Berar Mahratta.*

Each party* was to pursue a particular scheme of attack, suited to

his local position and means. Hyder was of course, to attack the

Carnatic: the Nizam, the circars: the Poonali Mahrattas were to

keep the Guzcrat army, under Goddard, employed ;
and the Berar

Mahratta was to invade and lay waste the Bengal and Bahar pro-

vinces. It has been the fate of most of the grand confederacies

that we meet with in history, that they have terminated rather in

mutual bla^e, than mutual congratulation. The truth is, that

they arc seldom, if ever, pursued with the same unity of action,

and energy, that are displayed by single states. Some are more

deeply interested than others: one fears that another will be too

much aggrandized ; and a third is compelled to take part, contrary

to his wishes. In the present case, the Poonali Mahratta and

Hyder were each pursuing their proper, original plans, which had

no reference to the particular object of the confederacy: the pro-

jector (the Nizam) had probably no'intenlion ever to act at all:

and the Berar Mahratta, appeared to act on compulsion : for al-

though the Berar army did march, it was contrived that it should

never arrive at the projected scene of action. Be it as it will, it

was an awful moment for the British interests in India. The speedy

pacification of the Nizam, and the money advanced to the Berar

army at Cattack (call it by what denomination we may, subsidy, or

* It has been said, that NudjuflF Cawn, who in latter riinr*. cn cted for himself a princi-

pality in the soubah of Agra, made a fifth party in this confederacy. Of this circumstance*
1 am not sufficiently informed.
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loan) were means very opportunely used by the Bengal govern-

ment. Indeed the whole conduct of the war was such as rejected*

the highest honour on that government : and when we succefsiudy

were made acquainted with the news of the capitulation of the

whole Bombay army in 1779; of rite total annihilation of the

flower of the Madras army in 1780; the approach of toe Ber^r

army towards Bengal in 1781 (which seemed to preclude all pofsi-

bility of relieving the Carnatic by a brigade from Bengal), together

with the grand confederacy: I say, when the news of all these

misfortunes and threatening appearances reached Europe, every

one had made up his mind to the certain lofs of some capital settle-

ment. or to the mutiny of one of the grand armies, for want of

pay : and many persons thought that they sawf the total destruction

of the British influence and power in India. How then w'ere we
surprised, to find, that notwithstanding all these miscarriages, we

were able, soon after, not only to face, but to seek tipe enemy in

eveiy quarter: and to hear of victories gained by the British armies,

when wre expected that even the very ground they fought on, had

been abandoned to our enemies!

The establishment of the British power in the Mogul empire,

has given a totally different aspect to the political face of that

country, from wdiat it would have worn, had no suck*power ever

existed. No one can doubt that the Mahratlas, had they been left

to pursue their plans of conquest, would have acquired Corah and

Allahabad in 1772, as well as the Iiohilla country in 1773: and

afterwards they might have over-run, at their leisure, the province

of Oude, and its dependencies. The British interference prevented

this. On the other hand, Ilyder might have kept pofsefsion of the

Carnatic. Some may be tempted to ask whether Hyder might not

be as good a sovereign as Mahomed Ally
;
or the Mahrattas, as

A/.uph Dowlah? Whatsoever may be the answers to these ques-

tions, they lur e no reference to the British politics; which require

that Hyder or Tippoo, should not pofsefs the Carnatic, in addition to
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Mysore: and that the Mahrattas should not pofsefs Oude, or Ro-

hilcund.

I •believe there are many who think that the British might have

extended their pofsefsions in Hindoostan, ad libitum: however, one

of the grea'cst of our Ind :a:i statesmen, Lord Clive, thought that

tl)£ Bengal provinces and the circars, together with a moderaie

tract of land round Madras,* and the island of Salsettc, near Bom-
bay, were fully equal to the measure of good policy, and co our

powers of keeping pofsefsion. Nor have his succefsors acted other-

wise: for our w ars since his time, have not been wars of conquest

for ourselves; though erroneously represented as such. The late

war in India may convince such persons, as require conviction on

the subject, that conquests made either on Tippoo, or the Mah-
rattas, could not be preserved with such an army as the revenues

of the conquered tracts would support. We got pofsefsion of Ben-

gal and the £ircars, under circumstances particularly favourable:

such as may never occur again.

The Bengal provinces which have been in our actual pofsefsion

near s>q years (ihat is, from the year 1 70'q, to the present, 1788),

have, during that whole period, enjoyed a greater share of tran-

tp illity than any other part of India; or indeed, than those pro-

's inccs had ever experienced sir.ee the days of Aurungzebe. During

the above period of eq years, no foreign enemy has made any in-

cursion into any past of them, nor lias any rebellion happened in

any of the provinces (the very inconsiderable one of the zemin-

dar of Jungleteny, in 1774, excepted). -j- Previous to the estab-

lishment of our influence, invasions were frequent particularly

by the Mahrattas: and one province or other was ever in rebel-

lion; owing to a want of energy in the ruling power; an ill paid,

* Thar is, the C. rustic being already the propeity of umth.iL No one ran doubt hut that
.it would be niou iO« our .. .vantage to haw th* Wigc-l \> rt oi the Carnatic in our own
lPanus, than m tlms <. 1 MJvimcd Ally; although the whole revenue oi it should belaid
out iii its c etc ,ic, but the Carnatic K our weak side, in more respects than o r*.

f T .e province ot Ikvares, i.i which a rebellion htpp.n u in 17S1, is disiin t from the
Beng-1 provinces. ^it was cetlcu to the British, ai> tnu been observed above, in 1775,
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and mutinous army; or an exccfs of delegated power. Those

who know what miseries are brought on a country, by its being

the seat of war, will know how to appreciate the value of such a

blefsing, as that of having the horrors of war removed to a distance

from our habitations. There arc, doubtlels, evils that are inse-

parable from the condition of a tributary state, where the supreme

ruling power resides at the distance of half the circumference of

the globe: but these are, I hope, amply balanced by the advan-

tages of military protection : and it is a fact not to be controverted,

that the Bengal provinces have a better government, and are in a

better state, as to agriculture and manufactures, than any other

of the Asiatic countries, China alone excepted. But this state is

doubtlefs very susceptible of improvement, even under a despotic

government: though it unfortunately happens, that the grand

object for which the Bengal provinces are held, militates against

the case and happinefs of their Inhabitants : for thc're can be no

inducement to increase a national income for the purpose of finally

enriching another nation.

The state into which Ilindoostan has fallen, since the downfall

of the Mogul empire, is materially different from what it was, be-

fore it was united under the Mahomedan conquerors. It was then

parcelled out into several moderate kingdoms, which appear to

have preserved a degree of balance among themselves: but now,

Hindoostan and the Deccan may be said to consist of six principal

states, which hold as tributaries, or feudatories, all the inferior

ones; of which there are many. The reader will not be at a lofs

to know that the two Mahratta states, the Nizam, Tippoo, the

Seiks, and the British, are those I mean: for whatever verbal dis-

tinctions may be made, a compulsive alliance is at least a depen-

dant, if not in fact, a tributary situation.

I have ran over the events of the late war in India, with a bre-

vity which may probably be deemed censurable, considering their

importance and variety. But i reflected that the accounts of those
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events are in every body’s hands; and that every day produces

some fresh matter, illustrative of them. The history of events

thatiiave happened, and that have also been recorded, in our own

times, may be referred to, by the aid of memory ; their connexion

or dependency traced ; and their chronology ascertained : but it

was nccefsary to bring the events of a remoter period more with-

in the view of the reader; the public records of those times being

lefs copious, as the scenes recorded were lels interesting to public

curiosity.
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Grot; rapiiicai. Division of ITin^oostan, into Provinces or

States.

rnr, following account is divided into two parts: the first of

which, contains the provincial division of the empire under the

Moguls, so far as the particulars have come to my knowledge
;
the

other contains the present division of it, into independent states,

of very unequal extent and power. It will not be expected that

the revenues or military force of those states, should be, in gene-

ral, well ascertained; or that t-he exact relation if which many

of the inferior provinces stand, to the more powerful ones in their

neighbourhood, should be correctly known: since the knowledge

requisite for such a detail, can only be collected from persons who

hat e had opportunities either of making the proper inquiries on

the spot, or of consulting such documents as have received the

sanction of authority. In some instances, it has been found im-

pofsible to resort to authorities of this kind: as there arc large

tracts within this widely 'extended country, which no European

of character (as far as I have heard) has visited, of late years.

To this may be added, that the changes are so frequent, that the

progrefs of inquiry and information would scarcely keep pace

with them, throughout the whole region.
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Acbar's Division of Hindoos tan

I Shall not attempt to trace the various fluctuations of boun-

dary that took place in this empire, since the a*ra of the Mahome-

dan conquests, according as the seat of government was removed

from Ghizni.to Lahore, to Delhi, or to Agra, as suited the politics

of the times. It is sufficient for my purpose that I have* already

imprefsed on the mind of the reader, an idea that the provinces, of

Ilindoostan proper have seldom continued under one head, during

a period of twenty successive vears, from the earliest history, down
to the reign of Acbar, in the ffi'th century: and that Malwa, Agi-

nicre, Guzerat, Bengal, ts:c. were in turn independent; and that

sometimes the empire of Delhi was confined within the proper

limits of the province of that name.

During the long reign of Acbar in the lfith century, the internal

regulation of the empire was much attended to. Inquiries were

set on foot, by which the revenue, population, produce, religion,

arts, and commerce of each individual district, were ascertained ; as

well as its extent and relative position. Most of these interesting

and useful particulars, were, by Abul Faz.il, collected into a book

called the Ayjn Acraklk, + or Inst itutes of Acbak; and

which, to this day, forms an authentic register of these matters.

Acbar began by dividing IIinpoostan proper into eleven soubahs-f*

or provinces, some of which were in extent equal to large

* Tt is with pleasure I inform the reader, flint an J.nglish translation of the whole A\ ik
A c ):arf r. has he n made, and publislud in [icugal, Mr. (iledwin; ar.d was begun under
the patronage of Mr. Hastings; to whose munificciuc, and attention to tiselnP literature, the
u orld will he indebted lor the means of accets to a most valuable repository oi intelligence
respecting the iorinn 'ate of Hiiidoostan.

.
An account of the contents of the Ayin Acbaree, will he found at the end of Mr. Frasct ’s

History of Nadir Shah. Catalogue of Onental MSS. page 12.

f It is probable th:u Acbar might have charged the boundaries of some of the old sou-
bahs, by adding or taking away certain cirears, bv way ot rendering each province more
compact, and the jnovinciul capital more centrical* to the several parts ol" it.

P 2
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European kingdoms. The soubahs were again divided into cir-

ctirs, and these sub-divided into purgunnahs. If I was to apply

English names to these divisions, I should style them kingdoms

(or vice-royalties), counties, and hundreds.* The names of the

eleven soubahs were Lahore, Moultan (including Sindy), Agimere,

Delhi, Agra, Oude, Allahabad, Bahar, Bengal, Malwa, *.nd

(JiKerat.’l A i uth sou bah, that is, Cabul, was formed out of

the countries contiguous to the western sources of the Indus, and

included Candahar and Ghi/.ni; and three new ones were erected

out of the conquests in the Deccan: viz. Berar, Candeish, and

Amednagur; in all fifteen.

A slight inspection of the map will afford more information

concerning the relative position of these soubahs to each other,

and to the adjacent countries, than whole sheets of writing. It

may be necefsary, however, to make a few remarks on the boun-

daries of those soubahs that bordered on the Deccaff, in order to

understand the extent of the new conquests.

Guzerat, then, extended southward to Damaun, where it touched

on the district of Baglana, a division of Amednagur.

Malwa extended to the south of the Nerbuddah river; and an

angle of it touched on Baglana and Candeish on the south-west and

south, and on Berar on the east. The Nerbuddah formed the rest

of the southern boundary of Malw'a, and also of Allahabad. The

government of Bengal extended to Cattack|| 'and along the river

Mahanuddy ;
but the soubah of Orifsa appears not to have been

formed at that time.

Of the newly erected soubahs in the Deccan, Candeish§ the

smallest of them, occupies the space between Malw'a on the north,

Berar on the east, and Amednagur on the west and south.

* Few drears are of Icfs extent than the largest English counties.

-| Called al.su Illaluibad.

i Ci izcrat is by ^ome of the Hindoos considered as lying without the limits of Hindoostan,
Vide Ik rar Rajah’s letters.

||
Called also Cuttack.

§ Named by Acbar, Dan deism, in honour of Prince Danial; but at'prescnt it bears its

old name.
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Bcrar, according to the present definition, has Allahabad and

Malwa on the north ; Candeish and Amednagur on the west ; Tel-

lingana and Golconda on the south ; and Orifsa on the cast. I

apprehend that only the western parts of Bcrar were reduced by

Acbar.

Amednagur,* the southmost of Acbar ’s soubalis, had Candeish

and Malwa on the north ; the Gatte, or Balagat mountains on the

west; Bejapour (or Visiapour) and Tcllingana on the south; and

Bcrar on the* east. The limits of this soubah (Amednagur) are not

defined in the Ayin Acbaree; and as Acbar had wrars in the Deccan

during almost his whole reign, it may be supposed that its limits

were perpetually fluctuating.

Tcllingana, which in the Ayin Acbaree is called a circar of

Bcrar, was pofsefsed only in part by Acbar. Tcllingana, of which

Warangolc-j- was the capital, comprehended the tract lying be-
• *

tween the Kintnah and Godavery rivers, and cast of Visiapour (an-

swering to the modern province ofGolconda) : and was probably in

more early times, an extensive kingdom
;
as the Tcllinga language

is said to be in use, at present, from the river Pennar in the Carnatic,

to Orifsa, along the coast ;
and inland to a very considerable dis-

tance.

Thus we have a standard for the geographical division of Ilin-

doostan proper, in the time of Acbar ;
but for the Deccan in gene-

ral, no authority tfli record has ever come to my knowledge. It

appears that Acbar reduced the western side of it, as far down as

the iSth degree of north latitude: and under his succefsors, the

remainder of it, together with the peninsula, as we have already

seen, was either entirely subjected, or rendered tributary to the

throne of Delhi (the mountainous tracts held by the 'Mahrattas,

#
* The capital of this soubah being originally established at the city of Amednagur, it

gave name to the whole province, but the name ot the fortrefs of Dowhtahad has in turn su-

perseded it. In like manner the name of Tcllingana has now given way to that of Golconda.

f Called Arinkill by Fcrishta. The rampart of this place can still be traced, and shews
that

#
it must have*bccn a place of vast extent.

*
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excepted), and formed into one government under the name of the

Deccan ;'*' which name, in its most extensive signification, in-

cludes the w hole peninsula south of I Iindoostan proper. However,

in its ordinary acceptation, it means only tiie countries siiua'ed be-

tween Hindoostan proper, the Carnatic, and Orii>a ; that is, the

provinces of Candeish, Amednagur, Visiapour, Golconda, and t
t
hc

western part of Bcrar. When the Mogul empire was extended to

its utmost limits, by the addition of this vast province, its annual

revenue exceeded ge millions of pounds sterling: -j- and to enable

the reader to make a just estimation of its absolute value, it is neces-

sary to repeat, that the products of the earth are about four times

as cheap in Hindoostan, as in England.

* 1 do not mean to intimate that the country in cpi'Eaion //m/ obtained its name of Dec-

can, under the succclsors of Acb.ii : on the conrr, v\ ,
it h is been so distinguished li oni

the earliest times. It signifies tile South; as Poor u 6 uocs the East, wnen applied to

Bengal and its dependencies.

\
Mr. Frasei, in his Life of Nadir Shalt, states the revenues of the produces under Ai

-

rung/ebe, as iollows:

L ' nil I. mm oi Ren i

Delhi 3°U Or’fsj - -

Agra 2S6J Cubit 1 , and Cashmere 97 i
Agimere 163“ Mahva IOI

Moul tan 54 Guzerat 152
Sindy 23 Berur J 53 !

Lahore, or Punjab 206} Candeish I 12

<)»uh* ScJ Dowlatabad, or Amednagur 259
All thahad 1 14 Beiier -

93 i

Bengal *
1 3

1

1 I\ di ibad, or Golconda - 278!
Bahai 101

7.
Visiapour 2 f.9 i

fFo r a i.—30 crores, 1 8 lack 1 of Sicra rupees, or about 32 millions of pound s sterling.

* Bengal is rated in du Ayin Acbarie (towards the close of th.e 1 6th century) at 149-Jr

lacks; in Sujah Cawn’s nabobshi]), A. D. 1727, at 142 *
; and in 1778, at 197 lacks, net

revenue.
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Present Division 0/ IIindoostan.

Having given this very goncral idea of the original division of

India, I shall next endeavour to convey an idea of the present di-

vision of it, as far as respects the principal states, or the powers

that have appeared on the political theatre, since the establish-

ment of the •British influence.

The British nation polscls, in full sovereignty, the whole sou-

bah of Bengal, and the greatest part of Baliar; I say ibr greatest

parl t because it appears that there are several purgunnahs on the

south-west of Little Nagpour, that were formerly claised as be-

longing to Bahia*, but are now in the pofsefsion of the Muhr.it-

tas.* In Orifsa, they polscls only the districts of Midnapour, the

rest being entirely in the hands <M‘ the Mahrattas and their tribu-

taries. These polsefsions contain about 150,000 square British

miles of land; to which, if wc add the district of Benares, the

whole will be i(>2,ooo ;-j* that is, 50,000 more than are contained

in Great Britain and Ireland: and near eleven millions of inlia-

Thi- circumstance was ascertained by the late Colonel Camac.

"f
rhe following is an account of (nearly) the quantity of land conrainetl in the coumiio

abject to the Bsdtsh government, and to the British alfies, in Hindoostam

Br] ] 1SH POSSI S51VN.S.

Bengal, Bahar, And part ofOrif^i
Benares, £rc. -

Moithern Ci rears

Jaghi re- in the Carnatic
Bombay and Salsettc

British .Allied.

Code, Allahabad, and Corah
Rohih 11. id, and Fyzoohih Cawn’s
Doo-Ab - .

Carnatic in general

Tanjore

149,217
12,761

17,508

2,4^6
200 Square British miles.

182,122

33 *77°
11,036

8,480

53,286
4 1 ,6^0

4 *35°

46.000

Total - 281,408
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bitants. The total net revenue, including Benares, is at present

about 28 7 lacks of Sicca rupees, which may be reckoned equal to

3,0,50,000. In this calculation, every branch of the revenue is

included ; such as the profits arising from salt and opium, the

customs, &c. : and the amount of the charges attending the col-

lection of the revenues, and the stipend to the Nabob of Bengal,

ike. are deducted: the whole amount of the grols revenue being

3,790,0001. The subsidy from the Nabob of Oudc is not taken

into this account.*

* Tlu- following is nearly the state of the Company’s receipts and disbursements at the
present time, reduced to sterling money: the Sicca rupee being valued at 2s. i*d.

Bengal.
£

2.800.000
380.000
420.000
1 20,000

430.000
60,000

4,2id?boo

740.000

1.410.000

390.000 Net revenue.
- 1 2,540,000

1,670,000

725.000
160.000
1 60.000
25.000

1,070,000

770.000
85.000

1 30.000

985,000

85,000

Total net revenue at Bengal and Madras 1,755,000

At Bombay the disbursements exceed the receipts, by about 300,000
And at Bencoolen (on the island of Sumatra) the annual

charges are about - - - 50,000

350,000

Total of net revenue in India £ 1,405,000

It appears that the aggregate sum of the territorial revenue of the Easf-India Company,

Land revenue of Bengal and Bahar, 1786
Benares revenue, clear

Oudc subsidy

Customs, mint, &c. clear of charges

Salt revenue, - ditto

Opium - #

Deduct c harges of collection of the revenues of
Bengal and Bahar, nabob’s stipend, &c.

Military charges on the Company’s, and on the

nabob’s account -

Civil establishment, marine, and fortifications

Madras.

Land revenue, the northern Circars included

Carnatic subsidy -

Tanjore ditto - -

Customs, &c.

Deduct military charges on the Company’s and
nabob’s account - -

Charges of collecting the revenues

Civil establishment, fortifications. See.
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The natural situation of Bengal is singularly happy with respect

to security from the attacks of foreign enemies. On the north and

eastit has no warlike neighbours; and has, moreover, a formidable

barrier of mountains, rivers, or extensive wastes, towards those

quarters; should such an enemy start up. On the south is a sea-

cocyst, guarded by shallows and impenetrable woods, and with only

one port (and even that of difficult accefs), in an extent of three

hundred miles. It is on the west only, that any enemy is to be ap-

prehended, ifnd even there the natural barrier is strong; and with

its population and resources, aided by the usual proportion of Bri-

tish troops,* in addition to the Sepoy establishment, Bengal might

bid defiance to all that part of Hindoostan, which might find itself

inclined to become its enemy. Even in case of invasions, the

country beyond the Ganges would be exempt from the ravages of

war, and furnish supplies for the general defence. But, with the

whole revenue in our pofsefsion, the seat of w ar will probably be

left to our own choice.

The late Nabob of Oudc, Sujali Dowlah, pofsefsed, at the time

when he first became an ally of the East-lndia Company, the

whole soubah of Oudc, and the greatest part of Allahabad
; to

which, in 1774, were added the eastern parts of Delhi and Agra,

till that time pofsefsed by a tribe of Afghan Ilohillas, and by the

Jats. The zemindary of Benares, which includes also the circars

of Gazypour and Cihunar, constituted a part of the dominions of

together with the customs, salt, &c. is equal to 4,640,0001. per annum. The subsidies from
the Nabobs of Oudc, ami the Carnatic; and the Rajah oi Tanjore, arc, of course, not in-

cluded in tin’s sum.' The Company’s military establishment in India, in tunc of pence, is

about 10,000 Europeans, and 52,000 regular Sepoy in hint ry. It appears also, that the sum
total of the sales of East-lndia and China merchandise, imported into this kingdom in one

year, ha< amounted to five millions and a quarter sterling. Considering the magnitude of
sums, in the above statement, one is led to suppose that such an impemtm in imperio,

as the English East-lndia Company, never before existed: or, at least, never was created,

jtdthout much greater afsistance from the collective strength and resources of the state, in

Much it was comprised, than this Company has ever received.

f * It may appear paradoxical to some persons, but 1 am really of opinion that it is

pofsible to have too great a proportion of European tioops, to Sepoys, iu our Indian settle-

ments. *

q
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Oudc until the year 1775, when its tribute or quit rent of twenty-

four lacks (since increased to forty), was transferred to the English*.

This zemindary, which was lately in the hands of Cheet Sing,

occupies the principal part of the space between Bahar and Oude,

so that only a small part of the territory of the latter, touches

Bahar on the north-west. >

The dominions of Oude lie on botli sides of the Ganges, occu-

pying (with the exception of Fizoola fawn's district ofRampour)

all the flat country between that river and the northern mountains,

as well as the principal part of that fertile tract lying between the

Ganges and Jumnah, known by the name of Dooab,* to Vvithin

forty miles of the city of Delhi. In short, the British nation,

with their allies and tributaries, occupy the whole navigable course

of the Ganges, from its entry on the plains, to the sea
; which, by

its winding course, is more than 1,350 British miles.

The dimensions of Oude, and its dependencies, may be reckoned

ydo British miles in length from east to west, and in breadth from

150 to 180: and their area is about one-third part of that of the

Bengal provinces; being to each other in the proportion of 53 to

16*2. Generally speaking, the whole territory is one continued

plain; and is a continuation of that extensive level valley through

which the Ganges, and its branches, take their course. It is,

moreover, the central part of the ancient kingdom or empire of

the Pra.su. The capital city is Lucknow, situated on the river

Goomty; and about (>5o miles from Calcutta.

The present Nabob of Oude, Azuph Dowlah, succeeded his

father, Sujah Dowlah, in 1775. He is in alliance with the Bri-

tish power ; and a brigade of the Bengal army is constantly sta-

tioned on his western frontier: thereby answering the purposes of

covering Oude as well as Bengal; and of keeping the western

* Dooab, or Doabah, signifies a tract ofland formed by the approximation and junction
of two rivers: that formed by the Ganges and Jumnah rivers is called by way of eminence
The Dooab. *
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states in awe. It is advanced about too miles beyond Lucknow.

The whole expence of it is paid by the Nabob of Oude, by a sti-

pulated sum, under the name of a subsidy. £Sec note, page cxiv.^

Thegrofs revenues of the dominions of Oude are reckoned to be

about two millions and a half sterling: of which the new acquisi-

tions of Rohileund, Corah, and other parts of the Dooab, arc more

than one million. The military establishment, including the

troops employed in the collection of the revenues, is from 50 to

60 thousand men: but very few indeed of these, deserve the name

of regular troops.

Fizoolah Cawn, a Rohilla chief, pofsefses the district of Ram-

pour, situated at the foot of the northern mountains: and although

included in Rohileund, yet this territory was secured to him by

the treaty of Loldong, in 1774. It is valued at 30 lacks of rupees*

per annum: but he is in effect tributary to Oude, by being bound

to furnish His quota towards an establishment for the common

defence.

Contiguous to the western bank of the Ganges, and surrounded

by the dominions of Oude, is a small district belonging to a chief

of the Patan Rohilla tribe. It is generally denominated from its

capital town, I’urruckabad: and is little more than 30 miles in

extent.

On the south-west side of the Jumnali, and separated from it by

a narrow tract of low country, is the territory named Bundela, or

Bundelcund, inhabited by a tribe of Rajpoots, but deemed inferior

to their brethren of Agimcrc. Bundelcund is surrounded by the

dominions of Oude, Benares, and the Mahrattas: and was for-

merly subject to a rajah of the name of Uindooput: but is now
chiefly divided among his sons, or their descendants. It is a moun-

tainous tract of more than 100 miles square : and contains the.

* The reader may with ease reduce any sum in rupees, to sterling, by calculating roundly*
at the rate ol a lacK Oi rupees to ten thousand pounds.

q 2
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celebrated diamond mines of Panna,* or Puma, together with some

strong fortrefses ; among which, Callinger is the principal. It is

subject to the depredations of the Mahrattas: and has of late years

been attempted by Madajec Sindia; who, however, could not make

himself master of the principal fortrefses
;
and in consequence aban-

doned the open country. The ancient limits of Bundelcund were

much more extensive than the present; extending much further

towards the Nerbuddah river. Chatterpour is reckoned the ca-

pital.

The territories of Adjidsing are contiguous to Bundelcund, on

the west; to the Mahrattas on the south, and south-west; and to

the Benares territory on the east. Their whole extent, including

some tributary zemindars on the south-east, may be about equal

to Bundelcund: and, like that, subject to the occasional depreda-

tions of the Mahrattas. Rewah, or Rooah, is reckoned the capi-

tal ; and lies on the great road between Benares and Nagpour. We
know but little concerning the geography of the remote parts of

this tract: nor are the boundaries well defined. The rivc-r Soane

flow's through it, in its course to the Bahar province.

Shah Aulum, the nominal emperor, or Great Mogul, of whom
we have fully spoken in the historical part of this Introduction, is

now a mere pensioner in the hands of Madajec Sindia : who, not-

withstanding, appoints him a residence at Delhi.

The Jals, Jates, or Jetcs, were a tribe of Hindoos, who long

since the death of Aurungzcbe, erected a state in the provinces of

Agra and Delhi. They at last fixed their capital at the city of

Agra ; and appear to have pofsefsed a tract of country, along both

sides of the Jumnah river, from the neighbourhood of Gwalior, to

that of Delhi; in length about 160 miles, and 50 broad. Col.

Dow, in 1770, estimated their revenue (perhaps extravagantly) at.

200 lacks of rupees; and their force at 60 or 70,000 men. This;

# Ptolemy’s Panajsa, teems to be meant for Panna,
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nation is traced by P. Wendell from the countries lying between

flic S E confines of Moultan and Gohud. It is certain that Ta-

merlane made war on a people called the Gelcs, in his march from

Batnir to Samanah. NtidjufF Cawn, about 14 years ago, dispos-

sefsed the .bus of all their country, save the very confined territory

of »Bhartpour. Madajee Sindia has, in turn, stripped Nudjufi

Cawn's succcfsors of these conquests ;
which are now scarcely worth

pofsefsing, although 20 or 21 years ago, under Soorage Mull, they

ranked amongst the most flourishing provinces of Hindoostan.

It will be perceived that the Jats no longer exist, as a nation

:

all that remains to Runjct Sing, the son of Soorage Mull, being

the fort of Bhartpour, or Burratpour, situated about 45 miles on

the west of Agra, with a small territory of 4 or 5 lacks of rupees.

The Rajah of Gohud is of the Jat tribe, but unconnected with

Runjct Sing.

The late NudjuflF Cawn, whom we have just mentioned, is an in-

stance, among others, of the very sudden rise and fall of the mo-

dern states of Hindoostan. From the condition of a minor jag-

liiredar, and the commander in chief of the imperial army, after

the return of the present Mogul, to Delhi, in 1771; he became,

in the course of 7 or 8 years, the pofselsor of a domain, yielding

150 lacks of rupees annually; and kept up an establishment of

80,000 troops of all denominations; iy which wore included 23

regular battalions of Sepoys. His conquests were on the Jats, the

Rajah of Jycnagur, and the Rajah of Macherry (which last had

reduced a considerable part of the Mewat); and in 1774, he be-

came poisefsed of the city of Agra. No vestige of this greatnefs

has remained for several years past. His empire, in a manner, died

with him: and Madajee Sindia pofsefses most of it at this time.

This brings us to the subject of Mewat, which is the hilly and

woody tract lying on the SW of Delhi, and on the west of Agra;

confining the low country along the western side of the Juninah

river, to a (comparatively) narrow s?ip, and extending westwards.
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about 130 B. miles. In length from north to south, it may be 90

miles. This tract is remarkable, in that, although it is situated hi

the heart of the empire of Hindoostan ;
that is, within 25 mi'les of

its former capital, Delhi, its inhabitants have ever been charac-

terized as the most savage and brutal: and their chief employment,

robbery and plundering. We have mentioned in page xlix,„the

severities practised on them in the 13th century. At the present

time, Mcwat is so famous a nursery for thieves and robbers, that

parties of Mewatti are taken into pay by the chiefs of upper I Iin—

doostan. for the purpose of distrefsing the countries which are made

the seat of warfare. In Acbar’s division, this tract made a part of

each of the soubahs of Delhi and Agra : but most of it was included

in the latter. Mewat contains some strong fortrefscs, on steep,

or inacccfsible hills; among which is AKvar, or Alvar, the citadel

of the Macherry Rajah. It has changed masters very often, during

the contests between its native rajahs (or kanzadoh)', and the Jats,

the Rajah of Joinagur, NudjuffCawn, and Madajee Sindia ; and

between these powers succefsively. Sindia has made a considerable

progrefs in the reduction of it.

Bordering on the north of Mewat, and approaching with its

eastern limit within s.j, miles of Delhi, is a tract 80 or 90 miles in

length, and from 30 to 40 broad, named Little Ballogistan: its

ancient Hindoo name was Nardeck. Within the present century,

and most probably since the rapid decline of the Mogul empire,

this territory was seized on by the Balloges, or Balloehes
; whose

proper country adjoins to the western bank of the Indus, opposite

to Moultan. Some tribes of them are also found in Makran.

They are represented as a most savage and cruel race; and appear

to be very proper neighbours for the Mcwatii. Their territory

is full of ravines, and of course difficult of accefs to invaders: it

has, however, undergone the fate of its neighbours, and been sue/

cefsively tributary to the Rohilla chief, Nidjib Dowlah; to th&,

Jats, and NudjuffCawn. Westward, it borders on the Seiks.
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The territory pofsefsed originally by Nidjib Dowlah, an Afghan

"Rohilla (whom we have formerly noticed, as guardian to the young

emperor of Abdulla's setting up, in 176V*) is, in part, in the

pofsefsion of his grandson Golam Cawdir; his son Zabeta Cawn
dying in the end of 1784, or beginning of 178,7. This territory

occupies the head of the Dooab, or that part which borders on the

Sewalick mountains. It composed chiefly the circar of Seluiurun-

pour, in Acbar’s division of the empire; and does not exceed 100

B. miles in length, from cast to west, by 7,7 in breadth. The ori-

ginal pofsefsions of Nidjib Dowlah comprehended also the country

of Sirhind, on the west of the Jumnah river; as w'ell as the dis-

tricts round the city of Delhi: but the Seiks have not only en-

croached on the west, and pofsefsed that shore of the Jumnah, but

commit depredations in Sehaurunpour, and even to the banks of

the Ganges. Sindia having also encroached on the south, it is

highly probable that this tract will not long form a distinct state or

principality.

The Seiks may be reckoned the most western nation of Hindoo-

stan
;
for the K ing of Candahar pofsefses but an inconsiderable ex-

tent of territory, on the east of the Indus. Their progrefs as a

nation has been slightly mentioned in pages lxiv and lxvi : and since

the complete downfall of the Mogul empire, they have acquired

very extensive domains. But their power ought not to be esti-

mated, in the cxacl^ proportion to the extent of their pofsefsions,

since they do not form one entire state ; but a number of small ones,

independent of each other, in their internal government, and only

connected by a federal union. They have extended their territories

on the south-east, that is, into the province of Delhi, very rapidly

?f late years
; and perhaps, the zemindars of that country-may have

Sund it convenient to place themselves under the protection of the

|>eiks, in order to avoid the more oppressive government of their

* Nidjib Dowlah, who was an dive of the famous Gazi o’dien Cawn, died in the year
>-77o.
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former masters. Certain it is that the eastern boundary of the Seiks’

dominions, lias been advanced to the banks of the Jumnah river,

above Delhi ; and to the neighbourhood of that city: for we have

just observed, that the adjoining territory of Sehaurunpour, is sub-

ject to their depredations, if not actually tributary to them: and

that they make excursions to the very side of the Ganges. ^On

the south, they are bounded by the northern extreme of the sandy

desert of Registan ; and on the S W, their boundary meets that of

Sindy, or Tatta, at the city of Behker, or Bhakor, On the Indus.

On the west, the Indus is their general boundary, as high up as

the city of Attock ; near to which begin the territories of the King

of Candahar: and their northern boundary is the chain of moun-

tains that lies towards Thibet, and Cashmere. This being the case,

they will be found to pofsefs the whole soubah or province of La-

hore, the principal part of Moultan, and the western part of Delhi

:

the dimensions of which tract are about 400 B. miles from N W
to S E: and from 150 to 200 broad, in general: although in the

part between Attock and Behker (that is, along the Indus) the ex-

tent cannot be lets than 320. Their capital city is Lahore. We
know but little concerning the state of their government and poli-

tics: but the former is represented as being mild. In their mode

of making war they are unquestionably savage and cruel. Their

army consists almost entirely of horse, of which they are said to be

able to bring at least 100,000 into the field, dt is fortunate that

the Oude dominions have the Ganges for a barrier between them

and this army of plunderers. Abdalla was accustomed to pafs

through the country of the Seiks, during his visits to Delhi, as late as

the years 1760 and 1761 : and indeed meditated the conquest of it:

but it is probable, that with the present strength of the Seiks, no

king of Candahar will again attempt either the one or the other^.

It was lately reported that the Seiks were in amity with Timm?

Shah of Candahar, and meant to allow his army a pafsage through V

their territories. This, however, appears highly improbable:
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the progrefs of an Indian army, effecting nearly an equal degree

of desolation, whether it enters a country on terms of hostility, or

of afnity.

Timur Shah (the succefsor of Ahmed Abdalla, late King of Can-

dahar. Korasail, &c. who dic'd about the year 1773) pofsefses in

Hiudoostan, nothing more than the country of Cashmere, and some

inconsiderable districts, contiguous to the eastern bank of the In-

dus, above the city of Attock. We have spoken of the extent of

the kingdom of Candahar, in Sect. III. of the Memoir: and it may

be proper to add, in this place, that the founder of that kingdom,

the above-mentioned Ahmed Abdalla, was originally the prince, or

chief, of an Afghan tribe, named Abdal (whence the term Abdul!
i)

;

’and that he was stripped of his country by Nadir Shah, and com-

pelled to join the Persian army, in 173.9. On the deatli of Nadir,

he suddenly appeared among hi$ former subjects, and in a short

time erected for himself a considerable kingdom in the eastern

part of Persia: adding to it, most of the Indian provinces ceded

by the Mogul to Nadir Shah. It has been afsciied, that Abdalla

had arisen to a high command in the Persian army : and that his

department, of course, occasioning a large sum of money to centre

with him ; he, on the death of Nadir Shah, availed himself of the

use of these treasures, to carry oil a part of the army. He estab-

lished his capital at Cabul, near the .hither foot of the Indian

Caucasus: and it rf^pears by the accounts of Mr. Forster, who

traversed the country of Timur Shah, in 1783, that his subjects

live under an easy government: that is, for an Asiatic one. The

revenues and military force of Candahar, have not come to

my knowledge. The military establishment has been given at

:;0Q,ooo men. Ahmed Abdalla had regular infantry,' cloathed

lake the'
v
British Sepoys: and, at one time, made use of the Bri-

tish manufactures for that purpose: the trade went by Sindy, and

up the Indus, and its branches, to Cabul. This trade has long

baeu at an end.
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The province of Sindy, or that lying on both sides of the lower

part of the river Indus,* is subject to a Mahomedan prince, whb

is tributary to the King of Candahar ; it being among the provinces

ceded to Nadir Shah, by Mahomed Shah, in 173.9. Although it

properly belongs to Hindoostan, it Is so detached from it, by the

great sandy desert, that it takes no part in its politics. This pro-

vince is described in Sect. Ill, to which the reader is referred.

The province of Cutch, on the S E side of Sindy, as well as the

western parts of the peninsula of Guzerat, arc governed by rajahs

of their own: and do not appear to have undergone much change

by the late revolutions in Hindoostan. Cutch is not only a barren

country, but in its nature too strong to be easily attacked. And

the western part of Guzerat is mountainous and woody ;
and in-

habited by a wild, hardy race: and therefore, on both accounts,

unfavourable to the progrefs of a Mahratta army.

The Mahrattas, as has been observed before, form two distinct

empires, or states; that of Poonah, or the western ;
and Berar, the

eastern. These states, collectively, occupy all the southern part

of Hindoostan proper
;
together with a large proportion of the

Deccan. Malwa, Orifsa, Candeish, and V isiapour ; the principal

parts of Berar, Guzerat, and Agimere; and a small part of Dow-

latabad, Agra, and Allahabad, arc comprized within their exten-

sive empire ; which extends from sea to sea, acrofs the widest part

of the peninsula ; and from the confines of Agfa northward, to the

Kistnah southward ; forming a tract of about 1000 British miles

long, by 700 wide.

The western state is divided among a number of chiefs, or

princes, whose obedience to the paishwah, or head, is, like that of

* The celebrated Sir William Jones very ingeniously remarks, that c< it is usual u
-

" Asiatics to give the same name to the countiies which lie on both sides of any tonsiderabl^

“ river.” Thus the province of Sindy is divided by the Jndus ; Bengal by the Ganges; ant

Pegu by the Irabatty. Egypt, in like manner, is divided by the Nile. Probably, the facj/

lit) ot accefs to either side, by means of a navigable river, and an occasional inundation^

subjected each of the divisions, formed by the course of the river, to the constant depreda-
tions of its opposite neighbour ; till necessity produced a compromise, which ended in join-

ing them in one community.
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the German princes to the emperor, merely nominal at any time

;

and, in some cases, an opposition of interests begets wars, not

only betw’een the members of the empire themselves, but also be-

tween the members and the head. In fact, they arc seldom con-

federated but on occasions tliat would unite the most discordant

states; that is, for their mutual defence: for few occasions of fo-

reign conquests, or plunder, are of magnitude enough to induce

them to unite their armies.

Was I inclined, I want ability, to particularize the pofsefsions

and situations of all the chiefs that compose this Mahratta state.

I shall therefore attempt only to mention the principal ones, com-

monly styled jaghiredars, or holders of jaghires :* their titles to

their pofsefsions, being nominally during their life time only; al-

though they have long since become hereditary.

The paishwah, or nominal hca$l of the western empire, resides

at Poonah, which is situated at the south-west extreme of the em-

pire, and about 100 miles from Bombay. There are three prin-

cipal jaghiredars on the north of Poonah; and two on the south:

the first are, Madajee Sindia, Tuckajee Ilolkar, and Futty Sing

Gwieuar; and the latter, Purseram Bow, and liastalv who is

more commonly styled the Meritch 1Fallah (or Meritch man) from

his having established his capital at that city,-f- previous to the

conquest of it, by Hyder Ally. Before I proceed to particularize

the different partnets, or sharers, in the several provinces, it will

* Jaghiiv, mcanb a grant of land from a sovereign to a subject, revokable at pleasure; but
generally* or almost always, tor a life rent.

t The exact geographical position of this important fort refs and city, is not ascertained;

but it is with great reason supposed to be the same with Mirje, or Mtrdji, of Mandesloe’s
route, drawn by P. du V;d: which is situated ndar the north bank of the Kistna river, about
70 road miles SW from Visiapour; and 130 from Poo lah. It is also, most unquestionably,
the same place with Merck k; a place of consequence in Aurungzcbt *s wars with Sambajee.
ill ilv? Committee's reports, it is named indifferently, Merrick and Meritz. It may
be collected^from rhos^ reports, and from Mr. Orme’s Historical Fragments, that this place
is situated on the north bank of the Kistnah; on the N W of Sanorc-Bancapour, and on the
SW of Visiapour; and its distance from the former ought to be very considerable, for part
of the circars of Nourgal, Azimabad, and Raibaug, intervene, between those of Bancapour
and Meritz. And this is the case with Mirje on the map, which is about 108 G. miles lrom
Bancapour. There is also a fortrefs of great note In Aurungzebe’s, and Hyder Ally’s wars,
.tufriKd Darwar.

** # Since the first edition w^ printed, the communications made by Capl. Reynolds, of
the Bombay establishment, have enabled me to correct this, as well as other parts of the map,

r 2
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be ncccfsary to observe that the Mahratta dominions have in some

places, been portioned out among the different chiefs, after a me-

thod that appears the most confused and intricate imaginable.

For not only the purgumabs, or grand divisions of provinces, are

divided, in some instances, among three different powers; but even

the revenues of particular villages, are divided in like manner; and

in consequence, distinct officers are appointed for the purpose of

collecting the respective shares.*

The province or soubah of Malwa (to w hich this account par-

ticularly applies), one of the most extensive, and the most elevated

and highly diversified in Hindoostan, is divided among the paish-

wah, Sindia, and Holkar: as is also the small soubah of Candeish,

adjoining to it, on the south
;
and which contains the fine city of

Burhanpour, in the polsefsion of Sindia.

The province of Agimere, has, only in part been pofsefsed by the

Mahrattas, and that part is now entirely in Sindia’s hands. What
is here exprefsed, relates only to what may be termed Agimere

proper
;
and not to the whole soubah of that name, according to

its geographical definition in the Ayin Acbaree; since the three

great Rajpoot principalities, Oudipour, food pour, and Joinagur, as

well as Ranlampour, are there included in it. These Rajpoot

principalities (of which more will be said hereafter) have long been

held tributary to the Mahrattas; and now by the ascendancy of

Sindia, and by virtue of his local situation, lie?'converts the whole

of the tribute to his own use.

The largest, as well as the finest part of Guzerat, is divided be-

tween the paishwah, and Futty Sing Gwicuar (or Gwicker) ; the

latter holds his share chiefly in the northern part of it.

The provinces on the south of Poonali, are divided bctweenjtjie

paishwah, and the jaghiredars, Purseram Bow, and Rastah. So

little is known in Europe concerning the geography of this pai-t

# It is probable that this irregular division aiose from some accidental circumstances at
the time when the conquest w- s made; and which cannot now he traced: but as it has the
appearance of an expedient, calculated to check and restrai i the power of the different jag-
hiiedars, it is generally supposed to .be the effect of policy , ,nd design. A.
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of the country, that tlie map of it is almost a blank. I am by

no means certain where to place the common boundary of the

Mrfhratta and Tippoo’s countries, in this quarter.

The paislnvah, or his representatives, pofsefs also many other

districts in the NE, and east*, parts of Malwa, $;c. for the Poonah

territories, or those of his jaghiredars, close on the river Jumnah,

opposite to Calpy : and also extend along the northern bank of the

Nerbudda river, almost to its source ; encroaching also very deeply

on the SW side of Bundclcund ; according to its ancient limits. The

districts of Sagtir, and Mundella, are situated in this quarter.

Thus it appears, that the territories subject to Poonah, are sepa-

rated, or rather insulated, in an extraordinary manner ; and this

circumstance alone, must influence the domestic as well as the fo-

reign politics of this state: since any considerable jaghiredar may
easily withhold the government s siiare of the revenues, and con-

vert it to his own use.

From what lias been said, it will appear impofsiblc to discrimi-

nate the pofsefsions of the paishwah, any more than those of his

jaghiredars, on the map. All that can be done, is to mark the

body of each tract of land, in which the paishwah and the particu-

lar jaghiredars participate. It is understood that the paishwah

pofsefses a larger share in the western part of the Deccan, than

elsewhere. This tract is naturally yery strong, particularly on

the west side towards the sea, where a stupendous w'all of moun-

tains, called the Gauts, rises abruptly from the low country, called

the Concan (or Cockun), supporting, in tlie nature of a terrace,

a vast extent of fertile and populous plains, which are so much

elevated, as to render the air cool and pleasant (see Index, ar-

ticle Gauts). This elevated tract is continued not ortly through

the Mihratta territories, but extends through the peninsula, to

•the southern extreme of Mysore ; and is named Balla-Gaul,

throughout its whole extent; meaning literally, the higher, or

"fcper Gauts : or perhaps more ’correctly the countries lying
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ABOVE or BELOW the Gauts * In the peninsula, it is applied

in contradistinction to Y*uycn-Guul, or the lower Gauts: but

in the Deccan, it appears to be used only as a proper name,

and not as a correlative : we having never heard of the Deccan,

Payen-Gaut.

Nor is it lefs difficult to ascertain the sum of the revenue of this

state, then to particularize the extent of the districts, from whence

it is collected. The most intelligent and best informed persons

that I have consulted on the occasion, will not venturfe to give an

opinion on it. One person (a native of India) has stated the re-

venue at 12 crores of rupees, or 12 millions sterling: and the net

receipts, jaghires deducted, at five crores. The same account

makes the military establishment in the field, to be 200,000 troops,

foot and horse ; besides an equal number in garrison. Another

account of the revenue, by an European gentleman, reckons 7

crores for the net revenue. If the provinces pofsefsed by this state,

were to be rated in the same proportion as in the time of Aurung-

zebe, the net revenue would be about 8 crores of rupees, or 8 mil-

lions sterling.

Sindia.is unquestionably the most powerful jaghiredar within

this state
;
and ought to be regarded as a sovereign prince. Since

the Mahratta peace ( 1 783), he has extended his frontier from Mal-

wa towards the Jumnali ; svyallowing up most of the petty states

that heretofore existed there: and in particular, that of Gohud,

including the celebrated fortrefs of Gwalior (see page 234 of the

Memoir). He has also carried his arms northward to Delhi, and

into the provinces of Mcwat and Jyenagur
; reducing many for-

trcfscs, and a considerable tract of country, which were heretofore

succefsively pofsefsed by the Jats, and Nudjuff Cawn. In fine, he.

pofsefses the person of the nominal Great Mogul, and all that can

# Gant, or Ghaut, signifies either a pals through mountains, or a landing-place on the
bank ot a river. In the former sense, the term has been applied to the Peninsula which is

divided by ridges of mountains, abounding frith pafses and defies.
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be accomplished by virtue of his name. It would appear that Sta-

dia's plans embrace too great a variety of objects at one and the

same time : for, not long ago, his troops were compelled to retire

from Bundelcund, in which they pofsefscd most of the open coun-

try, the fruits of a very recent conquest. He seems bent on ex-

tending his conquests on the north and west: but time alone can

discover whether he will succeed in establishing a permanent empire,

on that side. The revenue of his paternal, or original dominions,

in Malvva, &c. has been estimated at one crore of rupees per an-

num. It is difficult to ascertain what the value of his new acqui-

sitions are, in their present state: for those portions of Agra, Del-

hi, &c. which he holds, having been so long subject to the de-

predations of contending armies, little benefit can be derived from

them, at present.* Gohud, one of these acquisitions, is estimated

at 20 or 30 lacks per annum. Molkar is supposed to pofsefs 80

lacks per annum, in his share of Malwa. Stadia's capital city is

Ougein, near the ancient city of Mundu, the capital of the Chil-

ligi kings of Malwa: and Holkar’s capital is Indore, situated about

20 cofses south or S E of Ougein.

The Berar or Nagpour rajah, Moodajee Boonslah (or Bonsola)

pofsefses the principal part of Berar, together with the province of

Orifsa. The remainder of Berar is held by the Nizam, or Soubah

of the Deccan, who pays a chout, or fourth part of its clear reve-

nues to Moodajee. * On the west and south, the Berar dominions

border on, or are intermixed with, those of the Nizam : on the NW
and north, are the provinces of Bopal, Gurry-Mundella, &c. tri-

butaries of Poonah ; together with the territories of Adjid Sing.

On the east, the Nagpour territories thrust themselves between the

* These territories have formerly yielded 3 or 4 crores per annum: but they are now in a
state of desolation, which it is impofsiblc to form any idea of, without having actually be-
held them. A. [This note is by a gentleman, who has been on the spot.] See also page
lxxviii.

e

f Orifsa, is nominally one o£the British provinces, but we have observed in another place,
t»only a very small part of it^js subject to the Bengal government.
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British pofscfsions in Bengal, and those in the northern circars, so

as to occupy near 180 miles of the country adjacent to the sea ;
and

of course, to break the continuity of their pofsefsions on the sea

coast. Moodajee's dominions are very extensive, being in length

from east to west 550 British miles, and in some places 200 from

north to south. He docs not poisefs all this in full sovereignty;

for Ruttunpour and Sumbulpour are little more than tributary,

and are governed by his brother Bembajee. We know lefs of the

interior parts of Berar, than of most other countries in Hindoostan

;

but, by what we do know, it does not appear to be either popu-

lous or rich. Nagpour is the present capital, and the residence of

Moodajee; and it is situated about midway between Bengal and

Bombay.

Cattack, or Cuttack, the capital of Orifsa, is a post of conse-

quence on the river Mahanuddy, as it lies in the only road between

Bengal and the northern circars ; and the pofsefsion of this city and

its dependencies, gives the Berar rajah more consequence in the

eyes of the Bengal government, than even his extensive domain,

and centrical position in Hindoostan.

Moodajee has been recognized (page lxxxviii) as a descendant of

the original founder of the Mahratta empire, Sevajee. The sum of

his revenue is variously stated. Some have reckoned his part of Be-

rar, at 84 lacks of rupees, per annum; and Cattack at 24: while

others have allowed only bo, for his whole revenue. If we take it

at the highest calculation, 108 lacks,he ought not to be considered ina

formidable light, by the British power. But placing the actual sum

of his income out of the question, his dominions are too widely ex-

tended, in proportion to their value, to form a powerful state. Cat-

tack is no lefs then 480 miles from the capital, Nagpour T* -has

been well observed, that the ordinary cause of jealousy between

neighbouring states, is done away, in the case of Bengal and Berar*,

by the nature of that part of thg Berar dominions, which borders on

Bengal ; it being generally woody and ur/inhabited ; so that the
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virtual boundaries of the two countries are removed to a distance

from each other.

These are the principal of the countries reduced into the form of

governments, by the Mahratta chiefs: but so habituated are they

to rapine and plunder, that Few of the neighbouring states, but

ha^e, at one period or other, felt and acknowledged their power.

Bengah^nd Bahar, were, for a short time, subjected to a regular

tribute; and the Carnatic, Mysore, the Nizam’s provinces, the

Dooab, Bundelcund, and the southern parts of Delhi, have been

frequently over-run. Their predatory excursions sometimes car-

ried them 1200 miles from their capital. But the lofs of the battle

ofPanniput, in 1761, induced a degree of caution in their military

enterprizes: and from that period, their power appears to have

been on the decline. Shut out of Bengal, Oude, and the Carnatic,

by the British arms, and out of Mysore by Hyder’s, their field of

action has been much circumscribed; and the late war with the

British power, discovered their wcaknefs to all Hindoostan.

I am not sufficiently informed on the subject, to be able to par-

ticularize all the different provinces, or districts, that are tributary

to the Mahratta states. Some have been already mentioned : and

among others, the Rajpoot principalities of the soubah of Agi-

mere ;
and which, from their former importance and weight in the

internal politics of the Mogul empire, deserve particular notice.

In the early part of the present century, these states, collectively,

appeared so formidable to the succefsor ofAurungzebe, that he was

constrained to leave them in quiet pofsefsion oftheir independency,

during the sedition of the Seiks, in Lahore (see page lxiv). Vast

have been the changes since that fime: for what the disciplined

armies of Aurungzebe and his sons could not accomplish,' has been

eflected'by the Mahratta freebooters: so much easier is it to ruin a

country, than to make a conquest of it. The history ofthe decline

of the Rajpoot principalities, is foreign to the present work : it is

sufficient to observe, ti^t they are reduced to their present low state.
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merely by the depredations of Mahratta detachments; which being

composed of light horse, and accustomed to divide into innumerable

small parties; they by their rapid and desultory movements, at once

spread desolation, and elude the attacks of the inhabitants. This

must be understood to relate only to the open parts of Rajpootana:

the mountainous parts being yet free from their incursions. #

Rajpootana was divided into three great principalities, under

the names of Oudipour, Joodpour, and Ambcer (or Amere), now

better known by that of Joinagur, or Jyenagur. Oudipour was

also named Meywar, or Midwar; and Joodpour, Marwar. In Ac-

bar's division of the empire, these principalities were clafsed as be-

longing to the soubah of Agimere, which is sometimes called Mar-

war. It is not an easy task, by means of the geographical matter

extant, to afsign the precise limits and dimensions of these princi-

palities; which occupy the space between the western confines of

Agra, and the NE part of Guzcrat; and between the sandy de-

sert (or Registan) and Malwa: that is, an extent of330 British miles

from N E to S\V ; and 200 broad, in the widest part. Their re-

lative situations, and comparative dimensions, may be seen in the

map ;
where Jyenagur or Jyepour, will be found to lie to the north-

east ;
Oudipour to the SW ; and Joodpour to the NW, bordering,

angularly, on the other two. Pere Wendell's MS. account of these

states, from whence I have extracted many of the above particulars,

states the revenues of Oudipour at 10 lacks of rupees, Marwar at

40, and Jyenagur at 40, per annum, in the year 1779.* The two

former are very mountainous, with a sandy soil in the valleys: the

latter is the most fertile, and was, about the middle of this cen-

tury, in a high state of improvement, under the government of the

celebrated Rajah Jyesing, or Jefsing; who founded the new capital

of Jyepour, which has had the effect (not unusual in Hindoostan)

* The whole revenue of the soubah of Agimere, in the time of Acbar, appears to have
been only about 75 lacks. Auningzcbe is said to have doubled the land-tax on the Rajpoots:
and Agimere is accordingly stated in Mr Fraser’s account,;* 163 lacks of rupees.
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of changing the name of the province to that of the capital.

I*. Wendell represents Jyepour as a place of great wealth and com-

merce i)i 1779, being the entrepot of the principal part of the goods

that are brought from every quarter of India. The rajah built an

observatory in his capital, and invited Pere Boudier to it, in 1734.

It ^ feared, that the confusions that have so long prevailed in this

provmCl!; ITTllst hake greatly reduced the wealth and importance

of the capital. We have mentioned before, that Sindia receives

the tribute of all the three Rajpoot provinces, and converts it to

his own use: and that he had made some considerable conquests in

them, particularly in Jyenagur.

It is probable that in early times, the whole Rajpootana consti-

tuted one entire kingdom, or empire, under the Runa or Prince of

Oudipour, who has in all times, since we had any knowledge of

his history, been considered as the head of the Rajpoot states. A
long established custom of homage to a temporal prince, from those

who do not acknowledge his superiority in any other way, seems

to prove the existence of real power in the hands of his ancestors.

In modern times the Rana of Oudipour seems to have been consi-

dered somewhat in the same light as the general of the Ajnphyc-

tions was in Greece. Cheitorc was the ancient capital of the rana,

a place much celebrated for its strength, riches, and antiquity,

when it was taken and despoiled by Agbar, in 1567: Oudipour is

the present capital*

The Rajpoots are not confined entirely to the tract abovemcn-

tioned, or even to the -sou ball of Agimere: since some inferior

tribes of them are settled in Bundelcund, and in Gurry-Mundella.

Others, according to Thevcnot, are settled in Moultan ; and indeed,

he represents Moultan as the original country of the Kuttries, from

whom the Rajpoots sprung (see Index, article Kuttries).

. Of the countries of Nagore, Bickaneer, Jafselmere, and those

bordering on the lower part of*tire course of the river Puddar, and

on the sandy desert, \ve know littlb at present, except that they

{5 a
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form a number of petty rajahships; and are understood to be

mostly inhabited by Rajpoots.

The Rajpoots are ordinarily divided into two tribes or clafses;

those of Ratiiore, and Chohan, or Seesodya. Marwar, or the

NW division of Agimere, is the proper country of the former;

and Meywar, or Oudipour, of the latter. The reader will be pleaded

to observe, that Cheitore is also synonymou.vtvith •OUuipour, or

Meywar. The Rathore tribe were originally the most numerous

of the two. It has often been afserted, and by the late Col. Dow,

among others, that the Mahratta chiefs had their origin from the

Rathore tribe: and to countenance this opinion, the etymology of

the name Mahratta, has been drawn from Rathore; prefixing to

it, Majia, or Great. We have seen, however, in page lxxix',

that the fact is very different, and it rests on the foundation of his-

toric records: the term Mahrattg being derived from Marhat, or

Marheyt, the name of the province in which Sevajce first estab-

lished his independency: and this etymology appears to be per-

fectly natural. And by the same rule, Sevajce must have been of

the Seesodya tribe, as drawing his lineage from Oudipour ; and

not of the Rathore tribe, as erroneously represented.

Of the five northern circars, Cicacole, Rajamundry, Ellorc, and

Condapilly,* arc in the pofsefsion of the English ; and Guntoor is

in the hands of the Nizam. The four first occupy the sea coast

from the Cliilka lake on the confines of Cattack, to the northern

bank of the Kistnah river ; forming, comparatively, a long, narrow

slip of country, 350 miles long, and from 20 to 75 wide. The

nature of the country is such, as to be easily defensible against an

Indian enemy, it having a barrier of mountains and extensive fo-

rests on one side, and the sea on the other ; the extremities only

being open. Its greatest defect is in point of relative situation to

* These circars, or provinces, were originally denominated from their position in respect

to Madras, on which they depend : and the term northern circars, has at length been adopted

by the English in general.
*
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Bengal and Madras: it being 350 British miles from the first, and

230 from the latter ; so that the troops destined to protect it, can-

not be reckoned on, for any prefsing service that may arise at either

presidency. The circars, in point of strictnefs, appertain partly

to Golconda (or thd Deccan),* and partly to Orifsa; and are held

of the Nizam, on condition of paying him a stipulated quit rent.

WnfrlKhe F^irh jpok pofsefsion of the five circars, in 1753, they

were valued at about 43 lacks of rupees per annum. The English

never pofscfs&d Guntoor, which wras estimated at near 7 lacks of the

above sum: so that 36* lacks
( 360,000 1.) should be taken for the

true value of the English pofsefsions in the circars. In 1784, they

were reckoned to produce about that sum. It would appear that

the Nizam, by retaining Guntoor, has more than an equivalent

for the pesheush, or tribute, which is ,5 lacks per annum.*

The pofsefsions of the Nizam, or Soubali of the Deccan (a

younger son of the famous Nizam-al-Muluck), comprize the pro-

vince of Golconda, that is, the ancient province of Tellingana, or

Tilling, situated between the lower parts of the courses of the

Kistnah and Godavery rivers ; and the principal part ofDowlatabad

;

together with the western part of Berar, subject (as has been said

before) to a tribute of a chout, or fourth part of its net revenue, to

the Berar Mahratta. The Nizam has the paishwah, or Poonah Mah-
ratta on the west and north-west : the Berar Mahratta on the north ;

the northern circar&on the east ; and the Carnatic, and llyder Ally

on the south. I am not perfectly clear in my idea of his western

boundarj', which, during his wars with the Mahrattas, was subject

to continual fluctuation: but I understand generally that it extends

more than 40 miles beyond the city of Aurangabad, westwards;

and comes within 80 miles of the city of Poonah: and that on the

SW it goes considerably beyond the river Beemah, and to the bor-

ders of Sanore-Bancapour. His capital is Hydrabad, or Bagnagur,

situated on the Moufsi river, near the famous fortrefs of Golconda.

* Guntoor haN^ince been celled to' the East-lndia Company.
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The districts of Adoni and Rachore, which were in the hands of

Bazalet Jung (brother to the Nizam) during his lifetime, are now
in the hands of the Nizam. The Sourapour, or Sollapour rajah,

on the west of the Beemah river, together with some other rajahs,

are his tributaries.

Probably the Nizam’s dominions, including his tributaries fuid

feudatories, are no Ids than 430 miles in lep^slf; ••ftovn :-N W to

S E ; by 300 wide. Till he took pofsefsion of the Guntoor circar

in 1780, his dominions no where touched on the sea coast.

The Guntoor circar (called also Mortizanagur and Condavir)

occupies the space between Condapilly, the southmost of our four

circars, and the northern part of the Carnatic: extending along

the sea coast of the bay of Bengal, more than 30 miles. The pofscs-

sion of this district to the English, would have been extremely eli-

gible, as well for the purpose o,f shutting out the French nation

from the Deccan, as to keep open a communication with the

northern circars, and to preserve the continuity of our pofses-

sions, and those of our allies. Although the maritime parts of

this circar are flat and open, yet the interior part of it contains

some very, strongJfortrefses, and posts. The Nizam took polses-

sion of it on tl76* death of his brother Bazalet Jung, and still

holds it (see the last page).

It has not been in my power to obtain, even a tolerably exact

account of the sum of the Nizam’s revenue ;
r or of his military

establishment: the latter, however, is far from being respectable,

on the score of discipline. The former has been ever varying, and

generally diminishing; by reason of the encroachments of the

Poonah Mahrattas, and the Mysoreans : it is said to be reduced

so low as 130 lacks of rupees, annually. But besides this sum of

actual revenue, it must be taken into the account, that he has

depending on him, many jaghiredars, who hold their lands on the

tenure of military service.
0

The dominions of Mahomed Ally, N^oob of the Carnatic,
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and an ally of the East-India Company, commence on the south of

the Guntoor circar, and extend along the whole coast of Coroman-

del to Cape Comorin. It must be understood that I mean here to

include Tanjore, Marawar, Tritchinopoly, Madura, and Tinevelly

;

all being appendages of the Carnatic. Under this description, the

Carnatic is not Ids than 570 British miles in length from north to

^>wKur wV more than 1 20 wide, and commonly no more

than 75. Such a long, narrow, tract of country, bordered by an

active and powerful enemy, whose territories are, moreover, of a

compact form, and his force more readily collected, must always

be subject to have its distant provinces cut off from its afsistance:

or if it divides its force, for their separate defence, the safety of the

whole will be endangered.

The Carnatic anciently comprized all that part of the peninsula

that lies south of the Gondegama and Toombuddra (or Tungeba-

dra) rivers, from the coast of Coromandel eastward, to the Gaut

mountains westward, and was divided into Balla-GauL and Payen-

Gaut, or the upper and lower Gauts ;* the former being the western

part, and containing the districts whiqji now compose the country

of Tippoo ; and the latter, the eastern part, or the Carnatic ac-

cording to its present definition.

The revenue of the nabob is stated at about a million and a half

sterling, per annum : out of which he pays a subsidy of i6’o,oool.

per annum, to the,East-India Company, towards the expence of

their military establishment. The evils attendant on the improvi-

dent conduct of the nabob, were severely felt during the late war,

and ought to be cautiously guarded against in future.

The British pofsefsions in the Carnatic, are confined, chiefly, to

the.tract called the Jaghire, which extends along the coast, about

108 B. miles, and 47 inland, in the widest part. Its revenue is

reckoned 150,0001. Besides the Jaghire, there are lands depeu-

* Sec the term Gautf̂ explained in page cxxviii.
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dent on Cuddalorc; but the amount is not considerable. The

whole amount of the land revenue dependent on Madras, includ-

ing the circars, has been stated, in page cxiv, at 725,000b' per

annum.

The dominions of Tippoo Sultan', who styj cs himself Regent of

Mysore, begin on the west of the ridge of mountains beyond pal-

macherry, Sautgud, and Attore
; and extend Travan-

core and Madura ; northward to Soonda and Visiapour (enveloping

Adoni, the territory of the late Bazalet Jung) north-eastward to

Guntoor and Ongolc ; and westward to the sea. They compre-

hend, generally, the provinces of Mysore, Bednore, Coimbcttore,

Canara and Dindigul ; besides his late father’s conquests to the

northward, which are Merritch, Soonda, Chitteldroog, Harponelly,

Sanorc-Bancapour, Roydroog, Gooty, Condanore, Canoul, and

Cuddapah.

Tippoo’s present territory exceeds very considerably, both in ex-

tent and revenue, that of his rival, the Nabob of Arcot: but pro-

bably it will, for some time at least, require a prince of considerable

talents, to prevent a state, composed of such discordant parts, front

falling, to pieces. A descendant of the Hindoo King of Mysore,

whom Ilyder dethroned, is living; and kept a state prisoner at

Scringapatam, Tippoo’s capital. He is occasionally shewn to the

populace: and the circumstance of his being permitted to live, is a

strong proofhow much the popular prejudices prevail in favour of

the family of their ancient kings. It was part of the plan of opera-

tions of the southern army, under Colonel Fullarton, in 1783, to

march from Coimbettore to Scringapatam, in order to liberate this

prince, and encourage the people of Mysore to throw off their

allegiance from Tippoo: and it was the opinion of many sober per-

sons that it might have succeeded, if circumstances had permitted

Col. Fullarton to undertake it. The general character of Tippoo,

is that of a man of high ambition:’ with great abilities for war and
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finance ; cruel, to an extreme degree
; and obstinately attached to

his schemes. He is unquestionably the most powerful of all the

native princes of Hindooslan ; but the utter detestation in which

he is held by his own subjects, renders it improbable that his reign

will be long. His dominions *are very extensive; and although the

imperfect state of ibL geography of the western part of the penin-

sulaTiit/SS'ffiR pe.-ayt me to mark their northern boundary, yet

it is pretty certain that it touches the river Kistnah, on the south

of the city of Visiapour: and therefore, the extent of Tippoo’s

territory, or kingdom, from the valley of Ootampaliam on the

south, to the Kistnah on the north (or rather NNW), cannot be

lefs than 550 British miles. In breadth it is very unequal: in the

widest place, that is, in the northern part of the peninsula, the

breadth is at least 330 miles: but lefs than 1,50 in the parallel of

Tritchinopoly ;
and further southward, it ends in a point. In

page xc/i, its area has been compared to that' of Great Britain ;

which, is taken at 96,400 square British miles : and the country of

Tippoo .is supposed to contain 21 square degrees: which, in the

parallel of 14°, produce about 97,650 B. miles. By the peace of

I/82, Hydcr was to relinquish all, but his ancient pofsefsions: how
far his succcfsor has fulfilled the terms of the treaty, I am not in-

formed : but the term, ancient pofsefsions, was too general, or ra-

ther too vague, to be understood in any, particular sense.

The grofs revenue of Tippoo, has been stated at four crorcs of

rupees, or as many millions sterling. His military establishment

is very great; being no lefs than 72,800 regulars, including 740

Europeans, under the command of French officers: besides troops

in the frontier garrisons, to the amount of 49,000. The remain-

der of his force, consists of irregulars of various descriptions, and

amounts to 33,000, and upwards; so that the whole force of Tip-

pipo, is reckoned 155,000: of which, near 73,000 are of a clal's

much superior to any^troops thjpt have ever been raised and dis-
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ciplincd by a native of India.* His desire of extending his king-

dom, will keep him at perpetual variance with the Poonah Mah-

rattas, or the Nizam, or both
; as it is only on their side, that' any

acquisitions can be made, without quarrelling with the English.

Hyder long meditated the conquest of the 1 ravancore territory,

situated at the extreme of the peninsula ; but was prevented by^hc

English. Tippoo is said to have intentioq&\> rfr •rfttr'wai.'ie kind

.

The reader may easily collect, from a cursory view of the map,

how hurtful to the interest of the Carnatic, such a revolution

would prove: since it implies also the transfer of the Cochin ter-

ritories, and all the tract lying on the west of the Gauts.

# I have been favoured with the following particulars, relating to Tippoo Sultan’s mili-

tary establishment ; and which may be depended on.

Regulars.
Cavalry - - - - 27.400
Sepoy Infantry, Hindoos and Mahomcdans - - - 36,000
Topafscs (or Hatmcn), that is, the descendants of Portuguese and otluir

Europeans, Infantry - - 7,300
Europeans, Cavalry - - 200
- — - Foot - - 540

- 74®
Artillery Corps, consisting of Europeans, Topafscs, &c. - - ' 1,390

Guns attached to the battalions

Garrisons on the frontiers. Horse
Foot

72,830

110
2 1 .000

28.000

49,000

Irregulars, armed in various ways • 7,00c*

Auxiliaries from the Rajahs of Rydroog, Darwar, Harponclly, Sanore, & c.

Horse - - 13,300
Peons (Irregulars) 13,000

26,300

Recapitulation.

Regulars - 72,830
Garrisons ... 49,000
Irregulars - - 7,000

Auxiliaries - 26,300

TotaL - 1 55^* 3°
I ——9—



Chronological Table of Emperors, who have reigned in

Hindoostan, since the Ghiznian Conquest.

Cm zn i an Emperors.

Began his

Reign A. D.

* Mahmood I. 1000
Mahomed I.

Musaood I. J
[ 1028

1041
Musaood II 1

Ali J\
1051

Reschid
Fcroch-Zaad }

105 2

Ibrahim I. 1056
Musaood III. 1098
Arsilla - 1115
Byram I. 1118
Chuscro I. 1152
Chusero II. **59

GnoRiAN 3 or Gaurian Emperor.

Mahomed II. or Mahomed
Ghori 1184

Pat an, or Aren an Emperors.

Cuttub - 1205
Eldoze 1

Aram -
j

L 1210
Altumsh or Iltumsh - J

Eerose I.

1

1235
Sultana Rizia, Empress 1236
Byram II. 1239
Musaood IV. 1242
Mahmood II. 1245
Balin - 1265
Kcikobad 1286
Ferosell. - 1289
Alla I. - .

- l295
Omar - - - 1316
Mubatick I. 1317
Tuglick - 1321
Mahomed III. * 3 25
Fcrosc III. * 35 *

Tuglick II. 1388

Began his

Reign A. D.

Mahomed IV. - - •»

1389Abu-Bickcr - j

tMahmood III. *393

Dynasty of the Sums.

Chizcr - 1414
Mubarick II. 1421
Mahomed V. *133
Alla II. *447

Dynasty of Lont.

Beloli - 1450
Sccundcr I. - 1488
Ibrahim II. 1516

Mogul, orMuNctn, Emperors.

Baber - - 1525
Humaioon - - 1530

Second Patan Dynasty.

Shere

Selim

Mahomed VI.
Ibrahim III.

Mogul Dynasty restored.

Humaioon 1554
Acbar - *555
Jehanguire - 1605
Shah Jehan 1628
Aurungzcbe, or Allumguirc I. 1659
Bahadcr Shah 1707
Jchaunder Shah 1712
Ferokscre * 7*3
Ruffich-ul-Dirjat - 1

Ruffich-ul-Dowlah - J 1717

JMahomcd Shah 1718
Ahmed Shah 1748
Allumguire II. *753
Shah Aulum 1760

1542

1545

} 1552

• He began his reign in tViizni, A. D. 177.

f Tamerlane’s invasion happened in this\reigi/;

t And Nadir Shah's in this.
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»jo great an extent of country is contained in this map, and the

quality of the materials is so various in different parts, that it

became necefsary, in order to prevent confusion, to divide the ac-

count of its construction into separate sections, agreeable to the na-

tural division*of the country
;
and) in some measure, to the nature

of the materials. It is accordingly divided into seven sections.

The first contains the sea coasts and islands.

The second, the surveyed tract on the side of Bengal; or that

occupied by the Ganges and its principal branches, as far west as

the city of Agra.

The third, the tract occupied by the Indus and its branches.

The fourth contains the tract between the Kistnah river and the

countries traversed by the Ganges and* Indus ; that is to say, the

middle parts of India.

The fifth contains the peninsula south of the Kistnah.

The sixth, the countries situated between Hindoostan and China

;

namely, Thibet, Bootan, Alsam, Pegu, Aracan, Ava, and part of

Siam : and

The seventh, and last, contains Tables of distances between

the principal cities, &c.

’ But, before I proceed to the particulars of the construction of the
' map, it will be necefsary to explainjthe itinerary measure adopted

B 2
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in places where no surveys have been taken. The usual measure of

this kind in llindoostan, is the cofs, of which the standard has va-

ried considerably at different times, owing to the caprice of cer-

tain emperors: but, it would appear, that those new standards

never existed long enough to obtain* an cstabl shment in the public

mind; which never lost the idea of the ancient standard.

Acbar was the first who made a great innov'- tio.. in ike standard

of the cofs. He directed it to be taken at ,5000 guz, equal to 47,57

yards; that is, about 2 British miles and ,5 furlongs. And Shah

Jchan, about half a century afterwards, increased the standard one-

twentieth part, making the cofs more than 2 miles and 6 furlongs.*

But since the time of Aurungzcbe, the ancient, or common cofs,

has resumed its place, and those of Acbar and Shah Jchan are only

heard of in the histories of the times when they were in use.

It may reasonably be expected, that in a country of half the ex-

tent of Europe, the estimated length of the itinerary measures, al-

though of the same denomination, must vary in different parts of it.

It is no more than what happens in different provinces of the same

kingdom, in Europe. But as far as we have any data for making

a just comparison, the cofs does not vary so much as one-sixth part

over the whole country ; and between the northern and southern

extreme of India (that is, in an extent of about 1700 miles), the

difference is not more than one-sixteenth part. The miles vary

much more in their proportions, in the different parts of Europe.

Taking the medium of the cofs throughout llindoostan, and the

Deccan, there will be about 40 of them to a degree of a great cir-

cle on the globe: that is, each cofs is about a geographical mile

and half. But this is to be understood of horizontal measure ; in

which the windings and inflections of the roads are allowed : for the

estimated routes could not be applied to geographical purposes, by

any other rule. The cofs, in road measure, is about one statute

mile and nine-tenths; or at the rate of 190 British miles to too

• # Captain Kirkpatrick’s MSS. of which much more will be said hereafter.



cofses; one part in seven, being allowed for winding, when the

line of distance is extensive. Or, seven miles of road measure,

arc * allowed to produce six miles horizontally, or in a direct

line.

In Malwa and its! neighbourhood, the cofses are larger than any

where else, and ar& about 1,7 geographical miles, or 35 to a de-

gree* And on the road from Baglana to Masulipatam, they are so

short, that 4O' arc required to make a degree. But having only one

example for ‘the latter proportion, I shall found no rule on it. The
proportions that I have adopted for Hindoostan, Malwa, and the

Carnatic, from a great number of examples, arc respectively 1,43;

1,71 ; and i,6‘ of geographical miles to a horizontal cofs; or 42,

3,5, and 37^ to a degree of a great circle. The cofs of Hindoostan

proper, is therefore shorter than any other, and prevails throughout

the greatest extent of country. There is again in Nagpour (the an-

cient Goondwaneh) a Gooiidy cofs, which by the medium of all the

accounts I could get, is about 2,76' geographical miles, reduced to

horizontal distance ; or 2 1,9, or 22 to a degree. This measure ap-

pears to be in use by the natives, throughout Mundillaand Boggil-

cund, as well as in Nagpour ; and somet imes occasions great confu-

sion in the reports of the cofsids, or couriers: however, they have

a computation of Hindoostanny cofses also, in the same country;

and the proportions agree in general remarkably well with that

scale, between tin? Bengal Provinces and Aurangabad; and be-

tween Mundilla and Hydrabnd.

Having mentioned the windings of the roads, it may not be im-

proper to give the result of my inquiries on this head, for the be-

nefit of those who may have itineraries, kept in estimated distances,

to work up. One in seven is allowed as above: and is what will

be found to take place in large distances, in sucli countries as are

intersected by deep rivers, or watercourses; or in such as have no

artificial roads ; andVhere those on the natural level, have obstacles

to surmount. The degree of winding of roads, in different coun-
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tries, is, (cateris paribus) according to the state of improvement

in which the roads are. In India, the roads are at best, little bet-

ter than paths, and whenever deep rivers (which in that country

are frequent, and without bridges), m >rafses, chains of mountains,

or other obstacles, oppose themselve's to the liiie of direction of the

road, it is carried round, so as to effect the eas\est pafsage ; and for

thi.i reason the roads there, have a degree of crookednefs, much be-

yond what we meet with in European countries, where bridges are

laid over every considerable watercourse, and where Hills arc either

levelled, or reduced to a convenient degree of acclivity ; and after

all, expences saved in many cases, by the difference of labour be-

tween the smoothing of the direct road, and the forming of a road

on the natural level. But the proportions, must, ofcourse, vary with

circumstances ; and may be only one in ten, in a dry, open, country,

and one that has a tolerably even surface: but this happens too

rarely to found any general rule on. As the line of distance in-

creases, a greater degree of winding will take place ; or, a short

distance will always be on a straighter line than a long one; for in

countries where the management of the roads is not arrived at a

high degree of perfection, the road through a kingdom will be

made up of portions, consisting of the particular roads leading from

one city, or principal town, to another, although they may not lie

in the general line of direction
;
and then there will be a general

winding, added to the particular one; and the jbove proportion of

1 in 7, is applied to this compound winding. And, added to this,

in very long distances, some natural obstacle, will, very probably,

oppose itself: an arm of the sea; a river of difficult pafsage; a

morafs; or an impafsable ridge of mountains; and change totally

the direction of the road : whilst the parts, on each side of the ob-

stacle, might have but an ordinary degree of winding: and it is

seldom, but that one or other of these, occurs in the space of 150

or 200 miles. Probably 1 in 8 may be a pretty just general pro-

portion for distances of about 100 miles; that is, 8 miles by the
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road, will be seven direct ; or what is commonly termed bird-fight

:

and where the extent is from 200 to 300 miles, 1 in 7.

Measured distances in Hindoostan, do not often occur, where,

at the same time, the true horizontal distance is given, except in

Bengal : and that is ’a country too full of deep rivers, lakes, and

morafses, to serve as a general standard. In the Carnatic, a drier

couirtry, the medium of winding, in distances of about 100 miles,

is 1 in 9. In England, as far as we can trust the maps (which may

be done, where the distance consists chiefly of difference of latitude),

1 in 11 is the proportion, in distances of about 100 miles; and in

very great distances, such as Edinburgh, 1 in 7.

It may happen that the direct route may lie througha desert or an

ill-governed country ; in which case, travellers will avoid the way,

in which famine, or robbery, threatens them ; and by these means

be carried out of the true line of direction: but it is obvious that

no rule can bfc given for such cases. Upon the whole, the degree

of winding, as far as depends on natural causes, must be estimated

by the compound ratio of the length of the line of distance, and

of the nature of the country, as to cvennefs, drynefs, and opennefs.

And of course, some local knowledge of it will be required, in or-

der to correct the distances in a just degree.'

M. D’Anville concludes his inquiry -f into the length of the cofs,

by determining the number in a degree, on a medium, to be 37;

but it must be observed, that lie had no measured lines with which

he could compare his estimated distances. On the other hand, in

the respective distances of Candahar, Cabul, and Attock, as de-

scribed by him, -each degree contains 47 of Tavernier's cofses.

* Those who wish for a general rule for changing horizontal distance into road distance, in

their common references to maps, in general, may break the line of distance (ifvery long), in-

to portions of not more than 100 or i jo miles ; and then add to the whole sum ofthe distances,

so obtained, one eighth part. These portions should be contrived, so as severally to include the

spaces, between the points, that diverge most from the general line of direction of the wholo
road. By this means, the errors arising from the compound winding, will be avoided.

f Eclaircifscmens, p. 14^
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SECTION I.
,

« V

The sea coasts and islands.

Calcutta is the point I shall set out from, as well from its be-

ing determined by several observations of longitude and latitude,

as from its having a measured line of considerable extent stretch-

ing from it, both to the cast and west. I shall first pursue the

route westward to the mouth of the Indus; and then return to Ba-

lasore, and go eastward to the entrance of the strait of Malacca.

Calcutta, the capital of the British pofsefsions in India, as being

the residence of the General Council, has its citadel placed in lati-

tude 22° 33' north; and in longitude, by a mean of the observa-

tions of four different gentlemen, 88° 28' east from Greenwich.*

Balasore, situated about 101 geographical miles
-f-

from Calcutta,

is the extreme point of the Bengal survey on the SW ; or on the

quarter towards Madras. Colonel Pearses return from the Carna-

tic, after the termination of,the late war, afforded an opportunity of

extending a measured line from Madras to Balasore, which had long

been a desideratum ; as the exact positions of the intermediate sta-

tions of Masulipatam, Visagapatam, Ganjam, and Cattack, points

on which many others eventually depended, were wanted: and

although there might be no great reason to suppose that Masuli-
j

* All the latitudes mentioned in this work, being north of the Equator, and all the longi-

tudes east of the meridian of Greenwich, 1 shall in future mention only the terms latitude

and longitude* leaving the species of each, to be understood.

f I have m ule use of Geographic mibs, or those of 60 to a rlegrec, in the account of the
construction of the map ; and of British statute miles in giving the comparative extent of
countries. They are distinguished by G. miles, and B. miles.
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patara and Visagapatam were much out of place in the former map,

yet Ganjam and Cattack were doubtful. Col. Pearse s industry and

attention have amply supplied what was wanting, within this line.

He directed the whole to be measured with a perambulator ; and

corrected each day’s work, or’at least, every considerable interval,

by observations of the latitude; and the general course being little

mor5 than 3 points from the meridian, the differences of latitude,

were applicable to the correction of the distance through each par-

ticular interval: and for a check on the whole, we had already in

our pofsefsion, observations of longitude repeatedly taken at Cal-

cutta and Madras. The whole extent of Col. Pearse’s measured

line, in road distance, was near 900 British miles; a work of no

small labour.

The longitude ofFort William, the citadel of Calcutta, as above-

said, taken at 88° 27' 45",* from tin mean of 4 observers; and

that of Madras 8o° 24' 4o",-f from the mean of 3 observers, gives

a difference of meridians of 8 degrees, 3 minutes. It remains then,

to compare with this, the difference of longitude found by Col.

Pearse’s measured route, as communicated by Lieut. Colebrooke,

in the map drawn by him, and sent to the East-India House.

Balasore, by the survey, is i° 26' 30” west of Fort William, and

must therefore be in 87° 1' 30". Col. Pearsc reckons it i' 15" more

westerly ; but I adhere to the survey. From Balasore to Ganjam

in lat. 190 22', Col. Pearse reckons 95 miles of westing, or i° 41' 26"

difference of longitude ; which brings Ganjam in Ion. 85° 20' 4,".%

And from Ganjam to Madras he made 5° s' 18" west: whence the

# Hon, Thomas Howe 88° 33'.
'J

Mr. Smith 88 *8 l Mean 8go<„
Mr. Magee - - - - 88 24 f

'

Capt. Ritchie - - - 88 26 J

To which may be added the French observation at Ghyrctty, which place is 1' east from

Calcutta - - - - 8829
f Mr. Howe - % - - 8o° 29'

^
Mr. Dairym^e - - - 80 24 l Mean 8o° 24 40"

Mr. Topping > - - 80 21 J

l Mr. Mears’s observation was 85° 1/ by ©and D, 1770.

c
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longitude of Madras would be 8o° 17' 44". Here is found an ex-

cefs of about 7 minutes difference of longitude ; the measuremerit

giving so much more than the observations. But in examining

the map abovementioned, it appears that the difference of latitude

between Ganjam and Madras by account, exceeded that by obser-

vation 8' 30"; and if this is to be imputed to excefs of distance

(which is highly probable) an excefs of longitude must also have

taken place; and this error will amount to about 6 '

48"; or nearly

the difference in question. This trifling error of 7 minutes in a

difference of meridians of 6’ degrees and a half, to whatever it may

be owing; whether to overmeasurement by the wheel ; variation

of the compafs; defects in the instruments; or errors in the obser-

vations of longitude ; or partly to all these causes; is very imma-

terial to general geography. The result shews, that we may con-

sider the difference of meridians between the two places, as deter-

mined near enough for the purposes of navigation, or general

geography.

I must not omit to mention that Capt. John Ritchie, by direction

of the Bengal Government, in 1770 and 17 71, took the bearings

and distances in a general way, from Madras to Balasore
;
and his

result came within one minute of the longitude by observation.

But some of his intervals were not well proportioned. His position

of Masulipatam, indeed came out only i' to the east of Col. Pearses;

but Visagapatam was 7', and Ganjam 22' mom westerly.

Although Col. Pearses route serves to fix most of the principal

places on or near the coast, yet oftentimes it deviated considerably,

and for a length of space, from the coast ; as between Balasore and

Jagarnaut ;
and between Visagapatam and Ongole. These blanks

are supplied from the materials of Capt. Ritchie, Major Stevens,

Col. Polier, Mr. Cotsford, and others.

First, from Balasore, to Point Palmiras.
(

This was done by

Capt. Ritchie, by a series of triangles, formca by three surveying

vefsels; and corrected by observations of latitude. The result.
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placed Point Palmiras, directly south of Balasore : that is in Ion.

*r 1' 30"; lat. 200
44'. From Point Palmiras to Jagarnaut Pa-

goda, the coast was traced in a more cursory manner ; and accord-

ingly, the bearing apd distance between Balasore and Jagarnaut is

very d ifterently given by Col . hearse and Capt . Ritchie : the account

of the former being only 54' 30" difference of longitude ; and that of

the tatter, i° i6
v

. This very considerable difference is too striking,

not to be particularly noticed ; and requires that some observations

should be made with time-keepers, to ascertain the relative posi-

tions of Jagarnaut, Point Palmiras, and Balasore. Wherever the

mistake may lie, it is of great importance to have it rectified: for

if Col. Pearse s bearing be true (and there appears no reason to

doubt it) there must be a very considerable error in the course be-

tween Jagarnaut, and Balasore road, in Capt. Ritchie's chart.

(See the Index, under Orifsa.)

The longitude of Cattack is scarcely altered from what it was in

the former map of India ; where it was placed on the authority of

Capt. Campbell, in Ion. 86°. It is now in 86° 1' 30"; and its lati-

tude stands as before.

From Jagarnaut to Ganjam, the particulars of the coast, are from

Col. Pearse s map, collated with those of Ritchie's and Campbell’s.

From Ganjam to Poondy, is taken from the map of the Itchapour

district; and Col. Pearse s route on it, .which may be traced from

Ganjam to Bindi (near Poondy) furnishes the means of correcting

the compafs of that map, which was faulty in a very considerable

degree. Bindi serves as a connecting point for the two maps; as

(

Nauparah or Nowparah, a little farther to the S W, does for

Pcarse's, and Cridland's map of the Tickley district. The coast

i
between Poondy and Bimlcpatam is sketched from Lieut. Crid-

land’s map, from Col. Polier's journal, and other MSS. From Bim-

lepatam to Visagap^tam is from Col. Pearse; and from thence to

Coringa from a MS. Ifnap, compiled during Col. Forde’s expedition

to Masulipatam, in 1759 ; collated with Capt. Ritchie's map.

Ca
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As there have been some observations taken at Visagapatam to

ascertain the longitude, it is proper to take notice of them, and to

compare the result with the longitude deduced from Calcutta and

Ganjam, by Col. Pearse’s line. This gives 107,1 miles of westing,

or i" 52' 54" difference of longitude, from Ganjam to Visagapatam

;

from which if we deduct the proportion of the error in the distance

(see page 10) the true difference of longitude will be i° 50' 39";

which taken from 85° 20' 4", the longitude of Ganjam, leaves

83° 29' 25" for that of Visagapatam. But Col. Pearsc's observa-

tion was 84° 23' 30" and Mr. Rufsel’s 83° 21' 30". Its latitude is

170 42'.

From Coringa to Masulipatam, the figure of the coast is from

Major Stevens, as Col. Pcarse's route goes far inland, by way of

Rajamundry, Ellore, &c. and docs not again approach the coast

near enough to determine its position, till it comes to Vantipollam,

near Ongole. These maps of Major Stevens's and of Col. Pearsc's

join, at these points, viz. Siccacollum, on the bank of the Kistnah ;

atRajamundry ; and atSainulcota. And they differ very considerably

in the extent between Siccacollum and Samulcota ; Major Stevens's

giving (vf miles lefs than the other ; but, I believe. Major Stevens’s

distance was measured, only in that part which lies between Sic-

cacollum and Narsapour.

Masulipatam has its position very satisfactorily determined, by

Major Stevens’s measurement from Siccacollum, a place in Col.

Pearsc’s map. It is 17,4 G. miles east; and 3,3 south of it; and

comes out 48' of longitude, east of Madras, or corrected (see again

page 10) 47'; its longitude being 8i° 12'; lat. i6
>0

8' 30".

From Masulipatam to Madras, the figure of the coast, is gene-

rally from Capt. Ritchie, corrected in certain points by the land

survey of Col. Pearse. For as the latter came close to the coast

at Vantipollam, Carwarec, and Rameeapatam, it appeared that

Capt. Ritchie’s chart required correction in tfle great bay between

the latter place and Point Divy. I found it necefsary also to reduce
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the point at the mouth of the Pennar river, and make it lefs pro-

minent
; as the distance from Nellore to the nearest sea coast, would

otherwise have been much too great.* Indeed, it was not expected

that by sailing along a flat coast, nearly straight, without land-

marks, every small bending of the coast could be ascertained.

It is proper to remark, that the whole difference of longitude

between Calcutta and Madras, in M. D’Anville
J

s and D’Apres'

maps, comes within a few miles of the truth, as they were in pos-

sefsion of the observations taken at Ghyretty and Pondicherry: but

their maps are exceedingly faulty in the detail.

The longitude of Madras, or Fort St. George, as was said before,

(page 9) is taken at 8o° 25': and its latitude is 130 3'. Pondi-

cherry, by a scries of triangles obtained by means of the Jaghirc

map, Wandiwash Mill, Permaeoil, the Red Hills, and the difference

of latitude, I make to be 25' of lopgitude, west of Madras ; so that

Pondicherry will be in 80° just. The mean of the different ob-

servations taken there, is 79
0

,7,7' 40 ".-f Mr. Pringle, who mea-

sured the routes of Sir Eyre Coote’s army, during the late war,

makes the difference of meridians the same as I do, to a fraction.

Its latitude is 1 1° 56'.

Cuddalore, in lat. 11 0 41' and Ion. 79
0

45' 45", is the most

southern point, determined by Mr. Pringle’s measured routes: but

the same gentleman furnishes us with the bearing of Portonovo

from that place; wiiich, with its latitude 11 0
30', allows us to place

it, almost to a certainty, in Ion. 79
0
33' 30".

The position of Chillambrum Pagoda, in respect of Portonovo,

although so conspicuous an object to the sight, is variously repre-

sented. By the mean of what appeared to me to be the best au-

thorities, I have placed it south-west 7^ G. miles from Porto-

* I have allowed Point Pennar to be 1 6 G. miles to the east of Nellore : most of the MS.
/naps make it less. \

f Con. de Tqnps - - 79^ 57'^
Gcntil - - - 79 53 [Mean 79* 55' 40".

Topping - - - ft 57 J
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novo. Mr. Barker determined its position with respect to Devi-

cotta, by a measured base, to be W i6° 45' N 8 G. miles ; which

added to the former line from Portonovo, gives 79
0 55' for the lon-

gitude of Devicotta. Its latitude appears to be 11 0 21'. Most

maps allow a much greater distance between Portonovo and Devi-

cotta, than what arises from the above construction ; which is 9

G. miles on a S S E bearing : and the foundation of the error ap-

pears to me to be the giving the bearing of Devicotta from Chil-

lambrum, too great a degree a southing.

From Devicotta, southward to Negapatam, my authorities are

some MS. maps; among which, is one, drawn by M. D’Anvillc,

containing the principal positions between Madras and Tanjore

;

and seems intended for the basis of a map of the south Carnatic.

Had M. D'Anville’s differed from the others, I should have been

inclined to give the preference to the result of his investigations

;

but it happens that all the different maps I have consulted, differ so

little among themselves, that none make the difference of longitude

between Devicotta and Negapatam more than 1' 45”; and the mean

of the whole is 1' 1,5" east ; so that Negapatam may be taken at

79
0 56' 33" Ion. ; and latitude io° 46*'.

Thus Negapatam appears to be 3' 23" west of Pondicherry, or

28' 25" from Madras ; and whatever error there may be, must arise

chiefly between Devicotta and Negapatam. If there be any, the

different geographers and map-makers have all fallen into the same

kind of error. I observe that the different maps made of late years,

in India, have considered Negapatam as being in Ion. 79
0 53' to

79° 54' • I know not whence the idea is taken ; but, whether

founded or not, it differs but little from mine.

Negapatam is the southmost point, on the eastern side of the

peninsula, whose position can be reckoned tolerably exact
; unlefs

w'c except Point Calymcrc, whose bearing., being pretty well

known from Negapatam, and its latitude determined with pre-

cision ; may be considered as being nearly as wrell ascertained as
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Negapatam, on which it depends. Its latitude is io° so' ; and

longitude 79
0
54' 30".

No connected measured line that can be depended on, has yet

been carried acrofs the peninsula ; Col. Fullarton’s marches, mea-

sured by Col. Kelly, extending' only to Palicaudcherry; that is, not

within i)0 G. miles of the coast of Malabar: and those extended

southward, through Madura and Tincvelly , ending at Cape Como-

rin. Fortunately, however, we have a series of longitudes by a

time-keeper, deduced from Bombay, by Capt. Huddart, and ex-

tended at intervals, along the whole coast, to Anjcnga; of which,

more will be said hereafter.

Col. Fullarton’s march into the southern countries of the Carna-

tic, gave an opportunity of measuring the distances, and ascertain-

ing the relative positions of Tanjore, Tritchinopoly, Madura, Co-

imbettore, Palicaudcherry, &c. in respect of Negapatam, where the

march commenced. The plan of these marches communicated to

me from the East-India House, bears the name of Col. Kelly; and

is declared to be actually measured, through the points above-

mentioned. We have to regret that the same attention was not be-

stowed in the march from Calicut to Palicaudcherry; the intended

point of junction of the Bombay detachment, with that of Col.

Fullarton: for, in that case, the exact width of the peninsula, had

been 110 longer a matter of inquiry.

Tritchinopoly copies out, by the above map of Col. Kelly’s, to

be i° io' of longitude west from Negapatam ;
which taken from

7,5° 35", leaves 78° 46’' 35” for the longitude of Tritchinopoly.*

The latitude is io° 49/

Madura,by the same authority, is 34' difference of longitude west

from Tritchinopoly; that is, in Ion. 78“ 12' 35". Here it must be

noted, that great discordance arises between the different accounts

A,map, drawn by Barol Wcrsebe (of the Hanoverian corps) accords in this particular,

and indeed, in every other material one, with that of Col. Kelly : but 1 have no knowledge

how Baron W. piocured his materials. .
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of the bearing and distance between Tritchinopoly and Madura, as

given by Kelly,' Montresor, and others. The two former differ

i,6' G. miles only in distance; but Col. Kelly’s bearing, gives 12,3

G. miles, more of westing, than Montresor ’s. And a third map,

communicated by Mr. John Sulivah, has the same bearing with

Kelly’s, but exceeds it, 3,7 G. miles, in distance ; thereby, increas-

ing the westing 1,3 G. miles ; and of course, exceeding Montre-

sor’s 13,6' G. miles, or 14' 15" of longitude^

The latitude of Madura, I have not yet learnt. Sir John Call’s

map places it in 9
0

,52' 30”; and Col. Kelly’s difference of latitude

from Tritchinopoly, 53' 12", gives cf 55' 48".

The authority for the remainder of this line, through Palamcotta

(or Tinevelly) to Poolytopu on the sea coast, westward of Cape

Comorin, is from the map of Madura and Tinevelly, made under

tliedirection ofSir. J. Call (then ChiefEngineer at Madras) and from

Mr. Pringle’s road distances; together with the latitudes of Palam-

cotta and Poolytopu. First, 1 find in Sir J. Call’s map, i°9'3o"

diflercnce of latitude S between Madura and Palamcotta ; and 18'

of longitude, west. This would place the latter in 8° 43' (Mr.

Pringle informs us, that its latitude is 8° 44') and in Ion. 77
0
54' 35".

Then, from Palamcotta to Cotale or Cotaur, on the west of the

Gauts, Sir J. Call's map gives 29' 12" difference of latitude S; and

22' difference of longitude west ; to which, if we add the deduction

from Mr. Pringle’s measured distance to Poolytopu, 5' 30" differ-

ence of latitude S ; and 6 ' difference of longitude west ;* the whole

difference of latitude will be 34' 42" S, and difference of longitude

28' west
;
giving for the position of Poolytopu, lat. 8° g' 18"

; Ion.

77° s6>' &5
"

Poolytopu village appears to be situated on the sea coast, E N E
4 G. miles from Cadiapatam Point ; which point, by Mr. Howe,

* The bearing between Cotate and Poolytopu, is inferred from some MS. maps of no grer.t

authority, to be about SW£W. The whole distance being only 8 G. miles, the difference of

longitude would be but little affected, by any error that might reasonably be expected in the

bearing. •
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is reckoned in lat. 8° 7' ; and Poolytopu being about 1' 30" to the

N of it, should be in 8° 8' 30", according very nearly with the

above calculation. It must, I think, be acknowledged, that there

is nothing in this deduction, that appears forced. Poolytopu, by

the best account I can get (a French MS. map in Mr. Dalrymple's

collection), is 16' of longitude west of Cape Comorin ; which Cape,

by this account will be in Ion. 77
0
42' 35".

Wo have some further light thrown on this subject by the mea-

surement of the road, by Mr. Pringle, from Tanjore to Poolytopu.

His whole road distance is 231-^ B. miles; and allowing 1 in 9*

for the winding of the road, the horizontal distance will be 223^ B.

miles, or 193 G. miles; which, on the same bearing as the above

deduction is founded on (S 33
0 40' W), gives difference of latitude

2° 41' 18"; and westing 107,4: or difference of longitude i° 49'.

As Tanjore is in io° 40'' 30",' thc.latitude of Poolytopu comes out

8° 3' 12", and its Ion. 77
0 23' 13" (the longitude of Tanjore, by

Col. Kelly’s measurement, being 79
0 12' 13", deduced from Nega-

patam) and i6v added to it, gives for the longitude of Cape Como-

rin 77” 39' 13", or 3' 20" to the west of the first calculation.

Again, if the proportion of 1 in 8 be adopted for the winding of

the road (a more common one), it produces 190 G. miles -f of

distance; and the latitude of Poolytopu will be 8° 8'; and its Ion.

77° 20' 30" ; and that of Cape Comonin 77° 36' 30".

This is all the satisfaction that I have been able to obtain, con-

cerning the longitude of Cape Comorin, as deduced from the east-

ern side of the peninsula. Something depends on the truth of the

afsumption, respecting the position of Negapatam ; and still more

* The road from Madras to Tritchinopoly

had a winding of
Tritcl linopoly to Velore

Madras to Tanjore - -

— Waudiwash
, — Carongoly - -

Arcot to Wandiwash

1 in 91
1 in 10

1 in 9}
1 in 8

1 in 9i
1 in 7 J

yMcan 1 in 8i

f The distance arising on the lines of Kelly and Call is 186,25 G. miles.

D
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on the accuracy of the map of Tinevelly, the history of which, I am

unacquainted with: but, I think, the near coincidence of Mr.'

Pringle’s measurement, with it (for I reckon 3' so'' but a trifle* in

general geography) is a presumptive proof of it,s general truth. It

is understood that there is from 1 to 2 degrees of westerly variation,

between Negapatam and Cape Comorin ; if this be allowed, it

will remove the Cape 4' 30" further to the west ; and place it, ac-

cording to Kelly’s and Call’s lines, in 77° 38' ,5".

Let us now turn to the other coast, and observe how Capt.

HudJart’s and Capt. Dundas’s deductions of longitude, from the

west to Anjenga, accord with the reputed space, contained in the

interval between Cape Comorin and Anjenga
;
which space, by Mr.

Dalrymple’s observation of the difference of longitude shewn by

his time-keeper, in 1777, was 52' 30". This, taken from 77
0 38' 5",

leaves 76° 4.5' 35" for the longitude of Anjenga.

Capt. Huddart’s longitude of Anjenga, deduced by time-keeper

from Bombay, reckoned in 72" 40' is - 76° 39'

Capt. Dundas’s - - 76’ 30

Mr. Dalrymple’s ® 76’ 38

As Capt. lluddart’s series of longitudes commenced at Bombay

in lat. 180 38', and were continued to Anjenga in lat. 8° 39', and

then back again to Bombay ; by which the error of his time-keeper

was ascertained, and which, was only as much as amounted to 2^

minutes of longitude
; we have every reason to be satisfied w ith

this series, as far as respects general positions: and indeed, geogra-

phy is greatly indebted to the labours of this gentleman, who has

presented us with the longitudes of 16’ places on this coast, and by

that means given the true general figure of it, w'hich exhibits, to

those who have been in the habit of contemplating it, a very differ-

ent form, from what it ever did before.

I am of opinion that more dependancc may^ be placed on Capt.

Huddart’s longitude of Anjenga, deduced from Bombay, in the

manner abovementioned, than on any other account, but at the
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same time I have adopted Mr. Howe’s observation of longitude at

Bombay, as it appears the most consistent with other accounts. I

do not mean by this, to determine on the merits of the different

observations (of wljich indeed, I am incapable), but rather because

it accords with the observation taken at Goa, and with the routes

acrofs from Negapatam to Tanore; and, as far as may be judged,

with the deduction from Negapatam to Cape Comorin. It is true,

that if Montresor’s position of Madura is admitted, it will place

Cape Comorin 12' farther eastward ; and if the variation be not

allowed, there will be 4' 30" more to be added ; in all 1 6' 30", or

the full difference between Capt. IIowc’s, and Capt. Huddart’s

observations; the one being 72" 38', the other 720 54'.

It now remains, after this investigation, to be shewn, in what

manner I have compounded the above differences; that no distor-

tion of the intermediate parts should take place. Anjenga, I have

placed in 76'° 40', being the mean of all the different accounts, by

observation; and by deduction from Negapatam. Mr. Dalrym-

ple's difference of Ion. 52' 30" to Cape Comorin, is then adopted,

which places the Cape in 77° 32' 30". Madura, is placed in

g° ,52', the latitude given by Call ; and its longitude is deter-

mined by Col. Kelly’s distance from Tritchinopoly, with the ad-

dition of 3 miles to it; that is, in Ion. 78° 11'; and Palamcotta in

lat. 8° 42', and Ion. 77
0
45/ 15"; according to the proportions fur-

nished by Call ani Pringle, between Madura and Poolytopu.

The form of the coast between Madras and Cape Comorin, is

from various authorities. The survey of the Company's lands (or

Jaghire) extends beyond Alemparve. From thence to Negapatam,

is from a French MS. map, collated with D'Anville’s map of posi-

tions (above spoken of) and several particulars between Pondicherry

and Portonovo, from Mr. Pringle’s map of the marches. The

mouth of the ColerDone is fx'om an English MS. map. From Ne-

gapatam to Tondi, is chiefly from Major Stevens’s, and my own

observations: from Tondi to Good-water Island, Major Stevens’s

D 2
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alone: from thence to Tutacorin, Capt. Delafield's cursory survey:

and the remainder to Cape Comorin, is from Sir J. Call's map of

Tinevelly ; corrected occasionally by a printed chart, published by

Mr. Dalrymple. It is not pretended that any,.of these points be-

yond Cuddalore, are ascertained with precision: but it is highly

probable that Point Calymere cannot be out in its longitude 4

minutes. Tondi has the bearing and difference of latitude from

Point Calymere to correct its position ; and there was also a line

drawn from it to Tanjore. Ramanad is fixed by the intersection of

two lines, from Madura and Tondi ; and therefore must partake of

the errors incident to Tondi, and Point Calymere. The Point

of Rainiseram is also dependent on Tondi. When I constructed

the map of India, in 1782, I concluded that the respective distances

between Tondi, Tritchinopoly, and Devicotta, had been mea-

sured, and that I worked on surp ground : but I have since been

convinced of the contrary.

From Cape Comorin to Anjenga, the particulars of the coast, ap-

pear to be either little known to us, or very ill described ; as the

reports of it are various and contradictory. Between Cape Comorin

and Ruttera Point, 1 took the particulars from a French MS. chart,

the scale of which appears to be faulty ; for it gives only 3,5 G.

miles of distance between Cape Comorin and Point Ruttera; and

the difference of latitude only 13' 48"
;
by which the latitude would

be only 8° 14'; whereas, it cannot well be unde£ 8° 20', according

to Mr. Howe’s observation : and Mr. Dalrymple observes that Rut-

tcra Point is nearly 29 G. miles from that of Cadiapatam, which

is about 19 from Cape Comorin. On these ideas, I have extended

the distance to 46’^ miles; and still Ruttera is only 28' from Cadia-

patam. M. D’Apres’ account of the bearings and distances be-

tween Cape Comorin and Anjenga, gives 42' difference of longi-

tude; but then his chart contradicts that account, and gives 44-*-;

besides an absolute discordance in particulars. Mr. Pringle mea-

sured only 49y B. miles of road distance, between Poolytopu and
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Anjenga, which cannot be more than 38 G. miles of horizontal

distance: and falls short of my expectations, more than y miles.

All that I could do, was to give the coast such a form, as my mind

had conceived of it, by perusing these different accounts: at the

same time, I confefs, none c/f them appear conclusive: and until

we know the exact position of Poolytopu, in respect of Cape Co-

morin, we cannot allow Mr. Pringle’s measurement to discredit

in the least Mr. Dalrymple’s difference of longitude. We may here

observe, by the way, that coasts of such rotundity of figure, as

the termination of this great peninsula, are seldom so well deter-

mined, as those that embay, and where the same point remains

long in view, and is of easy discrimination. Here the projecting

points succeed each other too rapidly to allow a sufficient degree

of precision in calculating either the bearing, or the distance. The
latitude of Cape Comorin I have taken at S degrees.

Coylan or'Quilon, a Dutch factory about 14 G. miles to the

NNW or NW of Anjenga, is the next place, whose longitude is

noted by Capt. Huddart; but as it cannot be expected that places

differing only a few minutes of longitude from each other, can be

determined with precision by this means; 1 shall pafs on to Porca,

another Dutch factory, inlat. if 15', and longitude by Capt. Hud-

dart 76° io'. I can by no means reconcile this longitude with the

Dutch MS. maps of this coast ; for as the difference of longitude

between Cochin and Porca by Capt. Huddart is only 8', the bear-

ing ought to be S 10' E; whereas in the map, it is S 25 E. In

order not to do too much violence to either report, I have allowed

16' difference of longitude, instead of the 8' of Capt. Huddart’s

and the io' of Capt. Dundas. The Dutch MS. in question con-

tains the whole coast from Coylan in lat. 8° 51', toCranganore in

lat. io° 23'; together with that vast afsemblage of lakes, that ex-

tend in some places 30 miles inland ;
and are the repositories of

the waters that spring from the west side of the Gauts ; the whole

country hereabouts being very flat, marshy , and unwholesome. This
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MS. map, which is also in Mr. Dalrymple's collection, contains a

most valuable addition to the geography of this part of the pe-

ninsula.

Cochin, the principal settlement of the Dutch, on this coast, is

the neKt place in Capt. Huddart’s 'table of longitudes: and is

reckoned by him, in 76° 2 '
; lat. 9

0
,58'. Capt. Dundas makes it

75° 58' ; and M. D’Apres, in his new Neptune Orientale, 76° 3'.

Capt. Huddart has not noted the longitude of any place between

Cochin, and Tellichcrry, in lat. 11 0 48': and there being only a

single observation at the latter, I am inclined to pafs over the con-

sideration of it
;
and proceed to the next point of observation,

Mount Dilla (or Delly) where 3 observations were taken. Mount

Dilla is a remarkable promontory situated in lat. 12" 1'
;
Ion. 7

5

0 s'

;

or i° west of Cochin.

We have two accounts of the bearings of the coast between these

places: the one from M. D’Apres; the other has its particulars from

different authorities. Neither of the two, differ elsentially ; and it

is ncccfsary to examine them carefully, as the result is to be used

in comparing the longitudes of Paniany and Tanore, deduced from

Capt. Huddart’s observations; with that deduced from the marches

of the Colonels Fullarton and Humberstonc, acrofs the peninsula.

M. D’Apres’ account is as follows:

v

Cochin to Cranganorc N by W - 25^ G. miles.

Paniany - N 7
0 15'W 21

Calicut - - N N W 42

Malie - N W by N 30

Mount Dilla N W - 30

The whole, added together, gives a bearing pf N 250 30' W, dis-

tance 144,5 G. miles; on which, the difference of latitude is

20 10' 30", and westing 10,62. But as the true difference of lati-
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tude is only 20 3', there is an excefs of 7,5 in northing, and 3,6 in

westing ; and the corrected departure, 58,4, gives the same differ-

ence of longitude as set forth in Capt. Huddart’s table.

The second series of bearings and distances, are these:

Cochin to Cranganore (by the Dutch

MS. map) - N i2°W 24,9 c. miles.

Paniany (by D’Apres) - N 7
0 15'W 21

Tanorc (by D’Auvergne) N 20°W 14,7

Calicut (by ditto) - N 19° ij'W 24,3

Mahe (by D’Apres) - NW by N 30

Mt. Dilla (by De Funck) NW byW 28,4

%

This series ‘corrected by the difference of latitude, gives about 2'

of longitude, more than that of D’Apres; a matter hardly worth

considering.

Paniany is much the same in both accounts; and when corrected

in position, by the proportion applied as above to D’Apres’ scries,

will be in lat. io° 41' 45", Ion. 7,5° 53' ; or 7' west of Cochin. And
Tanorc, by D’Auvergne’s account of its position, in respect of

Paniany, will be in lat. io° 5,5', and Ion. 75
0

49'; or 13' west of

Cochin.

It may be obseivcd that DeFunck’s bearing of Mount Dilla

from Mahe is NWby W, while that of D’Apres is NW, and 1,6

(
more in distance. The fact is, that the compafs in De Funck's

plan is erroneous, the bearing of Mount Dilla being there W 22®

4,5' N from Mah£; and W 23° 30' N from Tell icherry ; although

the difference of latitude requires it to be almost a point more
northwardly. The true bearing is still a desideratum, but I have

obtained an appro imation towards it, by means of bearings taken

by two ships in Tellicherry road. By the mean of these, the bearing
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of Mount Dilla from Mahe, appears to beW 33
0 15' N* or nearly

NW byW ;
and the distance on De Funck’s plan (which is under-

stood to be measured) is 28,4,0. miles. This gives 24' 30" differ-

ence of longitude, or 7,5° 26' 30" for the longitude of Mahe ; whose

latitude is 110
4,5' 18". And Tellicherry being by the same plan

3' 30" west of Mah<S will be in 7,5° 23' Ion. and lat. 11 0 48'. Capt.

Huddart’s table gives only 16' difference^ of longitude between

Mount Dilla and Tellicherry, although stated above to be 21'
;
but

I have before observed that these sort of observations are more to

be depended on, in great differences of longitude than in small ones:

not to mention that in the calculation of these differences, the actual

place of observation (that is, on board the ship at anchor In a road,

or coasting along shore) is often adjusted to the place whose longi-

tude is to be recorded, and which may be styled the nominal place

of observation, by estimated distances.

Deducing the longitude back again from Mount Dilla to Tanore,

a difference of 2' must of course be expected, as the two series of

bearings give that difference in the longitude ; and Tanore will be

7

5

0 51', or 2' more easterly than the deduction from Cochin in the

last page.

And now it will be proper to examine how far the lines of bear-

ing and distance, drawn by Col. Kelly, and Lieut. D’Auvergne,

acrofs the peninsula, in the, parallels of Tritchinopoly and Tanore,

agree with the results drawn from Capt. Huddart's observations.

Col. Kelly’s survey of Col. Fullarton’s march to Palicaudcherry,

was, according to the paper accompanying it, in the East-India

House, measured the whole way. The result, according to the,

* One of these bearings was N W
-J
W at l of a mile off shore: the other, said to be 2' off

shore, was N W by W. By reference to a pl.ui of the road, it appears that the latter station

could have been only i£' off shore, as the depth of water was no more than 5 £ fathoms. We
may observe that Mount Dill.: should have bore more westerly from the observer that was near-
est\he shore, than the one farthest off : but there is seldom n&ich nicety observed in taking
bc irings on shipboard, although so much depends on it. By calculation, the difference of
the angle between an observer at off shore, and another at Mahe, would have been 30 15';

and that at tj off shore, 3
0 30 . So tfiat Mount Dilla would bear from Mahe by the first

compafs W 36*' N ; and by the second, W 30° 30' N : the mean of which is W 33
0
15 N.
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map, gives 184,2,5 G. miles of westing from Negapatam, or 3
0 7'

48" difference of longitude ;
placing Palicaud in j6° 48' 47" ; and

in lat. io° 51'; that is, 5' north of Negapatam. Of the route of

Col. Humberstone from Tanore to Palicaud, I have seen no lefs
»

than 5 different plans; some cff them differing 6' in longitude (that

is, in distance), where the whole space did not exceed 57 miles.

Onfi alone among these had the author’s name to it, and therefore

demanded the preference: It was by Lieut. D’Auvergne. Iam
yet to learn* whether the distance was measured or not; but I

should hope and expect it was, or a great part of it ; for one of the

copies, and which appears to have been transmitted during the

march, distinguishes between the measured and estimated parts;*

the former seeming to be the part marched over, and the latter

the part the detachment had yet to march. D Auvergne’s plan

gives 56’^ G. miles of westing between Tanore and Palicaud, or

58' 15" difference of longitude; thereby placing Tanore in Ion.

75° 5°' 3‘2"> according to the abovementioned longitude of Pali-

caud, deduced from Negapatam. The copies of this route, inserted

in the maps of Col. Kelly and of Baron Wersebe, give only 50-^ G.

miles, or 6’£ lefs of westing than D’Auvergne’s. Another map
(communicated by Mr. J. Sulivan), and probably in this part

copied from D’Auvergne’s, gives 57 miles ; and a fifth, transmit-

ted by an officer in Col. Fullarton’s army, precisely the same as

D‘Auvergne's ; that is 56%.

If we adopt D’Auvergne’s distance, the longitude of Tanore,

deduced from Negapatam, will be 75
0 50' 32"

Deduced from Capt. Huddart’s observations at

Mount Dilla - - 75 51

And from the same at Cochin - - 75 49

Mean of all 75 50 10

* It should be a rule observed in all plans, to note how the scale was obtained ; whether
by actual measurement ; difference of latitude ; orestimation of distances : to which may be
added, that the meridian line or parallel should be drawn acrofs the whole space in the plan,
to prevent errors in measuring the angles of bearing.

E
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Scarce any discufsion of the sort could be attended with a more

satisfactory result ; and I think it affords the strongest presumptive

proofs of the truth of Capt. Howe's observations at Bombay ; from

which the longitudes shewn by Capt. Huddart's time-keeper, are

deduced.

With respect to my former ideas of the breadth of the peninsula,

although the extent in longitude between Bombay and Madras, re-

mains nearly as before
;
yet by the swelling out of the coast, on

the south of Bombay, I reckoned it too narrow by about 30 G.

miles in the parallel of Madras ;
and 27 in that of Pondicherry.

I have now concluded the discufsion of the longitudes acrofs,

and round the southern part of the peninsula ;
and also an account

of their application to the map : for a rigid adherence to difference

of longitude even by observations of the above kind, between places

not far removed from each other, would in some cases, distort the

relative parts of the map beyond probability : and therefore, it was

necefsary, in some measure, to accommodate the differences, when

the existing authorities appeared to carry more weight than the ob-

servations ; which, as we have observed before, are subject to er-

ror, even in the application : and they are no lefs so, from a casual

variation in the rate of a time-keeper. A series of observations,

such as we have been considering, must in a general view, be re-

garded as decisive; but it would be hazarding too much to adopt

each particular longitude, when it was contrary to every other au-

thority. Much lefs can any absolute dependance be placed on lines

of bearing and distance taken from maps, whose history and con-

struction is not before us. And w here more authorities than one

may occur, and those not agreeing ; in such cases it must be left

for the judgment to determine which appears the most probable.

"Now, although there are strong presumptive proofs of the general

truth of the relative positions of the principal point between Cud-

dalore and Anjcnga, yet they do not rest on the same solid founda-

tions, as the positions in the north part of the peninsula: and there-

fore Cape Comorin is placed more with relation to Anjenga, than
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to the eastern coast. Again, the respective differences of longi-

tude between Anjenga, Porca, and Cochin, do not well accord

with other authorities ; and therefore as these differences of longi-

tude are very small, I thought the Dutch MS. map might be bet-

ter authority for them, than the differences shewn by the time-

keeper. Another particular is to be noted, concerning the longi-

tudes on the south of the parallels of Cuddalore and Malic: (viz.)

that these will be found somewhat different in the map from the

above account ; for when the map was constructed, I was not in pos-

sefsion of some papers w hich throw an additional light on the sub-

ject: but these differences are very trifling. Some few errors also

crept into the construction; so that upon the whole, this account

contains rather w’hat the map ought to be, than what it is: though,

pofsibly, the errors I am pointing out may be so small ,that they

would have escaped the notice of fill but profefsed geographers.

Tanore and Cochin are both placed 3' to the eastward of the

afsigned longitude (page 23); and Negapatam 1' to the westward

of what is given in page 14; by which double error the peninsula

is made to be 4' narrower than was intended, in that parallel. I

was ignorant at that time that there was a plan of Humberstone’s

march, which had the author’s name to it ; and therefore had taken

the mean of all the others. We will now resume the subject of

the construction.

The latitude of. Calicut I have taken at 11 0 18'. This city is

remarkable for being the first Indian port visited by European ship-

ping: that is, by the Portuguese, who landed there under Vasco de

Gama in 141)8. It was then the most flourishing place on the Ma-

labar coast, the Zamorin or Emperor making it the capital of a very

extensive state. It appears to have fallen in its consequence soon

after ; the new power of the Portuguese occasioning a revolution

throughout the maritime parts of the peninsula.

The form of the coast between Calicut and Mahe, is taken from

a sketch of Major Abingdon’s. Chftwa is said to be in lat. io° 38',

E 2
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by Capt. Drummond ; but I cannot reconcile its situation to that

parallel ; as it cannot well be so near to Paniany. I have placed

it in io° 33' 15".

Mangalore is the next place to Mount Dilla, in Capt. Hud-

dart’s table, and its longitude given' is 74
0
44'; lat. 120 50'. For

about leagues to the NW of Mount Dilla, the form of the coast

is taken from a French map in Mr. Dalrymple's collection ; the rest

of the coast to Mangalore, and from thence to Coondapour (or Bas-

selore) in lat. 130 36', is little known as to particulars. A large

river named Cangerecora, whose course is from the north-east, falls

in about 4 miles to the north of Mount Dilla
;
previous to which,

its course is parallel w’ith the sea coast for about 1 1 miles, being se-

parated only by a spit of sand. The forts of Nelisuram, Ramdilly,

and Matteloy are situated on this river, which is joined by several

other rivers, or streams, that descend from the Gaut Mountains

;

which in this part approach within 22 miles of the'coast. I can-

not help considering this Nelisuram, which is situated about 12

miles up the river, as the place meant by Nelcynda and Melcynda,

by Pliny and Ptolemy ; a place visited by the Egyptian and Ro-

man ships.

We have been lately brought acquainted with the particulars of

the coast between Barcelore and Meerzaw (or Merjee), by means

of a map drawn by Capt. Reynolds, during the war which termi-

nated so unfortunately for the British arms in 1783, in the Bcdnore

country ; to which this part of the coast is opposite. This map is

drawn in a most masterly style, and contains near 60 G. miles of the

coast ; and extends inland to the foot of the Gauts, which here

approach, in some places, within 6 miles of the sea, and are never

more than 20 from it. It includes the positions of Bednore and

Bilghey within the Gauts ; and also, Onore, Batcole, and Coom-

tah on the coast. We are furnished with the ljieans of joining this

portion ofgeography to the rest, by having the longitude of Pigeon

Island determined by Capt. Huddart; and by the position of it in
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respect of Fortified Island, near Onore. Pigeon Island is very

small, and lies about 8 G. miles from the coast, and 15 from Onore,*

and is in lat. 140 1'. Its longitude is 74,° 6'
30".

From Meerzavv to Cape Ramas in the neighbourhood of Goa,

we arc but ill informed concerning the particulars of the coast. Be-

tween these, are situated the port of Carvvar, and the islands of An-

gcdive; both of them better known to the English in the early pe-

riod of their India trade, and before they were in pofsefsion of

Bombay. Chpt. Huddart fixed the longitude of Oyster Rock in the

mouth of Carwar Bay, and also that of the Aguada Point and Castle,

on the north side of the entrance of Goa Bay, or road. This lie

makes to be in 73
0
34/ 30" ; and it is worthy of observation, that

the city of Goa, which is 11' 13" more to the eastward, and con-

sequently in 73
0
43' 45" by the same account, was placed in the

same position within a fraction of a minute, by the observation in

the Con. de Temps
; and which, for want of being better informed,

I formerly disregarded. The positions of Cape Ramas, Angedive,

and Carwar Points, are corrected in respect of Aguada, by a set of

observations and bearings of the late Capt. Howe, whose attention

to marine science was equal to his gallantry, and knowledge of the

practical part of his profelsion. I have had occasion repeatedly to

acknowledge the aids I have been furnished with, by means of his

collection of Observations and Remarks, in the pofsefsion of Mr.

Dairympie.

The figure of the island of Goa, and its environs, to the foot of

theGauts, is taken from a Portuguese MS. map of Mr. Dalrymple’s.

The latitude of Goa, and of the Aguada Castle, is 13° 28' 20".

Goa, the capital of the Portuguese settlements in India, and the

seat of a viceroy, is a very considerable city. It was first taken

pofsefsion of by Albuquerque in 1310, and from a prince of Saracen

extraction, according to Jarric.

• When Fortified Island bore E | N, distant z\ miles, Pigeon Island bore $ £ W, and Hog
Island SSE. Hog Island bears from Pigeon Island E £ S, distant about 7 miles.
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The coast between Goa and Bombay, near 220 G. miles, is little

known to us in detail ; nor indeed, was the general bearing of it

known, until Capt. Huddart furnished us with his series of longi-

tudes. By his account it appears, that this coast, although in

the neighbourhood of our principal "marine station and arsenal in

India, was described in the charts, with an error of very near a

whole point of the compafs, in bearing. Indeed the whole West-

ern coast of India has far too great an obfiquity from the north

towards the west, in all the former charts; my own not ex-

cepted.

Perhaps there are few coasts so much broken into small bays and

harbours, and that at the same time have so straight a general out-

line. This multitude of small ports, uninterrupted view along

shore, and elevated coast, favourable to distant vision, have fitted

this coast for the seat of piracy ;
and the alternate land and sea

breezes that prevail during a great part of the year, oblige vefsels

to navigate very near the shore. No wonder then, that Pliny should

notice the depredations committed on the Roman East- India trade

in his time; and although a temporary check has been given to

them in our own, by the destruction of Angria's fleets, &c. yet we

may expect that the practice will be continued, while commerce

lasts. The pirates are protected by the shallownefs of their ports,

and the strength of the country within. And as pirates, they have

greater natural advantages than those of Barbary, who being com-

pelled to roam far from their coasts, have expensive outsets: here

the prizes come to their own doors ; and the cruisers may lie secure

in port, until the prey is discovered.

The Vingorla Rocks in lat. 15
0 52' 30", Capt. Huddart took the

longitude of, next to Goa; and made it 73° 16' 30". These rocks

lie about 6 or 7 miles off'the shore, of which we know but few parti-

culars, farther than that it is pofsefsed by a piratical tribe named
Malwaans. The principal ports hereabouts are Melundy or Sun-

dtrdoo, a fortified island about 10 miles to the N E by N of Vin-
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gorla Rocks, and reduced by Commodore James in 1765: also

Rairee, Vingorla, and Newtya: which last I cannot help think-

ing is the Nitrias of Pliny, near which the pirates cruised for the

Roman ships.

A Dutch MS. chart afsisted'ine in drawing the coast between Me-

lundy and Antigherrya, an extent of about 70 G. miles. This

chart was procured by Sir Joseph Banks for Mr. Dalrymple: and

the tract comprised within it, contains the ports of Devvgur, Ta-

manah, Rajapour, Rampa, Antigherrya, and also Geriah, late the

capital and principal port of Angria. This place was found by

Capt. Huddart to be in Ion. 73° 8'
; and its latitude is j 6° 37'. Be-

tween Antigherrya and Bombay, are the ports and islands of Zi-

vagee, Dabul, Severntlroog, Fort Victoria (or Baneoote), Suller-

dam, Danda-Rajapour, Choule and Coolabba. At Victoria, the

longitude was found to be 7<> 0 54/ : latitude 17
0
59'- The latitudes

alone of several of these places, helped me to settle their positions,

as the coast is nearly meridional ;
but I hardly expect to be fret?

from mistakes, in fixing such a number of places, within so con-

fined a space, and w ith so few aids.

Bombay, the principal port and settlement of the English in this

quarter, is situated in lat. 180
,78', longitude by Mr. Howe’s obser-

vations 7

2

0
38'. I have placed it in 72° 40', or 2 minutes farther to

the east, which was occasioned originally by a mistake, and which

would have cost too much time to rectify, had I attempted it.

Bombay is a small island, scarcely more than 7 miles in length, and

very narrow, containing a very strong and capacious fortrels, a

large city, a dock-yard, and marine arsenal. It was ceded to the

English in i 6‘6*2, by the Portuguese, as part of the dower of the

Oucen of Charles II. On the N E it is separated by a narrow-

strait from Salsette, a fine island of about 1,5 miles square, and an

acquisition from the,«Mahrattas in 1 773. Bombay, Salsette, and the

neighbouring shores of the Continent, form a large sound, in which

are several other islands, particularly Caranjah and Elephanta; the
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latter being famous for its subterraneous temple, and both of them

acquisitions from the Mahrattas.

Salsette has also its subterraneous temples, cut out of the live

rock : all of which appear to be monuments of a superstition an-

terior to that of the Hindoos.* Oirthe east side of Salsette, and

on the borders of the sound just mentioned, stands the fort of

Tannah; probably on the site of the place of that name in the ta-

bles of Ulug Beig, &c. and on the opposite side of the sound, is

the mouth of the river of Callian, or Gallian; the ruins of which

are noticed by Fryer, and are probably those of the Calliana of the

Periplus Mar. Eryth. (Sec Orme's Hist. Frag.)

Bafseen, a city and fortrefs of note, is situated on the point of

the Continent opposite to the north end of Salsette. This place

fell into the hands of the English, after a smart siege in 1780, but

was restored to the Mahrattas, together with all the other con-

quests made on that side of India, at the peace of 1783, Salsette

and the small islands excepted. Bafseen is situated in lat. 19° n/,

and under the same meridian as Bombay, as appears by the maps

of that island and Salsette.

From Bafseen to Surat, the surveyor with General Goddard’s

army, drew a measured line (as I am informed), and the result gave

9,5 G. miles of easting, or io' of longitude, for the difference be-

tween Bafseen and Surat ; by which the latter should be in Ion.

720 5o'. The diflerence of latitude N from Bafseen, was found to

be i° 32', which, added to 19
0

19', gives 21 0
1 1' for that of Surat. It

is placed in 21 0 10' 30".

It is a great misfortune to geography, that no one observation

of longitude should have been taken on the west of Bombay : by

which default, we are precluded from correcting an extent of 7 de-

grees of longitude, along a coast that winds in such a variety of

\
* At Elora near Dowlatabad, more than 200 miles to the east of Salsette, are other tem-

ples cut out of the rovk. For an account 01 these, see Thevenot; aim lor the Jormer, An-
quetil du Perron,
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directions, and whose geography is composed of materials of so

miscellaneous a kind, that it can hardly be expected we should

steer clear of error in the construction of it. The position of Surat

is indeed checked by the measured line of General Goddard's march

from Burhanpour; where Mr. Smith had an observation of the

longitude. And we have also a measured line prolcfscdly taken

with bearings on shore, as far as Amedabad. But compafses often

differ ; and the variation is as often neglected

.

Mr. Smith's longitude of Burhanpour is 76° 22' (but I have taken

it in my map at 76° icy, the reason of which I shall shew in its

proper place), and it is taken notice of now, only with a view to

shew how far Surat, as it is placed here, agrees with the observa-

tion made on the east of it.

By the survey of Goddard's march from Burhanpour to Surat,

the difference of longitude between the two places appears to be

3° 3°' 45" > which taken from 76’" 22', leaves 720 51' 15" for the

longitude of Surat. I have before observed, that its longitude de-

' duced from Bombay is 720
,50': but having taken Burhanpour at

76° icy, Surat will be in 72
0 48' 15", and that is the longitude I

have adopted for it ; altering at the same time Goddard’s difference

of longitude from Bafseen to 8' 15", instead of 10'. And as Mr.
Howe's longitude of Bombay was altered from 720 38' to 72

0
40',

it appears that Surat stands as it would do by Mr. Howe’s original

observation, and with Goddard s original difference of longitude.

The materials under different authorities, for the form of the

coast between Bafseen and Surat, do by no means accord together

;

#
nor have I the means of determining which to prefer. From Bas-

seen to Arnaul, a fortified island commanding the entrance of the

Angafsyah, or Mandavee river, I take from General Goddard's

march, the only authority I can find. From Arnaul to Nonsary

or Nofsary, a few m'les short of Surat river, there is a chart by
Lieut. Ringrose ; and also a chart from St. John’s Point, to Surat

river, by Lieut. Skynner : by which means, we have about 50 miles

F
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of the space contained in Skynner's chart, included also in Rin-

grose’s; and an opportunity is given of comparing their bearings

and distances, as well as Goddard's, which includes nearly the

same space. Here, to our utter astonishment, we find two charts,

profelsedly taken by authority, diffef 1 1 degrees in bearing in an

extent of 60 miles! for so much more eastwardly from the north,

does Mr. Skynner make the bearing of Surat from Omcrgong, than

Goddard’s map does. As to the comparison'between Ringrose and

Skynner’s charts, from St. John's Point to Nofsary, Ringrose makes

the bearing N 2° W, and Skynner N io° E. Goddard’s route com-

ing close to the sea in the neighbourhood of St. John’s, shews, if

we may rely on his map, that the truth lay between Ringrose and

Skynner; but that Ringrose came the nearest to it.

Having taken Goddard s line for the general bearing, I have

adapted the other charts to it, in the best manner I could
;
preserv-

ing all their particulars, in which they do not differ so much as in

generals. Such excellent surveying marks as Tarrapour and Valen-

tine’s Peaks, and Poneira Castle, &c. offer, might easily afford data

for a series of triangles ; and of course, for a general survey of this

coast, in skilful hands: and take away from us the reproach of re-

maining ignorant of the true bearing between two of our principal

factories, Bombay and Surat. St. John’s Point does not appear to

project far from the general line of the coast, cither by Goddard’s

or Ringrose’s accounts, though described in that maimer in all for-

mer charts. The shallownefs of the water near it, has probably

kept navigators at too great a distance to be informed of the truth.

I apprehend that the hill called Segwah, in General Goddard’s

route, is what is called Valentine’s Peak by navigators.

From Surat to Amedabad, through the city of Broach, there is

a route of General Goddard’s, profefsed to be measured, and taken

mathematically. We had previously maps or surveys of the country

between Surat and the river Myhie, extending inland to Brodcra,

Dubhoi, andZinnore, on the*Nerbuddah ;
but none of them went
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beyond the Myhic. Tlie following is the comparison between the

bearings and distances of the different maps as far as they go.

From Surat to Brodera, by Goddard N i8° 55' E 69,95 G. miles.

Ttjrner N 20 5 E 68, 4
Himming N 18 28 E 68,85

Mean N 19 24 E 69,07

The differences here are not great, considering how much com-

pafscs and measures often differ among themselves. The mean of

the 3 accounts differs so little, in any respect from Goddard’s, that

we need not hesitate to adopt the rest of his line to Amedabad,

which is something more than 50 miles to the north-westward of

Brodera. The most remarkable difference in this quarter, is be-

tween Mr. Skynner’s and others’ bearings and distances between

Surat and Cambay.

Mr. Skynner’s is - N 22°\V 83,2 G. miles,

Mr. Taylor’s - N 9
0 5' \V 67,7

Mr. Himming ’s - N 10 30 W 68,3

And it is remarkable that the deviation here, is from the north

towards the west ; on the former occasion, it was from the south

towards the west. As Taylor’s, Himming’s, and Goddard’s, agree

so nearly between Surat and Brodera, one cannot help giving the

preference to their lines, or at least to the mean of both, between

Surat and Cambay; which last is placed in lat. 22" j6' 45", and

Ion. 72
0
32' 45".

Having altered the bearing of the east side of the gulfof-Cambay,

it became necefsary, in order to preserve a proper width to the gulf,

to give the west side direction more oblique to the meridian, than

appears in the original. At the same time, as it appeared but rea-

sonable thatGroapnaught Point should preserve the parallel oflati-

F 2
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tude afsigncd it in the original

; the length of the western coast

must necefsarily be augmented, which it is, by 3 miles. The
width of the gulf, in the original, from Swalley to Groapnaught,

is 52^ G. miles. I have allowed it 48^ only.

It may be observed however that both D'Anville and D’Apres

give even a more oblique direction to this coast than I have done;

at the same time, that they give nearly the same direction to the

eastern coast that Mr. Skynner does; and by this means, bring the

head of the gulf almost to a point. D’Anville places Cambay 33'

of longitude west of Bombay, and D’Apres 25'. I have allowed

only 7' 15". And Groapnaught Point, placed as above described,

is in Ion. 71
0 42' 30"; which is 4' 30" more eastwardly than it

would have been, had Mr. Skynner been followed throughout.

It is unpleasant to reflect that one is left in a state of uncertainty

on a matter of considerable importance ; for such the true bearing

of the opposite coasts of a deep and dangerous gulf must be re-

garded : and here we find a whole point in dispute.

From Groapnaught Point, to Diu Head, I have followed Mr.

Skynner s original bearing and distance ; which gives i° 5o' 15'''

difference of longitude west; placing the wcstmost part of the

Point in Ion. 6\c/ 52' 15". The latitude is 20° 43'.

From Diu Point to Cape Monzc, situated beyond the mouth of

the western branch of the Indus, or Sinde river, the bearing and

distance is taken from a mean of three charts furnished by Mr.

Dalrymple, and with the distance, corrected by the latitudes of

Point Diu, and Cape Monze, the latter taken at 24
0

45', gives 4
0 6'

difference of longitude
;
placing Cape Monze in 65° 46 '. M. D’An-

ville places this Cape near a degree more to the eastward ; and

makes the longitude between it and Bombay 4
0

57', instead of

6° 52', as given in my map : and this makes a great alteration in

the figure of the coast between Surat and the mouth of the Sinde,

or Indus: the peninsula of Guzerat being much larger than was

formerly supposed, the gulf’ of Sinde (or Cutch) much smaller;
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and the delta of the Indus projecting into the sea, instead of re-

ceding from it.

The several charts of the western coast of the peninsula of Gu-
zerat, and of the coast of Sinde, differ in a variety of particulars,

and would make a minute discufsion of them too tedious even for

this Memoir ; and besides, nothing appears in either of them to

claim a preference. In the general bearing above given, the three

charts differed no more, among themselves, than 2° 15' in bearing;

but the charts of the mouth of the Sinde and the gulf of Cutch,

differed so much that Mr. Dalrymple thought proper to publish

them all separately, in order that every person might be enabled

to judge for himself. On collating the names of the different

mouths of the Sinde, one finds great contradictions ; and it is very

difficult to identify them in the several charts. The flatnefs and

want of variety in the appearancc
t
of the coast, added to the sand-

banks whichi*keep navigators at a distance, and prevent their dis-

criminating any minute objects that may occur, occasion these mis-

takes. The tombs alone appear to be the marks for the coast.

The latitude of Ritchcl I have taken at 240 14'; and that of Ca-

ranchy or Crotchey, at 240 52'.

All the particulars of the western coast of Guzerat, and the

mouth of the Sinde, are copied from the abovementioned MS.

and printed charts of Mr. Dalrymple s : and consequently the whole

coast from St. John’s Point to Cape Monze, is described from new

materials.

I now return to Balasore.

From Balasore, eastward to Chittigong, the distance has been

determined by the inland survey ;
and the figure of the coasts and

inlets by Capt. Ritchie's sea survey. The difference of longitude

between the towns of Balasore and Chittigong (or Islamabad) is

4° 53' east; and it if worthy of remark, that the distance by Capt.

Ritchie's marine survey, agreed with the measurement on shore,

to within two miles and a half.
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The charts so late as the year 17/52, represented the difference

of longitude between these two places, to be only 3
0 48'; that is,

i° 5' lefs than the truth. And this diminution of the longitude,

w bile the difference of latitude continued right, gave the sea coast

between the mouths of the Ganges, a direction of two points, or

22-t- degrees more northwardly than the truth ; which doubtlefs oc-

casioned the lofs of many ships, who trusted to the information.

From Islamabad, in longitude <91° .55', latitude 220 qo\ the coasts

of Aracan and Pegu take aSS E course to Cape Negrais, the ex-

treme point of Pegu to the south-west ; the latitude of which is

under 16 degrees, and distance from Islamabad about 420 G. miles.

The outline of this whole coast has been traced by Capt. Ritchie,

under the same direction, and in the same manner, as the coasts on

the west side of the bay. Pie made the diderencc of longitude

2 0 32' east from Islamabad; placing Cape Negrais in 94° 27'.*

Mr. Dalrymplc, who has taken uncommon pains to ascertain the

bearing of this coast from journals, and a variety of sketches and

remarks, makes the difference of longitude 2 0
34', or only 2' dif-

ferent from Mr. Ritchie. The result of this laborious inquiry,

corrected by a nicely-discriminating judgment, corroborates, in the

strongest manner, Capt. Ritchie's calculation; and aflords a de-

gree of satisfaction next to that of an actual observation.

I mean to have it understood that Capt. Ritchie's chart of this

coast, is to be taken only as a general outline, being imperfect as a

coasting chart. Many particulars on this coast are taken from Mr.

Dalrymple's collection, both printed and MS.: particularly, the

river of Aracan, the east side of Cheduba, and the pafsage between

it and the main ;
and a variety of particulars on the coast of Ava.

Some of the names of places were also misconceived by Capt.

Ritchie.

* The longitude of this Cape was reckoned by M. D’Anville only 93^ 16 : so that the

New Map increases the distance between the mouth of the Sinde (or Indus) and Cape Ne-
grais, 2 degrees and 7 minutes of longitude.
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Capt. Ritchie’s latitude of Cape Negrais, or Pagoda Point, is

more southwardly than it is commonly taken at, by 10 minutes;

which I cannot account for, as his observations of latitude are ge-

nerally exact. I have placed this Cape (by which I mean the south

extremity of the coast of Ava) in 15" ,57', by the mean of 6 dif-

ferent accounts, varying from 150 51', to i(>° 4'. Capt. Ritchie’s

was 150 52' 30".

At this point, my materials for ascertaining the intermediate lon-

gitudes of places on the eastern side of the bay, fail me : and 1 have

been under the necefsity, in a great measure, of substituting judg-

ment for fact, between Cape Negrais and the next place of obser-

vation, Mergui: which place, as it is given by M. D’Apres in his

new 'Neptune Orientate, is in ()8° 20' cast longitude, or 3
0

,73' east

from Cape Negrais. M. D’Anville allows 4 degrees; which comes

within 7 minutes of mine ; but although we agree nearly in the

aggregate, v.«e difler widely in point of particulars.

The MS. charts that I have consulted, make the difference of

longitude in question, 4
0 30' on a medium; which is 37' more

than I make it. M. D’Apres makes it 4
0 it/.

The disagreement in particulars between M. D'Anville’s account

and mine, arises in the part between Cape Negrais, and the coast

of Martaban. It happens that this coast lies in a direction so far

from meridional, and at the same time the tides and currents of the

several mouths of the Ava river, do so disturb and falsify the ships’

reckonings, that the true distance can never be ascertained that way

in the ordinary course of navigation. Plans of the Persaim and

Syrian rivers, as high up as the cities of those names respectively,

have been already published in Mr. Dalrymple’s collection ; and,

fortunately, I have been able to obtain tracings of the continua-

tions of those rivers (which are the two extreme branches of the

Ava river) to the plt^e where they separate from the main river, at

about 150 G . miles from the sea. The bearings of the two branches

intersect each other at an angle of ,about 60 degrees; and, there-
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lore, by the help of the latitude, may be used in correcting the

length of the coast between Negrais and Syrian. The Persaim,

or Negrais branch, was traced by that accurate observer, Capt.

George Baker, in his way to Ava, in 1755. I have not been able

to learn by whom the Syrian branch <was traced
;
but by the ortho-

graphy of the words in the map, the author appears to have been

a Dutchman.

The result of these bearings, corrected *by the latitude, as set

forth in the Syrian map, gives difference of longitude 'from Negrais

Point, to the mouth of the Syrian river, 20 21' east; which is about

io' lels than M. D’Apres makes it, and 21' lefs than M. D’Anville.

Some of the MS. charts make the difference still more.

The mouths of the Ava river, which form an afsemblagc of low

islands, like those of the Ganges, are described from several MS.

charts of Mr. Dalrymple's, collated with M. D’Apres' new chart.

From the mouth of the Syrian river to the coast of Martaban, in

latitude 15
0

1 have copied from the new chart of M. D’Apres, pub-

lished a very short time before his death. The figure of the coast

is quite new.

Between the aforesaid latitude and Tavai Point, our charts are

very imperfect ;
but generally agree in giving the coast a direction

of south, a very little eastwardly.

From Tavai Point to Mergui, the coast is taken from a MS.

chart compiled by the late Mr. Howe.

Mergui is placed, as I have said before, according to M. D’Apres’

observation: that is, in longitude 98° 20'; latitude 12°9'.

All the remainder of the coast, to Junkscilon: and the whole

Mergui Archipelago, is from M. D’Apres.
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* I NEXT proceed to the chain of islands that extend from Cape

Negrais to Sumatra ; and are known by the names of the Preparis,

Cocos, Andaman, and Nicobar Islands.

Capt. Ritchie, after leaving Negrais, proceeded agreeably to his

instructions, to describe the situation and extent of the islands that

compose this chain.

None of them are more than 84, G. miles distant from each other

;

so that he needed never to be more than 42 miles from land : and

that but once during the voyage; that is to say, between the Little

Andaman and the Nicobar Islands. In other places, the distance

between the lands is commonly much lels : so that the meridional

direction of the course, and other circumstances, render this line of

much use in correcting the longitudes, not only of the islands them-

selves, but c?f Sumatra also; and had it been continued, as was in-

tended, to Acheen, would have answered the purpose completely.

Pafsing the Preparis and Cocos islands, Capt. Ritchie proceeded

to Narcondam, to fix its position: then back again to Cocos; down
the east side of the Great Andaman (which he found to be almost

a degree of latitude longer than was before supposed), then up the

west side of it, almost to the latitude of 12“ : when finding the at-

tempt to circumnavigate the island might prove fatal to the re-

mainder of his work, lie proceeded southward; describing the ex-

tent, figure, and positions of the Little Andaman and the Nicobars,

he came to the south point of the Great (or southmost) Nicobar.

Here the wind suddenly changed to the south, and prevented him

from determining the respective positions of the southern Nicobar

and Acheen: which is the more mortifying, as one day's fair wind

would have enabled him to accomplish it.

' The result of thip line of bearing is, that the south end of the

Great Nicobar, is in longitude 9

4

0 23' 30"; that is, only 3' 30" west

from Cape Negrais.

G
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The position of Acheen Head, or King's Point (the NW point

of Sumatra), has hitherto been deduced from its bearing and distance

from Malacca, the nearest place of observation ; and its longitude

according to this deduction, is 95" 30' according to M. D'Apres.

Now the bearing of Acheen from Malacca* being in a direction

of more than 60 degrees from the meridian, and the distance 450

G. miles; little reliance could be placed on the result of it, if it did

not happen that the respective positions of*the southern Nicobar,

and of Pouloo Ronde (an island near Acheen), the ‘one deduced

from Negrais Point, and the other from Malacca, agreed nearly

with their reputed bearing and distance from each other. For, of

two MS. charts which I have examined, the one makes i° i\ the

other i° 2' difference of longitude between them ; and these being

laid down apparently without any attempt to support a system,

may be supposed to be agreeable to experiment. The bearings

and distances in these MS. charts are

In one S 56“ E 72 G. miles.

And in the other S 56“ E 75

And according to the deduced longitudes abovementioned, the

bearing and distance is S 56“ E 76’

So that there cannot be any great error in the longitude of Acheen,

as laid down in M. D'Apres’ and i n my map; if this sort of coin-

cidence can be reckoned a proof of accuracy : a difference of a few

miles, in the distance of 8 degrees, being much lefs than could be

expected in such a series of deductions. M. D’Apres makes the

bearing and distance between the south Nicobar and Pouloo Ron^e

S 57
0
30' E ,97 G. miles; or difference of longitude i° 22', that is,

22' more than the MS. charts. It must be observed, that he

reckons the south end of this Nicobar 9 miles farther to the north

than the truth ; occasioned by his making the island so much too

little in extent: for the north end is in its true latitude. Had the

south point of the island been in its true latitude, the bearing of

Pouloo Ronde would have been more eastwardly, and the distance
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only 93, instead of 97: and if, on the contrary, he has enlarged

his distance on the original bearing, to make it answer to the lati-

tude, the original distance could have been only 85 miles.

I have said before that Capt. Ritchie went no higher up the west

side of the Great Andaman, than about the latitude of m°. The
remainder of that coast, as well as the pafsage through the islands

at ‘the north end of it, is from a MS. chart lent me by Mr. Dal-

rymple; and which carries with it the greatest appearance of truth,

on a compaYison of the south and south-west parts of the Great

Andaman in this chart, with the same parts in the chart of Capt.

Rite hie.

Barren Island, and the rock on the east of Duncan’s Pafsage, are

from the remarks of Capt. Justice in 1771.

ISLAND OF CEYLON

It happens that the ordinary tracks of British ships, to and from

Ceylon, and the coast of Coromandel, arc not calculated Tor de-

termining the relative positions of Point Pedro and Point Caly-

mere, the approximating points of Ceylon and the continent of In-

dia. Hence it is, that we are so ill informed, not only of their

fsut situations with respect to each other, but also with respect to

the parallel of latitude under which Point Pedro is situated.

By my observations. Point Calymerc (the southern extreme of

Coromandel) lies in io° so' latitude, and by inference from Ma-
dras, in longitude 79

0
54,' 30". M. D’Apres places it 6 minutes more

northwardly; and D'Anville 7 further south. The latitude of

Point Pedro is also variously represented by the above geographers:

I have taken it at 9
0 52'.

G 2 1
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In M. D'Apres I find the bearing and distance from Point Caly-

mere to Point Pedro, to be - S 37“ E 41 G. miles.

In D’Anvillc S 35) E 38

In a MS. chart, no name - S 46'0 30' E 40

I had an opportunity in 1764, of'dctermining the position of

Cow Island from Tondi, very nearly: I made it 10 G. miles west

of Point Calymcre, and 39 east of Tondi. Between Cow Island

and Point Pedro, Van Keulen reckons 414, and D’Apres and

D’Anville, 42 miles of easting. This will place Point Pedro 31^

cast of Point Calymere, or in longitude 8o° 27'; and in bearing

from Point Calymere E 43
0 20' S

; 42^ G. miles distant. I have

placed it in this situation, accordingly; as thinking it not liable to

any great objection.

The figure of the island of Ceylon is variously represented by dif-

ferent geographers. Van Keulen makes it too narrow in the swell-

ing part; that is, between Batacola and Columbo;*as is pretty

evident from the longitudes shewn by the time-keepers of some of

the commanders of tiie East-India ships, and others. D'Anville

and D’Apres in their maps of the island, agree much better with

these observations.

Between the meridians of Caliloor and the east side of Ceylon

in lat. "7° 40', Van Keulen reckons the difference of longitude

only - i° 46’'

M. D’Anville - 2 1

M. D’Apres - 2 8

And by the time-keepers it is 2 12

However, until a regular series of observations by time-keepers

is made by the same person, all round the island, we must despair

of seeing the true figure of it, unlefs its coasts were surveyed. The

casual observations which we are in pofsefsion of, from different

hands, will only afsist us in fixing certain points of it ; which being

done, the general figure of the island must at present be collected

in the best manner it can be done, from the charts existing.
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The following are the observations of longitude taken on the

solith side of Ceylon:

Point dc Galle, by Capt. Huddart - 8o° 1' 30"*

Dundas - 80 7

West - - 80 1 7 -f-

The mean of these 3 accounts is 80 8 30

Dundrahead by Mr. Topping’s observation (worked to Pondi-

cherry in Ion. 80") is in Ion. 8o° 39': I reckon Point de Galle 28'

west from Dundrahead, therefore it should be by this account in

8o° n'.

Mr. Topping observed the longitude of the Great Bafsas also ; so

did Capt. Dundas: but as we are
<
not well informed concerning

the exact difference of meridians between them, and they being at

ItStst 1" 22' distant, nothing in these observations will apply to

Point de Galle.

There is certainly too much discordance between the three lon-

gitudes of Point de Galle given above; the mean of which is

8o° 8' 30". As Anjenga and Cape Comorin were placed 3' farther

to the eastward than Capt. Huddart’s observation warranted, in

order to accommodate the differences between the two calculations.

Point de Galle should be reckoned in ‘8o° n' 30". Mr. Dairytu-

ple's time-keeper gave the difference of longitude between Anjenga

dfe'JVint de Galle 3
0 29' 30", which added to 76’

0

40' (see page 19)

gives 8o° 9' 30".

If we consider the respective positions of Point Pedro and Point

de Galle by the different geographers, we shall have the following

result

:

¥

Deduced from Bombay, which is reckoned in 72
0

40'.

+ Capt. West reckoned from Sadras, which 1 place in 8o° 24'. He reckoned it 8o° 19 5

and of course. Point dc Galle in 8o° 22'. •
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Van Keulen places Point de Galle west

of Point Pedro - - - 13' 4,5"

M. D’Apres - - - 10

M. D'Anville 3

Mean of the three 8' 55" or </

And the longitude of Point Pedro being*taken at 8o° 37', Point

dc Galle by this rule, will be in 8o° 18'.

On an occasion like this, where we are not likely to come exactly

at the truth, since no one can pretend to say whether the longitude

of Point de Galle be 8o° P 30", or 8o
c
18"; I thought it better to

insure a certain good, at the hazard of a small mistake, than to

sacrifice that advantage, by adhering to a result which in itself was

problematical. In other words, I judged it better to preserve the

general form of the island, and consequently the respective positions

of the north and south points of it, as given by D Apres n.”d

which appear to me to agree best w ilh the result of the ob.v nations

of longitude, taken on different sides of it; than to change those

relative positions, which must have been done, had Capt. Huddart’s

observation at Point de Galle been adopted. I have therefore placed

Point dc Galle to' west of Point Pedro (according to D’Aj>res);

that is, in Ion. 8o° 17'. Had I adhered to the observations in re-

spect of Cape Comorin, it would have been 80" lj' 30". The

mean of all the observations and deductions, is about 8o° 14' 30".

The observations differ among themselves 14' 30". The latitude

of this Point is 6 degrees ; and of Dundrahead, the southmost point

of the whole island, 5
" 31'.

The observations at Dundrahead, were, by Mr. Topping, 8o° 39',

and by Capt. Huddart 8o° 33'. The Great Balsas, by Mr. Top-

ping 8i° 41'; by Capt. Dundas 8i° 30'. TJie variation in these

longitudes, shew that a series of them by the same person, and the

same time-keeper, is by mucl} the most desirable.
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The longitudes on the east side of Ceylon, by 3 different gen-

tlemen; (viz.) Capt. Cumming, Capt. West, and Mr. Topping,

do not disagree so much as those on the south side of the island.

They are these

:

By construction.

In lat. 7
0 40' Mr. Topping's longitude was 82° 2' 8i° 58'

6 33 Capt. West's -* - 81 55 82

6 53 Capt. Cumming's - 82 82 2

7 31 Ditto - - - 82 1 82 1

Together with M. D’Apres’ dimensions of the island (in the

southern parts particularly), I have adopted his detail of the coast

from Columbo to Vendelos Bay. From Vendclos Bay to Point Pe-

dro, the coast in Van Keulen appears to be too nearly meridional,

and his latitudes too much southwardly. Again, on the west side,

from Columba to Manar, I followed D’Apres’ bearing, which is

msve north-eastwardly than Van Keulen's. Indeed it could not

be otherwise, than that both the east and west coasts must have a

greater degree of obliquity from the meridian, than Van Keulen

represents: because he allows too little breadth to the south part

of the island. In short, the general form of the island is D’Apres’

:

but the particulars are collated with Van Keulen’s and D'Anville's

maps.

The distance from Mentole Point, ojfr Ceylon, to Point Ramen

on the continent, I take to be lefs, by n^G. miles, than Major

Stevens supposed it to be, in his chart ! nor can it be otherwise, to

reconcile it to my position of Cow Island.

The Maidive and Laccadive Islands are copied from M. D’Apres

;

save that the position of the northmost Maidive Island (called by the

French the bead ofthe Islands

)

is placed according to Mr. Topping’s

•observations of latitude and longitude in 1785. He made the lati-

tude of it 7
0
5', and the Ion. 73“ 4'; and when opposite to it on the

north, he counted 32 islands ; the furthest bearing SE by E.
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SECTION II.

The surveyed Trad on the Side of'Bengal, or that occupied by the

Course of the Ganges, and its principal Branches, as far West as

the City of Agra.

This extensive tract, which comprizes the soubnhs of Bengal,

Bahar, Allahabad, and Oude; a large portion of Agra and Delhi,

and a small part of Orifsa, is bounded on the east by Afsam, and

the dominions of Ava: on the south-east by the gulf, or bay of

Bengal; on the south-west by an imaginary line drawn from the

port ofBalasore in Orifsa, to the city of Narwah; on the west by

another such line drawn from Narwah, through the city of Agra,

to Hurdwar, the place where flic Ganges first enters the plains of

Hindoostan
; and on the north, by the first ridge of mountains'o-

vvards Bootan. It is in length from the city of Agra, to the eastern

coniines of Bengal, upwards of poo British miles; and in breadth

from ‘](io to e.jo.

With respect to the particulars of this survey, which was exe-

cuted be tween the years 176’;’ and 1777, it is unnecelsary to say

more than that the distances were measured, and that they accorded

with the observations of latitude and longitude; with the former

minutely, and with the latter so nearly, that it was unneeefsarv to

make any correction.

Agra, by Claud Boucher’s observation, is in - 78° 25/

Calcutta, by the mean of four observations - 88 28

Difference of longitude by observation - .9 ,79

By survey - - * - 9 ,78

And Calpy on the river Jumnah, stands in the survey in Ion. 80' 4'

And by the Rev. Mr. Smiths observations - 80 o
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Agra, then, appears to be the most western point determined by

the survey; and serves as a common point of union between the

surveys on the .east, and the routes furnished by various MS. maps,

and itineraries, on the north, south, and west. By means of the

survey also, a number of poirtts are ascertained, which serve to set

off cursory surveys of roads, both to the west and south: such as

Hurdwar and Kamgaut, on the north of Agra; and Gohud, Calpy,

Chatterpour, Rowan, Burwa, and Balasore on the south.

As this tract contains the site of the famous city of Palibothra (or

Palimbothra), as well as those of Canoge (or Kinnoge), and (Jour,

it may not be aniifs to take some notice of them : as also of some

of lelser note, such as Punduah, Tanda, Satgong (or Satagong),

and Sonergong: all of which (Palibothra excepted) are mentioned

either in the Ayin Acbarec, or in Ferishta.

Pliny is the only one among thy ancients (as far as I know) that

afsigns a particular spot for the site of Palibothra; the rest only

speaking-generally of its situation, and as it appears by a discus-

sion of particulars, contradicting one another. All are agreed that

it was situated on the right bank of the Ganges (that is, intra Gau-
geni), and at the confluence of a large river with it. This river was
named Erranoboas according to Arrian (who had his intelligence

from Megasthenes’s journal), and was of the third degree of mag-
nitude among the Indian rivers ; and inferior to none but the Ganges
and Indus. I cannot apply the name Erranoboas to any particular

river. Pliny certainly says that the 'Jjfunanes (Junmah) entered the

Ganges by Palibothra, between Meteora and Clisobara ;* but it is

equally true, that in another place he mentions the conflux of the

Ganges and Jomanes, and in the very next article says that Pali-

bothra is situated 425 miles below that very point of conflux.

Strabo does not give the name of the adjunct river.

'
, Palibothra was the capital of the Prasii, by the account of Me-
gasthenes, whoresided there; and was of very great dimensions;

* Tilt- different readings are Carysubom, and Cyrisoborca.

H
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being 80 stadia in length, and 1,5 broad. If we reckon these mea-

sures to produce 10 miles in length, and near 2 in width,* which

for an European city, compactly built, would be reckoned enor-

mous; yet it does not exceed the dimensions of some of the capital

cities of the Indian soubahs or vice-foyalties. The ruins ol Gour

in Bengal, are more extensive ;
that of ancient Delhi much more

so. The plans of the Indian cities contain a vast proportion of

gardens and reservoirs of water ;
and the houses of the common

people consist of one floor only : of course, fewer people will be

accommodated in the same compal's of ground, in an Indian, than

in an European city; and this may account for the enormous di-

mensions of Asiatic cities.

As Pliny's Indian itinerary (in Book VI.) enumerates the parti-

culars of the whole distance between the Indus and the mouth of

tliQ Ganges ;
and particularizes the site of Palibothra ; it could hard-

ly be doubted that some very large city stood in the position afsign-

ed to it: but I had always a doubt of its being the capital of fin.

Prasii
-f~

visited by Megasthenes. Late inquiries made on the spot,

have, however, brought out this very interesting discovery, that a

very large city, which anciently stood on or very near the site of

Patna, was named Patelpoot'her (or Pataliputra, according to Sir

William Jones), and that the river Soane, whose confluence with

the Ganges is now at Moneah, 22 miles above Patna, once joined

it under the walls of Patelpbot'her. This name agrees so nearly

with Palibothra, and the intelligence altogether furnishes such po-

sitive kind of proof, that my) former conjectures respecting Canoge

must all fall to the ground : notwithstanding that Canoge was un-

questionably the capital of a large kingdom from very early times.

I consider the above information as too clear and positive to re-

quire any proofs from ancient authors ; and therefore the following

* The Olympic stack* can hardly be taken at a furlong, but probably at 200 yards. Then
the dimensions will be about 9 B. miles in length, and 1 \ in width.

t The empire of the Prasii seems to \tavc included most of the tract through which the
Ganges tlows, after it enters the plains of Hindoostan.
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examination of Pliny’s itinerary, is intended rather to shew his

great accuracy in geographical subjects, than as a proof of the

above position; although it may serve that purpose also. To use

the words of a celebrated author, “ Pliny’s Natural History is one
“ of the greatest monuments of universal knowledge, and unwearied

“ application, now extant in ‘the world. '* That part of the iti-

nerary, applicable to my purpose, is as follows:

From Taxila or Tapila, on the Indus (probably near the site

of Allock ),-\- to the river Hydaspes (the modern Jhy-

lum) - - 120 Homan miles.

To the Hyphasis (Beyah) - 390

To the Hcsudrus (probably the Setlege river) i6‘8

To the Jomanes (jfumtiab) - - - 168

To the Ganges - - . - _ u 2

To Rhodopa t - - *119

To Cafrnapaxa (a city) - - 16

y

To the conflux £ of the Jomanes (Jumnah)

and Ganges - 22,5

To Palibothra - - - 4,2 5

To the mouth of the Ganges - - 638

It must first be observed of this itinerary, that it furnishes 110

means of comparing the whole distant? between the Indus and the

mouth of the Ganges, as shewn herf, with that on the map ; be-

cause the second article, namely, the distance from the Hydaspes to

the Hyphasis, is obviously wrong, even if the text (which is very

obscure) is to be taken at 390: for it cannot be more than 220 of

Pliny's miles, unlcfs the surveyor of Alexander’s marches threw

» * Blackwall.

f Taxila or Tapila, and the Indus, are mentioned as one and the same place by Pliny;
Ad flumen Induvn et oppidum Taxila . Book VI.

I Here wc may remark, by the way, that if a»y capital city had stood at the conflux of
these rivers, it is likely that Pliny would have taken notice of it.

H 2
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into the account, the circuitous route to the city of Sangala, &c.

after the Catheri or Cathei. So that the account, as far as it re-

gards the whole distance, is vitiated ;
and we must therefore have

recourse to parts. Taking therefore for granted, that the Beyah

river is meant by the Hyphasis (or rather Hypasis), as I hope to

prove satisfactorily, in my observatictns on Alexander’s inarch ; and

measuring on the map, along the line of the great road from the

Panjab country to the mouth of the Ganges, the distance will be

about 1140 G. miles: and as the itinerary in question gives the

length of the same interval at 2022 Roman miles, the proportion

of one of Pliny’s miles to a geographic mile, will be as 56' to 100,

in horizontal distance ; or about -fe of a British mile in road distance.

This is certainly too short for the Roman miles of 1000 paces;*

but the question in the present case, is not the actual distance, but

the proportions of the intermediate parts of the road. The conflux

of the Ganges and'Jumnah, on the map, is ejep of Pliny's miles from

the Beyah, and 1032 above the mouth of the Ganges; 'and the

itinerary makes the length of the first interval yjcj, the other 1 063

;

that is, Pliny's account places the conflux too far down by 31 of

his miles, or about 1 7 G. miles. Nor is this difference at all to be

regarded in the general question: for our ideas of the distance were

much wider of the truth 20 years ago.

Palibothra he places 425 miles, or so many parts in 1063, of
V

the distance from the conflhSc of the Jumnah to the mouth of the

Ganges: and this is the pointiwe are to attend to. Patna indeed,

is only 345 of Pliny’s miles'below the present conflux ; and this

difference of 80 of Pliny's, or about 44 G. miles, however consider

able it may appear to those who expect nice coincidences in such

matters as these ; does not, in my idea, lefsen the general authority

of the itinerary: because, if we admit only what it literally proved.

# M. D’Anville is of opinion that Pliny turned the Greek stadcs into miles, at the rate of
8 to a miit* ; and thus accounts for their shortnefs. M. D’Anvillc, who has gone deeply info

the subject, thinks that it requires 1050 iiifieraiy stades (of horizontal measure, I apprehend)
to make a degree of a great circle. See his Eclaircifsemens, p. 55-
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Palibothra must still have been situated within 44 miles of Patna.

And as the people there have a tradition that Patna stands on, or

near, the site of Patelpoot'her, it rather proves to me, either that

there is an error crept into the copies of the itinerary ; which not-

withstanding, proves in gendrals as much as is required ; or that

the point of conflux of the Jumnah with the Ganges, has undergone

a change. For although the point of conflux is not found in the

very position in which it ought to be by the itinerary, yet Patna

is nearer to the position afsigned to Palibothra. It may appear to

some, a violent way of reconciling disagreements, but it is no new

thing for the rivers of India to change their course and place of

confluence. I have in the account of the Ganges, &c. (Sec Appen-

dix) taken occasion to observe that the Cosa river changed its

place of confluence with the Ganges, which is now 45 miles higher

up than it was. The Burrampooter has varied its course still

more. And *to come nearer to the site of Patna, the change in the

cofrflux t»$4he Soane, just now remarked: for the ancient bed of

that river is yet traceable on the south of Patna : and seems to have

led into the Ganges near Futwa. It would be unnccefsary to enter

so far into a discufsion of these differences, had not Pliny afsured us

that the distances were measured; and that by order of Seleucus

Nicator.

We may observe that Arrian does not mention the name Romanes

in his book, although he does that of Smas. And if we had no other

authority than that pafsage in Pliny, which exprefsly says that the

Jomanes, a river which pafses by Mernora (probably Matin'a), runs

into the Ganges by Palibothra, we must have supposed that this city

was seated at the conflux of the two rivers. But the itinerary says

that Palibothra was 425 miles below this conflux . Pliny must there-

fore have meant another river, different from the Jomanes.

Strabo gives the distance of Palibothra above the mouth of the

Ganges at 6000 stadia; and though wc cannot fix the exact length

of the stade, we can collect enough fo understand dial 6000 sUide?
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laid off from the mouth of the Ganges, would not reach far, if at

all, beyond Patna.* Nor must we forget the pafsage of Arrian

(in Indicis) in which Palibothra, the chiefcity of the Indians upon

the Ganges, is said to lie towards the mouths of that river . But we

ought not to omit, on the other hhnd, that Arrian quotes from

Eratosthenes, the distance of Palibothra from the western extreme

of India, which is said to be 10,000 stades, only: and that Pto-

lemy gives its latitude at 27°; both which particulars apply better

to Canoge than to Patna. It is pofsiblc that both places may have

been occasionally used as capitals of the Prasii, as we have known

both Agra and Delhi to have been of Hindoostan in general, during

the two last centuries.

Pliny's Palibothra, however, is clearly Patna: and it is probable

that Strabo meant the same place, by the distance from the mouth

of the Ganges.

Canoge,-f the ruins of which are at present of great extent, was,

in an early part of the Christian aera, the capital of Ilnidooocari

,

or rather of the principal kingdom along the Ganges. It is now

reduced to the size of a middling town. It is situated on the right

bank of the Ganges, near the place where the Calini river (or

Callynuddi) joins it ; and is pofsibly the place meant by Pliny for

Calinipaxa. It is said to have been built more than 1000 years

before ouroera: and is mentioned in Ferishta^as the capital of all

Hindoostan, under the prq^pcefsor of Phoor, or Porus, who fought

against Alexander. In poiVt of extent and magnificence, Canoge

answers perfectly to the description given of Palibothra; and

in some respects to the local position given of it by Ptolemy and.

Eratosthenes, did not the above authorities afsign it in a positive

manner to Patna. The Indian histories are full of the accounts

of its grandeur and populousnefs. In the sixth century it was said

4

* Sec page 52, where 1050 to a degree is the proportion fixed on by M. D’Anville.

t
Latitude 27

0
3', longitude 8o° 13'.

I Before Christ 326 years. 1
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to contain 30,000 shops, in which betelnut was sold (which the

Indians, almost universally, chew, as some Europeans do tobacco).

In A. D. 1018, it was seized on by the Gaznian emperors: at

which time, it gave its name to the kingdom, of which it was the

capital.

Gour, called also Lucknouti, the ancient capital of Bengal, and

supposed to be the Gangia regia of Ptolemy, stood on the left bank

of the Ganges, about 25 miles below Rajemal.* It was the ca-

pital of Bengal 730 years before Christ, -j* and was repaired and

beautified by Acbar,|‘ who gave it the name of Jcnnuleabad

;

which name, a part of the circar in which it was situated, still bears.

According to Ferishta's account, the umvholesomencfs of its air

occasioned it to be deserted soon after
; § and the seat ofgovernment

was removed to Tanda, or Tanrah, a few miles higher up the river.

No part of the site of ancient Gour is nearer to the present bank

of the Ganges, than four miles and a half ; arid some parts of it,

vvhish we:ro-originally washed by that river, are now 1 2 miles from

it. However, a small stream that communicates with the Ganges,

now runs by its west side, and is navigable during the rainy season.

On the east side, and in some places within two miles, it has the

Mahanada river ; which is always navigable, and communicates also

with the Ganges.

Taking the extent of the ruins of Gour at the most reasonable

calculation, it is not lefs than 15 mile&n length (extending along

the old bank of the Ganges), and from 2 to 3 in breadth. Several

villages stand on part of its site : the remainder is either covered

with thick forests, the habitations of tygers and other beasts of prey

;

or become arable land, whose soil is chiefly composed of brick-dust.

The principal ruins are a mosque lined with black marble, elabo-

rately wrought ; and two gates of the citadel, which are strikingly

* Latitude 240 53', longitude 88° 14'. f Dow 1st. 6. J A. D. 1575.

§ This is Ferishta’s account; but some of its present inhabitants told me that it was de-

serted in consequence of a pestilence.
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grand and lofty. These fabrics and some few others, appear to

owe their duration to the nature of their materials, which are lefs

marketable, and more difficult to separate, than those of the ordi-

nary brick buildings; which have been, and continue to be, an

article of merchandise; and are transported to Moorshedabad,

Mauldah, and other places, for the purpose of building. These

bricks are of the most solid texture of any I ever saw
;
and hive

preserved the sharpnefs of their edges, ahd smoothnefs of their

surfaces, through a series of ages. The situation 'of Gour was

highly convenient for the capital of Bengal and Bahar, as united

under one government ; being nearly centrical with respect to the

populous parts of those provinces, and near the junction of the

principal rivers that compose that extraordinary inland naviga-

tion, for which those provinces arc famed: and moreover, secured

by the Ganges and other rivers, on the only quarter from which

Bengal has any cause for apprehension.

Tandah, or Tanrah (called sometimes Chawaspenu Tsada, from.,

the original name of the district in which it was situated), was for a

short time in the reign of Shere Shaw, in about 1540, the capital

of Bengal, and became the established capital under Acbar, in about

1580. It is situated very near to the site of Gour, on the road

leading from it to Rajcmal. There is little remaining of this place,

save the rampart ; nor do we know for certain when it was deserted.

In 1659, it was the capitaH/f Bengal, when that soubah was redu-

ced under Aurungzebe: aimRajemal, Dacca, and Moorshedabad,

appear to have succefsively ijecome the capital, after Tanda.

Pundua, or Purruah, mentioned as a royal residence in Bengal,

in the year 1353,* is about 7 miles to the north of Mauldah, and

10 from the nearest part of Gour. Many of its ruins yet remain

;

particularly the Addeenah mosque, and the pavement of a very

long street, which lies in the line of the road leading from Matilda)'

to Dinagepour.

* Dbw 1 st. 340.
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Satgong, or Satagong, now an inconsiderable village on a small

creek of the Hoogly river, about 4 miles to the north-west of

Hoogly, was, in 1566, and probably later, a large commercial city,

in which the European traders had their factories in Bengal. At

that time, Satgong river was capable of bearing small vefsels ; and

I suspect, that its then course, after pafsing Satgong, was by way
of Adaumpour, Omptah, and Tamlook

; and that the river called

the Old Ganges, was a Y>art of its course, and received that name,

while the circumstance of the change was fresh in the memory of

the people. The appearance of the country between Satgong and

Tamlook, countenances such an opinion.

Sonergong, or Sunnergaum, was a large city, and the provincial

capital of the eastern division of Bengal, before Dacca was built

;

but it is now dwindled to a village. It is situated on one of the

branches of the Burrampooter, about 13 miles south-east from Dac-

ca ;
and was famous for a manufacture of fine cotton cloths.

Irvsouj.fi .ancient maps, and books of travels, we meet with a city

named BcngalLi ; but no traces of such a place now’ exist. It is

described as being near the eastern mouth of the Ganges: and I

conceive that the site of it has been carried away by the river : as

in my remembrance a vast tract of land has disappeared there-

abouts. Bengalla, appears to have been in existence during the

early part of the last century.

It does not fall within the compafs/~>f my design to describe all

tlie principal cities of Hindoostan, wr.ich alone would require a

large volume; but it may not be amp's to point out their general

positions, and the relation in which they stand to the several pro-

vinces or states, in which they are situated. Most of the capital

cities are already described as they were in the last century, in the

books of travels of Thevenot, Bernier, Tavernier, P. de la Valle,

^c. which arc in every body’s hands. Most of these cities have,

I believe, very considerably declined since that time ; owing to the

almost continual wars and revolutions that have taken place since

I
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the death ofAurungzebe ; and which were sufficient to desolate any

country that did not produce almost spontaneously
; and of course,

where the deficiency of population is quickly replaced.

Within the tract discufsed in the present section, the principal

cities are, Calcutta, Moorshcdabads Patna, Dacca, Cofsimbazar,

Mauldah, and Hoogly, within the Bengal provinces: Benares,

within the district of the same name, under the British sovereignty

:

and Lucknow, Fyzabad, Oudc, Jionpoilr, Allahabad, Bereilly,

and Corah, subject to the Nabob of Oude, our ally: and Agra,

late in the pofsefsion of Nudjuff Cawn. Generally speaking, the

description of one Indian city, is a description of all ; they being

all built on one plan, w ith exceeding narrow, confined, and crooked

streets; with an incredible number of reservoirs and ponds, and a

great many gardens, interspersed. A few of the streets are paved

with brick. The houses are variously built : some of brick, others

with mud, and a still greater proportion with bamboos and mats

:

and these different kinds of fabrics standing intermixed with »ach

other, form a motley appearance: those of the latter kind are inva-

riably of one story, and covered with thatch. Those of brick sel-

dom exceed two floors, and have flat, terraced roofs. The two

former clafses far outnumber the last, which are often so thinly

scattered, that fires, which often happen, do not, sometimes, meet

with the obstruction of a brick house through a whole street.

Calcutta is, in part, an inception to this rule of building; for

there, the quarter inhabit^ by the English, is composed entirely

of brick buildings, many o| which have more the appearance of

palaces than of private houses: but the remainder of the city, and

by much the greatest part, is built as I have described the cities

in general to be. Within these 20 or 25 years, Calcutta has been

wonderfully improved both in appearance, and in the salubrity of

its air : for the streets have been properly dRained, aud the ponds

filled up ; thereby removing a vast surface of stagnant water, the

exhalations from which, were,particularly hurtful. Calcutta is well
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known to be the emporium of Bengal, and the seat of the Governor

General of India. It is a very extensive and populous city, being

supposed at piesent to contain at least 500,000 inhabitants. Its

local situation is not fortunate ; for it has some extensive muddy

lakes, and a vast forest, cloSb to it. It is remarkable, that the

English have been more inattentive than other European nations,

to ’the natural advantages>6f situation, in their foreign settlements.

Calcutta is situated on tile western arm of the Ganges, at about 100

miles from the sea
;
and the river is navigable up to the town, for

the largest ships that visit India. It is a modern city, having risen

on the site of the village of Govindpour, about ,90 years ago. It

has a citadel, superior in every point, as it regards strength, and

correctnefs of design, to any fortrefs in India : but on too extensive

a scale to answer the useful purpose intended, that of holding a

post in case of extremity ; since tlie number of troops required for

a proper garfison for it, could keep the field. It was begun imme-

diacely after the* victory at Plafsey, which insured to the British an

unlimited influence in Bengal: and the intention of Lord Clive was

to render it as permanent as pofsible, by securing a tenable post at

all times. Clive, however, had no foresight of the vast expence

attending it, which perhaps may have been equal to two millions

sterling.

Hoogly is a small, but ancient, city, on the same river as Cal-

cutta, though on the opposite side; s;r i about 26' miles above it.

/
}n the time of the Mohamedan government, it was the bunder or

port of the western arm ofthe Ganges; where the customs or duties

on merchandise, were collected. The French, Dutch, Danes, and

Portuguese, have each of them a town and factory on this part of

the river, between Hoogly and Calcutta ; and all within the extent

of 10 miles along the river. The French settlement of Chan-

Hernagore, and the Dutch one of Chinsura, are both very neat

and pretty large towns ; and each of them on a better site than

Calcutta.

I 2
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Moorshcdabad, situated also on the western arm of the Ganges,

which is there very low in the dry season, is about 120 miles above

Calcutta. It was the capital of the Bengal provinces, until the

establishment of the British power: and even long after, it was the

seat of the Collector General of the rfevenues ; being a more centri-

cal situation than Calcutta. It is very large, but ill built; and in

its plan so very irregular, that it is dilFiiult to estimate the quan-

tity of ground it stands on. It is a modern city, and does not con-

tain any magnificent buildings, either public or private: nor was

it ever fortified, except by an occasional rampart thrown up round

it, on the Mahratta invasion in 174,2.* This city is now decaying,

especially since the removal of the Board of Revenue to Calcutta,

in 1771.

Cofsimbazar is a small city, nearly adjacent to Moorshcdabad,

and was at all limes the place of residence of the dilferent European

factors; this being the centre of their trade.

Mauldah is a pretty, neat, city, not far remove#*,

X

rQJn the iwth

bank of the Ganges ;
and on a river that communicates with it.

It arose out of the ruins of Gour, which arc in its neighbourhood.

In point of general situation, it is about 70 miles to the north of

Moorshcdabad. This, as well as Cofsimbazar, is a place of trade,

and in particular produces much silk.

Rajemal lies on the west bank of the Ganges nearly in the parallel

of Mauldah, and about eotfniles from it; at the foot of the chain

of hills which projects into the river at Siclygully and Terria-

gully. It is in a ruinous state, although the residence of the vice-

roy not 1 30 years ago ; and has hardly the population ofan ordinary

market town at present. Its situation is romantic, but not plea-

sant: for in Hindoostan, the hills and eminences being ahvays co-

hered with wood, that beautiful swelling of the ground, which is

so justly admired in European landscapes, islost ; and the fancy jr
-

Set Introduction.
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presented at best with nothing beyond a wild scene : which can only

be relished by being contrasted with soft and beautiful ones. M.

D’Anville considered Rajemal as being seated at the head of the

delta of the Ganges: but it is more than 30 miles above it.

Dacca is situated in the eastern quarter of Bengal, and beyond the

principal stream of the Ganges, although a very capital branch ofthe

same river runs under it. /ew situations are better calculated for an

inland emporium of trade than this ; as the Dacca river communicates

with all the other inland navigations
; and that not by a circuitous,

but by a direct communication : as may be seen by the plan of its

environs, in the Bengal Atlas. It succeeded Sonergoug, as the pro-

vincial capital of this quarter ; and is the third city of Bengal, in

point of extent and population. It has a vast trade in muslins; and

manufactures the most delicate ones, among those that are so much

sought after in Europe: and the cotton is produced within the

province. Dacca has in its turn been the capital of Bengal: and

that wWiiixilip-present century. There are the remains of a very

strong fortrefs in it; and within these few years there was near it,

a cannon ofextraordinary weight and dimensions:* but it has since

fallen into the river, together with the bank on which it rested.

Dacca is situated about 100 miles above the mouth of the Ganges,

and 180 by the road from Calcutta. The country round it lying

low, and being always covered with verdure during the dry months,

* As it may gratify the curiosity of some of my risers, I have here inserted the dimen-

sions and weight of this gun. 1 took the incasu:t*s very carefully throughout, and calcu-

lated each part separately. It was made of hammered iron ; it being an immense tube iormed
of 14 bars with rings of 2 or 3 inches wide driven over them, and hammered down into

a smooth surface ; so that its appearance was equal to that of the best executed piece of brafs

ordnance, although its proportions were luuity.

Whole length « 22 feet 10* inches.

Diameter at the breech 3 3
' 4 feet from the muzzle - 2 10

the muzzle - *2 2 \
of the bore - - I 3 1

•, The gun contained 234,4*3 cubic inches of wrought iron: and consequently weighed

^4,814 pounds avoirdu poise; or about the weight of eleven 32 pounders. Weight of an iron

shot lor the gun 465 pounds.
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it is not subject to such violent heats as Moorshedabad, Patna, and

other places.

Patna is the chief city of Bahar, and is a very extensive and po-

pulous city, built along the southern bank of the Ganges, about

400 miles from Calcutta, and 500 flora the mouth of the river.

Having been often the scat of war, it is fortified in the Indian man-

ner with a wall and a small citadel. It ^ a place of very consider-

able trade. Most of the saltpetre imported by the East-India Com-

pany, is manufactured within the province of Bahar.' It is a very

ancient city ;
and probably its modern name may be derived from

Pataliputra, or Patclpoot'her ; which we have supposed above to

be the ancient Palibothra.

Benares is the chief city of the district commonly known by that

name (and which consists of the circars of Benares, Jionpour,

Chunar, and Gazypour), but is more celebrated as the ancient seat

of Braminical learning, than on any other account ; although it be

a fine city, in itself very rich and populous, and the cornpartly

built of any. It is built along the north bank of the Ganges, and

is distant from Calcutta, by the road, about 460 miles. Its ancient

name w as Kasi : but there are no notices concerning it in the works

of the ancient geographers. I think, if it had existed during the

time of the Syrian ambafsadors, Pliny would have noticed it, as

he has done Mcthora (Matura) and Clisobara, which lay near the

Jumnah river.

Allahabad is seated at the point of confluence of the two great

rivers Ganges and Jumnah, and succeeded to Pryaug, or Praig. Ac-

bar founded the present city, which he intended as a place ofarms;

as its situation is very important, both as it respects the navigation

of the two rivers, and the country of the Doab behind it. Alla-

habad is about 820 miles above the mouth of the Ganges, and 550

by land from Calcutta. It belongs to the Ndbob of Oude ; but its-''

fortifications will hardly resist the battering of a field piece.
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Lucknow is the present capital of Oude, having superseded the

late capital Fyzabad, on the occasion of the Kohilla and other con-

quests
; which left it rather in a corner of the kingdom, as it is now

constituted, and in that corner the farthest removed from the scene

of businefs. It is a very ancient city, and moderately extensive

:

but after the short account given above of the nature of the ordi-

nary buildings, a city maJ very suddenly be augmented, on its be-

coming a royal residence: and Fyzabad of course may have decli-

ned. A small river, named the Goomty, runs under Lucknow, and

communicates with the Ganges ; but this last river is at least 43 miles

to the SW of Lucknow. With respect to Calcutta, it is distant

by the nearest road, 650 miles; and about 280 from Delhi. All

is one vast plain from Lucknow to the mouth of the Ganges.

Fyzabad lies on the river Gogra, a very large river from Thibet

;

and is situated about 80 miles to the eastward of Lucknow, c6o from

Calcutta. It is a very large city : and nearly adjoining to it, is the

very ancieiitjat-y of Outfe or Ajudiah. Fyzabad, as we have just seen,

was the capital of the Nabob of Oude, till within these few years
; but

it was an inconvenient situation, even before the Kohilla conquest.

Jionpour is a small city on the Goomty river, about 40 miles to

the NW of Benares, and in the road from that city to Fyzabad.

Corah, or Corah-Jehcnabad, is a small city inthcDoab, or coun-

try between the two rivers Ganges and Jumnah, subject to the

Nabob of Oude.

Bcreilly is the capital of Rohilcund, which was added to the do-

minions of Oude, in the year 1774. It is but a small city, and is

situated about half way between Lucknow and Delhi.

The city of Agra,* as I have said before, is situated at the

western extremity of the tract under discufsion ; and on the south

bank of the Jumnah river, which is very seldom fordable. This

• Latitude 27
0 15', longitude 78° 29' by Claud Boudier: 78° 28' in the map.
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city appears to have been, during the late century, and in the begin-

ning of the present, the most splendid of all the Indian cities; aftd

at this time exhibits the most magnificent ruins. About the year

1,5$), the Emperor Acbar, liking its situation, made it his capital;

since which, it is often named Acbarabad. It was then a small for-

tified town
;
but it soon became an extensive well built city, regu-

larly fortified according to the Indian Wthod, and with a fine

citadel of red free-stone. Perhaps it has seldom happened, that a

city of such great extent and magnificence has declined so rapidly.

If Ptolemy, by Agara, meant Agra, it is certainly a place of great

antiquity; but he has not placed Agara in the situation where we

should look for Agra: and I rather suppose that Agaroa was the

place meant * Biana or Baniana seems to have immediately pre-

ceded it, as the capital of the province now called Agra, and which

was originally included in the kingdom of Canogc.

* Bernoulli, Vol. I. p. 135.
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SECTION III.

The Tract occupied by the Course of the River Indus and its prin-
* cipal Branches : with the adjacent Countries on both Sides, from
Hoe Mountains ofCabul and Cashgar, to the Cities ofAgra and

Agimere.

This part comprehends iiv general the souballs or provinces of

Cabul, Cashmere, Lahore, Moultan, andSindy; with the northern

parts of Agimere, and the western parts of Agra and Delhi: and

is about 730 P>. miles in length from NE toSW; and from 750
to 350 in width. It is bounded <m the east by mount Sewalic,

and by an imaginary line drawn from Hurdwar to Agra ; on the

south by the great road leading from Agra to Agimere, and by the

river Puddar
;
on the west by the Arabian sea, and Persia ; and on

the north by Balk, Badakshan, and Cashgar. But as the original

map of Hindoostan is not extended so far to the N and NW as

these limits imply ; and as much valuable, information concerning

this tract, has been communicated since the publication of the

first edition of this work ; an appendage to tlie original map,

on a similar scale, is here given. To this the reader is referred for

an explanation of what belongs generally to Ilindooslan, in this-

Section ; as well as to another, on a smaller scale, for its connexion

with Persia and Tartary.

Delhi, the nominal capital of Hindoostan at present, and the

actual capital during the greatest part of the time since the Ma-
homedan conquest, Ijtas its position determined by observations of

latitude and longitude ; which observations accord both with the

maps, and with the popular estimation of its distance, from the

nearest points in the surveyed tract, mentioned in the last Section.

K
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We first hear of Delhi, as the capital of Hindoostan, about the

year 1200. It is reported to have been founded by Delu,* about

300 years before our sera ; and I believe should properly be written

Dehly. Although a more extensive and populous city than Agra,

it was not so well built. Shah Jchan, grandson of Acbar, and fa-

ther of Aurungzebe, made this city his residence, and directed it

to be called Shahjehanabad ; and by this kind of vanity, it hap-

pens, that most of the Indian cities have a plurality of names: a

practice very common in Hindoostan ; to the utter confusion of

historic records, and no lefs injustice to the original founders.

It is difficult to ascertain the true measure of extent of this city,

which was said to contain, during the latter part of the last cen-

tury, two millions of inhabitants. It is certain, that the account

given by Bernier, who had good opportunities of being well in-

formed, and who deserves the greatest credit for veracity, does not

justify so high a calculation of its inhabitants. His account was

indeed written in 1663, only four years after the accession of Au-

rungzebe: and it is well known that under his reign, both the em-

pire and capital were greatly augmented. Bernier, I say, esti-

mated the circumference of Delhi at three leagues only, reckon-

ing what was within the fortifications; besides which, he describes

several suburbs, but altogether, no extraordinary extent for a ca-

pital city in India. He describes Agra as being considerably larger.

After the plunders and mafsacres that it has been subject to, since

the decline and downfall of the Mogul empire, we may expect it

to be reduced very low : and accordingly, it is spoken of by late

travellers as a city of moderate extent ; and even for an Indian city,

very ill built.

Claud Boudier found the latitude of Delhi to be 28° 37' ; and its

longitude 77° 40'. A MS. map communicated by my friend Mi;.

Hastings, and which includes some principal* roads in the Dooab,

* Ferishta. The Ayin Acbarce says that the ancient name of Delhi, was Iiulerput.
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is particularly distinguished from the rest, which were drawn on

the authority of others : but which arc, notwithstanding, the best

of their kind, as far as I have had an opportunity of checking them.

The scale is in cofscs, of which the author allows 6,9,3
* between

Agra and Delhi; which interval, oa the authority of Capt. Rey-

nolds, I have taken at 98,3 G. miles of direct distance; and by

this proportion, the cofscs of the map are to be reckoned at 42,3

to a degree. (See page 5.)

In the map, the bearing of Sirhind from Delhi, is N 33
0 15' W

;

the distance 105 4 of the abovementioned cofscs: by which Sirhind

falls in lat. 300 41' 30"; Ion. i° 34' W from Delhi; or from

Greenwich, 76° 6'. Its latitude is unluckily omitted in the printed

copies of the Ayin Acbaree ;
but as a presumptive proof of the

truth of its parallel, Shahabad, in the province of Sirhind, falls

by construction in 300 13'; and Thanasair (or Tannasar) in 30°;

which are given at 300 12', and 300 10', respectively; in the Ayin

Acbaree. And what, moreover, I consider as an irrefragable proof

of the general accuracy of the position, is, that Mustaphabad,

which stands in Col. Polier’s map at 42 cofses from Sirhind, to-

wards Hurdwar, is by Bernoulli's account (Vol. I. p. 146, 147)

46 cofses from Hurdwar: by which the interval between Sirhind

and Hurdwar should be 88 cofses : and it is actually <jo by the

construction.

Sirhind is a very ancient city ; but like most of the Indian cities,

has greatly declined. Between it and Delhi, are extensive plains,

within which are situated the towns of Panniput, and Carnawl,

famous for great battles, both in ancient and modern times.]; The
reason of it is, obviously, the nature of the country ; a vast plain,

* Thevenot says that there are 69 or 70 turrets (i. e. mile-stones) between the two
places: and indeed, the distance is ordinarily reckoned 70, to 71 cofses. Lieut. William
Stewart, a gentleman of considerable merit, and whose ingenuity, perseverance, and zeal,

arc likely to promote the interests of geography, measured the road distance, and found it to
be 1 37 ^ statute miles between Agra and Delhi. If 71 cofses were reckoned on the same
load, each common cofs would be 1,94 B. miles, of road distance.

f The computations vary from 99 to 105 cofses.

T Near to Tannasar and the lake Koorkhet, places of Hindoo worship, is the scene of the.
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situated at the mouth of a pafs: for such the country immediately

on the west of Delhi may be considered to be, shut up by the

mountainous and close country of Mewat and Agimere on the one

hand, and by the Jumnah river on the other: and whether Delhi,

Agra, or Canoge, was the /capital, this was the road to it from

Tartary and Persia, the original countries of the conquerors of

Ilindoostan.

The course of the Jumnah river, above Delhi, to the neigh-

bourhood of the hills, is determined by Col. Polier’s map
; as are

most of the positions in that part of the Dooab :* and they accord

generally with the notices in Bernoulli. The site of the very an-

cient city of 1 Iusteenapour, is, by this map, and by the report of

M. Bernoulli, near the western bank of the Ganges, 38 G. miles

below Hurdwar, and on the north-east of Delhi. The Dooab

appears to grow much narrower as it approaches the hills. Capt.

Kirkpatrick ‘informs us, that the province of Doon, or Down,

occupies the space at the foot of the mountains that extend from

the Ganges to the Jumnah; and that its length is only 20 cofses :

that is, royal cofses of B. miles, and upwards. Mr. Forster’s

route lay within the mountains, and his report corresponds nearly

with this; so that 40 or 41 G. miles, in direct distance, is the ut-

most that can be allowed for the breadth of the Dooab, in this

place : and it being so much wider below, the course of the Jum-

nah within the mountains must be from NE to SW: and it is

indeed highly probable, that it should run nearly at right angles

with the line of direction of the mountains, as they rise above one

another in a scries of ridges ; of which the highest appears to be

the snowy one, lying behind Sirinagur. If the Jumnah springs

from the south side of this ridge, its course would be limited to

about 90 miles, from its source to its entry on the plains. It

war of the Mahabarut (an episode of which has been lately translated from the original

Sanscrit, by Mr. Wilkins), so that this ground, which is not far from Cariuwl and Panni-
put, has been the scene of war in all ages; poetically, as well as historically.

* See an explanation of the term Dooab, in the Introduction, page cxvi.
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is singular that no notide should be taken of the place of its source,

in the Ay in Acbaree; when those of the rivers of the Panjab are

so particularly described. But the Panjab rivers all spring from

the south-west of the snowy ridge : and may we not conclude

from this silence, and front the bulk of the Jumnah where Mr.

Forster crofsed it (for he found it as w^ide as the Ganges, within

the hills; and this he states to be 200 yards), that it really has a

more distant source ; for the Sctlege at Bullauspour was only half

the width of the Jumnah ?

Between Carnawl and Sirhind, four streams, or rivers, crofs the

great road. Two of them are the Caggar (or Keither), and the

Sursooty (or Sereswatty), and the others have no names in the

MS. maps. The first is taken notice of in the Ay in Acbaree, as

one of the lefser streams in the soubah of Delhi ; and as paising

on the west of Tannasar, a celebrated place of Hindoo worship.

The second pafscs between Umballa and Sirhind; and the rest

between the two first-mentioned ones. It is probable, from cir-

cumstances, that there may be others, although deemed too insig-

nificant to merit notice. All these streams run to the south, or

south-west ; and probably mix either with the Indus, or Puddar:

though I formerly supposed them to run to the S E into the Jum-

nah. I had also, with M. D’Anville, supposed the Caggar to be

the Hesudrus of Pliny ; situated half way between the Hyphasis

and Jomanes : but having now discovered the Beyah to be the

river meant by the ancient Hyphasis, there can be no difficulty in

pronouncing the Setlege, or Suttuluz, to be the Hesudrus; as it

answers in point of proportional distance.

It appears from Ferishta (Dowe I. 329), that on the west of Sir-

hind, a small rivulet named Selinta, ran to the south, towards

Sunnam, or Soonam (a well-known place, about 60 miles to the

SW of Sirhind): pofsibly this may be the same with the Jidger,

often mentioned by Ferishta ; and which may be referred to this

quarter. And asFerose drew a canal from the Setlege to the Jidger y
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one might expect those rivers to lie next each other, of course.

What farther strengthens this opinion, in my mind, is, that Fe-

rose is said to have turned a larger rivulet, that originally ran in-

to the Sctlcge, into a smaller one (the Selima) that ran towards

Sunnam (Dowe I. 32,9). I /Should almost conclude, that the ca-

nal from the Setlege, led iyfo these confluent waters. Before we
proceed finally to attempt the description of the courses of the fa-

mous canals ofFerose, it will be necefsary to fix, as geographical

points, the places near to which the canals arc supposed to pals.

Samanah,or Semana, a town of some note, is placed on the au-

thority of Col. Polier’s map, about S by W 40y G. miles from Sir-

hind. Samanaii is of considerable importance to the geographical

construction; it being the first point that can be recognized in the

march of Tamerlane’s army, after that conqueror left Batnir. She-

refeddin reckons it 52 cofses 1 Panniput. and in Col. Policr's

map it is about 50. It is si.i annl m the circar of Sirhind ; and is

bordered on the south by Hilsar, which has for its capital Hifsar

Ferozeh, celebrated on occasion of ts being lbu tided by Sultan

Ferose III. as well as for its canais . for me coiintry between Delhi

and the Panjab, being scant’d/ ax-. -, \ 1 a i •; ! 1 water, the Empe-

ror Ferose III. undertook the nobio .. v.* ‘1 as useful task of sup-

plying it better; and at the same time ; \ant to apply the water

so furnished to the purposes of navigation. Capt. Kirkpatrick’s

friendly and well-directed attention has enabled me to give a ge-

neral idea of Fcrose’s plan : although certain parts of it are yet ob-

scure, for want of knowing how to apply the names of the rivers,

and water courses, mentioned in Ferishta.

The position of Hifsar Ferozeh, is clearly to be collected from

Capt. Kirkpatrick’s MSS. afsisted by Col. Poiier’s, and Bernoulli’s

notices. According to Bernoulli, Hifsar is 6‘o cofses to the west-

ward of Delhi : and it is also 40 from Sarsa, E S E, according to

Kirkpatrick. Sarsa appears also in Polier’s map, at 98 cofses

from Delhi ; which will be found to agree, considering that Hifsar
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lies out of the direct line. Kirkpatrick also makes it to be 80

common cofscs from the outlet of the canal, that leads from the

.Jumnnh, by Sufedoon, to Hifsar; and Sufedoon being 30 royal cos-

sesfrom that outlet, the complement, equal to 54 G. miles, should

be the distance of Hifsar from Sufedoon. And this last place is

marked in Policr’s map, at <20 G. miles v^V. by S from Panniput.

Hansi, a town whose proximity to Hifsar, has occasioned the

latter to be often named Hami-Hijsar , lies on the canal from the

.lumnah, at 10 cofscs from Hifsar, to the NE. This place is also

18 from Mahim
; 30 from Dadari ; botli which places appear in

Col. Polier’s map. And Hansi, thus placed, adds confirmation to

the position of Hifsar : for according to a map communicated by

Col. Murray, Hansi ought to stand 8 or 9 cofses SW of Jind, or

Junced ; and this is the position that Hansi actually takes in Col.

Polier’s map, when placed as .above, in respect to Mahim and

Dadari.

Again, Capt. Kirkpatrick gives the distance of Hansi from Ba-

hadernagur (11 \ cofses W of Delhi), circuitously through Roh-

tuk and Mahim, at 4 cofses; or at 577 from Delhi. And these

places being also in Col. Polier’s map, we are enabled to ascertain

the direct distance, by allowing for the inflexions of the road, by

its pafsing through those places.

Hifsar being thus satisfactorily placed, I proceed to the account

of it, and of its canals. The site of this city and fortrefs was ori-

ginally occupied by two villages, named Great and Little Luddas ;

they stood in the midst of a sandy desert, and were so ill supplied

w ith w ater, that it was sold to the travellers who pafsed this way
from Persia to Delhi. It was to remedy this defect in the city

which Ferose proposed to build here, that he caused canals to be

drawn to it, as we have seen above. The city and fortrefs were

built of stone, brought from the neighbouring hills of Nosa, or

Loosa ; and they were completed in two years and a half ; all the

omrahs afsisting in the work.
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It appears, that previous to the building of Hifsar, Ferose had

made a canal from the Jumnah, near the northern hills, to Sufe-

doon, a royal hunting place ; for the purpose of supplying it with

water. Sufedoon is about 20 G. miles to the westward, orW by

S, of Panniput. This canal Avas in length 30 royal col’ses, or full

60 G. miles; and it pafsed/oy Carnawl and Toghlukpour. After

tlie foundations of Hifsar were laid, he drew two principal canals

to it ; one of which was a prolongation of the canal of Sufedoon,

the whole extent of which was then 80 (common) cofses, or about

114 G. miles. Perhaps it may be proper in this place to mention,

that Shah Jehan, about the year 1626, not only repaired and

cleansed that part of the canal between the hills and Sufedoon, but

prolonged it, by anew cut, to Delhi; an additional length of full

60 G. miles ; and this prolongation obtained the name of Nebr

Bebisbt , or the canal of Paradise ..

The other'principal canal, was drawn from the Setlege river,

to Hifsar Feroseabad. The outlet and course of this canal is not

so clearly defined as the other : Capt. Kirkpatrick, to whom I am
indebted for the information concerning Hifsar and its canals, had

it from a history of Ferose, written by Sbumse Serqje, soon after

the death of that great monarch, which happened in 1 388. Shumsc

Surajc says, that the canal was made from the mouth of the Setlege

:

which Capt. Kirkpatrick concludes to mean the confluence of

that river with the Beyah : for, after the meeting of those rivers

at Ferosepour, the name of Setlege is no more heard of (above

Moultan at least), that of Kerah being the name of the confluent

waters. And this would seem to be corroborated by Ferishta, who
says, that in the year 13,55, Ferose went to Debalpour, where

he made a canal of 100 miles in length, from* the Setlege to the

Jidger (Dowc, vol. I., p. 327). Concerning the identity ofthe Jid-

ger, I have before exprefsed an opinion (page 70): conceiving

it to be a stream that ran by Sirhind and Soonam. What follows

in Ferishta, as translated by Dowe, I confefs I do not well com-

L
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prehend. “ He[Terose3 drew soon after, a canal from the Cag-

“ gar, pafsing by the walls of Sirsutti, and joined it to the river of

“ Kera ; upon which he built a city, named after him Feroseabad.

“ This city he watered with another canal from the Jumnah.

“ These public works were of prodigious advantage to the adja-

“ cent countries, by supplying them ^vith water for their lands,

“ and with a commodious water-carriage from place to place."

It may, pofsibly, be a jumble of two sentences, which related to

different cities, together : the river Kera, and Feroseabad, may

relate to the city of Ferosepour, at the conflux of the Setlegc and

Beyah: and the canal from the Jumnah, to Feroseabad, a city

founded by Ferosc, in the vicinity of old Delhi. Capt. Kirkpa-

trick remarks an obscurity in the text of Ferishta in this place.

I confefs I have a different idea of the course of the western

canal, from that derived from .the words of Shumse Suraje ; and

should suppose the outlet of it, from the Setlege, was nearer to

Ludhana than to Ferosepour ; because, ist. Considering the course

of the Setlege, the level of the country between it and the Cag-

gar, or the Jidger, would be against a canal cut from Ferose-

pour ; especially when the waters were low. ed. I am informed

by Col. Polier, that the lands between the Setlege and Batnir lie

very high, in the nature of an elevated plain ; so that water is

only to be had from exceeding deep wells : the nature of such a

country is consequently against a canal on a level section. And,

3d. The rivers Setlege and Caggar diverge in their courses to such

a degree, that the extent of a canal, in the lower part, would be

almost double the length required.

But although the precise geography of these canals may not be

understood, we carf be under no difficulty concerning the general

scope of Ferose’s design ; which was to distribute water through

a large extent of dry, sterile country, with a view to fertilize it

;

and also for the purposes of water carriage. That he in a great

degree, accomplished theformer, appears by the account ofShumse
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Suraje; the substance of which is communicated by Capt. Kirk-

patrick :* but concerning the latter, we have no other information

than that contained in the above quotation from Ferishta. Neither

the breadth, or the depth of the large canals, arc mentioned by

either historian. That whi<yh conducted the water from the hills

to Sufcdoon, is said to be ^6out four yards in breadth.

Whether this grand design of Ferosc's was completely executed,

I have no means of knowing. Probably, as we have heard so little

of the western canal, it might never have been rendered adequate

to the purposes of navigation. Had it been completed, it must

have ranked with the greatest works of this kind : we should then

have seen two capital rivers, which traverse a large part ofsouthern

Asia, which enter the sea at the distance of 1500 British miles asun-

der, and which stretch out their arms, as it were, to meet each

other, united by art ; and those, by nature, to a third ; so as to

form an uninterrupted inland navigation from the frontiers of

China to those of Persia !

The distance between the navigable parts of the Jumnah and

Sctlege, is about 105 G. miles, in a direct line: but according to

Ferosc's plan, it might be 240. It appears that one of the branches

of the eastern canal led into the Jumnah at Kungipara.

The length of this difsertation on the canals of Ferose, may

pofsibly appear tedious to many; but improvements of this kind

occur so seldom in the history of Hindoostan, where barbarous

conquests and mafsacres arc oftentimes the principal subject, that

they are dwelt on with pleasure whenever they appear : and wc

* Besides the main canals that have been mentioned, it seems that several others were cut,

which united them in different parts, and in different directions. The banks,* both of the

main canals and their branches, were covered with towns: such as Juneed (the Jind of Po-
licies map), Dhataret, Hansi, and Toghlukpour. Ferose, by sanction of a decree of the

cazees, assembled for the purpose, levied a tenth of the produce of the lands fertilized by
these canals ; which he applied, together with the revenue yielded by the lands newly brought
into cultivation, to charitable uses. The lands of Ferozeh, which before had produced but

one scanty harvest, now produced two abundant ones.

This circar (Hifsar-Ferozch), ever since the conquest of Hindoostan by the Moguls, has
constituted the personal estate of the heir-apparent of the empire.

[ Capt. Kirkpatrick's MSS. ]

L 2
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have only to regret on the present occasion, that the description

of them is so obscure.

Batnir, or Batnair, is the extreme point westwards, in Col.

Policr's map. This is a most useful point in the geography of

Tamerlane's march from the Panjab $ being the intermediate and

only point between Adjodin and Samanah. How its position,

which is 30 G. miles N NW from Sarsa, and 72 south-westward

from Samanah, was obtained, we are not told : however, it will

be found to accord with the march of Tamerlane ; and may there-

fore be supposed to rest on the authority of the computed dis-

tances from Samanah and Sarsa, to Batnir, and may be the result

of recent inquiries.

Colonel James Browne informs us, that Batnir is also called Ba-

tinda, by the people of the Panjab ; and that it is situated in a

country famous for pastures, and fine horses. On the W and N
W, lies the desert described by Sherefeddin ; and which appears

to extend to the borders of the Setlege.

Sursooty must stand on the N W of Hifsar
;
and east by south

from Batnir : for it was at the end of Tamerlane’s third march

from Batnir towards Samanah ; and yet was four marches from

the latter ; whence, by the direct distance between Batnir and

Samanah, which is only 72 G. miles, Tamerlane's march must

make a deep curve to the east, or S E : for two of the seven

marches arc said to amount to 32 cofses ; and as he had only horse

with him, the remainder were probably longer than ordinary

marches. A MS. map describes the junction of the Sursooty and

Caggar rivers
:
probably this junction is formed above Sursooty

town ; for Tamerlane had not crofsed the Caggar when at Sur-

sooty ; and the Sursooty river lay beyond the Caggar. I conclude,

therefore, that the town of Sursooty stood on the banks of the

confluent rivers; perhaps nearly equidistant from Hifsar and Bat-

nir, and little more from Samanah. Tamerlane's invasion was

about 40 years posterior to the time of Ferose's improvements

:
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but Sherefeddin is silent on the subject
; from all which I conclude

that the fort of Ferozeh, to which Tamerlane came the sd day

from Batnir, cannot on any account be that of Hifsar-Ferozeh.

On the west of Hilsar and Batnir, our knowledge, both geo-

graphical and political, is ve
(
”y much confined. Timur’s (or Ta-

merlane’s) route from Mc/iltan to Batnir, the course of the Cag-

gar river, and the road from Agimere to Jefselmere, is all that

we have towards filling up so large a void. The first is from

Sherefeddin ; the others from Mr. Hastings’s, and Col. Popham’s

MS. maps.

The common boundaries of Agimere, Delhi, and Moultan, wc

have no means of ascertaining: nor is the Ay in Acbarce particular

enough on this subject, to lend any afsistance towards it.

Mewat, or the hilly tract lying on the west of the Jumnah, be-

tween the parallels of Agra and Delhi, as well as the northern

and eastern f>arts of Agimere, which are mountainous also, have

their geography much improved by the MS. maps communicated

by Mr. Hastings, and Col. Popham. There is little to be said on

the subject of the construction of these parts. Agimere, which is

the primary point that determines the parallel and scale of the

western parts, will be discufsed in the next Section, to which it

properly belongs : the positions on the north and east of it, are

taken chiefly from the MSS. just mentioned.

Jaepour, or Jaynagur, the capital of one of the Rajpoot princes in

the eastern quarter of Agimere, has its longitude given by Claud

Boudier, at y', or 2° ig' west from the city of Agra. All the

MS. maps that I have consulted, place it very differently : and I

find I cannot allow a greater difference than i° 55', without re-

jecting the scales of all the MS. maps; which, as they are formed

from the difference pf latitude, would be absurd. Perhaps the

numbers in Claud Boudier’s table, are not right: M. D’Anville

has them at 76° 5' in the Eclaircifsemcns, which is still wider from

probability.
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It appears by M. D’Anville, that the rajah of Jaepour (by name

Jefsing) had erected two observatories, one in his newly built ca-

pital of .laepour (which is about a league fromUmbeer, or Am-
beer, the ancient capital), the other in one of the suburbs of

Delhi. Father Claud Boudier, at the rajah’s request, visited the

former of these observat ories about tlu^ycar 1 732 : and I think it

probable that we are indebted to the rajah’s afsistance for some

others of the observations made by Claud Boudier; particularly

those at Agra and Delhi. The latitude of Jaepour is 26° 56'; and

M. D’Anville, in his Anliquite Geograpbique de l’hide, reckons it

50 leagues from Delhi, which accords well with my idea of the

distance between them.

The MS. maps which I have mentioned as being communicated

by Mr. Hastings and Col. Popham, together with others for-

merly in the polsefsion of Col. Muir, and since his death* oblig-

ingly communicated by my friend Mr. Bensley, of the East- India

Direction, are corrected in bearing and scale by the primary points

of Agra, Delhi, and Agimere; but only a very trifling alteration

was required. It may be observed, in respect of the new matter

contained in these communications, that a great number of places

appear, that were familiar to us, as well in the history of former

times, as in the account of recent transactions; but which we

could not, heretofore, refer even to any general situation in a

map. Still, however, much is wanting to render in any degree

perfect, the geography of the tract in question, both as to mathe-

matical exactnefs, and to relative description : in particular the la-

titudes and longitudes of such places, as from their being a kind

of centre, from which a number of roads ifsuc, may be regarded

as primary points, in the geographical construction. Until these

are procured, we must be content to remain (n ignorance con-

* It is probable that the severe indisposition to which Col. Muir was constantly subject,

from the moment of his arrival, to the time of his death, left him no leisure to recollect that

such materials were in his pofsefsion. This excellent officer, and most worthy character,

/died in 1786.
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cerning many curious particulars of Indian geography; and satisfy

ourselves with having the situations of places that are the most

interesting, either from having been the subjects of history, or as

being connected with the politics of the present times.

Lahore is the next pointyin order. This is a city of high anti-

quity in the Panjab, and i^situated on the great road leading from

Delhi to Persia, and Samarcand. For its geographical position, I

have both its latitude and longitude from the tables of Ulug Beig,

and Nasereddin ; and also a great number of itineraries and other

notices, respecting the roads between it and Sirhind. But some of

the itineraries are defective, through omifsions; others too obscure

to be followed throughout. However, by a careful analyzation of

the particulars of each, and by a comparison of the corresponding

articles throughout, it appears that yy cofses of the common kind,

may be taken for the distance of I .allore from Sirhind, by the road

of Ludhana 'and Sultanpour, which is supposed to be the direct

one. And of these, 52 are to be reckoned between Sirhind and

Sultanpour; 41 between the latter and Lahore.

A Persian MS. map of the Panjab (of which more will be said

in the sequel) gives for the distance of Rahoon from Lahore, 74
cofses: and Rahoon being 22 from Sirhind, by the road of Ma-

chiawara, (Bernoulli, Vol. I. p. 113, 146) this account allows y6
cofses.

In the Ayin Acbaree, the number of cofses between the Panjab

rivers (Vol. II. p. 132) is faulty in the particular between the

Beah and Rauvee ; for no more than 17 are given, when most ac-

counts allow more than 30 in the line of the route, between Sul-

tanpour and Lahore. Besides Firosepour, or Ferosepour, which lies

at the conflux of the Beah and Setlegc, and nearly opposite to La-

hore, is 30 cofses from,that city (Kirkp. MSS.). Mr Forster also al-

lowed about 30 cofses from Ray Gaut on the Beah, to Bifsooly on the

Rauvee. Pofsibly 27 might be meant, in the Ayin Acbaree, for the

breadth ofthe space between the two rivers, directly acrofs: in which
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case no lei's than 33 can well be allowed on so oblique a line as the

road from Lahore to Sirhind makes. And the space between the

Beah and Setlcge being 50 cofses in the same book, we have 77 for

the two Doabehs , or space between the Rauvee and Setlege : and if

Machiawara be the point reckoned\to, on the latter, 14 more

must be added to make up the distant to Sirhind (Bern. Vol. I.

p. 14b), and the sum total is 9 ^
* But paying no strefs on this

last calculation, I shall consider the two former ones only. And it

must be allowed that they come very near to each other; the one

being 33, the other 96' cofses: and the latter, the Rahoon road,

is supposed to make a small angle or bend to the north, which

would neccfsarily make it longer than the road by Ludhana. I

should, however, had the difference been more considerable, give

the preference to the result of the simple calculation, through Ra-

hoon, to the compound one through Ludhana and Sultanpour

;

as being in its nature lefs subject to error : but in effect, if we

consider the quality of the materials, and the various channels

through which they arc transmitted to us, it may be said, that ail

the different accounts, in a general view, corroborate, rather than

contradict one another.

Whether we take a mean ofthe two accounts, or allow two cofses

for the bend in the Rahoon road, it will make only half a cofs dif-

ference: and if the latter rule be followed, 94 will be the number;

and these produce 134^ G. miles of direct distance; and allowing

that the calculation was made from the suburbs of Lahore, 135-, or

about 95 cofses, may be taken for the distance between Sirhind and

the centre of Lahore. If then 95 be added to 105, the distance of

Sirhind from Delhi, the sum total will be 200 cofses : and it ap-

pears that Thevenot reports this distance between Delhi and La-

hore: some accounts reckon it so high as 205.

* All the cofses of the Ayin Acbarec are of the old standard; that is, the common, or
Hindoostanny cofs, such as Acbar found in use when he ascended the throne. The new
standard is indeed described in Vol. II. p. 212; but Abul Fazil appears to have registered

the distances and dimensions of provinces, in the itinerary measure in common use : had he
done otherwise, he would have been less intelligible.
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A table of distances, which is supposed to have received the

sanction of official approbation, at a former period, at Delhi ; and

which is calculated in royal or Shah Jehany cofses, is quite out, in

the distance between Delhi and Lahore; for it allows only 105

cofses ; whereas 150 would llave been nearer the truth.

The latitude of Lahore i/given by the Oriental tables, at

Col. Polier’s map makqs its bearing from Sirhind W ,j,i° 4.7 N,

which would place Lahore in 32 0 12': but it must be observed,

that the map is of too little authority in this part, to be implicitly

followed. However, we may perceive what the idea of the author

was; and it affords a presumptive proof that Lahore is in’or the

parallel of 330.* The tables in the Ayin Acbarce (Vol. III. p. 5,5)

place-Sealkotc in lat. 33
0

; and by the construction it will be found

at r
}
r
j minutes north of Lahore. Jhylum and Rotas are 33° 13' in

the same tables
; and they appear >Jo be from.6‘6’ to 6<) minutes N

of Lahore. These, indeed, point to a higher parallel than 32 0 for

that of Lahore ; but I prefer the proper parallel alsigned to it in

the Ayin Acbarce, and in the tables ofUlug Beig and Nasereddin ;

that is, 31 0 50'.

If then we lay off 1 33^ G. miles to that parallel, Lahore will

stand in longitude 73
0 50' ;

or 6‘° 26' W of Canoge. The difference

of longitude between the same places being 6‘° 30', in the same ta-

bles, proves that Lahore occupies, in my construction, the place

afsigned it by the Oriental geographers. It is also by the same

tables, 240 20' east of Casbin, or Kaswin ; and by M. Beauchamp’s

observation (in 1787), the difference is 240 16'.

1 have been thus particular on the subject of Lahore, because

it forms a most capital point in this geography : for on it depend

all the positions between Sirhind and Cabul. It is much to be re-

gretted that we arc not in pofsefsion of a good observation of lati-

* Mr. Forster, who travelled from Loldong to Jummoo, in 1783, gives a general idea of
his course, which was too far northward to allow of Lahore being to the south of the posi-

tion afsigned it. (Spe Vol. I. p. 226.)

M
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tudo, taken there ; as well as its exact distance from Sirliind, or

Delhi ; or both.

Lahore was the residence of the first Mahomedan conquerors

of Hindoostan, before they established themselves in the central

parts of the country. It owed its modgrn improvements, however,

to Humaioon, the lather ofAcbar, who made it his residence during

a part of his troublesome reign. Thevenot says, that including the

suburbs, it was leagues in length at that period ; and, when he

saw it, about the year 16*65, the city itself was above a league in

extent. Jehanguire, son of Acbar, allowed the Portuguese to build

a church there
;
and some of its furniture remained at the time of

Thevenot 's visit.

The Rauvee (the ancient Hydraotes) on which it is situated, is

a noble river ;
and by its navigable course, has a communication

with the Indus and all its branches. The province, of which La-

hore is the capital, is oftener named Panjab, than Lahore: however.

Panjab being applied to a natural division of country, is applicable

also, to part of Moultan. It is very extensive, and remarkably fer-

tile
;
affording, in addition to all the necefsaries of life, wine, su-

gars, and cotton wool ; the last of which supplied the manufac-

tories of the province. There are also in the tract between the In-

dus and Jhylum (or Behut), salt mines, wonderfully productive

:

and affording fragments of rock salt, hard enough to be formed into

vefsels, &c. Gold (according to the Ayin Acbaree) was found in

the channels of its rivers ; and the same is related of those of Ke-

maoon, which proceed from the same ridge of mountains. Ice is

brought from the northern mountains, to Lahore, and sold there

all the year. The famous avenue of shady trees, so much spoken

of by the early Indian travellers, began at Lahore, and extended

to Agra, near 500 English miles. . Lahore is now the capital of

the Seiks, a new power, whose name, even as a sect, was hardly

known, until the rapid decline of the Mogul's empire, in the pre-

sent century.
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The next place, in point of consequence to the construction of

this part of the map, is Attock, a city and fortrefs on the eastern

bank of the Indus, and built by Acbar in the year 1,581. We shall

have occasion to speak on the subject of its historical importance

hereafter. The position of/his place is collected from various au-

thorities. Unluckily its latitude is omitted in the Ayin Acbaree

:

and it can only be collected generally from that of the places lying

on each side of it ; and on the road pafsing through it from La-

hore to Cabul: that is, Paishawur on the one, and Rotas, Jhylum,

and Scalkote on the other. From these, as well as the distance of

Attock from Jummoo, from Bheerah, and from Cashmere, re-

spectively; it may be clearly inferred, that Attock is above the

33d degree, by several minutes. Paishawur is given at 33° 2,5'

;

Rotas and Jhylum at 33
0

1,5' ; and Scalkote at 33
0

; as we have

said before : and Attock lies in tbp direct road from Paishawur to

the other three places. Another proof is, that the shortest road

from Lahore to Cabul, that is, the direct line between the two,

is through Bungush, which lies to the south of Attock : and the

pals of Deenkote, over the Indus, to Bungush, lies above the pa-

rallel of 32“ and a half, and is supposed to be 30 miles below, or

to the S of Attock : of course Attock should be above the parallel

of 33
0

. We shall enter more particularly into this subject, when

we have discufsed its longitude.

With respect to the longitude of Attock from Lahore, we re-

ceive very capital afsistance from the invaluable communications

of Capt. Kirkpatrick, who has collected from various Persian

MSS. and histories, the registers of the actual measured distances,

as taken by the orders of the Emperors Acbar, Shah Jehan, and

others, on the great roads from the city of Lahore, Cabul, Ghiz-

ni, Candahar, and Moultan ; and back to Lahore again : as well

as those between Cashmere and the cities of Lahore and Attock,

respectively; and between Cabul, Balk, and Bamian: besides

many other portions of different roads, too tedious to mention.

M a
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These road measures, it is true, cannot be applied to geographi-

cal purposes with critical exactnefs; but as an approximation to

the horizontal distance may be obtained by an allowance for the

inflexions of the roads, founded on experience, and applied with

the requisite attention to the nature (5^ the country ;
which Capt.

Kirkpatrick has enabled us to do
;
such 'materials must at least be

superior to computed distances, resting oq the vague report, or

on the judgment of an individual.

Cut these measurements being set forth without any intimation

concerning their direction, as it respects tiic points of the compals,

we have been necefsitated to call in other aids; since the latitudes

are seldom given ; or if given at all, not with the requisite exact-

nefs. We shall now proceed to set forth those authorities on which

the longitude of Attock rests, in respect of Lahore: in order to

which, we must first establish the intermediate position of Rotas.

The principal, or most frequented road from Lahore to Attock,

is by Rotas; and it makes a deep bend to the north, although the

bearing between the two is nearer N W by W. The reason may
be, to avoid as much as pofsiblc the rugged and hilly tract of Joun,

through which the direct road by Bheerah leads. That the Rotas

road takes the bend abovementioned, is proved by several circum-

stances: 1st. The latitudes of Rotas, Jhylum, and Sealkote.

cd. The proximity of Rotas to Bomber, well known to lie north

of Lahore, and in the direct road to Cashmere, which also lies

north of Lahore. 3d. The great length of the road by Rotas,

compared with that by Bheerah. 4th. The Persian map of the

Panjab places Rotas about N 37
0 W from Lahore, and Jummoo

N 10 E (as nearly as the angles can be measured on such kind

of map) ; that is, the angle subtended by the two, is 47 degrees.

Now we shall hereafter prove, by the distance between Sirhind,

Bifsooly, and Jummoo, that this last place is really about Nby E
from Lahore; and its distance, in the map of Panjab, is 50 cofses.

And as we collect from Sherefeddin, that Timur marched 33
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cofses between Jummoo and the Behut river, the distance of Rotas

from that river, added to the other, agrees to an angle of about

43 degrees; and may be deemed, at least, a strong presumptive

proof, that Rotas bears about N \V by N from Lahore. 5th. Seal-

kotc, which lies 10 cofses jrom Jummoo, in the road to Lahore,

is 4 marches distant from the river Jhylum, near the town of that

name. These marches were made by the Emperor Baber, and

are reported by Capt. Kirkpatrick: they may be taken at 44 G.

miles direct distance, reckoning the mean march at 14 B. miles,

by the road ; or 1 1 G. miles direct.

The distance of Rotas from Lahore, is very correctly given by
Capt. Kirkpatrick, at 41 royal cofses (or those of Shah Jehan) of

4()95 yards each, and allowing 1 in y for the winding in ordinary

eases,* each cofs, in horizontal or direct distance, will be equal to

2,0214 Cr- rniles; or 25),68 such e.ofses will be equal to a degree.

Forty-one cofses then, are equal to nearly 83 G. miles, when the

general direction of the road docs not undergo a change: but here

we have evidence that it changes at the crofsing-place of the Chu-

naub river, 23 cofses from Lahore ; and the lofs of distance, by the

angle, may reduce that of Rotas to 81 4 : and Rotas will then stand

in lat. 32° 58', instead of 33
0 15' of the tables: provided Lahore be

in 31° 50', as we have reason to believe.

The town of Gujerat lies on the Rotas road, between the Chu-

naub and Jhylum, at four or five miles from the former. Purchas

( Vol. I. p. 434) says, that Bomber is 16’ cofses N or N E from Gu-
jerat ; and as .Attock is reckoned 138 such cofses from Lahore, 16'

would produce 19j G. miles: and Bember being 33 Acbarec

cofses,-)- on a bearing of N, a little W from Lahore, tliis appears

consistent, and regulates the connexion of the two roads which

lead to Attock and Qishmerc respectively. It must be noted, that

* Or, in other words, the distance by the road is allowed to be one-eighth more than the
direct distance.

t These are of 4757 yards each, and, with an allowance for the windings of the road, are
taken at 1,925 G. miles each : or 31,16 are equal to a degree.

[ Kirkp . AISS.]
t
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these roads are common For the first 107 royal cofses ; when the

Bember road turns to the right, crofsing the Chunaub at a ferry,

six miles farther from Lahore than that which leads to Rotas ;
by

which we ascertain that the Chunaub has a SW course here ; as

indeed it appears to have all the wa^ from Kishtevvar, near its

fountains, to the Indus.

From Rotas to Attock the measured distance is 43 royal cofses,

or 87 G. miles, in direct distance. The bearing is a little to the

west of north by circumstances; for Paishawur is 10 minutes to

the N of Rotas, in the tables, and Attock lies to the E by S, or

E S E, of Paishawur, about 34 G. miles. The relative positions

of these places, which affect those of Hufsan Abdal and Cashmere,

depend on the following data:

Mr. Forster crofsed the Indus at Bazaar, 10 cofses above, or

to the north-eastward of Attock* From Bazaar to Paishawur, he

estimated at 29 cofses, W by S: according to which, Attock should

bear from Paishawur about E by S, distant 24 cofses (common).

Capt. Kirkpatrick's report is 15^ royal cofses, or nearly 32 G.

miles; and allowing the breadth of the Indus, and to the centre

of each city, probably 34 may be reckoned ;
which w ill approach

nearly to 24 cofses. But it would appear by the construction,

that Paishawur should bear rather to the west, than Wby S, from

Bazaar ; and then Attock will be E S E, instead of E by S, from

the former.

In adjusting the latitudes of Attock and Paishawur, regard is

to be had to the discordancy between the difference of latitude de-

duced from the tables, and that arising from the construction be-

tween Lahore, Rotas, Sealkote, &c. We have before observed

(page 85), that Lahore being in 31° 50', Rotas falls by construc-

tion in lat. 320 58', which is 17 minutes S Of its latitude in the

tables. Then, as we have 110 rule for correcting the latitude of

Paishawur, which by the tables is only 10 minutes N of Rotas,

whilst the construction allows 27, we can only call in aid a slight

ch*eck, which the computed distance, by the direct road of Bheerah,
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affords to the position of At lock. Bheerah is 60 common cofses

from Lahore, in a westerly direction. It appears in the Panjab

map, a little to the N ofW; and at too parts in 233, of the

distance from Rotas to Moultan. And as Moultan (as we shall

hereafter make appear) is 126“ common cofses from Bomber, whose

position is ascertained in respect of Rotas and Lahore, Bheerah

must be placed at about 1 1 minutes N of the parallel of Lahore
;

and at 83^ G. miles distant from it; that being the produce of

the 6'o cofses.

From Bheerah the Emperor Baber made seven marches* to Ni-

lab, near Attock (Kirkp. MSS.), and these I take at 77 G. miles;

which intersect the line of distance from Rotas (87 G. miles) in

lat. 33
0

4', and as Paishawur lies about W N \V, distant 34 G.

miles from Attock, its latitude should not be more than 33'“ 18'.

In the tables it is 33
0 25' ; I have placed it in 33° i8\ Ion. 70" 36':

and Attock in lat. 33
0 6', Ion. 71

0 13' : and this allows nearly a

mean between the difference of latitude by the tables, and that

by the construction.
-f-

There is no kind of rule given for ascertaining the distance be-

tween Attock and Moultan : nor do the measured distances between

Lahore and Cashmere, and Cashmere and Attock, serve at all to

prove the position of the latter, more than presumptively ; because

the bearings are wanting.

Before I proceed to discufs the remaining positions in the Pan-

jab, it will be proper to establish the positions of Cabul, Canda-

har, &c. because that of Moultan depends on Candahar : and

without Moultan, the arrangement of the Panjab would be in-

complete.

From Paishawur to Cabul, the measured distance is 62 royal
*

* This route lay through Pirhala, which lies out of the direct line, it being only six

marches from the Jhylum river, near the site of the town of the same name.

t The Ayin Acbaree, Vol. 11 . p. 131, allows 180 cofses for the length of the Panjab,/rom
ibe Setlcge to tbe Sindc

:

but no particular points on those rivers are specified. Attock is

probably alluded to on the Sinde ; Ludhana, or Machiawara, on the Setlege. My new map
gives 185 between Attock and Ludhana ; 188 to Machiawara.
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cofscs, or 125 (3. miles direct distance, with the allowance for the

ordinary degree of winding ;
but some mountainous tracts inter-

vening, I allow only 123 : and this distance laid off to 34“ 30', the

latitude given for Cabul in the tables, places it in longitude 6'8° 34/.

Mr. Forster reckoned 90 cofses, or'^bout 129 (5. miles: Otter

reports six days journey, between Paishawur and Cabul.

It appears that the aggregate distance from Lahore to Cabul,

by Attock, is given at 1,59 royal cofses ; but the distance by the

southern road, by Bheerah and Deonkote, is said to be much shorter.

Capt. Kirkpatrick however, has not been able, as yet, to procure

a statement of the distance, even in the grofs.

If we trace the line of measured distances from Cabul to Balk,

in latitude 3b0 2 1', the 98 royal cofses give 198 G. miles; and these

a difference of longitude of 3° 5', which places Balk in longitude

0',5° 31'. In the tables of Nasgrcddin and Ulug Beig, Balk stands

101° east of the Fortunate Islands , or 1
6'° east of Casbin

; which

by M. Beauchamp’s observation, is 4,9° 33' E of Greenwich: and

this result places Balk in (>5" 38' ; only 2 minutes different from

that, deduced from the opposite quarter, by construction. And if

we compare the tabular difference of longitude between Balk and

Canoge, it will be found to be 14," 50': whilst that by construction

is i4°45'* The position of Balk, therefore, appears to be per-

fectly well adjusted, as far as can be judged by the quality of the

materials before us; and corroborates that of Cabul.

But the longitude of Cabul being 1040 40' in the same tables,

does not agree with the construction; which allows 11 0 42' dif-

ference of Ion. from Canoge ; whilst that by the tables is only

1 1° 10'. This may be either an error in the copying ofthe tables,

or in the original formation of them
:
probably the former, as

1

* By the tables of Ulug Beig and Nasereddin. By construction.

Canoge - 1
1

5

0 50' cast of the Fortunate Islands. 8o° 1 6' east oi Greenwich.

Balk - 101 00 65 31

Difference 14 50 Difference 14 45
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as Lahore is right; and then it might have been 104° 4/, instead

of 104° 40'. Candahar affords no light to us on the occasion, as

its numbers are totally out. It may be observed in general, that

the longitudes in the tables of Nasereddin, &c. along the southern

line, between the Caspian sea and Lahore, through Herat, are

falsely written, or calculated ; whilst those in the northern line,

through Nisabour, Meru, and Balk, agree with the intermediate

distances.

Ghizni is reckoned 28 royal cofses from Cabul, or about r,6\

G. miles. Mr. Forster reckons the distance 20-j farsangs; and

says that a farsang is reckoned equal to 2 Ilindoostanny, or com-

mon cofses: on this proportion the direct distance will be ,587V G.

miles. The bearing he estimated atS W: and the difference of

latitude in the tables being 5.5 minutes, agrees with the first re-

port; and both seem to prove that a farsang islefs than two llin-

doostanny cofses.* M. Petis de la Croix, in his life ofGengiz Cawn,

says that Ghizni is 8 journies from Bamian ; but as this last is

placed on the authority of measured distances from Balk and Ca-

bul, it agrees to 8 marches of an army, instead of ordinary journies,

from Ghizni; and I conclude that M. Petis de la Croix, ought

to have read marches in the Oriental author w'horn lie consulted.

Ghizni is accordingly placed in lat. 33
0

3,5', and 88 G. miles from

Bamian; in which position it stands also about S by \V from

Cabul

.

Candahar is given at 83 royal cofses from Ghizni (Kirkp. MSS.),

or about 167-j G. miles. However, there is great reason to be-

lieve that this measured route, which was that of an army with

artillery and carriages, was not the direct one: for Mr. Forster

went by a different route, and reckoned the distance only ,51^

4 It appears by Mr. Forster’s route from Candahar to the Caspian sea, that more than
2 3

* farsangs were required to make a degree of .1 great circle ; and as 42 Hindoostanny cofses
•lie equal to a degree (see page 5), two such coiscs will exceed a farsang, in the proportion
of nearly onc-sevcnth part. So loosely are the comparisons between the itinerary measures
'%>t different countries made! Thevcnot says that a cofs is equal to half a league l

N • •
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farsangs ; or at most 103 common colses, which produce 147 G*.

miles. The direct road from Cabul to Candahar, leaves Ghizni far

to the south: and the distance, according to a MS. of Col. Pop-

ham's, is me cofses, stated to be short ones. If common ones,

they will produce 176’ G. miles; and will agree with the distance

produced by the compound course and distance of Mr. Forster,

through Ghizni ; Candahar being, as is supposed, in, or near the

parallel of 33° ; according to the tables : and according to this au-

thority, Candahar will be in Ion. 6j>
0
33'.

1 return from this long but necefsary digression, to discufs the

position of the city of Moultan, which gave rise to it.

Moultan is placed according to the measured road distance from

Candahar and Lahore ; which is corroborated by its distance from

Bomber. Its latitude in the Oriental tables will by 110 means ac-

cord with the result of those distances ; and the difference is a

large portion of a degree : for the tables in question give 290
40',

whilst the intersection of the distances points to about 30^°. Its

distance from Attock is not given, which is unlucky, considering

the great length and obliquity of the lines from Lahore and Can-

dahar. But, for the following reasons, I conceive that Moultan

cannot be lower than the parallel of 30-^°.

ist. We learn from Capt. Kirkpatrick's MSS. that the distance

of Moultan from Lahore, by the road which Dara Sheko marched

to it, in his way to Candahar, is 77 royal cofses. But the tables of

distances give only 70; and this number is frequently repeated; so

that 70 is probably the distance by the directest road
; 77 by the

great road : and the mean of the two, 73^, may be the propercst

for our purpose ; as the rule for calculating the horizontal distance,

is founded on the supposition of a moderate degree of winding in

the road. And we learn from the same authority, that the road

marched by Dara Sheko, from Moultan to Candahar, was 160

royal cofses. Now 160 royal cofses produce 323,4 G. miles of di-

rect distance ; and 734, 148^: aud the intersection of these lines
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of distance, places Moultan in latitude 30° 34', Ion. yi° 21'. The

very great length of the line from Candahar, renders it unlikely

that the horizontal distance is under-rated ; and therefore the pro-

bability is, that Moultan is rather above than below the parallel of

3°" 34'.

2d. We find by the Ay in Acbarec (Vol. II. p. 136; and also

p. ,98, cl seq . of the Tukseem Jimima) that the Chowkundy district

forms the frontier of the soubah of Moultan, on the north-east

;

where it is joined by the district of Shoor, in that of Lahore: as

also, that the said district of Chowkundy occupies both shores of

the river Rauvec ; whose course is undertood to be nearly SW by

W, between Lahore and Moultan. And the same book, in de-

scribing the dimensions of the soubah of Lahore (page 131), says,

that it is in breadth from Bember to Chowkundy, 86 cofses (that is,

common cofses, as we have before,observed) ; so that the common
boundary of Lahore and Moultan, in the point that touches the

river Rauvec, is 86* cofses from Bember ; the situation of which is

discuised in page 85. We learn also from Bernoulli (Vol. I. p. 11 7),

who took it from Persian MSS. translated by Aliquot cl du Perron,

that Satgurrah is synonimous with Chowkundy ; that it forms the

N E frontier of Moultan ; and is 40 cofses above the city of Moul-

tan. If then \vc add these 40 cofses to the 86, we have 126 cofses,

or 180 G. miles, for the distance of the city of Moultan from Bem-

ber, bating pofsibly a trifle lost by the angle which the lines make

at Chowkundy ; and which cannot be estimated at more than 4

miles: therefore Moultan may be taken at 1 76 G. miles from Bem-

ber; and this distance reaches within three miles of the position ol

Moultan, resulting from the abovementioncd distances from Canda-

har and Lahore. It may be remarked, that if the whole distance

between Bember and ’Moultan, 176 G. miles, consisted of difference

of latitude, it w ould not reach below the parallel of 30 degrees.

3d. The distance between Batnir and Toulumba, a pafs on the

Rauvee, 35 cofses above Moultan, may be so well ascertained in

Ns
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a general way, fey the marches of Tamerlane, as to prove the great

improbability of Moultan being to the south of 30 degrees and

a half. Batnir is placed on the authority of Col. Polier's map,

page 76.

Timur, or Tamerlane, made two marches ( with his whole army)

from Toulumba to the neighbourhood of the Beyah river; and

part of a third, to the place where he crofscd it, near Jenjian. Al-

low 30 B. road miles for the two marches, and 4 more for part of

the third march: total 34 B. miles, or 2,6 G. miles in direct dis-

tance. And Jenjian being 40 cofses from Moultan (Sherefeddin),

Toulumba only 35, the course must have been between S E
and S S E. Then he was 4 more days between Jenjian and

Adjodin (or Puttan): 1st. Schoual; 2d. Asouan; 3d. Jehaul ; and

4th. Adjodin. The three first marches being on the road from

Moultan to Samanah, may be taken at E by S, or E S E; and the

fourth towards Batnir, more to the S E. And for the distance allow

45 road miles for the three marches; and for the fourth, when

Timur had separated from his grand army, and marched with

horse only, 20: total G'5 road miles, or ,50 G. miles in direct

distance from Jenjian to Adjodin ; course E by S to E S E. Last-

ly, from Adjodin to Batnir, Sherefeddin gives 60 colses, or about

G. miles.

Add then the several numbers 26’, 50, and 85J-, together, and

the sum total of the distance between Toulumba and Batnir, will

be lb’i-- G. miles. And Moultan being (by article 2d) 126 cofses

from Bember; and Toulumba, according to Sherefeddin and

others, 35 from Moultan, towards Bember
; it is certain that if

we lay off yi cofses, the complement of 35, from Bember, to meet

the line of distance from Batnir, we shall gain the position of Tou-
lumba ; which, by these authorities, falls ip latitude 31 0

, and in

the direct line between Lahore and Moultan, as determined by
articles 1st and 2d. And this is really the position that Toulumba
«s understood to occupy : but had Moultan been more to the south.
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and especially near the parallel set forth in the tables, Toulumba

must have stood much nearer to Batnir; and would have been at

variance with other positions, inferred from the MS. map of the

Panjab, which it now agrees with.

4th. The distance of Moultan from Tatta, in the Persian tables

of distances, 226* royal cofses, readies nearly to latitude 31°: and

5th. I may add the opinion of M. Bernoulli (Vol. I. p. 116’),

that by the itineraries, Moultan cannot be much lower than that

parallel.

Such being the authorities for the position of Moultan, I have

placed it in latitude 300
34', longitude 71

0 21'. Its longitude is

much out in the Oriental tables, and varies in different books.

Thevenot describes Moultan as a city of small extent for the

capital of a viceroyalty, but strongly fortified, and having a Hin-

doo pagoda ofgreat celebrity. The Ay in Acbaree represents it as

one of the x’nost ancient cities of Hindoostan. It has, or had, a

great manufacture of cotton cloths ; the province itself producing

the cotton : as well as sugar, opium, galis, brimstone, &c. The-

venot describes the river that led to Mon Iran, as being partly

choked up, or spoiled in its channel, in his time (about 1665),

and this had greatly lefsened its trade. He also takes notice of a

particular sect of Hindoos there, called Catry ; and says, that this

is their proper country. In another place he explains the Catry

tribe to mean Rajpoots, or warriors ; that is, the Kuttry tribe, pro-

perly. We shall take notice hereafter, that these Calries were

the Calheri of Diodorus, and the Cathci of Arrian ; with whom
Alexander warred, on the borders of the Malli : for it can hardly

be doubted that Moultan is the modern capital of the country,

which was designed by the historians of Alexander for that of the

Malli, although the, ancient capital stood nearer to Toulumba.

Moultan has been garrisoned by the King of Candahar’s troops,

since the year 1779; according to Col. Browne’s information.

Having thus ascertained (with what degree of accuracy, the
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reader must determine for himself) the three important points of

Lahore, Attock, and Moultan, which are the foundations on

which the scale, and relative parts of the whole Panjab country

depend, I shall proceed to the detail of the geographical construc-

tion of the tract itself.

In describing the geography of a country which derives its very

character and name from its rivers, it may be proper to convey a

general idea of the courses of those rivers, before we attempt the

particulars of its geography. Of the five rivers that give name to

the Panjab, the Indus is not considered as one : it is rather the

trunk, or stock, to which the Panjab rivers, and those of Cabul,

are subordinate branches. This river, however, from its con-

nexion with the subject of the Panjab, ought to be the first noticed.

It is formed of about io principal streams, which descend from

the mountains of Persia, Tartjwy, and Hindoostan, on the north-

east, and north-west : and all these streams uniting near Moul-

tan, form that celebrated river known to Europeans under the

name of Indus ; and to Asiatics under that of Sindk, or Sindeh.*

The Ayin Acbaree says, “ the Sinde, according to some, rises be-

“ tween Cashmere and Cashgar, whilst others place its source in

“ Khatai." (By Khatai, I believe Koten, the Cbatae of Ptolemy,

is meant, and not China.) However, it is clear that the people

ofHindoostan consider the north-eastern branch as the true Sinde.

T

The Emperor Baber, indeed, applies the name of Sinde to one of

its western branches, that springs near Bamian : but he appears

to differ from the rest of his countrymen in this particular; for

the name of Nilab, which was applied to the river that ran by the

site of Attock (long before that city was founded), was applied

also to the same river, in its course through Little Thibet : and

K ilab is synonymous with Sinde. •

* The name Sinde was not unknown to the Romans : Indus incolis Sindus appcllatus .

Pliny, Book VI.

t The ancients reckoned otherwise : the same Pliny continues to say, in jug'O Caucusi
mentis, quod vocalur Paropamisus, adversus Solis ortum effusus,
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Before we proceed to detail the information relating to the

upper part of the course of the Indus, it may not be improper to

say a word on the subject of the name Nilab, which, in its appli-

cation, has occasioned some confusion.

It appears from the connhentaries of Baber, and other autho-

rities quoted by Capt. Kirkpatrick, that early in the 16‘th century,

a city named Nilab, stood on the east bank of the Indus, at a

small distance below its conflux with the Cabul river. This city is

called in the histories, old Nilab, which implies, that it was then

an ancient city. [[Ptolemy has a city of nearly the same name

(Naulibe), on the opposite side of the Indus. Asia Tab. X.'}

The city of Attock, founded by Acbar, in a manner succeeded Ni-

lab ; their situations differing but little.

It may be conceived from the apparent etymology, that the

city originally took its name froin the river ; which was more ge-

nerally known by the name of Nilab, than Sinde (Nil-ab signi-

fies the blue river). Abdul Humeed Lahori, and Mahomed

Kazim, both apply the name of Nilab to the Sinde, or Indus; the

former, an author of great reputation both as an historian and a

geographer, speaking of a march of the Emperor Shah Jehan,

says, that “ he came to the banks of the Sinde, better known by

“ the name of Nilab, opposite to the fort of Attock which applies

directly to the point. The same idea is given by Abdul Kurrim

(a Cashmerian of distinction, whose memoirs have been translated

by Mr. Gladwin). Speaking of Nadir Shah's crofsing the rivers

above Attock (page 12), he says, “ These five streams unite at

“ the ferry of Paishawur; which confluence is called the Attock:

“ in ancient books it is called the Nilab.” The ferry of Paishawur,

doubtlefs means that of Attock itself, which leads acrofs to the

province of Paishawur. It is however certain, that by a strange

want of accuracy, the name Nilab came to be applied also to an

adjunct river, that is, to a part at least of the river of Cabul ; for
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Soojan Rae snys, that Jalalabad and Dakkah arc situated on the

Nilab *

There can be little doubt after the testimony of Abdul Humeed,

but that the name Nilab was one of the proper names of the In-

dus ; and even that by which it was best known. And that it was

named so in a remote part of its course (that is in Little Thibet,

from whence it flows), we have a proof, from Abdul Ilumeed’s

History of Shah Jchan ; in which the expedition of Zuffer Khan,

into Little Thibet, in 1638, is recorded. In this account, the

Nilab is repeatedly mentioned
;
and once, as a deep river.

The scene of Zuffer Khan's warfare being near Shelterdou, and

Shaker, places situated from 12 to 14 caravan journies from Cash-

mere,-f towards Casligar (that is, in a N by W, or N N W direc-

tion), the furthest of these points on the Nilab, or Indus, must be

at least 230 CL miles above Attpck. It was a new fact to me, when

Capt. Kirkpatrick's MSS. arrived, that the Indus came through

the country of Little Thibet; but it appears to be perfectly well

authenticated : and is, indeed, no more than a commencement of

the same line of course, which it holds lower down. How re-

mote its course may be from Shuker, must remain a desideratum.

If far remote, it must be from the north, because the vast ridge

of mountains which lies immediately on the east of Little Thibet,

and the continuation of those of Hindo Kho on the north-west,

confine the space in both those quarters: and as the heads of

the Jihon, or Oxus, run from thence to the west, and the rivers

* Capt. Kir
1

- patrick, whose opinion ought to be of the greatest weight, from the close-

nefs of his investigations, and his usual caution in deciding, thinks that the names of Nilab
and Attack , as far as they respected the adjunct river , were confined merely to the part near

the conflux; for instance, between Attock and Paishawur ; and that the name of Attock sue-

u\dcd Niinb, cm occasion of the founding of the city of Attock. If the city situated at

the conflux, gave name to one of the confluent rivers, it might as well to the other; since

it was on occasion of their leading to such a city.

|
This account is found in Bernier, Vol. If. Letter ix.—where Cashgar is said to be 44

caravan journies fiom Cashmere : and allowing for the extraordinary roughnefs of the coun-
try between Cashmere and Little Thibet, 11 G. mile* may be taken for each day. Accord-
ing!), Shuker wdll be 154 G. miles Nby W, or thereabouts, from the capital of Cashmere.
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of Kotcn, &c. to the east, the Indus can only come from the

north.

It maj' be expected that I should explain the cause of so great

a change in my opinions, respecting the head of the Indus, since

the publication of the first fedition of this work. The truth is,

that after a long course of inquiry and investigation, I collected

/be following facts: That Cashgar, Koten, &c. by their known
position in respect of Samarcand, must bear to the xvcsl, rather

than to the cast of north, from Cashmere: also that the ridge of

mountains on the west of Cashgar, Kotcn, and Karia, can be no

other than that which separates those countries from Little Thibet

and Badakshan ; and that joins on the south to Cashmere. This

being the case, that vast space described by M. D’ Anville between

Badakshan and Koten, does not in fact exist; and the head of the

Indus can only be on the west of ^Iie great ridge; because on the

east of it, the rivers all run in a direction opposite to that of the

Indus.

It is also very clear, that this great ridge, which has a course not

far from meridional, and joins on the south to Cashmere, is really

the 1m acs of the ancient geographers, which separated the two

Scythias: for bordering on the west of Ptolemy’s Imaus, and as

nearly as pofsible in the true latitude, are the Byltae ; and on the

opposite side the Chaur anki : and these answer precisely to Bai.ti-

stan (the proper name of Little Thibet, Lett. F.dif. Vol. XV
p. 188), and Kauria, or Karia, of the present times. In like

manner, the Sac a: and Sakita; Ciiat.e and Koten ; Casia and

Cashoar, will be found to correspond ; and all conspire to place

the ridge of Imaus nearly in the meridian of Cashmere. • But Pto-

lemy's longitude is so enormously extended, that his Imaus, the

famous boundary of the two Scythias, is carried beyond the head

of the Ganges, when it ought to be at that of the Indus. Mr.

Pinkerton, w'ith great judgment and discrimination, has described

this boundary as it ought to lie, in his Difsertation on the Origin

O
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and Progrcfs of the Scythians, &c. although lie has not shewn on

what grounds he formed his opinion. It is obvious that the ex-

tent of Scythia Ultra Imaum, must undergo a great reduction in con-

sequence of this correction.

From the point at which we have fixed the course of the Nilab,

or Sinde, in Little Thibet, to the place where it is noticed in the

Ayin Acbaree, as pafsing through the borders of Sewad (or Sow-

had), we know nothing concerning the particulars of its course

About a degree lower down, and at 20 miles above Attock, Mr
Forster crofsed it in 1783. It was then the 10th of July, and

he remarks, that no rain had then fallen in that neighbourhood •

but we know that the periodical rains must have commenced in

the northern mountains near three months before, and of course

must have swelled the river very considerably ; for Mr. Forster

judged the breadth of the stream to be three quarters of a mile.

It was also very rapid, and turbulent, although not agitated by

any wind. He observed also, that the water was extremely cold,

and that a great deal of black sand was suspended in it.

The river of Cabul, after receiving those of Sewad, Bijore, &c.

joins the. Indus at Attock, and increases it very considerably; for

though the Indus is sometimes fordable above Attock, we never

hear of its having been forded below that point. From Attock

downwards to Moultan, or to the conflux of the Panjab waters,

this river has obtained the name of Attock ; and below that point,

Soor, or Shoor, until it divides itself into a number of branches

near Tatta; w'here the principal branch takes the name of Meh-

ran. The river, however, when spoken of generalty, is called

Sinde; although particular parts of it are known by different

names.

The course of the Indus below Moultan, has its particulars

from M. D’Anville; but the general direction of its course is con-

siderably more to the west than he describes it. This is occasioned

by my placing its embouchure so much farther west than usual, in
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respect of Bombay, while the position of Moultan remains nearly

as it formerly was. I observe, that most of the old maps of India

give the Indus much the same course as I have done.

As I have a good deal to say on the subject of the lower part of

the Indus, and particularly \>f its delta; which would break the

thread of my present subject ; I shall reserve it for a distinct head,

and proceed with the geography of the Pun jab, and its rivers.

The next river to the east of the Si tide, or Attock, and the

westmost of the five rivers, is, in modern language, called Behut,

or Jhylum (and often Che/uni ) ; and its general course is nearly

parallel to that of the Attock, but its bulk is lefs. This is the famous

Hydaspes of Alexander, and said by the Ayin Acbarec to be an-

ciently called Bedusla. According to Abdul Ilumced, it is “larger

“than the Tigris;" but I conclude he meant to speak of the lower-

part of its course. The Behut il'sues from the spring of Wair (or

Wair Naig), in the S Epart of Cashmere, and after a N W course

through that valley, enters the mountains at Barehmoolah. During

this short course, it receives abundance of rivulets and streams,

forms some large lakes, and becomes navigable at a few miles below

its remotest spring. After entering the mountains, it pursues the

direction of the Panjab by a very crooked course, being pent up

in a deep winding valley, whilst escaping from the wide base of

the Cashmerian mountains; and rushing with such rapidity and

violence, that even the stoutest elephant cannot preserve his foot-

ing in it. It emerges from the mountains, in the district of Puck-

holi, and is afterwards joined by two small but celebrated rivers,

named Kishengonga, and Nainsook. After this it traverses the

territory of the Ghickcrs, still holding its course through a hilly

country, until it crofses the upper or great road leading from La-

hore to Attock, where the hilly tract is confined to the western

bank Here stood, not long since, a city of the name of Jhylum;

which communicated its name to the river, during the remaining

part of its course: and hence it is as commonly named Jhylum

O 2
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as Beliut. From Jhylum it pursues its course along the eastern

border of the Joud mountains, and unites with the Chunaub at

about 50 G. miles above Moultan ; losing its name in that of the

Chunaub, as heretofore it lost its name of Hydaspes, in that of

Acesines, the ancient name of the Cliunaub. The space between

the Behut and the Indus, in the widest part, is about 94 G. miles.

Pliny allows only 120 Roman miles between the Indus and Hy-

daspes.

The Beliut, or Cashmere river, was supposed by M. D’Anville

(though erroneously) to join the Sinde at Attock. Tavernier

seems to have led M. D'Anville into this mistake; which has fi-

nally been the occasion of his misplacing, and of course mis-naming,

all the other four rivers. The fact is, that the river which runs

by Cabul, and, in the lower part of its course, bears the name

of Attock, joins the Sinde on the west side, and in front of the

city of Attock. We are obliged to Mr. George Forster, in the

first instance, for clearing up this mistake: and finally, to the

very particular and pointed observations of Capt. Kirkpatrick, for

illustrating the courses of the' rivers in general, in this quarter.

'fhe second of the Panjab rivers is the Chunaub, or Jenaub;

and is, as we have said before, the Acesines of Alexander. The
Ayin Acbarce does not record its ancient name: Ptolemy names

it Sandabalis. This river is larger than the Behut, and has its

sources more remote ; for it rises on the cast of Kishtcwar, and

has two distinct heads, which unite below the line of Mr. Forster’s

route. Its general course is remarkably straight from N E to

S W ; and after leaving Jummoo, is through a flat country, gra-

dually approaching the Behut. We have very tolerable authority

for fixing the place of confluence: for Timur was only one day

in marching from it to Toulumba, a point already fixed (page 92)

;

and, by circumstances, the direction of his march was south-east-

ward, or S S E. The junction of these rivers is effected with great

violence and noise, and no lefs danger to navigators: and this
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circumstance is particularly noticed both by the historians ofAlex-

ander) and of Timur. The space between the Chunaub and Be-

hut, is no where more than 30 G. miles, within the limits of the

Punjab.

The third river is the RaAvee, or Hydraoles of Alexander;* on

the south bank of which stands the city of Lahore. This is spoken

of as a noble river, but appears to be somewhat inferior in bulk

to the Chunaub. Its sources are in the mountains near Nagor-

kote, a famous place of Hindoo worship ; and it enters the plains

near Shahpour (called also Rajepour), from whence the famous

canal of Shah Nehr was drawn to Lahore, 48^ common cofses in

length. The intent of this canal seems to have been, to supply

the city of Lahore in the dry season
;
when all the Indian rivers

are from 20 to 30 feet below the level of their banks. Three other

canals, for the purpose of watering the country on the S and E of

Lahore, were drawn from the same place.

The space between the Rauvee and Chunaub, at their entry on

the plains, is about 54 G. miles; and they gradually approach

each other during a course of 1 70 miles.

The junction of the Rauvee with the Chunaub (or rather the

Chunaub and Behut collectively), is effected nearly midway be-

tween Toulumba and Moultan ; for the itinerary of a mifsionary

(dated j66'2)-f- mentions, that the party were four days in going

by water from Toulumba to Moultan ; and that on the second day

they came to the mouth of the Chunaub. The A}rin Acbarec

allows 27 cofses between the junction of the Behut and Chunaub,

and that of the Rauvee with the Chunaub : but from circum-

stances, the distance must be applied to the course of the river, riot

* Said by the Ayin Acbarec lobe anciently named Jyrawutty (Mr.Gladwin’s translation).

•Sir Charles Houghton Roust* Translates it from his copy of the Ayin Acbarec, Iravati.

f This itinerary was obligingly communicated by the late Mr. George Perry, and appears

to have been kept by a mifsionary who travelled from Delhi to Persia, by way of the Panjab
and Sindy, It should be observed, that all the latitudes in it are too far south. The lati-

tude of Agra is set down at 26° 45 , though its true latitude is 270 15'. And Moultan in

290 32', and Tatta in 24° 20'; which places are commonly taken at 290 52, and 240 40.
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to the road by land. When these three rivers are united, they

form a stream equal to the Indus itself, at the place of confluence;

which is from 20 to 30 miles below Moultan.

The fourth river is the Beyah, ancientl ycalled Beypasba, and is

the Hyphasis or Hupbasis of Alexander ;
being the next in succes-

sion to the Hydraotcs, or modern Rauvee : and the fifth is the Set-

lege, Suttuluz, or Sutluj. This last river, about midway between

its source and the Indus, receives the Beyah, and the collective

stream takes the name of Kera ; after which, they do not mix their

waters with the other rivers of the Panjab, but join the Indus, in

a separate stream, a great way to the south of Moultan
;
while

the other three rivers pafs in a collective stream on the north ol

Moultan, and close under it. Ptolemy names the last river of the

Panjab (going eastward), the Zaradrus ; Pliny, the Hesudrus. Ar-

rian has the name of Sarangcs among his Panjab rivers ; and says

that it joins the Hyphasis (or Beyah). The Avin Acbaree says

that its ancient name was Sheloodcr ; from whence we may easily

trace Setlege, or Suttuluz. Before it is joined by the Beyah, it is

a very considerable river, and is navigable more than too miles

About 24 miles below the conflux, a separation again takes place, 5'

and four different streams arc formed; the northmost, and most

considerable of which, recovers the name of Beyah ; and is a deep

and rapid river. The others are named Herari, Dond, and Noor-

ney: and near Moultan they unite again, and bear the name of

Setlege, until both the substance and name are lost in the Indus,

about 80 miles, or three days sailing,
-f-
by the course of the river,

below the mouth of the Chunaub. It is owing to the separation

that takes place, after the first confluence of the Beyah and Set-

lege, I apprehend, that so many names are given to the latter,

by modern as well as ancient authors: whiefe names, applied by

the natives to their respective branches, have, by Europeans, or

* A \in Acbaree. t Mifbiormry^ itinerary.
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others, who were ignorant of the circumstances, been supposed

to belong to one principal river only. The Persian map of the

JPanjab, and Sherefeddin's History of Timur, take notice of only

o^p branch, besides the Beyah (whence one would conclude there

were only two principal ones), and this second river is named De-

lia
:
polsibly the same meant in the Ay in

.
Acbaree, by the Dond.

The sources of the Sctlege and Beyah, are, like those of the

other rivers of the Panjab, situated in the great chain of snowy

mountains, that extend from Sirinagur to the north of Cashmere

;

and which are in fact the true Imaus
; or, at least, the mountains

to which that name was first applied by the ancient geographers.

The Ayin Acbaree tells us, that the Setlege rises in the mountains

of Gahlore, or Cahlour ; a district which has Bullauspour for its

capital : and the Beyah in the mountains of Keeloo, the position

of which I am ignorant of.

In tracing the general courses of these rivers, I have derived

considerable afsistance from the Persian MS. map of the Panjab

(so often quoted) : it was drawn by a native, and preserved in

the archives of government in Hindoostan. The names were

obligingly translated from the Persian, by the late Major Davy,

at the request of the late Sir Robert Barker. The tract, of which

this map serves as a ground-work, includes the whole soubah of

Lahore, and a great part of Moultan proper. The points of La-

hore, Attock, and Sirhind (the fixing of which, I have before

given an account of) determine the scale of the map: the inter-

mediate distances from place to place in it, being given in writing,

and not by a scale.

I consider this MS. as a valuable acquisition ; for if not only

conveys a distinct general idea of the courses and names of the five

rivers ; but, with the aid of Capt. Kirkpatrick’s MSS. and the

notices in the Ayin Acbaree, sets us right as to the identity of the

rivers crofsed by Alexander, during his famous expedition into In-

dia ; of which more will be said hereafter.
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The town of Adjodin, often mentioned by Ferishta, and Shere-

feddin, is recognized in the MS. map, by the circumstance of its

containing the tomb of Sheik Furrid, which was visited by Timur

In the map it is called Paukputton ;
but it perfectly answers to file

position of Adjodin, as described by the above authors ; and is a

point, on the fixing of which a great many others depend. Its

identity is also comfirmed by Capt. Kirkpatrick.

The materials which I have made use of, in forming the detail

of the Panjab, are so many, and so various, that it would require

too much of the reader’s time and patience, to attend to the dis-

cufsion of all the points that arc established by them. And as I

have ventured to dilate on the important positions, on which the

scale and dimensions of the tract rested; the lels important o' ,

must necefsarily be dispensed with. Certain points, however, on

which the eastern boundary of the tract depends, it will be neces-
«>

sary to touch upon: with which, and some new matter relating

to the country of Joud, &c. I shall close my account of the geo-

graphy of the Panjab.

The eastern boundary of the Panjab, is properly the ridge of

snowy mountains (the true Imaus) from which its rivers spring:

but in a more limited sense, and particularly according to the

ideas of the present times, the Panjab means the country situated

without , or to the west of the hilly tract ; and which is of consi-

derable width, being pofsibly front 50 to 60 miles from the edge

of the plains, to the summits of the highest mountains. And the

idea of the Panjab was, I believe, never extended northward, be-

yond the hills of Bomber , and the borders of the Ghickers.

Mr. Forster, who travelled through the hilly tract abovemen-

tioned, has not only contributed some materials towards the elu-

cidation of its geography, but has thrown rrluch light on the loose

materials contained in Bernoulli's first volume, and on several par-

ticulars in the MS. map of the Panjab, and in that communicated

by Col. Polier. The width of the space between the great road
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to Lahore, and the first line of hills, together with some positions

situated within them, is collected from the following authorities.

Kullanore, on the Rauvee, is 35* cofses above Lahore, in the

Pdtaiab map; 59 from Rahoon, in Bernoulli. Rahoon itself is 74
from Lahore, as from Sirhind, 9 or 10 from Fulwar Gaut. Kul-

lanore will then stand about E 300 N from Lahore, distant 35 com-

mon cofses. It determines also the general course of the Rauvee,

above Lahore; which will be found to be nearly the same as from

Lahore to Toulumba; the whole country being level, from Kul-

lanore, downwards.

By the help of this general course of the Rauvee, we collect a

position in Mr. Forster’s route, in this quarter. He crofsed the

Rauvee at Bifsooly, a principal fort, lying at, or near, the entrance

of the hills, 42 cofses S E from Jumnioo. Bifsooly does not ap-

pear in the Panjab map ; but Adeenagur, a place 40 cofses from

Lahore in that map
; 42 in Polier’s ; docs. Behaungur, called also

Bungurry, a point in Forster’s route, 4 cofses S E of Bifsooly, ap-

pears also in the Panjab map, at about the same distance to the

N E of Adeenagur. Hence we have the general position of Bis-

sooly ; which we place on the N bank of the Rauvee, 6’ or 7

cofses above Kullanore, or 41-j above Lahore ; or, in other words,

about 59 G. miles E 30“ N from Lahore. And the distance is fur-

ther confirmed by the MSS. of Capt. Kirkpatrick, and by Ber-

noulli: for, according to the latter, Shahpour is 7 colses above

Bifsooly, and on the Rauvee: and from the former we learn, that

Shahpour is synonymous with Rajepour, from whence the Shah

Nehr canal was brought; and which is known to be 48:} cofses

from Lahore.

Here then we have an important geographical point settled with

respect to Lahore, and Sirhind: and by which, on the one hand,

we fix Jummoo, which is 42 cofses from Bifsooly, by Forster's

* This, :t:vj v.her numbers, are written on the map.

p
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account (40 by Bernoulli’s); and 50 from Lahore, in the map of

the Panjab. ‘ Jummoo stands then about N by E from Lahore

;

and Sealkote is 10 cofses from it, towards Lahore: and as Shere-

feddin reckons 33 cofses between Jummoo and the Behut riyer

;

and Kirkpatrick, 4 marches between Sealkote and Jhylum the

position of Jummoo will be found of the greatest use in fixing the

angle of the road between Lahore and Attock.

Noorpour is the next point, situated 12 cofses S E from Bifsooly,

by Forster's account; 10 from Shahpour, in Bernoulli. This

town is the capital of a district of the same name.

Another principal point is Ray Gaut, or Raypour, a remarkable

pafs on the Beyah river. This place in Col. Police's map, stands

24 cofses north-eastward of Sultanpour; 25-j from Jallindhar*

And by Forster, it is 19 cofses from Noorpour: but as 2 of these

cofses were at a great angle with the rest, 17 or 18 may be taken.

Ray Gaut is situated a considerable way within tlfe level coun-

try of the Panjab: for Mr. Forster’s party, for security, left the

great road of Cashmere, which leads from Bullauspour, through

Nadone, and Hureepour, to Noopour; and struck to the left, or

S W, from the neighbourhood of Nadone; thereby tracing the

south bank of the Beyah, from that place to Ray Gaut. To regu-

late the direction of this line; and of course to fix Nadone, and

Hureepour, and eventually Bullauspour, and Nagorkote; we have

the following data:

Bejwara, called also Hoshearpour, is 3 journies (perhaps 36

cofses) from Sirhind (Bernoulli) ; and 16 cofses N E of Jallindhar

(Polier); so that it may be about 25 G. miles N of Rahoon.

Rajapour is 10 cofses N, or N by E, from Bejwara
; 30 from Roo-

pour, towards Jellamooky, the temple built over the subterra-

nean fire near Nagorkote. Hureepour is ..1 1 cofses beyond Ra»-

japour, on the same road ;
Jellamooky 6 or 7 farther. All these

* Jallindhar is a known position, 48 G. miles from Sirhind, and 13 to the right of Na-
kooder, on the Lahore road.
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particulars arc from Bernoulli: and we collect from them, that

Hurcepour is 21 cofses ; or about 30 G. miles from Bcjwara ; 84

Jrom Sirhind. And by means of Seba, a fort in Mr. Forster's route,

arN noticed also in Bernoulli, we find that Hurecpour must stand

23 or a p cofses from Ray Gaut ; which, with the distance from

Sirhind, will fix its position. For Seba is 18 cofses, east north-

wardly, from llay Gaut; and 7 south west, or SSW, from Ilurcc-

pour. Bompal, in Forster, is 1,5 cofses to the eastward of Seba:

and Nad one, a town on the Beyah, about 3 miles to the N\V of

Bompal.

Seba appears to be the Siba of the old maps, and the capital of

a district of the same name; and may have been succeeded in that

capacity, by Nadone.

Kote Kangrah, the fortrefs belonging to the famous temple of

Nagorkote, is given at 49 royal cofses, equal to 99 G. miles,

from Sirhind (northward). Purchas, Vol. I. p.438, says, that it

is 80 (common) cofses from Lahore, which is probable.* Ber-

noulli says, it is ,5o cofses from Jummoo; which can only be true,

if meant for royal cofses. Bernoulli reckons Jellamooky 6 or 7

cofses from Hurcepour : and Kangrah 7 from Jellamooky ; which

is probable. And it would appear that Jellamooky should lie N E
from Hurcepour; SSW from Kangrah.

Mr. Forster estimated the course N W, from Bullauspour to the

camp of the Kangrah troops; and the distance uG cofses: and from

thence 10 more cofses, very circuitous, and perhaps only 0“ in di-

rect distance, westward, to Bompal ; which we have stated to be

•3 miles S E of Nadone. This is, however, but poor authority for

placing Bullauspour ; and Bernoulli only says, that it -is about 3
journies from Iloopour (a well known point, on the Sctlege)

through Nalagur; anti this latter is 12 cofses of the way, from

Roopour. This would place it 53 G. miles, of direct distance.

* The Persian M S. map of the Panjafo, places Kangrah about* NNW
t’.onc; and Jellamooky midway between them.

p 2
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from Roopour; 6'7-j from Sirhind: but the country being exceed-

ingly mountainous, the direct distance is probably much lefs. Fors-

ter's distance from Bompal might give 46' G. miles ofdirect distance.,

in a country lefs rugged ; but here, perhaps, only 40 or 41 . 'J?hc

Panjab map allows 2 parts in 5, of the distance between Nauone

and Jutnmoo, for that between Nadone and Bullauspour; which

produces 44 miles: and it is probable that the 3 journics from

Roopour may only produce as much ; and then Bullauspour will

stand about N 26° E, 60 G. miles from Sirhind. And in order to

this, we must suppose the Setlege to take a SW course within the

hills (as all the maps indeed represent); and it is highly probable

that it should run off at right angles with the direction of the

mountains, which rise above one another, ridge behind ridge.

We have no materials w ith which w>e can fill up the lower parts

of the Panjab, in the intervals between the rivers. From the Set-

lege to the Jliylum, and to the hills that bound the Panjab, on the

N and E, it appears to be chiefly a tract of flat and very fertile

land : indeed, the courses of the four eastern rivers very plainly

indicate a regularity of surface, and samenefs of soil. But between

the Jhylum, or Behut, and the Indus, there is a large proportion

of hilly country, which may be supposed to influence the course of

the Jhylum, and give it so different a form from the others; the

river conforming to the border of the hilly tract.

The geography of this hilly tract, of which Capt. Kirkpatrick

has transmitted a particular account, I had misconceived, when I

published my first edition; for the Joud mountains, or rather

hills, which compose a principal part of it, I had supposed to lie

to the north of the upper road to Attock ; whereas they evidently

lie to the south of it. And this occasioned me to mistake the pafs

over the Indus, by which Tamerlane entered and returned from

Hindoostan
; as I shall make appear to the reader, when I take up

the subject of that conqueror's progrefs.

Capt. Kirkpatrick quotes the commentaries of the Emperor Ba-
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ber, to prove that the Joud hills are those which extend from a

point on the Behut, 7 cofses N of Bheerah (which we have placed

at 60 cofses W, a little north from Lahore, page 87), to the ter-

ritory of the Ghickers, a little N of Rotas; that is, near 70 G.

lilies along the west side of’the Behut ; for Baber, who crofsed the

Behut, a little above Jhylum, is said to have pafsed beyond (or to

the NE of) the Joud hills, in his way from Pirhala to Sealkote.

Baber also distinguishes a second ridge of hills, 7 cofses west of the

Joud ridge, which were occupied by the Jajoohah tribe (descended

from the same stock as the Joudis): and this ridge, he observes,

joins, or approximates on the one side, to the Cashmere hills

;

and on the other extends to Wcsunkotc, on the Indus. Both

these ridges are marked on a Persian route in the Panjab, as ex-

tending from the Behut to Diga Serai ; and both are also designed

in the Panjab map. The Jajoojuihs extended westward to the

river Sohaun,* in Baber’s time ; and this emperor observes, that

although the hills that lie between Bheerah and the city of Nilab,

were occupied by various tribes
;
yet, “ that mountainous tract

“ had obtained the general name of Joud.” He remarks also, that

the continuation of the hilly tract in question, which joined to

Cashmere, was held by the Ghickers: and as Pirhala, 3 marches

N, or N W of Bheerah, was the residence of one of their princes,

it is certain that the Ghicker territory must have extended from

Cashmere to the second ridge of hills mentioned by Baber; which

would carry this territory, in some places at least, considerably to

the south of the upper road to Attock.

It may be expected that the boundaries of the Joud and Ghicker

territories fluctuated very considerably, not only during the inva-

sions of Hindoostan, from the north (which these tribes often fa-

voured; they being by nature and by situation, particularly the

Joudis, capable either of favouring, or of obstructing such inva-

* This is one of the smaller rivers of the Punjab, and takes its course between the Behut
and Sindc. It will be found in the map, together with several others, which were deemed
too unimportant to merit a particular description in the Memoir.
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sions), but even at ordinary times; and therefore it would be vain

to attempt drawing a line of boundary between them. It is, how-

ever, clear, that the Ghickers inhabited the northern and largest

division of the hilly tract, situated between the Behut, the Sitvj/^,

and Cashmere; and the .loud is the southern and least division:

and we find also, that the latter division terminated at a few cofses

N ofBheerah.

What the nature of the country may be on the S and S W of

Bhcerah, we are not told. The Panjab map marks no hills on the

S of Kooshab, which is to or 12 cofses below Bheerah: but by

the description of the conflux of the Behut and Chunaub, which

is a great way to the S of Kooshab, the soil in that part is rocky:

which implies that the new-made land does not extend far into the

tract between the Behut and Sindc.

We may remark, that the inhabitants of this hilly tract (mean-

ing both Joudis and Ghickers, or their predecefsors), have gene-

rally sided with the invaders of Hindoostan at large ; considering

their own rugged and sterile country only a pafsage to the other.

They invited Alexander, and they appear to have invited IIu-

maioon: and they rather favoured the progrefs of Tamerlane, and

others. Probably, from the nature of their country, they have ever

maintained a sort of independency of the Hindoostan emperors,

excepting in the most vigorous periods of their government. 1 low

they stand with respect to the Seiks, and Abdalli, at present, I

know not: but in Col. Browne’s List of Residencies of the Chief's

of the Seiks, I perceive only a single one, that is Rotas, in this

tract.

By the help of the Persian and other MS. maps, particularly a

map of the Panjab,* obligingly communicated by Colonel John

Murray, Commifsary General to the army iir Bengal, I have been

enabled to give the road from Vizierabad to Ychungsaul (or Je-

* The imp in question, was drawn by Lieut. Rind, of the Bengal establishment; as well
that oi the roads in the Doo.ib, mentioned in page 66.
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hung-salan), through the Rctchna Doabah, with many other po-

sitions in and about the Panjab. The road from Jummoo to Be-

rouja, &c. is from Sherefeddin's Timur. Debalpour is known to

tip on the great road from Delhi to Moultan: and the divisions of

thV country in the Ayin Acbaree, point out its situation to be far

down the Setlege, in the Jallindhar Doabah.

Although we have the dimensions of the Panjab country, in a

tolerably satisfactory manner, from NW to S E, both in the ag-

gregate, and in particulars
;
yet we have not the means of deter-

mining its breadth from north to south
; or rather, from Lahore

to the Setlege. The first junction of the Bcyah and Setlege, is

stated by the Persian map, at 63 cofses below Ludhana; but we
are left to guefs the crofs distance from Lahore, unlelswhat is said

in the same map be true, that it is only 18 cofscs from Lahore to

Kufsoor, and also that Kufsoor is on the banks of the Setlege

:

but this is highly improbable from other circumstances ; in parti-

cular, that the same Persian map allows a greater space between

the Rauvee and Setlege, than between the Rauvee and Chunaub ;

^and that Ferosepour, at the conflux of the Beyah and Setlege, is re-

ported by Capt. Kirkpatrick, to be 30 cofses from Lahore. Col.

Murray's map places Kufsoor on the Beyah, and not within 25

cofses of the Setlege. The marches of Timur acrofs the lower

parts of the Panjab, afford but a faint light to guide us, such as

days' marches ; and those in an oblique direction.

The geography of the Panjab country, as being, comparatively,

of little consideration in a map of such extent, has been detailed

much beyond its seeming importance. The reason is, that we are

not likely, as far as I can judge, for a great length of time, to be

pofsefsed of any better materials than those I have exhibited ; in-

different as they may be, in many instances : and therefore I con-
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sider it as the finishing stroke to the whole matter, for some time

to come. And if any good materials do cast up, such as the lati-

tudes and longitudes of some principal points, or some measured

routes ; I shall, I flatter myself, have prepared the ground for tire

erection of a fabric of a better construction. The Panjab country

being the frontier province towards Tartary, and the northern

parts of Persia, from whence have sprung the conquerors of Hin-

doostan in every age, Alexander alone excepted ; it follows, that

their route to the interior parts of the country, must have led

through it. Of all these conquerors, as far as I can learn, the

routes of Alexander, Timur (or Tamerlane), and Nadir Shah,

arc the only ones that have their particulars on record.* Timur's

route I have already in part given, as it was interwoven so closely

with the geographical -construction, and towards which it fur-

nished a considerable proportion of materials
; and the remainder

will be given. Nadir Shah's route was the ordinary one, by Attock

and Lahore; and he returned, as appears by Abdul Kurrim, and

M. Otter, by nearly the same route
; save that instead of crofsing

the Indus at Attock, he went higher up, and pafsed the borders

of Sewad, in his way to Jalalabad and Cabul. Unfortunately for

geography, no detail of this part of Nadir Shah’s route lias yet

appeared: for was it particularized, it might throw much light on

the geography of Sewad, and Bijore ; and might also explain some

circumstances respecting the courses of the rivers in that quarter,

which now remain in uncertainty.

The particulars of the marches of the late Acmet Abdalla (King

of Candahar), during his frequent visits to Delhi, in the present

age, have not come to iny knowledge. Alexander’s route then

is the only one that remains to be mentioned ; and although last

* Turmeshirin Cawn, a descendant of Gingis, or Zit.gis Cawn, made an irruption into

Hindoo^tan about the year 1240; but the particulars of his route are wanting. S herded-
din mentions, in one place, that he crolscd the Chunaub at Toulumba ; and in another, that

he besieged the city of Merat in the Dooab. But Fcrishra confines the exploits of this de-

scendant of Gengis, to the Panjab country.
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in point of order, here, is to be considered as the first, as it respects

history, and the gratification of popular curiosity: and therefore,

.of course, merits a particular and pointed discufsion.

v shall now proceed to trace the route of Timur, or Tamerlane,

chiefly from his history, written by Shercfcddin ; and illustrated

by the observations of Capt. Kirkpatrick.

In order to fix the situation of the pafs over the river Indus, by

which this conqueror entered Hindoostan, and returned from it (for

it is evident by the history, that he came and returned by the same

pafs), it will be nccelsary for me to anticipate the description of

the roads leading from Cabul, and other places in that quarter, to

Hindoostan ; a subject which properly belongs to the description

of the countries on the west of the Indus; but which can never

be introduced with more effect, or more to the reader’s advantage,

than in this place ; where it will serve to illustrate at once, the ac-
t

*

count of the progrefs of Timur, and of Alexander.

The country of Cabul, in respect of its natural geography, is

divided into two parts, separated by a ridge of very high moun-

tains, usually covered with snow, which runs from west to east,

from the neighbourhood of Ghizni, to that of Deenkote on the

Indus, below Attock. The tract lying to the north of this ridge,

is named Lumghan (or the Lumghanat); and that on the south

Bungush (or the Bungushat): each having one or more consi-

derable rivers intersecting their whole length, and disemboguing

themselves into the Indus. That of the Lumghanat, is the river

of Cabul, called also the Kameh, and in its lower part the Attock :

and that of the Bungushat is the river that pafses by Nughz, and

Bunnoo, and whose proper name I am as yet uninformed of. Each

tract has also its proper roads, and its pafses over the Indus, from

the districts of Cabul; Candahar, and Ghizni, respectively : but

the northern, or Lumghanat road, is the one in common use,

whether to Persia, or Samarcand, notwithstanding its circuitous

nature, as it respects the former of these countries ; for it is both

the easiest and the safest.

O
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Not to enter too much into detail, I shall only mention the

principal of these communications.

ist. The upper, or Lumghanat road, between Cabul and La-

hore, pafses through Paishawur, and crofses the Indus at Attock.

This, which is named the Kino's Road, is the most practicable

for armies, and the safest for caravans and travellers : and is ac-

cordingly, as we have said before, the most in use.

2d. Kherpeh, which appears to be only a branch of the former,

separating from it at Jalalabad. It is not sufficiently particularized,

to enable us to understand its entire course.

3d. The upper Bungushat road, which crofses the Indus either

at Deenkote, or Reishi : and leading to Cabul by Bunnoo and

Nughz : and to Lahore by Bhcerah. The positions of Deenkote,

and Reishi, I am not enabled to fix with precision ; but am led to

suppose that Deenkote is from. 30 to 35 G. miles below Attock ;

and Reishi, a very few miles above Deenkote. The great ridge

of mountains just mentioned, lies immediately between these pafses

find Attock ; and shuts up the communication between the Bun-

gush and Lumghan roads, as far as respects the commodious, or

safe palsagc of an army ; for the heights of Sin dia Bust eh, which

are described as steep, craggy, and tremendous, are to be crol’sed

between Deenkote and Paishawur, by those who would go from

the former, to Cabul. A better way is by following the course

of the Bungush road, through Kohaut, Bunnoo, Nughz, and Ir-

jab; and this way Timur came. Kohaut I find in Bernoulli (Vol.

I. p. 70) at 12 colses from Paishawur; and it is also four marches

from Reishi (Kirkp. MSS.).

How far the snowy ridge extends westwards, I know not
;
pro-

bably it sinks in its progrefs that way ; as, although mention is

made of it in Timur's march from Cabul to Nughz, yet it is .not

represented as forming an obstacle to the progrefs of his army.

Its position in that quarter, is marked by the march of Timur, and

by the circumstance of Irjab being in the Lumghan division
; She-

nuzan, in that of Bungush. What direction the ridge afterwards
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takes, vvc know not; but it does not crofs the line of the road be-

tween Ghizni and Candahar. Probably it pafses on the south of

Candahar, and forms the height named Suhmandroog ; which oc-

curs in the march of Dara Sheko, at 45 G. miles to the S E of Can-
v »

dahj&r: in which case, it answers to the chain of mountains de-

scribed by Ptolemy under the name ofParveti ; and as the southern

boundary of the province of Paro-pamisus
(
Asiiv , Tab. IX.).

The 4th, is the lozver Bungush road, which crofses the Indus

at Chowpareh pafs, 2,5 to 30 G. miles below Dcenkote ; or perhaps

60 below Attock. This route also leads to Lahore through

Bheerah; to Ghizni and Cabul, by Fermul (which lies SE from

Ghizni, S from Cabul); and to Candahar, by the Desert. When
we consider the existence of the desert in question, and the moun-

tains, wilds, and dreadful torrents, that occur in the Bungush

roads, wc are no longer at a lofs to know why the road by Attock

and Cabul, to Candahar, and Persia, in general ; though circuitous,

obtains the preference. It was in use even in Tavernier's time,

when the Mogul government was in its vigour. To the above

obstacles, we may add, that arising from the presence of certain

fierce Afghan tribes, which occupy the country in the line be-

tween the Panjab and Candahar: and which have never continued

long enough under a course of subjection and civilization, at any

one time, to enable them to retain any traces of the latter, after

the subjugation had ceased.

These are all the great communications, which apply to our

present purpose of describing the route of Timur from Cabul to-

wards Hindoostan. According to Shcrefeddin, he went by way

of Irjab, Shenuzan, Nughz, Banou (or Bunnoo), and- thence to

the Indus, at the very place where Gelalcddin, King of Karasm,

fought with Gengis Ciiwn ; and so heroically swam the river, after

his defeat, in 1221.

This account of his progrefs admitting of no doubt, as to the

general facts ; and the description, bearing, and tendency, of the

0 2
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pafses over the. Indus, and the nature of the countries they lead

through, coining from the pen of the Emperor Baber ; whose local

knowledge in those parts was very considerable, as being obtained

by long experience, at the head of armies: and as the snowy ridge

of mountains lay between Timur’s route to Bunnoo, and Attc^k

;

and being unnoticed by the historian, was certainly never crofsed

by Timur (nor could any ordinary reason have induced him to

take so circuitous a route, through exceeding difficult roads) : I

say, taking all these circumstances into consideration, we can have

no doubt that Timur crofsed the Indus on the south of this ridge.

That Gelaleddin crofsed it there, is clearly inferred from the

course of his march from Bamian to Ghizni, and thence to Gur-

daiz;* all of which places, point towards the Bungush road, and

not to that by Attock : and it is unquestionable that Gelaleddin

and Timur crofsed the Indus at .one and the same pals, for Shere-

feddin positively says so ; and this pafs can be no other than Deen-

kote, or Rcishi.

The arrival of Timur in the district of .loud,-)- when he had

crofsed the Indus, is, according to Baber’s account of the geogra-
(

phy of Joud, an additional proof that the pafs lay far below Attock.

And now that the geography of the Panjab is so far improved

by Capt. Kirkpatrick's communications, we may with certainty

conclude, that Timur returned from Hindoostan by a route below'

Attock. We trace him from Delhi to Juminoo; from whence,

after 33 cofses of road, he came to the river Behut, or Jhylum,

near Jubhan, or Gebban; and pursuing the course of the river 20

cofses, he came toSambaste, situated within the mountains ofyoud.^

This is a clear indication of his having turned to the south, from

Jummoo: for had lie gone 20 cofses upwards 011 the Behut, after

* Capt. Kirkpatrick informs us that Gurdaiz (probably the Kcrdiz of Shercfeddin) was
a point in Gelaleddin’s retreat from Ghizni: also that the name of the rock in the Indus,
nearly opposite to Attock, has no reference to Gelali, or Gelaleddin.

t Shercfeddin, J Ibid.
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falling in with it, at a point 33 cofses from Jummoo, he would

have been advanced into the northern part of theGmcKEii terri-

tory, instead of being in that of Joud. The circumstance of his

crofsing the desert of Gelali, both in coining, and in returning;

(tlyt desert commencing ndar the place where Gelali, or Gela-

lecldin, crofsed the Indus), is also in proof ofmy supposition. The
positions of Jublian, Sambaste, and Berouja, cannot be recognized

in the present geography
; but that of Berou ja must fall very near

to Pirhala, if it be not meant for the same place.

Timur’s first object after crofsing the Indus,* being to effect a

junction with the army of his grandson Peer Mahmud, which was

then besieging Moullan, he directed his course that way, instead

of taking the common road to Delhi, by Rotas and Lahore. The
neighbourhood of a navigable river being a desirable object to

an army which was marching through a dry sterile country, he

pushed for the nearest part of the Behut, or Jhylum river, where

he attacked and took the fortrefs and island of Shcabadin Mo-
barick.

•v Sherefeddin allows only two marches between the Indus and

the Jamad, or Behut
;-f-

but it cannot be lei's than 6 marches from

the Indus to the Behut, and therefore there must be an error in the

statement of the time. Between the time of pulsing the Indus, and

the arrival at the conflux ofthe Behut and Chunaub, 12 days elapsed

;

that is, from the 12th, to the 24th of Moharrem ; and as it may be

about 10 marches from Decnkote to the conflux, by Timur’s route,

here is an interval of 2 days more than the march required ; which

might have been employed in the reduction ofSheabadin’s fortrefs,

&c. Perhaps the date of Timur’s arrival at the fortrefs, instead of

the 14th of Moharrem, should have been the 18th.

A fortrefs, not named, stood on the w est side of the conflux ofthe

» October ii, 1398. The chronology of this event is differently stated: 1 have followed

M. de la Croix’s translation.

f Sherefeddin, in his description of Cashmere (Vol. II. chap. xxxi. of his Historv cf
Timur), applies the names of Jamad and Dindana, to the Behut.
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Behut and Chunaub rivers; and just below it, Timur threw a bridge

of boats over the confluent waters. This junction, we have observed

elsewhere, is accomplished with great violence and noise ; and She-

refeddin says, that the waves dashing against one another, make it

appear like a troubled ocean : for such large rivers, pent up w$h-

in strait rocky beds, form a rapid and troubled stream at their

meeting. A like description of it is given by the historians of

Alexander ; which, together with the concomitant circumstances

of general position and connexion, render this conflux a most un-

equivocal point of reference, in the comparison between the an-

cient and modern geography.

Timur made only one march between the conflux and Toulum-

ba: and as he did not bring the army with him, but left it crofs-

ing the river, it may be inferred that the march was not a short

one ; and therefore I allow so road miles for it, in a S E by S di-

rection ; that being the position of Toulumba from the conflux,

by the above construction. According to Sherefeddin's manner

of writing, one could hardly be certain whether Toulumba was

on the side of the Rauvee, or the Chunaub. Ferishta has placed/

it on the latter, erroneously ; for the mifsionary above quoted,

came down the Rauvee, and pafsed by it
; moreover, giving its lati-

tude at 15' north of Moultan, though it is probably 25'. This

is a considerable town, and a pafs of consequence, on the Rauvee ;

and often occurs in Ferishta's History of Hindoostan. It was in the

neighbourhood of this place, that Alexander made war on the

Malli, or people of ancient Moultan ; as will be taken notice of

in its place. Timur staid here 6 days, and then proceeded with

the whole army acrofs the Baree Doabah, to Shahnawaz (or Sha-

navas), a large and populous town near the north bank of the

Beyah, after its separation from the Setlege. * Here he found more

grain than his army could consume; whence we may infer the

fertility of the country, which is low and flat, and subject to pe-

riodical inundations, like Bengal. Sherefcddin describes at this
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place, a deep lake, fortified round with a wall, and defended by

2000 men ; which reminds one strongly of something similar at

Sangala, which Alexander attacked, before he reached the Hypha-

sis; but the hill, which was fortified round with carriages, is

wasting : and Shahnawaz Is 90 G. miles from Lahore, whilst

Sdngala was only 3 marches, that is, lefs than 40 G. miles from

the place where the Hydraotes (Rauvee) was crofscd
; which is

supposed to be at the place where Lahore now stands.

It w'as something more than 2 marches from Toulumba to Jen-

jian, a town on the south bank of the Beyah, opposite to, and not

far from Shahnawaz. As Timur's army was 3 days in pulsing the

Beyah, some in barks, and others by swimming, it may be reck-

oned a considerable river.

At Jcnjian, Timur staid 4 days, and was joined by Peer Mah-

mud, who had by this time taken .Moultan. Timur’s next station
,

•

is Jehaul, 3 marches from Jcnjian, on the road to Delhi: and here

he separated from his grand army, which he directed to proceed

by Debalpour, and to rendezvous at Samanah, a town 85 cofses

on the west of Delhi; whilst he proceeded with 10,000 horse to

Batnir, a strong fortrefs about 70 cofses from Jehaul, and far to

the right of the Delhi road ; being beyond the desert whicli

stretches along the south side of the Setlege. He was led to this

place, from resentment, at its giving protection to the people of

Debalpour, who had mafsacred a garrison placed in it by Peer

Mahmud : and pofsibly the great reputation it had for strength,

might be one inducement to undertake the siege of it ; as Aornos,

in like manner invited Alexander.

Timur, after leaving Jehaul, proceeded the first day to Adjodin,

or Pauk-putton (of which we have spoken before), a town included

in one of the large islands formed by the branches of the Setlege

:

here he visited, and spent some time in devotion, at the tomb of

Sheik Furrid (see page 104), and then set forw'ard for Batnir

;

which is stated, by Shcrefeddin, at 60 cofses from Adjodin
: 50 of
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which, equal to about 95 B. miles, Timur is said to have marched

in one day and night only, with a view to surprise the place.

On the south-east of Adjodin, a few cofses, he crofsed the river

Dena ; which I take to be one of the four branches of the Setlege

(pofsibly the Dond), and perhaps the only principal one airibng

them, except the Beyah, already noticed.

It must not be omitted, that Timur crolsed an extensive desert

in his way to Batnir : I mention this particular to shew that Alex-

ander was not misinformed, when he was told ^hat there was a de-

sert beyond the Hyphasis.* After taking and destroying Batnir,

which employed only a few days,-| he marched on the 30th of No-

vember, taking a very circuitous road to Samanah ; where he

joined his grand army on the 8th of December, 1398. It is

not easy to collect the distance, from Sherefeddin’s account of

the marches; and no rule can* be applied to the marches of a

party of horse, as to those of an army in general. For certain

points in the march of Timur, between these places, see pages

76' and 77.

His march from Samanah to Delhi, about 85 cofses, appears

have taken up 12 days; whence we may collect, that the common

marches of his grand army, were about 7 common cofses each day

;

or about 13J- British miles by the road
.'J

* Quintus Curtius.

f Batnir is represented as a very strong place, and yet Timur is said lo have taken onlv

a body of horse with him (and indeed the extraordinary length of one of his marches stems

to prove it).

\ The mean length of the marches of great armies, is more susrcprible of rule; and, of

course more useful in its application to geographical purposes ; than may be at first ima-

gined. I shall here mention the result of my inquiries concerning Indian armies only;

that being the point to my purpose. The mean of 95 marches, where the measured dis-

tances are given, is equal to 14,6, or about 14IB. miles (that of European armies in India is

considerably lefs). These 14J miles of road distance, may be allowed to produce 11 G.
in iles of direct distance, when applied to geography, on lines of considerable extent: al-

though each individual march might produce half a mile more, by the compound winding
being laid out of the question (sec page 6 and 7).
The march and retreat of the Gieeks from Narolia to Trebizonde, give, at a mean, only

15 British miles for each march; reckoning Xenophon’* parasangas at 3 Roman miles (as

M. D’Anvillc does, in his Mcs . Itin ) ; and, it is pretty evident, both from the space
marched through, and from other circumstances, that his number of parasangas is taken
too high.
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On his return, he made an excursion to the north-east, into the

Dooab, took thopity of Merat (called Mirte by De la Croix), '23

cofses from Delhi, and advanced to the Ganges, near the place

where it ifsues out of the Sirinagur mountains. Toglocpour, and

the straits of Coupele, two places of victory on the eastern bank
o&flic Ganges, cannot now be recognized: but from Sherefeddin’s

account of the march, they cannot be far from Loldong
; where

the British army completed their campaign in 1774, 1100 British

miles from Calcutta.*

From the banks of the Ganges, he proceeded to the north-west,

along the foot of the Sewalic mountains, by Meliapour, Jallindhar,

and Juimnoo, to the Indus, which he crofsed at the same place as

before, and in the same manner ; and returned to Samareand by

way of Bunnoo, or Banou, Nughz, or Nagaz, Cabul, Bacalan, and

Termed.

I come now to the subject of Alexander's route, through the

countries on the east of the Indus; where alone I can follow him

with any degree of certainty: and this certainty may be ascertained

by tracing his route either way, from the celebrated conflux men-

tioned in page 118. I take it for granted that he crofsed the In-

dus, -j- at, or near the site of Attock
; because, as we have seen in

page 1 14, it is the pafs leading from the quarter of Cabul and Bi-

jore: from whence Alexander came; as will be shewn when we

discufs the geography of the countries of India, lying west of the

Indus. The fortrefs of Attock was built by Acbar, to command

this pafs ; which is so confined, either by the nature of the banks,

or of the channel of the river, or both, that the pafsage from the

* At the time of Timur’s conquest (1398) the British nation had scarcely been announced

to the people of Hindoostan ; nor was it till 200 years afterwards, that they found their way
thither. Who could have believed that the British conquests would meet those of Tamerlane,

in a point equidistant from the mouths of the Ganges and Indus, in 1774?
. Capt. Kirkpatrick informs 9s, that a place named Cdlpcc , occurs in Abdul Humeed’s ac-

count of an expedition to the borders of Sirinagur, near the place where the Ganges ifsues

from the mountains; and which he supposes may be the place meant for Coupele in Shere-

ft'ddin. In some MS. maps in my pofsefsion there are two small rivers named Coah and

iVc/v, which descend from the hills on the east of Hurdwar. Qu • if the confluent streams be

not the Coupele , or Coith-Pcch , of the historian?

t About 327 years before Christ, according to Usher t and in the month of May.

R
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landing-place leads through the very fortrefs itself.* As soon as

Alexander had crofsed-over to Taxila, -f on the eaRt side, Ambisares,

king of the Indian mountaineers (the predecefsors of the Ghickers,

we may suppose), sent ambafeadors with presents to him : as the

chiefs of the Joudis afterwards made' their submifsions to Tainer-

lane, in 1398. From Taxila, as his intention appears to have bean

to penetrate to the Ganges, he may be supposed to have gone by'

the ordinary road, to that part of the bank of the Hydaspes (Behut

or Jhylum) opposite to the place where the fortrefs of Rotas now

stands; and here he put into execution his stratagem for crofsing

the river, while the opposite shore was pofseised by Porus. It

might admit of a doubt whether Alexander came by the way of

Rotas, or by that of Bheerah, did not the length of the voyage

down the Hydaspes, to the conflux of the Acesines (after his re-

turn from the Hyphasis), seem to prove that the fleet was con-

structed at a greater distance than 48 G. miles, above* the conflux.

The fleet was five days in dropping down with the stream. He-

phestion and Craterus were dispatched by land, previous to the

sailing of the fleet ; and were overtaken on the third day of thf

voyage: nor did they afterwards arrive at the conflux, till Alexan-

der was returned from his first expedition to the confines of the

Malli. It may be 11 days march from Rotas to the conflux: 4}
only, from Bheerah to it.

After Alexander had crofsed the Acesines (Chunaub) and Hy~

draotes (Rauvee), which latter he may be supposed to pafs near the

place where Lahore now stands, he appears to have been drawn

out of the direct route towards the Ganges, to attack the city of

Sangala, most probably lying between Lahore and Moultan; but

we are left in uncertainty as to its position, by Alexander’s histo-

rians, otherwise than by circumstances, and detached facts. The

* Kirkpatrick’s MSS.
f Taxila, then, must have stood on, or near to the site of Attock: or at all events it

must have been near the Indus, to allow of its being 120 miles from the Hydaspes, or Behut.
See the notes, page 51 : and also the Indian Itinerary of Pliny, in Book VI.
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name Sangala, occurs only in Arrian : and is said to have been a

city ofgreat strength and importance, in the country ofthe Cathei.

Diodorus Siculus calls the same people Catberi, or Katberi ; and

these may very easily be recognized under the name of Cairy, in

Thflvenot
; that is to say, the Kuttry tribe, or Rajpoots. The-

vtmot speaking of the people of Moultan, says, “ there is a tribe

“ of Gentiles (i. e. Gentoos, or Hindoos) here, called Catry, or

“ Rajpoots ; and this is properly their country, from whence they

“ spread over all the Indies." Diodorus Siculus marks them by the

custom of their women burning themselves alive, on the funeral

piles of their husbands ; which is indeed a custom among them, as

well as some other Hindoo tribes, at this day. Now we find by

Arrian, that the Cathei were confederated with the Malli and Oxy-
dracae, that is, the people of Moultan and Outch, and which lay

to the south-west ofthe place where Alexander might be supposed

to crofs the Hydraotes (or Rauvee) in his way into India. (That

the Malli were the people of the present Moultan, we can have no

doubt, if we attend to the circumstances of the voyage of Alexan-

der down the Hydaspes, hereafter.) I find no difficulty therefore,

in determining the position of Sangala to be to the SW of Lahore.

As to the distance, Alexander reached it the third day after crofs-

ing the Hydraotes; and we cannot allow more than 48 road miles,

for these 3 marches ; or 36 G. miles in horizontal distance. Had

Alexander's route been S E towards the Ganges, the above dis-

tance would have brought him within 6 or 7 miles of the Hypbasis

(the modern Beyah), and Arrian says not a word about that river,

until Alexander had returned to Sangala from the pursuit of the

fugitives, and again set forward on his march. No idea is given

either in Arrian, Diodorus, or Quintus Curtius, of the distance

between Sangala* and the Hyphasis; but it may be collected by

Arrian’s manner of speaking, that they were not near each other.

* Although Diodorus and Curtius do not give the name Sangala, yet the city meant by
Arrian, under that name, is pointedly described by them.

R 2
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Diodorus places the kingdoms of Sophites and of Phigeus between

the Catheri and the Hyphasis ; whence we may infer a considerable

space between them. If I am right in my conjecture concerning

the position of Sangala, the Hyphasis (Beyah) must be about 40

miles from it, eastward ; and let Sangala be where it will, th$ ri-

ver Beyah answers to the Hyphasis, or Hypasis (called anciently

by the natives, Beypasha), and Alexander's altars may probably

have been erected between Govendal, and the conflux of the Be-

yah and $etlege, at Ferosepour ; Pliny says on the further, or

eastern side of the river. On^ cannot help regretting the extreme

brevity of this part of Arrian's narration, with respect to the de-

tail of Alexander's marches, between Sangala and the Hyphasis,

and back again to the Hydaspes ; which is dispatched too rapidly

for a geographer to profit by. Diodorus and Curtius are not more

explicit ; nor indeed, if they had, are they to be much depended

on, in this respect ; for they have confounded the Hydaspes (Jhy-

lum) with the Acesines (Chunaub), in their account of Alexander’s

voyage. But, I think, whoever takes the trouble to compare Ar-

rian’s account, both of the land marches, and the voyage down thq.

rivers, with the geography of the Panjab; will find the ancient

Hydaspes in the modern Behut, or Jhylum, the first river beyond

the Indus; and succefsively, the Acesines in the Chunaub; the

Hydraotes in the Rauvee ; and the Hyphasis in the Beyah : though

I will not contend for the exact position of the altars, whether

they might be above the conflux of the Beyah, or below it: only

the ancient name Beypasha, appears more likely to have been the

origin of the Greek Hyphasis, Hypasis, or Huphasis; than She-

tooder, which was the ancient name of the Setlege.

As M. D'Anville’s account of Alexander's progrefs in the Anti-

quite Geographique de l’hide, supposes that the Behut (he calls it

Genavc), the westernmost of the Panjab rivers, was the Indus of

Alexander : but it is necefsary to observe, that M. D'Anville’s opi-

nion was formed on the supposed certainty of that monarch's
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having only four rivers, between him and the country of the Prasii,

when he had crofsed the Indus. That prince of geographers,

when he determined this question, had not the true geography of

the Panjab before him: and, in fact, Alexander had all the five

rivers of the Panjab to* crbfs, after he arrived on the east side

the river, which he supposed to be, and which was in reality,

the Indus.

There is a flat contradiction between Arrian and Diodorus (and

Curtius who follows the latter), regarding the quality of the coun-

try on the east of the Hyphasis
;
the former describing it as a flou-

rishing and well-inhabited country ; the latter say there is an ex-

tensive desert between it and the Ganges. Arrian's account suits

the upper part of the river, and those ofDiodorus and Curtius, the

lower part ; for there is certainly a desert, as has been before ob-

served, between the Panjab and Batnir.

We are left to suppose that Alexander, after the determination

of his army to proceed no further, returned to the Hydaspcs, by

the route he came; bating the ground he lost in marching after

,

(
the Cathcri: and finding his cities of Nicte and Bucephala com-

pleted ; and a fleet, or part of one, built out of the timber pro-

cured from the neighbouring mountains, named by them Emodus,

and Himaus , or Imaus ; he proceeded down the Hydaspes with his

fleet, while the greater part of the. army marched. by land.

Here it may be proper to observe, that Arrian does not say from

whence the timber came, but leaves us to suppose that it came from

the forests nearest to the river
;
and enough is known of the nature

of the country, to convince us that the forests bordering on the

foot of the Cashmerian hills, were very near to the river Hydaspes*

The mountains Emodus and Imaus indeed, were at a very great

distance, and could bfj only in sight to the N E ; since they are in

effect the mountains which extend from the Ganges, above Siri-

nagur, to Cashmere ;
separating the dependencies of Hindoostan,

from those of Great Thibet. I suspect Emodus and Imaus to be
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different readings of the same name ; and Imaus or Himaus, we
have every reasonable proof, of being derived from the Sanscrit

word Himmaleh, signifying snowy. That vast ridge bears the

same name at present ; and Pliny knew the circumstance well.*

It is unlikely that Alexander, so far from visiting Cashmere/ as

some have supposed, had even heard any distinct account of iV\

otherwise some of the writers of his life would surely have taken

notice of so extraordinary a country : nay, I conclude, according

to my idea of Alexander’s character, that he would certainly have

visited it, when he returned to the Hydaspes, to embark for the

Indus ; and was, in some degree, at leisure ; if a man who is eter-

nally preparing work for himself, can be said to have any leisure.

Alexander sailed from his first place of embarkation in the Hy-
daspes, about the middle of November N.S. 337 years before

Christ (according to Usher), having, of course, been in the field

the whole rainy season ; for he'crofsed the Indus in May. In five

days the fleet arrived at the conflux of the Hydaspes and Accsines

(Jhylum and Chunaub), the identity of which, is most pointedly

marked (as we have before observed) by the nature of the banks ; >

and by the rapidity and violence of the stream, which dismayed

the whole fleet, and proved fatal to some of the large ships.

At this place, Philip, who had led a division of the army along

the banks of the Acesines (whose course is not far from that of

the Hydaspes, and gradually approaches it, until they meet),

joined the grand army, and was ferried over the Acesines. We
may observe from this, and from Craterus and Hephestion being

detached with the other two divisions, along the opposite banks

of the Hydaspes, that Alexander might be said almost to sweep

the whole country. He now approached the confines of the

Mall 1, and set out on his first expedition with a detachment,

against the people of the country bordering on the Malli, to pre-

* Im;Lus, incolarum lingua nivosum significante. Pliny, Book VI.
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vent their giving afsistance to that nation ; but the particulars of

his march are not recorded. He returned again to the fleet and

army at the conflux of the Hydaspes ; and from thence dispatched

the fleet to the next place of rendezvous, at the conflux of the

Hydraotes (llauvee) with the Acesines (Chunaub)
; for so the con-

fktent streams of the Hydaspes and Acesines were named, the Ace-

sines being the largest ;* and as the Hydaspes is said to be 20

stades in width the whole way, the other must have been an im-

mense river. The army was now divided into four divisions, three

of which marched at a considerable didKance from each other ; along,

or near the course of, the river ; the fourth, Alexander took the

command of himself, and marched inland from the river to attack

the Malli on that side ; in order to drive the fugitives towards the

forks of the rivers, where they might be intercepted by some of

the other divisions. The line of direction of his march must have

been south,'or south-eastward. On the second morning he took

a strong city, and Perdiccas, another; and after a second long

night march, arrived at the Hydraotes (Rauvee)
:
perhaps, we may

pillow for the day, and two night marches, 40 road miles ; or 30

G . miles of horizontal distance.-f He fell in with the river at some

considerable distance above the conflux (the appointed rendez-

vous for the fleet), as appears by what followed : and after erod-

ing it, took two other towns,]; and then proceeded to the capital

city of the Malli; after dispatching Pithon back to the river side,

to intercept the fugitives. This capital of the Malli, must not be

mistaken for the modern Moultan ; which is at least 30 miles by

land, below the conflux of the Hydraotes; or two days voyage

• It would appear, by the description of the Acesines by Ptolemy, quoted by Arrian,

that this was by tar the largest of the Punjab rivers.

f The Ayin Acbarce reckons 27 cofses, or 51 B. miles, between the two confluences of
•the Hydaspes and Hydraotes with the Acesines ; but this account includes the windings of
the channel.

I One of these was a town of Brachmans, or Bramins. Some of them burnt themselves,
together with their houses ; and few came alive into the enemy’s hands. This mode of con-
duct has been practised in our own times. See Orme’s Indostan, Vol. II. p. 255.
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for a boat going with the stream :* but the ancient capital in ques-

tion, was above the conflux ; and near the Hydraotes (Rauvce), by

the garrison’s leaving it, and retiring to the opposite (north) side

of the river. Alexander recrofsed the river after them ; but flnding

them too strong to be attacked with the party he brought vMth

him, and waiting for a reinforcement, the enemy had time to re-

tire into another fortified city, not far off. This namelejs city, is

the place where Alexander was wounded, and in such imminent

danger; and not in the capital, of the Malli, nor among the Oxy-

tlraca (Outch), which is on'Ae opposite side of the Acesines (Chu-

naub), and near its confluence with the Indus. Indeed Arrian is

particular in pointing out this error £of Diodorus]. As to the dis-

tance of this city above the conflux, we may collect that it could

not be very far, both by reason of the quick communication be-

tween Alexander, and the camp and fleet ; and by the ground he

had marched over, after leaving the first conflux. l am inclined

to place it about 10 G. miles above the conflux (of the Chunaub

and Rauvee), and a few miles from the north bank of the latter ;

and the capital of the Malli on the opposite side, and not far from

the river bank ; so that they will be somewhat below the present

town of Toulumba, which has been mentioned as a famous pals

on the Rauvce, between Lahore and Moultan.

When Alexander was sufficiently recovered from the effects of

his wound, he was embarked on the Hydraotes, and carried down

the stream , to his fleet, which appears to have been brought into

the Hydraotes ; for we learn that he pafsed the conflux after he

joined the fleet.')-

We learn also, from the same author, that the Acesines preserves

its name until it is lost in the Indus, although it receives the Hy-

daspes and Hydraotes: the historian of Timur, in like manner,

gives the name of Chunaub to the confluent waters of the Jhylum

* Itinerary, 1662. f Arrian.
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and Chunaub : this alone, however, does not prove that it was the

largest river
;
for we have many examples, in modern geography,

at least, where the adjunct river, though the smallest, gives its

name to the confluent waters. It is worthy of remark, that Arrian,

as it. appears, not knowing what became of the Hyphasis (Bcyah)

d»es not say that Alexander saw the mouth of it, as he did those

of the Acesines and Hydraotes ; but only informs us that it fell

into the Acesines. And indeed, the truth is, that the Hyphasis (or

Beyah) does not join the Chunaub; but, after uniting its waters

with those of the Setlege, falls into the Indus, a great way farther

down. It is certain that the courses of rivers, even of the largest,

do alter so much, in time, that what Arrian says might have been

the case ; but there is no necefsity for supposing it.

Arrian, as well as Sherefeddin, informs us that the lower part

of the Panjab, towards Moultan, is flat and marshy, and inundated

pike Bengsfp by the periodical rains, which fall between the

months of May and October. As a proof of it, Alexander was

once obliged to break up his camp, on the Acesines (Chunaub) and

retire to the higher grounds.

From the conflux of the Acesines with the Indus, we accompany

Alexander, succefsively to the territories of the Sogdi, Musicani,

Oxycani, Sindomanni, and Patalans. The Oxydracie, who had

submitted by their ambafsadors, were left unmolested. Bliakor

answers nearest to the position and description of the country of

the Musicani, which was next to the Sogdi, and the most powerful

on that part of the Indus: and the Oxycani, the next in order, to

Hajycan; a drear, or division of Sindy. In Sindomanni we may

recognize the country of Sindy ; or that through which the river

Sinde flows, in the lower part of its course : and Pattala, has ever

been referred to the <Jelta of the Indus. But so vast a change of

names, or rather so vast a change in the manner of writing them,*

* A comparison of the modern names with the ancient, in many parts of Asia, leads me
to conclude, that had they been faithfully written by the Greeks, much lefs difference would

s
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forbids the building of any hypotheses, on the similarity of an-

cient and modern names of places ; except in cases, where the

locality is equally evident.

Having now conducted Alexander acrofs the Panjab, and down

the Indus, to the head of its delta , it may not be amifs to observe,

that the state of the country through which he pafsed, was very

different from what we should have conceived, who have been

in the habit of considering Hindoostan, as being governed by one

monarch, or even as divided into several large kingdoms. In the

Panjab country, in an extent lefs than is comprized within one of

the soubahs, or grand divisions of the Mogul empire, wc find no

lefs than seven nations ;
and along the lower parts of the Indus,

many more. Even in the Panjab, where Alexander warred a whole

campaign, and part of another, there was nothing of that kind of

concert appeared, which must
t
have taken place between the go-

vernors of provinces, had they been under one head ; But in general

each acted separately, and for himself. The Malli, Catheri, and

Oxydraca?, wc are told, leagued together for their mutual defence;

and this proves that they were separate governments. It is curious,

that the same cause that facilitated Alexander’s conquests in India,

should also have given them the degree of celebrity that has ever

accompanied them ; that is to say, their subdivision into a number

of small states: and ordinary readers, either not regarding, or not

comprehending, their extent and consequence, have considered

them as kingdoms. The conquest of the Panjab and Sindy, would,

with such an army,* be no very great matter in our times, although

united; and yet this conquest is considered as a brilliant part of

Alexander's history : the truth is, the romantic traveller is blended

with the adventurous soldier ; and the feelings of the reader are

oftener applied to than his judgment.

be found between them, than we now experience; and I am inclined to think that the names
of the rivers, in particular, are scarcely changed since the time of the Greeks.

* Alexander had 120,000 men, and 200 elephants. Arrian.
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But although the western part of Hindoostan was in this state,

there existed beyond, or rather towards the Ganges, a powerful

kingdom, as appears by the state Megasthenes found it in, when

he resided in quality of ambafsador from Seleucus Nicator, not

many years after, at Palibothra, the capital of the Prasii * The

Pjrasians probably owed to the discontents that prevailed in Alexan-

der's army, their escape from a foreign conquest at that period.

Alexander arrived at Pattala about the middle of August (before

Christ 326" years), and after he had made proper arrangements for

the safety and convenicncy of his fleet and army, and had viewed

also the two principal mouths of the Indus, in which he expe-

rienced some degree of surprise, if not of terror, from the bore, or

sudden influx of the tide
; -f-

he departed by land for Susa, leaving

Nearchus with the fleet to follow, as soon as the Etesian winds£

should cease. He had been more than nine months in sailing

down the Hydaspes, and Indus. He crofsed the Hydaspes about

the summer solstice in the preceding year, and of course had been

in the field, or in some kind of warfare, during two rainy seasons:

we arc told, however, by the author of the Ayin Acbaree, that but

little rain falls in the lower parts of Moultan : that is, the part

bordering on the Indus. Nearchus sailed about the middle of

October § with the N E monsoon ; conducting, according to Dr.

Gillies, in his elegant History of Greece, “ the first European fleet

“ which navigated the Indian seas." By the journal of this voyage,

preserved by Arrian, it appears ttyat the fleet sailed out of the

western branch, by the distance between the mouth of the Indus and

the river Arabius, which was only 1000 stadia ; for Arrian gives the

breadth of the delta at 1800 stadia, along the sea coast.
||

Arrian

* See the Introduction. • f Ibid.

• I The Etesian winds blew from the N E in the Mediterranean, in the months of July and
August ; and the ancients thought proper to apply the same term to the periodical winds of
the same season in the Indian seas, although they blew from the opposite quarter.

$ The first of October, O. S. according to Usher.

|| Pliny gives it 220 miles, so that he reckoned about eight stades to one of his miles.

S 2
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takes notice, that when Nearchus stood out to sea, on the coast of

India, he found either no shadow at noon ; or else the shadow,

if any, was projected southward. This however, could not pos-

sibly happen, because Alexander did not arrive till after the summer

solstice, nor till August. And yet Arrian took this from Near-

chus's journal : but whosoever examines the geography of it, will

find that he could never be within a degree of the tropic, allowing

him to have sailed at any reasonable distance from the shore.

It may appear extraordinary that Alexander should, in the course

of a few months, prepare so vast a fleet for his voyage down the

Indus; especially as it is said to be the work of his army. But the

truth is, that the Panjab country, like that of Bengal, is full of

navigable rivers ; which communicating with the Indus, form an

uninterrupted navigation from Cashmere to Tatta : and, no doubt,

abounded with boats and vefsels ready constructed to the conque-

ror’s hands. That he built some vefsels of war, and others of certain

descriptions that might be wanted, is very probable ; but transport

and provision vefsels, I doubt not, were to be collected to any

number. There were about 80 triremes ; and the w hole number

of embarkations w7as near 2000. I think it probable, too, that

the vefsels in which Nearchus performed his coasting voyage to the

gulf of Persia, were found in the Indus. Vefsels of 180 tons bur-

then are sometimes used in the Ganges; and those of 100, not

unfrequently.

Cashmere is the only subject that remains to be discufsed on

the cast of the Indus
;
which it owes to its particular situation in

respect of the Panjab ; being detached from it in point of geo-

graphical construction, as well as actually separated from it by

strong natural barriers. The communications of Capt. Kirk-

patrick, how full soever of information, on the subjects that have
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Been already discufsed, are even abundantly more so in the present

instance
; for he has furnished me with translations of the most

approved itineraries between Lahore and Cashmere, kept either

by the Mogul emperors themselves, or by their order, and under

thejr immediate inspection ; and having the road distances con-

tained in them actually measured ; and the most remarkable ob-

jects that occurred on the way, noted with a great degree of pre-

cision. To account for this attention on the part of the emperors,

it must be observed, that a journey to Cashmere in the spring

season, was regarded by them as the highest gratification that

luxury could afford : every circumstance, therefore, which related

to the communications with such a scene of pleasure, became in-

teresting: for a perfect knowledge of the detail of each, would,

of course, enable the royal visitors to determine the most eligible

route, suited to seasons and circumstances. The reader may col-

lect from Bernier (the most instructive of all Indian travellers), in

what mode the emperors travelled to Cashmere; as he has writ-

ten a full account of his journey, when he travelled thither in the

'suite of Aurungzebc, in the year iO‘h‘4. And when we reflect on

the burning climate he left behind him, to breathe the pure and

temperate air of Cashmere, and to contemplate the beauty of its

scenery, we must not fail to applaud the taste of the emperors,

who indulged themselves in so elegant, and no lels rational, a

luxury.

Nor did Capt. Kirkpatrick content himself with bare transla-

tions of the itineraries; but, in the true spirit of science, added

comments and explanations, when the nature of the subject ap-

peared to require it: without which aids I might frequently have

fallen into error ; and with which, little remained for me to do,

but to effect the geometrical construction. I shall have great

occasion to rejoice, if the histories from whence he has ex-

tracted these, and other geographical materials, should hereafter

appear in an European language, through his means: and yet
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road, leads into Cashmere through the valley, or pafs, by which the

Behut ifsucs; which being much lower, is, of course, exempted

from snow. (Sec p. 99.)

Hufsan-Abdal lies in the direct road from Rotas to Attock, 12

royal cofses, or about 24^ G. miles, to the eastward of the latter:

and this point of Hufsan-Abdal being thus fixed, it becomes un-

necefsary to talce notice of any other part of the route, save that

between it and Sirinagur. The distance between these places was
75-i- Acbaree cofscs, by a measured route of Jehanguire ;* but it

being very circuitous, the different portions of it require a separate

discufsion ; and cannot, after all, be applied with succefs, with-

out a reference to Mr. Forster's idea of the bearings between Siri-

nagur, and Bazaar, his station on the Indus: and as the outlet of

the Behut river regulates the direction of the first part of this line ,

which makes a considerable angle with the rest, it becomes neces-

sary, in the first instance, to examine and fix the position of the

valley of Cashmere itself ; with a view to ascertain the place of

this outlet, rendered famous under the name of the Pafs of Bareh-

mooleh.
1st. Mr. Forster says (Vol. 1

. p. 225), that the valley extends

from SE to NW (perhaps, more correctly, SE by E, and NW
by W): he entered it by the SE, and traced the general course

of the river Behut, north-westward, to Sirinagur ; which is situated

towards the middle of the valley of Cashmere.

2d. The Ayin Acbaree describes the general situation of several

of the districts of Cashmere, all which prove that the course of the

Behut is from S E to NW: for its source is said to be in Wair or

Weer Purgunnah, situated in the SE quarter from Sirinagur. "|-

Eencha, or Uncej, Purgunnah, called also Islamabad,^ lies on the

SE; and the town of Islamabad itself, to which Forster came, is

• The cofs of Acbar was used also by his son Jehanguire; and that of Shah Jchan suc-

ceeded it.

+ Ayin Acbarcc, Vol. II. article Cashmere. J Kirkp. MSS.
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} or 6 miles below the spring of Wair. Punjberary, and Pain-

pour, two towns between Islamabad and Sirinagur, are in Uneej

and Veil Purgunnahs ; both of which lie on the east of Sirina-

gur. Soliman’s Mount, near the river, is also in the same quar-

ter.* So that the general course of the Rehut above Sirinagur, is

clearly from the south-eastward ; and it makes a deep bend to the

north, by Punjberary and Pampour. The distance by water from

Sirinagur to the head of the Behut, is 22 measured royal colscs

;

by land 14; or about 28^- G. miles. T
”d . Capt. Kirkpatrick quotes Abdul llumeed, to prove that

the Rehut proceeds from the south to Sirinagur, and pursues a N
course from that city. It should rather be N \V

; because the

Ay in Acbaree, Vol. II. p. 109, of tli.e Tukseem Jii/uma, states that

CJeyehamoon X Purgunnah lies to the NW of Sirinagur (and it ap-

pears from other circumstances, at the extremity of the valley) ; and

in page j(>(i, that Oullcr (or Tal) lake, lies near it, and receives the

river Behut (Abdul Humeed and Bernier, botli relate the same, con-

cerning the river and lake) ; and also that this lake is near Little

Thibet, which in the account of the boundaries, in page 1,52, is said

to lie on the N \V of Cashmere ; as Great Thibet does 011 the IS; Iv

The lake is said to be of great extent ; no lefs than B. miles in

circuit; or perhaps id or 17 acrols; which account allows it to

reach to the frontiers of Little Thibet, without violence to the

statement of the distance between Sirinagur and Barehmooleh (the

outlet of the Behut) which is no more than n V royal colses by

land ; 14 by water. These circumstances considered, we can have

no doubt that the course of the Behut is to the N \Y, from Siri-

nagur to the lake: but the length of its course, in this direction,

we are not told ; any more than the length and direction of its

course, from the lake*, to its entry between the mountains at

* Ay in Arbaree, Vol. 11. article Cashmere. f Kirkp. MSS.

1 Supposed Ir? Capt. Kirkpatrick to he the same with the district of the Rajah Gamon,
mentioned by Bernier.

T
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Barehmooleh. It may, however, be inferred, that the greatest part

of the 14 cofses by water, is to the lake (considering that the val-

ley of Cashmere extends 40 B. miles to the NW from Sirinagur)

;

and that the course of the Behul, after its cffiux from the lake, is

short, and towards the SW quarter : by which, Barehmoolehr will

take a W by N, orW NW position, in respect of Sirinagur.
%

The route to Cashmere by Punoach (the 3d of the measured

routes), throws some light on the position of Barehmoolch, in re-

spect of Sirinagur. The Punoach road branches from that of Bom-

ber, at Thunah, 23} Acbarcc cofses short of Sirinagur ; and crofses

the mountains far to the west of Peer-Punchal.* The distance

from Thunah to Barehmooleh, is 28 royal cofses, or 56’^ G. miles,

by the ordinary calculation : but as an allowance must be made

for the ground lost by the steepnefs of the mountains, as in the

Bember road (page 134), 53 G. miles may be taken for the direct

distance; and Barehmooleh will bear W by N ^ N from Sirinagur.

The distance may be taken at 23^ G. miles.

Having placed Barehmooleh, the nearest point in Jchangu ire's

route from Sirinagur to Hufsan Abdal, I proceed to examine the

remainder of that route; the bearing of which will best be under-

stood by a reference to Mr. Forster’s remarks. 11c supposed Mu-
zifferto bearW by S, 71 cofses from Sirinagur; and his station on

the Indus 64 cofses from Muzifler, S W, and S by W. These,

compounded, give a course ofW 33° S, 120 cofses: and according

to my construction, it is W 2S0 S, 136 G. miles. The bearings

do not materially differ, the nature of the materials being consi-

dered: the distances certainly appear very different ; for if Mr.

Forster’s was taken absolutely, it would place Sirinagur more to

the east than even my construction warrants, by 30 or 40 miles;

which is more improbable, than that he ‘should either have es-

timated his cofs too low, or have taken so circuitous a route, as

* The distance from Lahore to Cashmere, by the road of Punoach, is 93, royal cofs.s.

—

K n kp. MSS .
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to sink the quantity of his horizontal distance very considerably.

The fact is, that the standard of his cofs is very short all the way

from Oude: and moreover, he remarks that his party avoided

Puckholi, and other places that are implied to lie in the direct road,

through motives of prudence. I shall therefore content myself

with reflecting, that his line of bearing differs only 7 degrees from

my supposition ; and regard the position of Sirinagur, as generally

true in respect of Attock and Hufsan-Abdal.

Jehangu ire's measured distance between Barchmoolch and Hus-

san-Abdal, is 63^ Acbaree cofses, which on ordinary roads might

produce 122^ G. miles: but as 2,5 cofses of the road between Ba-

rehmooleh and Mooker, is along the rugged and winding pals,

through which the Behut forces itself, in its escape from the valley

of Cashmere, a considerable reduction must lake place. There

are also some high ridges to be crqfsed between the Kishengonga

and Puckholi: and all these together may reduce the 122^ on or-

dinary ground, to 11b in this place: for this is the space that the

construction leaves, between Barchmoolch and Hufsan-Abdal. And

this being allowed, Sirinagur, or Cashmere, ought to take the

position alsigned it, at 6 minutes of longitude west of Lahore.

A fourth road to Cashmere (but not measured) is that of Mr.

Forster from Jumraoo, through Kishtewar. I am inclined, from

the similarity of names, to suppose this to be the road mentioned

in Capt. Kirkpatrick’s MSS. under the name ofJowmuk, or Chow-

muck: and which Abdul Humeed states in the grofs (for no par-

ticulars are given) at 102 cofses (I conclude, ofthe royal * standard)

from Lahore.

I do not mean to rest any part of my argument, for the position

of Cashmere, on the result of this route ; on the contrary, I have

formed the line of Mr.* Forster’s route frrom Jummoo, with a refe-

rence to the position of Cashmere, inferred from the former data.

• This was the standard, uniformly made use of hy Abdul Humeed.

T l2
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Mr. Forster estimated the general bearing from Jummoo to Cash-

mere, at N by W ; which agrees with the former data : but the

detail of the route leads first N E by E, or more eastvvardlv, to the

crofsing-place of the Chunaub river; and thence north, and N W.

The occasion of this great bend in the road, is to gain a convenient

crofsing-place over the rapid Chunaub ; and the transit is effected

by means of a large basket, drawn along a tight rope, extended

from one high rocky bank to the other. The breadth is 70 or

80 yards.

In Capt. Kirkpatrick’s MSS. we find the detail of an expedi-

tion from Cashmere into Kishtewar, during the reign of the Em-

peror Jehanguire (A. D. 16' 19). The capital of Kishtewar is de-

scribed to lie near the east bank of the Chunaub river, at 60 cofses

from Sirinagur.'* These cofses were of the common standard, I

apprehend ;
and the route of the army was over Pecr-Punchal

:

therefore very circuitous. The length of this march, however, con-

firms Mr. Forster’s statement of the bearing of the road, to the

crofsing-place of the Chunaub; and shews that the general course

of that river, is pretty uniform throughout.

Mr. Forstcr reckoned cjb* cofses between Jummoo and Sirinagur

;

of which, 4/) were between Jummoo and the pafsage of the Chu-

naub; and the remaining ,70 between the Chunaub and Sirinagur ;

and of this number, 18 were by water, down the stream of the

Hehut, from Islamabad, or Eencha (see page jgO").

The valley of Cashmere appears to be of an oval form, and to

have its largest extent from S E to N W ; or perhaps more strictly

from SE by E and N W by W. Mr. Forster reckons its dimen-

sions 80 British miles, by 40. From the measured distances al-

ready exhibited, between Wair , the head of the Behut, and Ba-

rehmooleh, where the Behut leaves the valley ; we collect that the

distance between those places, through Sirinagur, is 25'- royal

* Tin* name of this capital appears to have been M undid, or Mundul-Muder ; and its

situation 3 cofses cast of the river Chunaub (Kirkp. MSS.). By circumstances, it ought
to he neai the place where Mr. Forster’s route cruises it.
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cofscs; answering to about 51I- G. miles; but as Sirinagur lies

out ot the direct line between the two (as is proved by the con-

struction), perhaps ,50 G. miles, or 58 British, may be the true

distance. But this is not the greatest extent of the valley
;
since

it has been shewn that the Duller lake, by its position and dimen-

sions must neccfsarily extend to a point much more distant from

Sirinagur, than' Barehmooleh does; although the exact quantity

of the distance cannot be ascertained. And on the other hand,

Mr. Forster entered the S E end of the valley at Durroo, or Sur-

roo, cofses before he came to Islamabad : of course, Durroo must

lie beyond the head of the Behut. These circumstances considered,

Mr. Forster’s estimate of 80 British miles for the length of the

valley, supposing it to be meant for the flat part of it, appears to

exceed the truth by a very few miles only ; for 74 or 7,7 can very

clearly be made out. But he reckoned it only 40 in breadth,

which appears much too little;’ and I suppose it to be ,70, or

more: for Heerapour, at the entrance of the valley from the side

of Bomber (the south side), is 11 Acbaree cofses, or nearly 2,7

British miles, acrofs from Sirinagur ; and Ear, according to Ber-

nier, is about as far from Sirinagur, as Barehmooleh is; 27 B,

miles: but as Sirinagur does not lie directly between Heerapour

and Lar (for the former bears about S from Sirinagur; and Ear,

by the Ayin Acbaree, is in the N E quarter from Sirinagur), a

considerable angle takes place, and may probably reduce the ,72

miles, to 70 in direct distance.

By order of Jehanguire, the length and breadth of the province

of Cashmere, or rather, probably, the roads through and acrofs it,

were measured; and the dimensions, 56' Acbaree cofses, by 27,

were registered accordingly (Kirkp. MSS). But these dimen-

sions regard the political boundaries only: because Bholbns, the

western frontier, is said to be 18E of these cofses within the moun-
tains below Barehmooleh. And in the opposite, or south-east

quarter, the valley of Banhal, a dependency of Cashmere, lies at.
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the distance of several cofses beyond the great circle of mountains

that surrounds the valley of Cashmere (Forster, Vol. I. p. 224).

This district of Banhal is placed in the Ayin Acbarec on the south-

east of Sirinagur (Vol. II. p. 108. of the TukseemJumma), and this

may be adduced as a proof that Mr. Forster entered Cashmere by

the south-east ; and also that the valley of Cashmere has a S E and

NW position.

As Jehanguire's measurement leaves at least 84 B. miles for the

length of the valley above Barehmooleh, and 60 for the greatest

breadth, it may be supposed that it included the slope of the

mountains, as well as the level or hollow part of the valley ; and

that the term of the distance eastward, was the summit of mount

Kantcl, described by Desidcri, as the common boundary of Cash-

mere and Great Thibet {Lett. Edif. Vol. XV. p. 190). The

dimensions given in the Ayin Acbaree are not to be regarded, be-

ing estimated only; for Jehahguire’s measurement took place

long after that book was compiled. In the same book, we find

Cashmere divided into two parts, namely, Meraje, and Kamraje ;

the former being (as is exprefsed in Vol. II. p. 170.) the eastern

part, and containing the districts situated to the east, the S E,

and the N E, of Sirinagur : and the latter, the western part, con-

taining the N W and SW districts.

With respect to general position. Cashmere is bounded on the

west, by the district of Puckholi ; on the S W by the territory of

the Ghickers; on the S E by that of Jummoo; and on the east,

by the river Chunaub: Great Thibet lies on the north-east; and

Little Thibet on the north-west. In the Ayin Acbarec, from

whence this account is transcribed, there is often a great want of

accuracy in the article of bearings; and the intermediate points

are often meant for the cardinal ones ; and vice versa. But in the

description of the boundaries of Cashmere, there appears to be

more consistency than usual.

The capital of Cashmere has the same name as the province.
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according to Mr. Forster, and M. Bernier : but the Ayin Acbaree,

at an earlier period, names it Sirinagur * It is a large city, and

built on both sides of the river Behut, which has a remarkable

smooth current throughout the whole valley (according to Mr.

Forjsier)
; and this proves the remarkable flatness of the country,

as the body of water is very large.

The valley or country of Cashmere, is celebrated throughout

upper Asia for its romantic beauties, for the fertility of its soil,

and for the temperature of its atmosphere. All these particulars

may be accounted for, when it is considered, that it is an elevated

and extensive valley, surrounded by steep mountains, that tower

above the regions of snow
;
and that its soil is composed of the

mud deposited by a capital river, wl\ich originally formed its waters

into a lake, that covered the whole valley ; until it opened itself

a passage through the mountains, .and left this fertilized valley, an

ample field to human industry, and to the accommodation of a

happy race : for such the ancient inhabitants of Cashmere un-

doubtedly were.

Although this account has no living testimony to support it,

yet history and tradition, and what is yet stronger, appearances,

have impressed a conviction of its truth, on the minds of all those

who have visited the scene, and contemplated the different parts

of it.

The author of the Ayin Acbaree dwells with rapture on the

beauties of Cashmere: whence we may conclude that it was a

favourite subject with his master Acbar, who had visited it three

times before Abul Fazil wrote. Other emperors of Hindoostan

visited it also, and seemed to forget the cares ofgovernment, during

their residence in the happy valley. It appears that the periodical

•rains, which almost deluge the rest of India, are shut out of Cash-

mere by the height of the mountains ; so that only light showers

* In the revenue books, the province of Cashmere ii written Jennet-Nvzeer, or the

Paradise-resembling Soubah. (
Kirkp . MSS.)
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tall there: these, however* are in abundance enough to feed some

thousands of cascades, which are precipitated into the valley, from

every part ofthe stupendous and romantic bulwark that encircles it.

The soil is the richest that can be conceived; and its productions

those of the temperate zone. A vast number of streams and rivers

from all quarters of the valley, bring their tribute to the Behut or

Jhylum, the parent of the soil ; a large navigable river, in which

we recognize the famous Hydaspes of Alexander, who crossed it

about too miles below its outlet from the valley. Many lakes

are spread over the surface, and some of them contain floating

islands. In a word, the whole scenery is beautifully picturesque;

and a part of the romantic circle of mountains, makes up a portion

ofevery landscape. The pardonable superstition of the sequestered

inhabitants, has multiplied the places of worship of Mahadeo, of

Bishen, and of Brama. All Cashmere is holy land ; and mira-

culous fountains abound . One dreadful evil they arc constantly

subject to, namely, earthquakes; and to guard against their most

terrible effects, all the houses are built of wood ; of which there

is no want.

Among other curious manufactures, with which Cashmere

abounds, is that of the shawls ; which are distributed over all the

western and southern Asia. We learn from M. Volney, that they

even make a part of the dress of the Egyptian Mamlouks : and

at present (as if to exhibit the most striking contrast in the clafses

of wearers) they are worn by the English ladies. There remains

no doubt, but that the delicate wool of which they are made,

is the produce of a species of goat, either of that country, or

of the adjoining one of Thibet. Notwithstanding the present ex-

tensive demand for shawls, the manufacture is declined to one-

fourth of the former quantity ; which may be easily referred to

the decline of the Persian and Hindoostanic empires. Here are

sheep called Hundon, which, like those of Peru, are employed in

carrying burthens. The annual public revenue of Cashmere, in
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the time of Aurungzebc, appears to have been only about 35,0001 *

From what lias been said above, it was, no doubt, a favoured pro-

vince.

The Cashmerians have a language of their own, said to be an-

terior to the Sanscrit. Arid it would appear that they had also a

religion of their own, different from that of the Hindoos. Abul

Fazil says, “ the* most respectable people of this country are the

“ lleyshees, who, although they do not suffer themselves to be

“ fettered by traditions, are doubtlefs true worshippers of God."

Nothing can exceed the liberality of mind both of Abul Fazil and

of his master, the great Acbar: but the former appears to have

caught some of the enthusiasm of the valley., by his descriptions of

some of the holy places in it. To
t
sum up the account of Cash-

mere, in the words of the same author, “ It is a garden in perpetual

Ci spring.”

So far am I from doubting the tradition, respecting the existence

of the lake that covered Cashmere, that appearances alone would

serve to convince me, without either the tradition, or the history.

It is a mere natural effect; and such, I apprehend, must be the

economy of nature, in every case w here the waters of a river, are

inclosed in any part of their course, by elevated lands. The first

consequence of this stoppage is, of course, the conversion of the

inclosed lands into a lake: and if this happens near the fountains

of the river, and the ground is solid, it is likely to remain a lake

for ever; the river not having force enough in its infant state, to

work itself a pafsage through the mountains. Hence it is that

more lakes are found near the sources of rivers, than in the lower

parts of their course. If the river be inclosed after it has gained a

great accession of water, and of course, strength ; it will indeed at

first, form a lake, as before; but in time, the place at which it runs

* Capt. Kirkpatrick’s MSS. state the actual and realized revenues to have been
25,0001. in the time of Shah Jehan ; and only 2o,oool. in that of Mahomed Shah.

u

about
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over, will be gradually fretted away, as in the case of the Behut

abovementioncd. The Euphrates, in like manner, opens itself a

pafsage through mount Taurus ;
and the Ganges through mount

Imaus: and even though the base of the mountain be of the firmest

texture, it will give way to the incefs'ant friction, through a course

of ages : for either of these pafsages may have been an operation of

many thousand years. In the case of the Gan'ges, which pafses

through mount Imaus, it may be supposed that the lower strata

were softer than the upper ; for the upper still remain, to a great

height. In that of the Behut, the lake appears to have existed

long enough to deposit a vast depth of soil, before it dispersed.

The Cashmerian history names the lake Sutty-sirr: and adds,

that Kusliup led. a colony of Bratnins to inhabit the valley, after

the waters had subsided.

From Cashmere, Mr. Forster went by a very circuitous route,

to Cabul ; the barbarous state of the people who inhabit the shores

of the Indus, above Attock, making this precaution necefsary. The

countries in question are those of Puckholi, Sewad (or Sowhad),

and Bijore ; the scene of Alexander’s warfare on the west of the

Indus: all of which were subjected to regular authority, during the

long and vigorous reign of Acbar. We are told by the Ayin Ac-

baree, that several of the streams that form the head of the Indus,

yield gold dust: and this accounts for the circumstance of the In-

dian tribute being paid in gold to Darius llystaspes; according

to Herodotus (Book III.). The sum indeed seems too great, in

proportion to what other provinces paid : but as the gold of the

river Pactolus has been exhausted ; so may that of the Kishengonga,

in Puckholi, be diminished. Puckholi, I take to be the Pactya of

Herodotus, Book IV. (as well as the Peucelaotis of Arrian), from

whence Scylax set out to explore the course of the Indus, under

the orders of the same Darius : for it lies towards the upper part

of the navigable course of that river ; being the frontier province

of Hindoostan, east of the Indus. The Ayin Acbaree gives its
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dimensions at 35 cofses, by 25 ; and says that it is bounded on the

south by the districts of Attock. We know few particulars con-

cerning it; except that the northern, and by far the greatest part

of it, is mountainous. Its present capital of the same name, is at

a considerable distance on the east of the Indus, and therefore can-

not occupy the site of the Peucelaotis of Alexander ; since that lay

on the west bank’ of the Indus: but as Alexander advanced to this

place, from the neighbouring district of Bazira, and the country

of the Afsacani (/. c. Bijore, and Ashenagur, which was the name

of Scwad, only a few centuries ago), I very much suspect that

Peucelaotis was the ancient name of Puckholi , and that an altera-

tion of boundary, which has frequently taken place in other pro-

vinces, may have confined its limits to the cast side of the Indus,

in the present times ; although it might anciently have extended

farther lo the west.
,

The first part of Mr. Forster’s route from Cashmere, was down
the course of the Behut, 14 cofses ; at which point he disembarked,

and struck to the westward, towards Muzift'erabad ; the capital

‘town of a chief, who sytles himself Sultan of a district of the same

name, bordering on the south-west of Cashmere; the frontier of

which was pafsed at 15-j cofses from the landing-place, on the

bank of the Behut.

We have before taken notice that Mr. Forster crofsed the Indus

at Bazaar, 20 miles above, or to the north-eastward of Attock.

The greatest part of the wTay from Muzifferabad to Bazaar, was

mountainous, and the country subject to petty princes of the Pa-

tan race. Mr. Forster entered the country of Timur Shah Ab-

dalla, at Hyderbungee, a town about eight miles to the east of

the Indus.

This route of Mr. Forster differed very considerably from the

one of Jehanguire, above recorded : for the former left Puckholi,

through which Jehanguire pafsed, to the south: but a place named

Mangullee, occurs in both routes, between Puckholi and the

U 2
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Indus; and might be the point of separation of the Hufsan-Abdal,

and the Bazaar routes. The river of Muzift'erabad, mentioned by

Forster, must have been the Kishengonga; and the Nhah, the

Nainsook ; both of which join the Behut.

From Bazaar, Mr. Forster proceeded by the road of Paishawur

and Cabul, to Candahar, in his way to Korasan, and the Caspian.

His remarks were of singular use in the construction of the map of

the heads of the Indus, &c. in my first edition ; but the communi-

cations of Capt. Kirkpatrick, have furnished matter so abundantly

superior to any that could be collected by a casual pal'sengcr, that

all Mr. Forster's observations between Cashmere and Cabul, are

ncccfsarily superseded: but beyond this point they preserve all

their former value.*

Of the Countries belonging to Hindoostan ; situated on the West

of the Indus.

The materials for describing the geography of the countries, on

the west of the Indus, though but scanty, compared with those

on the east
;
yet afford positions enough, to enable us to compre-

hend the form and extent of the tract, situated on the north of

* The history of this gentleman’s travels is very curious. He proceeded by land from
Bengal to the Caspian sea, and from theme by the oi dinary route on the river Wolga, &c.
to Petersburgh ; in the years 1783 and 1784. It was necefsary, from a regard to safety, to

avoid the country of the Seiks ; that is, Lahore: he accordingly crofsed the Ganges and
jumnah within the mountains, and proceeded to Cashmere by the road of Jummoo. He
visited this celebrated country, I presume, through motives of curiosity, as it lay so far out
of his way. From thence, crofsing the Indus about 20 miles above Attock, lie proceeded

to Cabal, the capital city of Timur Shah, King of Candahar ; or more commonly knowu
by the name of Abdulho He meant to have proceeded from thence, through the country of
Bucharia, or Transoxiana; but finding it too hazardous, hf pursued the accustomed route

of the caravans by Candahar. From this place, which some have supposed to be the Faropa -

tutsan Alexandria, his route was nearly in a straight line through Herat, to the south ex*

m miry of the Caspian; acrofs the modern provinces of Seistan, Korasan, and Mazandcran ;

which were known to the ancients under the names Paropatnisus, Aria , Purtbu , and Ta-
purt. It w‘,11 he perceived that (as far as a comparison can be made) Mr. Forster traced

luck a considerable part of the route of Alexander, when in pursuit of Bdius. As he tra-
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Candahar ; as well as a general idea of the courses of its principal

rivers, and of certain ranges of mountains.

The principal points on which the geography of the above

tract chiefly depends, have been already discufsed (in page 87, et

seq.)\ namely, those of Paishawur, Cabul, Ghizni, and Canda-

har. But those points on which the position and direction of the

great ridge of fiindoo-Kho, the boundary of the province of Ca-

bul, on the N W, depend; belong rather to the Persian, than to

the Indian geography : therefore I shall reserve the discufsion of

them, for their proper place ; hoping, in due time, to submit to

the judgment of the public, the result of my labours, in the at-

tempt to improve the geography of Persia. I shall only mention,

in this place, that the principal points of Bamian, Anderab, Ghour-

bund, and Badakshan; as well as many subordinate ones; are

fixed, very satisfactorily to my piind, by means of materials in

my pofsefsion ; and from which the additional map, 011 a smaller

scale is drawn. And by these it appears, that the part of Hindoo-

veiled in the disguise of an Asiatic, and in the company of Asiatics, through a vast extent
of Mohammedan country, where the religious prejudices of the natives, are nearly equalled by
their political jealousy of all sorts of foreigners ; we may pronounce the man who could per-

form such a task without suspicion, to pofsefs great presence of mind, and no kf> discretion;

added to an uncommon share of observation of manners, and facility of attaining languages

.

Detection had been worse than death: and he was subject to continu'd suspicion from his

fellow travellers, who were not in the secret. 1 hope he means to publish his observations

on the manneis, government, and present state of that part of Persia, of which we know
the least: as well as of Cashmere, a subject yet more interesting to the philosopher and na-

turalist. It may serve to shew the extensive commercial intercourse, and credit in Hindoo-
stan, and the adjoining country (once dependent on it), notwithstanding the variety of go-
vernments it contains, and the unsettled state of the greatest part of them; that the bills of
exchange which Mr. Forster obtained at Calcutta, were negotiable at Cabul, 17 or ifi hun-
dred miles distant; and the capital of a kingdom totally unconnected with, and pofsibly hos-

tile in political sentiments, to that in which the hills originated. From the time he left the

last British station in Oiuie, to the Caspian, in which he employed near a twelvemonth, and
travelled 2700 English miles; he was compelled to forego most of the ordinary comforts,

and accommodations, which are enjoyed by the lowest clafs of people, in European coun-
tries; sleeping in the open air, even in rainy and snowy weather; and contenting himself

with the ordinary food and cookery of the country he pafsed through. Indeed it was barely

polsible to carry with him the means of procuring comforts, without hazarding his safety,

as he was so long on the road.

The above note was written in 1 7 8 f
> ; and in 1790, the first volume of Mr. Forster’s

travels, including his journey from Bengal, to the borders of Cashmere, was published in

Bengal; and the second was expected soon to follow. But I am sorry to add, that very late

accounts from India, announce the death of this enterprizing traveller; which happened at

the court of the Nizam, where he resided in a public capacity.
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Kho,* which separates Cabul from Balk, and Badakshan, takes a

NE direction, between Bamian and Anderab: after which, its

particular direction is unknown to us (although its general direc-

tion, is unquestionably between the east, and north-east), until

it appears again at the sources of the Jihon (or Oxus), at about

100 miles to the E of the city of Badakshan: and from thence,
«

pafsing on to the north, it gives rise also to the Sihon (or Jax-

ai’tes). On the other hand, the ridge which separates Cashmere

from Great Thibet; and Cashgar from Little Thibet (the true

Imaus, or IIimmaleh); appears to incline, in its northern course,

towards the continuation of Hindoo-Kho, just described; and

even to join it. Here then, we arc to imagine an extensive tract,

of a triangular form, whose base, of 200 miles, or more, is a line

drawn from Cashmere, to the eastern confines of Anderab ; and

whose sides are the continuation of Himmaleh on the east, and
**

•

that of Hindoo-Kho on the west. This space contains, amongst

other countries, those of Little Thibet (or Balti-stan), and Sa-

kita; the Byltae, and Saca’, of Ptolemy; as also Kuttore, which

answers to the Comedi of the same geographer : it also contains,

as we have said in page 97, the sources of the Indus. From the

descriptions of Little Thibet and Kuttore,'}* we may conclude that

this whole space is mountainous ; and that its general level is far

elevated above the countries on either side of it. We have no par-

ticular information respecting the position of the range of moun-

tains, which forms the base, or southern side of the triangle : but

circumstances leads us to conclude, that the highest of these moun-

tains, are far removed from the northern frontier of the provinces,

subject to, or commonly regarded as a part of, Hindoostan: and

that the mountains which properly constitute the boundary of

Hindoostan, towards Kuttore (or Caferistafi), commence in the

* The term Hindoo-Kho, or Hindoo-Kush, is not applied to this ridge, throughout
its whole extent; but seems confined to that part of it, which forms the N W boundary of
Cabul: and this is the Indian Caucasus of Alexander.

f Kirkpatrick’s MSS. and Lett. Edif. Vol. XV.
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parallel of Cashmere, or about 34^ degrees ; and extending, west-

ward from that celebrated country, separate Puckholi, Sewad,

and Bijore, on the south, from Caferistan on the north : and ad-

vancing from thence, to a junction with mount Hindoo-Kho, in

the line between Cabul and Anderab, separate Lumghan (see

page 113), which appears to have been the ancient frontier of Ca-

bul, from those’ districts, which, after the time of Baber,* were

added to, and have since become a part of, the province of Cabul

;

according to its defined limits in the Ayin Acbaree. On the north

of this range, the whole country may be regarded as mountainous:

on the south, the mountainous tract is confined chiefly to Sewad,

Bijore, Teerah,-f and a part of Puckholi.

The soubah of Cabul, under the fylogul emperors, comprehended

the whole space between the Indus, and the mountains of Hin-

doo-Kho, in dimensions 150 cofseg, according to the Ayin Acba-

ree: 1 and this is its greatest extent; for 100 cofses are given for

its breadth, between Kurrabagh and Chuganserai (in a north-

easterly direction; its length being from S E to N W). Kurra-

' bagh is known to be 11 royal cofses to the westward, or S W of

Ghizni: and Chuganserai, according to the Emperor Baber, is a

town, situated at the western extremity of Caferistan ; and on a

river of the same name, which comes from the N E quarter (in

respect of the town), and from behind, that is, from the north of,

Bijore : ||
and flows from thence to the S W, or S S W, to join the

waters of Penjeshehr, &c-. from the north-west. Cabul is con-

fined on the north, by the continuation of Hindoo-Kho ; and on

* Kirkpatrick’s MSS.

f Teerah is a small province, or district, lying between Paishawur anil Cabul; and con-
fined on the N and S by the river of Cabul, and by the southern ridge of snowy moun-
tains. (Kirkp. MSS.)

t Vol. II. p. 199. The distance from Attock to the foot of Hindoo-Kho, by my con-
struction, is 210 G. miles; equal to 147 Hinuoostanny cofses, reduced to horizontal dis-

tance. Here we have a clear proof that the cofs, used by Abul Fazil, was of the common,
or Hindoostanny kind, of 42 to a degree. It furnishes also a satisfactory proof of the ac-
cordance of Abul Fazil’s distances, with those communicated by Capt. Kirkpatrick.

||
Kirkpatrick’s MSS.
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the N E (as wc have seen) by Caferistan, or Kuttore. Towards

the south, or the quarter of Bungush, we are ignorant of its ex-

tent : but as its greatest breadth is implied, in the space between

Kurrabagh and Chuganscrai, it may be concluded that it cannot

extend far beyond the river of Nughz.

The Ayin Acbaree is very full, in its description of the province

of Cabul
; and it appears by this, and every other account, to be

a country highly diversified.: being made up of mountains, covered

with eternal snows; hills of moderate height, and easy ascent;

rich plains, and stately forests; and these enlivened by innume-

rable streams of water. It produces every article necefsary to hu-

man life, together with the most delicate fruits and flowers. It is

sometimes named Zabulistan, from Zabul, one of the names of

Ghizni; which was the ancient capital of this country, and of

which Candahar was then reckoned a part: although by the ar-

rangement in the Ayin Acbaree, Cabul itself is reck6ned a part

of the soubah of Cashmere. Cabul, however, has since been re-

garded as a soubah of itself; and with evident propriety.

Cabul, as well as Candahar, together with some districts on the •

east of the Indus, are comprized within the extensive dominions

of Timur Shah Abdalla (usually styled King of Candahar), which

extend westward to the neighbourhood of the city of Tershish

;

including generally Cabul, Candahar, Paishawur, Ghizni, Gaur,

Seistan (or Sigistan), and Korasan. This tract is not lels than

800 B. miles in length, from cast to west: but although we know

not what the extent may be, breadthwise
;
yet there is little rea-

son to suppose that it bears any proportion to the length. It does

not differ much from the tract comprized within the ancient king-

dom of Ghizni. Timur Shah’s Indian subjects are chiefly Afghans

;

the rest, Persians and Tartars of almost every denomination. His

government is said to be mild and equitable ; with some degree of

relaxation as to military discipline : which in a government purely

military, forbodes difeolution.
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The city of Cabul, the present capital of Timur Shah, is si-

tuated near the foot of the Indian Caucasus, or Hindoo-Kbo ; and

the proximity of this ridge, occasions the most rapid changes in the

temperature of the atmosphere. Its situation is spoken of in terms

of i;apture by the Indian historians; it being no lefs romantic,

than pleasant: enjoying a wholesome air, and having within its

reach, the fruits and other products both of the temperate, and the

torrid zone. In a political light, it is considered as the gate of

India towards Tartary: as Candahar holds the same place, with

respect to Persia.

It was found nccefsary to anticipate the subject of the roads and

palses, between Cabul and the Panjab country; in order to ex-

plain, with more effect, the march,of Timur: and to this discus-

sion (page 113, ct seq .) we beg leave to refer the reader. It is

there slated, that the country of Cabul is divided into two parts,

by a ridge of snowy mountains, which extends from east to west,

from the Indus to the neighbourhood of Ghizni. Also, that a

doubt existed whether the ridge terminated there, or joined the

'mountains that are known to lie on the south of Candahar. By

the course of the river of Ghizni, described in the Ayin Acbaree,

and in the Turkish geography, quoted by D’Anville; it must force

a pafsage through those mountains, supposing the continuity to

exist.

Between the mountains of Hindoo-Kho, and those of Candahar,

the country takes the form of an extensive valley, from Cabul to

the borders of Korasan. Mr. Forster reports, that he crolsed no

ridges of mountains, within this space: and the Ayin Acbaree, in

describing the different roads that lead from Cabul to Turan (that

is Transoxiana), mentions one, by way of Candahar and Korasan,

which is “ free from hills.”*

It appears, that in the tract between Cabul and Candahar, the

# If this account be true, it destroys the supposition of a continuity of mountains, fro*
the south of the CVu.pur: sei, to India,

x
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highest point of elevation of the country, is marked by the descent

of the waters from it, in almost every direction. Our knowledge,

respecting this particular, is, however, confined merely to a few

leading facts. At Mooker, 42 G. miles west from Ghizni, the waters

of the Turung river, incline to the west ; and the Hir, Hecr, or

Heermund, which ifsues from the south of the Bamian ridge (of

Hindoo-Kho), runs to the S W, towards the lake of Durrah, or Zur-

rah, in Korasan. The river of Balk, one of the heads of the Ji-

hon (or Oxus), ilsues from the north of the same mountains ; and

the waters of Cabul from the east. Those of Nughz, and Ghiz-

ni, appear to have their sources from the same quarter, also; but

we have no positive information on this head. The Ayin Acba-

ree, Vol. II. p. 207, speaking
#
of Ghizni, says, “ a river runs from

“ north to south, and fertilizes all the cultivated lands." And M.

D’Anville ( Eclaircifsemens Geographiqucs sur la Carte de I’Inde,

page 26) quotes the Turkish* geography, compiled" by Kiatib-

chelebi, to shew, that a river of the name of Dilen, rises beyond,

that is, to the N, or N W, of Ghizni, and receives near Kerdiz

(Gurdaiz, without doubt), another river named Semil : after which'

the confluent river takes the name of Cou>, and pursuing its course

towards Nagar (Nughz), receives, near that place, another river,

which comes from the quarter of Candahar. The Emperor Baber,

often speaks of a river in this quarter, by the name of Cow-mull

:

but Capt. Kirkpatrick, to whom we are indebted for this informa-

tion* conceived that the river Cow-mull, joined the Indus below

Chowpareli. At the same time, he concludes with certainty, that

the river of Nughz, which also pafses by Bunnoo, joins the Indus

at, or very near to, Deenkote. This is also the opinion of M.

D’Anville ; founded, probably, on the facts set forth by the Turkish

geographer abovementioned
(
Eclaircis

. p. 26). Here it is taken

for granted, that the Tshehin-kot of D’Anville, is meant for Deen-

kote. I think we have here, abundant authority for believing

that the waters of Ghizni and of Gurdaiz, form the great river of
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Bungush, which pafses by Nughz and Buunoo, and discharges it-

self into the Indus, at Deenkote : and also that this river is the one

named Cozv, or Cozv-mull, by the Oriental historians and geogra-

phers: but \vc are left in uncertainty concerning its sources; for

the Emperor Baber's observations on the heads of the rivers, in

the neighbourhood of Bamian, may, in the particular that relates

to the Sinde, be understood to mean either the river of Cabul, or

that of Nughz. He says, “ the Sinde (that is, the Indus), ifsucs

“ from the mountains of Bamian ; where also are the springs of the

“ llecrmund, and of the double river of Balk and Condoz (meaning

“ the Jihon). We are afsured that a person may drink, at Bamian,

“ in the same day, out of every one of these four rivers." No one

can doubt the accuracy of the Emperor Baber's information, on

this subject: and therefore we may with certainty conclude, that

certain streams, which communicated with each of the four rivers

abovementioned, ifsued from the neighbourhood of Bamian : but

which of the two rivers it was that ran from thence into the Indus

(or which was, in Baber’s idea, the Indus itself), we are not told:

’ whether the one that pafses by Cabul, or by Nughz. But the pro-

babilities are, that the former was meant : because it is spoken of

as a river of some bulk, at Cabul, and therefore must have a re-

mote source : and because we are not certain that the Nughz river

has a source so remote.

The Cabul river, as it is loosely named, throughout its course,

has, neverthelefs, the proper name of Kameh, or Kamah, from the

neighbourhood of Jalalabad, fio or 70 miles below Cabul, down-

wards to Paishawur. At Jalalabad, it is navigable for Jalebs, or

rafts of a particular construction ; anil as no embarkations of the

hollow kind are in use,* it seems to prove that the navigation is

interrupted by rapids; for there can be no doubt but that the

• History informs us, that some of the Emperors have made voyages down the Kameh,
on Jalebs : it is therefore fair to suppose, that no better kind of embarkations were to be

had. For a description ot these, see Mr. Gladwin’s History of Jehanguire’s Reign, p. 1 10..

X 2
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body of water in the Kameh is sufficient to carry boats. It joins

the Indus, as we have said before, in front of the city of Attock

;

where, although it must necefsarily have received a vast acccfsion

of water, on both sides, during its progrefs; yet Mr. Forster’s

journal reports that it is only a hundred yards wide, where he

crofsed it; but I suspect an error in the number. It is said to

receive no lefs than nine streams from the southern mountains

alone:* How many it may receive on the north, we are not so

certain of; or at what place they fall in: but it appears probable,

from the authorities which I shall hereafter produce, that all the

waters, that descend from the northern mountains, between the

parallel of Cabul, and the Indus, fall into the Kameh, before it

joins that river. We hear pf several streams that ifsuc from

these mountains: the Doabeh, Dur, or Durbund, Gulbehar, and

Penjshehr, are noticed in the yiarches of Prince Morad, or his

officers: and all of them certainly run to the east. 'Baber says,

that “ the Chuganserai river comes from the N E quarter, and

“ joins the Baran river, in the district of Kameh; when their

“ united streams take an easterly course." Further, we learn,

from the same authority, that the rivers Alishung and Alunkar,

which likewise spring from the mountains on the N E of Cabul,

unite with the same Baran, below Munderar ; which district ap-

pears to lie higher up, with respect to the course of the Baran, than

Kameh does: and this last is known to lie on the north of the Ca-

bul river, nearly opposite to Jalalabad From which it appears,

that all the rivers just mentioned, join in the district of Kameh;

and then run eastward, or south-eastward. But it is not so clear,

whether these confluent waters join the river of Cabul, above

Paishawur, or whether they form a separate river, and pafs by

Bijore and Sevvad. I think the former is the most probable; and

that the confluent river receives the name of Kameh, from the dis-

* Kirkpatrick’s MSS.
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trict in which the junction takes place; and then communicates it

to the Cabul river, during the remainder of its course. Whatsoever

be its course, it will be seen by a reference to the map, at page 65,

that either of the springs between Bamian and Chuganserai, may
pafs for the western head of the Indus; although the most remote

of all, and the identical one meant by Baber, is probably the

Doabeh, which ’springs from the west of Cabul.

By means of the history of the campaigns of the Emperor Baber,

and of the generals of Acbar and Aurungzebc, in Bijore, Sewad,

and the neighbouring provinces, much general knowledge respect-

ing those countries, and the rivers that intersect them, is derived.

Some faint light is also thrown on the latter subject, by the quota-

tions of M. D’Anville, and M. Otter, from the Turkish geographer

abovementioned ;
but it is, notwithstanding, still involved in some

degree of obscurity. We have an account in the histories of the

campaigns, of four distinct streams that take their course towards

the Indus, and which appear to unite succcfsively with the river of

Cabul, before it falls into the Indus. 1st, The river that pafses by

the town of Bijore, 40 or 50 miles below the point, where the B:i-

ran and Chuganserai rivers are said to join (page 156) ; and it is

pojsibh ', though by no means probable, that it may be a continua-

tion of the confluent river. It is said to be only 70 yards in

breadth, where the bridge was thrown acrofs it. ed, The Penje-

koreh river, apparently larger than the former; which it joins at

the distance of two marches, to the south-east of the town of Bijore

;

and, in its wray, separates the province of that name, on the wrest,

from Sewad, on the east. 3d, The Chendoul river, apparently a

lelser stream than either of the othei s ; and to be regarded as a

branch of the Bijore river. And, 4th, the Sewad river, the eastern-

most and largest of the whole. Baber crofsed it midway between

the town of Bijore, and the pals of the Indus, at Nilab: and as he

crofsed both rivers, we have a very reasonable proof that the Sewad

river (the Suvat of Otter, and D’Anville), is a distinct river, from
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the Sinde, or Indus: for had they been one and the same stream,

Baber would of course, after crofsing it the second time, have

been on the same side of it, as before he first crofsed it ; that is, on

the west, or opposite side to the Panjab: whereas the history in-

forms us, that after the second crofsing, at the distance of three

marches from the first, he was on the eastern, or Panjab side of the

Indus. In the course of another expedition, Baber came to the

Sewad river, at a place above the city or town of Mashanagur, or

Ashenagur, in two long marches from Bijore. We shall presently

shew that Ashenagur, applied to the province, is another name for

Sewad.

The Turkish geographer quoted by D’Anville, says, that the

Penjekoreh river is joined by apother, that comes from the moun-

tains of Kuber, on the east; and that the Hezaree river (which is

understood to be that of Cabul, pr the Kameh), joins this confluent

stream, a little farther down
(
Eclaircis

. p. 24). TVis account

appears to be plainly descriptive of the confluence of the Penje-

koreh, and Sewad rivers (the latter of which is known to come

from the quarter of Kuttore, on the north-east, or north of Se-

wad; and may be the country intended by Kuber); and also of

those waters with the river of Cabul ; but w hat follows concerning

the position of Ashenagur, is not so clear to me : for I conclude

that it stands at, or near, the conflux of the Penjekoreh and Sewad

rivers ; and being only two marches from Bijore, the position as-

signed it in page 25 of the same book, must be erroneous:* for

the point of junction of the Cabul river w'ith the Indus, is six

marches from Bijore.
"f-

The information respecting the province of Ashenagur, in the

# As the book is very scarce, I quote the pafsage: “ A^hnagur est une autre grande ville,

“ qui doime memc soil nom a une province particular j. Ellc cst situee, selon le meme
“ geography dans Pendroit ou la riviere de Hezare (qui est celle de Kabul) se joint avec
" l’lndus—11 est mention de Suvat, comme d’un canton du pays d’Ashnagur, dans le meme
“ gengraphe Torque.”

f Kirkp. MSS.
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same page, is very interesting : for by that we learn, that Scwad

(or Suvat, as it is there written) was part of the ancient province

A oL^shenagur ; and it will be found to correspond with the situation

of the country of the Afsacani, in which Alexander warred, on the

west of the Indus.

Bijore, called also Bejour, and Bajour, is a geographical position,

on which the right distribution of the space, between Cashmere

and Cabul depends. We have seen that it lies at the distance of

six of Baber's marches from the Indus, at the pafs of Nilab ; near

Attock. It also lies wide of the road leading from Paishawur to

Cabul, because the road to it from Cabul, lay through Kameh: and

because the province in which it is situated, and of which it is the

capital, borders on the north of Paishawur. The Ayin Acbaree

informs us (Vol. II. p. 194.), that “ a desert, 30 cofses in length,

“ by 20 to 25 in breadth, adjoins to the Bijore province, and is con-

“ fined by the mountains , and by the rivers of Cabul, and Sindc
"

The extent of this desert marks the space, nearly, between Paish-

awur and Bijore : for the mountains of Lungerkote (Kirkp. MSS.),

are said to be 20 cofses from the city of Paishawur
; and they se-

parate the provinces of Bijore and Sewad, from that of Paishawur.

The breadth of the desert, may therefore be supposed to include

the space between the city of Paishawur, and the mountains of

Lungerkote : and the length of it will be equal in extent to the

space included between the Indus, and the farthest extreme of Bi-

jore, westwards: this province must, therefore, have between it,

and the Kameh, a space equal to the breadth of the desert.

The space occupied by the provinces of Puckholi, Beneer, Sow-

had, and Bijore, collectively, throws further light on the position

of Bijore town. These provinces lie in an east and west direction,

between Cashmere, and Lumghan, the eastern frontier of Cabul

;

and their dimensions in the Ayin Acbaree (Vol. II. p. 192, et seq .)

are as follow

:



Puckholi, -

1

length 35 cofses, - breadth 25

Beneer, 16 12

Sewad, 4° *5

Bijore, 25 10

1 16 6 c2

The Kishengonga is said to be the eastern limit of Puckholi, in

the same book ; and its position is ascertained by the route of Je-

hanguire, mentioned in page 136 of this work. From that point,

if we lay off half the sum of the two numbers collectively, which is

8^ cofses, on a supposition that some of the provinces lie witli their

greatest length in one direction, and some in another; yet that ex-

tent of distance will reach within 5 cofses of Jalalabad; which is

known to lie nearly in the centre of the Lumghanat, instead of the

eastern extremity, as this wou«ld make it. Besides, Guznoorgul

province (belonging to Caferistan) lies on the west of Bijore;

and between it and the Chuganserai river, which forms the

N E boundary of Cabul : therefore, on the whole, there can be

little doubt but that the provinces abovementioned, lie with their

greatest length, in a N and S direction: and when we consider

that some of them have large rivers, whose courses are in that di-

rection, for boundaries; itappearsyet more probable: forexperience

shews, that provinces have commonly their greatest extent, in the

direction that their principal rivers take; especially when those

rivers are boundaries also. Here, it is unquestionable, from the

application of the given dimensions, to the existing space.

The province of Bijore being only 10 cofses in breadth, leaves

little room for error, in placing its capital, when the boundaries of

the province are defined ; which may be accomplished by the above

data: for it has been shewn that Bijore lies on the north of Paislia-

wur, and at the distance of 20 cofses, or thereabouts, beyond the

Cabul river ; and that the western extreme is about 30 cofses from
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the Indus : and this position corresponds with the distance of 6*2

cofses, the breadth of the four provinces, collectively, from the

’Kishengonga to the western extreme of Bijore
; and also leaves a

space for the province of Guznoorgul, between its western limit,

and .the Chuganserai river. This then is the relative position of

the body of the province ; which is supposed to extend 25 cofses

N and S; and 10 E and \V: and the town of Bijore being six

marches (see page 158) from Nilab or Attock, or about 66 G.

miles; this distance laid off to the centre of the province, places

the capital in latitude 34
0

7' ; at 50 G. miles, N a little E from

Paishawur; and the same distance, E a little N from Jalalabad.

This material point being adjusted, all the rest follow of course.

Sewad, and Betieer (which last seems to be a dependency of Se-

wad), lie on the east of Bijore, being separated from it by the

Penjekoreh river ;
and are bordered on the N by Kuttore, on the

S by Paishawur ; and on the E by Puckholi
;
the Indus forming

the common boundary between them. In the Ayin Acbaree, the

Indus is said to run through the borders ofSewad ( Vol. II. p. 132),

and in page 1^2, it is mentioned as one of the rivers of Puck-

holi, in common with the Kishengonga and Behut. We may
therefore very safely conclude, that the Indus takes its general

course between the provinces of Puckholi and Sewad
; and the ex-

tent of the former being known, we arc enabled to fix the general

course of the Indus in this place.

Sewad and Bijore are exceedingly mountainous, and abound

with pafses, and strong situations: so that their inhabitants have

not only held themselves generally independent ofthe Mogul em-

perors, but have occasionally made very serious inroads into their

territories.

• The Yusuf-Zyes, a numerous tribe of Afghans, quitted (says Ma-
homed Cazim) their ancient habitations between Ghizniand Can-

dahar, and after various unsuccefsful attempts to obtain a settle-

merjkin Cabul (at the time when Mirza Ulug Beig, surnamed
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Cabulee, ruled that kingdom), finally established themselves in Se-

wad and Bijore ; which, at this period, were governed by a dynasty

of princes styled Sultan i, who derived their lineage from Alex-

ander the Great.* It will be remarked, in its place, that Bijore is

certainly the Bazira of Alexander, and that the celebrated rock of

Aornus, ought to be situated cither in Bijore, Sewad, or the adjoining

country of Kuttorc : therefore, this, and the following information

concerning the descendants of Alexander, or his followers ; ought,

not to be rejected as fabulous: for it certainly obtained belief, not

only from Mahomed Cazim, but from Abul Fazil, the author of

the Ay in Acbaree, and from Soojan Rae also, ”j- I shall not of-

fer any apology for transcribing Capt. Kirkpatrick’s sentiments

on this subject; as his knowledge of the original authors whom he

quotes, is so extensive and accurate.

“ A circumstance serves to confirm your opinion respecting the

“ Bazira of Alexander.

“ There is a certain tribe at this day, inhabiting modern Bijore

“ (or at least there was, not long ago), who pretend to be the dc-

“ scendants of certain persons belonging to that conqueror’s ar-

“ my ; who, they say, were left there, when he pafsed through that

“ country. Both Abu Fuzul and Soojan Rae report this tradi-

“ tion, without any material variation. The latter, indeed, adds,

“ that these Europeans (if we may call them so), continued to pre-

“ serve that ascendancy over their neighbours, which their ances-

“ tors may be supposed to have pofsefsed, when they first settled

u here. Now, although we should reject this pedigree, as false,

“ yet the bare claim to it argues a perfect conviction in the minds

“ of the natives (which they must have some sort of foundation

“ for), that Alexander not only subjected Bijore, but also trans-

“ ferred his conquests to some of his own 6ountrymen. For what
41 Abu Fuzul has said on this subject, see page 194 of the 2d vol.

* Kirkpatrick’s MSS. t Ibid.
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“ of the Ayun Akbari: where, by Sultan Secunder Zulkermain

“ (which ought to have been printed Zul Kernine),* is meant
“ Alexander the great."

It will be proper also to transcribe the pafsage just alluded to.

“ The whole of this sircar (Bijore) consists of hills and wilds; and
“ is inhabited by the tribe of Yusuf-Zye. In the time of Mirza
“ Ulug Beig, the tribe of Sultan, who afsert themselves to be the

“ descendants of the daughter of Sultan Secunder Zul Kermain,

“ came from Cabul, and pofsefsed themselves of this country.

“ They say that Secunder left treasures in Cabul, under the care

“ of some of his relations ; and some of their descendants, who
“ carry their genealogical table in their hands, now f dwell in

“ the mountainous parts."

It will be perceived that Mahomed Cazim, and Abu l Fazil,

differ in the chronology of this point of history: the one referring

the migration of the Yusuf-Zyes, to the same point of time, which

the other fixes, for the migration of the Sultani.

The Yusuf-Zyes poisefs, in addition to Sewad, and Bijore, the

tract situated between those provinces, and the rivers of Cabul and

Indus; the greatest part of which is described as a desert in the

Ayin Acbaree, but by Bernoulli, as a forest. On occasion of

their infesting the communications between the Panjab and Cabul,

in the time of Acbar, Zine Khan was sent to chastize them ; which

he appears to have done effectually. He over-ran their whole ter-

ritory, and even penetrated to the borders of Cashgar ; where he

took the strong fort of Kushal, or Gushal, situated on a mountain,

17 marches north of Bijore. From the nature of the country, these

marches are said to have been very short; and they might also

have been very circuitous; so that we can form only a very

general idea of the situation of Kushal, from them: but as the

garrison retreated towards Badakshan, over the river Cbuganserai,

+ In the latter part of the 16th century.

Y 2

That is, the two-horned.
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we may collect, from the course of that river (page 151), that

Kushal bears to the west of N from Bijore ; and may probably be

left than 70 G. miles from it. Nor ought we to be surprized

finding Cashgar (or rather its dependencies) in this position ; for

the Ayin Acbaree mentions it, as lying on the north of Sewad-and

Bijore, &c. Munglore, the capital of Sewad, is said to be near a

pafs, which adjoins to Cashgar. Vol. II. p. m-
Aurungzebc also found it necefsary to chastize the Yusuf-Zyes

(about the year 16*70); since which, the return of Nadir Shah in

j 739, again brought them into notice. They appeared formidable,

even to the Shah ;
but according to Abdul Kurrim, page 7, he

reduced them to submifsion: and if they really engaged to supply

his army with 30,000 men, the tribe must- have increased since

the time of Acbar ; when Bijore contained only 39,000, and Sewad

40,000 families. (Kirlcp. MSS*)

Kuttore appears to be the general name of the tract bordering

on the north of Sewad, Bijore, Puckholi, dec. from the N E fron-

tier of Cabul, to Cashmere. It has also obtained from the Maho-

medans, the name of Caferistan, or Land of Infidels. It is claftcd

(we have seen) as a dependency of Cashgar, by the people of

Hindoostan; but seems to have been very little known to them.

It occupies, as we have before observed, nearly the place of Pto-

lemy’s Comedi ; and answers to it in description, being entirely

mountainous. The expedition of Timur to the mountains of Kut-

tore, is particularly described by Sherefeddin, and translated by

M. Petis do la Croix : besides which, Capt. Kirkpatrick has com-

municated translations of his own, both of that, and of certain

pafsages in other authors, descriptive of the country of Kuttore,

and its inhabitants.

Timur proceeded from Andcrab in Badakshan, to Kawuck, or

Khuwick ; the furthest, or most eastern, of the pafscs leading

through Hindoo-Kho, into the province of Cabul. In order to

arrive at the fortrefs of Kuttore, he crofsed several ranges of high
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mountains, rising one above another
; some of them covered with

snow : and the fortrefs is described as being near the foot of the

furthest range ; having a river of great depth and rapidity, pafs-

ing dose to its walls. It may be supposed that these ranges of

mountains arc the continuation of Hindoo-Kho, from Kawuck

;

and then Kuttore will lie to the south of that range: but the dis-

tance of it from ’Anderab, cannot easily be made out. Capt. Kirk-

patrick's translation, allows 18 days from the time of Timur’s

departure from Kawuck, to his return thither, by a different route.

From the history of his transactions, he might be in motion te

days of the time; which allows 6 marches in distance: but the

nature of the country would not admit of more than 40 to 45 G

.

miles of direct distance, for these marches from Kawuck ; and this

last may be 6’o from Anderab : whence, I suppose, Kuttore fort

may be 100 to 105 G. miles to the E by S, or E S E, of Anderab;

and about (he same distance, in a ft E direction, from Cabul. But

this position, as the reader may perceive, has more of conjecture,

than of authority, for its basis. The Kushal of Zine Khan, is not

far from Kuttore, according to my supposition.

The author of the Dil Kusha (according to Capt. Kirkpatrick),

describes the mountains of Kuttore as stretching from the borders

of Cashmere to Cabul. Alishung and Alunkar, the districts al-

luded to, in page J51, were included in it, in the time of Baber;

as Guznoorgul was, when the Ayin Acbaree was compiled: to

which may be added, that the proximity of Kuttore, to Lumghan

and Jalalabad, is presumed, from the circumstance of Acbar's

sending oft' a detachment from the latter (when on his return from

Cabul), to scour the skirts of the mountains of Kuttore. (Kirk-

patrick’s MSS.) The author of the Dil Kusha also says, “ This

“ region (Kuttore) oontains a great number of towns and villages
*

“ and is exceedingly populous Its principal towns are Tow-
“ kul (written in another MS. Showkul), and Jourkul; those

“ being the residencies of its rulers. Jt abounds in fruits, such as
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“ grapes, apples, plumbs, &c. It likewise yields rice, wheat,

“ and other sorts of grain. The natives are exceedingly fond of

** wine and hog's flesh; although their country is well stocked

“ with cows and goats. They have a distinct language, nothing

“ resembling that of any other people: and their arms consist. of

“ the bow and arrow, the sabre, and the sling.” Another author

adds, “ That the natives are, for the most part, idolaters ; that

u they are of a robust make, and that their complexion is a mix-

“ ture of red and white.” Sherefeddin, Capt. Kirkpatrick observes,

“ says nearly the same thing."

We have here, a second instance of a distinct race of people in

the same neighbourhood : for the Bijorians and Sewadians (as we

have seen), border on Kuttore..

The Siahposhians (or Black Vests) bordered on the north of

Kuttore; since Timur on his r«oute from Anderab to Kuttore,

sent off a detachment to the left, that is, to the N E (as he went

himself to the E, or S E), and this detachment penetrated into

their country.

On the south and south-west of the province of Cabul, our

knowledge is very limited. The roads from Ghizni to Candahar,

and from the latter to Moultan ; are all the geographical lines that

we pofsefs in that quarter. The latter is from a march of Dara

ShekO; and from it we learn, that the mountains of Suhman-

droog, occur, at about 4 marches from Candahar; but that the

rest of the road is more smooth and even, than that leading to

Cabul, from Attock. The mountains of Wulli, covered with snow,

were left to the north ; but our knowledge of the geography of

this part, is much too scanty to allow us even to venture an opi-

nion, on the general direction of the ridges ofmountains: we learn,

however, from the journal of Mr. Steele (1614), who went by the

direct road (it would appear) from Moultan to Candahar ; that a

large tract of mountainous country lay in his way ; and also a river

of the name of Lucca, ^feich is not heard of, in Dara Sheko's
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route; and therefore, probably joins the Indus, to the N of Dara's

route. The Indus required 92 boats, or pontoons, for its bridge,

where Dara crofsed it; and the Moultan river 65 : and the rivers

were then low. It does not, however, follow, that the breadth

of the rivers bore an exact proportion to the number of boats; but

we may conclude that the Indus is the widest river of the two.

The boundary of Moultan on the west ; and the tracts occupied

by the Balloges (or Bulloaches), and the Abdalli tribe of Afghans,

in the line of Dara's route, are taken from Capt. Kirkpatrick's

MSS. From him also we learn, that Dara sent his heavy artillery,

for the siege of Candahar, in boats, from Lahore to Kun, or Ken,

on the Indus ; whence they were transported by land by Seewee

and Dehaoo, to Candahar.

Candahar, while the Persian and Mogul empires were severally

undivided, was the frontier city, and fortrefs of Hindoostan, to-

wards Persia ; and was esteemed the key of the western provinces

of the latter ;
and not unfrequently changed masters. The Ayin

Acbaree clafses, as belonging to Candahar, several provinces on

the west of it, which unequivocally belong to Persia: but as the

limits of the empire, varied with the prowefs and abilities of the

different emperors, it may be concluded that Acbar extended them

to the utmost.

The position of Ghizni, the ancient capital of the kingdom of

the same name, is totally different from what M. D’Anville sup-

posed ; for he placed it in the N W extreme of Cabul : although

it appears to be almost in the very heart of that province.

Ghizni is termed the second Medina; owing to the great

number of illustrious persons, whose remains have been interred

there. Wonderful stories are related concerning its extent and

population, in ancient times: yet Baber exprefses his surprize at

its having ever been pitched on, for the seat of any empire.*

Although this was the part of India, the first known to Euro-

* Kirkpatrick’s MSS.
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peans, yet at this day, we know lefs of it, than of most other parts:

nor ought it to excite surprise
;

for the modern Europeans have

visited India, on a very different errand than what Alexander did;
'

ours being purely on the score of maritime trade, until the down-

fall of the Mogul empire, opened the way to the acquisition of ter-

ritory : and that in the opposite corner of the empire. This may

serve to explain the cause of the great deficiency of geographical

materials, for the tract in question : notwithstanding the aids that

the science has received, from the labours of gentlemen, whose

afsistance I am proud to acknowledge.

I have generally availed myself of the laborious researches of

M. D’Anville, to introduce several places, whose names he has

identified on the authority of the Turkish geographer beforemen-

tioned, whose works I am unacquainted with. Those who wish

for more particular information, may consult his map of Asia,

published in 1751 ;
as also his Eelaircifsemens,* which accompanied

that, and the map of India; the first section of which, is particu-

larly curious, and applies directly to this subject. His Antiquite

Geographique de Unde, deserves attention likewise: though I con-

fefs I cannot follow Arrian in his detail of Alexander’s marches,

in the countries bordering on the west of the Indus, for want of

such unequivocal marks, as are to be found on the east side of that

river, in the courses and confluences of the Panjab rivers. How-
ever, by the aid of Capt. Kirkpatrick’s communications, and of

the Ayin Acbaree, several positions in the march of Alexander

may be ascertained : in particular, the second volume of that ela-

borate compilation, under the heads of Cashmere and Cabul, gives

the names, dimensions, and relative positions, of the subdivisions

of those countries ; of which I have availed myself, throughout

the geographical construction. I suspect that Alexander never

went so far to the north as the city of Cabul ; and that, although

* This work is become very scarce, and might be reprinted, with emolument to the pub-
lisher,
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his route is generally represented as very circuitous, and even tra-

versing the country from one extreme to the other
;
yet I appre-

hend, on the contrary, that he made no considerable deviations

from his intended line of march, from the foot of Caucasus, or

Hir\doo-Kho, to the Indus, near Peucelaotis ; or Puckholi. I shall

endeavour to trace his route generally, from the river Cophenes,

that being the first point, according to my idea, that can be recog-

nized. There seems indeed, to have been few doubts entertained,

concerning the position of the Paropamisan Alexandria
; w hich has

been referred to Candahar, by M. D’Anville, and many other geo-

graphers: and, I confefs, I was decidedly of the same opinion, until

Capt. Kirkpatrick's communications gave me a better idea of the

position of Candahar, in respect of Hindoo-Kho (Alexander’s Cau-

casus), and of both of these, in respect of Balk, Cabul, and Bamian

:

and finding that Candahar is at a great distance to the southward

of that ridge,* whilst Alexandria is repeatedly said to lie at the

southern foot of Caucasus, I ought according to the history, to

look for it in some other position. That position, however, I

have not been able to find : and the only facts that I can collect,

towards enabling me to form any idea of the general position of

Alexandria, are the following.

Alexander’s route from the south coast of the Caspian sea, was

through Aria, Zaranga, &c. to Aracbosia; answering to Herat,

Zarang, and Arokhage ; -f-
the latter of which lies to the south

of Candahar. From Arachosia, he went into the adjacent country

of the Indians’, which answers, I conceive, to Cabul and Ghizni:

for no district, lying w'est of the Ghiznian province, can well be

clafsed amongst those of India. In his way from the Arachoti to

the Indians, he went through deep snows ; that is, I suppose, over
«•

* Or rather the continuation of Hindoo-Kho, westward, under the name of Gauh: and
which answers in position, to P a rop am i su s.

f The names of places, in the map of the tract situated between the heads of the Ganges
and Indus, and the Caspian sea, at page 200, are given according to the ancient, as well as

modern, acceptation of them. The ancient names of towns have a dash under them:
and those of provinces are in Italic capitals; whilst the modern ones are in Roman capitals.
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high mountains covered with snow ; for the latitude is between 32

and 3 1, degrees: and there is no question, concerning the exist-

ence of high mountains on the south, and S E of Candahar. T.akr

ing for granted that mountains were pafsed over, we may suppose

them to Ire a continuation of the heights of Suhmandroog, noticed

in the march of Dara Sheko (page and probably the Parrel!

Mans of Ptolemy.

From the country of the Indians, Alexander marched toward

Bactkia; in pursuit, or rather in quest of, Befsus. Mount Cau-

casus lay in has way to Bactria: and this country, from the circum-

stances of name, and position, answers most perfectly to that of

Balk. Now, in order to form a judgment concerning the site of

Alexandria, we ought, I think, to inquire where the palses, lead-

ing directly from the country of the Indians, to Bactria, over

mount Caucasus, are situated
;
.for in that line of direction ought

Alexandria to lie, according to the history. The palses then will

be found between Ghourbund, and the quarter of Bamian; that is,

on the N \V and west of the city of Cabul; and much to the east

of Candahar. The course of the river Cophencs, ought to afford"

some afsistance at fixing Alexandria. It ran between Alexandria,

and the first scene of the military operations of Alexander ; and

probably occurred pretty early in the march In Alexander’s ar-

rangement of boundaries, the river Cophencs was the eastern limit

of the province of Paropamisus ; of which Alexandria was regarded

as the capital: and that province, according to the ideas of Pto-

lemy, lay between those which the moderns name Korasan, and

Cabul. I conclude, with some degree of confidence, that the

river Cow, of the Turkish geography, and the Cow-mull of Baber

(see page 154), which pafses by Nughz, and whose principal

branches are the rivers of Ghizni and GuVdaiz; is the Cophencs,

in question: and then we must look for Alexandria in the quar-

ter of Bamian ; but its particular situation, it is impofsible to guefs.

At all events, the proximity of Alexandria to the northern moun-
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tains, a fact which Arrian imprelses very strongly,* renders it an

almost impofsible case, that Alexandria and Candahar can be one

and the same place, -j-

Wo shall take occasion to mention, in its place, another fact

respecting tne Cophenes, which aflords a strong presumptive proof,

that it can be no other than the river of Nughz. It is unfortunate,

that neither Mr. 'Forster’s journal, nor Col. Popham s MS. give

the particulars of any of the rivers on the road between Cabul and

Candahar: the latter indeed notes no lefs than live streams th..t

crols it: but leaves us in uncertainty as to their bulk, names, and

future course.

Leaving Alexandria, at the foot of Caucasus, Alexander came

to the river Cophenes ; which we have supposed to be the Cow, or

Ctnv-nmll river, that runs under the city of Nughz: and he must

have pafsed it, in the higher par.t of its course; otherwise the

snowy ridge that divides Lumghan from Bungush, would have

lain between him, and Bazira: and no notice is taken of his crols-

ing so remarkable a chain of mountains. We may add, that only

the uppermost part of the course of the Cow river, crolses the

roads, leading from Hindoo-Kho, to the Panjab couni ry. From
the Cophenes river, Hephestion and Pcrdiccas, with a strong de-

tachment, were sent into tile country of Peucelaolis (according to

Arrian; Pcucolailis, Strabo), near the Indus; where they were to

make preparations for palsing the army over. This country, in

name and situation, agrees nearly with the modern Puckholi,

called also Pehkely, lying on the north of Attock ; and although

the whole province, jioiv lies on the east of the Indus, according

to the state of our information; yet as we have said .before, in

* In one place (Book IV.) he says that Alexandria was built amongst the Paropamistr ;

and that Alexander in his way t<o it, from the Oxus, irofscd mount Caucasus. And in the
preceding book ; tint Alexander marched to mount Caucasus, and built a city, which he
named Alexandria.

f The ancient name of Candahar is said to be Balioos (Kirkpatrick). Thus, the popu-
lar derivation of Candahar from Iskander, or Alexander, must be wrong. Besides, there

£ a place named Kandar, or Kondar, in the heart of the Deccan ; where it never was pre-
tended that Alexander came. See D’Anville’s Eclaircis. page 19.
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page 147, the striking resemblance in the name, and general situa-

tion ;
together with the probability of some variation in the li-

mits, in the course of so many ages (and which is exemplified in

those of Cashmere, in page 141; and of Cabul, in page 151); al-

together makes me conclude that it is one and the same country

;

and that its capital stood near the western shore of the Indus; al-

though it now stands at a very considerable distance, to the east of

that river: for we find by the history, that the Afsaceni, or Afsa-

catii, answering to Ashenagur (synonymous with Sewad); and

Ba zira , which answers to Bijore ; adjoined to, or lay very near to

Peucelaoiis ; as Sewad and Bijore do now to Puckholi.

Hephestion’s stay at Peucelaotis must have been very consi-

derable, previous to Alexander’s arrival : as on occasion of the re-

volt of the prince of that country, the siege of his capital took

up 30 days. Alexander himself marched from the banks of the

Cophenes, against the Aspii, Tbyrai, and Arasaci ; nations, whose

situations, and modern names, I am utterly ignorant of (unlefs

Tcerah should be meant by Thyra)
;
but I conclude that they

were inferior divisions of the modern Cabul, and situated between

the rivers of Ghizni and Cabul, at the height of Irjab and Dukkah.

The nature of the country, described in the history, points to this

neighbourhood ;
it was rough and mountainous, but not imprac-

ticable to cavalry: and beyond these mountains was the city of

Arigicus, which might almost pafs for Irjab, in the route of Ta-

merlane, near the southern mountains. In his march to Arigaus,

Alexander crofsed two rivers, the Choe and Euaspla ; and defeating

the Aspians in a pitched battle, near the latter, pafsed through the

territories of the Gurcei

;

and crofsed the river of the same name,

with much difficulty, by reason of the depth and rapidity of its

stream, and the nature of its bottom ; which was composed of

round slippery stones. He was at this time on his way to the

country of the Afsaceni, or Afsacani ; and this is a point, at which

I shall pause, to endeavour to ascertain Alexander’s position,'"
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from the nature of the circumstances relating to it. The river

Gureus, then, appears to have been the most considerable one that

occurred, since Alexander pafsed the Choc ; it was deep, but yet ford-

able ; for had his army crofsed it in boats, they would either have

been ignorant of the nature of its bottom ; or knowing it, they

could not have regarded it as an obstacle. The description, as

well as the position, suits the Kameh, or Cabul river, better than

any other ; as far as my information goes. The Choe and Euaspla,

may be two, of the nine rivers of the Lumghanat. It is very dif-

ficult to judge of the length of Alexander’s march from the Co-

phenes to the Gureus; but pofsibly it might be 100 road miles.

The country of the Afsaceni, or Afsacani, answers to Sewad (or

Sowhad) ; Ashenagur being, as we have observed in page 158, the

ancient name of Sewad ; or rather Sewad was one of the subdi-

visions of Ashenagur. At present, Sewad includes the three pro-

vinces of Sewad proper , Bijore, and Beneer (Ayin Acbaree, Vol. II.

p. 193). Such are the mutations, in the names and boundaries of

provinces, and which are often accelerated by arbitrary arrange-

ments in revenue books! Under the circumstances of the case,

it was fortunate that the original name could be traced. Mas-

saga,* the capital of the Afsaceni, being taken by afsault, Alex-

ander summoned Bazira , the capital of the next adjoining terri-

tory: and here the modern district of Bijore
,
presents itself in a

position that answers most unequivocally to that of Bazira; and

the similarity of the names is no lefs striking. Of the posi-

tion and extent of this province, we have spoken most fully in

page 159. Its position becomes interesting, as it contains the fa-

mous mountain of Aornus, the taking of which was one .of the most

brilliant exploits of Alexander, in these parts. The Ayin Acbaree

.gives no intimation of ‘its containing any such remarkable moun-

tain ; but describes it generally as a very strong country, and as

• Baber mentions a city of the name of Masbangur, situated on the river of Sewad.

(Kirkp. MSS.)
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having fastnefscs, into which the inhabitants occasionally retreat.

Arrian describes its base to be 18 or 20 miles'* in circuit; of vast

elevation, and accefsible only by one narrow path, cut out in the

rock. On the summit was a great extent of arable and pasture

land, with springs of water: so tliat a garrison of 1000 men might

.subsist, without any extraneous aid. We may suppose it to be

somewhat similar to Gwalior, -{ or Rotas Gur in Bahar. The In-

dus does not pals near Aornus; because the district of Sowhad

proper, lies between the Indus and Bijore, according to the Ay in

Acbaree.

It appears that Alexander, after the taking of Bazira, and before

he besieged Aornus (notwithstanding its proximity to the former)

proceeded to the Indus, where he took pofsefsion of the city and

fortrefs of Peucelaotis, and several small towns on, or near, that

river: and as Ilephestion and Rerdiccas make their appearance

here, I conclude this to be the city spoken of before, as sustaining

a siege of *30 days; which period might pofsibly expire about the

time of Alexander's arrival : and the surrender might have been a

consequence of it.

We have supposed the country of Peucelaotis to be the modern

Puckholi, and the fortrefs and city in question, was probably the

capita] of it. A slight inspect ion of the map at the end of this Sec-

tion, will convey a clearer idea of the relative positions of the se-

veral provinces just mentioned, than any written description: and

to that I shall beg leave to refer the reader.

If I understand the matter right, Alexander left the rock Aornus

behind him, as I said before, when he proceeded to Peucelaotis, to

receive its surrender: and afterwards marched back again (that is

to the N or N W) to invest the rock ; taking the city of Kmbolima ,

which stood near it, in his way. And after the taking of Aornus,

he made a second expedition into the country of the Afsacani,

Reckoning ten stades to a mile. f See the Index, article Gwalior.
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situated between Bazira and Peucclaotis. His errand among the

Afsacani (i!ie people of Ashenagur), this second time, was to get

pofselsion of some elephants, which were said to be sent thither, to

prevent their falling into his hands. It was doubt lei's an object to

hill), to be provided w f,h a sufficient number of elephants, in order

to oppose, with a prospect of suecefs, those of his enemies, when

he should arrive on the east side of the Indus. And although

Alexander might, from his superior knowledge of discipline, despise

the attacks of those animals, as every accomplished general in every

age has done
;
yet from an equal degree of knowledge of the human

mind, he might conclude that his soldiers in general, would feel

themselves polsefsed of more confidence, when in addition to their

ordinary means of attack, they couhl also employ that, which ap-

peared the most formidable in the hands of their enemies. The

elephants were at last found, in the pastures near the Indus, and

sent oil' by land to the grand army; which we may suppose to be

on their march, towards the bridge, lie in the mean time, polsibly

tired of marching; or for the sake of novelty, wishing to embark

on the Indus; caused trees to be felled, with which having con-

structed boats (according to Arrian), he sailed down the stream to

the bridge. Polsibly he made some rafts, which might be fully

equal to his wants; but it is difficult to conceive, by those who

are acquainted w ith the nature of constructing any kind of boats,

that he cither waited to build them, or that he carried with him

the requisites for their equipment, on so sudden an emergency.

I have before (page let) supposed Attock to be the place where

Alexander crofscd the Indus: and over and above the reasons there

alsigned for it, I will now add another; which is, that after heo
came to the bridge (which was completed before his arrival), he

made an excursion by land, into the country adjacent to the western

bank of the Indus, to view the city of Nysa (supposed by D’An-

ville to be Nughz, or Nagaz, the Nagara, or Dionysiopolis, of

‘Ptolemy) ; and lie is then said to have entered the country, that
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lay between the two rivers, Cophenes and Indus. We have

before taken it for granted (page 170), that the Cophenes is the

river that runs by Nughz, and falls into the Indus, 30 or 35 miles

below the city of Attock ; and as the river of Cabul joins the In-

dus in front of the city of Attock, it is clear that until he came op-

posite to that city, he could not be between the Cophenes and

Indus. And if it be said that the Cabul river, was the Co-

phenes, he had all along been between the Cophenes and the

Indus; and Arrian’s words could have no meaning. But it is

probable, on every account, that Attock was the crofsing-place:

there the mountainous country from the north-east terminates, and

the plains of the Panjab begin ; a circumstance highly favourable

to his future plan of penetrating into India, and no lefs so to the

construction of his bridge ;
which was no easy matter to accomplish,

acrofs a river so wide and so rapid as the Indus; but which was

lefs difficult in a level country, than in a mountainouk one. The

bridge was undoubtedly made of boats, as Tamerlane’s was, in

1398: but Tamerlane crofsed at a season when the river was

(comparatively
)
low ;

Alexander, after it was considerably swoln,

with the periodical rains.

By Alexander’s sending oft Hephestion from the Cophencs, to

provide the means of pafsing the Indus in the country of Peucc-

laotis (Puckholi), it would appear that he had an intention of crofs-

ing it, higher up than he afterwards did: and it was natural

enough, before he had learnt from Hephestion that the situation

was, in every respect, unfavourable.

I return from this long digrefsion concerning Alexander, to the

account of the modern geography of the Indus, and the countries

bordering on it, in the lower part of its course. I am convinced,

that the more our knowledge of the particular geography of the

countries, on both sides of the upper parts of the Indus, increases;

the clearer will be our ideas of Alexander’s marches. The com-

mentaries of the Emperor Baber, quoted in the Ayin Acbaree,*
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have already proved a fruitful source of information
;

particularly

in the province of Cabul, and its vicinity: and, I trust, that the spi-

rit of inquiry, which has gone forth, in the countries where the

events themselves were produced, will keep pace with the spirit

of • curiosity , which has been excited concerning them, in our

own.

Of the Indus, and its principal Branches , Indore Moultan ; rath

*ome Particulars relating to Sindy.

The common boundary of Moifltan and Candahar, in the line

between the capitals of those countries, is about ho (J. miles be-

yond the western bank of the Indus: as appears by the march of

Dara Sheko. Our researches have scarcely penetrated into this

quarter; of course we are unable to enlarge the reader’s ideas

concerning it : but it seems as if the country, at no great distance

from the west of the Indus, partook of the nature of the adjoining

province of Makran (the Gedmsia of Alexander), and was little

better than a desert.

The best information, and which contains some very curious par-

ticulars, respecting the country of Sindy, and the river Indus; was

most obligingly communicated, by a person of character and great

respectability, who resided some time in that country, in the ser-

vice of the East-lndia Company: and this shall be detailed, after

the insertion of some particulars, that ought necefsarily to pre-

cede it.

The general course of the Indus, from Attock to the delta, is

taken from M . D'Anville’s map of Asia ; as I know of no better

authority. The towns on its banks, arc taken chiefly from the

mifsionary’s itinerary, before mentioned: as is also the point of

conflux of the Setlege and Indus. The latitude of Behker, is given

A a
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at 270 12' in this itinerary; and its distance from Moultan being

106} royal cofses, or about 215 G. miles, in the tables; this will

agree nearly to the position of Moultan, in page pi. The Ayin

Acbarec says, that Bcliker is the ancient Mansurah. Finding

Hajykan mentioned in the Ayin Acbarec, as one of the districts

belonging to Sindy ;
and it being very certain that a large pro-

vince of the same name, lies on the west of the Indus, opposite to

Moultan ; 1 can no otherwise reconcile the two accounts, than by

supposing that Ilajykan extends southward, along the Indus, un-

til it meets the border of Sindy ;
and that a small part of it was

subject to Sindy. In this case, the district of Bcliker must be con-

fined chiefly to the east side of the Indus. No part of Hajykan,

is reckoned to belong, cither to Moultan, or Candahar, in the

Ayin Acbaree. The mifsionary’s itinerary ( 1 0‘6'e
)
mentions the

Ballogcs, as the then pofsefsors of Hajykan: and we lui'c supposed

that the Oxycani are intended for the inhabitants of the same coun-

try, by the historians of Alexander, in page iep.

Moultan is nearly at the same distance from the sea, as Alla-

habad ;
that is, from 800 to 830 B. miles, by the course of the river:

and the mifsionary’s party were 21 days in dropping down with

the stream, in the months of October and November; when the

strength of the land floods was abated.

The Indus, and its branches, admit of an uninterrupted navi-

gation, trom Tatta, the capital of Sindy, to Moultan, and Lahore,

for vefsels of near 200 tons ; and a very extensive trade was car-

ried on between those places, respectively, in the time of Aurung-

zebe: but, at present, very little of this trade remains, owing to a

bad government in Sindy ; and probably to the hostile or rapacious

disposition of the Seiks ; the present pofsefsors of the countries of

Moultan and Lahore. Capt. Hamilton says, that boats came

from Lahore to Tatta, in 12 days. Had Ferose’s canal been com-

pleted, there would have been a continued inland navigation, from

Tatta to Bengal, and Afsam. (See page 75.)
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The geographical position of Tatta, and those of the principal

mouths of the Indus, depend on that of Cape Monze, as set forth

in page 37 of this Memoir; or rather as it was meant to be; for

the latitude of this cape, should have been 24' 53', instead of 24
0
45'.

The mouth of Ritehel river, taken at 24," 14'; and that of Larry-

Bunder, which was the principal channel of the Indus, during the

last century, and early in the present one, at 24° 44'; are respec-

tively within one or two minutes of the latitudes afsigned them :

the first, by an observation of Capt. Scott (which was 24“ 12');

and the latter bv the East-India Pilot.

The city of Tatta, the capital of the province of Sindy, and

supposed to be on, or near the site of the Paltala* of the ancients,

is situated, according to the idea *of the gentleman who resided

there, and whose observations have proved of such singular use,

about 38 G. miles to the north of Ritehel, and 50 to the east of

it: so that it ought to be in lat. 24° 30', Ion. 6*7° 37'; and about

123 miles from the sea, by the course of the river. •'j- According to

M. Thevenot, it is three days journey from Larry-Bunder town;

which, according to Capt. Hamilton, is five or six leagues from

the sea. M. Thevenot ’s three days journey may be taken at 54 (j.

miles of horizontal distance; and the whole distance of Tatta, from

the mouth of Larry-Bunder river, at about 6‘8 G. miles: and this

does not disagree with the account given above.

According to a MS. itinerary (kept by N. Whittington, no date

* It is impofsiblc ro fix the exact site of Pattala, because there are properly hco deltas*

a superior, and an inferior one; exclusive ol the imuv islands formed by t he lmlm, when it

approaches the sea. Tatta is near the head of the inferior delta ; and the ancient account-

mention only one great delta, having Pattala at the upper angle of it. In Ptolemy’s map
(Asia*, Tab. XX.), Pattala is placed very far below the place where the Indus begins to

separate into branches. «

f These are the particulars: From Ritehel to Shabunder, about 40 miles by the course

of the 1 b'ei, the bearing, much eastwurdly. Thence to Auningah.indcr, 25 more (but by
land only 10 or 1 2) , the course somewhat more northwardly. Thence to Tatta, 60 miles,

N N K, or N Ii by N. The windings of the river arc supposed to reduce the distance, on u

straight line, to 63 G. miles. The latitude of Tatta, is supposed to be something more than
2 4

0
40 ; the construction* according to these data makes it 24° 50'*

A a 2
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to it), Tatta -is about 1 80 cofscs from Radimpour on the Pudtfar

river: and 228 from Amedabad, pafsing through Radimpour.

Tli is last town is placed in the map, chiefly on the authority of a

MS. map of Guzeral (of which more will be said hereafter); and

180 cokes, laid oil' from it, w ould place Tatta about 22 (i. miles

further to the w'est, than the position afsigned it, above; provided

that lite general direction of the road, was straight; but it appears

by the ideas of Jansen and Blaeu, who have severally described this

road, that it bends greatly to the south ;
and therefore will accord

very well with the above dala

:

and it may be concluded, on the

whole, that the longitudes of Tatta and of Cape Monze, are not

far from the truth. The route in question, goes by the village of

Negar-l’arkar, and by the town of Nuraquimire; and through

part of the territory of C’utch : it also cruises the great sandy

desert.

It is not to be expected that any particular account of the num-

ber and positions of the several branches and mouths of the Indus,

should exist, unlels a survey of them had previously been made.

All the information that I have been able to obtain on the subject,

respects three of them only; and is as follows. About 170 miles

from the sea, by the course of the river, the Indus divides into

two branches; of which the westennost is by much the largest.

This branch, after a course of about ,70 miles, to the S\V, divides

into two more; the smallest of which runs on a WSW course, to

J arry-Bunder, and Darraway : and the largest, taking the name of

the Ritchel river, runs on a more southwardly course to the town

or village of Ritchel, on the sea coast. (Tatta is situated within

this inferior delta, and about live miles below the upper angle of it.

)

'Phe other principal branch remains to be mentioned, and is that

which bounds the eastern side of the superior delta ,
separating, as is

said above, at about 1 70 miles from the sea. It is smaller than the

Ritchel river, but larger than that of Larry-Bunder ; and by cir-
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cumstances, and by report, it opens into the mouth of the gulf of

Cutch, nearly opposite to Jigat Point: its course being somewhat

to the eastward of south.

From these data, together with the aid of the charts of the coast,

published by Mr. Dalrymple, it may be collected, that the delta of

the Indus is about 1,50 British miles in length, along the sea coast;

and about 1 1,5 in depth, from the place of separation of the superior

branches of the river, to the most prominent point of the sea coast.

Arrian (after Nearchus) reckons the first distance 1800* stadia ;

and Pliny 220 Roman miles: that is, he reckoned about eight of

those stades to a mile.

'File lower part of this delta is intersected by rivers and creeks,

in almost every direction, like the delta of the Ganges: but, unlike

that, it has no trees on it; the dry parts being covered with brush-

wood
;
and the remainder, by much the greatest part, being noisome

swamps, or' muddy lakes. A minaret, at the mouth of Ritchel

river serves as a mark for the road ; which, from the flatnefs and

samenefs of the appearance of the coast, could not otherwise be

discriminated. The upper part of the delta is well cultivated,

and yields abundance of rice.

T

From the ideas generally entertained concerning the nature,

and treatment of camels, it would not be expected, that this delta ;

and especially that part of it, nearest to the sea ; should be set

apart for the breeding of those animals. It is, however, the case;

and the tender parts of the brushwood, serve them for fodder.

It is a remarkable circumstance that the tide should not be visi-

ble in this river, at a greater distance than (>o or 6,5 miles from the

sea. The bores are high and dangerous in the mouths of the river.

(See the Introduction, page xxiv
)

The breadth of the*Ritchel branch is estimated at one mile, just

* It appears from Strabo, that Aristobulus allowed only 1000 stadia for the basis of
the delta.

t The Ayin Acbaree says, that the principal food of the inhabitants of Sindv, ii> tish and
rice.
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above the tide; and at Tatta, at only half a mile.* It is certain

that the Indus is very considerably Ids than the Ganges. The

velocity of its current is estimated at four miles per hour, in the

dry season; which I should suppose to be over-rated, unlefs the

declivity be much more than I have an idea of : though indeed, the

.short course of the tide, upwards, seems to require some such

cause.

The province of Sindy, in many particulars of soil and climate,

and in the general appearance of its surface, resembles Egypt : the

lower part of it being composed of rich vegetable mould, and ex-

tended into a wide delta; while the upper part, is a narrow slip uf

country, confined on the Persian side by a ridge, or ridges of moun-

tains, and on the other by a satjdy desert
;
the river Indus, equal at

least to the Nile, winding through the midst of this level valley,

and annually overflowing it. louring great part of the S\Y mon-

soon, or at least in the months of July, August, and part of Sep-

tember (which is the rainy season in most other parts of India), the

atmosphere is here generally clouded
;
but no rain falls, except

very near to the sea. Indeed very few showers fall during the

whole year. Capt. Hamilton says, that no rain had fallen, during

the three years preceding his visit to Tatta. Owing to this, and to

the neighbourhood of the sandy deserts, which bound it on the east

;

and are not far removed from it, on the north-west
; the heats are

so violent, and the winds from those quarters so pernicious, that

the houses are contrived so as to be occasionally ventilated, by

means of apertures on the tops of them, resembling the funnels

of small chimnies. When the hot winds prevail, the windows are

closely shut, by which the hottest part of the current of air, (that

nearest the surface, of course) is excluded: and a cooler part, be-

cause more elevated, descends into the house', through the funnels.

By this means also, vast clouds of dust are excluded, the entry of

* Hamilton reckoned it a mile broad, in 1 699 ; and says it was six fathom deep : and that

the inundations arc in April, May, and June.
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which alone would be sufficient to render the houses uninhabitable.

The roofs are composed of thick layers of earth, instead of ter-

races. Few countries are more unwholesome to European consti-

tutions
;
particularly the lower part of the delta.

Sindy extends along the course of the Indus from its embouchure,

to Behker, or Bln^kor, on the frontiers of Moultan ; and may be

reckoned at least 300 B. miles in length, that way. Its breadth is

very irregular: it may be about 16*0 miles in the widest part.

On the N E, lie the territories of the Seiks
;
and on the north, those

of the King of Candahar; on the west is Makran,* a province of

Persia, whose prince is tributary to the King of Candahar. A
sandy desert bounds Sindy on the east, and extends the whole way
from the territory of Cutch, to the confines of Moultan; being

near 550 B. miles in length, and from 100 to 150 wide. P. Wen-
dell, in his account of the Rajpoots’ 'country (or Rajpootana) says,

that the country begins to grow sandy, immediately on the west of

Agimere: so that the desert must be exceedingly w'ide in that part.

'Phis is the sandy desert mentioned by Herodotus, as the eastern

boundary of India. See page xxii of the Introduction. The fort

of Ammercot, the retreat of the Emperor Humaioon, and the birth

place of his son Acbar (page lvii) is situated within this desert.

In the Ayin Acbarec, it is clafsed as belonging to the Nufserpour

division, of the province of Sindy: Ferishta reckons it about 100

colses from Tatta. It may reasonably be supposed, that this de-

sert contains many habitable tracts, or islands, within it ; like the

Oases
*f~

of the Lybian deserts.

The city of Tatta, the position of which we have described

above, was, in the last century, very extensive and populous, and

was a place of great trade
;
pofseising manufactures of silk, carma-

tiia wool, and cotton : and was also celebrated for its cabinet ware.

* Makran, or Mocran, we have supposed to be the ancient Gedrosi a. One of its mo-
dern names is Kidge, or Kcdge, and is often prefixed to the other, as Kidge-Makran . If

Kidgc, or Kcdgc, was in use anciently, it is likely to have given rise to the name Gedrosia ,

t See Savary’s Letters on Egypt.
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Little of those now remain; and the limits of the city arc very

much circumscribed. On the shores of the Indus, above the delta,

considerable quantities of saltpetre are made: and within the hilly

tract, w hich commences about three miles on the NW of Tati a,

are found mines of iron, and salt. The ruins of a city, supposed

to be Braminabad, lie within four miles of Tatta
;

The reader will be pleased to recollect, that Nadir Shah, in

1 739, obtained from the Great Mogul, Mahomed Shah, a cclsion

of the province of Sindy, as well as the rest of the Indian provinces,

lyingon the west of the Indus: and he even visited Tatta. Ab-

dalla, when he seized on the provinces, which compose his pre-

sent empire, retained the sovereignty of Sindy also: and the prince

of this province, is, accordingly, tributary to the present King of

Candahar, Timur Shall.* The prince is a Mahomedan, and of

Abyfsinian extraction : his usual place of residence \s at the fort

of Hydrabad, situated on the Indus, not far above the head of the

delta; and in the neighbourhood of the city of Nufserpour. The

Hindoos, who were the original inhabitants of Sindy, and were

reckoned to outnumber the Mahomedans, in the proportion of 10

to 1 , in Capt. Hamilton's time, are treated with great rigour by

their Mahomedan governors ;
and arc not permitted to erect any

pagodas, or other places of worship: and this severity drives vast

numbers of them into other countries.

The gentleman to whom I am indebted, for the chief part of

my information, on the present subject, went up the Indus as far

as the city of Belikcr, which is about two-thirds of the w'ay to

Moultan. He observed the moveable towns or villages on the

banks of the river (noticed by Ncarchus, and the Ayin Acbarce:

see Introduction, page xxx). Some of these are the habitations of

fishermen, and others ofgraziers: and they arc constantly changing

# Mr. Frazer, in his account of Nadir Shah, gives a copy of this partition treaty, by
which the Nul/a Sunkra , or Sunkra river, was to be the common boundary between Hin-

doostan and the Persian provinces, near the mouth of the Indus, It inay thence be in-*

ferred, that the eastern branch of the Indus is named Sunkra ,
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their positions, like a camp. Few rivers abound more with fish,

than the Indus does ; and among these, are some very delicious

sorts.

Among the various tribes, that inhabit the hilly tracts, border-

ing on the western side of the Indus; there is, according to my
friend's account, one of the name of Nomurdy. They are of the

Mahomedan religion ; arc freebooters, and very troublesome to

the villagers, and travellers. The Ayin Acbaree also takes par-

ticular notice of this tribe ; and states its strength to be 7000 in-

fantry, and 300 horsemen (about the year 1560). This being a

part of the tract named Indo-Scytijia by the ancients, a doubt

arises, whether they may not be the descendants of the Scythian

Nomades ; if the Scythians on thq borders of mount Imaus, did

really call themselves by that name ; and that it was not a term

applied to them by the Greeks alope.* It may also be a question,

whether the* graziers abovementioned, may not have derived their

custom of moving their habitations, from Scythian ancestors: for

the custom, as far as I know', docs not prevail in any other part

of India.

Cutch, is a territory of considerable extent, situated on the

south-east of Sindy ; the eastern branch of the Indus separating

the two countries. It extends along the northern coast of the

gulf of Cutch, and is separated from Guzerat, by"the Puddar river,

or one of its branches. The present capital, and residence of its

rajah, is Boodge-boodge ; and appears to be the place named Booz,

in a MS. map of Guzerat (communicated by my friend Mr. Dal-

# The following pafsage occurs in M. D’Anvillc’s Eclaireijsemens Geograpbiques sur la

Carte de Plndc, p. 42. “ On ignore le temps auquel les Scythes sont venus occuper le

Sincli. Dans le Periple de la mer Erythrcc # la ville de Minnagara, le meinc que Manso-
ra, f cst qualificc de capitale de la Scythie. Denys Periegete dit, que les Scytlu.s meri-
dionaux, habitent sur le Aeuve Indus. Eustathc les nomme lndo-Scythes : et ce que PtQ-
Icxnce appelle ludo-Scylhie, reftioute le long de ITndus jusqu'au fleuve Coas.J

* The Arabian sea, or sea ofOmman.

f Bluikor, or Bchker ; s ^he same with the ancient Mansora—Ayin Acbaree,

1 That which runs b/ Nughz, and falls into the Indus a considerable distance btlow At-
tack : and which, accoiding to my idea, is the river Cow.

Bb
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ryraple, and, I believe, brought from India by Governor Horn-

by*), where it is placed about 34 G. miles to the eastward, or

E S E of the eastern branch of the Indus. Cutch is composed

chiefly of hills, woods, and sandy wilds ; and we are utterly igno-

rant of any particulars, relating to the interior part of it. The

mouths of several rivers appear in the map of its coast: and the

ancient maps describe the Puddar river, as discharging itself into

the gulf of Cutch, through these openings. It is pofsible that the

river formed by the Caggar, and other Streams, may discharge

itself by one or more of these openings ; unlefs it loses itself in the

sands of the desert, which borders on the north of Cutch.

On the south coast of the gulf of Cutch, is a district inhabited

by a piratical tribe, named Spngarians, who cruize for merchant

ships, as far to the west as the entrance of the gulf of Persia. The

capital of this state, is Noanagpr ; Bate (or Bait), and Aramroy,

are its principal ports. The' Ayin Acbaree takes notice of the

founding of Noanagur, by a rajah who was driven out of Cutch,

about 280 years ago: and says, that the territory in which it is

situated, is named Little Cutch. No mention is made of Sanga-

rians, in the same book: nor of any piracies being committed by

the people of Noanagur.

Nearchus names certain parts of the country between the mouth

of the Indus and the river Arabius, Sangada and Saranga ; but

* This map, which has the appearance of greater accuracy in the outline, and certainly

contains more matter within it, than any other map of the tract, it is meant to represent

;

was drawn by a native of Cambay, a Bramin of uncommon genius and knowledge, named
Sadanvnd. This information was given me by Sir Charles Malet, Resident at the Mah-
ratta court ot Poonah (who first suggested the idea of drawing the map) ; and who accom-
panied a very polite letter to me on the occasion, with a copy of the map in question, made
by the author. By means of the same communication, 'as well as by the nature of the pre-

sents just made by the East-In di a Company, to Mao a row, the young Paishwah of
the Mahrattas ; I learn that this young prince, has a great turn for geographical studies :

whence we may expect a great addition of geographical matter, collected on the spot, by
English gentlemen, properly qualified for such pursuits; «and protected by a patron of
science, rather than tolerated by the operation of political influence. Under these auspices,

Capt. Reynolds, of the Bombay establishment, who has already distinguished himself as an
able, and no lefs enterprizing geographer, was tracing some capital lines acrofs the Deccan
and Peninsula.

Madarow, the present Paishwah of the Mahrattas, is the person mentioned in pages
lxxxvi, and lxxxviii, of the Introduction.
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the tract was too confined, to be the abode of a nation. M. D'An-

ville supposes that the country of Sangada,* was the same with

the modern Sangara : if so, the Sangarians must first have re-

moved from the western, to the eastern side, of the Indus ; and

afterwards must also have crofsed the gulf of Cutch. The latter

fact, indeed, seems verified by the Ayin Acbarce.

It is worthy of* remark, how exactly the position and descrip-

tion of the haven, named by Nearchus, the port of Alexander ;

and which had an island near it,‘ named Crocola ; agrees with that

of Crotchey : and proves incontestibly, by the circumstance of the

proximity of the mountains to the sea coast, when the fleet had

advanced only 150 stadia, from the mouth of the Indus; that Ne-

archus sailed out of the western branch of that river. However,

one might conclude, from Arrian's account of Alexander's voyage,

down the two branches below Pattala, that he fixed on the eastern-
»

most branch, for Nearchus's fleet to proceed through, to the ocean

;

as Arrian calls it the left branch : but the circumstance of Alexan-

der’s landing, with a party of horse, and proceeding three days

along the coast, in the direction that his fleet was to sail ; that is,

westward ;
overthrows such a supposition entirely : for no one will

suppose that he chose to march a party of horse, three days, along

the coast of the delta ; where he must have been continually in-

terrupted, by deep rivers and creeks.

Account of the Map of the Countries, lying between the Heads of the

Indian Rivers, and the. Caspian -Sea.

The route of Mr. Forster from Candahar to the Caspian sea,

throws considerable light on the geography of the intervening

* Eclaircifsemens, page 42.

Bbs
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tract: as well as on other geographical materials, that were be-

fore involved in some degree of obscurity. As I have said, in ano-

ther place, the disculsion of the geography on the west of Cabul,

does not belong so properly to the subject of India, as of Persia

:

and I shall therefore, at present, content myself with a few gene-

ral observations, on the small map of the tract, lying between the

heads of the Indian rivers, and the southern part of the Caspian

sea : for having so often had occasion to mention the countries of

Persia and Tartary, contiguous to the north-west parts of India;

it will be for the reader’s convenience to have a small map of those

parts, inserted in this work ;
by which the relative positions of the

frontier provinces of both countries, will be shewn, and the heads

of the Indus, Ganges, and Oxus, brought into one point of view.

It will also serve to convey an idea of the route pursued by Mr.

Forster, from the banks of the Grtnges, to the Caspian sea ; and

which has never been travelled by any European, in modern times:

at least no account of it, is to be found on public record.

Between Candahar and Meschid-Sirr, on the south coast of

the Caspian sea, Mr. Forster's route lay in a pretty straight line

through Herat, Tershish, and Bistam; and this circumstance is

favourable to the design of using his scale of computed farsangs,

through that space. He estimates this measure roundly at two

cofses, or about British miles: but by his whole number of far-

sangs between Candahar and Meschid-Sirr, his standard of the

farsangis calculated too high by about a seventh part: for it will

be made to appear, when we take up the subject of the Persian

geography, that it will require 23^ of his farsangs to make a de-

gree of a great circle ; allowing the inflexions of the roads. With

this scale, I have compared several of the intermediate places, in

M. D’Anville’s map of Asia ; many of wh\ch I have ventured to

alter: for it is probable that M. D'Anville might not have been

pofsefsed of an itinerary, so accurate as Mr. Forster's. Between

Candahar and Gimmock, Mr. Forster estimates the bearing, at
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W, and W by N ; and the short distance between the latter, and

Herat, N. No reason isafsigned for the sudden'change of course.

From Herat to Bistam, the course wasW by N ; and the remain-

der of the way, W ; W by N ; and N W. These bearings appear

to be generally accurate.

This gentleman furnishes us with new ideas respecting the bear-

ing of the chain of mountains, that is commonly supposed to pe-

netrate Asia from west to east, under various names: or rather, he

brings us back to the ideas, left us by the ancients. (It is unques-

tionable, that the Greeks and Romans knew more of the particular

geography of Persia, than appears in our modern maps: although

the parts that are known to us, may be arranged with more geome-

trical precision). This chain (anciently named Taurus ), which rises

in lefser Asia, and runs eastward through Armenia; and from

thence deviating to the S E, shuts up the south coast of the Cas-

pian sea ; was continued by Ptolemy, under the names of Coronus,

Sariphi, and Paropamisus

:

dividing Hyrcania and Tapuri, from

Parthia ;
Margiana from Aria ; and Bactria from the province of

Paropamisus: or, according to modern geography, dividing Ma-
zandcran, or Taberistan, from Cumis

;
the countries of Dahistan,

Corcan, and Karasm, from Korasan ; Balk, and Gaur, from Sigis-

tan, or Seistan : and finally was made to join that ridge, which,

under the name of Indian Caucasus, divided India from Bactria;

and afterwards took the names of Imaus and Emodus

;

separating

India from Scythia. It is not known to the moderns what course

this chain takes, after it leaves the neighbourhood of the Caspian

sea: or \^|gtfeer it does in reality join the Indian Caucasus: but

the probability of it is strong, although it is not after the manner

M. D'Anville supposed : for he gives it an ESE direction from

the Caspian, and makes it pafs on the south of Herat. But had

this been the case, Mr. Forster must have crofsed it in his way

from Candahar; instead of which, he crofsed no mountains until

he came within 100 miles of the, Caspian sea ; so that he left the
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continuation of the Indian Caucasus (if such there be) on his right

;

or to the northward ; and I really believe that the ridge does

exist, nearly under the form described by Ptolemy ; for the rivers

crofsed by Mr. Forster, had all a southerly course
;
proving that

the high land lay to the north, although out of sight : therefore

the connexion between the Caspian mountains, and the Indian

Caucasus (if such exists), must be by the north of Korasan.

There is no necefsily for supposing that this chain should be

exceedingly lofty in every part : the existence of it, alone, is con-

tended for. Ptolemy makes a distinction between the height of

Caucasus, and that of the continuation of it, eastward, under the

name of Imaus; this latter being, by far, the highest: and the

point of commencement of the change of name, and elevation

(which last is described in words, as well as in the topography,

Asia, Tab. VII. and IX.), answers to the western part of Kut-

torc, and is nearly opposite to*the head of the SuasMs river (qu.

Sewad?) The ridge of mountains (which he names the proper

Caucasus) the next in order to the Imaus, westward; occupies

the place of Hindoo-Kho, as it is described in page 150: and

moreover, confines the country of the Lambata on the south;

(qu. Lumghan?) and this is succeeded in the same order, by Pa-

ropamisus, which answers to the mountains of Gaur, on the N,

and NW of Candahar. As for the ridge that Mr. Forster crofscd,

near the Caspian sea, it had a north and south direction
; and an-

swers to the mountains Masdoramus of Ptolemy, which shut up

the eastern side of Parthia proper, situated on the S £ of the Cas-

pian. The modern name of this ridge is Kana-hoody ; and Mr.

Forster remarks, that the elevation of it is far greater on the west,

than on the east: so that the lands of Korasan, are, in general,

more elevated than those towards Ispahan. The Kana-hoody

mountains are those which M. D’Anville has extended to Herat

and Cabul ; but we find their course to be quite different ; but

how far they extend to the south, or S E, is still a question.
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I confefs it was a matter of surprise to me, that there should be

no mountains, between the province of Cabul, and Tershish, in the

route paised by Mr. Forster: he describes nothing but scattering

hills, where the maps usually represent lofty chains of mountains.

Throughout his whole route from Candahar to the Caspian sea, he

crofsed no stream, that was too deep to be forded; although the

journey lasted from the beginning of August, to the latter end of

January.

I have introduced Alexander's march after Befsus, &c. in order

to render the map more complete. We may trace the ancient

Tapuri, in Taberistan; Dahe, in Dahistan; Aracbosia, in Arok-

hage ; and Aria, in Herat, or Harat. Cau-casus, and Paro-pami-

sus, the names of ridges of mountains on the NW of India, derive

part of their names from Kho, and Pahar, words which signify

mountains, or hills, in the Indian languages. Of Imaus, we have

spoken befdrc, in pages 126, and 1 <50.

The most considerable change that has taken place in the geo-

graphy of the tract comprehended in this small map, since the

publication of the first edition,* is that which regards the po-

sitions of Cashgar, and the ridge of mountains on the west of it

;

in respect of India, and Samarcand. On this subject we have al-

ready touched, in page 97: and to which I shall beg leave to refer

the reader, as an introduction to the remarks, that are to follow.

Samarcand, according to the tables of Ulug Beig, is 99
0 16' east

of the Fortunate Islands; and Aleppo, in the same tables, is 720

io': that is, Samarcand is 270 6' E of Aleppo; and this last, being

37
0 9' E ofGreenwich (bjr the Con. de Temps, 34

0 49' E of Paris),

Samarcand should be in 64° 13' east of Greenwich. If we reckon

it from Casbin, which, according to M. Beauchamp's observation,

is 49
0 33' E of Greenwich ; and by Ulug Beig, 140 16' west of Sa-

marcand; the latter, by this calculation, will be in 63° 49': or

* The map in question, was reconstructed for the second edition.
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26 minutes farther west, than if reckoned from Aleppo. But hav-

ing with much labour, investigated the particulars of the distance,

between Casbin and Satiiarcand; and compared them with the

intermediate longitudes and latitudes, recorded in the Oriental

tables, I am inclined to adopt 64° 1,5', for the longitude ofSamar-

cand. Its latitude, taken with the famous quadrant of Ulug Beig,

is 39
0 37' and some odd seconds.

In this position, Samarcand stands 9-j degrees of longitude west

of Cashmere, according to my construction ; and about 5 degrees

of latitude, to the north of it.

Cashgar, in the tables of Abulfeda, is given at 7
0 30' of longi-

tude east of Samarcand, by Alfaras; 7
0
5', by Albiruni

:

in those

ofUlug Beig, 7
0 14' ; and 8° 10' in Nasereddin’s. The mean of all,

is about 7-5- degrees ; which would place Cashgar 2 degrees west

of Cashmere.

Before we can compare the ’popular estimation of t*ne distance,

between Samarcand and Cashgar, with the difference of longitude

between them ; it becomes necefsary, of course, to ascertain the

parallel of Cashgar. This is given in the tables, universally at

44 degrees; which would place it nearly N E from Samarcand.

That it bears considerably to the north of east, from Samarcand,

is strongly implied by the direction of the roads, which lead to it,

from Samarcand, and Bokhara : that from the former being through

Cogend, and Andegan (or Ferganah); both of which lie to the

north-east of Samarcand ; the former at 7, the latter at 1 1 days

journey from it. And from Bokhara, the road to Cashgar, lies

through Tashkund, still more to the north than Cogend. Now
if the direction of the road be north-cast, for 11 days opt of 25,

the distance of Cashgar from Samarcand ; and 14 out of 30, from

Bokhara, nearly N E by N, it furnishes a strong presumptive proof

that the direction of the whole line, is very far to the north of east.

The only line of distance, that will in any degree help us to the

latitude of Cashgar, is that given by Bernier (Vol. II. Letter ix.),
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in which it is stated that the distance of Cashgar from Cashmere,

is 44 journies, through Little Thibet; but that a shorter road lay

through Great Thibet : and these journies, although not declared

to be those of a caravan, may be understood to be such, from the

narration. Now caravan journies, on such a distance as requires

44 days to travel through, cannot in any country be taken at more

than 14 G. miles’ of direct distance, each day: and through such

countries, as those between Cashmere and Cashgar are described

to be (see the latter part of the same letter), perhaps at 11 or is

only. The distance on this proportion, would reach to the pa-

rallel of 420
47/ ; on a supposition that 7', or 8 degrees of. longi-

tude, were allowed between Samarcand and Cashgar: but even if

() or 10 were supposed, the bearing line from Cashmere is so nearly

meridional, that 2 degrees of longitude, would make a difference

of a few minutes only, in the latitude afsigned to Cashgar.

Although no accurate result can be expected from this statement,

yet I think it may be inferred, that Cashgar cannot be in a lower

parallel than 42^°: and then, admitting either of the distances from

Samarcand (between 74 and 10 degrees of longitude), the bear-

ing would be from E N K, to E N E 4 N. Strahlenberg places it

in 42 4 ' latitude; and at 2^-° of longitude, west of Cashmere: M.

Petis de la Croix, in Timur, Book III. chap. vii. in 43". M.

D'Anville went into extremes, and placed it in 40° only.

The Kufsian maps give no ideas, that can, or rather, should be

followed, in the quarter of Samarcand, and western Tartary: for-

asmuch, as there is an error of ,5° of longitude in the position of

Samarcand, and the countries adjacent to it, in respect of the Cas-

pian sea: the matter that should have occupied the square of 5 de-

grees, between the 80th and 8,5th degrees, being placed in that,

between the 85th and tjoth. To what extent the error may affect

the positions that lie on the north and east, I am ignorant.

Admitting then, that the capital of Cashgar is situated in, or

about the parallel of 42-f
0

, we shall find that its distance from Sa-

C c
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marcand , and Bokhara, according to the report ofthe Orientalists,

is consistent with the difference of longitude, given in their tables.

It is indeed, very probable, that the difference of longitude was

calculated to answer the computed distance. And supposing this

to be the fact, we have the satisfaction of knowing, that we are

in pofsefsion of the actual sum of the computed distance, accord-

ing to the ideas of the natives of the country : because the distance,

and the difference of longitude, by their near agreement, verify

each other

!

Sherefeddin (in his History of Tamerlane, Book V. chap. iv. of

the translation by M. Petis de la Croix) states the distance be-

tween Samarcand and Cashgar, at 25 journies. As it occurs in the

account of the roads between, Bucharia and China, these journies

must be considered as those of the caravans, which ordinarily

pafsed between the two countries:* and the highest rate at which

each journey can be taken, on an extent of 25 days, is 15 G. miles;

so that the amount of the distance, will be 375, on a direct line:

and this laid off to the parallel of 42^°, gives a difference of longi-

tude of about 74°. If the journies should be considered as those

which individuals perform, in the course of their own businefs, 16'^

may be allowed ; and the difference of longitude arising from this

calculation, would be about 8^°. Another account of the distance

is found in Astley’s Collection of Voyages and Travels, Vol. IV.

p. 637, where it is stated to be 30 days from Bokhara to Cash-

gar. -j- In this account, we have some idea of the scale of the days’

journies, given us, by the number of journies between Bokhara

and Urkenje ;
which are said to be 1,5 ; and the distance (by my

series of positions, in Persia, &c.
)
being about 240 G. miles, leaves

16 for each day, on a journey of 15 days: and if we apply this

r

* Sherefeddin (in Timur, Book HI. chap, vii.) says, that Oluc-Yulduz is two months
journey, by the caravan, from Samarcand. Cashgar lay in the way: and D’Anvillc and
Sirahlenberg, place it at 470, 10480 G. miles from Yulduz; or 32 caravan days, at 15
each. Of course, 28 would remain, for the space between Cashgar and Samarcand. This,
although no positive proof; must be allowed to be, at least, a strong presumptive one.

f
u By easy journies, such as merchants take, with their goods i. e. by caravan.
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proportion to the 30 days between Bokhara and Cashgar (though

manifestly too great), we have 480 G. miles for the whole dis-

tance, which will give, in effect, the same as the 25 days from Sa-

marcand, 7-i-
0
difference of longitude. Bokhara is five ordinary

journies to the westward of Samarcand.

There is yet another account of the distance, in Astley
; but it

differs so much from all the rest, that I shall draw no conclusion

from it. In this, Cashgar is stated to be 41 days of easy travel-

ling (caravan I suppose) from Bokhara : and of these, the first 14

are to Tashkund, which (in my map of positions) is about 220

G. miles, N E by N, nearly, from Bokhara; answering to

for each day. But as 27 journies more, are to be reckoned (by

this account) to Cashgar, although Tashkund is supposed to be

five journies nearer to it, than Samarcand is; this calculation

on the whole, makes a difference of seven days: and would occa-

sion an increase of almost 2^° of longitude, to the arising from

Sherefeddin’s statement.

I confefs, if M. D'Anville had not adopted a position at 12^*

east of Samarcand, for Cashgar ; I should have thought it unne-

cessary to adduce so many authorities; or to have reasoned so

much upon them : for nothing appears clearer, or more consistent,

to me, than the accounts of the longitude of Cashgar : I mean, in

the very general way, in which I intend to apply it. But, for the

reader's satisfaction, as well as that the matter itself is curious,

as it respects the geography of a country, so little known to Eu-

ropeans; I shall insert a short pafsage from an eastern author

concerning it.

Capt. Kirkpatrick quotes Shahnawaz, as follows: “ Cashgar is

“ bounded on the north, by the mountains of Moghulistan ; one
“ extremity of which* range, reaches to Shush, and the other to

“ Terfan; and from thence to the Calmuck country. On the

“ west, it is bounded by a long ridge of mountains, from which
“ the Moghulistan mountains branch out. To the eastward, lie

C c 2
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quicksand hills, forests, and deserts." The southern limit is

not given.

Here we are told, very plainly, that the northern boundary of

Cashgar, is a range of mountains, that extends on one side to

SnasH; that is Tasiikund, on the river Sihon (or Jaxartes): and

that these mountains branch out from another ridge, that forms

the western boundary of the same kingdom. Of course, wc are

left to understand, that the northern frontier of it, is on a parallel,

or nearly so, with the territory of Shaslt : and this is well known
to lie on the north of Cogend

;
and to have its capital, Tashkund,

situated in latitude 42-}°, according to the tables of Abulfeda, Na-
sereddin, and Ulug Beig. The long ridge of mountains, on the

west, is of course, that which extends from the N of Cashmere, to
«

a point beyond the heads ot .the Sihon ; separating, in that part,

the countries of Cashgar, and Turkestan. In Sherefeddin’s Timur,

this ridge is named Kakakgo6tac
; and is reckoned Inaccelsible,

in a military point of view (Book V. chap. iv). We must once

more call the reader’s attention to the Imaus, which separated the

two Scythias ; which this ridge of Karangoutac represents. The
two countries, or rather tracts, separated by it, and which answer

to the southern parts of the two Scythias, are generally named the

two Buchakias, by Europeans. Of these, the western tract, or

that of Samarcand, is named Great Bucjiaria; and the eastern,

Little Bucharia: and this includes, amongst other divisions, that

of Cashgar and Koten. This tract is also the original country of the

Moguls ; or Mogulistan : and hence this term is applied by Shah-

nawaz, to the mountains that form its northern boundary.*

No doubt ought to remain, concerning the proximity of Cash-

gar to Great Bucharia; when we have proved, from the writings

i

* I apprehend that the term Bucharia, or Bokhara, is derived in the first instance, from
the city of Bokhara, near the Jihon (Oxus), which was the emporium of the commerce,
carried on by Europeans, in that quarter : and that it was afterwards extended to the ad-
joining country, beyond it. There are many examples of this kind: in particular, see pag*
xxi of the Introduction, and the note.
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of Abul Fazil, and Abdul Humeed, that the south-west extreme of

Cashgar, joins to the N E quarter of Cabul : or admitting that part

to be no more than a nominal dependency of Cashgar, the real ter-

ritory itself is not likely to be very remote.

ft seems to me that the capital of Cashgar, as well as the moun-
tains on the north of it, which, in D’Anville’s map of Asia, extend

towards Acsou an*d Terfan ; ought to be removed several degrees

to the north-west, and to the neighbourhood of A1 Shush : these

being the mountains of Mogulistan, described by Shahnawaz . This

will make a prodigious change in this part of our maps of Asia.

Far more consonant to the ideas of Shahnawaz, is this part of Strah-

lenberg’s map of the Rufsiau empire ; which includes also the

western Tartary, and the courses pf the rivers Jihon and Sihon

(Oxus and Jaxartes). His mount Musart, which pafses along the

north of Cashgar, and Mogulistap in general, at the height of

43 and 44°*of latitude, answers to* the Mogulistan mountains of

Shahnawaz ; and does really join to Shash, on the west : having also

the long ridge branching out, and forming the western boundary

of Cashgar.

Strahlenberg’s map is certainly a composition of great merit,

for the time in which it appeared ( 1730) ; and proves that he had

taken a great deal of pains to collect materials, for the tract lying

between the Rufsian borders, and those of India and Persia.

Through the want of observations of longitude, his distances are

often very faulty : but I am of opinion that his ideas were too much

slighted, by some geographers, who came after him; and who

have given the preference to matter of much Id’s value, than

that which he has exhibited.

Considering this part of Strahlenberg’s map, in a very general

way, the following ara the observations that I have made on it.

1st. Petcrsburgh, the Caspian sea, and Samarcand, stand nearly

in their proper positions, in respect of each other.

ad. Cabul, Cashmere, and Cashgar, although nearly right, in
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respect of each other; are from 4 to 5 degrees too far east, in re-

spect of the Caspian sea, and Samarcand.

3d. The head of the Irtish river is by several degrees too near to

Cashgar ; even as the latter stands in the map.

Hence it follows, that the space between the Irtish and Cash-

gar is, out of all proportion, contracted ; whilst Great Bucharia is

too much extended. Few parts of the continent of Asia, appear

to have their geography so imperfectly described, as that between

the Rufsian frontier, and Bucharia. I think, too, that our maps

are in a great error, with respect to the positions of the countries

lying between Bucharia and China : all of which, in my idea, have

been made to recede too much from Bucharia, towards China.

It is to the Rufsians that we are to look up, for better information.

In the discufsion of the position of Cashgar, I laid out of the

question, entirely, the Chinese* and Tartarian geography in Du
Halde. At the same time, I would not be understood to impeach

the truth of the Chinese geography of Tartary, in general ; be-

cause there is an error in a particular part of it. It must stand or

fall hereafter, according to its own merits. But the great error

respecting the latitude of the upper part of the Ganges, in the

same geography, ought to make us receive with caution the re-

maining particulars of it.

Having noticed an error or two of M. D'Anville's, which fell in

my way, I feel it a duty even to go out oj my way, in order to add

my opinion to his, on the subject of Serica

;

and the limits of the

world, as known to the ancients* I cannot hesitate a moment,

after examining the evidence, to determine with him, that the

Sera Metropolis of Ptolemy, was situated at the NW extremity

of the present empire of China : and very near to the parallel as-

signed it by that geographer. Of course, the knowledge of Pto-

lemy ended at this point, eastward. The rivers of Serica, al-

* See the Supplement to D’Anville’s Antiq. Geog. de I'Inde.
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though described to run to the parallel of 55®, and upwards ; a

parallel far beyond the heads of the Siberian rivers, yet are evi-

dently meant, by the context, for the rivers of Eygur (Yugure),

and Tangut. I differ in one particular from M. D’Anville ; which is,

that the CEchard^e, not the Ithaguri, represent the Yugures: I

think the position clearly points it out. As for the error in Pto-

lemy's latitude, as well as his longitude, it must be placed to the

account of badnefs of materials. Had Ptolemy lived in the present

times, he might have exprefsed his wonder, that, considering the

advantages we pofsefs, our maps of this part should be so incor-

rect ; when the tables of Abulfeda, Nasereddin, and Ulug Beig, and

the History of Timur, by Sherefeddin, have been so long amongst

us, in an European language *

After so many digrefsions, for which I solicit the reader’s indul-

gence, I shall close the account of the small map, with an ob-

servation or* two, respecting some' geographical misconceptions

which I have observed to prevail. The first is, that the modern

Bucharia (or Bokhara), is the same with the ancient Bactria. This

is so far from being the case, that Bucharia is situated beyond the

river anciently called the Oxus, or the modern Jihon: and is the

country anciently named Sogdiana ; from Sogd, the valley : that

is, the beautiful valley, in which Samarcand (anciently Maracanda)

is situated. Bactria, or Bactriana, on the contrary, lay on the

south of the Oxus ; and comprehended the present provinces of

Balk and Gaur ; and probably part of Korasan. Mawer-ul-nere,

is also applied to the country beyond the Jihon ; and between the

lower parts of the courses of that river, and the Sihon, or ancient

* The tables were translated about the middle of the last century, by Dr. John Graves,

ofOxford: and the History of Timur, by M. Petis de la Croix (the younger; not the com-
piler of the Life of Gengiz Cawn) ; early in the present century. The many references

that I have made to the works, tfcus brought to our knowledge, by the well applied learning

of these gentlemen ; furnish the best eulogy in my power to bestow, both on the works

themselves, and on the translators of them.

It is to be regretted, that Abulfeda’s Persian geography, was not one of the subjects made
choice of, by the learned gentlemen, who have favoured the world with translations of cer-

tain MSS. in the library of the King of France.
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Jaxartes: Mawer-ul-nere signifying the country beyond the river ;

.

or Transoxiana .

The other misconception respects ancient Parthia. Very inaccu-

rate ideas prevail, concerning the local situation of that country.

Those, whose knowledge of it, is collected chiefly from its wars vvitli

the Romans, conceive Parthia to be only the country bordering on

the Euphrates and Tigris ; as the Parthian boundary, on the exten >

sion of their empire westward, met that of the Romans. Strabo lias

either been mistaken in this point, or has not fully exprcfsed him-

self, where he describes the Parthians who defeated Crafsus, as the

descendants of those Carduchians, who gave so much trouble to

Xenophon, during the celebrated retreat of the Greeks. It is pro -

bable, or at least pofsible, tljat the Parthians might have had m
their army at that time, some detachments from among those

hardy mountaineers ; as the Carduchi were then numbered among

their subjects: but the bulk of the Parthian army, came from Per-

sia, their proper country. Whoever considers the slight subji c-

tion in which the Carduchians were held, even during the vigorous

reigns of the first Persian emperors, will not expect that the Par-

thians had many recruits from that quarter. The history of the

Parthian geography is briefly this: Parthia proper, was a small

province, very near to the south-east extreme of the Caspian sea

;

which territory, after the division of Alexander’s empire, fell to

the share of the Seleucida?, kings of Syria, and of the east ; about

300 years before our aera. About 50 years after, Parthia rebelled

;

and together with Hyrcania, and other adjoining provinces, be-

came an independent state, under Arsaces. As the empire of the

Seleucida? grew weaker, the Parthians extended their country west-

ward; and the fine province of Media (now Irak-Ajami) fell to

them: and within a century after the fouadation of their state, it

had swallowed up all the countries from the Indus to the Euphra-

tes, Bactria included : and this province had thrown ofF the yoke

of the Seleucida?, long before Parthia. The Parthian conquests
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in Armenia, about 70 years before Christ, brought them acquainted

with the Romans ; whose conquests met theirs, both in that coun-

try and in Syria. The Parthians, together with their conquests,

had advanced their capital westwards : and had established it on the

Tigris at Seleucia, or rather Ctesiplion (near the present Bagdad)

before their wars with the Romans commenced. The particulars of

their first wars wjth the Roman people, which continued about 65

years, arc too well known to be repeated here, had this been aproper

place for them ; such as the expeditions of Pompey and Anthony

;

and the defeat of Crafsus. On occasion of this last event, the Par-

thians extended their conquests further westward, but were after-

wards compelled to retire : and they generally lost ground in Ar-

menia and Mesopotamia, during the time of the Roman emperors.

Trajan penetrated to their capital ; And satisfied his curiosity by em-

barking on the Indian sea. The moderation of Adrian restored the

ancient bourdary of the Euphrates’.. In A. D. 245, Persis, or Persia

proper, which had for some ages ranked as a province of Parthia,

gained the ascendancy ; and, under Artaxerxes, put an end to the

dynasty of the Arsacidae, and restored the ancient name of Persia

to the empire ; after that of Parthia had existed about 480 years.

So that, in fact, the Parthian empire, considered generally, was the

Persian, under another name.

It should have been mentioned, in page 166, that the au-

thor of the Heft Aklcem, a geographical work that was com-

piled during the reign of Acbar, states the following fact.

“ The sovereignty of Badakshan, continued in a family, which
“ derived its descent from Alexander the Great ; until Abu
“ Said Khan Goorgan conquered the country, and put an end
“ to the dynasty of Macedonian princes, in the person of

“ Sultan Mohamed, the last monarch of that race." The date

is not given. (Kirkp. MSS.)

Dd
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SECTION IV.

The Tract situated between the Kistnah River, and the Coun-

tries traversed by the Courses of the Ganges and Indus,

and their principal Branches : that is to say, the middle Parts

of India.

This very extensive tract is bounded on the north-east by the

soubahs of Bengal, Bahar, Allahabad, and Agra ; on""the NW by

the course of the river Puddar ; on the east and west by the sea

;

and on the south by the river Kistnah, or Krishnah: and compre-

hends in general the soubahs of Guzerat, Malwa, Berar, Orifsa,

Candeish, Amednagur (or Dowlatabad), Visiapour (or Bejapour),

and Golconda. It is about 800 British miles in length, from NW
to SE; and 600 wide: and has in and about it, many points that

are determined either by celestial observations; or inferred from

such points, by the help of surveys, or good charts.

The fundamental points on which the construction and scale of

this part depend, are as follow

:

On the north and north-east, Agra, as determined by observa-

tions and survey (page 48); and Calpy, Chatterpour, Rcwah,

Burwah, and Balasore, inferred from measured lines drawn from

other places of observation. On the east, .Cattack, as determined

by Col. Pearse (page 11). On the south, Masulipatam, as deter-

mined by Col. Pearse, and Capt. Ritchie (page is). On the west,

Bombay, by the observations of the Hon. Mr. Howe (page 31), and
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Surat, Cambay, and Diu Point, inferred from charts and surveys

(page 33). And in the interior parts, Narwah, Sirong, Bopaul,

Hufsingabad, Burhanpour, Poonah, Amedabad, by Mr. Smithes

observations, and General Goddard's march: Nagpour, Ruttun-

pour, and Gurrah, by Mr. Ewart's observations and surveys; and

Arungabad, Hydrabad, Sumbulpour, Agimere, and Areg (near

Visiapour), by miscellaneous materials. I shall proceed first, to

give the authorities by which these primary stations or points, were

determined ; and afterwards shew how the intermediate parts were

filled up, in detail. The construction of the sea coasts, on both

sides of this tract, has been already discufsed, in Section I.: and I

shall begin my account of the construction of the inland parts,

with Mr. Smith's and General Goddard's lines acrofs the continent,

from Calpy to Bombay, and Surat.

The Rev. Mr. Smith set out fr,om Calpy with Col. Upton, in

1776, on an embafsy to the Maluatta court, at Poonah; and fell

into the great road from Delhi and Agra, to the Deccan, at the

city of Narwah ; which is situated on the river Sindeh, near the

entrance of a famous pafs, that leads through the chain of moun-

tains that divide Malwa from Agra. From Narwah, he proceeded

to Sirong, a city of Malwa, subject to Madajee Sindia: and from

thence to Burhanpour, the capital of Candeish: and at one period,

of the Deccan also. It is yet a flourishing city
; and is situated in

the midst of a delightful country. In his way to this place from

Sirong, he crofsed the famous river Nerbuddah ; formerly the re-

puted boundary of the Deccan, to the north. From Burhanpour,

he went to Poonah, the capital of the western Mahratta empire,

crofsing the heads of the Godavery and Bcemah rivers in his way:

and from Poonah to Bombay. During all this route, he took ob-

servations of latitude and longitude, as often as opportunity offered

;

which was not unfrequently : and with these, together with the

intermediate bearings of the road, he constructed a map, which is

no lei's valuable on the score of its general accuracy, and extensive

Dd 2
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information ; than curious, by the novelty of its subject. We had

then for the' first time, a geographical line, on which we could

depend, drawn acrofs the continent of India, through the principal

points between Agra and Poonah ; and which, by establishing so

many interesting positions, lias enabled us to correct several routes,

which, without it would have remained very indeterminate. Nar-

wah, for instance, corrects the bearing and distance of the road

between it, and Agra ; Sirong, the road to Ougein, and Mundu

;

and Burhanpour, the position of Arungabad
; and the bearing of

the roads to Surat, Hydrabad, and Nagpour.

General Goddard's celebrated march from Calpy to Surat, touches

on the route of Mr. Smith, at Calpy, Sirong, Bopaul, Hurdah,

and Burhanpour: and the map of it, which remained in the gene-

ral’s pofsefsion at the time of his death, was said to be drawn from

the materials furnished by the field engineers ; who measured the

distances, and took the bearings of the road, the whole way. On
a comparison of the difference of longitude shewn by this map,

with that resulting from Mr. Smith’s observations, the difference

was 6'

35" ; the measured line giving so much more than the ob-

servations.

General Goddard’s map gave the miles of westing,

between Calpy and Sirong 109^, or difference

of longitude -

And from Sirong to Burhanpour 96'^, miles ofwest-

2° 0' *5
"

ing, or difference of longitude - 1 44 20

Whole difference between Calpy and Burhanpour 3 44 35

And, Mr. Smith’s longitude of Calpy is - 8o° O' 0"— Burhanpour 76 22 0

Difference of longitude by observation 3 38 O
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And in the interval between Calpy and Sirong (about 2 degrees),

the measurement exceeded the difference of longitude by observa-

tion 4 minutes; so that the measured line exceeded the distance by

observation, proportionally through each interval.

Now it remains to be observed, that Calpy, on the south bank

of the Jumnah river, the last point in the survey, that way, and the

first in Mr. Smith’s route; stands in my map, in lat. 26’° 7' 15",

and in Ion. 8o° 4'; while Mr. Smith reckons it in 8o°. Again,

on the west side of India, I have taken Bombay at 72
0

40' (see

page 31), and Mr. Smith places it in 720
4,5'; so that, in fact, he

is 4' to the west of my account at Calpy
;
and 5' to the east of it

at Bombay: his whole difference of longitude between Calpy and

Bombay, being 9' lefs than what I have taken it at. And again,

it has been observed that Mr. Smith reckons 6 ' 35" lefs between

Calpy and Burhanpour, than Goddard's measured route gives. It

is certain that observations of longitude, taken in the ordinary way,

cannot be expected to correct small errors in distance, so well as

measured lines; and therefore it is no impeachment of the general

utility of Mr. Smith’s observations, that l have ventured to deviate

from them, in fixing the positions of some places in the road acrofs

the continent.

Narwah, or Narwha, is the first point that I shall notice in Mr.

Smith’s map, from Calpy. He places this city and fortrels in lat.

25" 40'; Ion. 78" 17'; his difference of longitude from Calpy, be-

ing i° 43'. Mr. Cameron, who surveyed the roads and country

between Etayah and Sirong, reckons i° 3' difference of latitude

;

and 57 miles of westing, or i° 4' difference of longitude, from

Etayah to Narwah. Now, Etayah being by the survey in 2 6'° 43'

40” lat. ;
and 79

0 17' Ion. ; the latitude of Sirong comes out per-

fectly right, but the .longitude is 4' to the west of Mr. Smith’s

•account; or 78° 13'. I cannot, however, determine with what

degree of exactnefs, this survey was made ; and I have placed Nar-

wah in 79
0 17'.
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Sirong (called also Seronge) is by Mr. Smith’s observations, in

Ion. 7<S° 4'
; and as General Goddard's map makes it 20 of longitude

west from Calpy (which is in 80° 4' by the above account), they

both agree in this point, although they differ in the quantity of

westing between the two meridians of Calpy and Sirong: for Mr.

Smith’s difference of longitude is only i° 56'; and the measured

line exceeds it by 4 minutes. The latitude of Sirong is 24" 4' 40".

It is proper to observe, that General Goddard’s route crofsed Mr.

Smith’s about 6 miles to the S E of the latter place ; but the sur-

vey was closed to it

.

Between Calpy and Sirong, General Goddard’s route pafsed

through Chatterpour, a city in the western quarter of Bundelcund

(or Bundcla). This place was formerly visited, and its position

determined by mensuration, from Rewah ;
by Capt. Carter. He

placed it in lat. 240 58' 30"; Ion. 7if 56' 30". General Goddard’s

route represents it as being half a minute in latitudeTnore to the

north, that is in 24" 59'; and 3' 30" more westerly in respect

ofCalpy. As it was fixed by a measured line drawn westward from

Rewah, its longitude ought to be better determined by it, than by

a meridional line drawn from Calpy ; and accordingly, I have not

altered its position.

Bopaltol is the next place where the roads meet; Mr. Smith’s

longitude of it is 77
0 48', and lat. 230

13' 30". General Goddard’s

map gives 32 G. miles, or 3,5' 15" of longitude, from Sirong;

making Bopal in 77
0 28' 43”. I have placed it in 77

0 28' Ion.;

and 23° 14' latitude. It appears unaccountable that there should

be no lei’s than 15/ difference, between Goddard’s account and Mr.

Smith’s, in the longitude of Bopal. I copied the longitude, as it

stands above, from Mr. Smith’s map.

Iiurdah, on the south of the Nerbuddah river, is the next point

of junction of the two routes. This, Mr. Smith places in 77
0 21'

15" ; and by Goddard’s line, it comes out i' 30" more to the west;

or 77
0

it)' 45". It will be recollected, that as General Goddard
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at setting out, was 4' to the eastward of Mr. Smith's account (at

Calpy), Hurdah will be 5' 30" on the whole, more to the west-

ward, than Mr. Smith's difference of longitude from Calpy, would
give.

Between Bopal and Hurdah, General Goddard’s route makes a

large elbow, or angle, to the south-east, to Hulsingabad Gaut, on

the south bank qf the Nerbuddah river ; and on the frontiers of

Nagpour, the eastern division of the Mahratta empire : thus estab-

lishing a most useful primary point or station, in a quarter where

it was the most wanted. Hulsingabad is placed in lat. 220
42' 30"

;

Ion. 77
0
54'; and about 140 G. miles to the N W of Nagpour

city.

The two routes run often into, and acrols each other, between

Hurdah and Burhanpour. The latier, as is said before, is by Mr.

Smith's observation, in Ion. 76’° 22'; and in lat. 21 0 19': and by

Goddard’s measurement, w hich gives 3
0
44' 35" from Calpy, in

Ion. 76’° 19' 25" ; which, rejecting the seconds, is the longitude I

have adopted for it ; not altogether on the evidence of the mea-

sured distances themselves, but because they agree with the whole

difference of longitude arising from the observations adopted in the

map, between Calpy and Bombay (see page 204).

Burhanpour is a very fine city, and was one of the earliest con-

quests made in the Deccan. In Acbar’s division of the empire, it

ranks as the capital city of the soubah of Candeish. It is jiow in

the hands of the Poonah, or western Mahrattas. About 20 miles to

the N E of it, is a very strong fortrefs named Ascer, or Aseergur.

The final separation of the two routes, is at Burhanpour, from

whence Goddard went westward to Surat ; and Smith, south-west-

ward, to Poonah. The measure of the road to Surat gives 3°30'

45" difference of longitude; which taken from 76'0 19', leaves

.72° 48' 15" for the longitude of Surat; which I have adopted.

This subject has been already discufsed, in the first Section (page

32), where it is observed, that the different authorities between
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Bombay and Surat, gave 10' difference of longitude between

them ;
by which (as Bombay is taken at 720 40') Surat would

be in - - - - - 72
0 50' 00"

If Mr. Smith’s observation at Burhanpour was

adopted 76° 22', then it would be in - - 72 51 1,5

If this longitude of Bombay, 720
45', then - 72 55 00

If Mr. Howe's - 72 40, with an allow-

ance of 8' 1,5" instead of 10' difference of Ion. - 72 48 15

The last point in Mr. Smith’s route, is Poonah, and the longitude

given for that, is 74” ; or i° 1,5' cast of Bombay. But as I have

taken Bombay at 720 40', Poonah, to preserve its proportional

distance, should be in 7

3

° 55'; which I have accordingly placed

it in ; so that it stands in respect of Burhanpour, only 2 minutes

farther to the westward, than Mr. Smith places it. Its latitude is

180 30'. Between Burhanpour and Poonah, Mr. Smith’s map
establishes some useful points, from which other routed may be laid

off; such as Nufserabad, Chandor, Unkci-Tcnki, Bahbelgong, and

Nimderrah Gaut.

Poonah is the capital of the western Mahratta empire, and is situ-

ated about 30 miles on the east of the Gauts: 100 road miles from

Bombay; and about 7,5 from the nearest sea coast. It is meanly

built, and not large; and lies quite open and defencclefs. Poo-

roonder, a fortrefs on a mountain, about 18 miles to the ESE of

Poonah, is the place of refuge in case of invasion: there the ar-

chives of government are deposited
; and there I believe the prin-

cipal officers usually reside. Whenever an invasion has happened,

the Mahrattas never thought Poonah, a place worthy of defence:

and have accordingly destroyed it with their own hands. In a state

that can conveniently exist without a great capital, no doubt but

that great advantages are gained, in war,,by a release from such

an incumbrance. An overgrown capital, full of rich inhabitants,

and a kind ofgeneral depository of wealth, however pleasant it may
be, as it respects polished society, and the elegancies of life

;
yet
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from the greatnets of its extent, and other circumstances, incapable

of defence ; must be considered as a great political evil in a state

:

it is like a fortrefs that exposes its weakest part to the enemy, and

points his attacks: and, to pursue the allegory, there may be some

danger of the garrison's sacrificing the interest of the empire at

large, in order to preserve their own property, in the hour of as-

sault. The Scythians, who were not chained to the soil, could never

be conquered : and those who have no large capitals, stand in the

next degree of security ; all other circumstances taken into the case.

If the question be considered, as it concerns morals, the objections

are yet stronger: for the larger the capital, the greater will be the

proportion of the population that is corrupted.

Amcdabad, the capital of Guzerat, was the extreme point of

General Goddard’s marches to the northward, in the province of

Guzerat. In the first Section, a comparison was made between the

scale and bearing of the map of General Goddard’s marches in

Guzerat, and those of the surveys taken between Surat and the

Myhie river; and it was found to agree so well, that the line be-

tween Brodera and Amcdabad might be very safely adopted. The
bearing was N 36’'' W, and the distance 53,2 G. miles; giving for

the position of Amcdabad, 22' 38' 30" lat . ; and 720 37' Ion.; or

3' west of Bombay. By M. Thevenot’s account, the latitude is

23° and some odd minutes: and 230 by the Ay in Acbarce.

Amcdabad is a very considerable city, and succeeded Mahmoo-

dabad, as capital of Guzerat. It is one of the best fortified cities

of Ilindoostan; and made a good defence when taken by General

Goddard in 1780. On the peace of 3783, it was restored to its

former pofsefsors, the Poonah Mahrattas. Travellers have dwelt

much on the beauty, and convenient situation of this city, which is

in a level country, and on the banks of a small navigable river,

named Sabermatty ; and which, together with other confluent

streams, falls into the head of the gulf of Cambay, near to the city

of that name. Cambay, is indeed, the port of Amedabad, and is

Ee
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distant from it about 56 road miles. It is a largo city, and appears

to be the Catnanes of Ptolemy ;
although the gulf, which is now

denominated from Cambay, had then its name from Barygaza, or

the modern Baroach.

Aurungabad is a point of considerable importance to the con-

struction of the western part of the tract in question ; and although

we have neither its latitude, longitude, nor distance accurately

measured , from any one point
;
yet the sort of coincidence that arises

between a number of estimated routes, from six different places, in

opposite directions, round it ; imprefs a certain conviction of its

being placed nearly in its true position. It will be neccfsary to

particularize the principal of these routes. One of them regulates

also the positions of Hydrabad,, Beder, and Mahur; and is that of

M. Bufsy from Masulipatam. The copy from whence I collected

my ideas on the subject, is that included in the late Mr. Montresor's

map of the southern part of India. As his map goes no farther

west than Aurungabad, we may conclude that lie has not altered

the original bearing and distance, with a view to reconcile its

situation to any other place to the north or west.

Masulipatam is already placed in the map, in lat. i(P 8' 30", Ion.

8i° 1 2', on the authorities of Col. Pearsc and Capt. Ritchie (see

page 12). This is a city and port of trade, near the mouth of the

Kistna river; and appears to be situated within the district named

Mesolia, by Ptolemy. Between this place and Be/.oara (or Buz-

wara) a fort on the north side of the Kistna river, M. Bulsy’s route

allows only 36*0. miles; but as there is existing, a map of Major

Stevens’s, which fixes the said distance at 40,3 G. miles, I have

adopted it ; and allowed M. Bulsy’s authorities to commence only

at that point. Bezoara, so placed, is in lat. 16° 33'; and Ion.

8o° 3</. Then from Bezoara, to Aurungabad, the bearing is given

atW 35
0

10' N, 323 G. miles; producing 3
0 61

difference of lati-

tude; and 264 of westing; or difference of longitude (in lat. 180
)

4
0 38'. This would place Aurungabad in lat. 19

0
39', Ion. 76‘° 1'.
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Bufsy's (or rather Montresor's) whole distance from Masulipatam

to Aurungabad, was 359.

Let us now examine what data we have to check this long line

of M. Bufsy’s, from the side of Surat, Poonah, and Burhanpour.

The position of Surat has been just accounted for: and Noopour,

a city on the road from Surat to Burhanpour, is by Goddard’s route

,59' of longitude to the east of Surat ; or in Ion. 73° 47' 15". And
from this place to Aurungabad, Tavernier reckons 105 colscs;

which, at 4,2 to a degree, give 150 G. miles of horizontal distance.

Now, Noopour, Aurungabad, and Be^ara, lie as nearly as pofsiblc

in a right line, whose extreme length is 47,5 G. miles. Taver-

nier’s 150, added to Bufsy's 323, make up 473 ; or the whole space,

within two miles. But from the nature of a march of an army in

a warm climate, great part of which is often made in the night, it

must necefsarily require correction; in the bearing at least, and

probably in the distance too. Nor can the 10,5 cofses of Tavernier,

be expected to be even so correct as the march : it is therefore a mat-

ter of surprise that only so small a difference should have arisen. It

should be remembered that 4,3 miles were added to M. Bufsy's

oiiginal distance, between Masulipatam and Bezoara; so that the

whole original error was 6,3 ; if we do not refer a share of it to

Tavernier’s estimated distance. It is proved in another instance

by Major Gardner, in Peach’s march from Ellore towards Waran-

gole, that M. Bufsy ’s geographer lias given too little distance. This

is probably an error of the compiler, not of the surveyor ; it being

an error of a different kind from what might have been expected, in

the ordinary way of measuring distances with a perambulator.

*

The latitude of Aurungabad is inferred from its distance from

Burhanpour given by Golam Mohamed-j- at 66' cofses; and as the

* That long distances may tfc accurately measured by a perambulator, I need only men-
iion, that during the Bengal survey, I measured a meridian line of three degrees, with a

perambulator; and found it 10 agree minutely with the observations of latitude. However,
due allowance was made for the irregularities of the ground, whenever they occurred. The
country, indeed, was in general, flat the whole way.

f A confidential person, sent by Col. Caniac, in 1774, explore the roads and country
of the Deccan, and to gain intelligence concerning the Mahratta powers.

E c 2
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bearing is not far from meridional, we may state the difference oi

latitude at i° 34/ ; which taken from 2 1° 19', the latitude of Bur-

lianpour, leaves 190 45', for that of Aurungabad* Now, M.

Bufsy’s line, gives only 190
39'; which is 6' too far southwardly,

by this account. If 190 45' be adopted, some further addition must

be made to the line of distance from Bczoara
; but it is too trifling

a matter to require discufsion. In effect, the longitude of Aurun-

gabad by these data, will be 76° 2' 30"; lat. 190
45'.

Two more lines of distance are given from Nimderrah Gaut and

Bahbelgong; two points iaMr, Smith's route, on the west and

S W of Aurungabad. Nimderrah is in lat. 19° 12' 43", Ion. 74
0

34' 30": and Bahbelgong in lat. 2c0
43', Ion. 74° 31' 30". M.

Anquetil du Perron furnishes these distances. That from Nimder-

rah to Aurungabad, he reckons 32 cofses ; and that from Bahbel-

gong 34^. Now, as the distance between Poonah and Nimderrah,

is known, it furnishes a scale for the rest of his route. He makes

this distance 34^ cofses ; but it is clear that he reckoned by some

other standard than the common col’s (pofsibly he reckons leagues

and cofses the same, as w-e shall have occasion to remark in his route

from Goa to Poonah) for the distance being 69,7 G. miles of hori-

zontal distance between Poonah and Nimderrah, it should rather

be 48-L cofses, than 34-. However, taking his distance for a scale,

whatever the denomination may be, the distance between Nimder-

rah and Aurungabad, will be 64,7 C. miles ; and that from Bah-

belgong, 70,2. And the mean of these accounts give also, 76’° 2' 30"

for the longitude of Aurungabad.

There is yet another line of distance to Aurungabad, and that is

from Nagpour ; whose position is ascertained with precision. Two
accounts of the estimated distance between them, collected by Lieut.

Ewart, are, 162, and 163 cofses: the mean of which, 163}, at

42 cofses to a degree, is 233 G. miles of horizontal distance. This

* M. D’Anvillc reckons the same difference of latitude between the two places, but he
has placed both ot them too far north by 24 minutes; following 1 apprehend, the latitude of
Uurhanpour, given in the Ayiu Acburee.
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would place Aurungabad, admitting its latitude to be 1g° 4$', in

75
°

53' 3°" or 9' to the west of the other accounts. The result of

the short distances, are doubtlefs to be preferred to that of the long

ones
; and I insert this last only to shew the extremes of the dif-

ferent accounts.

Lastly, if the distance from the four nearest points are taken

;

that is, from Noopour 150 G. miles; Burhanpour 95; Nimderrah

64,7; and Bahbelgong 70,2 : the mean point between the inter-

sections of these, will be in lat. J90 44', Ion. 76'°.

Although I have taken the latitude of Aurungabad at 19° 45', as

its distance from Burhanpour is so nearly meridional
:
yet the inter-

sections of the other distances, point to its being in a lower latitude,

by 4 or 5 minutes: in which case, its position would also be some-

what more westerly.

Upon the whole, I have placed Aurungabad in lat. 19” 45', Ion.

76'0 2' 30" ; and by what has been said, it cannot be much out of its

true place : but as it is a point ofgreat importance in the geography

of this part of India, it required particular discufsion; being the

centre of several roads; and the bearing of that long line, between

it and Hydrabad, Beder, Calbcrga, tkc. depending on it.

Aurungabad is but a modern city
; owing its rise from a small

town, to the capital of the province of Dowlatabad, to Aurung-

zebc ; from whom also, it had its name. When the Deccan became

a province of the Mogul empire, it became the provincial capi-

tal; and continued to be so, after the Nizams became indepen-

dent of Delhi ; and until the encroachments of the Poonah Mali-

rattas, of late years, made it an uncomfortable residence to the

Nizam. When the Deccan was first invaded by the Patan empe-

rors of Delhi, Deogire was the capital of the province of Dow-

latabad, and was situdted near the fortrefs of the same name ;

which is built on a mountain about 4 or cofses to the N W
of Aurungabad ;

and is deemed impregnable by the people of

the country.
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The Emperor Mahomed, in the 14th century, made an attempt

to establish the capital of his empire at Deogire ; and to that end

almost ruined Delhi, in order to drive the inhabitants to his new

capital, about 750 miles from their ancient habitations. This

scheme, however, did not succeed : and was, if pofsible, the more ab-

surd, as at that time but a small progrefs had been made in the

conquest of the Deccan.

The pagodas of Elora are in the neighbourhood of Dowlatabad,

and are mostly cut out of the natural rock. M. Thevcnot, who
particularly describes them, says, that for two leagues together,

nothing is to be seen but pagodas, in which there are some thou-

sands of figures. He does not, however, greatly commend the

sculpture of them: and, I apprehend, they are of early Hindoo

origin. We must remember that Deogire, which stood in this

neighbourhood, was the greatest and richest principality in the

Deccan ; and that the fame of its riches, incited Alla to attack it,

in 125)3: and these elaborate monuments of superstition, were pro-

bably the offspring of that abundant wealth, under a government

purely Hindoo.

M. Bufsy’s line includes within it, the positions of Hydrabad,

Golconda and Beder. When the line is corrected as above, to

Aurungabad, Hydrabad will be found in lat. 170 24'; which I con-

ceive to be too far to the northward, considering its reputed dis-

tance from Nagpour and Cuddapah. M. D'Anville too (in his

Eclaircifsemens) says that the latitude of Hydrabad is 17
0

12'.

How he came by his information, I know not; but I believe it to

be nearly right: and this is the parallel it is generally placed in.

A third circumstance tending to confirm this opinion, is, that the

map of Col. Peach's march from Ellore to Warangole (in 1 76*7),

in which the distances were measured, and the angles of position

taken by Major Gardner, places the latter only 37 G. miles from
the position in which Hydrabad stands by M. Bufsy's line. It can

hardly be deemed an impeachment of the general truth of a line
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of 360 G. miles, measured after an army, that a position, in or near

that line, should be ten or twelve miles out of the supposed line of

direction. It is conformable to my idea of the distances of Nag-
pour, Cuddapah, and Warangolc, that Hydrabad should be in

17
0

1 rather than in 17" 24' ; and I have accordingly followed

M. D’Anville: giving the lines between it and Aurungabad on

the one side, and Condapilly on the other, a new direction accord-

ingly.

Although by proportioning M. Bufsy’s march from Be z,oara,

Hydrabad is placed in 78° 51' longitude; or only 114 G. miles

from Bezoara, yet the different reports of the distance between

these places, is much greater than the construction allows. For

114 miles will produce only 87-t cofses, according to the propor-

tion of 46 to a degree (which is the result of the calculation made

on the road between Aurungabad and Masupalitam, page 5);

whereas, one account from General Joseph Smith, states the num-

ber of cofses at p8; and another from a native, at 103. Again, Col.

Upton reckoned 118^ cofses between Hydrabad and Ellore, which

the construction allows to be only 138 G. miles; or 103^ cofses,

according to the same proportion of 46' to a degree. So that I have

either mistaken the longitude of Hydrabad, which is improbable,

all circumstances considered ; or the cofs is even smaller than 1

have supposed. Or the road leading through a hilly and woody

country, is more crooked titan ordinary :* and the journals re-

mark its being very woody, and thinly inhabited, between Con-

dapilly and Hydrabad. Until we have the latitude and longitude

of Hydrabad, or some place very near it, we cannot be satisfied

with its present position; for M. Bufsy’s line is too long, to be

exact, without the aids of latitude to check it. The reputed dis-

tance between it and Njigpour, tO'y cofses, agrees perfectly with its

corrected parallel of 17“ 12'.

* General Smith’s proportion of cofses to a degree, is 51-J-; Col. Upton’s 52*; and the
map by the native 55.
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Hydrabad, or Bagnagur, is the present capital of the Nizams of

the Deccan ; who since the dismemberment of their empire, have

left Aurungabad, the ancient capital; which is not only in a cor-

ner of their dominions, but in that corner which lies near their

hereditary enemy, the Poonah Mahrattas
;
and which is also the

least defensible. About 5 or 6' miles to the WNW of Hydrabad,

and joined to it by a wall of communication, is the celebrated

fortrefs of Golconda,* occupying the summit of a hill of a conical

form, and deemed impregnable. When Aurungzebe conquered

the kingdom of Golconda, in 1687, this fortrefs was taken polscs-

sion of by treachery

.

The next primary point or station, and one of the most impor-

tant, as being the farthest removed from any other given point, in

the whole construction, is Nagpour; the capital of the eastern di-

vision of the Mahratta empire, and nearly in the centre of India.

This last consideration, and the number of roads ifsuing from it to

the circumjacent cities, most of which roads had their distances

given by computation only, made the determination of this point

a grand desideratum in Indian geography. Mr. Hastings therefore,

with that regard to useful science and improvements of every kind,

which has ever distinguished his character, directed a survey to be

made of the roads leading to it from the western frontier of Bahar

;

and also from the side of Allahabad. This was executed in 1782

and 1783, by I-ieut. Ewart, under the direction of Col. Call, the

Surveyor General. The result of this expedition was perfectly

satisfactory. He began his measured line at Chittra, or Chetra, in

Bahar, placed in $5
" of longitude, and in lat. 240 12', in my map

of Bengal and Bahar ; and his difference of longitude from thence

to Nagpour, in lat. 21
0

8' 30”, was if 16' west: by which Nagpour

would be in 79
0

44/. And from Nagpour Jback to Benares, in Ion.

* The termination, conda , or kond, signifies fortrefs, and often occurs in the south part
o{ India; as cotta, and cote, which have the same signification, do in the north. Cur is used
in the same sense occasionally in every part.
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83" i3'» in the same map, he made 3
0 25' 10", difference oflongitude,

east; which placed Nagpour in Ion. 79
0
47' 50"; or 3' 50" only,

different from the other account ; and this I suspect to arise partly

from the error of his needle. If we close the account back again

to Chittra, the place he set out from, he made only 4 minutes dif-

ference, in the distance out and home : and the road distance, was

600 B. miles from Chittra to Nagpour, only.

Taking the mean of the two accounts, the longitude of Nag-

pour will be 79
0 45' 55", or 7

9

0
46'. The observations for deter-

mining the longitude at this place, by Lieut. Ewart, do not accord

with the above account, by a considerable number of minutes:

therefore I have not inserted them here, in expectation that they

may be compared with corresponding ones, taken at places whose

situations are already ascertained.

As Mr. Ewart's route to Nagpour, was by way of Burwali, Sur-

goojah, and Ruttunpour : and from thence to Banares, by Gurry,

the capital of Mundella, he ascertained the positions of those places,

satisfactorily ;
and by that means added to the number of primary

stations. The latitudes were constantly taken, in order to correct

the route, in detail. Nor did his work end here: for his inqui-

ries at Nagpour, furnish a number of estimated or computed routes

from that capital to Burhanpour, Ellichpour, Aurungabad, Necr-

mul, Mahur, Chanda, &c. that is, in every direction except the

SE; whence we may infer the state of that tract to be wild, un-

cultivated, and little frequented. And it appears by his intelli-

gence, that the way to Cattack is unsafe, in any direction farther

south than Sumbulpour.

Nagpour, the capital of Moodajee Boonslah, the chief of the

eastern Mahn.t.a state, is a city ofmodern date ; and though very

extensive and populous, is meanly built, and is open and defence-

lefs, save only by a small citadel ; and that of little strength. The

city is said, by Golam Mohamed, to be tvi ice as large as Patna; but

Mr. Ewart's account makes it but of a moderate size. Moodajee's

Ff



principal fortrefs, the depository of his treasures and valuables, is

Gyalgur (called also Gawile) situated on a steep mountain, about

103 G. miles to the W by N of Nagpour. Each of the native

princes in India, has a depository of this kind, and commonly at

a distance from his place of residence: the unsettled state of the

country making it necefsary. The country round Nagpour is fer-

tile and well cultivated, interspersed with hills of $ moderate height

:

but the general appearance of the country at large, and particularly

between Nagpour and Bahar, is that of a forest, thinly set with

villages and towns. It is the western and northern parts of Moo-

dajee’s country, that produce the largest part of his revenue ; to-

gether with the cbuut, or proportion of the revenues of Ellichpour,

&c. held by the Nizam.

Ruttunpour is a city lying in the road from Bahar to Nagpour,

and is the capital, and residence of Bembajee, who holds the govern-

ment of the eastern part of the Nagpour territories, under his bro-

ther Moodajee. This place, also, has its position fixed very ac-

curately by Mr. Ewart, in lat. 220 16', Ion. 82° <j6
v

. It is a pri-

mary station of great use, as it regulates all the positions between

Cattack and Gurry-Mundella ;
and between Bahar and Nagpour.

As its corrected position differs only 3 miles from the former esti-

mated one, collected from Col. Camac’s observations and inquiries:

it serves as an abditional proof, how much may be effected, by a

careful examination and register, of the estimated distances on the

roads: and this mode of improving the geography of India, may

be adopted when all others fail. An intelligent person should be

employed in collecting such sort of information, as Mr. Ewart col-

lected at Nagpour ; from the principal cities in the least known

parts of Hindoostan ; at the same time determining the position of

such cities, by celestial observations: by w.hich means, a number

of fixed points would be established, from whence the computed dis-

tances might at once be laid off, and corrected. More could be done

in this way, in a short time, towards completing the geography ,
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than most people can easily conceive: and, I flatter myself, it will

be soon adopted.

Agimere, Ajmere, or Azmere, is the primary point on which the

geography of the N W part of the tract in question, rests
; and is

determined by the estimated distances from Agra and Burhanpour.

An itinerary kept by John Steel, reckons 119 cofses between Agra

and Agimere: and Tavernier, who left Agimere to the north, in

his way from Amedabad, reckoned 100 cofses from Bandersandry

to Agra; and Bandersandry being 14, from Agimere, by Steel's ac-

count, we may take 114 for the whole distance, from Agra to Agi-

mere. A map of Malwa and its neighbourhood, communicated by

Mr. Bensley, places Agimere 180 G. miles to the west of Gwalior

;

and another map, communicated by^ Mr. Hastings, gives the same

distance. By the construction, founded on Mr. Steel's 119 cofses

from Agra, and which produce 172’- G. miles, Agimere is found

to be ioj miles short of the distance from Gwalior, in the above

maps.

The parallel of Agimere, is determined by Sir Thomas Roe's com-

putation of the distance from Burhanpour to Agimere, through

Mundu and Cheitore; and that is 222 cofses, or 318 G. miles:

and the intersection of the two distances from Burhanpour and

Agra, happens in lat. 26° 35', Ion. ' 3
0 so'. This is the position of

Agimere in the map : no great accuracy, however, with respect to

its parallel, can be expected, where the authority is nothing more

than a single line of distance, and that a very long one. The Ayin

Acbarec is totally silent concerning its latitude and longitude. Col.

Call, in a map of his, communicated by Mr. Hastings, places it in

the parallel I have afsigned to it
; and allows it to be distant from

Burhanpour, 307 G. miles, and 192-L from Agra; on what autho-

rity, I know not. Thovenot gives its latitude at 26'^°.

• Agimere wras the capital of the soubah of the same name, in

Acbar's division of the empire, and is probably the Gagasmira of

Ptolemy. It is built at the foot of a very high mountain ; on the

Ffe
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top of which, is a fortrefs of very great strength. It is about 230

miles by the road, from Agra, and yet the famous Emperor Acbar,

made a pilgrimage on foot, to the tomb of a saint, there ; to im-

plore the divine blefsing on his family, which at that time consisted

only of daughters ; but after this pilgrimage, he had three sons

added to it. Jehanguire, his son and succefsor, occasionally kept

his court here; and this occasioned the visits of Sir Thomas Roe

to this place; as well as to Cheitore and Mundu, which lay in

the way to it, from Surat.

Ougein can hardly be regarded as a primary station, as it effects

the position of one place only ; that is, Mundu.

It is placed on the authority of a route traced by Capt. Rey-

nolds, who accompanied Sir Charles Malet, on an embafsy from

Bombay to Delhi, in 1784. Not knowing how far the distances

were ascertained with precision, in this route, or whether the la-

titude of Ougein was, or was not taken, by Capt. Reynolds; I

could only apportion the positions in the route, and Ougein amongst

the rest, along the interval on my map, between Brodera, in Gu-
zerat, and Budderwas, which occurs in Mr. Smith’s line between

Narwah and Seronge. It happens that the interval, differs only

one mile from the distance, on the route: and Ougein, placed after

the manner just described, will be in lat. 230 14'; Ion. 75
0
49'.

This survey of Capt. Reynolds, came to hand long after the con-

struction of the map of Hindoostan, in 1788 ; in which Ougein was

placed in point of longitude, on the reports of the computed dis-

tances from Brodera and Bopaltol : and in parallel, by the computed

distance from Mundu, and Burhanpour. Its position was then, lat.

23
0 26'; Ion. 75

0 56': not very wide of the present one, considering

the nature of the authorities. Amongst the lines of distance, was

one from Brodera, taken from a book of routes, which was oblig-

ingly communicated by Capt. Kirkpatrick; and, together with

some others, as obligingly translated from the Persian, for me, by

Mr. David Anderson ; whose services on the memorable occasion
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of negociating the Mahratta peace, in 178s, and 1783, claim the

united acknowledgments of Great Britain and Hindoostan. This

route allowed 108 cofscs between Brodcra and Ougein ; which dis-

tance is actually 109 by Capt. Reynolds's apportioned interval;

at 42 to a degree. But if wc take the distance on the map, be-

tween Bopal and Brodera, through Ougein, which occasions a

considerable bend* in the line, it will be found to be 247 G. miles:

and the computation of cofses being 153 in Col. Camac's tables,

the proportion will be about 37 to a degree; although the scale

adopted for Malwa (in page 5), is 35 to a degree.

Capt. Reynolds’s route must be regarded as a very capital one;

being through a tract, which was heretofore the most vacant part

of the map: and of which our general knowledge was so limited,

that we supposed the courses of its rivers, to be to the south, and

into the Nerbuddah ; when, in fact, they were to the north, and

into the Jumnah river. It settled also the position of Dhar, and

of several other places, before unknown to us.

Mundu is placed in Capt. Reynolds’s map, at 49 G. miles to the

SW of Ougein: by D’Anville, 31^ SSW: and in a map of Col.

Muir’s, S
-J
W, 36. Sir Thomas Roe, who pafsed through it, in

his way from Burhanpour to Cheitore, reckoned it 66 cofses from

Burhanpour, equal to 94-j G. miles. It is unlucky that the dis-

tance should be omitted in the march of Jehanguire, sent me by

Capt. Kirkpatrick. There can be no doubt but that Mundu is

more distant from Ougein, than either the map of D’Anville, or of

Muir allows; but whether Capt. Reynolds’s intelligence was ac-

curate, I have no means of knowing. As far as I can collect from

the march of Jehanguire, the distance cannot be more than 20

Acbaree cofses; say 39 G. miles Nalcheh is said to be cofses

from Hasilpour : and the emperor appears to have made one stage

from Dowlatabad, which is stated to be 1 1 or 12 cofses from Ou-

gein: and allowing for the stage to Hasilpour 4, the total will be

about 22 :. but as Hasilpour was evidently out of the road from
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Ougein to Mundu, 20 cofses may pofsibly be a sufficient allow-

ance for the. direct distance. Nalcheh, is situated in the suburbs,

or at the foot of the hill of, Mundu.

The cities of Ougein and Mundu are both of great antiquity.

The former appears evidently both as to name and position, in the

Periplus of the Erythrcan sea, as well as in Ptolemy, under the

name of Ozene. When the Ayin Acbarce was written, more than

two centuries ago, Mundu (or Mundoo), was the capital of Mal-

wa, and is described as a prodigious city, of 12 cofses, or 22 miles

in circuit; and containing many monuments of ancient magnifi-

cence: but when it was visited by Sir Thomas Roe, in 16' 15, it

was then fallen much to decay. It occupied the top of a very

large and high mountain : few cities were ever placed in a bolder

situation.

Ougein is the present capital of Madajee Sindia; who, with

Tuckajce Holkar, pofsefses the principal part of Malwa. Holkar's

capital is at Indore, or Endore, a modern city, which is said to

lie about 20 cofses from Ougein, south, or south-eastwards. This

is a part of Hindoostan, concerning which, we are but slightly

informed ; and of which, Sindia wished to keep us in ignorance:

for it is said, he exprefsed a disapprobation of the brigade from

Guzerat, taking its route through Ougein, in its way to the Ben-

gal provinces: so that the detachment returned, nearly by the

same road as it went, as far as Sirong.

Having now' discufscd the manner of establishing the primary

stations, or those principal points, on W'hich the general construc-

tion of the geography of the tract under consideration, depends; I

shall proceed to give the detail of the manner, in which the interme-

diate spaces were filled up: but so great a variety of matter offers,

that I hardly know where to begin ; nor .is it a point of much

consequence : however, to preserve as much regularity as the sub-

ject is capable of, I shall begin on the western side, near Bombay

;

then go round by the north and east; and finish in the south.
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When the map was constructed, which was previous to the ar-

'rirsf of any of Capt. Reynoldses inland surveys
; I formed the

geography of the tract between Bombay, Surat, and Poonah, from

the best materials that I could procure : some of them, perhaps,

of an indillerent kind; either from the want of leisure, or oppor-

tunity, in the collectors; or through apprehensions of raising

dangerous suspicions in the minds of those, in whose power they

were, at the time the observations were made. Such is the map
of the road from Poonah to Nufsergur (or Nufseratpour) and

round to Soangur, which was described by Mefsieurs Farmer and

Stewart, during the time they remained as hostages m the Mah-
ratta camp; the particulars of which were obligingly communi-

cated to me by Mr. Farmer. This map ascertains the situations

of Cafserbarry and Coondabarry Gants; and, in particular, that

of the city of Amednagur, once the capital of the soubah of the

same name; but now better known by that of Dowlatabad. This

city, which was the residence of the Emperor Aurungzebe, during

his conquest of the Deccan and Carnatic, has generally been placed

jO miles to the south-east of its true position.

The road from Bombay to Poonah, is taken from a MS. map,

made during the unfortunate eompaign of 1778-9: collated with

Mr. Smith’s, and General Goddard’s. And all the particulars

along the coast, between Bombay and Surat, arc also taken from

General Goddard’s map.

The road from Nimderrah Gaut to Aurungabad, and back to

Bahbelgong, and thence by Chandor and Salcr-Mouler, to Noo-

pour; is from M. Anquetil du Perron. Chandor occurs in Mr.

Smith’s route; as well as Unkei-Tenki, which we meet with in

Tavernier, and winch enables us to join the routes together.

Such was the nature of the materials on which the ground-work

.of this part of the map was originally formed : but I have since in-

troduced the routes of Capt. Reynolds, as far as it was pofsible to

afsimilate the new matter with the old : and accordingly, a most in-
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teresting route from Surat to Poonah, in which Nafsuck-Trimbuck,

Sinecr, Juneer, Sungumnere, &c. appear, is Capt. Reynolds's. Of

his southern route from Poonah to the Kistnah river, we shall

speak, in its place.

The south-east part of Guzerat is from a survey taken by order

of the Bombay Government, collated with General Goddard's

marches ; and establishes among other points, .that of Brodera, a

principal fortrefs and town, in the north-east part of the tract ly-

ing between the rivers Tapty and Myhie: through which the

great road leads from Surat to Ougein. Brodera lies in lat. 220
1 j'

30"; Ion. 73
0 11'. The road to Amedabad, is entirely from Ge-

neral Goddard: and the country round about it, as well as the

peninsula of Guzerat, owe their present appearance in the map,

to the information contained in that, made by the Bramin Sada-

nund ; of whom we have spoken in page i86\ This genuine Hin-

doo map, contains much new matter : and the Ayin Acbaree afsists

in discriminating the valuable parts of it. In it is found the site

of Mahmoodabad ; in its turn, the capital of Guzerat, and founded

by Sultan Mahmood, in the 11th century. The Ayin Acbaree

describes the walls of it, as including a vast extent ofground ; and

speaks of it rather as an existing city, than as a place in ruins.

This was in the latter part of the 16th century. Junagur, or Chu-

nagur, a city and fortrefs in the heart of the peninsula, and a sub-

ject of Ferishta’s history ; together with many other positions, are

pointed out, or illustrated, by this map ; which, as we have said be-

fore, is the production of a native of Guzerat. Without a particular

account of its author, one might have rested satisfied with its con-

taining a great variety of particulars, although not arranged in

geographical order: but it is remarkable, that it gives the form

of Guzerat with more accuracy, than the JEuropean maps could

boast of.

It does not however, clear up the ambiguity that has long existed,

concerning the lower part of the course of the Puddar river: nor
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am I yet informed whether that river discharges itself into the head

6?' tfic gulf of Cutch, by one channel ; or whether it forms several

channels, and discharges itself through the many openings that

present themselves, between the head of the gulf of Cutch, and the

Indus. One thing only, we are certain of by means of this map

;

and that is, that one large river (or branch of a river) falls into the

head of the gulf of Cutch
; and that it appears to be the same river

that has its source in the SW part of Agimere, and which is named

by Europeans, the Puddar. The river that opens into the head of

the gulf of Cutch, is named in the MS. map, Butlafs ; taking its

course by Sirowy, Pallianpour, and Radunpour (or Radimpour).

The Ayin Acbarce does not enumerate among the rivers ofGuzerat,

or Agimere, either the Puddar, or Butlafs. It is more extraor-

dinary that the Puddar should not be taken notice of, as the Ayin

Acbarce describes an extensive tract of low fenny land, on the west

of Amedabad, and which was periodically overflowed by the mouth

of a river ; when that very river is what we name the Puddar. It

is certain that the name occurs only in D’Anville.* Tavernier

takes no notice of it, in his route from Amedabad to Agra, although

he must have crofsed it. Pofsibly the word Puddar, may be no

more than an appellative ; or may be the same as buddar, or budda ,

in Soane-budda, and Ner-budda: and the proper name of the

river, Butlafs, may have been omitted.

The peninsula of Guzerat is about 200 miles in length, and 140

wide, formed by the Arabian sea (called by the Asiatics the sea of

Omman) and the gulfs of Cambay and Cutch; both of which pe-

nerate far within the continent, as the dimensions of the peninsula

shew. By the numerous subdivisions of this tract, and more by

the sum of its revenue, in the Ayin Acbaree, we are led to consider

it as ofvery great importance, in the opinions of the Moguls. Surat

* Since the above was written, I found the same name in a map of Persia, drawn and en

•

graved at Constantinople, in the year 1729. The names are in Arabic: the scale between
*ix and seven-tenths of an inch, to a degree.

Gg
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too, that great emporium, situated in its vicinity, had its share in

raising the value of the natural products of it ; among which, cotton

is the staple article. Being a frontier province, as it respects the

accefs by sea, Guzerat contains a greater mixture of races, and a

greater variety of religions, than any other province. The Ayin

Acbaree says, “ From the liberality of his majesty’s (Acbar’s)

“ disposition, every sect exercises its particular mode of worship,

“ without molestation.” What a happy change since Mahmood,

in the 11th century; whose principal delight was the destruction

of Hindoo temples! The famous pagoda of Sumnaut, which was

destroyed by Mahmood, stood within the peninsula, of which we
have been speaking ;

and its particular site is pointed out by cir-

cumstances, in the Ayin Acbaree, and Ferishta. For the former

says, “ Puttan on the sea shore, is also called Puttan Sumnaut.”

And the latter, “ it was situated upon the shore of the ocean, and

“ is at this time to be seen in the districts of the harbour of Deo
“ (Diu) under the dominion of the idolaters of Europe.” This

appears to refer plainly to Diu, in the hands of the Portuguese

:

and a town of the name of Puttan, is about 30 miles to the NW
of Diu; and on the sea shore: but this Puttan has Billowell, or

Vclloul, prefixed to it. Several particulars, in the Ayin Acbaree,

prove that Sumnaut is nearer to Diu point, than to that of Jigat

;

where M. D’Anville placed it. It was near the river Sirsooty, and

in the second

,

or Puttan division of Guzerat. Mangalore (or Man-

garole), and Joorwar (or Choorwar), were in the same division

with Sumnaut; and these places, in Sadanund’s map, are in the

quarter towards Diu. Lastly, Jigat, or Jugget, which includes

the pagoda and point of that name, is reckoned thefifth division of

Guzerat. (Ayin Acbaree, Vol. II. page 81, to 83.)

The ancient city of Nehrwalch, the capital of the country of

Guzerat, or rather perhaps of a kingdom, of which Guzerat

only constituted a part, in the 12th century, has hitherto been

misplaced; though M. D’Anville’s idea came the nearest to it.
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He supposed it to have stood where Amedabad does (Eclaircilse-

mens, page 74.) ;
but the fact appears to be, that Puttan, or Pattun,

which is situated in the north part of Guzerat, and on a branch of

the Puddar river, stands on the site of Nehrwaleh. The infor-

mation came from my friend Capt. Kirkpatrick
; and it will be

|found that the notices concerning it, in Edrisi, and in the Ayin

Acbaree, convey tile same information. The tables of Nasereddin

and Ulug- Beig, give its latitude (Nehelwara) at 22 degrees; but

Hjt is nearer 240 .

Ferishta, in his History of Hindoostan, mentions it as a city of

Guzerat. Sultan Mahmood, in 1022, pafsed through it in his

way to Sumnaut ; and found its situation so pleasant and so con-

venient, that he conceived a design ,of making it his capital. Fe-

rishta, in another work, after mentioning Nehrwaleh, adds, “ bct-

“ ter known in these days, by the name of Puttan.” Shahnawaz

also, giving an account of the death of the great Byram (Acbar’s

minister), says that it happened at Puttan, “ anciently called Nehr-
“ walch."* Edrisi, at a later period than that of Sultan Mah-
mood’s invasion, speaks of it under the name of Nahroara, situated

at eight journies from Baruh (or Baroach). The road lay through

an open country, free from hills
;
and the towns or cities of Hanauel

and Dolca, both of which stood near the foot of the mountains, that

lay to the north-east; occurred in this road. Hanole, appears in

the route from Brodera to Ougein, mentioned in page 220; and

the fortrefs of Paygurrah, on a hill, three cofses to the right (/. e.

to the south-eastward); with the distance of 14 cofses from Bro-

dera, to the NE; mark it to be the place in Capt. Reynolds's route

named Halole ; near the foot of the mountains of Champaneer.

In point of general situation, it lies about NNE^E from Ba-

roach ; and at the distaftce of more than three journies. We find

# Kirkpatrick’s MSS.

Gg a
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Halole, also in Sadanund's map, in nearly the same position : as

well as Dolaue, in the line of the route from Baroach to it ; which

may pofsibly be the Dolca of Edrisi. Hanole, however, cannot

well be any other than his Hanaiiel, by the position.

Puttan, or Pattun, bears to the west of north from Baroach, ac-

cording to the ideas of Capt. Reynolds, and Sadanund: and in dis-

tance by the former, about 134 G. miles; full eight journies of

ordinary travellers, from Baroach, through Hanole. The bend of

the road to the N E, through Hanole, is easily accounted for: it

was to avoid the tides in the rivers that fall into the gulf of Cam-

bay (1Sinus Barygazenus), and more particularly that of Myhie, a

large river that falls in, at the head of the gulf ;
the pafsage of

which is rendered very uncertain, and dangerous, by reason of the

bores. In the present times, the Myhie is crofsed 30 or 40 miles

above its mouth, and far out of the line of the road, between Ba-

roach and Amedabad, to avoid this danger. Therefore, we may

conclude, that the communication between the capital (Nehr-

waleh) and its port (Baroach), w'as by a road, that was at all times

practicable ; for it is said, that there was a carriage road between

them (Edrisi, p. 62). And here it will be proper to mention, that

the Ayin Acbaree (Vol. II. p. 76.) describes a road of 100 cofses

( 190 road miles) long, leading from Puttan to Berodeh. I rather

suppose that Baroach should be read for Berodeh (or Baroda) ; for

the distance will agree much better to that. The Ayin Acbaree

also says (page 77), that Puttan was atfirst the seat of govern-

ment; then Champaneer; and last of all Amedabad.

A very curious particular relating to Nehrwaleh, is, that its

king was styled Balhara, or King of Kings ; from which title,

we might infer, that the rest of the Indian princes, his neigh-

bours, acknowledged him in some degree, bs their superior. Both

Edrisi, and Masoudi, mention this circumstance. Ptolemy's Baleo-

cur may probably mean the capital of the same kingdom, though
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jomgwhat misplaced. It is remarkable also, that Edrisi men-

tions the worship of the idol Bodda, or Bud, by the people of

Nahroara.*

Although the gulfs of Cambay and Cutch penetrate so deeply

within the land, yet so far from rendering the sea smoother, or the

navigation safer, they occasion such high and rapid tides, and are

so thickly sown with sand-banks, that few places are more dan-

gerous. The bore, which means the flood tide, rushing in sud-

denly, and forming a body of w ater, elevated many feet above the

common surface of the sea ; and of course levelling every obstacle

that opposes it ; rages here with great violence : covering in an

instant the sand-banks, which before appeared dry and firm. I

have accounted for the terror witji which Alexander's followers

were struck, at the mouth of the Indus, from this dreadful pheno-

menon. See the Introduction, page xxiv.

Capt. Joseph Price had the misfortune to be carried up to the

head of the gulf of Cutch, by pirates; who captured his ship, after

a most gallant and obstinate defence, of two days: but he was af-

terwards treated with great respect and tendernefs, and permitted

to depart by land, for Bombay. He accordingly traversed the

isthmus, to Gogo ; and reports, that the country in that tract, is

generally flat ;
having only a few eminences, and those fortified.

The soil is dry and sandy, as is common to Guzerat in general;

for, as the author of the Ayin Acbarce says, the rain there does

not occasion mud. This may be inferred from the nick-name of

Gurdabad, or dust-town; bestowed on Amedabad, by Jehan-

guire: who (by the bye) appears to have taken a wonderful dis-

like f to a situation that has been much praised by other travellers.

• Baroach has been, in different ages, a port common both to Nebrwaleb and Tagara :

of which last, the author of the Periplus of the Erythrean sea, makes particular mention.

The former was eight journies, the latter £en, from Baroach. Tagara should be in the Dec-
can, according to the Periplus; though 1 think it furnishes no id *as that enable us to form
a judgment, even of its general situation. Ptolemy places it nearer the position that answers

to Burhanpour, or its neighbourhood, than any other.

f Kirkpatrick’s MSS.
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The road from Amedabad to Agimere, by Meerta, is chiefly

from a map constructed by Col. Call, and communicated by Mr.

Hastings. To this I have added Tavernier's particulars ofthe road,

as he travelled this way from Amedabad to Agra. I know not from

whence Col. Call had his particulars, but they appear to be per-

fectly new. Tavernier’s distance is enormous, according to the

^cale of the cols; but it is to be considered, that the road is very

circuitous, and no lefs mountainous ; so that no rule can well be

applied, for reducing the road distance, to a straight line.

The positions of Agimere, Jaepour, and Ougein, have been al-

ready diseufsed, as well as the places situated in the line of Mr.

Smith’s route. The space included between these points, and

which is chiefly situated in the soubah of Agimere, lias undergone

a very considerable improvement in its geography, since the pub-

lication of my last map ; by the contributions of Mr. Hastings, Mr.

Benslcy, and Col. Popham. 1 know not who the authors of the

several maps in question were ; they have, however, my acknow-

ledgments for the afsistance I have received from them: and I

grieve to reflect, that some of the personages who furnished the

most interesting matter towards the improvement of this work,

have not lived to be witnelses of the succefs of their labours. The

tract in question includes, among others, the provinces of Cheitore,

and Oudipour, subject to the Rana, or chief prince among the Raj-

poots; and the antiquity of whose house may be gathered, by the

name Rhantue, appearing in Ptolemy, nearly in its proper posi-

tion, as a province. The province ofAgimere in general has ever

been the country of Rajpoots; that is, the warrior tribe among the

Hindoos, and which are noticed in Arrian, and Diodorus: and Chei-

tore, or Oudipour (which I consider as synonymous), is, I believe,

reckoned the first among the Rajpoot states? The whole consists,

generally, of high mountains divjded by narrow valleys; or of

plains, environed by mountains, accefsible only by narrow pafses

and defiles: in effect, one of the strongest countries in the world;
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yet having a sufficient extent of arable land: of dimensions equal

to the support of a numerous population
; and blefsed with a mild

climate ; being between the 24th and 28th degrees of latitude : in

short, a country likely to remain for ever in the hands of its present

pofsefsors ; and to prove the asylum of the Hindoo religion and

customs. Notwithstanding the attacks that have been made on it,

by the Gaznavida, Patan, and Mogul emperors, it has never been

more than nominally reduced. Some of their fortrefses, with which

the country abounds, were indeed t^ken ; but the spirits ok in-

dependent nations, do not reside in fortresses; nor are they

to be conquered, with them. Accordingly, every war made on

these people, even by Aurungzebe, ended in a compromise, or de-

feat, on the side of the afsailants.

Cheitore was the capital of the Rana in the days of his greatnels.

It was a fortrefs and city of great extent, situated on a mountain

;

but has been in ruins since the time of Aurungzebe in 1681: and

had once before experienced a like fate from the hands ofAcbar, in

1.567. The position of this place, is inferred from the account

of Sir Thomas Roe, who made it 105 cofses from Mundu, and 51

from Agimere. From this I have been led to place it in lat.

250 *1'. Ion. 74
0 56*'. The different MS. maps, give its position

more to the west; and indeed, one of them, so far as to throw it

near the great road from Amedabad to Meerta. The cause of this,

is a mistake in the difference of longitude between Agra and Guze-

rat, which has been reckoned too much in these MSS. Cheitore,

placed as above, is only about 181 G. miles on the west of Nar-

wah: Mr. Hastings's MS. map gives this distance at 196; Col.

Popham’s at 19,5; Col. Muir's at 193; and a map of Malwa 231.

All but the last, afsign it the same parallel as Narwalr: while my
construction places it 49 minutes more southwardly: the map of

Malwa, alone places it 18' south of Narwah. Mr. Hastings’s copy

agrees with the construction, in making it bear about S SW from

Agimere ; but shortens the distance about 6 cofses.
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Rantampour, a very celebrated fortrefs in the Indian histories, is

situated in the eastern quarter of Agimere, and has its po&uoTi

from the same MSS.: and in the SE quarter of the same soubah,

many other noted fortrefses and residencies of rajahs, are extracted

from the same MSS.; afsisted by Col. Camac’s tables of routes:

such as Kotta, Boondi, Gandhar, Thora, Suisopour, Sandri, Man-

delgur, &c. And in Marwar, or the north division of Agimere,

Nagore, Bicaneer, Catchwana, Didwanah, Samber, &c. &c. The

upper part of the courses of tllte Chumbul, Sindc, and Sepra rivers,

appear now, for the first time, in some sort of detail ; though it

must be long, ere the geography of parts so remote from our esta-

blishments and influence, can be in any degree correct ; and the

reader will pardon his being reminded, that the geography we arc

treating of, includes an extent equal to one half of Europe.

The Ayin Acbarec has furnished some new ideas respecting the

division of the soubah of Agimere. It consisted at that time of

three grand divisions, Marwar, Meywar, and Hadowty (or Na-

gore); and these contained seven circars or subdivisions, Agimere,

Cheitorc, Rantampour, Joudypour, Sirowy, Nagore, and Beyka-

neer*(or Bicaneer). Marwar, as including the circar and fortrefs

of Agimere, has grown almost synonymous with Agimere, in com-

mon acceptation. The extent of this province, as given by the

same book, is 168 cofses, or about 320 B. miles, from east to west

;

and 150 cofses, or 285 B. miles, from N to S : and its extent on the

map* justifies this account. Such is the province of the Rajpoots.

From the indulgence granted to this tribe throughout India,

namely, that of feeding on goats' flesh, I think it may be inferred,

that the custom originated in this mountainous country. The

grain cultivated there, is chiefly of the dry kind. The taxes

amounted (in the time of Acbar) to no more than a seventh, or

eighth, of the produce of the harvest.

We come next to the Gohud and Narwah provinces, between

the Chumbul and Sinde rivers. Much of this tract was described
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by Mr. Cameron, in a map communicated by the late Col. Camac

:

but everf'a province equal to one of the largest English counties,

is lost in such a map, as the one under consideration. Beyond

this, on the east and south-east, to the Bctvvah river, is filled up

chiefly with Col. Camac’s information. Between that river, and

the Ncrbuddah, the Persian book of routes (sec page 220) furnishes

the road between Callinger and Bilsah, and becomes interesting by

it£ leading through Sagur (the Sageda, of Ptolemy), a capital for-

trefs and town, situated on a branch of the Cane river, about 55
G. miles to the eastward of Bilsah. This route was also translated

by Mr. Anderson. It gives only 78 colses between Bilsah and

Pannah (or Purna, the famous diamond mine of Bundelcund, and

supposed to be the Panajsa of Ptolemy) ; which, I should appre-

hend, was a mistake ; as the distance, on a straight line, is 165 G.

miles. Sagur, however, being stated at 26' cofses from Bilsah, a

known point, does not allow of being far misplaced, by an error

in the scale.

Bilsah is placed, by a route of Col. Camac’s, leading from Sirong

to Bopal ; and being confined by these points on two sides, and by

the routes of Goddard and Smith, on the others ; it cannot be far

out of its place. Bilsah, which is almost in the heart of India, af-

fords tobacco of the most fragrant and delicate kind, throughout

that whole regipn; and which is distributed accordingly.*

Chanderee, and other places along the course of the Betwah,

are either from Col. Camac's routes, or Col. Muir's map. Chan-

dcree is a very ancient city, and within the province of Malwa.

The Ayin Aebaree says, “ there are 14,000 stone houses in it." It

* A difference of opinion seems to have prevailed, for some time, whether tobacco came
originally from Asia or America. It is so universally difseminated over Hindoostan and
China, and appears to have beefi in use so long in the former, that it is not regarded by the
.common people, otherwise than as indigenous. However, it is now ascertained, very
satisfactorily, that it was carried thither by the Portuguese : for there are in existence,

copies of certain prohibitory edicts concerning it, ifsued by the Mogul emperors : and in
those, tobacco is mentioned, as “ a pernicious plant, introduced by Europeans” It is

mentioned by Olearius, as a plant in common cultivation in Persia, about the year 1638.

H h
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is now, like most of the ancient cities of Hindoostan, fallen into

decay ; but- is still the residence of a principal rajah. The routes

in the central parts of Malwa, are from*Col. Muir's map: Hindis,

is from Tavernier, supposing Andi to be meant for it. It is asto-

nishing how he could so far mistake the course of the Nerbuddah

at that city, as to suppose it ran into the Ganges. It seems to be

the Inde of Ptolemy.

A Hindoo map of Bundela, or Bundelcund, including generally

the tract between the Betwah and Soane rivers, and from the Gan-

ges to the Nerbuddah ; was obligingly communicated by Sir Charles

Boughton Rouse, who also translated the names in it, from the

Persian. This map points out several places that I had not he.;rd

of before ;
and afsists in fixing many others, of which I had been

only partially informed.

The country between Mirzapour and the heads of the Soane and

Nerbuddah, was explored by the late Major William Bruce, who so

eminently distinguished himself at the escalade ofGwalior, in 1 7S0 *

The circumstances attending this rapture are very curious, that 1 cannot help in-

serting them here, though confefsedly out of place. They are extracted from the printed

account of Gwalior, which accompanies a beautiful engraved view of that fortiefs, pub-
lished in 1784.

€t The fortrefs of Gwalior stands on a vast rock, of about four miles in length, but nar-

row, and of unequal breadth ; and nearly flat at the top. The sides ; re so steep, as to ap-
pear almost perpendicular in every part ; for where it was not naturally so, it has beer*

scarped away: and the height from the phin below, is from 200 to 300 feet. The ram-
part conforms to the edge of the precipice all round ; and the only entrance to it, is by steps

running up the side of the rock, which are defended, on the side next the country, by a wall

and bastions ; and further guarded by seven stone gateways, at certain distances from each
other. The area within, is full of noble buildings, reservoirs of water, wells, and cultivated

land; so that it is really a little district in itself. At the NW foot of the mountain is the
town, pretty large, and well built; the houses all of stone. To have besieged this place,

would have been vain ; for nothing but a surprise, or blockade, could *»avc carried it.

“ A tribe of banditti, from the district of Gohud, had been accustomed to rob about
this town; And once, in the dead of night, had climbed up the rock, and got into the fort.

This intelligence they had communicated to the Rana, who often thought of availing himself

of it, but was fearful of undertaking an enterprize of such moment, with his own troops.
•' At length, he informed Col. Popham of it; who sent a party of the robbers to conduce

some of his own spies to the spot. They accordingly climbed up in the night, and found
that the guards generally went to sleep, after their rounds.* Popham now ordered ladders

to be made, but with so much secresy, that, until the night of the surprise, a few officers

only knew it. On the 3d of August, 1780, in the evening, a party was ordered to be in
rcadinefs to march, under the command of Major Bruce; and Popham put himself at the
head of two battalions, which were immediately to follow the storming party. To prevent
as much as pofsible, any noise in approaching or ascending the rock, a kind of shoes, of
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During hi§ expedition, he verified a fact which had been long

doubte3>though strenuously insisted on by the natives; (viz.) that

the Soane and Nerbuddah rivers had their common source from a

pond, or lake, on the southern confines of the Allahabad province.

These rivers do literally flow from the same lake ; making, con-

jointly with the Ganges, an island of the southern part of Ilindoo-

stan: and flowing in opposite directions 1500 miles. The course*

of the Nerbuddah river is ascertained, only in certain points where

it happens to be crofsed by any of the great roads here described:

excepting only in the neighbourhood of Baroach. All the inter-

mediate parts are drawn from report. It is represented to be as

wide at Hufsingabad Gaut, as the Jumnah is at Calpy : but ford-

able in most places, during the dry^ season.

We learn from Mr. Ewart, that the Soane is named Soane-bud-

dah, by the people who live near the upper part of its course ; as its

sister river is named Ner-buddah. The upper part of the course of

woollen cloth, were made for the sepoys, and stuffed with cotton. At eleven o’clock,

the whole detachment marched from the camp at Reypour, eight miles from Gwalior,
through urlr queuted paths; and reached it a little beiore day break. Just as Bruce ar-

rived ;.t the foot of the rock, he saw the lights which accompanied the rounds moving
along the rampart; and heard the centinels cough (the mode of signifying that All is well,

in an Indian camp, or garrison) ; which might have damped the spirit of many men, bur
served only to inspire him with more confidence; as the moment tor action, that is, the in-

terval berw^en the pacing of the rounds, was now ascertained. Accordingly, when the

lights were gone, the wooden ladders were placed against the rock, and one of the robbers

fiisr mounted, and returned with an account that the guard was retired to sleep. Lieut.

Cameron, the engineer, next mounted, and tied a rope-ladder to the battlements of the wall;

this kind of ladder, being the only one adapted to the purpose of scaling the wall in a body
(the wooden ones only serving to ascend from crag to crag of the rock, and to afsist in fixing

the rope-ladder). When all was ready. Major Bruce, with twenty sepoy grenadiers, ascended

without being discovered, and squatted down under the parapet; but before a reinforcement

arrived, three of the party had so little recollection, as to fire on some of the garrison who
happened to be lying asleep near them. This had nearly ruined the whole plm: the garri-

son were, of course, alarmed, and ran in great numbers towards the place ; but ignorant of
the strength of the afsailants (as the men fired on, had been killed outright), they suffered

themselves to be stopped, by the warm fire kept up by the small party of grenadiers ; until

Colonel Popham hiiusclf, with a considtrable reinforcement, came to their ‘aid. The gar-

rison then retreated to the inner buildings, and discharged a few rockets, but soon af-

terwards retreated precipitately* through the gate; while the principal officers, thus de-
serted, afsembled together in one house, and hung out a white flag. Popham sent an
officer to give them afsurances of quarter and protection ; and thus, ill the space of two
hours, this important and astonishing fortrefs was completely in our pofsefsion. We had
only zo men wounded, and none killed. On the side of the enemy, Bapogee, the Mahratta
governor, was killed, and most of the principal officers were wounded.”

Hhs
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the Soane, is drawn in the same manner as the Nerbi^dah is de-

scribed to be; and the fortrefs of Bandoo-gur, near it, is irom tHe

information of Mr. Ewart.

The data for the positions of Nagpour and Ruttunpour, are al-

ready given in pages 216 and 218, in the discufsion of the primary

stations. Many roads lead from each of these places ; but two only

•were measured : one from Chittra in Bahar, through Ruttunpour,

to Nagpour ; the other from Nagpour, through Gurrah, to Rewah,

and Mirzapour, on the Ganges. The first, by determining seve-

ral points, such as Surgoojah, Dongong, Kyragur, &c. enabled me

to correct some of Col. Camac's estimated routes; and the latter,

besides giving the position of Gurrah, the capital of Gurry-Mun-

della ; afsisted in settling Mundella, and Deogur. The estimated

routes from Nagpour, were to Ellichpour, Burhanpour, Narnalla,

Gawille (or Gyalgur), Aurungabad, Jafiierabad, Mahur, Notchen-

gong, Neermull, Chanda, and Manickdurg ; all collected by Mr.

Ewart, All these proved very satisfactory, as they corresponded

with the distances of the several intervals: and Nagpour being de-

termined with the precision requisite for a general map, there is

little doubt but that all the places between Bengal and Bombay, are

placed within a few miles of their respective positions: that is, ad-

mitting the longitude of Bombay to be right, in respect of Cal-

cutta.

Besides the routes collected by Mr. Ewart, Mr. Watherstone

obligingly communicated his route from Hufsingabad Gaut, on the

Nerbuddah, to Nagpour. He was sent thither on businefs of the

highest political importance, by General Goddard; whose army

was then encamped on the banks of the Nerbuddah, in the course of

its celebrated march acrofs the continent.* His journey pointed
t

• In justice to General Goddard's memory, I think it incumbent on me to observe, that

the author of the History of Hyder Ally (published -in 1784), though seemingly inclined

to compliment him, has depreciated the merits of the undertaking, by over-rating the num-
bers and quality, of General Goddard's troops. M. D. L. T. states the strength of the

army at 8000 ; of which, says he, 1200 were Europeans. The truth is, that’ the detach-
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out, among other particulars, the source of the Tapty (or Surat

livcr^rsyhose spring is more remote than we had an idea of. It'

rises at Maltoy , a town situated 42 cofses to the NW of Nagpour

:

so that its course is full two-thirds of the length of that of the

Nerbuddah. The distance between Hufsingabad and Nagpour, is

100 cofses.

Ellichpour is a fine city, and was anciently the chief city of

Berar proper ; by which I mean to distinguish the province known

in the Ayin Acbaree, by that name: for our modern acceptation

of Berar, includes the whole country between Dowlatabad and

Orifsa ; the eastern part of which, was neither reduced by Acbar,

nor even known, in particulars, to the author of the Ayin Acbaree.

At present, Ellichpour is the capital of a large province or district,

subject to the Nizam ; but paying’a chout, or nominal fourth part

of its revenues, to Nagpour.

Deogur, or Deogire, * was anciently a capital city, and the resi-

dence of the Rajah of Goondwaneh
; or, as he is called in the Ayin

Acbaree, the Goond Rajah ; the Nerbuddah being then the southern

limit of Hindoostan. This province appears to be one of the most

elevated in Hindoostan, seeing that the rivers Tapty, Bain, and

Nerbuddah, descend from it. Malwa, is unequivocally the highest

;

for there, the rivers descend in every direction.

Golam Mohamed's routes, being added to those collected by Mr.

Ewart, contribute much towards the improvement of the map, in

the interval between the measured lines by Mr. Ewart : and be-

fore we were favoured with that gentleman's most valuable mate-

rials (which entirely supersede the former as far as they go), Go-

lam Mohamed’s contributed largely towards the geography of the

merit consisted of 103 European commifsioned officers, and 6624 native troops of all deno- '

minations ; and without a single corps of Europeans. In the return from whence this was
copied, the servants and followers of this little army, amount to no lefs a number than

j 9,779; besides the bazar, or market people, not included in the return : and these are

estimated at 12,000 more : in all, more than four followers to each fighting man.
* This must not be confounded with a city of the same name, which stood near the site

of Dowlatabad.
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country round Nagpour.* These we owed to the late Col. Ca-

mac, who, to his praise, employed a part of his leisure timer during

his command on the western frontier of Bahar, in inquiries con-

cerning the state of politics, government, geography, and nature

of the countries included in the abovementioned tract: the geo-

graphy of which had, till then, been very little known to us.

Sumbulpour, or Semilpour, is determined by its reputed distance

from Ruttunpour, and from four different points in the Bengal

survey; from routes collected by Col. Camac. Unluckily, I had.

placed Sumbulpour in the map, as it now stands, before I had seen

Mr. Ewart's papers; by which it appears to be ten or eleven miles

to the south-west of its true position; being in 210 25' lat. and

83° 40' Ion.; when it ought to be in 21 0
34' 30", and 83° 46' 30".

Had this new position been established on the same principle as

Nagpour and Ruttunpour; that is, mathematically; I should not

have scrupled to eraze a large portion of the map, to gain so de-

sirable an advantage: but as it yet rests on computed distances,

I am content to point out the error in this manner.

The distance of Sumbulpour from Ruttunpour, which is hardly

affected by the new matter, is by one account 53 cofses ; and by

another 56*: the mean, 547 cofses, or 78 G. miles, is the distance

adopted.

Then, Sumbulpour is from Doesah in Bahar - 91 cofses

Nowagur in Bahar - 59
Raidy in Bahar - 6*7

Beurah in Bahar - 41

All these places being nearly in one line of direction from Sum-

bulpour, admit of a mean being struck between them : and this

* The number of estimated cofses between Burwah and Nagpour, was 196, and from
thence to Aurungabad, 163* ; total 359^. And the distance on the map is 51 G* miles;
which is nearly equal to the above number of cofses*
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mean appears to be 66£ from Raidy, or 95 G. miles. The in-

tersection of these lines of distances, from Ruttunpour and Raidy,

is nearly at right angles; and they meet, as is said above, in lat.

21
0
34' 30", Ion. 83° 46' 30". This position falls out 142 G. miles

from Cattack ; and Mr. Motte, who traced this road, together

with the course of the Mahanada, in 176*6, made the distance 129:

he also reckoned 51' differen|BKlatitt>de, and it appears to be 64^.

The lower road from Nagpoor to Sumbulpour, through Raipour,

is from Golam Mohamed; and the upper, by Dumdah and Sooran-

gur ; is Mr. Thomas’s ; communicated by Mr. Ewart. The lower

route, which is checked, laterally, by the distance of Raipour from

Ruttunpour, points out also the course and navigable part of the

Mahanuddy, or Mahanada river. Arung is the furthest point to

which it is navigable, from the sea. The upper road crofses it

near the conHux of the Hutsoo river, which is also navigable, to

Dungong. By the deviation of the road between Nagpour and

Soonpour, from the true line of direction towards Cattack, it may

be inferred that the country on the south of it, is either desert, or

in an uncivilized state. We are, however, not well informed on

this point, but have every reason to suppose it ; and the rather, as

Mr. Thomas mentions Dewancole, near Soonpour, as a retreat of

banditti.

Soorangur, where the roads divide to Sumbulpour, and Soon-

pour, is the burial place of the late Mr. Eliott ; who died on liis

way from Calcutta to Nagpour, in October, 1778. At that crisis,

When the fate of the British empire in India, hung suspended by a

slender thread, this gentleman was sent by Mr. Hastings, on an

embafsy to the court of Nagpour ; which at that time, might be said'

to hold the balance of power, in Hindoostan. Zeal for the public

good, prompted him to undertake a service of great personal dan-

ger ; and which eventually occasioned his death. Mr. Hastings

caused a monument to be erected to his memory, on the spot : and

also commemorated his early genius and attainments, and no lels
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early death, in some lines, which make part of an imitation of an

’ode of Horace* Soorangur is about 270 road miles *short of

Nagpour, and 470 from Calcutta ; and lies out of the direct road.

I observed above, that Sumbulpour is misplaced ; and this occa-

sioned ah error in all the places between Ruttunpour and Cattack.

For the distance between Soorangur and Soonpour is too small

;

and between the latter and CattajMBfcoo great ; the Mahanada not

making so deep a winding or elbow, between Boad and Sumbul-

pour, as Mr. Motte described, and as it is represented in the map.

Golam Mohamed reckoned only 137 cofses between Nagpour and

Sumbulpour: but the construction will not allow of lefs than .157;

which is a mistake not easily to be accounted for.

Boad, a fort near the Mahanada, is said by Col. Camac to be 40

cofses only, from Gumsoar, in the Ganjam district : by construction

it is 46; which difference is probably occasioned by the mistake in

the position of Sumbulpour. Ori the west of Boad, and near the

Mahanuddy river, Mr. Thomas pafsed a town of the name of

Beiragur, which I take to be the place noted in the Ayin Acbaree,

as having a diamond mine in its neighbourhood. There is indeed a

mine of more modern date, in the vicinity of Sumbulpour ; but this

whole quarter must from very early times have been famous for pro-

ducing diamonds. Ptolemy's Adamas river answers perfectly to the

Mahanuddy: and t^e district Sahara, on its banks, is said to abound

in diamonds. Although this geographer’s map of India, is so ex-

ceedingly faulty, in the general form of the whole tract; yet

several parts of it, are descriptive. When we perceive the head of

the river just mentioned, placed among the Bundela hills, and Arcot

# An early death was Eliott’s doom,
I saw his op’ning virtues bloom.

And manly sense unfold ; n

Too soon to fade! I bade the stone

Record his name ’midst hordes unknown.
Unknowing what it told.

Hor. Book II. Ode xvu
[See the New Annual Register for 1786.J
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thrust up, into the middle of India ; we ought to reflect, that Pto-

lemy's fafcas were collected from the people who sailed along the

coast, and who described what they had seen and heard, without

regard to what lay beyond it: and moreover, made use of too

wide a scale; as commonly happens, when the sphere of know-
ledge is confined, and the geographer works ad libitum, from the

coast, towards the interior of an unknown continent. Whoever

consults Ptolemy’s map of India, should carry these ideas in his

mind : that the construction of it is founded on thre<£ lines ; one of

which, is that of the whole coast, from the gulf of Cambay, round

to the Ganges ; a second, the course of the Indus, and the gulfs of

Cutch and Cambay ; and the third, the common road from the

Panjab to the mouths of the Ganges. The objects within these

lines, have a relative dependence on each line, respectively ; and

are invariably placed at too great a distance within them: it there-

fore happens, that an object which should have occupied a place near

one of the lines, is thrust towards the middle of the map ; and this

being a general case, places on opposite sides of India, are crowded

together, as Arcot and Sagur (Sagbeda

)

are. At the same time, the

central parts are wholly omitted ; as being, in reality, unknown.

Some may treat with ridicule, what I have said on the score of

Ptolemy : but a work which has travelled down to us from the

second century of our aera, must have pofsefsed something worthy

to recommend it, and to keep it alive: and at least merits an ex-

planation.

Mr. ^Motto's route along the Mahanuddy, was described from

computed distances, and bearings by a compafs. He also took the

latitude of Sumbulpour, in a rough manner, and. made it nearly >

the same as that of Balasore ; that is, about 21 degrees-and a half.

The mouths of this river, which form an afsemblage of low woody

•islands, like the Ganges, and many other rivers ; have never been

traced, but are described from report only. At the mouth of the

Ii
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principal channel, near False Point, is a fortified island, named

Cajung, or Codjung.

This brings us into the neighbourhood of the Chilka lake, which

bounds the circars (or northern circars) on the north. This

lake seems the effect of the breach of the sea, over a flat, sandy

shore, whose elevation was something above the level of the coun-

try within. Pulicat lake appears to have the same origin. Both

of them communicate with the sea, by a very narrow but deep

opening; and. are shallow within. The Chilka lake is about 40

miles in length from NE to SW; and in most places 12 or 15

wide ;
with a narrow slip of sandy ground, between it and the

sea. It has many inhabited islands in it. On the NW it is bounded

by a ridge of mountains ; a continuation of that, which extends

from the Mahanuddy to the Godavery river ; and shuts up the cir-

cars towards the continent. The Chilka, therefore, forms a pafs

on each side of it, towards the Cattack province. It is described

from the observations of Mr. Cotsford, and of Capt. Campbell:

though, pofsibly, the extent of it may be somewhat more than is

given towards the north. It affords an agreeable diversity of ob-

jects: mountains, islands, and forests; and an extended surface of

water, with boats and small vefsels sailing on it. To those who

sail at some distance from the coast, it lias the appearance of a

deep bay ; the slip of land not being visible.

The famous pagoda of Jagarnaut, lies a few miles to the east-

ward of this lake, and close on the sea shore. It is a shapelefs

mafs of building : and no otherwise remarkable, than as one of the

first objects of Hindoo veneration ; and as an excellent sea-mark,

on a coast which is perfectly flat, and exhibits a continued same-

nefs; and that in a quarter, where a discriminating object becomes

of the highest importance to navigators. It has no claim to great

antiquity: and I am led to suppose, that it succeeded the temple of
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Sumnaut in Guzerat ; which was destroyed by Mahmood in the

1 1 th ceikary. Pofsibly the remote situation, and the nature of the

country near it (which, on the side of Hindoostan proper, is shut

up by mountains and deep rivers), might recommend the spot,

where Jagarnaut is situated : for we find Orifsa was not an early

conquest.

The circars are. described from various authorities. The con-

struction of the sea coast has already been discufsed in the first

Section. Our pofsefsions in this quarter, extend no where more

than 5o B. miles inland; and in some places not more than so;

between the Chilka lake, and the Godavery river : and between this

river and the Kistnah, about 70 or 75. So that the circars form a

slip of territory, bounded on one side by the sea ; and on the other,

generally, by a ridge of mountains, that runs nearly parallel to it.

Col. Pearse’s line, runs entirely through this tract ; and may be

considered, in our geography, as the foundation, on which a su-

perstructure has been raised, by the labours of many different

people. The district round Ganjain, known by the name of Itcha-

pour, and which is one of the divisions of the Cicacole country

;

is drawn from Mr. Cotsford's very elegant map. The Tickly

district, adjoining to it, on the south, is chiefly from Lieut. Crid-

land’s surveys; and extends to Cicacole town (the Cocala of Pto-

lemy). From Cicacole, to Visagapatam, including the country to

the foot of the mountains, is taken from an old MS. map of Mr.

Dairymple's: and from thence to Rajamundry, is taken from a

map of Col. Ford's marches, collated with Montresor’s large map,

at the East-India House. It is all along to be understood, that

Col. Pearse s line (corrected as in page 10),"forms the scale of the

parts in question. The remaining part of the circars, that is, be-

tween the Godavery and Kistnah rivers; is chiefly taken from a

map of that country, published by Mr. Dairymple: the ground-

work of which is composed of the late Major Stevens's materials.

Ii 9
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The routes to Joypour and Badrachillum, are on the authority of

Mr. Claud Rufsell ; and the position of the latter placedwhich is

very near to the Godavery, accords with Mr. Montresor’s idea, as

exprefsed in his large map.

The Godavery river, or Gonga Godowry (sometimes called the

Gang in Ferishta’s History), was, till very lately, considered as the

same with the Cattack river, or Mahanuddy. As we had no au-

thority, that I can find, for supposing it, the opinion must have

been taken up, on a supposition that there was no opening be-

tween the mouths ofthe Kistnah and Mahanuddy (or Cattack river),

of magnitude sufficient for such a river as the Gonga. It could not

be for the want of space sufficient for the Cattack river to accu-

mulate in, independent of thq Gonga ; for the distance is as great

from the mouth of the Cattack river to the Berar mountains, as

from the mouth of the Godavery to the Baglana mountains. The

truth is, that no just account of these rivers, any more than of the

Burrampooter, had then reached any European geographer. Suc-

ceeding inquiries and discoveries have made it certain, that the Go-

davery is the river that runs under Rajamundry, and falls into the

sea between Coringa and Narsapour; and that the Cattack river,

rises in the Ruttunpour country. But the recent discovery (to

Europeans) of the Bain Gonga, whose course is directly acrofs the

supposed course of the Gonga (the name given to this compound

river, whose head was the Godavery, and tail the Mahanuddy),

clears up at once the ambiguity; if any there could be supposed

to remain, after the discufsion of the subject in the memoir of the

map of 1782. The Godavery has its source about 70 miles to the

N E of Bombay ;
and in the upper part of its course, at least, is

esteemed a sacred river by the Hindoos: that is, ablutions per-

formed in its stream, have a religious efficacy superior to those

performed in ordinary streams. The Beemah, according to Mr.

Orme, is supposed to have similar virtues : nor are sacred rivers
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by any means uncommon in other parts of India.* The Goda-

Very, after traversing the Dowlatabad soubah, and the coun-

try of Tellingana, from west to east, turns to the south-east; and

receiving the Bain Gonga, about go miles above the sea, besides

many smaller rivers, separates into two principal channels at Ra-

jamundry; and these subdividing again, form all together several

tide harbours, for„vefsels of moderate burden. Ingeram, Coringa,

Yanam, Bandarmalanka, and Narsapour, are among the places

situated at the mouth of this river; which appears to be the most

considerable one, between the Ganges and Cape Comorin. Ex-

tensive forests of teek trees border on its banks, within the moun-

tains, and supply ship timber for the use of the ports abovemen-

tioned: and th<? manner of launching the ships in those ports, be-

ing very singular, 1 have subjoined an account of it in a note.-f

The Godavery was traced about 70 miles above its mouth; the

rest of its course is described only from report : save only at the

conflux of the Bain river, and in places where different roads

crofs it ; until we arrive at the part where M. Bufsy’s marches have

described it generally, in common with other particulars.

* There are seven rivers particularly celebrated and respected by the Hindoos ; and which
arc collectively distinguished by the name of Sutnud, or the Seven Rivers; namely, the

Ganges, Jumnah, Godavery, Scrsooty, NerbucLah, Sind, and Cauvery. (Kirkpatrick’s

MSS.)

f The ship or vcfsel is built with her keel parallel to the shore; and, as it may happen,
from 200 to 300 feet from low wa^er mark. When completed, she is placed on two strong

pieces of timber, called dogs (in the nature of a sledge of enormous dimensions) ; and on
these, a sort of moveable cradle is constructed, to keep the vcfsel upright. Two long Pal-

myra trees, as levers of the second kind, arc then applied to the ends of the dogs, and by
means of th**se powers, they, together with the vcfsel that rests on them, are gradually pushed
forwards over a platform of logs, until they arrive at the lowest pitch of low water; or as far

beyond it, as the levers can be used. Tackles are applied to the ends of the levers, to in-

crease the power': the fulcrums, arc wreaths of rope, fastened to the logs on which the ves-

sel slides: and arc removed forwards as she advances. Two cables from the land side, ar«i

fastened to the vcfsel, to prevent her from sliding too rapidly, and these are gradually let out,

as she advances.

It is commonly the work of two days to transport the vefsel to the margin of low water.

If the tide does not rise high enough to float her from thence (which it seldom does if the ves-

sel be of any considerable burden), part of the cradle is taken away, and the ship left chiefly

to the support of the cables till high water, when they are suddenly let go, and the vcfsel

falls on her side; and with the fall, disengages herself from the remains of the cradle, and at

the same time plunges into deeper water. A ship of 500 tons has been launched in this

manner.



The course of the Bain Gonga (or Bain river), as I have just

observed, is quite a new acquisition to geography ; and w«fare in-

debted to the late Col. Camac for it. This river, which has a

course of near 400 miles, was not known to us, even by report, till

very lately. It rises near the southern bank of the Nerbuddah, and

run's southward through the heart of Berar ; and afterwards mixes

with the Godavery, within the hills that bound our northern circars.

This circumstance confutes at once the idea of the Godavery being

a continuation of the Cattack river. I cannot find how far up the

Bain Gonga is navigable; but it is mentioned as a very large river,

in the early part of its course; and is probably equal in bulk to the

Godavery, when it joins it.

There yet remains in the map, between the known parts of Be-

rar, Golconda, Orifsa, and the circars, a void space of near 300

miles in length, and 250 in breadth ; noir is it likely ever to be

filled up, unlefs a very great change takes place in the state of

European politics in India : for we appear not to have penetrated

beyond the first ridge of mountains, till very lately ; when the dis-

covery of the black pepper plant was made, in the districts of

Rampa.

Beyond the great ridge of mountains (which may be 60 or 70

miles inland) and towards Berar, is a very extensive tract of woody

and mountainous country, with w'hich the adjacent countries appear

to have but little, if any, communication. We may fairly suppose

that to be a country void of the goods in general esteem among

mankind, that does not tempt either their avarice, or ambition.

Although surrounded by people who are in a high degree of civi-

lization, and who abound in useful manufactures, we are told that

the few specimens of these miserable people, who have appeared in

the circars, use no covering but a wisp of st^aw. We know not,

with any degree of certainty, how far this wild country extends

within the great ridge of mountains, between the parallels of 17
0

and 200
: but the first civilized people that we hear ofbeyond them,
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are the Berar Mahrattas. I think it probable that it may extend

150 miits, or more. However, a party of Berar Mahrattas found

their way through this country, and the Bobilee hills, in 1754 (Orme,

Vol. I. page 373), at an opening called Salloregaut, in the Cica-

cole circar. Our ignorance respecting this tract may well be ac-

counted for, by its lying out of the line of communication between

our settlements ; and by its never having been the seat of any war,

in which the Europeans have taken part. I suspect, however, that

the tract in question, is either too desert, or too savage, to be easily

or usefully exploded.

Between the Godavery and Kistnah rivers, and on the north-

east of Hydrabad, w as the ancient country of Tellingana (or Til-

ling), of which Warangole (the Arinkill, of Fcrishta) was the

capital. The site of this capital is still evident, by means of the

old rampart; which is amazingly extensive. A modern fortrefs

is constructed within it ;
and is in the pofsefsion of the Nizam.

Col. Peach marched by way of Ellore and Combamet, to this

place, during the war of 1 767 ; and the road was surveyed by

Lieutenant, now Major Gardner. His horizontal distance from

Ellore to Warangole was 134 G. miles: and the bearingW 33 N*.

A note accompanying Major Stevens’s copy of this route, says,

that the latitude of Warangole is 17° 57': and this bearing and

distance accords with it. I am ignorant of the exact relative po-

sitions of Warangole and Hydrabad : Montresor’s map makes the

distance between them 45 G. miles. My construction makes it

47, and the bearing of Warangole from Hydrabad N E by N.

Montresor's
.
bearing of Warangole from Ellore, is very faulty ;

and it is remarkable, that though there are several plans of this'

road, most of them differ widely, both in bearing and distance.

Major Gardner's, I apprehend, may be depended on.

The places round Warangole, are taken from a MS. map of Mr.

• His bearing is corrected by the compafs of Col. Pearse’s map, from which it differed

3° 55
'.
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Dalrymple’s. Byarcm, Culloor, Damapetta, &c. are all from

MSS. belonging to the same gentleman.

The road from Hydrabad to Nagpour, was communicated by

Mr. John Holland. The distance is stated at i(\g cofses; which

agrees remarkably well with the interval on the map : and, as Nag-

pour is a fixed position, we may infer, that Hydrabad ought to be

rather in 17° 12' than 17
0 24' (sec page 214).. The two places

bear nearly N and S from each other; and the whole distance, of

course, is difference of latitude. A place named Indelavoy, or En-

delavov (Indelvai, in Tavernier, and Thcvenot), appears in this

route, between the Godavery and Hydrabad: and Thcvenot s

route from Aurungabad to Hydrabad, falling in there, determines

the direction of both roads ; and also the positions of Indour, and

Sitanagur: the latter being a famous pagoda in that part. Neer-

mull, a city of note, belonging to the Nizam, also rises in this

route; and is about 10 G. miles from the north side of the Goda-

very, and about 132 from Nagpour. Mr. Ewart also collected

some routes from Nagpour, Neermull, and Hydrabad; and a route

by way of Chanda, appears in Mr. Orme’s Historical Fragments of

the Mogul Empire. As one of Mr. Ewart’s routes gives the posi-

tion of this Chanda (a considerable city belonging to Nagpour,

and about 70 G. miles to the south of it), we are enabled to lay

down this road; which was marched over, by M. Bulsy.

Another principal branch of the Godavery, is the Manzorah ; a

considerable river which rises in the country of Amednagur, and

after a circuitous course by Beder, joins the main river below*

Nander.

' Many interesting positions arise in the marches of M. Bufsy, be-

tween Hydrabad and Aurungabad, by the two roads of Beder, and

Nander; and no lefs in the march from Aurungabad to Sanore.

Beder is a fortified city, about 80 road miles to the NW of Hy-
drabad

; and was in former times the capital of a considerable king-

dom. «
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The road from Beder to Burhanpour, througli Patris and Jaf-

fierabad, is from M. Thcvenot. It afsists in determining the po-

sition of Jafficrabad, a principal town on the N E of Aurungabad.

The road from Nander to Nagpour, through Mahur, is partly

from M. Bufsy, and partly from Mr. Ewart; by whose account

Mahur is 78 cofses, but by construction about 87, SW from Nag-
pour.

The road from Poonah to Beder, is taken from the journal of

the late Col. Upton: who returned from his embafsy, by the route

of Ilydrabad, and the circars, to Bengal. His journal has much

merit, being very descriptive of the countries and places lie palscd

through; as well as of their respective boundaries: but he was

unlucky in estimating his course
;

fjnd it happens that we have no

crofs line to correct it by.

The road from Aurungabad to Sanore-Bancapour, is taken from

the map of M. Bufsy s marches: and Sanore was the extreme point

of his campaigns, that way. Sec Onne, Vol. I. p. 425. I could

only take the bearing and distance, as I found them in the map:

and it is a great defect, that in so considerable an extent, there

should be no observation of latitude; that we know of. By the

data, Sanore is placed in lat. 15° f]c/ ; Ion. 75
0
44; or about 1

< 7

G. miles E by N from Goa. There is nothing to check this posi-

tion, from the Malabar side: not even the number of computed

cofses from Goa. However, let the matter stand as it may, with

respect to the mathematical exactncfs of the question ; had it not

been for these marches of M. Bufsy (the only remaining monument

to the French nation, of their former short-lived influence and

power in the Deccan), the geography of these parts, would have
^

been extremely imperfect: but as they extend through more than

four degrees of latitude*, and more than five of longitude ; they oc-

cupy not only the principal part of the Deccan, but by fixing the

positions of so many capital places, and intersecting the courses

of so many rivers, tend to clear up many other positions.

Kk
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Visiapour (or more properly Bejapour) is not so well ascer-

tained, as might be wished ; although much improved in its’ posi-

tion, by means of Capt. Reynolds's survey, from Poonah to Bad-

dammy, on the south of the Kistnah river; taken a very few years

ago.

The nearest point to Bejapour, that can be regarded as fixed, is

Arruck, Areek, or Arcg, as it is differently written by Capt. Rey-

nolds, by Mandesloc, and by Anquetil du Perron. It lies a few

miles from the north bank of the Kistnah river; and is supposed to

be about 43 G. miles S W, or SW by \V from Bejapour: this idea

being collected from Maudes! oe's route. On the first construction

of the map, 1 had placed Arruck, partly on the authority of An-

quetil du Perron, whose route fi;om Goa to Poonah, is very vaguely

described* in the first volume of his Zendarista ;
and partly on

that of Mandesloe ; these two routes, falling into each other at Ar-

ruck and Inapour: and on this foundation, together with the

reports of the distance from Goa, Carwar, and Dabul ; and the

latitude (as given in the Leiircs Edif. Vol. XV.); I had

placed Bejapour. The particulars of the distance, txc. arc as

follow

:

Mandesloe, who travelled the roads himself, says, that it is 80

leagues (French, I apprehend) from Dabul, on the coast of Mala-

bar; and 84 from Goa ; which may give 142 G. miles from Dabul,

and 1 49 from Goa: making Bejapour in lat. 1

7

0 26' 30", Ion. 75
0 it/.

P. Du Val, who formed a map of Mandesloe’s routes (a copy of

which is in the British Museum), and probably had lights, besides

what are furnished by the travels, to guide him; makes the dis-

tance between Dabul and Bejapour, greater than between Bejapour

and Goa: which might pofsibly be the case, though contrary to

what is said in the travels.

Tavernier reckons 85 cofses from Goa to Bejapour (or rather,

* Speaking as a geographer.
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perhaps, from Bieholim, the landing place on the continent), or

eight days journey : which eight days may give 1400. miles on a

straight line; and agrees with what is said above. Fryer reckons

Bejapour ten days journey from Carwar, or about 180 G. miles.

Ciesar Frederick agrees w'ith Tavernier, in making it eight days

journey from Goa.

The Lettres Rdifianles make the latitude of Bejapour 17" ;jg'.

I placed it in lat. 17" 26' 30", Ion. 7,7° it/; that is, 145) G. miles

from Goa; 1 yi from Dabul; 171 from Carwar; and 204 from

Golconda. At the same time, I thought it probable, that it might

not be w ithin 20 miles of its true position.

Capt. Reynolds's route palscd through Arruck; which lie

reckoned 110-jG. miles from Poonah, wliilst my position gave

only 101. lie also made it ,76'^ east of Poonah ; my position 4;*

only. His latitude 16'0
tfi* 30"; mine 17°. Now, as Bejapour is

to be placed in reference to Arruck, it is plain tlmt it ought to

take a more easterly position than I had given it: and it is now-

placed accordingly in latitude 17° 28'; longitude 7,7° 27': and

somewhat more northwardly in respect of Arruck, than it was be-

fore.

Bejapour is a considerable city, and was once the capital of a

large kingdom of the same name. It is now in the hands of the

Poonah Mahrattas.

Whether it be regarded on the score of novelty, or of actual

use, as giving us correct ideas of so many interesting positions,

between Poonah and the northern frontier of Tippoo’s country;

Capt. Reynolds’s route is certainly one of the most productive in

geographical materials, that we have lately seen: and that, noi

only in the actual line of his progrefs, but on either side of it:

and this is the true spirit of the science, which contemplates not

only the objects that arc immediately in view-, but directs its in-

quiries to all around the neighbourhood. General geography

w ill flourish only in the hands of such profefsors.

K k 2
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Amongst other positions, the following are ascertained by Capt.

Reynolds’s .route

:

Sattarah, the capital of the Mahratta state, during the time of

the rajahs of Sevajee’s line. It lies near the eastern foot of the

Gauts, and near the most distant source of the river Kistnah

Merritch (or Merridge), mentioned in page cxxv of the Intro-

duction, as the capital of Purseram Bow, a Mahratta cliief. This

is situated near the north bank of the Kistnah; eight or nine G.

miles to the WNW of Arruck.

Pannella, so much celebrated in the history of Sevajce (see

Orine's Historical Fragments of the Mogul Empire): as also Dar-

war, sometimes written Danvvar ; which place has been also the

subject of history, in our own times ; in particular for the siege

which it lately sustained against the Mahrattas. It is one of Tip-

poo's frontier towns, towards the dominions of the Paishwah.

A general idea of the upper part of the course of the Kistnah

river is also conveyed by this survey: and Moodul, or Muddul,

near it, points out the direction of the route from Goa to Galgala

on the Kistnah, travelled by a Portuguese gentleman, who visited

Aurungzebe’s camp at Galgala, during his campaigns in the Dec-

can, at the latter end of the last century. The MS. account of

this route, was amongst the great variety of communications made

by my friend Mr. Dalrymple.

Whether the Baddammy of Capt. Reynolds, be the Bandemgur

of M. Bufsy’s route, I know not. The marches of the British de-

tachment, that accompanied the Mahratta army to Darwar., during

the last campaign, will probably settle this point, in common with

4i great many others.

The travels of M. Anquetil du Perron from Goa to Poonah,

furnished some useful matter towards filling up a part, that has

long remained almost a perfect void, in the maps of India ; but a

great part of it is now superseded by the survey of Capt. Rey-

nolds. M. Anquetil speaks of cofses and leagues as synonymous
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terms; and reckons 40^ of these from Vaddal, at the western foot

of tlie Gauts, and about 12 cofses (or leagues) SE or ESE from

Goa, to Areg: and 51£ more from Areg to Poonah. One can

hardly tell how to denominate his itinerary measure ; which is

about two G. miles and a sixth in horizontal measure. Oil the road

from Poonah to Nimderra (in page 212), we have observed the

same deviation from the standard of the itinerary measures of the

country; for, on that road, his cofses turn out exactly two G.

miles each, on a straight line. It should be a rule for every tra-

veller to use, not only the measures, but the denomination of the

country he pafscs through
;
for then we are likely to pofsefs a bet-

ter scale, than hisjudgment can furnish us with. This will be under-

stood to apply to computed distances only. I lament exceedingly

that M. Anquetil had not a compafs with him, with which he

might have taken the bearing of the road between Poonah and

Aurungabad; and between Goa and Arruck; for in a quarter

where geography is so bare of materials, that every notice ol' the

kind is received with avidity, that gentleman had a fair oppor-

tunity of distinguishing himself in this way ; as lie may be said,

in some parts of his route, to have trod a new path.

Naldorouk, Malkar, Sakkar, Kandjoly, and other places in the

Deccan, are from Mr. Orme’s Historical Fragments ; to which pub-

lication I owe many obligations, as well on the score of rational

amusement, as of genuine information.

Raoleonda, a famous diamond mine, is placed in Mr. Montre-

sor’s map, about 15 G. miles to the west of Ralicotte, and 12

from the north bank of the Kistnah ; but I know not on what au-

thority. Tavernier, who visited Raoleonda, gives its distance from

Golconda at 17 gos, of four French leagues each. He crofsed a

river, that formed the•common boundary of Golconda and Visia-

• pour, about four gos, or more, before he came to Raoleonda : and

this river can be no other than the Beemah ; which to this day,

forms the eastern boundary of Visiapour; and palses about 80
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or 82 G. miles to the west of Golconda, crofsing the road from it

to Ralicottc. If we reckon the 82 miles, 1 3 gos : that is, forming

a scale from the distance between Golconda and the river Beemah,

each gos will be 6,3 G. miles in horizontal distance (or nearer three

than four French leagues) ; and Raolconda will be placed about

2,5 G. miles on the west of the Beemah ; or 11, cast of Ralicotte.

If we take the gos at four French leagues, without regarding the

proportion arising from the above calculation, it will bring Raol-

conda very near the situation afsigned it by Montresor. But I

have ncverthelcfs adopted the former, thinking it, on the whole,

the most consistent.

C';esar Frederick says, that the mines (Raolconda) are six days

journey from Bisnagur: but /his will apply equally to cither of

the above positions.

The general course of the Kistnah river, from the sea to Bc/o-

ara, is chiefly taken from Major Stevens’s maps, communicated by

Mr. Dalrymple. From thence, to Timerycotta is from Mon-
tresor, collated with (’apt. Davis’s sketch of Guntoor, fee. and a

French MS. map. From that place, to the conflux of the Tooni-

buddra, it is drawn only from report, and in the form it is usually

done, in the maps that include its course. From the mouth of the

Toombuddra to Guligui, or Catigui, its course is drawn in a French

copy of M. Bufsy’s marches; and 1 have corrected it in two places

by a journal, kept by the late General Joseph Smith. Above Gu-
tigui, its course is marked in certain places, by the roads that

crofs it; particularly those travelled by Reynolds and Mandesloc:

but, upon the whole, nothing more than its mere general course is

known, except within 70 miles of the sea. General Smith re-

marks, that the Kistnah was fordable both above and below the

conflux of the Beemah river, in the montlt of March: and that a

few miles below the mouth of the Beemah, its bed was 600 yards

wide, and exhibited an uncommon appearance, from the number
and diversity of the rocks in it.
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The Kistnah and Godavery rivers, however remote at their foun-

tains, approach within 80 miles of each other, in the lower parts

of their course ; and form an extensive tract of country, composed

of rich vegetable mould, such as is usually found at the mouths of

large rivers. Here we behold, on a smaller scale, the same eco-

nomy that is observable in the agency of the Nile and Ganges, in

forming the deltas of Egypt and Bengal ; by means of the finer

particles of earth, that are swept down by those vast rivers, and

their branches, in a course of more than eoco miles. Those who

have been on the spot, and reason from analogy, in this case, will

readily suppose that the whole, or the greatest part of the tract, in-

cluded between Samulcotta and Pettapolly (about 150 miles in

length along the sea shore, and from 40 to 50 wide), is in reality

a gift of the two rivers, Godavery and Kistnah. The same ap-

pearances, indeed, may be observed at the mouths of the Cattack

and Tanjore rivers; but the two rivers in question, by draining a

much greater extent of country (that is, from the 1,5th to the eist

degree of latitude), have collected materials for a greater quantity

of new land. Within this new formed land, and about midway

between the Godavery and Kistnah, the soil forms a hollow space;

which in its lowest part is a lake at all seasons; and in all the other

parts, an extensive inundation, during the season of the periodical

rains ; being then a lake of 4,0 or ,50 miles in extent. This is called

the Colair lake ; and its origin may be referred to the same cause,

as that w hich produces the lakes and morafsesof the Egyptian and

Bengal deltas: which is, that the deposition of mud by the two

rivers (or the two branches of one river), at the time when

they overflow, is greatest near the banks: for the farther the

inundation flows from the margin of the river, the -more of its

earthy particles will be? deposited in its way ;
and the lei's will re-

main for the distant parts; which therefore cannot be filled up to

the level of the ground, nearest the bank of the river: and thus

the ground will acquire the form of an inclined plane, from each
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river bank towards the interior part of the country

; where a hol-

low space will be left: but it may be expected, that when the

rivers have raised their banks, and the adjacent country, to the

greatest pofsible height, which is that of the periodical flood (and

the ground can be raised no higher) ; the subsequent inundations

finding their way into the hollow place, from the lower part of

the river, will gradually fill up with mud, » that part of the

lake which lies towards the source of it : and as the new land con-

tinues to encroach upon the sea, the lake will travel downwards in

the same proportion. For the natural course of things is, that

when the new lands that arc the furthest removed from the sea, arc

raised as high as the agency of the waters will admit; that portion

of the mud, which cannot be deposited above, is carried lower down

to raise other lands; or to lay the foundation of new land, further

out: and thus the regular declivity of the channel is preserved.

All lands subject to inundations must continue to rise; because the

water of the inundation deposits, at least, some portion, of the earthy

particles suspended in it : but there must be a certain point of

elevation, beyond which no delta or river bank can rise; for cacli

succefsive point in the course of a river, must be lower than the

preceding one. As to the Nile, its banks will admit of being

raised, throughout the whole Said, as well as lower Egypt; the.

cataracts being so much elevated above the lower part of the river:

and Egypt also differs in another particular, from India, in that no

rain falls there, to wash away the light parts of the soil into the

river, before the inundation: whereas, the heavy rains of Bengal,

previous to the inundation, must reduce the level of the elevated

/•grounds and contribute partly towards filling up the hollows: and

no small proportion of what is deposited in one season, will be car-

ried lower down, or into the sea, in the next. So that the pro-

grefs of raising the lands must have been more rapid in Egypt,

than in any of the moister regions.

It appears to me, that the gentlemen who have lately reasoned so
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ingeniously on the increase of the delta of the Nile, have omitted

a circumstance of considerable moment, as it respects the length

of the periods, required to form given quantities of new land in;

or to elevate the old to a certain degree. We never fail to re-

mark-on a survey of the naked summits of mountains, that the

rain has, “in a course of ages, washed away the earth that covered

them
;
or, in other words, that there is a progrefsive motion of the

finer particles of earth, from the mountains, towards the vallies.

Admitting this to be true, and also that a proportion of it is swept

away by the torrents: the longer the rivers continue to run, the

lefs quantity of earth they must carry away with them: and there-

fore, the increase of the deltas, and other alluvions of capital

rivers, must have been more rapid in earlier periods of the world’s

age, than now.

After tiiis long digrefsion, it would be unpardonable in me to

omit an account of a plan proposed by my ingenious friend, Mr.

John Sulivan: which was, to open a communication at all seasons,

between the Colair lake and its parent rivers, with a view to the

improvement of the adjacent lands (which form a part of the cir-

cars), and of the inland navigation. It appears that an imperfect

channel already exists, between the lake and the Godavery river;

as well as the traces of an unfinished one, towards the Kistnah

;

and which this gentleman, with great appearance of probability,

imputes to a like design having been formed by the natives, in

early times. This scheme, which appears to be practicable on

easy terms, has never been adopted: the proposal was made in

1779: and, .for the particulars, I shall refer to the tract itself,

which also contains much information on other subjects.
1

To return to the subject of the Memoir. The Beemah river is

known to be a principal branch of the Kistnah, coming from the

N W, and joining it near Edghir. It rises in the mountains, oil

the north of Poonah, probably not far from the sources of the

Godavery : and pafses within 30 miles of the east side of Poonah,

L 1
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where it is named Beurah, as well as Bcemali. General Joseph

Smith crofiscd this river, when accompanying the Nizam from Hy-

drabad towards Mysore, in 1766'; about ten miles above its junc-

tion with the Kistnah, where it was fordable.

The Visiapour river is a branch of the Beemah, and is named

Mandouah, by Mandesloe.

The mountains named the Gauts, Gattes, or Indian Apf.nnine,

which extend from Cape Comorin to the Tapty, or Surat river

;

occupy, of course, a part of the tract, whose construction is dis-

cufsed in this Section : but 1 shall reserve a general account of the

Gauts, for the next Section ; which treats of the peninsula in gene-

ral, and of the Gauts, as included in it. This celebrated ridge docs

not terminate in a point or promontory, when it approaches the

Tapty ; but departing from its meridional course, bends eastward,

in a wavy line, parallel to the river ;
and is afterwards lost among

the hills, in the neighbourhood of Burhanpour. In its course along

the Tapty, it forms several palses, or descents (that is, Gauts, ac-

cording to the original import of the word, which means a landing

place), towards that river: whence the country into which the

pafscs descend, was originally named Candeish, or the low country.

It would appear, that the ridge abates of its great height, after

pafsing the parallel of Bafscen, northward : for Mr. Farmer, in his

way from Poonah towards Naderbar, observed that the pafses had

all a descent northward ; forming, as it were, a scries of steps, until

he landed in Candeish. He was then a hostage with Madajee Sin-

dia; who at that time led the grand Mahratta army into Guzerat,

against General Goddard.

The country included generally within this bend of the Gauts,

is named Baglana (or Buglaneh). It is exceedingly mountainous,

but contains many fertile and pleasant tract's. Few countries have

greater advantages, in point of natural strength: and this is in-

creased by no lefs than nine strong fortrefses, situated on the sum-

mits of rocks: of which Salhcir and Mulhcir (the Saler-Mouler of
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the map) are accounted impregnable, to mere force. According

to the arrangement of its boundaries, Rairce and Jeneahgur, the

strong-holds of Sevajec, were not included in Baglana: for the lat-

ter, which answers to the Junecr of Capt. Reynolds, is to the south

of ftsifsuck Trimbuck ; which is itself beyond the southern limits

of BaglaTitr. For, according to Abdul Humeed, it extended from

the sea coast near Surat, which was its western boundary, to the

borders of Dowlatabad (or Aurungabad) eastward; in length ioo

common cofscs; and in breadth, from Naderbar and Sultanpour, on

the north, to Nafsuck Trimbuck, on the south, 70 cofses. Shali-

nawaz, although he agrees with Abdul Humeed, in the length, al-

lows only 30 for the breadth. It certainly is not 70 cofses, and

yet much more than 30, in distance between the afsigned limits

on the north and south : so that there appears an error in both

their numbers.

Being encompafscd (says Capt. Kirkpatrick) by Guzerat, Dow-
latabad, and Candeish, it owed its independence, not to its natural

strength, but to the addrefs of its rajahs; who courted the princes

of those kingdoms, but without ever waiting personally on any of

them. Whenever the conquest of it M as attempted by any one of

these princes, the other two armed in its defence. This curious

fact, which (says he) I take from the emperor Jehanguirc, shews

that the balance of power was carefully attended to, by these so-

vereigns; and also denotes the important advantage that either

would have gained over the other, by the polsefsion of Baglana.

When the surrounding kingdoms succefsively fell to the Mogul

power, the rajah, lor the first time, acknowledged a superior, and

visited the court of Acbar. But even then, the Moguls contented

themselves with a tribute only ; until the rapid progrefs of Au-

rungzebe’s conquests and power in the Deccan. Its revenue, pre-

vious to the Mogul conquest, was about Ho.oool.

Shahnawaz confirms the report of Jehanguirc, concerning the

political conduct of the rajahs of Baglana, towards their powerful

L 1 a
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neighbours. The person here quoted, is the Shahnawaz Khan,

who makes so conspicuous a figure, as the minister of Salabid

Jung, in Mr. Ormc’s history. I apprehend that it is also the same

person, whom Capt. Kirkpatrick quotes on the subject of the

boundaries of Cashgar, in page i<)j.

Some general information respecting the situation’ ot the teck

forests, and of the extent of the British conquests in 1780 and

17K1, along the western foot of the Gauts, between Bafseen and

Surat, was obligingly communicated by Mr. Hunter, of the East-

India direction, and by Mr. Holmes. The teck forests, from

whence the marine yard at Bombay is furnished with that excel-

lent species of ship-timber, lie along the western side of the Gaut

mountains, and other contiguous ridges of hills, on the north and

north-east of Bafseen: the numerous rivulets that descend from

them affording water-carriage for the timber. I cannot close this

subject, without remarking the unpardonable negligence w'e are

guilty of, in delaying to build teek ships of w'ar, for the service of

the Indian seas. They might be freighted home, without the ce-

remony of regular equipment, as to masts, sails, and furniture;

which might be calculated just to answer the purpose of the home

pafsage, at the best season : and crews could be provided in India.

The letter subjoined in a note, and which was written with the

best intentions, will explain the circumstances of the case.* Teek

ships of 40 years old and upwards, are no uncommon objects in

* “ Frequent have been the opportunities I have had, of observing how very rapid the

decay of ships built of European timber is, in the East Indies; and on the contrary, how
durable the ships arc that are built of the wood of that country, namely, the Teek ; which

1

may not improperly be styled I n d i a n Oak. The number of ships of war that were ruined

in those seas, during the late war (1757 to 1762), may be admitted as a proof of the former
remark ; and the great age of the ships built in India, may serve to prove the latter.

What I mean to infer from this, for your lordships’ use is, that ships of war under third

rates, may be constructed in India; and, with moderate repairs, last for ages : whereas a

ship of European construction can remain there but a very few years : to which disadvan-

tage may be added, that of losing, in the mean time, the services of the ships that are sent to

relieve the worn-out ones.
“ Bengal produces iron and hemp; and the neighbouring forests, pine masts: nothing is

wanted to bring all these into use, but a fit opportunity* and proper encouragement,
“August 20, 1778.”
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the Indian seas: while an European built ship is ruined there, in

live years. The ships built at Bombay are the best, both in point

of workmanship and materials, of any that are constructed in In-

dia: and although fourth rates only, are mentioned in the letter,

tlief* is no doubt but that third rates may be constructed
; as there

is a choice of timber. The Spaniards build capital ships in their

foreign settlements. The East-India Company have a teek ship

on her fourth voyage at present;* which ship has repeatedly

wintered in England: therefore any objection founded on the ef-

fects of frost on the teek timber, is done away.

* That is, in 1788, [She is now, 1792, equipping for her seventh voyage. The ship al-

luded to, is the Britannia, Capt. Edward Cumining.]
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SECTION V.

The Countries contained in that Part of the Peninsula, lying on the

South of the Kistnah River.

This tract, which in extent is not a fifth part larger than the

Bengal provinces; yet, by its political divisions, by the talents and

ambition of its princes, and moreover, by their being stimulated by

the different European powers, whose mercantile views led them

thither ; has furnished, of late years, more matter for speculation

and history, than all the rest of the Mogul empire put together.*

But although it has been the theatre of repeated wars be-

tween the Europeans and the natives, as well as between the

Europeans themselves; yet so ample a supply of geographical

matter has not been supplied, as by the wars and negociations

in the north. The geography of some of the western parts of the

peninsula, is as little known to us, as that of the central parts of

llindoostan.

* II is lamentable to a feeling mind, to reflect how large a portion of their misciies the 1111-

h.ippy natives oi the Carnatic owe to the English : 1 mean horn the insufficient protection af-

forded them, at the c ommenecmint of the wvr 0IT780. The saying of the old woman to

Philip, “ Bt no LoNfiFR kino,” might well have been applied to the executive govern-
ment in the Carnatic. Much eloquence h.is been employed in describing the wretched state of
the ini. 'bitants 0fljcng.1l; when, in reality, they are to he clufscd among the happiest nations

throughout Asia. Poet*, deal in fiction : but a plain talc of woe will best describe the suf-

ferings of the he] |, let's inhabitants of the Carn.itic, during fclydcr’s invasion. And herd
cam ot refuse a tribute of applause to the character and abilities of the nobleman, who as-

Mm id the government of M idras, at a period when the British interests couui mu-el) be said

to 1 ivo an existence in the Carnatic ; Hyder having nearly the entire pofsefsion of the whole
cou it ry. i cannot expects my opinion of this nobleman’s character, in a more forcible man-
ner than by regretting tb it such shining talents, controlled by a disinterested mind, should
not be 1 mployed tor the benefit of the public.
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The figure of this tract is a triangle, of which the course of the

Kistnah river forms the base, and the coasts of Coromandel and

Malabar, the sides. Its extent from the Kistnah to Cape Comorin,

which forms the apex of the triangle, is about 600 British miles

;

and Sts breadth, in the widest part, is about 5,50.

The construction of the sea coasts, has been already described in

the first Section ;
.and that of the course ol the Kistnah river, in the

latter part of the fourth.

Madras, or Fort St. George, as has been observed (in page 13),

lies in lat. 130 3', Ion. So0 23'; and close on the margin ol the

sea. It is the principal settlement of the British East-lndia Com-

pany, on the east side of the peninsula ; and is a fortrcls of very

great strength, including within it a regular, well-built city. But

as it was impofsible to fortify and garrison, in an effectual manner,

a city of such extent as the political and commercial consequence of

Madras, must give birth to; there is a second city, separated from

Madras, by the breadth of a proper esplanade only
; and although

near four miles in circuit, is fortified in such a manner, as to pre-

vent a surprise from the enemy's horse ; an evil to which every open

town in the Carnatic is subject, from the drynefs and evennefs of

the country. Madras was settled by the English about the year

i6’.j,o; and was hardly defensible, until the destruction of Fort St.

David, in 1738, pointed out the nccefsiiy of making it so. It is

now, perhaps, one of the best fortrefses in the pofscl’sion of the

British nation: and although not of so regular a design as Fort

William, in Bengal, yet from the greater facility ol' relieving it by

sea, and the natural advantages of ground, which leaves the enemy

lels choice in the manner ofconducting his attacks; it mav on the

whole, he deemed at least equal to it.

Madras, in common with all the other European settlements 011

this coast, has no port for shipping; the coast forming nearly a

straight line: and it is also incommoded with a high and dangerous
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surf* or wave, that breaks upon it ; and induces the nccefsity

of using the boats of the country, to land in. These are of a sin-

gular construction, being formed without ribs, or keel; with flat

bottoms, and having their planks sewed together ; iron being tQ-

tally excluded throughout the whole fabric. By this construc-

tion, they are rendered flexible enough to elude the effects of the

violent shocks which they receive, by the dashing, of the waves, or

surf, on the beach: and which either oversets, or breaks to pieces,

a boat of European construction. No port for large vefsels occurs

between Trinkamaly and the Ganges: that is, in an extent of 15

degrees: so that the comparative proximity of the former, to Ma-

dras and Pondicherry, renders it a capital object, both to the Eng-

lish and French.
«

The Company’s lands (or Jaghire-f) extend from Madras to the

Pullicate lake, northward; and to Alemparve, southwards: and

westward, beyond Conjevcram: that is, about 108 B. miles along

shore, and 47 inland ;
in the widest part. This whole tract hath had

a regular survey: and Mr. Pringle, who surveyed the marches of

the army under Sir Eyre Coote, during the war of 1780, has ascer-

tained some interesting geographical positions, beyond it; and by

this means extended very considerably, the dimensions of what may

be called the surveyed tract: so that we are enabled, with a little

adventitious help, to fill up, with tolerable accuracy, all the coun-

try between the parallel of Pullicate, northward, and Cuddalore,

southward ;
bounded on the west, or inland side, by a line drawn

from Cuddalore through Arnee, Velore, and Chittoor; and east-

ward by the sea. The whole of this tract is a triangular space of

* The render will find in my friend Mr. Marsden’s very excellent history of Sumatra, an

account of the Surf: a phenomenon which 1 do not recollect ever to have seen discufsed in

a philosophical manner, in any former treat' se. The account will be found in p. 28, to 33.

^
The term J.ighire means generally, a grant of land from a sovereign to a subject, re-

\ or able at pleasure; but generally for a life rent. The Jughirc in question, is, I believe,

un del stood to be held in perpetuity. It contains about 2440 square miles ; and its revenue

is reckoned at about 150,000!. per annum.
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i o6 G. miles in length, by 70 wide. By means also of MV. Pringle’s

bearings and measured routes, the positions of Portonevo, Saut-

gud, and Arnboor, arc obtained; which last may be considered as

die most westerly point determined with accuracy, any where to

the north of Tritchinopoly: and Arnboor is only one-fourth of

the whole distance acrofs the peninsula. I cannot find that the

road to Colar was measured, during the campaign of 176*7.

Arcot is found to be nearer to Madras than was before supposed.

I have fixed it by a series of triangles, by means of Wandiwash,

Narnaveram, and Sholingur hills; and a base, furnished by the

Jaghire map; at 56, 6‘ G, miles, in horizontal distance, from Ma-

dras; and about 13' 30" south of its parallel; whence, its latitude

will be 120 31' 30", Ion. 79" 28' 15”. I do not know that its ob-

served latitude is recorded any where. Mr. Pringle’s map makes

its distance from Madras 57,9; and M. D’Anville 58,2 in his MS,

of positions: and another French MS. map, 59, 1.

Arcot is reckoned the capital of the Carnatic ; and must be a

place of great antiquity, by its being taken notice of by Ptolemy,

as the capital of the Sane ; or Sora-mandalum: from whence cor-

ruptly Choro-mandcl. It is a pretty large city, and its citadel is

esteemed a place of some strength, for an Indian fortrefs. The

defence which it made under Clive, in 1731, established the mili-

tary fame of that illustrious nobleman ; whose foibles exposed him

to the attacks of enemies, who were better qualified to observe his

defects, than to imitate him in the higher parts of his character:

to which posterity will do ample justice, when it is placed beyond

the reach of the envy of cotemporaries : and when his foibles will

be as little remembered, as the malice of his enemies.

The position of Velore, is from Mr. Pringle’s distance, corrected

by the bearing of Sholingur hill. In his map of Coote’s campaigns,

he has given too much distance between Arcot and Velore; for it

is 17 B. miles in the map, and only 13 by the road, in the tables.

Also, between Conjcvcramand Arcot, the road distance exceeds the

M m
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horizontal distance, by three-fourths of a mile only, in 26-£ miles.

These, I apprehend, are mistakes, occasioned by haste.

Velore is a post of great importance, commanding the great road

leading into the Carnatic, from the valley of Vaniambaddy ; ana

the directest route from the Mysore country. It consists of-three

strong forts, on as many hills; and is justly deemed impregnable to

an Indian army. It is said to have been originally fortified by

the Mahrattas, more than 200 years ago. Among other acts of

generalship exhibited by Sir Eyre Coote, during the late war, the

relief of this place, in the face of Hyder's whole army, may be

reckoned a capital one. It is about 90 miles to the westward of

Madras.

Paliconda, had its bearing taken from Velore, and the distance

between them, was measured. Amboor is determined by the dis-

tance from Paliconda, and the bearing of Coulasgur; which latter

is determined by bearings from Velore and Arcot. The distances

are obtained by means of Mr. Pringle's table of roads, with allow-

ance for winding. Lastly, Sautgud is placed by angles taken at

Amboor and Velore.

These, together with Col. Pearses line, along the eastern coast

of the peninsula, and those before taken notice of in the southern

provinces (in Section I.) are all the measured lines that occur in

these parts: together with one, and only one, observation of lati-

tude ; that is, at Chinna-Balabaram, about the middle between the

two seas. This being the case, it will follow, that the various ma-

terials of which the geography of the tract in question is composed,

can be no otherwise arranged, than by establishing as primary sta-

tions, such places as we have the best data for ; and which have the

greatest number of positions dependent on them : and this being

done, to adapt the matter to the respective intervals, between these

primary stations; which intervals must of course determine the

scales and bearing lines of the several MS. maps, of which the

materials are composed.
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I shall attempt only to give an account of the manner of deter-

mining the principal of these stations, or points of connection

;

and that for the use of future geographers : to describe the whole,

would lead me into unnecefsary prolixity. The primary points

which it became necefsary to describe, in the account of the sea

coast, were chiefly from actual measurement; as Tritchinopoly,

Tanjore, Madura,' Palicaudcherry : and I may now add, Coimbet-

tore and Carroor : which arc placed by measurement also. Arcot

and Amboor, I have just mentioned ; and Poliput and Chittoor,

are the only remaining ones, that are established by survey.

Of those that remain to be determined, by tiresome discufsion,

and comparison ; and in some cases by mere judgment, founded

perhaps, on doubtful testimony ; are Bangalore, Trinomalee, Da-

rempoury, Dalmacherr}7
, Gooty, Calastri, Sami-Ifsuram, Innacon-

da, Combam, Adoni, and Timerycotta. And of those furnished by

Col. Pearse’s march, are Nellore, Ongole, and Siccacollum.

Bangalore, as the first mentioned, is also the most important ; as be-

ing in the centre of the peninsula, and having routes pulsing through

it, in every direction. It is in itself, a place of great political import-

ance, being a fortrefs of strength ; and from situation, the bulwark

of the Mysore country, towards Arcot. A variety of MS. maps of

the country lying on the west of the Carnatic, and between it, and

Seringapatam, have appeared: most of them, I believe, the off-

spring of the war of 176*7-8, with Hyder Ally. One of a much

later date, communicated by Mr. John Sulivan, contains the whole

peninsula, south of the parallel of 15°; and is particularly valuable,

on account of its having many routes and situations in Mysore, and

Bednore; as well as in Tanjore and Madura. By its comprehensive

nature, it furnishes an opportunity of proportioning the respective

distances between Amboor, Bangalore, Seringapatam, Mangalore,

and Bednore ; as these places all appear in the same map, together

with the routes from one to the other. It would require whole

sheets to give an analysis of this, and the rest of the MSS. which

M m 2



have been consulted on this subject ; and therefore, I shall only
«

state generally, that by the mean of the distance from Amboor to

Bangalore, in four maps, it comes out to be 73,6 G. miles; (the va-

riation among them, was six miles) and its parallel, according to

the same method ofproceeding, was 4' 10" south of Madras, or 130

o' 50". To this may be added, that Chinna-Balabaram, is by the

mean of the same four maps, 23' 40" to the north of the parallel

of Bangalore: and the latitude of the former, which is fortunately

preserved in the Lettres Edifiantes, being 130 23', confirms the

general accuracy of the former result: this being only 1' 10" dif-

ferent from it; or 120 39' 20". Lastly, the interval on Mr. Suli-

van's map, between Bangalore and Bednore, is 176 G. miles; and

in mine, when Bangalore is placed, as above (73,6 from Amboor;

and in lat. 13°) 172,5. And again, the distance between Banga-

lore and Mangalore in Mr. Sulivan’s map, is 17b’,5; and in mine,

169-4 : that is, 7f different in one case, and 3^ in the other. And

this difference is to be accounted for, by our giving a different de-

gree of width to the peninsula: Mr. Sulivan’s map making it

15' 15" wider than mine does, in the parallel we are speaking of.

1 have placed Bangalore in lat. 130 , and Ion. 77
0
37' 10'', accord-

ing to the above data: and this capital point, or primary station,

being fixed with so much succefs, both in latitude and longitude,

gives some degree of confidence to all the positions round it : for

almost every position between Col. Kelly's line on the south, and

the Toombuddra river on the north; has, in its construction, a re-

ference to Bangalore. It is the common point of union, in the cen-

tre of the peninsula, as Coimbettore is in the SW ; and Tritchi-

nopoly in the S E.

Before I proceed to the detail of the remaining primary stations,

in the peninsula, I shall observe at once, that all the roads and po-

sitions of principal places in the Mysore and Bednore countries, on

the west of Bangalore ; and between Roydroog and the parallel of

Tellicherry
; were furnished by the said map of Mr. Sulivan's: and
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of which, I believe, there is no other copy in Europe. Chittel-

droog, Shevagunga, Bankypour, Chennyroypatam, Ananpour, and

many others, are quite new; and Sera, Sirripy, Roydroog, Rcttin-

gery, and Chenapatam, appear much more consistent in their posi-

tions, than heretofore: and although we cannot expect that either

the positive, or relative distances, should be perfectly exact, yet I

have every reason to think that they are not far from the truth
; and

that at all events, the present map affords the best materials that

can be procured in this country.

Seringapatam is placed nearly in the position it occupies in Mr.

Sulivan’s map, in respect both to Bangalore and Mangalore. Its

parallel is very uncertain, as there is no good line of distance, to

check it, either from the north, or south. Mr. Sulivan’s map
places it 99 G. miles to the northward of Coimbcttore; and Mr.

Montrcsor’s 87,4. As I have adhered more to the account of its

relative position, in respect of Bangalore ; it stands in the map, only

(>i from Coimbettore. Besides, a MS. itinerary gives its distance

from Sera, at 3 days journey, or 54 G. miles horizontal distance;

which is perfectly consistent with the 91 miles from Coimbettore.

It is placed in lat. 120
31' 4,7", Ion. y(iu 4(>' 43".*

Sir George Staunton’s journey acrofs the peninsula, from Madras

to Mangalore, in 1783, as one of thecommifsioners for negoeiating

a treaty of peace with Tippoo Sultan, furnished a list of stages,

and the estimated bearings and distances between them, the whole

way. These, Sir George most obligingly communicated to me,

together with his miscellaneous observations and reflections as he

went along: and which, being written on the spot, and dispatched

as opportunities offered, may be allowed to exhibit a faithful pic-

* Other accounts. ?re as follow : a large map, which I consider as the first that was con-
strurted from the materials, collected during the war of 1767-8; and which may be styled

the parent of most of the others, that appear on different scales
;

gives 99,3 G. miles, west
from Kistnagheri ; and z north of its parallel. This would place Seringapatam 6

'

west of
its position, in the new map. Montrcsor’s map, gives 66 G miles from Bangalore, and Mi.
•Sulivan’s, 58^. The first goes 9^ beyond it; the other only 2.
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turc of the mind that dictated them : and they afford a proof that a

long journey, in which many things occurred that usually excite

disgust, disappointment, and chagrin (not to mention fatigues and

want of comforts); may be performed, not only without disturb1-

ing the tranquillity of the traveller; but in such a state of mind, as

to leave him a sufficient portion of good humour, to enable him to

amuse others.

The commifsioners were conducted by a very circuitous route, as

well as impeded in their journey : for after proceeding on the great

road from Anicul towards Seringapatam, in a WSW direction, to

Malavilly, w ithin about 12 miles of Seringapatam ;
they were

carried to the N, and N W, so as to leave the latter place, at least

in miles to the southward of them. As far as these estimated^ »

bearings and distances enable me to judge, the positions of Anicul

and Seringapatam, in the map, are too far to the west, by several

miles, in respect of Caveripatam ; the last point established in this

route, with any degree of certainty. But the route is unfortu-

nately, too crooked, to admit of its being applied as a corrective,

in small errors of distance.

Seringapatam is the capital of Mysore, the dominions of Tippoo

Sultan ; and it is situated in an island of the Cauvcry river, about

290 or 300 miles from Madras. It is very strong both by situation

and art, and is in a flourishing state. Mysore, a town and fortified

post, and as I understand, the ancient capital ; lies about 6' or 8 miles

to the southward of Seringapatam. Mr. William Townsend, of the

East-India Company’s civil service, who travelled from Onore to

Bednore, and Seringapatam, was 1 1 days in travelling between the

two latter places; which, however, cannot be more than 180 or 190

miles asunder. He represents the whole country he travelled

through, as being open and fruitful: nor did he meet with any

mountains between theGauts and Seringapatam.

Darempoury, Caveripatam, Kistnagheri, and Changamah, arc

obtained by means of a map of the valley of Vaniambaddy (or the
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Barra-maul*) which map includes in general all the fortrefses con-

tained within the tract usually known by that name. This map is

in Mr. Dalrymple's collection, and has much the appearance of

general accuracy ; the number of forts placed on rocky eminences,

in and about it, affording an easy means of determining the

relative positions, by triangles. The contents of this map are

joined on to Amboor, a primary station
;
and I made no alteration

whatever, in its scale or compals. Darempoury, the extreme point

in this map, to the S W, being thus obtained, stands more south-

wardly in respect of Arcot, than most other maps represent it:

that is, the interval between Darempoury and Carroor, is lefs

than is commonly reckoned ; and that between Darempoury and

Colar, lefs.

Cudapanattam and Vaniambaddy, were set from Amboor rock,

and their distances taken from the MS. maps. The roads and

places between Cudapanattam and Bangalore
;
as well as those be-

tween this last place and Condour ; and also between Bangalore and

Darempoury ; are taken from the 4 MS. maps, from whence I have

inferred the position of Bangalore: and I consider the places within

this tract, to be ascertained with much more precision, than those

on the south of Darempoury ; and between it and Carroor, and

Coimbettorc: it being a more confined space, and also much of-

tener traversed, during the war of 1767. But to recount the par-

ticulars, would be both tedious, and uselefs: as the account would

contain nothing more than a comparison of bearings and distances,

and the mode of correcting, and working them up, into their pre-

sent form: the labour of which, although comprefsed within the

compals of a few inches, would scarcely be conceived, or believed.

Although most, or all, of the roads that appear in the map, be-

tween Darempoury, Attore, Carroor and Coimbettorc, have been

• The name Barra-mahal, or Barra-maul, anglice the twelve places , was given it because
it contained i z fortrefses of some note (viz), Kistnagheri, Jegadivy, Candely, Congoonda,
Vaniambaddy, Mahrauzegur, Cockingur, Cooturagur, Bazingur, Tripatore, Tadcull, and
Gigangurry.
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marched over, cither by British armies, or their detachments, at

different times; yet seldom having a surveyor with them, or by the

want of instruments, or leisure, or both; little has been done for

geography, more than barely informing us that such roads and

places exist. So that the whole country beyond the first ridge of

hills from Arcot, and south of the Barra-maul, can be but vaguely

described: no one point, as I before observed, having been mathe-

matically determined, on the north of Carroor and Coimbettore;

and was it not for the observation of latitude at Chinna-Baiaba-

ram, the position of Bangalore, and all the places dependent on

it, would be involved in uncertainty.

The road from Seringapatam to Calicut, is from Col. Humber-

stone's report ; and that from Calicut to Damicotta, is from Jeffe-

ries’s old map. Of that from Seringapatam to Coimbettore, I have

seen several copies: among which there are variations both in the

scales, and in the names. Col. Wood went from the Barra-maul

to Damicotta, Sattimungulum, and Coimbettore, in the course of

his campaign in 1767: but I know not on what authority the

road from Damicotta to Mysore, is described.

The determination of the positions in that part of the southern

Carnatic, beyond the extent of Mr. Pringle s measured lines, was

what interested me particularly : as from its vicinity to a principal

settlement, and the scene of much warfare, it may be expected to

be a subject of public curiosity. But even here, any more than on

the farther side of the mountains, accuracy was not to be attained:

for no position was determined mathematically, in the line between

Tritchinopoly and Velore: nor even a single line measured from

the sea to the hills, to determine the breadth of the Carnatic: nor

even a series of triangles, although such a succefsion of tempting •

marks occur, throughout this whole space. The only particular

that presented itself, in the shape of actual measurement, was Mr.

Pringle’s route from Tritchinopoly to Velore: but this was with-

out bearings, save from the top of Tiagar hill, about midway
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between: and which, from the greatnefs of the distance, could

take in only a part of the line; that is, from Volconda to Tri-

nomaly.

Changamah, as has been said before, is placed by the map of the

Barra-maul, from the west: and as Trinomaly in the Carnatic, is

not only very near it, but also an c\\g\\Aeprimary station, it appeared,

that if there was.any tolerable authority for Trinomaly, the ope-

ration of fixing it, would at the same time verify Changamah, in

respect to the eastern coast: which, considering the slender foun-

dation on which it rested, appeared neeefsary.

Trinomaly hill, which is visible more than 40 G. miles, was

found by trigonometrical procefs (that is, by an angle of intersec-

tion of 20 degrees, from the hills of Wandiwash and Carumpau-

cum) to be 40 G. miles from the* former, in the direction ofW
eH° S. I should not have been entirely satisfied with this result,

had not the position thus pointed out, agreed nearly with the ap-

parent situation of Trinomaly, in respect of Changamah, This is

indeed given by Mr. Sulivan’s map, at E 10 N, 13 G. miles;

while the bearing of Collispauk from Changamah is NE 20,7;

and that of Trinomaly from Collispauk, S 7 W, 12,6 G. miles.

But, as Mr. Pringle measured that side of the triangle between

Trinomaly and Collispauk, and found it only 11^ G. miles (or 15

B. miles in road distance), the side between Changamah and Tri-

nomaly ought to be only io| : and this I have adopted, with a

small correction; Mr. Pringle’s bearing being S 12 W, instead of

S 7 W, as in Mr. Sulivan’s map. Sir George Staunton, who tra-

velled along that side of the triangle, between Collispauk and

Changamah, estimates the road distance at 19 B. miles ; which by

this construction, ought to be 23 at least.

Trinomaly, thus adjusted, is 52 G. miles, on a bearing of about

W N W, from Pondicherry (the nearest point on the coast). M.
D’Anville thought it no more than 48 ; and aFrench MS. map, which

contains the southern Carnatic, and which has afforded me much
N n
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afsistance, allows only 43 G. miles: but the more modern maps,

come nearer to my idea ; Wersebe reckoning the distance ,55, and

Mr. Sulivan
J

s map about ,50. This station determines the breadth

ofthe southern Carnatic ; and also all the positions between Tritchi-

nopoly and Velorc. It will follow, also, that Tiagar, from whence

the bearings of Volconda and Trinomaly were taken; as well as

Volconda itself; must have an immediate dependence on Trino-

maly. The position of Volconda, in respect of Tritchinopoly,

would have been a desirable thing, in order to find how it agreed

with the position deduced from Trinomaly
; but this I could get no

good authority for: and Mr. Pringle’s bearing ought to have more

weight than mere opinions. I have given the different accounts

in a note, but without admitting them as authority.'* M. D’An-

ville’s, however, agrees with mine. Baron Wcrsebe's route, oblig-

ingly communicated by the Hon. Col. Cathcart (his Majesty’s

Quarter- master General in India), did not appear until the map was

engraved. If Wersebe is right, I must hav e mistaken the position

of Volconda; and placed it 7 miles S E by E of its true position.

But Mr. Dalrymple, also, took the angles on Tiagar hill, and

made the angle of Trinomalee and Volconda, the same as Mr.

Pringle did, to three minutes of a degree.

Gingee is placed 30, and 32^ G. miles from Pondicherry in two

French MS. maps; and 36't in Wersebe ’s: one might expect that

the French knew its position well. 1 have placed it 33 from Pon-

dicherry; and 23 from Trinomaly.

The rest of the positions in the south Carnatic, as well as the

courses of the rivers, and direction of the first ridge of hills, arc

taken chiefly from the three MS. maps beforementioned (viz.)

D’Anville’s, the old French MS. map; and Wersebe’s: and some

t

# Bearing of Volconda from Tritchinopoly, by D’Anville, N 37° E.
By the other French MS. map N 36 30' E.

By Wersebe - - - N 25 15 E.

By Montresor - - - N 28 40 E.

It stands in the map - N 37 E.
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few particulars are from an engraved French map of 1771 ; whose

principal merit is confined to the southern part of the Carnatic.

Carnatic-Gur, and Doby-Gur, two fortrclses of note, in the

ridge of hills on the west of Arnce, have never been taken notice

of in any former printed map. The latter is determined, as to dis-

tance from Velore, by a measured route of Mr. Pringle’s: and the

former had its bearing taken at Velore, and is known to bear about

N by W, three miles distant from the latter: of course, two sides

and an angle are given ; and the two places mutually afsist in de-

termining each other’s position.

The Coleroone and Cauvery rivers, with their branches, below

Caroor, are taken from the maps of Werscbe and Kelly ; collated

with the old French map. Wersebe’s map of Tanjore, contains

more particulars than any other that I have seen
; especially in the

northern part. And for the southern parts, I had some afsistance

from the map of Mr. Sulivan.

More particulars will be found in the Marawar and Madura coun-’

tries, in this map, than in any former one that has been published.

After the great roads specified in the discufsion of Kelly’s map, &c.

most of the new matter is from Mr. Dalrymple’s collection ; and

the rest from Werscbe and Sulivan. The almost incredible number

of forts and fortrefscs of various kinds in the Carnatic, occasion a

greater number of interesting positions within the same space, than

in most other countries. Villages, and even towns, in open coun-

tries, arc but of a day, compared with fortrefses; especially when
they derive any portion of strength from their situation : a very

common case here. Public monuments, too, the unequivocal mark,

of civilization and opulence, are more common here, than in the

northern pares of India.

Madura and Tinevcliy are chiefly from Sir J. Call’s old map, with

many additions from Kelly and Wersebe. The valley of Ootam-

paliam, inclosed between the branches of the Gauts, is a very re-

cent acquisition to geography. Nor is this the only new matter

Nna
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afforded us by Col. Fullarton's march (during the late war) into

the southern provinces; the geography of which now wears an

entire new face. The intention of this expedition was, to open a

communication between the two coasts of Coromandel and Mala-

bar ;
and at the same time to deprive Hyder Ally of the use of the

valuable province of Coimbettore : and, if necefsary, to open a ready

way into that of Mysore. We learn from him, what will appear a

new fact to most readers, that of there being a break in the con-

tinuity of the ridge of mountains named the Gauls, opposite to Pa-

niany. Governor Hornby, it seems, was apprized of this circum-

stance; and probably it was formerly known in Europe, though

now forgotten. This break is about 16 miles wide, and appears to

border on what D’Anville calls Annatn ally, or the elephant mountains,

and is occupied chiefly by a forest of timber trees, which has the

fort of Annamally on the cast, and Palicaudcherry on the west.

The valley or opening extends 14 or 15 miles between the termi-

nation of the northern Gauts, and the commencement of the

southern ones ; before it opens finally into the low country on the

Malabar coast. It is well known that ships which navigate the

Malabar coast, during the N E monsoon, commonly experience a

stronger gale in the neighbourhood of Paniany, than elsewhere
; and

I am of opinion that this opening in the Gauts, is a very sufficient

cause for such an effect. I have been told also, that the lower part

ofthe Coimbettore country, partakes of the rainy, or SW monsoon

of the Malabar coast : which may certainly be referred to the same

cause.

The river of Paniany takes its course from the Coimbettore

country, through this opening ; and is said to be navigable in the

rainy season, for small boats, to the foot of the Gauts; which is a

circumstance worthy of being known, and 'which I was ignorant

of, until I read the Life of Hyder Ally, published in France, in

1784. This circumstance, together with the inundated state of

the country at that season, may serve to show, that the country
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west of the Gauts, has no great declivity, in a course of near 60

miles.

The Paniany river, as well as that of Daraporum, has its source

from an elevated plain, of about 6'o miles in extent ; and which

stretches itself acrofs the eastern mouth of the gap or valley, before

spoken of. This plain rises suddenly from the level of the sur-

rounding country, like a vast terrace; and the forest bounds it on

the west. There are examples of the same kind of elevated plains

in Bengal ; and in the Bundcla country, south of the Ganges, near

Soohagec Gaut.

The common boundaries of the Carnatic, and of Mysore, are

tolerably well ascertained in the southern provinces;* and an ap-

proximation towards the truth, is made, in those of the Marawars

and Tanjorc; but on the north of the Cauvery, I believe the boun-

daries arc very ill defined, even by the governing powers them-

selves ; except in particular places.

On the west of the Gauts, and between those mountains and the

lakes of Cochin and Travancorc, there is nothing new. The

country is chiefly one vast forest : and of course, scarcely inha-

bited, or known, as to particulars.

Terriore, or Tarriore, a fort pofsefsed by a rajah of some note,

on the north side of the Cauvery, and at the foot of the first ridge

of hills; has its position from the authority of the MS. maps

abovementioned. They differ, in giving its distance from Tritchi-

nopoly, from 22^ to G. miles: and from Ootatore, from 16

to i7£.

Attore, a considerable post on the west of Tiagar, I found some

difficulty in placing, from the discordancy of the different accounts:

and indeed the whole tract beyond the first ridge of mountains

beyond the Carnatic, is very vaguely described, both in point of

# Meaning those on the south of the Cauvery river. And the countries between the Cau-
very and Guntoor, are here named The Carnatic, in a particular sense: and this- is again

subdivided into N and S, as the parts respect Madras.
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particulars, and of geometrical cxactnefs. With respect to Attore,

which is tlic centre of several roads described in the map, I have

placed it chiefly on the authority of Mr. Sulivan’s map ; as it cor-

responds with the bearing of the mouth of the pafs from Tiagar;

as reported by Mr. Pringle. That bearing wasW 13
0 n' S ; and

in Mr. Sulivan’s map, it stands N 38 W, distant 284 G. miles

from Volconda. It is placed in the map N 3,9 V/, 284 miles: 324

from Darempoury ; and 34, from Salem, or Sailum.*

A route of Baron Wcrsebe’s, from Tritchinopoly to Tiagar;

communicated by my friend Col. Cathcart, came to hand after the

map was engraved ;
and therefore too late to enable me to Correct

Ootatore; whose position, by that gentleman’s account, is more

northwardly, in respect of Tritchinopoly , than I have placed it.

The route in question was not measured
;
but it being very straight,

there could be no difficulty in ascertaining the true bearing of it.

The principal settlements and commercial factories of the Euro-

peans, in the peninsula, arc all situated along the coast of the south

Carnatic; or, as it is usually termed, the coast of Coromandel.

Madras we have already spoken of : the English pofsefs also the

fortrefs and city of Negapatam, situated on the coast of Tanjore;

taken from the Dutch in the late war. It is a neat city, and a

place of considerable trade: but more valuable from its local po-

sition.

Pondicherry is the principal settlement of the French in the In-

dian seas. Its general position has been discufsed in page 13; and

with respect to Madras, it lies to the south, distant 100 road miles;

and at the mouth of the Gingee river. It was first settled by the

French in 1674; and was then included in the rajahship of Gingee,

subject to the King of Narsinga. Previous to the war of 1756*,

«.

As it may afsist some other person, who may undertake to correct this geography, 1

have inserted the following particulars, collected from different authorities: Mr. Sulivan’s

map places Attore, S 40° 30 W, 31 G. miles from Darempoury; and E io tf 20 N, 29-
from Salem. D’Anville’s map of positions, N 37

0 40' W, 24J from Volconda. And Mon-
iresor, E 42

0 50' S, 18 from Darempoury.
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Pondicherry was, perhaps, the finest city in India. It extended

along the sea coast about a mile and a quarter, and was about three

quarters of a mile in breadth: was well built, and contained many
public buildings; and a citadel, then the best of its kind in India,

fetrtvQftoo contracted dimensions. This fine city was first taken by

the Enjjt&ib^.in 176*1
; and was immediately razed to the ground,

in retaliation of M. Lally’s conduct towards the fortifications and

buildings of Fort St. David, in 1758. This proceeding of M. Lally,

was-agreeable to a system adopted by the French East-India Com-
pany in Europe: and which had its foundation in commercial jea-

lousy** £ttwever, the consequent destruction of the French settle-

ment of Chandernagore, might have glutted our revenge for the

lofs of Fort St. David : and we should have been content with dis-
l

mantling Pondicherry. The French have also factories at Cudda-

lore, and at Carrical: the former within sight of Pondicherry: the

latter in the Tan jore country. Cuddalore is naturally a very strong

situation: and would have been the most commodious, perhaps, for

the chief British settlement ; since the security of Tanjore, and the

eonveniency of supplies from it, must ever be a capital object.

Besides, as the SW monsoon is the season of naval warfare, Pondi-

cherry has the advantage of being to windward of Madras; and the

French, at the same instant, accomplish the double purpose of keep-

ing to windward, and of protecting their capital settlement: and

receive nfsistancc from it in return. The British fleet, in order to

watch the enemy, retires too miles from their principal settlement

;

and receives only a precarious assistance from the shore: that is,

from Cuddalore, or its neighbourhood, their usual station.

The Dutch pofsefs on this coast the towns of Pullicate, Sadras,

and Portonovo ; each of which has a small fort to protect it, against

* If wc arc* to judge of the degree of turpitude of a crime, by the mode of punishing it, ri-

valship in commerce should be one of the most heinous crimes in nature : for nothing lefs than
the most flagitious, and universal criminality, can authorize the destruction of the habita-
tions, and the consequent dispersion of the inhabitants, of a great city. The fate of Rome
might be involved in the existence of Carthage: hut the epic lion here, was only which of the
two parties should purchase callicocs at the cheapest rate, or sell them at the dearest.
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:

the consequences ofany desultory irruption, or the quarrels of petty

chiefs: but which could make no stand against a regular army.

The Danes have also a settlement of the same kind, at Tranque-

bar, within the confines of Tanjore.

For an account of the cities of Tritchinopoly, Tanjore, Madura1
,

and the stupendous pagodas of Seringham, &c. I six:!! 'refer the

reader to Mr. Orme’s elegant and faithful History of the Military

Transactions of the British Nation in Hindoostan.

When we turn to the north of the parallel of Madras, the subject

appears to be more barren of matter, of every kind, than in the

south: and among the little that does appear, there is « stvii seller

proportion of actual survey. The jaghire map, and the marches

surveyed by Mr. Pringle, do not extend far to the north of Ma-

dras. There is indeed, Col. Pearse’s line of march, that way : but

it furnishes only an outline; for it never deviates far from the

coast. The matter before us, is confined chiefly to the eastern half

of the peninsula ; and the farther we recede from the coast, the

more scanty arc the materials, and the lefs to be depended on.

The authorities for the course of the Kistnah river, which bounds

on the north, the tract which is the subject of this Section, will be

found at the end of the fourth Section: and I shall now' proceed

to give an account of the authorities on which the remaining pri-

mary stations, between the parallel of Madras, and the Kistnah.

arc founded.

On Dalmacherry and Gooty, depend the whole course of the

Pennar river, from its source to Cuddapa; together with all its

.branches, and the different positions near them ; such as Cuddapa,

Tripctty, Chandcghcre (or Kandcghere), and Calastri.

There is a diversity of opinion concerning the position ofDalma-

cherry, as there must ever be, when the distance and bearing of a

place, have not been mathematically ascertained. A curious MS.

communicated by my friend General Caillaud, entitled, “ An Ac-

“ count of the Pajses between the parallels ofUdegbery and Sautgud,”
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and from which I have received great afsistancc, has the distances

in computed miles from one pafs to another, and oftentimes from

some distant capital place also; but without bearings. This MS.
gives the distance of Dalmacherry, at 75 British miles of road dis-

or about 56 G. miles of horizontal distance, from Arcot.

Montrbsa^'s-.map gives 64, and Mr. Sulivan's 6*iy. Montresor,

also, places it 47^, in a N N E direction from Cudapanattum
; and

Mr. Sulivan 47. I have placed it 56'-] from Arcot, in a N N W
-ifeostion ; w'hich makes the interval between it, and Cudapanat-

tum, 46't: and its latitude is 13
0
43' 30". There arc three im-

jQortsa* ya&csjcading from this place, into the Mysore and Cud-

dapah countries: and here it was that Doast Ally, the Nabob of

Arcot, was surprised and defeated by the Mahrattas, in 1740.

Gooty or Gutti, is a strong fortrefs on a hill, beyond the river

Pennar,* and towards Adoni
; and formerly the seat ofgovernment

of Morari Row, a Mahratta prince. This place, together with the

course of the Pennar, is found in Montresor’s map ; which con-

tains more particulars in this part of it, than any other map I have

seen. But a difficulty arose in adjusting the position of Gooty, in

my map ; because the distance between Dalmacherry and Chinna-

Balabaram is much Id's in if (13 miles) than in Montresor ’s; and

Gooty appears to be ascertained by two lines, drawn from those

places: so that either the bearings, or the distances, must be re-

jected. I thought it the safest way to adhere to the distances: as it

is probable they might have more weight, than the bearings had,

with Mr. Montresor, who adjusted this circuitous route, between

Arcot and the head of the Pennar. His scale gives 112,2 G. miles,

on a bearing of N 3 E, from Chinna-Balabaram to Gooty ; and

118,5, N 43° 4.'>
/ W, from Dalmacherry to the same place. The

intersection of the bearings (which make an angle of about 400 )
would place Gooty in lat. 140 58': and that of the distances, in

* Or Pcn-aur. 1 believe the term aur , for river, which prevails generally throughout
the Carnatic, is not found any further to the north than Nellore.

O o
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15° 15'; and nearly in the meridian of Chinna-Balabaratn. I have

preferred the latter, for the reason abovementioned.

The inferior brandies of the Pcnnar are taken from D’Anville’s

map of 1752: but Tademeri, Anantpour, &c. are from the Uni-

versal History. Gandicolta, on tlie south bank of the Pennar, :r*

remarkable both as a strong fortrefs, and for having a djamf-.jd mine

near it: a particular account of it, will be found in Tavernier.

Penuconda, a considerable place near the Pennar river, is said to

be 20 leagues N E of Sirpy, and 20 N N W of Chinna-Balahqram.

This account, also, is in the Modern Universal History. C&'sar

Frederick mentions it as the retreat of the King of Bi^ngyr^or

Narsinga), 8 days journey from Bisnagur.

The Pennar river, after springing from the neighbourhood of the

Balabarams, runs directly northward, until it approaches Gooty ;

and then takes a S E course by Gandicotta and Cuddapah : after

which it changes to the east, and reaches the sea at Gangapatnam,

after paising the fort of Nellore. The MS. account of the pafses,

remarks that this river is 300 yards wide at Sami-Ifsuram, about

70 miles from the sea; although it is confined in its course, by

hills, on both sides.

It has been observed in the first Section, that Capt. Ritchie’s

chart of the coast of Coromandel, made the point at the Pennar

river, project too far out. I find by a reference to 6 different MS.

and printed maps of this part, that the distance of the sea from

Nellore, is not represented in any of them, at more than 13 '- G.

miles, and most of them allow only 12. And although I have

allowed 16’, it comes considerably within Mr. Ritchie’s account.

Cuddapah is determined by the map of the Pennar river: and

the construction agrees with its reputed distance from Arcot in a

Malabar map ; or rather a map drawn by a
t
native of the Carnatic.

It is there stated at 60 cofscs; which on the scale adopted for the

Carnatic (in page 3), and which allows only 37^ cofscs to a degree,

will correspond with the 96* G. miles, arising on the construction.
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Tripctty and Chandeghere (or Kandeghcri), the first, a famous

place of Hindoo worship; and the latter, the site of the capital of

the ancient kingdom of Narsinga, are placed with reference to Dal-

machcrry, by Montresor’s map ; and by the MS. account of the

qtS&Gs. Kandcgheri is there said to be 22 B. miles (road measure)

from D'irJrcacherry, bearing about E N E; and Tripctty is 3 miles

SE from Kandegheri. I have placed Tripctty accordingly: and

it stands in the map 53J- G. miles, nearly north, from Arcot ; and

nearly NW by \V, from Madras. Mr. Ormc supposed

it to be 50 miles N E of Arcot: and the Universal History says it

is B2.rU«:^ W from Madras.

Calastri appears also in the map of Montrcsor. There is also a

route of General Caillaud’s from Polypet to Udegheri, and Nel-

lore, pafsing through Calastri. I have endeavoured to fix the po-

sition of Calastri, by these joint authorities; and have placed it

15 G. miles E N E from Tripetty; and 61 from Arcot: but I

have my doubts concerning the accuracy of its position.

Sami-Ifsuram pafs, on the Pennar river, is reckoned in the MS.
of the pafses, 55 B. miles, or 44 G. miles horizontal distance, west

from Nellore; and this position is corroborated by Montresor’s

map (as far as the apparent rudenefs of his materials for this part,

may be said to confirm any position), and I have placed it accord-

ingly. It comes within about 15 G. miles, or g4 colscs ofCudda-

pah ; which bears from it \V S W.
Udegherri and Sangam, two places in General Caillaud’s route,

arc corrected by Col. Pearse’s position of Nellore; and by the re-

lative positions of Sydaporum and Nellore, in a French copy of

M. Bufsy’s marches: Sydaporum being also a position in Mr.

Caillaud’s route. I am conscious how incomplete the northern

part of the Carnatic js, in comparison with the southern part:

but all my inquiries have produced nothing satisfactory, on the

N W of Polipet. Had the route of General Caillaud been mea-

sured, it would have produced several primary stations: but as

O o 2
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it is, the scale appears to be ill proportioned in the different parts

of it.

Narnaveram and Bomrauzepollam, are both placed on the autho-

rity of Mr. Pringle’s observations: and the Pullicate lake is from

the Jaghire map ; Col. Pearse’s route ; and other authorities, -i nii,

lake, called by D'Anville, Ericans, seems to owe it&s/w *.;ience to

the same cause as the Chilka lake ; that is, to the sea’s breaking

through a low sandy beach, and overflowing the lands within; for

its communications with the sea, are extremely narrow, like the

embouchures of small rivers. This lake is in extent 33 B. miles

from N to S, and 1 1 over, in the broadest part ; and-<^i?*i"rts^*OJjTie

large islands within it. One of these is named Ircum, in Mr. Bar-

nard's map of the Jaghire, published by Mr. Dalrymple: and as

M. D’Anville names this island, as well as the lake, Erleans, I

conclude it to be a corruption, or misconception of Iirum.

I have not found it an easy task to fix the positions either of I11-

naconda, Combam, Adoni, or Canoul On these four places,

many others depend, in the construction of the map; and they are

neither of them ascertained to my satisfaction. There is, in parti-

cular, a degree of obscurity in the accounts of Canoul, that I can-

not clear up. My local information fails me entirely, in this place:

and this kind of knowledge is so requisite to a geographer, that

no degree of study or investigation, can compensate for the want

of it. It not only enables him to reconcile names and situations;

but oftentimes furnishes him with a criterion to distinguish' the

value of his materials. Few Europeans, vagrant ones excepted,

luive visited these places since the time of M. Bulsy (1751), and it

is a misfortune to geography, that his marches between Arcot,

Hydrabad, Adoni, Canoul, and Seringapatam, have not been re-

corded, in the same intelligent manner, as the rest of his marches

have been ; and from whence we have drawn so much information.

But, however I may repine, as a geographer ;
I ought, perhaps, as

a philosopher, to be satisfied, that so much has been preserved.
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Innaconda (called also Viniconda, and Huiniconda) is a fortrefs

on a hill ; within, or bordering on, the Guntoor circar. It is un-

determined, as to its precise bearing, from any known place: there-

fore I have been reduced to take it on the authority of some vague

Itttfpfk. and by a reference to circumstances: and have placed it

about Kr-J^.by N from Ongole (a point in Col. Pearse's route).

Mr. Pringle measured the road, and found the distance to be 4
B. miles ; for which I allow 36 G. miles, in horizontal distance.

By- ib&-Malabar map, it is 28 cofses, which may be reckoned about

45 G. miles. It is somewhat more westerly in bearing, and also

more/&i^vn,~£ujm Medipilli, than from Ongole.

Combam is reckoned 25 cofses from Innaconda; and 32 from

Ongole; or about 51 G. miles from the latter. It is placed in the

map, at 48 miles distant, and nearly west, from Ongole: but as

its parallel is regulated by the afsumed position of Innaconda,

it is subject, of course, to the same errors. Tavernier’s route

from Gandicotta to Masherlaw, pafsed through Combam (which

he calls Kaman), and its position accords very well, with the pro-

portion of distance afsigned it. More will be said on this subject,

hereafter.

Adoni is reckoned to be 6*6* cofses from Combam, by the Mala-

bar map : and 6y by a route transmitted by Col. Harper to the

Madras government; and which was collected from the informa-

tion of his guides, w hile at Innaconda, in 1781. These cofses on

the Carnatic scale (37^ to a degree), are equal to 106 G. miles;

and this is the distance allowed in the construction, between

Combam and Adoni, westward. And for its parallel, no better

authority can be found, than its distance from Gooty, which is

situated to the S E of it, two days journey, or about 36 G. miles,

according to my calculation ; which is founded on some consider-

able degree of experience in these matters. Adoni, thus placed,

is 63 G. miles N N E from Roydroog, and about 44 south of the

Kistnah river.
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Adoni, as to general position, is about the middle of the penin-

sula, and exactly in the parallel of Goa. It was, not many years

ago, a fine city, and extremely well fortified, situated on the side

of one of the branches of the Toombuddra* river; and the capital

of a small principality, or rather feudatory province, of GoltvShcfi*.,

A part of its history will be found in Mr. Orme’s wwrhr/r It was

since afsigned, together with Rachore, and Givitoor, to the late

Bazalet Jung, brother to Nizam Alty, the reigning souhah of the

Deccan, llyder’s desperate grasp fixed on this, as well as the iCSt

of the provinces on the south of the Kistnah, previous to the late

war : but all of them were, or ought to have

peace of 1782. Adoni certainly was: because the attack of Adoni,

then in the hands of the Nizam, was one of Tippoo’s exploits, last

year (1787).

The position of Canoul appears the most uncertain of all. The

authorities for it are, the Malabar map, in which its distance from

Rachore, Cuddapah, Adoni, and Combam, are given in cofses;

but the intersections of these from the different points, do not

agree. The map alluded to, is not constructed by a scale, but

rudely sketched out, without much proportion being observed

either in the bearings, or distances of places, from each other: and

the names, and the distances between the stages, are written in the

Malabar language. Canoul is there said to be 57 cofses from Cud-

dapah; <jH from Combam; 28 from Rachore; and the same from

Adoni: and ;’/> from Timapet, a place that occurs in General

Joseph Smith’s route from Hydrabad to Sollapour. By this ac-

count, the number of cofses between Cuddapah and Rachore will

be 8.7 ;
which is really the distance on the map, within two cofses;

reckoning 37^ to a degree. Nor are the crofs distances from Com-

• 1 suppose the termination buddra in the name of this river, means the same as the hudda
or hmULn in Neihmidah, and Soanbudda, in the north part oi iheDecran, and in I lindoo-mm,

11 the sup] obit ion be true, that the names of large rivers undergo little alteration, the lan-

guage to which Con or Gang belonged, must have had a wide range; since we find it ap-

plied both in Ceylon, and at the toot of mount Himmalch.
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bam, and from Adoni, far out ; but that from Timapet is irre-

concileable. However, as the position of it agrees pretty well with

Cuddapah, Rachore, and Combam, it may be concluded that the

distance of Timapet is falsely given. In a map of M. Bufsy’s

gotfUitern marches, said to be composed by M. D’Anville, Canoul

is represented in a very different position from the above result

;

for there it stands
#
only 18 cofses from Rachore, instead of 28.

Condanore is 15 cofses to the east of Adoni, according to Col.

IlnrpPK’s route.

Rachore, or Adoni-Rachore, a city, on or near the south bank

of the,K :^nah river, and not far above the conflux of the T00111-

buddra with it, and below that of the Beemah, has its position from

the map of M. Bufsy’s northern marches.

Rachore is four daysjourney from ‘Adoni, according to the report

of an European who travelled it. This person came from Seringa-

patam , by way of Sera and Gooty, to Adoni ;
and communicated this,

and several other particulars in his itinerary, to Mr. W. Townsend

;

who obligingly gave them to me. It is reckoned three days journey

from Seringapatam to Sera (or Merki-Seray), six more to Gooty

;

two from thence to Adoni ; and four more to Rachore. If we take

the whole distance through these several points on the map, the

produce will be 276’ G. miles. A day’s journey for an ordinary

traveller, may be fixed at 22 British miles, in road distance; which

reduced to horizontal, will be 17 to 18 G. miles: and it will be

found that the 276 miles will be nearly 15 days journey, at that

rate : and the intervals arc generally well proportioned. Although

22 miles are stated to be a day’s journey for an ordinary traveller,

yet a colsid or courier goes ordinarily from 30 to 33 British miles*

,
in a day: and that for many days together.

Timerycotta, a considerable fort in the Palnaud country (which

is a district belonging to the Carnatic, but situated towards the

Kistnah river, on the west ofGuntoor
)
governs most of the positions

in Guntoor and Palnaud ; as also the crofsing-place ofthe Kistnah, in
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the* road from Madras to Hydrabad. I11 Montresor's map there are

a number of places round Timerycotta; but they have no con-

nection with any other known place. Capt. Davis, in his ac-

count of the places in and about the Guntoor circar, says, that

Timerycotta is 40 cofses west from Guntoor fort : and Guntcw is

placed by the Malabar map nine cofses from Sattinagrajp/a place

on the south bank of the Kistnah, opposite Bezoara ; a point ascer-

tained by Major Stevens. The bearing of Guntoor from Sattina-

gram, wc can only infer, from its lying in the direct road to Ciog©lc,~

to be about SW: but it is strongly corroborated by Montrcsor’s

map, which gives the distance between Guntoor andJy:cqcollum

(another fixed point on the Kistnah), at about 2,5-^ G. miles. Time-

rycotta, then, is placed according to these data, in respect of lon-

gitude: and is 89 G. miles to* the westward of Siccacollum
; or 64

from Guntoor, which answers to 40 Carnatic cofses. With respect

to its parallel, the Malabar map gives only a circuitous route of

49 cofses to it from Ongole. Mr. Montresor's map makes the dis-

tance to be 6<) G. miles from Ongole; and the bearing about

N W by N: but, as I said before, the connection between these

places is imperfect, in his map. Capt. Davis’s map (or rather

sketch) has it at 57. Again,’ Montresor makes Guntoor and Time-

rycotta, nearly under the same parallel, which would reduce the

distance to 59. I have allowed 6o±: and have been guided prin-

cipally by the computed distances in the Malabar map, applied to

Capt. Davis's bearings, in his circuitous route from Ongole tp Ti-

merycotta: and this position agrees nearly with Montresor’s idea.

Montresor’s map, as is said before, contains many positions round ~

Timerycotta, to the extent of 20 or 30 miles: among others, Cur-

rumpoody, l’atack, Pongallah, Pulredygur, and Masherlaw, or
,

Macherla. This last place, together with Combain and Doupad,

from other authorities, helps me to trace out the route of Taver-

nier from Gandicotta to the Kistnah, in his way to Golconda, in

i(>j2. Combain, or Commum, is the same with his Kamant said
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to be the frontier town of the Carnatic, towards Golconda. Deo-

pad, is what he calls Doupar; situated, according to his account,

in a country that is intersected by many torrents from the neigh-

bouring hills. Col. Harper makes the same remark on Doupad or

jd)e@pad: and these torrents help to form the river Gondegama (or

Gondlacomma) which gains the sea at Medipilly, and is the no-

minal boundary of the Carnatic. The Malabar map writes it Gil-

ligama, and other accounts give it Gunta-camma : Gondegama is

the common name. Combam is situated near its source. Tripanty

pagoda lay near Tavernier’s route, and is a few miles to the north

Qf Doupad. -*{?oiyie have confounded this with Tripclty , a more ce-

lebrated pagoda in the vicinity of Chandeghcrc; and j6‘o miles to

the southward of Tripanty. Tavernier’s next stage is Main It

;

which may be recognized in D’Anville’s map of Coromandel, un-

der the name of Mammilla. His Macheli, is, no doubt, Masherlaw

:

soon after which he arrived at a large river
;
which was the Kistnah.

It is singular that his curiosity should not have led him to inquire

the name of the most capital river, that occurred during hisjourney.

Tavernier’s route would hardly be worth remarking, did not his

distances help to corroborate generally, the positions of Combam
and Timerycotta. He reckons 77 leagues from Gandicotta to

Masherlaw: 42 of which are between Gandicotta and Combam.

These leagues, I apprehend, are meant for cofscs; a common error

of Tavernier’s: and it is remarkable that Thevenot falls into an

absiirdity of the same kind, by reckoning cofses for half leagues.

How men of sense and reflection can apply the names of the itine-

rary measures of their own country, to those of another, when the

scale differs so widely, I confefs I am at a lofs to account. Colses

and leagues, differ at least a third part, in their length: how then

can Thevenot say, that a cofs is equal only to half a leaguer Taver-

nier’s whole number of leagues from Gandicotta to Golconda, is

119; and the real distance, through the points of Combam, and

Masherlaw, only 176’ G. miles: it will follow then, that nothing

P p
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more than cofses could be meant, and those rather short than other-*

wise. Between the Kistnah and Golconda, his account gives 39

leagues or cofses, which interval is 60 G. miles, by my construc-

tion. There must, however, be an error in the distance between

Masherlaw and the Kistnah, which he reckons only three leagues

(i. e. cofses) ; whereas, it cannot be lefs than seven cofses.

The fort of Condavir is the principal post in the Guntoor circar

;

and is strongly situated on a mountain, eight cofses to the west of

Guntoor, according to Capt. Davis, and 10 from the south bank of

the Kistnah. The position of Mongelgary, I am not satisfied about,

as there are great contradictions in the accounts ef-iTT Colore4s-

from D’Anville: it is a diamond mine on the southern bank of

the Kistnah, and not far from Condavir. Chintapilly and the roads

in Guntoor, are from Capt. Davis's sketch, and the Malabar map.

1 could get no better authority for the road from Nelkve to

Hydrabad, than what appears in D’Anville’s Coromandel, published

in 1753. I have altered the proportion of its parts, by changing

the place of Podalah (his Poudela), as it is known to be 12 cofses,

nearlyW by N from Ongole, instead of the northern position he has

given it ; for want of such a check as I was enabled to apply, by

being in pofsefsion of a route acrofs, from Ongole to Combam. It

is very extraordinary, considering the long intercourse that ihe

English at Madras, have with Hydrabad, that there should be no-

thing better of the kind, on record.

The road from Udegherri to Ongole, is also from D’Anvillc.

Sanorc-Bancapour is from M. Bufsy’s march, as has already been

observed, in the fourth Section, page 249. Sanore and Banca-

pour, are two forts, lying about three cofses from each other ; at 120

G. miles, nearly cast from Goa. Mr. Ewart procured (while at

Nagpour) a route from Hydrabad to Sanore-Bancapour, and from

thence to Chinnaputtun, a city, with a fort of stone; and situated

37 cofses beyond Bancapour. There is nothing to guide thejudg-

ment in determining the general bearing of it, further than that
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we may conclude it to be to the westward of Sanore-Bancapour,

because the road from Hydrabad leads through it ; and as the Sa-

nore river (the Toom) was crofsed ninecofses beyond Bancapour,

it may probably bear to the northward of west from it, as the

rivers in that part, run to the southward of east (see the map).

The distance between Hydrabad and Bancapour ( 1 33 cofses) de-

termines the scale of cofses to be at the rate of 39^ to a degree
;
so

that Chinnaputtun is about 36'^ G. miles from Sanore-Bancapour

;

most probably in a\V NW direction. We learn one interesting

particular, if true, from this route; which is, that the Nizam's ter-

ritories extend 31 cofses beyond Bancapour.

Bisnagur, or rather Bijinagur, the capital of the ancient kingdom

of Narsinga, is situated on the side of the Toombuddra river ; and in

M. Bufsy's map, it stands about 30 miles S E or S S E from Banca-

pour. It was visited by Caisar Frederick in 136*7 ; and was then a

very large city. He reckons it eight daysjourney from Goa, which,

by the calculation in page 287, should be 140 G. miles ; but it is only

130 by construction. We arc told by Fcrishta, that Bijinagur was

founded by Belaldeo, King of the Carnatic, in 134,4. The Carnatic

then included the whole peninsula ; or, at least, all that lay to the

cast of the Gauts. Our histories of the Deccan and Carnatic arc very

imperfect; and at this day we can hardly distinguish between the

kingdoms of Bisnagur and Narsinga ; and whether they were two

succefsive, or two co-existing kingdoms. It appears probable, how-

ever, that in the 16th century, the kingdom of Bisnagur included

the greatest part of the peninsula
;
and that on the invasion of the

King of Visiapour, and other northern princes of the Deccan, the

King of Bisnagur retired, first to Penueonda, and then to Kan-

degheri (or Chandegheri ) ; but still preserved his ancient title of

Bisnagur. In 1599, Kandegheri was the residence of a Hindoo

king, whose dominion extended over Tanjore and Madura; and

in 1640, a descendant of this prince reigned there : and permitted

the English to settle at Madras.

Pp 2
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Ranni-Bednore, as well as the heads of the Toombuddra river,
.

are from M. D'Anville. We know generally, that this river is

formed originally out of two smaller ones, that ifsue from the east-

ern side of the Gauts: and these being named Toom and BudJra,

give their names to the confluent river. Farther down, it pafscs

Bisnagur (as is said above, although Csesar Frederick calls the river

of Bisnagur, Nigonden), and between that and tke Kistnah, it re-

ceives the Hindenny, or Endri river, which pafses by Adoni ; as well

as several smaller rivers. The general course of the Toombuddra

is represented in the map of M. Bufsy’s northern marches: and that

of the Ilindenny is marked more particularly, in-thc map of his

southern marches, by D'Anville. It is also descril)ed in the map

communicated by Mr. Sulivan, ps pafsing under Chitteldroog, Ry-

droog, Chitrigally, &c.

M. Bufsy’s route frojn Seringapatam to Adoni and Rachore is not

to be found in the map of his other marches. Those who cast their

eyes on that naked part of the map, will regret its being wanting.

The route from Goa to Galgala is from Mr. Dalrymple’s collec-

tion ; and appears to have been travelled by some Portuguese, who
visited Aurung/.ebe’s camp on the Kistnah, in the latter part of

the last century ; or early in the present.

The environs of Goa and the country to the foot of the Gauts,

arc from a Portuguese MS. It is from Goa only, if from any quar-

ter, that we are to expect the geography of the tract between the

Gauts, Visiapour, and Adoni; and which yet remains almost a

perfect void, in the map.

. The general courses of the rivers in the peninsula, indicate that

the highest part of that region is found in the line between Calas-

tri and Mangalore. If we are to trust report, the country has not

generally a hilly appearance between the Gauts and Bangalore ;

but rising suddenly from the west, at the Gauts on the Malabar

side, it declines gradually eastward until it falls again towards the

Carnatic ; so that the Gauts form a sort of a terrace on an immense
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.scale; and ought to be regarded rather as a region, than a chain

of mountains.

The Gauts arc marked only in certain places where the different

roads crofs them, or where they have been viewed from the coast.

This famous Apennine, which marks, with more precision, per-

haps, than any other boundary whatever, the line of summer and

winter, or rathen*of dry and wet; extends 13 degrees of latitude;

that is, from Cape Comorin to Surat (with the exception of the

gap mentioned in page 276'), at unequal distances from the coast:

seldom more than 70 miles, and commonly about 40: and within

one short space only, it approaches within six miles. Although

the altitude of these mountains is unknown, yet it is sufficiently

great (being from 3000 to 4000 feet) to prevent the great body of

clouds from pafsing over them ; and accordingly, the alternate N E
and SW winds (called the monsoons) occasion a rainy season on

one side of the mountains only
;
that is on .the windward side. It

would appear, however, that during the first part of the rainy

monsoon, on the Malabar coast (May and June), a considerable

quantity of rain falls in the upper region, or Table Land of Mysore,

&e. : but it is supposed that this weather is rather of the nature of

the periodical rains within the tropics, than of the proper monsoons.

Be it as it will, there is no doubt but that great quantities of clouds

pafs over the western edge of the Gauts. But the quantity of rain

that falls above, does not bear any kind of proportion to that which

falls belme, the Gauts.

By Lieut. Ewart’s account of the weather at Nagpour, in the very

centre of India; the seasons differ but little from their usual coursp

in Bengal, and on the western side of India: that is, the SW mon-

soon occasions a rainy season: but the rains are not so violent, nor

of such long continuance, as in those places. At the mouth of the

Godavery river and its neighbourhood, the S \V monsoon occa-

sions a rainy season also ; and the Godavery is then swoln, and

overflows: and this part is about as far to leeward of the Gauts, as
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Nagpour is. It is pofsible, however, that the clouds which occa-

sion a rainy season at the mouth of the Godavery, may come from

the east of Cape Comorin : though I rather believe the contrary,

as the Cape bears S SW from it, and the reigning winds are much

more westerly. Wc may, I think, conclude then, that the region

of the Gauts, shelters a particular tract only; beyond which, the

light and elevated clouds that pafs over it, descend, in rain. Madras

is within the limits of the sheltered tract, though at least 300 miles

to leeward of the Gauts: Rajamundry (near the mouth of the Go-

davery) and Nagpour, may be about 500. It would be curious to

know the exact limit of wet and dry. If I mistake not, until lately

it was a general opinion, that the Gauts extended from the north-

ern (or Bootan) mountains to Cape Comorin ; and occasioned a di-

versity of seasons, at one and the same time, throughout all India.

But the truth is, that different seasons exist at the same moment,

only in a part of the peninsula: for the cause ceases in the parallel

of Surat; where the SW wind, no longer opposed by a wall of

mountains, carries its supplies of moisture uninterruptedly, both far

and near, over the whole face of the country. For some particulars

respecting the northern extremity of the Gauts, see page 258.

As the peninsula, or tract discufsed in this Section, contains more

interesting matter than could well be comprized within the space

furnished by sucli a scale, as could conveniently be applied to a ge-

neral map, of so large a tract as India ; it was judged necefsary to

form another map of the peninsula, on a larger scale. Those who

may become pofsefsed of it, will find the account of its construction

in this Memoir: which is common to both maps, throughout this

whole Section
;
and also in the first Section, as far as the map of

the peninsula is concerned. The scale of this map, is just double

that of the general one.
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SECTION VI.

77.v Countries bchveen Hindoostan and China

It lias been said before (page 4,8), that the first ridge oF moun-

tains towards Thibet and Bootan, forms the limits of the survey

to the north : to which I may now add, that the surveys extend

no farther eastward, than to the frontiers of Afsam and Meckley.

The Jesuits' map of China, as given in Du Halde, places the

western boundary of Yunan (the westernmost of the provinces of

China) between the 97th and 98th degrees of east longitude, in the

parallel of 24,
0

: so that the eastern frontier of Bengal (Silhet) is

within 350 British miles of the western part of China ; or to speak

comparatively, the same distance as Silhet is from Calcutta. Here

one is apt to wonder, that, considering their proximity to each

other, there should be no communication between the two coun-

tries. The reasons probably are, that Yunan does not produce

such manufactures as are in request among foreigners ; and that

the courses of the great navigable rivers in those parts, are unfa-

vourable to a communication by water. The space between Ben-

gal and China, is occupied by the province of Meckley, and other*

districts, subject to the King of Burmah, or Ava.

The river Nou-Kian, little, if at all, inferior to the Ganges,

runs to the south, through that angle of Yunan which approaches

nearest to Bengal ; where the Jesuits, who formed the map of

China, left it, in its course to the south-west. This river, M. D'An-
ville conceived to be the same with that of Pegu ; in like manner
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as he supposed the Sanpoo to be the Ava river : but succeeding ac-

counts have left no doubt remaining, that the Nou-Kian is the

river of Ava. In the Modern Universal History ( Vol. VI. p. 205)

is an account of a voyage performed on this river, by four Chinese,

about the middle of the last century. They went from Yunan to

Yuntchian, and from thence to the frontiers of Ava ; where they

embarked, and went down the stream, to the city of Ava.

In my account of the construction of the sea coasts (page 39), my
authorities for describing the delta of the Ava river, from the sea,

to the parallel of 1

8

U
, are given . The Dutch MS. map there quoted,

describes the whole course of the river, as high up as the city of

Ava itself ; which it places in latitude 2 1° 48' ; and also says in a

note “ by observation and indeed, the whole scale of the map

seems to be formed from the difference of latitude.

The difference of longitude, as inferred from this Dutch map,

places Ava in 97
0

. But Capt. George Baker, of whose accuracy I

entertain a high opinion, took the bearings, and estimated the dis-

tances, the whole way from Negrais to Ava ; and the result, cor-

rected by the observation at Ava, 21 0
48', gives the longitude 97

0

45': and this longitude I have adopted. Capt. Baker's estimation

of the courses and distances between Negrais and Ava, placed the

latter in Ion. 97
0

,74', lat. 22" 3'; or 17' to the north of the obser-

vation, recorded in the Dutch map. This error, on a distance of

about 400 miles, is trifling ; being lefs than a 20th part.* Ava

* Lest the particulars from whence? the river of Ava, fcc. is constructed, should be lost, J

have recorded them here.

From Negrais to Pcrsaim NNE 45 G. miles. Gamma to Meachagong N by E 20 G. miles.

Prygge - NNE 45 Mi Hone - NNE 35
Head ofNegrais river NE 60 Raynangong NNE 35
Lundsey - - N 35 Sallumea - N 25
Salad un - NNW 25 Youngeve NE by N 25
Prone - - NE 18 Ava - ENE 70
Camma - NbyEi5 l^onchaboo - N 45

The whole traverse gives a course of N 27
0

30' E, distance 408 G. miles. The distance

corrected, is 389.
The Dutch map gives a bearing of N 35

0 50' W, distance 80,3 miles, between Syrian
liver point (meaning the point of conflux of the Syrian and Dogon rivers), and the head of
Negrais river; the upper point of the delta.
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,
stands in the old maps, in lat. 250 20', Ion. q6° 36'. The particu-

lars of the course of its river, I have taken from the Dutch map

;

as Capt. Baker describes only the general direction of it.

Monchaboo, a city, and the residence of the King of Burmah,

or Ava, in 175,5, is by Capt. Baker's account, 38^ G. miles north

from Ava: and this was the extreme point of his travels that way.

The Nou-Kia» is named Irabatty by the people of Ava
; and is

said by them, to be navigable from the city of Ava, into Yunan.

Monchaboo being within 130 B. miles of the Chinese frontier, we
want only so much, to complete the course of the river in the map.

This break is there described by dotted lines.

Capt. Baker describes the countrjr bordering on the Ava river,

from the sea to Lundsey, as being very flat, and the soil rich:

and, I suppose, like that at the lower parts of the courses of the

Ganges, Indus, and other capital rivers, formed out of the mud
deposited by the inundations of the river. This low tract is named

Pegu, and formed an independent kingdom in 1754,, when it

was reduced by the King of Burmah, to the state of a dependent

province.

Burmah borders on Pegu to the north, and occupies both banks

of the river, as far as the frontiers of China. On the north-west is

Meckley, which we have before taken notice of: and on the west

Aracan (or lleccan) and Roshaan. On the east, it has the king-

dom or country of Upper Siam ; which, Capt. Baker informs us,

begihs at a small distance eastward from the city of Ava: a ridge

of mountains separating it from Burmah and Pegu.

The King of Burmah, whose reputed capital is Ava, and front

whence the whole kingdom, though erroneously, is often deno-

minated, is said to pofsefs not only the country of’ Meckley, in

addition to those of Pegu and Burmah; but also the whole tract

which lies on the north of it, between China, Thibet, and Afsam.

Du Ilalde’s map speaks positively, as to this point; but with what

o<i
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:

truth 1 know not, as I have never been able to gain any informa-

tion on the subject.

Capt. Baker informs us, that the country of Burmah, adjacent

to the banks of the Irabatty, or Ava river, between Pegu and

Monchaboo, is in some places hilly, and in others flat ; but not so

low as to suffer inundations. Its produce is, in most respects,

nearly the same, as that of the countries contiguous to the Ganges

;

and, it is remarkable, that the lands which produce the greatest

quantity of saltpetre, are much about the same distance from the

sea, as those of the same nature near the Ganges, and Indus.

Mr. Verelst, who meditated an expedition into Meckley from

Bengal, and actually advanced as far as Cospour on his way to it,

in 1 763 ; was informed by his Meckley guides, that after pafsing

the first ridge of mountains beyond Cachar, he would find a fer-

tile and well inhabited country all the way to Ava. He, however,

went no farther than Cospour ; but the particulars of the road be-

tween that place and Ava, are described from the intelligence fur-

nished by the guides who attended him.

The country of Burmah produces some of the best teck timber

in India. The forests which produce this most useful and valuable

article, are situated between the western bank of the Ava river,

and the country of Aracan ; and are only 250 miles from the sea,

by the course of the river.

The Sanpoo, or Thibet river, was supposed by M. D'Anville to

be the same with that which is called, in the lower part of its

course, the river of Ava : but we have not the least doubt at pre-

sent, of its being the same with the Burrampooter, which enters

Bengal on the north-cast, and joins the Ganges near the sea. I

traced it in 1 76^, to about 400 miles above the conflux ; that is,
’

as high as the latitude of 26'°, longitude <*i°; where the Bengal

districts end, and those of Afsam begin : but I was not permitted

to go any higher. However, some few Europeans, engaged in the
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Goalparah trade, and among others, M. Chevalier, the late gover-

nor of Chandernagorc, by permifsion of the king, went as high up
as the capital of Afsam, about the year 1762: but was under a con-

siderable degree of restraint, with respect to making remarks, either

on the course of the river, or on the country. As M. Chevalier,

however, went on a very large embarkation, we are convinced that

the river is navigable for large boats, through a space about equal

to the distance of Buxar from the sea; that is, between 600 and

700 miles. It may probably be navigable much higher up ; though

its navigable course cannot be equal to that of the Ganges; this

flowing chiefly through a level country, and the Burrampooter

through a mountainous one.

I have placed the capital of Afsam, Ghergong (or Kirganu),

160 G. miles nearly E by N from Goalparah, according to the re-

port of the Afsamers. They also informed me, that the Burram-

pooter has a very long course previous to its entering Afsam ; and

that it comes from the N W through the Thibet mountains. Now
the Lamas’ map of Thibet in Du Halde, describes the course of the

Sanpoo, to within 120 G. miles of the afsumed situation of the

capital of Afsam : and still nearer to some parts of the Burrampoo-

ter, that are known, and have been described by the Afsamers.

These facts, together with those respecting the Ava river and

Nou-Kian, establish (I think) the strongest presumptive proofpos-

sible, of the Sanpoo and Burrampooter being one and the same

river, under different names : and positive proof can never be ob-

tained, but by actually tracing them ; a circumstance unlikely ever

to happen to any Europeans, or their dependants. The interval*

between the known part of the Sanpoo, and that of the Burram-

pooter, is described in the map by dotted lines. The Ayin Acba-

ree says, that the Burntmpooter comes from Khatai: meaning Chi-

na. We must not forget that the same book says, that the source

of the Ganges had never been traced, at that time.

Some difficulty arises in fixing the position of Lafsa, the capital

Qq 2
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of Great Thibet. We have the history of the Lamas’ map in Du

JIalde, which is not altogether favourable to its character ; espe-

cially in the parts towards the source of the Sanpoo and Ganges.

A close examination of its particulars, turns out still more unfa-

vourable to it. For instance, the place where the Ganges enters

the plains of Hindoostan, is placed under the 28th degree of lati-

tude; though it is known by our late observations, to be in about

30°. With respect to the longitude, we have no grounds, on which

to form an exact comparison: but we may conclude generally, that

the distance between Lafsa and Hurdwar is near two degrees of

longitude lefs than it ought to be : I mean, provided that Lafsa

be near its true position with respect to Pekin, in the Lamas' map.

The difference of longitude between them is 240 17'; Lafsa being

placed cji° 40' cast from Greenwich.

With respect to Hurdwar, the proof is positive of its being two

degrees farther to the south than it ought to be ; and this furnishes

a strong presumptive one, that all the western parts of the map,

arc faulty in the same proportion : and that the sources of the

Ganges and Sanpoo, instead of being between the 29th and 30th

degrees of latitude ;
are several degrees farther to the north ; and

probably between the 32d and 34th : of which more will be said

in the sequel. Nor am I singular in this opinion ; for M. D’An-

villc found it necefsary to make an alteration of two degrees in lati-

tude; and to adopt the very longitude which I have suggested.

And I should be wanting in candour, and in respect to his ’me-

mory, should I forbear to do justice to his nice discernment, in

placing the entry of the Ganges into Hindoostan, by inference from

Delhi, almost in the very spot where I have now placed it, by ac-

tual survey.

But M. D’Anville, ignorant of the respective positions of Bengal

and Lafsa, adopted the latitude of the latter place, given in the

Lamas' chart: that is to say, about 29" 35'. Father Giorgi ( vide

Alj’habclum ThibeUvmn

)

says, the latitude of Lafsa is “ about 30
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" degrees and a half;" and by what follows, it can hardly be in a

lower parallel.

The late Mr. George Bogle, who was sent by the Governor of

Bengal (Mr. Hastings) on an embalsy to the Grand Lama, of

Thibet, in 1774, travelled by way of Coos-Beyhar, Tal'sasudon, and

Parich'ong, to Chanmanning, the then residence of the Lama, and

n«arly in thecae parallel of latitude with Lalsa. Unfortunately,

very little geographical information was furnished by this journey

;

unlels the bare account of the number of days he was on the road

between the two last places, may be deemed such. However, this

information, such as it is, joined with other circumstances, helps to

afsure us that Lalsa is farther to the north, than the Lamas’ map
represents it: for Tal'sasudon, the capital of Bootan, is by the ac-

counts of the Bootanners, about 46' G. miles horizontal distance

from Luckiduar, in a direction nearly north; and Luckiduar being

in 2b'0 r/i', Tafsasudon cannot be in lefs than 27" 43'. Paridrong

(called Paridsongin the Lamas’ map) is a considerable way beyond

that, and may be supposed to be in 28 degrees at least : but the

Lamas’ map places it in 27° ;
making an error of a whole degree of

latitude. This place, and the chain of mountains near it, have been

regarded as the common boundary between Thibet and Bengal

;

but Mr. Bogle has cleared up this matter, by alsuring us that Pari-

drong is the frontier town of Thibet towards Bootan, and not to-

wards Bengal. And we have before ascertained that Bootan occu-

jrtcS an interval of at least a degree of latitude between Bengal and

Thibet. Thibet and Bootan are often confounded together : the

latter is a feudatory or dependency of the formei, and borders on

Bengal

.

Thus, I flatter myself, this discufsion respecting the situation of

Paridrong, joined to ’the information of P. Giorgi, will convince

the reader, that the latitude of Lafsa, if not perfectly right in my
map, is, at least, nearerthe truth than it has usually been represented.

Its longitude is taken from the Lamas’ map, in which it is reckoned
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24° 17' west from Pekin, or gi° 40' east from London. Had the

bearings and latitudes of Mr. Bogle's route been taken, we should

not only have been able to determine the position of Lafsa, with

some degree of accuracy (as the direction of the road is so much to

the north), but also most of the intermediate places. Mr. BsJgle

was sixteen days on the road from Paridrong to Chanmaniiing.

The distance afsigned between these places in tha.Lamas’ map,

about 167 G . miles of horizontal distance : it is about ten more on

the map.

The southernmost ridge of the Bootan mountains, rises near a

mile and half perpendicular, above the plains of Bengal, in a hori-

zontal distance of only 15 miles; and from the summit, the asto-

nished traveller looks back on the plains, as on an extensive ocean

beneath him. There are not many pafses through this ridge, and all

are fortified. The fort of Dellamcotta, which commands the prin-

cipal pafs, was taken by storm in 1 773, by a detachment under the

command of Capt. John Jones; and the fame of this exploit made

the Thibetians sue for peace ; and was the immediate occasion of

Mr. Bogle’s embafsy. The road between Bengal and Talsasudon,

lies chiefly over the summits of stupendous mountains, or along the

borders of craggy precipices ; so that the direct distance is not

easily ascertained, even by the most intelligent traveller.

Between Tafsasudon and Paridrong, is a chain of mountains still

higher than the other. They are visible from the plains cf Bengal,

at the distance of 150 miles, and are commonly covered with snow.

These are a continuation of the mountains Emodus and Paropami-

sus of the ancients ; and are sometimes by the moderns erroneously

called Caucasus. In the Lamas’ map, they are called Rimola: and

by the people of Hindoostan Himmaleh (see page 126'). I take it

for granted that Himola or Himmaleh ought to be substituted for

Rimola, in Du Halde’s map. I suppose them to be in point of

elevation equal to any of the mountains of the old hemisphere. In-

deed, the country of Thibet is, altogether, one of the highest in
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Asia ; it being a part of that elevated tract which gives rise not

only to the rivers of India and China, but to those also of Siberia

and Tartary : for if we examine the map of Asia, we shall find that

most of those capital rivers rise between the 31st and 47th degrees

of %titude, and between the 70th and 97th degrees of longitude;

fronkwhence they run in every direction to the sea, as the Rhine,

HRJionc, DaiTybjevand Po, do from the Alpine tract in Europe.

Father Giorgi, whom I have mentioned before, has given us, in

liisAlphabetum Thibetanum , an itinerary between Calcutta and Lafsa.

The distances he estimates in miles, which he probably meant for

Italian, although they agree nearly with English ones. For he

reckons 284 between Cofsimbuzar and Patna, which is the exact

number of njpasured statute miles between the two places. And

between Singhya and Maifsy, he reckoned 40, for 37 measured

ones. We may therefore conclude that he was equally fortunate in

proportioning the rest of his distances; although the roughnefs of

the road will not always admit of forming any just proportion be-

tween the distance by the road, and the horizontal distance. We
are almost entirely in the dark as to the particular direction of his

course.

Catmandu, the capital of Napaul, is placed according to the au-

thority of some MS. maps made by some mifsionaries who tra-

velled from Bcttyah to that place: and I found no material disagree-

ment betv^ecirtheir accounts and Giorgi’s. I have therefore placed

Ca.ttflandu 105 G. miles nearly north from Maifsy, that is, in lati-

tude 28° 6'.

From Catmandu to Lafsa, Giorgi reckons 504 miles by the road ;

but it must be observed that he omits to mention the distances of

two stages between Khansa and Mescinzungh : and as the preceding

ones were of 14 and 1G miles, and the two succeeding ones i6‘ each,

I may venture to add 32 miles for the two omifsions ; and then the

whole distance will be 536 B. miles, or 469 G. ones.
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The horizontal distance between Catmandu and Lafsa (the latter
_

being placed as described in page 301), is 34,6 G. miles: so that

according to Giorgi’s distance, one mile in five, will be taken up

by the windings of the road: and this is not improbable, consider-

ing the mountainous nature of the country ; for in the flat coun-

tries of Hindoostan, the proportion is sometimes 1 in 7.

The territories of Napaul extend to the mountains-.'yt Rimola,^
they are called in the Lamas' map. Giorgi does not give the mo-

dern name of them ; but justly concludes that the ancient one was

Emodus. These are a continuation of the chain between Tafsasu-

don and Paridrong. Between Catmandu and these mountains, he

pafsed by a famous place of worship, called by him Nogliocot, but

by the Bengalese, Nagorkote ; which gives name tg a pals that

leads to it, through the Bootan mountains, on the north of Pur-

neah. (There is also a famous place of worship of nearly the

same name in the mountains of Lahore). He also crolsed the upper

part of the Kofs, or Cosa river, which takes its course through

Purneah to the Ganges.

Tankia, or Tinkia-ling, is a fortrefs and town situated at the

hither foot of mount Langur, a second ridge of stupendous moun-

tains, situated about 50 miles beyond mount Kimola ; and said to

abound with suffocating exhalations, which increase as you ascend

;

but are weakest when the mountains are covered with snow. Tan-

kia is the first place in Giorgi's itinerary, that can* be recognized

in the Lamas’ map: for Nialma on the Nitchou river (probably the

Nohoiha of Giorgi) does not agree with any of Giorgi’s names,

although its situation does with Catmandu ; which, however, the

Thibetians call Jangbu.

About 25 miles beyond mount Langur, is the beautiful valley of

Tingri, said to be 50 miles in length, though but narrow. It is

described by Giorgi as an earthly paradise, in every respect save

the sharpnefs of the air.
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The next place of note is Zuenga, or Tzuenga, a castle or for-

trefs on the river Bontsu (supposed by Giorgi to be the Bantiso of

Ptolemy), and about t)o B. miles from Tankia. From hence two

roads lead to Lafsa: the northernmost by Sgigatchc (or Jiccsee, as

it galled in the Lamas' map) and llimbu
; the other, and which

was Ravelled by Giorgi, is by Kiangse, or Tchiantsc. He speaks

.q^wild TiorSw^yariously spotted, in great numbers on the banks of

the Bontsu. These, I presume, are of the kind annually brought

for sale into Hindoostan, where they are known by the name of

Tanyans

:

and arc of a hardy breed

.

Kiangse is represented as a fine city and fortrefs ; with a convent

near it, which is so very extensive and magnificent, that it lias the

appearance of another city.

About 50 miles beyond Kiangse, and three days journey short of

Lafsa, is the famous lake Palte, called by t he natives Jamdro, or

Jangso. It is of so great extent, that according to the report of

the natives, it requires eighteen days to walk round it. In the La-

mas' map, however, the circumference is only 150 British miles. In

the middle of it, there are, according to Giorgi, a continued range

of hillocks and islands ; or, according to the Lamas' map, one large

island, incircled by a lake from three to eight miles wide. On the

western shore of this island, or congeries of islands, is a monastery,

and the seat of the Lamifsa* Turcepamo, or The Great Regenerate

:

in whom lj^&J£b,&etians think that a divine spirit is regenerated, as

in tjps*45feat Lama. The road from Kiangse to Lafsa lies along

Llle north side of this lake, a day and half’s journey.

Between the lake and the river Sanpoo, which is about 12 miles,,

another very high ridge of mountains crofses the road. This

ridge is named Kambala, and from the top of it maybe seen, to-

wards the north, a raijge of still higher mountains, covered with

snow.

Lama signifies a priest, or minister of religion ; and Lamifsa is the feminine of Lama.

R r
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The river Sanpoo,* or, according to Giorgi, Tzangciu, or

Tzanga, is. seven miles from the foot of mount Kambala ; and is

crolsed in the way to Lafsa, about is miles farther on, cither over

a bridge, or in a boat. The bridge, as well as most others in this

country, is composed of iron chains stretched from side to side, ^ lth

planks or logs laid aerols them.

Giorgi says that the chains are composed of ^oo^inks, eacl^?

foot long. -}- We may conclude that the bridge is laid over the

narrowest part they could find, which, by this account, is i0‘o

English yards in breadth
;

otherwise we might expect a larger

body of water in a river that had ran at least seven or eight hun-

dred miles ; and had received into its bed so great a number of

streams. 1 compute that at this crofsing-place, the Sanpoo (which

is afterwards called the Burrampooter) has as far to run to meet

the sea, as the Ganges has at its first entry on the plains of Hin-

doostan ;
that is, about 1350 B. miles.

The city of Lafsa is, by the road, about 24 miles to the north-

eastward of the crofsing-place of the Sanpoo ; and is situated in a

spacious plain. It is not considered as a large city; but the houses

are of stone, and are spacious and lofty. The mountain of Putala,

which contains on its summit the palace of the Grand Lama, the

high-priest and sovereign of Thibet, is about seven miles on the

cast of the city.

Much confusion arises front the application of si, u.c.^v different

names to this capital of Thibet. Giorgi tells us, that the pumper

name of it, in the language of Thibet, is Baronthala ; but that the

Tartars call it Lafsa, or Lahafsa. Other accounts call it Tonker

;

and apply the names Lafsa and Baronthala to the district which

contains Tonker and Putala. And again others give the name of

Putala, instead of Lafsa, to the capital of Thibet. But we ought to

apply the name Lafsa, or Lahafsa, to the capital
; and to consider

* Sanpoo, in the language of Thibet, means The River.

t 1 take it lor granted that he means Italian feet.
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Patala as the castle and palace of the Lama, and his ordinary-place

of residence.

By Thibet, or more properly Great Thibet, we are to under-

stand all that vast country extending from the sources of the Indus

to i£e borders of China: and from Hindoostan, to the great desert

ofCuifi, northward; though we have but a faint idea of its extent

is^vards that\?.uarler. Its length from east to west cannot be lefs

than 1600 British miles: its breadth is very unequal. We are in-

formed generally that it is divided into three parts; that is. Upper,

Middle, and Lower Thibet. The upper division seems to respect

the countries towards the sources of the Ganges and Sanpoo rivers

:

the middle, that in which Lafsa is situated, and of which it forms

the centre: and the Lower Thibet, that which borders on China.

But the subject is obscure, and likely to remain so. Little Thibet,

which is situated between Upper Thibet and Cashgur, is rather a

dependency of the laitcr, than of Great Thibet.

Considering the exceeding rough and sterile stafe of the country

of Thibet, and the severity of its climate, from its wonderful ele-

vation, we are astonished to find its inhabitants in a high state of

civilisation ;
their houses lofty, and built of stone

; and the useful

manufactures in some degree of improvement. All these advan-

tages they probably owe to their vicinity to the Chinese; to whom,

indeed, the .Lama is tributary. For an account of Thibet, sec

Astley’s Otfetfitm, Vol. IV. Phil. Trans. Vol. LX VIII. Letlres

EdijftSnJes, Vol. XV. and the Alphabetum Tbibelanum .

With respect to the heads of the Ganges and Sanpoo rivers, al-

though they were visited by the Lamas or priests, sent by the

Emperor Camiii, whose laudable curiosity led him to add these

particulars to the geography of Thibet
;
yet we are far from being

well informed, concerning the true positions of these celebrated

fountains. A late publication by M. Bernoulli (who has done me
too much honour in the course of it ), contains, among a variety of

other matter, a map of the courses of the Ganges and Gogra rivers

;

R r 2
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drawn by M. Anquetil du Perron, from the materials of the late,

]\ Ticfentaller. This map is highly interesting, 011 the score of

its containing the course of the Ganges, as higli up as the Gangouirn ,

or cavern, styled by the Hindoos, the cow’s mouth; and which is

near 300 miles above the place where the Ganges enters Hhyioo-

stan: as well as the course of the Gogra river, to its source.An the

western part of Thibet. Unfortunately, no observations appears

have been made for the purpose of determining the latitudes of

either of these places : which, on a course approaching to meri-

dional, would have furnished a rule for correcting the distances

:

those remaining quite problematical, from the circumstance of the

route’s being very crooked, and pafsing through a very moun-

tainous country; to which the scale of computed cofses cannot be

applied, with any degree of certainty. What is yet more against

the latter part of the performance (the Gogra river) is, that P.

Tiefcntaller did not visit the source of it, himself, as he did the

Gangoutra; butfstopt short at a place not far within the Kemaoon

mountains, and took the account of the upper part of its course,

from a native (of Hindoostan we may presume). The names of

places, and remarks, are written in the Persic character, and trans-

lated (it appears) by M. Anquetil du Perron.

But notwithstanding any imperfections that may be imputed to

the materials, or want of judgment in determining the scale, this

map conveys much intelligence respecting the hetids uf-'ihe Ganges

and Burrampooter rivers, as well as that of the Gogra; if wdV.m-

ploy the lights furnished by Du Haldc, in his map of the heads of

jhe Ganges and Sanpoo, to illustrate the subject before us. Let

us proceed to the examination of it, w ithout any regard to nicety

of scale.

The Gogra or Soorjcw river, then, is traced into a lake named

Lanke-Dlw; which has immediately on the east of it, but without

communicat ing w ith it, a much larger lake, named Mansaroar ;

out of which proceed two rivers, the one to the west, or N W,
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the other to the cast, or S E. Both of these lakes are said to be

situated within Thibet ; as indeed some of the villages on the bank

of the Gogra, much farther to the southward, are. By the con-

struction of M. Anquetil’s map, the site of these lakes is carried as

hipill up as the latitude of 36° : however, by an analysis of the

scalV they can hardly be higher than 33^° ;
as will be presently

s^iewn. N‘wy..in the Lamas’ map of Thibet, the heads of the

Ganges and Sanpoo rivers (which last, is called the Burrampooter,

in the lower part of its course) are separated only by a ridge of

mountains, named Kcntaifse. The head of the Ganges is composed

of two streams, which run westward ; and the southmost of these

branches runs through two lakes, of which the first is named Ma-

fami, and the second Lanken. These lakes are placed in respect of

each other, as Ticfentallcr’s are; and the names of the correspond-

ing ones, are Lanke in one, and Lanken in the other account : and

Mausaroar, and Mapana. The names of the latter have certainly

no affinity with each other
;
but the similitude in point of situation,

remains. The river that runs from the Lanken lake in Du Haldc,

is named Lank-tshou : and that from the Lanke lake of Tiefen-

lallcr, is the Gogra. With regard to the two rivers that ifsue from

the Mansaroar lake of Tiefentallcr, that which runs to the west is

said to be the Satloudj (Setlege), a river that has been noticed in

page 102, as the easternmost of the five Panjab rivers. This par-

ticular, h/iv^TZ", the author himself discredits, and very justly

:

aqd*Tife reader by turning to the map of the heads of the Indus, &c.

at page 200, may satisfy himself as to the probability of it. In my
opinion, this is the southernmost of the two heads of the Ganges,

above noticed; and which is known to run by Dsaprong (or Cha-

parang), a considerable city not a very great way to the westward

of these lakes (vide Lama’s map in Du Halde, or D’Anvillc's map

of Asia). If it be objected that the Ganges is too famous a river to

escape the notice of the people who knew the Burrampooter, at its

source ; I answer, that I do by no means believe that the people
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in Thibet know the Burrampooter, by any other name than that

of Sanpoo; and that the word Burrampooter is an interpolation.

Indeed the writing in the map, imports only, it is said that the

“ Burrampooter, &c/’ and the translation of the Persic writing, ap:

the efflux of this eastern river, gives a very different idea
; beifig

“ Grand riviere qni va du cote dc Neipal” (or Napaul). It is gfear,

however, that the people have an idea, that the WQstprh river h^g»

a very long course. I scruple not to believe, that the Laiike lake

of Tiefentaller, is the Lankcn of Du Halde ; and that the Mansa-

roar of one, is also the Mapana of the other: and that the circum-

stances relating to the effluxes of the rivers, which appear to con-

tradict each other, have not been carefully examined into, either by

the one, or the other party. As the Mansaroar lake is said to be 6*o

milies Indiens (which ought to mean cofses) in circumference, that

is, 1 1,5 B. miles ; wc can hardly suppose that the native who fur-

nished the account, made the tour of it, either to measure its ex-

tent, or to explore the heads of the rivers: and on the other hand,

the Lamas sent by Camiii, might take a great deal of their account

on trust. Therefore without contending about the exact circum-

stances of the case, I have described the Ganges (that is, the south-

ern branch of it) as ifsuing out of the lake Mansaroar : but have

not regarded the eastern river as the Burrampooter, or Sanpoo

;

because it would be doing too much violence to the account given

by tiie Lamas; which describes the Sanpoo as ifc-r.ig.jFroni the

eastern side of mount Kentaifse, and at least 40 miles from ihv^e

lakes. Besides, the Lamas give an account of a third lake, named

Conglie, which intervenes between the Mansaroar lake, and the

head of the Sanpoo. If I am mistaken in my conjectures, I can-

not mislead others, while the map is accompanied with this discus-

sion. The Lamas’ map which appears in Du Halde, places the

head of the Ganges in latitude 2y~°
; and M. D’Anville found it

neafsiry to remove it almost as high as 32
0

. In the present map,

it stands in 33I
0

: all which may serve to show how vague a per-
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formancc the Lamas' map is, which errs 3^° in latitude. It also

placed Lafsa, which ought to be a well known position to them, a

full degree too far to the south.

^^Jn the construction of the map of the Gogra, 32 cofses are

reckoned to a degree, in a country, the most rugged and moun-

tainous, imaginable ; while 42 is the standard in the level country.

distinction, however, must be made in the scale of the upper

and lower parts of the course of the river. For, from Mirzapour,

which occurs in my map of Oude, to the lake Douloo-Sagur, the

country is generally level : and was also explored by Ticfentaller

himself; while the upper part is taken from the reports of a na-

tive. Therefore I have allowed 43 cofses to a degree, between

those two points; so that the distance will be (;8 CL miles, instead

of the 131 in the map. Then for the upper part of the river, I

have allowed 60 cofses to make a degree, instead of 32 : by which

the distance from the lake Douloo-Sagur, to the lake Lanke, is

only 230 G. miles, instead of the 373 on the map. To those who

may object to so great a diminution, as from 6‘o to 32 ; I shall

observe, that 32, or even 374 cofses to a degree, is a proportion

widely different from that which my experience suggests: and

which allows 42 in the level country of Ilindoostan proper (see

page 5): and whosoever has travelled in very mountainous coun-

tries, and has moreover traced the course of a river through it ; will

not object -io’Chv, diminishing to 1, what was 1,1,3 plains:

forfins is the proportion between 60 and 42.

If Tiefentaller's scale is right, the Lanke lake would be in lati-

tude 36
° and upwards; which I consider as highly improbable. It

is certain that our best maps of Asia (that is, D’Anville s), present

nothing but a blank space, in the part afsigned to the heads of

these rivers, by M. Auquetil du Perron : and therefore, there is

no positive evidence against it.

In ascending this river Gogra, wefind noted in the map, not far

within the first ridge of mountains, and near the second ridge.
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three subterraneous caverns, from whence proceed with violence,

fire, wind, and water. No other particulars are given. About 30

miles higher up, the Gogra forces its way through that vast ridge

which has been often taken notice of before, under the name

Himmaleh, and which is a branch of the Emodus, or Imaus^ of

tlie ancients. This ridge, which is covered with snow, and visible

from the plains of Hindoostan, appears to be the genj^i boundary-

of Thibet, through that whole extent from the Ganges to the

Teesia river ; inclosing between it and Hindoostan, a tract of coun-

try, from a 100 to 180 miles in breadth ; divided into a number of

small states, none of which are understood to be either tributaries

or feudatories of Thibet: such as Sirinagur, Almora, Kemaoon,

Gorka, Napaul, and Morung. Bootan, a feudatory of Thibet,

closes on the cast of this tract ; and is the extent of our knowledge,

as to particulars, that way.

The small number of towns and villages on the banks of this

river, induces one to suppose that the western part of Thibet, is

no better inhabited than we have before described the eastern part

of it to be. Indian names prevail, even within Thibet : and a temple

of Mahadeo is found on the banks of the Mansaroar lake.

We have before slated the distance of the cow’s mouth, orGan-

goutra, to be about 280 or 300 road miles, above Hurd war ;
where

the Ganges enters the plains of Hindoostan. As the compals of

Tidental ler's map of the Ganges, declines 12 degree^ tiipre to the

westward of north, than that of the survey does, between Ailtalia-

bad and Hurdwar; this allowance is made accordingly: and Tie-

fentaller’s distance exceeds that of the survey, within the same

space, which is 331 G. miles, about 1 ^ of the whole. Not being

absolutely certain whether or not Tienfcntaller took the latitude of

Gangoutra, I did not venture to alter the parallel in w hich he has

placed it, 33
0

: but contented myself with correcting the bearing

12 degrees
;
thereby shortening the distance, which was originally

240 miles, to 227. If the latitude was not taken, by celestial
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observation, but the distance calculated on the scale of 37^ cofscs

to a degree, the Gangoutra will still be placed too far to the north.

\ To smn up the whole information, collected from the different

accounts of the upper part of the course of tlie Ganges, it appears

that,the two branches of it, which spring from the western side of

moun* Kentailse, take their course westward, inclining considerably

To the north, for a course of about 300 miles, in direct distance
;

when meeting the great chain or ridge of mount Himmaleh, which

extends from Cabul along the north of Hindoostan, and through

Thibet, the rivers are compelled to turn to the south; in which

course they unite their waters, and form what is properly termed

the river Ganges. This great body of water now forces a pafsage

through the ridge of mount Himmaleh, at the distance, pofsibly, of

100 miles below the place of its first approach to it, and sapping

its very foundations, rushes through a cavern, and precipitates it-

self into a vast bason which it has worn in. the rock, at the hither

foot of the mountains. The Ganges thus appears, to incurious

spectators, to derive its original springs from this chain of moun-

tains: and the mind of superstition has given to the mouth of

the cavern, the form of the head of a cow; an animal held by

the Hindoos, in a degree of veneration, almost equal to that, in

which the Egyptians of old held their god Apis.

From this second source (as it may be termed) of the Ganges, its

course heroines' more eastyardly than before, through the rugged

country of Sirinagur; until, at Hurd war, it finally escapes front

the mountainous tract, in which it has wandered for about 800 B.

miles. At llurdwar, it opens itself a pafsage through mount Se-

walick ; which is the chain of mountains that borders on the level

country, on the north of the province of Delhi. Even Scwalick

would be deemed a lefty ridge, but for the presence of mount

Himmaleh, or Iniaus ;
which rises above it, when viewed from

the plains of Hindoostan.

S s
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It may truly he; said that the knowledge of the origin of the

Ganges was reserved for the present age : for it was so late as the

year 1717, that the Emperor Camhi, sent persons to explore it:

and to bring some of its water hack with them to Pekin
; a jouri^y

of about 2,300 13 . miles from the head of the Ganges. Untijf the

result of this expedition was known in Europe, it was beligytd, on

the faith of the Hindoos, that the springs of the Ganges, were, at'

the foot of mount Himmalch.

A circumstance attending the courses of the Ganges and Burram-

pooter rivers, in respect to each other, is remarkably singular.

Ifsuing from opposite sides of the same ridge of mountains, they

direct their courses towards opposite quarters, till they are more

than 1200 miles asunder ;
and afterwards meet in one point near

the sea, after each has performed a winding course of more than

2000 miles. Our ignorance of this circumstance, till so very lately,

is a strong presumptive proof, that there yet remains a vast field

for improvement, in the geography of the eastern part of Asia.
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SECTION VII.

Tables ^Distances in Hindoostan.

The following tables, will, it is hoped, be particularly accept-

able, not only to those, who for useful purposes may be desirous

of calculating the time required for a courier or mefscnger to travel

from one place to another, but also to those, who on the score of

curiosity, or for the illustration of history, may wish to be in-

formed of the distances between the principal towns in Hindoo-

stan. This information cannot be obtained merely by the appli-

cation of the compafses to the map, because the windings and

inflections of the roads, are not there taken into the account: but

an approximation towards it, may be obtained, by the double ope-

ration of measuring the distance on the map, and then applying

to it, the rule given in page 7 of this Memoir.

To accomplish the task above proposed, I first selected the

names of such cities and other places, as appeared likely to become

objects of inquiry, in future; and in so extensive a country, no

lefs than 168 such places occurred. To have given the distance

between every two of these places respectively, would not only

have extended the tables to an immoderate length (upwards of

14,000 distances occurring on the above number), but would have

burdened the purchaser with much uselefs matter. For instance,

although Jionpour has a political connection with Lucknow, and

Tanjore w itli Madras ; and it may be necefsary that the distance of

each of these subordinate places from its superior, should be given

:

S s 2
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yet, as Jionpour and Tanjore stand in little or no relation to each,

other, it was of no use to give the distance between them. The

same may be said of most of the other subordinate places. /

The method, therefore, that I have followed, is this : I h^jfe

chosen such places as appear to be of the greatest political conse-

quence (such as the British presidencies, and the courts of the na-

tive princes), and of which I reckon 12; and considering them as

centres, have formed for each, a separate table, in which the dis-

tance from the central place to every other place of note, whose

situation may be supposed to become a matter of inquiry, is in-

serted ;
the names following in alphabetical order. A page is al-

lotted to each of these central places, which arc Agra, Bf.narf.s,

Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, Hydrabad, Lucknow, Madras,

Nagpour, Oucein, Poonah, and Seringapatam, and these also

follow in the same order.

The tables contain near 1000 distances ; and although these are

reckoned only from 12 different points, yet by attending to the

particulars of each table, a great many other distances may be

found ; as the communication between places, is usually by the

medium of the capital towns that intervene (sec page 6’). For

instance, the distance between Arcot and Allahabad may be col-

lected from the tables of Hydrabad and Nagpour, as these places

lie in the line of direction between the two former. Also, the

distance between Patna and Aurangabad may be found by means

of the Nagpour table: and that from Mirzapour to Surat, by sub-

tracting the distance of the one from the other, in the Benares table.

And by the same methods, the distances between most other places

of note may be found. And in order to facilitate the search, and

bring into one view, the respective positions of the several places <

mentioned in the tables, I have added a small map.

To avoid repeating the distances between the 12 central or pri-

mary places, through every table, they are inserted in that table,

alone, whose name stands first in the alphabet. Thus the distance
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between Calcutta and Agra, will be found in the Agra table,

and not in that of Calcutta.

With respect to the distances themselves, it must not be expected

ttjat they are in general critically exact ; for although the positions

of eight out of the twelve primary places, are determined with

some degree of precision
;
and three out of the four remaining

ones, pretty nearly
;
yet the intermediate roads have, in few in-

stances (those between Bengal and Delhi excepted) been mea-

sured. But since the publication of the first tables, the measured

routes of Col. Pearse from Calcutta to Madras, Mr. Ewart's be-

tween Calcutta and Nagpour; and Mr. Pringle’s tables of routes

in the Carnatic ;
have come to hand : and the present tables will

accordingly be found much improved. The deficiencies could only

be supplied by the computed distances; which, however, appear to

come as near the truth in India, as in any country whatever:

or, where these have failed, by allowing such a degree of winding,

as is found by experience to take place in a similar kind of country.

The cofs is alway s reckoned at one British mile and nine-tenths, in

road measure. For other particulars respecting the length of the

cofs, and the windings of roads, the reader is desired to turn to the

first pages of this Memoir.

The length of a day’sjourney in Hindoostan (as has been observed

before) is from 1 1 to 12 cofses, or about 22 miles, for an ordinary

traveller. But that of a courier, or profelsed mefsenger, may be

reckoned at go or gg ; and on occasions of emergency, they can

travel even more; and that for a continuance of 15 or 20 days.

A regular post is established throughout the parts of Hindoostan

subject to the East-India Company, and also from Calcutta to Ma-

dras. The postmen always travel on foot. Their stages are com-

monly from seven to ejght miles; and their rate of travelling within

our own districts, about 70 miles in the 24 hours
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TABLE I.

AGRA, to

British Miles. British Miles.

Agimere 230 Hurdwar 217

Allahabad 296 Hydrabad by Eliebpour 806

Amedabad 534 by Nagpour 835
Amednagur 7*3 Jagarnaut 793
Arcol 1160 joinagur or Jaepour 136

Attock 755 Lahore 5i7

Aurungabad 633 Lucknow 202

Bareilly 12
9,

Madras by Eliebpour 1158

Keder 740 by Nagpour 1187

Benares 379 Masulipatam 831

Bisnagur 989 Meerta 294

Bombay by Burhanpour 848 Mirzapour 346
by Amedabad 858 Moorshedabad 826

Burhanpour 5°8 Moultan by Delhi 631

Cabul 976 Mundu 420

Calbcrga 865 Mysore 1238

Calcutta by Moorsbedabad 944 Nagpour by Hufsiugabad 5l8
by Birboom 839 by Cbattcrpour 5*4

Calpy 160 Napaul 424

Cambay 587 Narwah 127

Candahar by Cabul 1208 Oude or Fyzabad 287

Canogc J27 Ougein by Nanvab 374
Cashmere 724 Patna 544
Cattack 785 Pondicherry 1287

Chatterpour 212 Poonah 796

Cheitore 300 Ramgaut 74
Corah 184 Rantampour 120

Dacca 99° Ruttunpour 5i3

Delhi J 37 Sattarah 840

Dowlatabad 628 Seringapatam 1230

Ellichpour 487 Sirong 253

Etayah 7 1 Sumbulpour 617

Eyzabad. See Oude. Surat by Amedabad 680

Goa 1020 Tatta or Sindy 887

Colconda 79° Visiapour 825

Gwalior 80 Warangole 868
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TABLE II.—BENARES to

British Miles.

'Agimere - - 571
Allahabad - 83
Anlcdabad - - 793
Arcot - - 1105
Tttfock - - 1134
Aurungabad - 740
Balasore by Chuta Nagpour 316
Bareilly - 345
Baroach - - 820
Beider -

- 726
Bidjigur - /;6

Bilsah - - 416
Bombay by Nagpour 982

by Burhanpour 950
Bopaltol - - 449
Burhanpour by Sagur 609
Buxar 70
Cabul - - 1355
Calberga or Kilberga 783
Calcutta by Moorsbedabad 565

by Birboom 460
Calpv - - 239
Cambay - 806
Candahar - - 1588
Canoge - 259
Cashmere - - 1104
Cattack by Chuta Nagpour 45 s

Chatterpour - 237
Chcitorc - - 601
Chittigong - 752
Chunargur - 17
Corah - - 195
Dacca - - 601
Delhi - - 516
Dowlatabad - 742
Ellichpour - 552
Etayah - - 308

„ Furruckabad - 2g$
Fyzabad. See Oude.

Canjam - - 570
Ghod or Gobud - 336
Goa - - 1070
Golconda - 750
Gurrah - - 270
Gwalior - - 355
Hurdwar - - 050

British Mile?.

Hydrabad 751
Jaigarnaut 512
Jionpour 42
Indore ;84
Joinagur or Jarpour 515
Lahore 897
Lucknow 189
Madras by Hydrabad 1103
Masulipatain by Nagpour 853
Mcerta 63G
Mindygaul 253
Mirzapour 3°
Monghir 255
Moorsbedabad by Birboom 417

by Monghir 477
Moultan lOlO
Mundlah 306
Mysore 11C5
Nagpour 430
Napaul 280
Narwah 356
Oude 130
Ougein 554
Patna by Buxar 155

by Daoadnagur 165
Pawangur 754
Pondicherry 1203
Poonah by Nagpour 916

by Burbanpour 897
Ramgaut 419
Rewah 126
Rotasgur 81
Ruttunpour 275
Sagur 34i
Sattarah 942
Scringapatam 11'57

Sindy or Tatta 1210
Sirong 389
Sumbulpour 375
Surat by Sirong and Ougein 863

by Burhanpour 869
Tanjore by Nagpour 1273
Tritchinopoly 1277
Visagapatam 75 8
Visiapour 876
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TABLE III.—BOMBAY to

British Mile British JKiles.

Agimcrc by Amedabad 650 Jargarnaut 1052

Allahabad by Nagpour 977 Jansi 728

Amedabad 321 jcfselmcrc 680

Amednagur by Poouab 181 Indore by Pawaugur 45*>

Anjenga 900 Joinagur or Jacpour 740
A root 722 Lahore 1070

Aurangabad by Callian 260 Lucknow 923
by Poouab 284 Madras 75 8

Baroach 221 Mangalore 518

Bassecn 27 Masulipatam 686

Bedcr 426 Mcerta 6jo

Bcdnorc 45 2 Mirzapour 952
Bisnagur 39,8

Moorshedabad 1259
Bopaltol 516 Moultan by 'jcfselmcrc 950
Burhanpour by Poouab 3 Mundu 454

by Chandor 31° Mysore 630
Calbcrga 386 Nagpour/>y Poouab 577
Calcutta by Poouab 1301 by Callian 55 2

Callian 32 Narwah 721

Calpy 821 Onoic 398

Cambay 281 Oude by Burhanpour and Strong 1013

Canoge 889 Ougein by Pawangur 480

Cashmere 1277 by Burhanpour 500
Cattaek 1034 Patna by Rcwab 1145
Chatterpour 747 Pawangur 286

Cheitore 547 Pondicherry 805
Cochin 780 Poonah 98

Corah 853 Ruttunpour 772
Damaun 107 Saler-Mouler 182

Delhi by Amedabad and Agimcrc 880 Sattarah 146

by Burhanpour 965 Seringapatam 622

Dowlatabad 258 Sindy or Tatla 74i

Fyzabad. Sec Oudc. Sirong 595
Goa 292 Sumbulpour 826

Golconda 475 Surat 177
Gwalior 768 Tcllichcrry 615

llufsingabad Gaut 500 Visiapour. 234
Hydrabad 480 Vizrabuy or Vizarabie 48
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TABLE IV.—CALCUTTA lo

" British Miles.

Adorn - 1030
Agimere by Moorsbedabad 1 1 36

by Birboom 1030
Allahabad by M. - 64 9

h B -
.

- 541
Amcdabad by Ougein 1 a 3

1

Amcdnagur - 1119
Anjenga - 1577
Aracan - 475
Arcot - - 1070
Al’sam, Capital of 660
Attock - 1 700
Ava - - 11 50
Aurungabad - 1022
Baluir - 297
Balasorc - 141

Baroach by Nagpour 1220
Bareilly bv M. - oio

by B. 805
Bafsecn by Poouab 13 17
Beder - 980
Bednorc - 1290
Bilsah by Mundlab

, 867
Bisnagur - 1120
Bopaltol by Mirzapour 929

by Mundlab - 892
Burhanpour by Nagpour 978
Buxar by M. - 484

by B. - 408
Cabul by M. - 1920

by B. - 1 8
1

5

Calbcrga by the Cirears 1018
Calpy by M. - 804

by B. - 699
Cambay by Nagpour - 1273
„ by Mundlab and Ougein 1253
Candahar by Moorsbedabad 2152

by Birboom * 2047

British Miles.

Canoge by M. 824
by B. 719

Cashmere, Capital oft by M. 1668
by B. 1564

Cattack 251
Chatterpour by M. 803

by B. 698
Cheitorc by M. 1168

by B. 1063
Chittigong 317
Chunargur by M. 574

by B. 469
Cicacole 49°
Comorin Cape
Condavir or Outdoor

1470

79 l

Corah bv M. 760
by B. 655

Dacca
1 77

Delhi by M. 1081
by B. 976

Dcllamcotta 344
Dowlatabad 1020
Ellichpour 844
Ellore 7*9
Etayah by M. 873

by B. 768
Eurruckabad by Af. 860

by B. 755
Ganjam 369
Gangpour 393
Ghod or Gobttd by M. 888

by B. 7 83
Goa 1300
Golconda
Guntoor. See Condavir,

9°7

Gwalior by M, 9to
by B. 805

Tt
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CALCUTTA to

British Miles.

llurdwar by M. OGOO

byB. 975
Hufsingabad Gaut by Nagpour 909
Hydrabad by Nagpour 1043

by the Circars 902

Jagarnaui * 3n
Indore by Mundlab 1030

loinagur or 'Jaepour by M. 1080

byB. 975

Lahore by M. 1461

byB. 1356

Lafsa 850

I ,ucknow by M. 754

byB. M
Madras 1030

Madura i 336

Masulipatam 764

Meerta by M. 1197

byB. 1092

Mindygaut by M. 818

byB. 7*3

Mirzapour by M. . 598

ly B. 493

Monghir bv M. 301

by B. 275

Moorshedabad 1 1

8

Moultan by M. 1 5^5

by B. 1.170

Mundilla 634
1 178Mysore

Nagpour, Great

by Ruttunpour 722

, by Callack 733

Nagpour, Little 280

Napaul 591

Nanvah by M. 922

by B. 817

British

Ongolc - -

Oudc by Moorshedabad and Be-

nares

by Birboom and Benares

by Moorshedabad and A-

zimgur

by Birboom and Azimgur

Ougcin by Bahia

by Nagpour
by Mundlab

Patna by M.
by B.

Pawaugur by Ougcin

Pondicherry

Poonah by Nagpour
by the Circars

Rajamundry

Ruttunpour by Little Nagpour

by Catlack

Sagur by Mundlab

Sattarah by Nagpour

Scringapatam

Silhet

Sindy or Talla

Sirong 5v Benares

Sumbulpour by Caltack

by Little Nagpour

Surat by Benares and Ougcin

by Nagpour

Tanjorc

Tritchinopoly

Visagapatam

Visiapour by the Circars

'by
Aurungabad

MJer.

829

b95
59°

639
562
1066

1062

997
400

310
1

J

97
1130

1208

1280

984
879
665

493

515
8o5

1232

11 70

Mr,
1602

849

441

43S

1309

1238

1235

1238

557
1183
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TABLE V.--DELHI to

British Miles. British Miles.

Aglmcrc 230 Jagarnaut 9 to
Allahabad 412 Jionpour 456
Anredabad 610 Joinagur or Jaepour 156
Amc.dnagur 830 jumrnoo 428
Aracan 1420 Lahore 380
Arcot 1277 Lucknow 279
Afsam 1318 Madras by Ellichpour

/ y
1295

Attock 618 by Nagpour i3 24
Aurungabad 750 by Burhanpour 1 3 77
Baliar 642 Masulipatam 1084
Bareilly 142 Mccrta 295
Beder 857 Mindygaut 220
Bisnagur 1106 Mirzapour 463
Burhanpour 625 Moorshcdabad 943
Cabul by Rotas

, 839 Monhan 494
Calbcrga 982 Mysore *33°
Calpy 277 Mundu 481
Cambay 663 Nagpour •

63 X

Candahar by Cabul 1071 Napaul 500
Canoge 214 Narwah 244
Cashmere by Lahore 5 87 Oude 370
C'attack 902 Ougein 440
Chcitore 3 27 Paishawur 663
Comorin Cape 1728 Panniput 72
Corah 301 Patna • 661
Dacca 1 107 Pondicherry 1400
Dowlatabad 745 Poonah 9*3
Ellichpour 604 Ramgaut 77
Etayab 188 Ruttunpour 633
Fyzabad. See Oude. Saltarab 975
Ghizni by Cabul 9 l 7 Seringapatam 1321
Goa 1158 Sindy or Talta 8lO
Golconda 958 Sirhind 198
Gwalior 197 Sirong 37°
Hurdwar 117 Sumbulpour 73°
Hufsun-Abdaul 5 84 Surat 756
Hydrabad by Ellichpour 923 Visiapour 916

by Nagpour •
952 Warangolc 985

Tt 2
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TABLE VI.—I1YDRABAD to

Biitish Miles. British Miles.

.

Adoni 175 Jagarnaut 59 1

Agimcre 800 Jansi 684
Allahabad 7°3 "Indore S50
Amedabad 661 Ingeram 272
Amednagur 335 Joinagur or Jacpour
Arcot 354 Lahore 1369
Aurungabad 2 95 Lucknow 795
Balasorc 761 Madras 35 -

Bancapour (Sanorc) 267 Madura 6x3
Bangalore 35 2 Mahur or Maor i 73
Baroach or Broach 549 Mangalore 470
Bcdcr 78 Masulipatam 203
Bcdnorc 4 i 3 Mccrta 800
Bilsnli 506 Mirzapour 722
Bisnagur 264 Moorshedabad 1020
Bopaltol 49£ Mundu 498
Burhanpour by JajJicrabad 380 Mysore.

Nagpour
414

by Aurangabad 417 321
Calbcrga 1 16 Narwah 679
Calpy

Gam bay
7 i 5 Nccrniul 144
620 Oinrautty 293

C-anoul 127 Ongolc IO4

C. attack 65

1

Oudc 811
Chattcrpour C23 Ougein by JajJicrabad 534
Chcitore 713 Patna by Nagpour and Reveal 9*4
Chitteldioog 322 Pondicherry 45 2

Cicacole 412 Poonah 3 y 7
Coinbain or Conimum 145 Rachore 9 i

Condanorc 156 Rajamundry 237
Condavir 131 Raolconda 144
Condapilly 142 Roydroog 252
Corah 728 Ruitunpour 55 1

Cuddapa 230 Sagur 536
Dalniachcrry 278 Sattarah 366
Dowlatabad 303 Seringapatam 406
Kllichpour 3 1 9 Siiuly or Tatia 1074
El lore 183 Sirong 553
Eyzabad. See Oitde .

Ganjam 533

Sirripy

Sollapour
317^

144
Goa 416 Surat 575
Golconda 5 Tanjorc r •>

U “

Gooiy 1 78 Timer)’cotta 71
Gumoor. Sec Condavir

Gurramcomla 2 75

Tincvclly

Tritchinopoly
709

5*6
Gurry-Mundlah 476 Visagapaiam 355
Gwalior 726 Visiapour « 269
llufsingabad Gauf 444 Warangole 62
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TABLE VII.—LUCKNOW to

>
Agimcre

British Miles.

428 Goorackpour
British Miles.

17O

Allahabad 127 Gwalior 211

Amc'dabad 770 Hurdwar
3 > 1

Arcot 1147 Jagarnaut 660
Aurangabad 696 Jansi J 90
Babar 388 jionpour >47
Bahraitch 73 Indore 522
Barcillv

J
156 Joinagur or Joepour 338

Baroach 761 Kairabad 3 1

Bel grain 70 I^hore 639
Iiilsab 367 Mahojndv 92
Bidzigur 234 Masulipatam fry Nogpour %7
Bopaltol 398 Meerta 493
Burhanpour 573 Mindygaut 69
Buxar 232 Mirzapour 1 82

Cabul 1118 Monghir 416
Callinger or Kau'lii’gcr J 49 Moorshedabad 597
Calpy 98 Moultan • 742
Cariogc 75 Mundlah 337
Cashmere 806' Nagpour 474
Cattack 641 Narwah 258
Cawnpour 49 Oudc or Fyzahad 85
Chanderec 270 Ougein 495
Cbatterpour 172 Patna 316
Cheitore 5°3 Pondicherry 1247
Cbiuigong 94 i Poonah 882

Clranar i 97 Ramgaut 201

Corah 07 Rewah 182

Currah 93 Rotasgur 27a
Dacca 79° Ruttunpour 392

Dowlatabad 728 Sagur 300
Dynapour • 3°4 Sattarah 920
F.tayah 144 Seringapatam 1201

Furruckabad 111 Sindy or Talta 1089

Fyzabad. See Oudc.

188

Sirong 318
Gbod or Gohud Sultanpour r 92

Goa 1115 Sumbulpour

Visiapour
497

Golconda ‘ 794 920
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TABLE VIII.—MADRAS to

British Miles. British Mile<r,,

Adoni 310 Guntoor. See Condavir.

Agimerc H5 2 Gurramconda l;53
Allahabad 1055 Gwalior 1078
Amedabad

'

1049 Jargarnaut 7 J 9
Anjenga 506 Indore ,902
Arcot 73 Ingcram 399
Aurungabad 647 Lahore 1675
Balasore 689 Madura by Tanjorc 3°7
Bancapour (Sanorc) 416 Mangalore 440
Bandarmalanka 358 Masulipatam 292
Bangalore 21 5 Mirzapour 1074
Baroach 947 Moorshedabad 1148
Bedcr 43° Mundu 850
Bcdnorc 445 Nagpour <>73

Bisnagur 386 Negapatam 183
Burhanpour by Aurungabad 7% Nellore 120

by Jafficrabad 73* Oude 1163
Cabul 2 i34 Ougein 886
Calbcrga 422 Palamcottah 401
Cambay 998 Patna by Nagpour 1266
Canogc 1141 Pondicherry 100
Canoul 2 79 Poonah 66

0

Cashmere 1882 Rachorc 3 23
(’attack 779 Rajamundry 365
Chatterpour 975 Raolconda 382
Chcitorc 1065 Ruttunpoui 9°3
Chittcldloog 335 Sattarah 616
Cicacole 540 Scringapatam 290
Coimbetore 306 Siccacollam 267
Combani or Commit

m

214 Sindy or Talia 1467
Comorin Cape (Arameny Gate; 440 Sirong 9°5
Condapilly 306 Sirripy 281
Condavir 276 Surat 9°3
Conjaveram 46 Tanjorc 205
Corah 1080 Timcrycotta 278
Cuddapa

.
J 53 Trankebar 165

Ddlmacherry ll5 Travancore 464
Dindigul 2 75 Tritchinopoly 268

rDowlatabad 655 Tutacorin 3°4
r

Ellicbpour 671 Vclorc 88
Ellore 310 Visagapatam 483
Canjam 661 Visiapour 534
Goa - • 575 Warangole 414
Golconda 358 Yanam 400
Gooty or Gutti 269
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TABLE IX.—NAGPOUR h
British Miles. British Miles.

Adoni 496 Hufsingabad Gaut 187
Allahabad 382 Jagarnaut 500
A?ncdabad 576 Indore Q 71
Amednagur 403 Joinagur or Jarpour

u /

54°
Arsot 675 Maliur or Maor 167
Aui\ingabad 300 Masulipatani

4 23
Balasorc 59a Mecrta 596
Bareilly 57 6

'

Mirzapour 401
Bcdcr 302 Moorshcdabad by Chula Nag-
Bcdnore by IJydrabad 734 pour 695
Bilsah -49 Mundilla 1 5 51

Bisnagur 5 G9 Nagpour Lillie 438
Boad 347 Narnalla 164
Bopaltol 238 Narvvah by Hufsiugabad 421
Burhanpour 256 Nccmiul 177
Burwa 383 jOmrautty 1 13
Calbcrga 358 Oude or Fyzabad 496
Calpy 394 Ougcin by Bopaltol 340
Canoge 486 Panniput 7°3
Cattack 482 Patna by Rultunpour 577
Chanda 90 by Rnvab 593
Chaiulcrce 302 Pondicherry 773
Chattcrpour 302 Poonah 486
Cheitore 510 Rachore 412
C.'hctra or Chillrab 463 Ramgaut 588
Chunargur 420 Ramgur in Bahar 483
Cicacole 400 Raypour 200
Condapilly 370 Rcwah 3°4
Condavir or Gunloor 385 Rotasgur 440
{ oomlah 93 Ruttunpour 220
( < >rah - 407 Sagur 215
L uvldapa 551 Saltarah 526
Dowlatabad 305 Seringapatam - 727
Ellichpour 122 Sirong by Hufsiugabad 295
Kllore 377 Soncpour or Joncpour 3°o
Gangpour •

33° Sumbulpour 292
Gan jam by Boad and C

r

unisoar 480 Surat 5 16
Ga.iile or Gyalgur >37 Surgoojah 318
Goa 640 Tatijore

" -
843

Golconda • 3 20 Tritchinopoly 847
Cooty or Gutti 500 Velore 670
Guiu>oar 434 Yi:agapatam 394
Gurrah 160 Visiaoour 448
Gwalior by Hufsiugabad 480 Warangole 258



TABLE X.-OUGEIN to

Agimerc

British Miles.

256

Allahabad 480

Amedabad 2 75

Atnednagur 365

Arcot 9°5

Aurungabad 287

Baroach 266

Bareilly 503

Bafscen 448

Bilsah 140

Bisnagur %
Bopaltol 112

Burhanpour 154

Calpy 382

Cambay 27Q

Canogc 464

Cattack by Nagpour 822

Chanderec 242

Chatterpour 320

Cheitorc 169

Corah 426

Dowlatabad 280

Kllichpour 237

Ktayah 402

Furruckabad 468

Fyzabad orOude 5 83

Ghod or Gobud 356

Goa by Poonab 697
Golconda 539
Gwalior 336
Iiindia 116

Hufsingabad Gaut *53

Jalorc 220

British Mil?

Jansi - 438 (

Jelsclmcrc - 365
Indore - 38

Joinagur or Jaepour '285

joudypour - 260

Kotta

Mccrla - 256

Mirzapour - 526

Moorshedabad by Guny-Mund-

lab 983
by Patna 1007

Mundu - 46
Mundilla - 363
Naderbar or Noondabar 203

Nagore - 305
Nagpour Little - 780
Narwah direct . 254

by Strong - 291

Oudipour - 135
Patna - 726
Pondicherry - 998
Poonah by Burbanpour 442
Powangur - 200

Ramgaut - 488
Rantampour - 260

Ruttunpour - 508
Sagur - - 212

Sattarah - - 502
Seringapatam - 876
Sirong - . 165

Sumbulpour - 608

Surat - _ 309
Visiapour - - 474
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TABLE XI.—POONAII to

Adpni
"Agimcrc

Allahabad by Strong

Amtklabad
Ameunagur
Arcot

Aurungabad
Balasore

I'ancapour (Sanorc)

Bangalore

Bau’illy

Baroach

Balseen

Beder
Bcdnorc
Bilsah

Bisnagur

Bopaltol

Burhanpour
Calbcrga

Callian

Calpy

Cambay
Canoge
Canoul
Cattack by Nagpour

Chandcrec
Chattcrpour

Cheitoie

Chittcldroog

Condavir or Guiltoor

Corah
Dalmachcrry
Dowlatabad.

Kllichpour

Ellore
* Ktayah
Furruckabad

Ghod or Gcbud

Goa
Golconda
Gooty or Gutli

Gwalior

British Miles.

36°
670

853
3*9

83
6124

186

1078
1268

521
qiO

287
114

31O

382

496
3OO
4<J3

288

271

9 1

768

338
842

387
968
620
6.95

57°
411

528
812

548
184

380

57°

779
847

• 726

245
382

39 2

7x6

British Mies.

Hufsingabad Gant - 45^
fagarnaut by Nagpour 9^6

Jansi - 674

Indore - 45°
Joinagur or Jacpour 737
Mangalore - 455
Masulipatam - 59°

Mahur or Maor 355
Mcerta - 644

Mindygaut - 844

Mirzapour by Siioiig 9°°

by Nagpour 887

Moorshedabad by Nag pour 1181

Miimlilla - 641

JVlundu - 4°6

Naderbar - 23°

Nagpour Lillie 9*9

Narwah - 669
Omrautty. - 373

Oude or Fyzabad 947
Panniput - 9^5

Patna by Siroug l09°

by Nagpour 1063

Pawangur - 35 2

Pondicherry - 7°7

Poorundar -

Rachorc - 357

Ramgaut - ^7°

Run unpour - 7°®

Rydroog - 3^6

Sagur - - 556

Sattarah - ^3

Seringapatam - 5 25

Sirong - " 543
Sumbulpoiir - *77^

Surat - " 243

Tanjorc - 7^ 2

Tatta or Sirnly - 8o7

Tritchinopoly - 73°

VMore - ® 1 ®

Viivigapatam - 74 2

Visi\uour - J 3^

VizraXuy • 112

U u
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TABLE XII.—SERINGA PATAM to

Adoni

British Miles.

243 Golconda

British Ijlilcs.

408

Aracdnagur 541 Gooty or Gulli 228

Anjcnga 3 2 5 Gurramconda 172

Arcot 217 Jagarnaut 860

Aurangabad 599 Madura 240

Bancapour (Sanore) 231 Mangalore 162

Bangalore 74 Masulipatam 430
Bedcr 432 Mysore 8

Bednore 187 Negapatam 296

Bisnagur 260 Ongole 33#

Burhanpour 7221 Onore 244

Calicut 129 Palam cotta 317
Calbcrga 39° Palieaudeherry * 3 i

Canoul 2 79 Pondicherry 260

Changamah 178 Kachorc 3 i 5

Chittcldroog u 5 Raolconda 322

Cochin 214 Roydroog 1 68

Coimbcttorc 122 Sattarah 465
Combam or Commum 291 Sirripy 89

Comorin Cape 380 Sollapour 302

Condanorc 250 Tanjore 237

Condapilly 444 Tcllichcrry 128

Condavir orGuntoor 4 i 4 Tincvclly. Sec Palamcotta.

Cuddapa 220 Timerycotta 363

Dalmachcrry 202 Trankebar 295
Dindigul 198 Travancore 344

Dowlatabad 606 Tritchinopoly 205

Kllichpour 695 Velore 202

Ellorc 44B Visiapour 405

Goa 335
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ADVERTISEMENT.

Tiie within Tract has already made its appearance, in the Phi-

losophical Transactions of 1781. It was suggested to the author,

that it would make a very proper Appendix to the Memoir oe

the Mat of Hindoos!an; and he accordingly offers it to the

Public under that denomination: happy, should the Appendix

meet a degree of indulgence, equal to what the Work itsclt has

experienced.



A N

A C C O U N T

ot
m the

GANGES

AND

BURRA MPOQTE R RIVERS.

They gathering many a flood, and copious fed

With all the mellowed treasures of the sky.

Wind in progrefsive majesty along;

And traverse realms unknown, and blooming wilds,

And fruitful deserts Forsaking these.

O’er peopled plains they fair-diffusive flow.

And many a nation feed, and circle safe.

Within their bosom many a happy isle.

Thus pouring on, they proudly seek the deep.

Whose vanquish’d tide, recoiling fioin the shock,

•Yields to this liquid weight

THOMSON’S SEASONS.
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AN ACCOUNT, be.

jL he Ganges*' and Burramfooter-1
- rivers, together with their

numerous branches and adjuncts, intersect the country of Ben-

gal (which, independent of Bahar and Orissa, is somewhat

larger than Great Britain) in such a variety of directions, as to

form the most complete and easy inland navigation that can he

conceived. So equally and admirably diffused are those natural

canals, over a country that approaches nearly to a perfect plane,

that, after excepting the lands contiguous to Burdvvan, Birboom,

&c. (which may be reckoned a sixth part of Bengal) we may safely

pronounce, that every other part of the country, has, even in the

dry season, some navigable stream within 25 miles at farthest ; and

more commonly, within a third part of that distance.

It is supposed, that this inland navigation gives constant employ-

ment to 30,000 boatmen. Nor will it be wondered at, when it

is known, that all the salt, and a large proportion of the food,

consumed by ten millions of people, arc conveyed by water, within

the kingdom of Bengal and its dependencies. To these must be

added, the transport of the commercial exports and imports, pro-

bably to the amount of two millions sterling pc?
* annum ; the in-

terchange of manufactures and products, throughout the whole

country ; the fisheries; and the article of travelling.

• The proper name of this river in the language of Hindoostan (orlndostan), is Puddu or

Padda. li is also named Burra Gonga > or the Great River; and Conga, the River, by

way of eminent e; and Irom this, doubtlefs, the European names of the river are derived.

f The orthography of this word, as given here, is according to the common pronuncia-

tion in Bengal; but it is said to be written in thsr Shanscrit language, Brabma-pootcn
wh’ch signifies the Son of Brahma .

% The embarkations made uje of, vary in bulk from 1 Ho tons down to the size of a wherry.

Those from 30 to 50 tons are reckoned the most eligible for transporting merchandize.
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These rivers, which a late ingenious gentleman aptly termed

sisters and rivals (he might have said twin sisters, from the con-

tiguity of their springs), e ly resemble each other, in length of

course; in bulk, until they approach the sea ; in the smoothnefs

and colour of their waters; in the appearance of their borders and

islands; and, finally, in the height to which their floods iise, with,

the periodical rains. Of the two, the Burrampootcr is the largest

;

but the difference is not obvious to the eye. They arc now well

known to derive their sources from the vast mountains of Thibet ;*

from whence they proceed in opposite directions; the Ganges seek-

ing the plains of Hindoostan (or Impost an) by the west; and

the Burrampootcr by the cast ; both pursuing the early part of their

course through rugged vallies and defiles, and seldom visiting the

habitations of men. The Ganges, after wandering about 8oo miles

through these mountainous regions, ifsucs forth a deity to the super-

stitious, yet gladdened, inhabitant of Hindoostan. -|- From Hurd-

war (or Hurdoar), in latitude 30°, where it gushes through an

opening in the mountains, it flows with a smooth navigable stream

through delightful plains, during the remainder of its course to the

sea (which is about 13,50 miles), diffusing plenty immediately by

means of its living productions; and secondarily by enriching the

* These are among the highest of the mountains of the old hemisphere. 1 was not able
to determine their height; but it may in some measure be guefsed, by the circumstance ot

t heir rising considerably above the horizon, when viewed from the plains of Bengal, at the
distance of 150 miles.

f The fabulous account of the origin of the Ganges (as communicated by my learned and
iiigcirous friend. Sir Charles Houghton Rou.sr.), is, that it flows out of the foot of
.B list'll an (the same with Vistnou, the Rrkservin <. Deity), from whence, say the Bra-
ndos, it has its name l\idda\ that word signifying foot in the Shanscrit language: and that
in its course to the plains of Hindoostan, 11 pulses through an immense rock shaped like a
cow’s head.

The allegory is highly e*prcf.ive of the veneration which the Hindoos have for this famous
stream ; and no lefs so of their gratitude to the Author of Nature for bestowing it : for it

describes the kiefsing as flowing purely from his bounty ami goodnefs.
The rock before mentioned has, 1 / believe, never been visited by any European ; anti is

even allowed by most of the natives ttvbear no resemblance to the object trom whence it is de-
nominated. However, as the effect* of superstition do often long survive the illusions that
gave it birth, the rock or caveni/till preserves its original name. [This note was written
before it was known that M. Tyuentullcr bad visited it.]
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t

adjacent lands, and affording an easy means of transport for the

productions of its borders. In a military view, it opens a commu-

nication between the different posts, and serves in the capacity of a

military way through the country ; renders unnccefsary the form-

ing of magazines ; and infinitely surpafses the celebrated inland

ngrigalioiyof North America, where the carrying places not only

obstruct the progrefs of an army, but enable the adversary to de-

termine his place and mode of attack with certainty.

In its course through the plains, it receives eleven rivers, some

of which are equal to the Rhine, and none smaller than the

Thames, besides as many others of lefscr note. It is owing to this

vast influx of streams, that the Ganges exceeds the Nile so greatly

in point of magnitude, while the latter exceeds it in length of

course by one-third. Indeed, the feanges is inferior in this last re-

spect, to many of the northern rivers of Asia ; though I am in-

clined to think that it discharges as much or more water than any

of them, because those rivers do not lie within the limits of the

periodical rains.*

* The proportion'll lengths of course of some of the most noted livers in the world are

shewn nearly by the following numbers;

European rivers.

Thames - i

Rhine - - 5’

Danube - - y
Wolga - - c;}

Asiatic rivers.

Indus (probably) - -
6J-

Euphrates - - SI

Ganges - - g\
Burrampooter - • gl
Noli Kian, or Ava river - cj\

Jennisea - - - 10
Oby - - - 1 o£
Amoor - - 11

Lena - - - - 1 if
Hoanho (of China) - 13^
Kian Keu (of ditto) - - 15^

African river. *

Nile - - \z\
American rivers.

Mifsifsipi 8

Amazons - - 15\

x x
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The bed of the Ganges is, as may be supposed, very unequal in

point of width. From its first arrival in the plains at Hurdvvar,

to the conflux of the Jumnah (the first river of note that joins it),

its bed is generally from a mile to a mile and a quarter wide ;
and

,

compared with the latter part of its course, tolerably straight.

From hence, downward, its course becomes more winding
> a^d

its bed consequently wider,* till, having succefsively received the

waters of the Gogra, Soane, and Gunduck, besides many smaller

streams, its bed has attained its full width ; although, during the

remaining boo miles of its course, it receives many other principal

streams. Within this space it is, in the narrowest parts of its bed,

half a mile wide, and in the widest, three miles; and that, in

places where no islands intervene. The stream within this bed is

always cither increasing or decreasing, according to the season.

When at its lowest (which happens in April), the principal chan-

nel varies from 400 yards to a mile and a quarter
;
but is commonly

about three quarters of a mile, in width.

The Ganges is fordable in some places above the conflux of the

Jumnah, but the navigation is never interrupted. Below that, the

channel is of considerable depth, for the additional streams bring a

greater accefsion of depth than width. At 500 miles from the sea,

the channel is thirty feet deep when the river is at its lowest
;
and

it continues at least this deptli to the sea, where the sudden ex-

pansion of the stream deprives it of the force necefsary to sweep

away the bars of sand and mud thrown acrofs it by the strong

southerly w inds ; so that the principal branch of the Ganges can-

not be entered by large vefsels.

About 220 miles from the sea (but 300 reckoning the windings

of the river), commences the head of the delta of the Ganges;

which is considerably more than twice the area of that of the Nile.

* This will be explained when the windings^f the river are treated of.
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The two westernmost branches, named the Cofsimbuzar and Jel-

lingliy rivers, unite, and form what is afterwards named the

Hoogly river ; which is the port of Calcutta, and the only branch

bf the Ganges that is commonly navigated by ships.* The Cos-

simbuzar river is almost dry, from October to May: and the Jel-

J>£^.riypr (although a stream runs in it the whole year) is in

some years unnavigable during two or three of the driest months

;

so that the only subordinate branch of the Ganges, that is at all

times navigable, is the Chundnah river, which separates at Mod-
dapour, and terminates in the Hooringotta.

That part of the delta bordering on the sea, is composed of a

labyrinth of rivers and creeks, all of which are salt, except those

that immediately communicate with the principal arm of the

Ganges. This tract, known by the name of the Woods, or Sun-
derbuilds, is in extent equal to the principality of Wales; and is

so completely- enveloped in woods, and infested with tygers, that

if any attempts have ever been made to clear it (as is reported),

they have hitherto miscarried. Its numerous canals are so dis-

posed, as to form a complete inland navigation, throughout and

acrofe the lower part of the delta
; without either the delay of go-

ing round the head of it, or the hazard of putting to sea. Here

salt, in quantities equal to the whole consumption of Bengal and

its dependencies, is made and transported with equal facility : and

here also is found an inexhaustible store of timber for boat-build-

ing. The breadth of the lower part of this delta is upwards of 180

miles; to which, if we add that of the two branches of the river

* The Hoogly river, or westernmost branch of the Ganges, has a much deeper outlet to

the sea, than the principal branch. Probably this may be owing to its precipitating a lefs

quantity of mud than the other ; the quantity of the Ganges water discharged here being
lefs than in the other, in the proportion of one to six. From the difficulties that occur in na-
vigating the entrance of the Hoogly river, many are led to suppose, that the channels are

shallow. The difficulties, however, arise from bringing the ships acrofs some of the sand-
banks, which project so far into the *ea, that the channels between them cannot easily be
traced from without.

X x s
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th:»t hound it, we shall have about 200 miles for the distance to

which the-Ganges expands its branches, at its junction with the

sea.

It has been observed before, that the course of this river, froiri

Hurdwar to the sea, is through an uniform plain
; or, at least, what

appears such to the eye: for the declivity is much to^

be perceptible. A section of the ground, parallel to one of its

branches, in length 6’o miles, was taken by order of Mr. Hastings ;

and it was found to have about nine inches descent in each mile,

reckoning in a straight line, and allowance being made for the cur-

vature of the earth. But the windings of the river were so great,

as to reduce the declivity on which the water ran, to left than four

inches per mile: and by a comparison of the velocity of the stream

at the place of experiment, with that in other places, I have 110

reason to suppose, that its general descent exceeds it.*

The mean rate of motion of the Ganges, is left than three miles

an hour, in the dry months. In the wet season, and whilst the

waters are draining ofb from the inundated lands, the current runs

from five to six miles an hour : and there are instances of its run-

ning seven, and even eight miles, in particular situations, and

under certain circumstances. I have an experiment of my own on

record, in which a boat was carried ,56’ miles in eight hours ; and

that against so strong a wind, that the boat had evidently no pro-

grefsive motion through the water.

When we consider that the velocity of the stream is three miles

in one season, and five or more in the other, on the same descent of

fqur inches per mile
;
and, that the motion of the inundation is

only half a mile per hour, on a much greater descent ; no farther

• M. De Cond amine found the descent of the river Amazons, in a straight course of
about i860 miles, to be about 1020 English feet, or 6| inches in a mile. It we allow for

the windings (which in the Ganges arc about one mile and J in three, taking its whole course
through the plains), it probably would not exceed 4 inches in a mile.
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proof is required, how small the proportion of velocity is, that the

descent communicates. It is then, to the impetus originating at

the spring head, or at the place where adventitious waters are

’poured in, and succcfsively communicated to every part of the

stream, that we are principally to attribute the velocity; which is

g^rtetjjt'lefser according to the quantity of water poured in.

'In common, there is found on one side of the river an almost

perpendicular bank, more or lefs elevated above the stream, accord-

ing to the season, and with deep water near it : and on the opposite

side, a bank, shelving away so gradually, as to occasion shallow wa-

ter, at some distance from the margin. This is more particularly the

case, in the most winding parts of the river, because the very opera-

tion of winding, produces the steep and shelving banks:* lor the

current is always strongest on the external side of the curve, formed

by the serpentine course of the river ; and its continual action on

the banks, cither undermines them,-f or washes them down. I11

places where the current is remarkably rapid, or the soil uncom-

monly loose, such tracts of land are swept away in the course of

one season, as would astonish those who have not been cyc-wit-

nefses to the magnitude and force of the mighty streams, occasioned

by the periodical rains of the tropical regions. This necefsarily

produces a gradual change in the course of the river ; the quantity

lost on the one side, being added to the other, by the mere opera-

tion of the stream : for the fallen pieces of the bank, difsolve quickly

into muddy sand; which is hurried away by the current, along the

border of the channel, to the point, from whence the river turns off’,

to form the next reach ; where the stream growing weak, it finds

* Iknee it is, that the section of a river, that winds through a loose soil, approaches nearly

to an obtuse angled -triangle, one of ulto.se sides is exceedingly short and disproportioned to

the other two . But '\hen a river perseveres in a straight coin sc, the section becomes

nearly the half of an ellipsis divided longitudinally
,Jv 7 • See Plate I. page 364.

f In the dry season some of these banks are more than 30 feet high, and often fall down
in pieces of many tons weight, and occasion so sudden and violent an agitation of the water,

as sometimes to sink large boats that happen to be near the shore.
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a resting-place ; and helps to form a shelving bank, which com-

mences at the point, and extends downwards, along the side of the

succeeding reach.

To account for the slacknefs of the current at the point, it is*

necefsary to observe, that the strongest part of it, instead ofturning

short round the point, preserves for some time, the diree-fio» giVfca

it by the last steep bank : and is accordingly thrown obliquely acrofs

the bed of the river to the bay on the opposite side ; and pursues

its course along it, till the intervention of another point again

obliges it to change sides. See Plate I.

In those few parts of the river that are straight, the banks un-

dergo the least alteration,* as the current runs parallel to them ; but

the least inflection of course, has the effect of throwing the cur-

rent against the bank ;
and if this happens in a part where the

soil is composed of loose sand, it produces in time a serpentine

winding.

It is evident, that the repeated additions made to the shelving

bank before mentioned, become in time an encroachment on the

channel of the river; and this is again counter-balanced by the de-

predations made on the opposite steep bank, the fragments of which

either bring about a repetition of the circumstances above recited, or

form a bank or shallow in the midst of the channel. Thus a steep

and a shelving bank, arc alternately formed, in the crooked parts of

the river (the steep one being the indented side, and the shelving one

the projecting

)

;
and thus a continual fluctuation of course is in-

duced in all the winding parts of the river ; each meander having

a* perpetual tendency to deviate more and more from the line of the

general course of the river, by eating deeper into the bays, and at

the same time adding to the points ; till either the opposite bays

•

# It is more than probable, that the straight parts owe their existence to the tenacity of the

soil of which their banks are composed. Whatever the cause may be, the effect very clearly

points out such situations, as the properest for placing towns in.
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meet, or the stream breaks through the narrow isthmus, and re-

stores a temporary straightnefs to the channel.

Several of the windings of the Ganges, and its branches, arc fast

’approaching to this state ; and in others, it actually exists at present.

The experience of these changes, should operate against attempting

cjM^alg^of^any length, in the higher parts of the country
; and I

nnich douht, if any in the lower parts would long continue navi-

gable. During eleven years of my residence in Bengal, the outlet

or head of the Jellinghy river, was gradually removed three quar-

ters of a mile farther down : and by two surveys of a part of the

adjacent bank of the Ganges, taken about the distance of nine years

from each other, it appeared that the breadth of an English mile

and a half had been taken away. This is, however, the most rapid

change that I have noticed ; a ldile in ten or twelve years being

the usual rate of encroachment, in places where the current strikes

with the greatest force ;
namely, where two straight reaches, meet

at a small angle. In such situations, it not unfrequently excavates

gulfs* of considerable length within the bank. These gulfs are in

the direction of the strongest parts of the stream ; and arc in fact

the young shoots (if I may so exprefs myself) which in time strike out

and become branches of the river : for we generally find them at

those turnings that have the smallest angles.
-J>

Two causes, widely different from each other, occasion the

meandering courses of rivers: the one, the irregularity of the ground

through which they run, which obliges them to wander in quest

of a declivity ; the other, the loosenefs of the soil, which yields

• The Count De Buffon advises the digging of such gulfs hi the batiks of ordinary ri-

vers, with a view to divert the current, when bridges or other buildings are endangered by it.

f The courses of these branches at the dllux, generally, if not always, become retrograde

to the course of the river; for^ a sand-batik, accumulating at the upper point of separation,

gives an oblique direction, upwards, to the stream, which would otherwise run out at right-

angles. This sand-bank being always on the increase, occasions a corrosion of the opposite

bank : and by this means, all, or most of the outlets, have a progrefsive motion downwards ;

as has been remarked of the Jellinghy river.
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to the friction of the border of the stream. The meanders in the

firsl case, are, of course, as digrefsive and irregular as the surface

they arc projected on : but, in the latter, they are so far reducible

to rule, that rivers of unequal bulk will, under similar circum-

stances, take a circuit to wind in, whose extent is in proportion to

their respective breadths: for, I have observed, that when a

of a river is fallen so low, as to occupy only a part of its bed, it no

longer continues in the line of its old course ; but works itself a

new channel, which winds from side to side, acrofs the former one.

I have observed too, that in two streams, of equal size, that which

has the slowest current has also the smallest windings: for as these

(in the present case) are solely owing to the depredations made on

the banks, by the force of the current ; so the extent of these de-

predations, or, in other words, thb dimensions of the windings, will

be determined by the degree of force acting on the banks.

The windings of the Ganges in the plains, arc, doubtleis, owing

to the loosenefs of the soil : and (I think) the proof of it is, that

they are perpetually changing ; which those, originally induced by

an inequality of surface, can seldom, or never do. *

I can easily suppose, that if the Ganges was turned into a straight

canal, cut through the ground it now traverses, in the most wind-

ing parts of its course; its straightnefs would be of short duration.

Some yielding part of the bank, or that which happened to be the

most strongly acted on, would first be corroded or difsolved : thus

a bay or cavity would be formed, in the side of the bank. This

begets an inflection of the current ; which falling obliquely on the

side of the bay, corrodes it incefsantly. When the current has

pafsed the innermost part of the bay, it receives a new direction, and

* Jt has been remarked, that the courses of rivers become ftiore winding as they approach
the sea. This, I believe, will only hold/ good, in such as take their course through a soil

which has been formed from the depositions of their own waters. In the Ganges, and other
rivtrs subject to considerable variations in the bulk of their streams, the best marks of the
vicinity of the sea, arc, the lowncfs of the river banks, and the increasing muddintis of the

bhallows in its bed.
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is thrown obliquely towards the opposite side of the canal, deposit-

ing in its way, the matter excavated from the bay ; and which be-

gins to form a shallow or bank, contiguous to the border of the ca-

rial. Here then is the origin of such windings, as owe their exist-

ence to the nature of the soil. The bay, so corroded, in time be-

coHjesJaege enough to give a new direction to the body of the

cgml: and the matter excavated from the bay, is so disposed as to

afsist in throwing the current against the opposite bank ; where a

proeels, similar to that I have been describing, will be begun.

The action of the current on the bank, will also have the effect of

deepening the border of the channel near it ; and this again increases

the velocity of the current in that part. Thus would the canal

gradually take a new form, till it became what the liver now is.

Even when the windings have lefsehed the descent one half, we still

find the current too powerful for the banks to withstand it.

There are not wanting instances of a total change of course in

some of the Bengal rivers.* The Cosa river (equal to the Rhine)

once ran by Purneah, and joined the Ganges opposite Rajemal. Its

junction is now 45 miles higher up. Gour, the ancient capital of

Bengal, stood on the old bank of the Ganges : although its ruins

are 4 or 5 miles from the present bank.

Appearances favour very strongly the opinion, that the Ganges

had its former bed, in the tract now occupied by the lakes and mo-

ral'scs, between Nattore and Jaffiergunge ; striking out of its present

course at Bauleah, and pafsing by Pootyah. With an equal degree

of probability (favoured by tradition), we may trace its supposed

course toy Dacca, to a junction with the Burrampooter or Megilp

near Fringybazar ; where the accumulation of two such mighty

streams, probably scooped out the present amazing bed of the

MEGNA.*f- See plate II.

* The Mootyjyl like is one of the windings of a former channel of the Cofsimbuzar river,

f Mcgna and Burrampooter are names belonging to the same river in different parts of
its course. The Mcgna fulls into the Burrampooter; and, though a much smaller river*

communicates its name to the other during the rest of its course.

Yy
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Ih tracing the sea coast of the delta, we find no lefs than eight 4

openings ; each of which, without hesitation, one pronounces to

have been in its time, the principal mouth of the Ganges. Nor is

the occasional deviation of the principal branch, probably, the only

cause of fluctuation, in the dimensions of the delta. One observes

that the deltas of most capital rivers (the tropical ones particularly)

encroach upon the sea. Now, is not this owing to the mud afcd

sand brought down by the rivers, and gradually deposited, from the

remotest ages, down to the present time? The rivers, we know, are

loaded with mud and sand at their entrance into the sea ; and we

also know, that the sea recovers its transparency, at the distance of

twenty leagues from the coast: which can only arise from the

waters having precipitated their earthy particles within that space.

The sand and mud banks at this lime, extend twenty miles off' some

of the islands, in the mouths of the Ganges and Burrampooter
; and

rise in many places within a few feet of the surface. Some future

generation will probably see these banks rise above water, and suc-

ceeding ones pofeefs and cultivate them ! Next to earthquakes, per-

haps the floods of the tropical rivers, produce the quickest altera-

tions in the face of our globe. Extensive islands are formed in the

channel of the Ganges, during an interval far short of that of a

man’s life; so that the whole procefs is completed, in a period that

falls within the compafs of his observation.* Some of these islands,

four or five miles in extent, arc formed at the angular turnings of

the river, and were originally large sand banks thrown up round

the points (in the manner before described), but afterwards insu-

lated by breaches of the river. Others are formed in the straight

parts of the river, and in the middle of the stream ; and owe their

origin to some obstruction lurking at the bottom. Whether this

be the fragments of the river bank ; a large'tree swept down from

it ; or a sunken boat ; it is sufficient for a foundation : and a heap

* Accordingly, the laws respecting alluvion are ascertained with great precision.
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of sand is quickly collected below it. This accumulates amazingly

fast : in the course of a few years, it peeps above water, and hav-

ing now usurped a considerable portion of the channel, the river

'borrows on each side to supply the deficiency in its bed ; and in

such parts of the river we always find steep banks on both sides.*

Eajfch periodical flood brings an addition of matter to this growing

*fland ; increasing it in height as well as extension, until its top is

perfectly on a level, with the banks that include it : and at that

period of its growth, it has mould enough on it for the purposes

of cultivation ; which is owing to the mud left on it when the

waters subside, and is indeed a part of the economy w hich nature

observes, in fertilizing the lands in general.

While the river is forming new islands in one part, it is sweep-

ing away old ones in other parts.* In the progrefs of this destruc-

tive operation, we have opportunities of observing, by means of

the sections of the falling bank ; the regular distribution of the

several strata of sand and earths, lying above one another in the

order in which they decrease in gravity. As they can only owe

this disposition to the agency of the stream that deposited them,

it would appear, that these substances are suspended at different

heights in the stream, according to their respective gravities. Wc
never find a stratum of earth under one of sand ; for the muddy
particles float nearest the surface,

-f*
I have counted seven distinct

strata in a section of one of these islands. Indeed, not only the

islands, but most of the river banks wear the same appearance

:

for as the river is always changing its present bed, and verging

toward!? the site of some former one, now obliterated, this must

necefsarily be the case,

# This evidently points out *Jic means for preventing encroachments on a river bank in the

straight parts of its course, viz . to remove the shallows that accumulate in the middle of its

channel.

f A glafs of water taken out of the Ganges, when at its height, yields about one part in

four of mud. No wonder then that the subsiding waters should quickly form a stratum of

earth ; or that the delta should encroach upon the sea !

Y y 2
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As a strong presumptive proof of the wandering of the Ganges, 4

from the one side of the delta to the other, I must observe, that

there is no appearance of virgin earth, between the Tiperah hills on

the east,, and the province of Burdwan on the west ; nor on the

north till we arrive at Dacca and Bauleah. In all the sections of the

numerous creeks and rivers in the delta, nothing appears but s^nd

and black mould in regular strata, till we arrive at the clay, tflnt

forms the lower part of their beds. There is not any substance so

coarse as gravel, either in the delta, or nearer the sea than 400

miles,* where a rocky point, a part of the base of the neighbour-

ing hills, projects into the river : but in places remote from the

great rivers, the soil is either red, yellow, or of a deep brown.

I come now to the particulars of the annual swelling and over-

flowing of the Ganges, -f

It appears to owe its increase as much to the rain-water that falls

in the mountains contiguous to its source, and to the sources of

the great northern rivers that fall into it, as to that which falls in

the plains of Hindoostan : for it rises fifteen feet and a half out of

thirty-two (the sum total of its rising) by the latter end of June

:

and it is well known, that the rainy season does not begin in most

of the flat countries, till about that time. In the mountains, it

begins early in X April ; and by the latter end of that month, when

the rain-water has reached Bengal, the rivers begin to rise ; though

by very slow degrees : for the increase is only about an inch per

* At Oudamilla.

f
f An opinion has long prevailed, that the swelling of the Ganges, previous to the com-

mencement of the rainy season in the flat countries, is in a great measure owing to the

melting of the snow in the mountains. I will not go so far as totally to disallow the fact;

but can by no means suppose, that the quantity of snow-water bears any proportion to the

increase of the river.

I The vast collection of vapours, wafted from the sea by thg southerly or south-west mon-
soon, arc suddenly stopped by the lofty ridge of mountains that runs from east to west through

Thibet. Jt is obvious, that the accumuldtion and condensation of these vapours, must first

happen in the neighbourhood of the obstacle ; and succcfsively in places more remote, as

fresii supplies arrive to fill the atmosphere. Hence the priority of commencement of the

rainy season, in places that lie nearest the mountains.
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day, for the first fortnight. It then gradually augments to two and

three inches, before any quantity of rain falls in the flat countries;

and when the rain becomes general, the increase, at a medium, is

'five inchesper day. By the latter end of July, all the lower parts of

Bengal, contiguous to the Ganges and Burrampootcr, are overflow'

-

ed&and form an inundation of more than a hundred miles in width ;

j^othing appearing but villages and trees, excepting very rarely, the

top of an elevated spot (the artificial mound of some deserted vil-

lage) appearing like an island.

The inundations in Bengal, differ from those in Egypt in this

particular, that the Nile owes its floods entirely to the rain-water

that falls in the mountains near its source; but the inundations in

Bengal, are as much occasioned by the rain that falls there, as by

the waters of the Ganges ; and as A proof of it, the lands in general

arc overflowed to a considerable height, long before the bed of the

river is filled. It must be remarked, that the ground adjacent to

the river bank, to the extent of some miles, is considerably higher

than the rest of the country,* and serves to separate the waters of

the inundation, from those of the river, until it overflows. This

high ground, is in some seasons, covered a foot or more; but the

height of the inundation within, varies, of course, according to the

irregularities of the ground ; and is in some places twelve feet.

Even when the inundation becomes general, the river still shews

itself, as well by the grafs and reeds on its banks, as by its rapid and

muddy stream ; for the water of the inundation acquires a blackish

All the rivers that are situated within the limits of the monsoons, or shifting trade-wincls,

are subject to overflowings at annually stated periods, like the Ganges : and these periods re-

turn during the season of the wind that brings vapours from the sea (which in Bengal, &c.

is the southerly one), and this being periodical, the falls of rain must licccfsarily be so too.

The northerly wind, which blows only over the land, is dry ; for no rain (except casual

showers) falls during the continuance of that monsoon.

• This property of the bank is well accounted tor by Count Buffon, who imputes it to

the precipitation of mud, made by the waters of the river, when it overflows. The inun-

dation, says he, purifies itself as it flows over the plain : so that the precipitation must be

greatest on the parts nearest to the margin of the river.
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hue, by having been so long stagnant, among grafs and other vcge-
,

tables : nor does it ever lose this tinge, which is a proof of the pre-

dominancy of the rain-water over that of the river ; as the slow rate

of motion of the inundation (which does not exceed half a mile per

hour) is of the remarkable flatnefs of the country.

There are particular tracts of lands, which, from the nature
v
of

their culture, and species of productions, require lefs moisture tluhe

others ; and yet, by the lownefs of their situation, would remain too

long inundated, were they not guarded by dikes or dams, from so

copious an inundation as would otherwise happen, from the great

elevation of the surface of the river above them. These dikes arc

kept up at an enormous expence; and yet do not always succeed,

for want of tenacity in the soil of which they are composed. It is

calculated that the length of th&se dikes collectively, amounts to

more than a thousand English miles. Some of them, at the base,

are equal to the thicknefs of an ordinary rampart. One particular

branch of the Ganges (navigable only during the rainy season,

but then equal to the Thames at Chelsea) is conducted between

two of these dikes, for about 70 miles : and when full, the pas-

sengers in the boats, look down on the adjacent country, as from

an eminence.

During the swoln state of the river, the tide totally loses its effect

of counteracting the stream ; and in a great measure that of ebbing

and flowing, except very near the sea. It is not uncommon for a

strong wind, that blows up the river for any continuance, to swell

the waters two feet above the ordinary level at that season : and such

accidents have occasioned the lofs of whole crops of rice.* ‘A very

tragical event happened at Luckipour •f in 1763, by a strong gale

* The rice I speak of is of a particular kind ; for the growth of its stalk keeps pace with
the increase of the flood at ordinary timfs, but is destroyed by a too sudden rise of the
water. The harvest is often reaped in boats. There is also a kind of grafs which overtops
1 tie flood in the same manner, and at a small distance has the appearance of a field of th«
l it host verdure.

t About fifty miles from the sea.
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, of wind conspiring with a high spring tide, at a season when the

periodical flood was within a foot and a half of its highest pitch.

It is said that the waters rose six feet above the ordinary level.

‘Certain it is, that the inhabitants of a considerable district, with

their houses and cattle, were totally swept away ; and, to aggra-

vate their distrefs, it happened in a part of the country, which

Scarce produces a single tree, for a drowning man to escape to.

Embarkations of every kind traverse the inundation : those bound

upwards, availing themselves of a direct course and still water, at

a season when every stream rushes like a torrent. The wind, too,

which at this season blows regularly from the south-east,* favours

their progrefs; insomuch that a voyage, which takes up nine or ten

days by the course of the river, when confined within its banks, is

now effected in six. Husbandry and grazing are both suspended ;

and the peasant traverses in his boat, those fields which in another

season he was wont to plow ; happy that the elevated site of the

river banks, places the herbage they contain, within his reach;

otherwise his cattle must perish.

The following is a table of the gradual increase of the Ganges

and its branches, according to observations made at Jellinghy and

Dacca.

At Jellinghy.

Ft. III.

At Dacca

Ft. I11.

In May it rose 6 O 2 4
June 9

6*
4 6

11 - 12 6 S 6
In the first half of August 4 0 1 11

32 0 H 3

* Although in the gulf or bay of Bengal the monsoon blows from the S SW and S W,
yet in the eastern and northern parts of Bengal it blows from the S £ or E S E.
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These observations were made in a season, when the waters rose

rather higher than usual ; so that we may take 31 feet for the mean

of the increase.

It must.be observed, that the Ganges rises in a more considerable'

degree than the northern rivers that communicate with it, in the

lower parts of its course (the Burrampootcr excepted): and this is

evident by the different circumstances that take place on the mixing

of the waters of the Ganges and Teesta rivers, in the different sea-

sons. The Teesta is a large river which runs almost parallel to

the Ganges, for near 130 miles. During the dry season, the waters

of the Teesta run into those of the Ganges by two distinct channels,

situated about twenty miles from each other: and a third channel at

the same time discharges itself into the Megna. But during the

season of the floods, the Ganges runs into the Teesta, whose outlet

is then confined to the channel that communicates with the Megna.

This alone is sufficient to shew how trifling the descent of these

rivers must be, whose courses are thus regulated (not by the decli-

vity of their beds, but) by their heights in respect to each other ;

which, like the flux and reflux of the tide, have the effect of giving

contrary directions to the stream, at different seasons.

The inundation is nearly at a stand for some days preceding the

middle of August, when it begins to run off'; for although great

quantities of rain fall in the flat countries, during August and Sep-

tember, yet, by a partial cefsation of the rains in the mountains,

there happens a deficiency in the supplies necefsary to keep up the

inundation. * The quantity of the daily decrease of the river is

nearly in the following proportion ; during the latter half-ef Au-

gust, and all September, from three to four inches ; from September

* I have stated the middle of August for the period when the waters begin to run off; and in

general it happens with as much regularity as the vicifsitudcs of the seasons do. But there

are exceptions to it ; lor in the year 1774 the rivers kept up for near a month after the usual

time.
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,
to the end of November, it gradually lefsens from three inches to

aii inch and a half ; and from November, to the latter end of April,

.

it is only half an inch per day at a medium. These proportions

must be understood to relate to such pans of the river as are re-

moved from the influence of the tides; of which more will be said

presently. The decrease of the inundation does not always keep

pace with that of the river, by reason of the height of the banks

;

but after the beginning of October, when the rain has nearly ceased,

the remainder of the inundation goes off quickly by evaporation
;

leaving the lands highly manured, and in a state fit to receive the

seed, after the simple operation of plowing.

There is a circumstance attending the increase of the Ganges,

and which, I believe, is little known or attended to; because few

people have made experiments on the heights, to which the perio-

dical Hood rises, in different places. The circumstance I allude to,

is, the difference of the quantity of the increase (as exprefsed in the

foregoing table) in places more or lefs remote from the sea. It is a

fact, confirmed by repeated experiments, that from about the place

where the tide commences, to the sea, the height of the periodical

increase diminishes gradually, until it totally disappears at the point

of confluence. Indeed, this is perfectly conformable to the known

laws of fluids: the ocean preserves the same level at all seasons

(under similar circumstances of tide), and necefsarily influences the

level of all the waters that communicate with it, unlefs precipitated

in the form of a cataract. Could we suppose, for a moment, that

the increased column of water, of 31 feet perpendicular, was conti-

nued a41 the way to the sea, by some preternatural agency: wheiir

ever that agency was removed, the head of the column would dif-

’ fuse itself over the ocean, and the remaining part'would follow,

from as far back as the ‘influence of the ocean extended
; forming a

slope, whose perpendicular height would be 31 feet. This is the

precise state in which we find it. At the point of junction with the

Z z
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sea, the height is the same in both seasons, at equal times of the tide.
f

At Luckipour, there is a diflference of about six feet between the

heights in the different seasons; at Dacca, and places adjacent, 14;

and at Custee, 31 feet. Here then is a regular slope; for the dis-

tances between the places, bear a proportion to the respective

heights. This slope must add to the rapidity of the stream ; for,

supposing the descent to have been originally four inches per mil^,

this will increase it to about five and a half. Custee is about 240

miles from the sea, by the course of the river ; and the surface of the

river there, during the dry season, is about 80 feet above the level

of the sea at high water. * Thus far does the ocean manifest its

dominion in both seasons: in the one by the ebbing and flowing of

its tides; and in the other by deprefsing the periodical flood, till the

surface of it coincides as nearly Vvith its own, as the descent of the

channel of the river will admit, -f

Similar circumstances take place in the Jellinghy, Hoogly, and

Burrampooter rivers; and, I suppose, in all others that are subject

either to periodical, or occasional swellings.

Not only does the flood diminish near the sea, but the river banks

diminish in the same proportion ; so that in the dry season, the

height of the periodical flood may be known by that of the bank.

I am aware of an objection that may be made to the above solu-

tion ; which is, that the lownefs of the banks in places near the

sea, is the true reason w hy the floods do not attain so considerable

• The tides in the river Am izons are perceptible at 600 miles above its mouth; but at an
elevation ol only 90 feet, according lo M. Dt. Con 11 a mine. It remains to hctold what
the state of the river was. at the time of' making the experiment ; because the land-floods w

the effect of shortening the limits of the tide’s way.

f The Count I)e Bufkon has slightly mentioned this circumstance attending the swell-

ing ot rivers; but imputes n to tlic increased velocity of the current, as the river approaches

the sea : which, says he, can ies off' the inundation so quick, as to abate its height. Now (with

the utmost deference to so great an authority) I could never perceive, that the current, cither

in the Ganges, or any other river, \va$ stronger near the sea than at a distance from it.

Even if we admit an acceleration of the current during the ebb-tide, the flux retards it in

so considerable a degree, as at least to counterbalance the effects produced by the temporary
increase of velocity.
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„ a height, as in places farther removed from it, and where the banks

are high
; for that the river, wanting a bank to confine it, diffuses

. itselfover the surface of the country . In answer to this, I shall ob-

serve, that it is proved by experiment, that at any given time, the

quantity of the increase in different places, bears a just proportion

to the sum total of the increase in each place respectively : or, in

other words, that when the river has risen three feet at Dacca,

where the whole rising is about 14 feet
;

it will have rose upwards

of six feet and a half at Custec, where it rises 31 feet in all.

The quantity of water discharged by the Ganges, in one second

of time, during the fry season, is 80,000 cubic feet; but the river,

when full, having thrice the volume of water in it, that it had

at the time when the experiment was made; and its motion being

also accelerated in the proportion of five to three
;

the quantity

discharged in a second at that season is 405,000 cubic feet. If we

take the medium the whole year through, it will be nearly 180,000

cubic feet in a second.

The Burrampooter, which has its source from the opposite

side of the same mountains that give rise to the Ganges, first takes

its course eastward, or directly opposite to that of the Ganges,

through the country of Thibet, where it is named Sanpoo or Zaudit ,

jyhiclvbears the same interpretation as the Gonga of Hindoostan.;

namely, The River. The course of it through Thibet, as given

by Father Du Hai.de, and formed into a map by M. D’Anville,

though sufficiently exact for the purposes of general geography, is

not particular enough to ascertain the precise length of its course.

After w inding with a rapid current through Thibet, it washes the

Z z a
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border oT the territory of Lafsa (in which is the residence of the,

Grand Lama) and then deviating from an cast to a south-east course*

it approaches within 220 miles of Yunan, the westernmost province
t

of China. Here it appears, as if undetermined whether to attempt

a pafsage to the sea, by the gulf of Siam, or by that of Bengal ; but

seemingly determining on the latter, it turns suddenly to the west

through Afsam, and enters Bengal on the north-east. I have not

been able to learn the exact place where it changes its name ; but

as the people of Afsam call it Burrampoot, it w'ould appear, that

it takes this name on its entering Afsam. After its entry into Ben-

gal, it makes a circuit round the western point of the Garrow

mountains ;
and then, altering its course to south, it meets the

Ganges about 40 miles from the sea.

Father Du Halde exprefses? his doubts concerning the course

that the Sanpoo takes, after leaving Thibet ; and only supposes

generally, that it falls into the gulf of Bengal. M. D’Anvjlle, his

geographer, not without reason, supposed the Sanpoo and Ava

river to be the same ; being justified by the information which his

materials afforded him : for the Burrampooter was represented to

him, as one of the inferior streams that contributed its waters to the

Ganges, and not as its equal or superior; and this was sufficient to

direct his researches, after the mouth of the Sanpoo river, to some

o:her quarter. The Ava river, as well from its bulk, as the bent of

its course for some hundred miles above its mouth, appeared to him

to be a continuation of the river in question : and it was accordingly

described as such in his maps, the authority of which was justly

esteemed as decisive ; and, till the year 1765, the Burrampooter.

as a capital river, was unknown in Europe.

On tracing this river in 1765, I was no lefs surprised, at finding

it rather larger than the Ganges, than at it*s course previous to its

entering Bengal. This I foiind to be from the east ; although all

the former accounts represented it as from the north : find this un~
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expected discovery soon led to inquiries, which furnished me with

an account of its general course, to within too miles of the place

(

where Du Halde left the Sanpoo. I could no longer doubt, that

the Burrampooter and Sanpoo were one and the same river : and

to this was added the positive afsurances of the Afsamers, “ That
“ their river came from the north-west, through the Bootan moun-
“ tains." And to place it beyond a doubt, that the Sanpoo river

is not the same with the river of Ava, but that this last is the great

Non Kian of Yunan
;

I have in my pofsefsion a manuscript draught

of the Ava river, to within 150 miles of the place where Du Halde
leaves the Nou Kian, in its course towards Ava

;

together with

very authentic information that this river (named Irahatty by the

people of Ava) is navigable from the city of Ava into the province

of Yiman in China. * •

The Burrampooter, during a course of 400 miles through Ben-

gal, bears so intimate a resemblance to the Ganges, except in one

particular, that one description may serve for both. The ex-

ception I mean, is, that during the last 60 miles, before its junc-

tion with the Ganges, it forms a stream which is regularly from

four to five miles wide; and but for its freshnefs might pafs for an

arm of the sea. Common description fails in an attempt to convey

an adequate idea of the grandeur of this magnificent object ;
for,

Scarce the muse

Dares stretch her wing o’er this enormous maf's

Of rushing water ; to whose dread expanse,

.Continuous depth, and wond’rous length of course.

Our floods arc rills .
—

—

THOMSON’S SEASONS.

* My information comes from a person who had resided at Ava. See the Memoir, page

296, and also the Modern Universal History, Vol. Vi. page 205.
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I have already endeavoured to account for the singular breach

of the Megha, by supposing that the Ganges once joined it \vh e

the Ifsainutty now does; and that their joint waters scooped out

present bed. The present junction of these two mighty rivers b.

low Lurkipour, produces a body of running fresh water, hardly

to be equalled in the old hemisphere ; and, perhaps, not exceeded

in the new. It now forms a gulf interspersed with islands, some

of which rival, in size and fertility, our Isle of Wight. The water

at ordinary times is hardly brackish at the extremities of these

islands; and, in the rainy season, the sea (or at least the surface of

it) is perfectly fresh to the distance of many leagues out.

The bore (which is known to be a sudden and abrupt influx of

the tide, into a river or narrow strait) prevails in the principal

branches of the Ganges, and in flic Megna
; but the Hoogly river,

and the pafsages between the islands and sands situated in the gulf,

formed by the confluence of the Ganges and Megna, are more sub-

ject to it than the other rivers. This may be owing, partly , to their

having greater embouchures in proportion to their channels, than

the others have ;
by which means, a larger proportion of tide, is

forced through a pafsage comparatively smaller ; and partly, to

there being no capital openings near them, to draw off' any consi-

derable portion of the accumulating tide. In the Hoogly or Cal-

cutta river, the bore commences at Hoogly Point (the place where

the river first contracts itself), and is perceptible above Hoogly

town

;

and so quick is its motion, that it hardly employs four

hours in travelling from one to the other, although the distance is

near 70 miles. At Calcutta it sometimes occasions an instantsneoir

rise of five feet: and both here, and in every other part of its track,

the boats, on its approach, immediately quit the shore, and make

for safety to the middle of the river.
f

In the channels, between the islands in the mouth of the Megna,

tkc. the height of the bore is said to exceed twelve feet ; and is so
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.. ~rific in its appearance, and dangerous in its consequences, that

: > boat will venture to pafs at spring tide. After the tide is fairly

l ast the islands, no vestige of a bore is seen, which may be owing

to the great width of the Megna, in comparison with the pafsages

between the islands; but the effects of it are visible enough, by the

sudden rising of the tides.

The rivers are in a tranquil state, from the time of the change

of the monsoon in October, to the middle of March ; when the

northwesters begin in the eastern parts of Bengal (though later as

we advance westwards) and may be expected once in three or four

days, until the commencement of the rainy season. These north-

westers, which have their denomination from the quarter they

usually originate in, arc the most formidable enemies that are met

with, in this inland navigation ; they being sudden and violent

squalls of wind and rain ;
and though of no long duration, are often

attended w'itli fatal effects, if not carefully guarded against ; whole

fleets of trading boats having been sunk by them almost instanta-

neously. They are more frequent in the eastern, than in the western

part of Bengal ; and happen oftener towards the close of the day,

than at any other time. As they arc indicated some hours before

they arrive, by the rising and very singular appearance of the

clouds, the traveller has commonly time enough to seek a place of

shelter. It is in the great rivers alone, that they are so truly for-

Smdablc: and that about the latter end of May, and beginning *of

June, when the rivers are much increased in width.

After the commencement of the rainy season (which period varies

in different parts, froiA the middle, tq the end of June) tempestuous

weather must be occasionally expected. Places of shelter are more
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common at this season, than at any other, by the filling of tb

creeks and Inlets, as the river increases : and, on the other h;< \d,

the bad weather, when it happens, is of longer continuance Am
during the season of the northwesters. The rivers being no" - *,n cad

to the breadth of several miles, a strong wind has the
:

-
*> r

raising large waves on them, and particularly when hi::*' ••

contrary direction to the rapid parts of the stream ; v. \

times should be avoided, as much from motives of convenient^ , as

of safety.

During the long interval between the end of the rainy season,

and the beginning of the northwesters, one proceeds in security

with respect to weather, and has only to observe a common degree

of attention to the piloting the boat clear of shallows, and stumps

of trees. These will generally be'avoided by keeping nearest to the

side that has the steep bank ;
but not so near, as to be within the

verge of its inferior slope. This steep bank (see page 31,1) has the

deepest water, and the strongest current near it ; and is therefore,

on both accounts, the proper side to keep on, when going down

with the stream
;
as its rate of motion must principally determine

that of the boat ; for the motion acquired by the oars of a large

budgerow

*

hardly exceeds 8 miles a day, at ordinary times.

From the beginning of November to the middle or latter end of

May, the usual rate of going zvilb the stream, is forty miles in a day

of 12 hours; and during the rest of the year, from ,50 to 70 miles.

The current is strongest while the waters of the inundation are

draining off; which happens in part of August and September.

In many of the shallow rivers, the current is exceedingly^]owl

during the dry months; insomuch, that the track-rope is frequently

used, in going downwards.

• A travelling boat, constructed somewhat like a pleasure-barge. Some have cabins 14.

feet wide, and proportionably long ; and draw from 4 to 5 feet water.
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In towing against the stream, the steep side is also generally pre-

kn red, on account of the depth of water ; although the current runs

' ;.h eh stronger there, than on the opposite side. On these oc-

one ought to be provided with a very long track-rope, as

i ... ;;v nd the falling pieces of tlic steep bank on the one side,

.. •!' 'f .low water on the other ; when it becomes necefsary to

i_f i sides, through the badnefs of the tracking-ground. The

ant should always be kept ready for dropping, in case the track-

rope breaks.

Seventeen, to twenty miles a day, according to the ground, and

the number of impediments, is the greatest distance that a large

budgerow can be towed against the stream, during the fair season

;

and to accomplish this, the boat must be drawn at the rate of four

miles and a half per hour, through the water, for la hours. When
the waters are high, a greater progrefs will be made, notwithstand-

ing the increased velocity of the current ; because the filling of

the river-bed gives many opportunities of cutting off angles and

turnings ; and sometimes even large windings, by going through

creeks. And as the wind at this season, blows upwards in most

of the rivers, opportunities of using the sail, frequently occur.

In the very singular navigation acrofs the Jeels, or inundation,

between Dacca and Nattore, Ac. in which too miles or more, are

sailed on nearly a straight course, leaving the villages and groves

to the right and left; little diffeuky occurs, unlels the wind should

fail: for while it continues to blow, it is always fair, during the

season of the inundation. The current presents only a trifling ob-

"ritaclti ;
since its motion (which is nearly parallel to the cour.-e of

tTie Ganges) is seldom half a mile per hour.

The season of the nortineesters, iu, above all others, that which

requires the most attention and care. Should one of those squalls

approach, and no creek or inlet offer for shelter, when in the wide

rivers; the steep bank, if not in a crumbling* state, should always be

* Six' page 541, and the .second note in the same page.

3 a
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preferred to the flat one, whether it lie to windward or leeward ,
T/'

.

the bank be in a crumbling state, a retreat to a firm par ci ;
t

,

(which is most likely to be found in the straightest par f (i.c/;

river) should be attempted. But if this cannot be r’ n- ’.e fl it

side must be taken up with; and if it be a lec-shoi . \'y >\

should be thrown out to prevent driving on it. In thes , <*-. • tiie

mast is always supposed to be struck
;
and provided this L j done,

and the cargo judiciously disposed, it is probable that a well-con-

structed budgerow will be in no danger of oversetting by the mere

force of the wind alone : although by an unfortunate, or an ill-

chosen situation, it may be so much exposed to the waves, as to be

filled and sunk by them. At this season, every traveller should be

particularly attentive to the nature of the river-bank, as well as to

the appearance of the horizon, 'during the last hours of the after-

noon ; and if he finds a place of shelter, he should stop for the night

:

and not hesitate about losing time, which may be retrieved the next

morning, by setting out so much earlier. The boatmen work with

much more alacrity on this plan; because they have day-light be-

fore them to secure their boat, provide fuel, and drefs and eat their

provisions.

As the water is always either rising or falling within the beds

of the rivers, it is impofsiblc for a map to afsign precisely where a

place of shelter shall be found, at any given time. Thus much,

however, may be concluded, that in a place where the junction of

two considerable channels is effected when the rivers are up, there

will be an inlet, or deep bay, throughout the dry season, although

one of the channels should be dried up. The waters (as we have saif

before) are rising from the latter end of April, to the middle of

August: and falling during the rest of the year.

The navigation through the Woods, or Sunderbunds, is ef-

fected chiefly by means of tlifc tide. In the large rivers, or those

which communicate immediately with the sea, the circumstances of

the tide are more analogous to the ordinary course of it, than in the
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small lateral channels which serve to connect the great rivers to-

gether. Thus, in two rivers of equal bed, and parallel course, the

t ide v» til at any time, flow in the same direction, in both : but ifthey

*li r» ;n be united by a lateral or crofs canal, the flood tide will

thm opening of tlie canal which lies nearest to the sea, and

r - it into the other river ; and the ebb tide vice versa.

But .e arrival of the tide depends on the capacity and forma-

tion ot the rivers, as well as on the absolute distance it lias to run;

it will not be an easy matter to determine its direction at any given

time, even with the help of a map.

There are two distinct pafsages through the Sunderbunds, the

one mamed the southern, or Sundf.ruund Passage, the other the

Baliagot Passage. The first is the farthest about, and leads

through the deepest and w idest rivers ; and is of course, the most

exposed during tempestuous weather. It opens into the Calcutta

river, through Channel-creek*, about 6$ miles below the town.

The Baliagot Pafsage opens into a lake on the east side of Calcutta

;

from whence, within a very few years, a small canal has been cut,

to join the lake w ith the river.

These pafsages present to the imagination, both a grand and a

curious spectacle: a navigation of more than 200 miles through a

forest, divided into numberId’s islands by a continued labyrinth of

channels, so various in point of width, that a vcfsel has at one time

her masts almost entangled in the trees: and at another, sails unin-

terruptedly on a capacious river, beautifully skirted with woods, and

affording a vista of many miles each way. The water is every

Jvhgfp salt; and the whole extent of the forest abandoned to wild

beasts: so that the shore is seldom visited but in cases of necefsity;

except by the wood-cutters and salt-makers ; whose “ dreadful

“ trade” is exercised at.the constant peril oftheir lives ; for the tygers

not only appear on the margin in qUest of prey, but often, in the

A part of this creek forms the place known of late by the name of New Harbour.

3 a a
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night time, swim to the boats that lie at anchor in the middle ,

J

the river.

.

These pafsages are used during the whole year, by those :
:

.

go to and from, the lower parts of the Ganges, and Calcu!

and during the season when the western branch of the '

almost dried up, the whole trade of Bengal (the westc
,

'

"

excepted) pafses either by Channcl-crcek, or Baliag' 1
'

by the former; some articles of the Company':. uu
tl

.
ig

brought more than cjoo miles by water, at this season.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE, N° I.

s

A. A. A. Steep banks, corroded by the current
; the fragments of

which are deposited, and form the banks B. B. B.

C. A sand-bank, accumulating to an island. This once joined to

D; till insulated by a bread 1 of the river.

E. An island formed and inhabited. This also was a sand-bank,

thrown up round the point F.

G. An island accumulating in the midst of the channel.

H. The line of the strongest current.

I. A gulf occasioned by the force of the current, from the op-

posite side, striking against the bank : the origin of a future

branch ifsuing from the great river. In a course of t ime, the first

reach of it becomes retrograde to the course of the 1 i- er (see note,

page 343) as at K and L.

N. B. The section of the branch of the Ganges is exactly siiiTf-

lar to that of the Ganges itself, except in the article of width.
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ADDENDA.

I. Fa' e of the Great Mogul : and the Progrefs of Madajee

SlNDlA.

[Jicfe, t to + iges lxxxvii, and cxxviii, of toe Inlrodu:!ion.'j

After n.c i. \-;t edition of the Memoir was printed, and before

it was published (in 1788), accounts from India informed us, that

Sind ia had been defeated by the confederated Rajpoots, on the

side of Jyenagur and Joodypour: and that in consequence, lie had

retreated southward to Gwalior. They added, moreover, that the

nominal Mogul, Sl.an Aulum, had taken the opportunity of

escaping from Sindia’s camp, to the Ruhilln chief of Sehaurun-

pour.

In the course of the following year, the horrid transaction of

putting out the eyes of the unfortunate Mogul, was perpetrated

by the same Ilohilla chief, Golam Caw dir (see Introd. p. exxi.),

who took pofsefsion of Delhi, and of the Mogul’s treasures. Some

have attributed this cruelty, to disappointed avarice : but it ap-

pears that Golam Cawdir took pofsefsion of all the treasures;

and that the sum of them was hilly equal to his expectations.

His brutal and insolent conduct towards his aged captive, was more

nrobably in revenge of real, or supposed injuries. lie very soon

aftOr, suffered an excruciating death from the hands of MadnjcC*

Sindia ; who again pursued his schemes of conquest on the side of

Rajpootana, with various succefs : although his arms were, on the

whole, triumphant.

By the latest advices from India, matters appear to be far from

settled, in the north-west of Hindoostan ; where the growing
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power of the Seiks, threatens the peace, if not the security, of

their southern and eastern neighbours. [See pages cxxi, and cxxii,

.

of the Introduction.]]

II. Correction of the Coast ofOrissa, in the Map ofW\ i>oosTAN.

[Refers to page 11.]]

Tiie arrival of Capt. Ritchie in England, enabled me to correct

that part of the coast, between the mouth of the Kannaka river

(on the north of Point Palmiras), and the most southern branch

of the Mahanuddy, or Cattack river ; from a tracing of that coast,

made by Capt. Ritchie, by oro’er of Mr. Hastings. From this

chart it appears, that Point Palmiras is further to the eastward, in

respect of Jagarnaut and Balasore, than is warranted by the mate-

rials, discufsed in page 11 : for by the late observation s it ought

to be placed (at least) in 87° ,5' longitude, instead of 87“ 1' 00".

A reference to the map will best explain the respective positions

ol the principal mouths of the Mahanuddy, and other rivers, be-

tween the black pagoda and Kannaka. It is proper to observe,

that the coast was not traced home to the black pagoda; so that

the exact position of Point Palmiras, is yet a desideratum. Capt.

Ritchie was informed, when at the southmost opening of the Ma-
hanuddy, that the black pagoda, was very near, on the south-west.

It was, however, out of sight ; but this may be accounted for, by
the form of the coast, which projects in a very large curvc,^ anc^

might intercept the view of the pagoda, from a person dose under

the shore, as Mr. Ritchie was ; although the pagoda might not

be many miles off. The southmost mouth or opening of the Ma-
hanuddy is in lat. ICP54,': and1

is supposed to be about 19 miles to

the eastward of Jagarnaut pagoda. The object of this exami-

nation, was, to enable the Government of Bengal, to fix on a
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proper spot fora light-house, for the direction of ships round Point

Pahniras, and into Balasorc road. Capt. Ritchie gave the prefer-

ence to the point itself (named Mayaparah oy the natives), but no

light-house is yet erected. I believe the matter rested with the

me,-slants of Calcutta. The reef extends near 10 miles to the

E N E of Point Pahniras, in the new chart. There was too much

surf on the coast to allow his boat to land, so that he could not

learn the names of the few villages that are dispersed along the

coast. He is pretty certain that no large river falls in between

Point Palmiras and the false point.

III. Tradition concerning Alexander’s cro/sing the Indus, in

the Country of SiNin

.

[After page 131.]

There is, according to the report of the gentleman, mentioned

in page 177, a tradition amongst the people of Sindy, concerning

the place where Alexander crofsed the Indus, on his return to

Persia. They refer this crofsing-place, to a point, considerably

higher up than Tatta. It has been stated in the note, page 17,9,

that Tatta stands in the inferior delta ; but if the tradition may

be depended on, as to particulars, it is probable that Pattala

stood in the superior delta.

It is worthy of remark, that in the map of Persia, mentioned

in page 225, a town of the name of Eraba, stands on the eastern

bank of the river that answers to the Arabius of Alexander and

Ncarchus.
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IV. Concerning the Position of Sirinagur, and the upper Pari of

the Course of the Ganges.

£Refers to page 227, ct scq.^

I find that I was misled, by the map of the Ganges, made from

the materials furnished by the late M. Tiefentaller ; having, on

the authority of that map, placed the town of Sirinagur (the ca-

pital of a district of the same name) on the north of Hurdwar:

whereas, it appears by the observations of some English gentle-

men, who visited Sirinagur in 1785), to lie nearly to the EN E of

Hurdwar. It is a very extraordinary mistake; and ought to ren-

der 11s cautious in receiving other reports (of bearings, at least),

from the same authority.

The position of Sirinagur is at present established, in the addi-

tional map (at page (>5), on the authority of Capt. John Guthrie,

who visited it in 1781): and who says, that “ it is 85 miles from

“ Coadvvar Gaut, through the hills: and 6'o cofses from Hurdwar,
“ up the Ganges, to the E N E : ascertained by a compafs and

“ perambulator.” (Road miles are no doubt intended.) I am in-

debted to Col. Mark Wood, chief engineer of Fort William, Ben-

gal, for this obliging communication.

Mr. Daniel, with a party also visited Sirinagur, the same year:

and he gives nearly the same idea of its geographical position. It

is situated in an exceeding deep, and very narrow valley; formed

by mount Scwaliek,* the northern boundary of Hindoostan, on

the one side ; and the vast ridge of snowy mountains of IIimma-

leii, or Imavs, on the other: and from the report of the natives,

it would appear, that the nearest part of the base of the latter (on

which snow was actually falling, in the month of May), was not

* Siwtiiiik is the torm, according to the* common acceptation; but Capt, Kir)-' i. I.

proves, irom the evident etymology of ii, that it should be Scwa-luck*
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more than 14 or 15 G. miles in direct distance, to the N, or N E
of Sirinagur town.

In crofsing the mountains of Sewalick, they met with vege-

table productions, proper to the temperate dimates
; and the ther-

mometer stood at 58-i0
: but in descending into the lower part of

the valley of Sirinagur (although, as we have just said, the north

side of it, is bordered by snowy mountains), the thermometer rose

to 1000
, in the shade: which was 2 0 higher than at the place where

they lirst began to ascend, from the plains of Hindoastan.

Mr. Daniel was greatly struck with the magnificence of the

scenery, during this short excursion
;
particularly in the valley of

Sirinagur itself, on one side of which, the base of the snowy ridge

may be said to commence: and the entire face of the mountain,

from the base to the summit, meeting the eye at once, exhibits a

boldnefs of front, and vastnefs of elevation, that is seldom equalled

in one and the same point of view.

Some geographical information concerning the upper part of the

course of the Ganges, and its principal branches, appears at the

foot of a very characteristic, and beautiful sketch, of the two great

chains of mountains; drawn by Mr. Daniel, and transmitted to this

country; and communicated to me, by my friend Sir Joseph Banks.

This information is contained in three geographical sketches, ex-

plained in some letters that accompany them. Two of these

sketches are Mr. Daniel's original ones; and as far as they go, ex-

hibit that firm attachment to truth, and honesty of discrimination,

which I have observed in all the works of this ingenious artist : for

he has made two distinct sketches, of what he saze, and of what he

only heard of. The third sketch is called “ Mr. Daniel’s sketch

“ corrected :" and differs in one remarkable particular, from the

original one ; in that* the Alucknundra river, which palses under

Sirinagur, is made perfectly distinct from the Baghyretty : but

Mr. Daniel’s sketch describes the Alucknundra, as a branch of the

Baghyretty, which separates from it, below the cow’s mouth , and

ii B
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rejoins it below Sirinagur. I know not to whom I am to attribute

this “ corrected sketch but some of the information written un-

der it, differs from that contained in Mr. Daniel's letters.

Although the geographical information furnished by this tour,

is not of a kind, perfect or circumstantial enough, to allow of its

being inserted in the great map
:

yet, on the whole, afsisted by

our previous, though very limited, knowledge of the subject, we

may draw from it, the following conclusions:

ist. That the Baghyretty (which I take to be the true head of the

Ganges) and Alucknundra rivers, the former from the N, and the

latter from the N E
;
join their streams at Deuprag, or the middle

Gangoutra,* at a few miles distance below Sirinagur; and then

form the proper Ganges of Hindoostan ; which afterwards ifsues

through mount Sewalick, at Huidwar, the loiver Gangoutra.

sd. That Sirinagur is situated on the Alucknundra, reckoned the

largest of the two streams: and being there confined within a

channel of too yards wide, runs with astonishing rapidity, and is

crofsed by means of rope bridges, of a peculiar construction.

3d. That the Alucknundra river (or at least the eastern branch

of it) has its source in the snowy mountains of Thibet ; and is

traceable to Buddlenaut, or Badrenaut, nine journies above Siri-

nagur. The road being exceedingly difficult, great deductions

must of course be made, in reducing the distance to a straight

line. By the map, at page 200, it seems probable, that the Aluck-

nundra is the same river that appears in Du Haldc (Vol. IV.),

under the name of Mancbou ; whose source is not far from that of

the Ganges; and which it joins before that river ifsues from mount

Sewalick.

4th. That the Baghyretty river, has a source far more remote

than the Alucknundra: but through defect of information, the

direction of its course above the upper Gangoutra, is unknown.

The account in the corrected sketch, says, that one branch of it

* This is a compound term, signifying thefall or cascade of the Ganga, or Gsuiget.
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comes from the lake Dhul above Cashmere : but this lake, as is

well known, having no outlet on the east, from the valley of Cash-

mere ; any branch of the Ganges that comes from the north-west,

must of course, spring from the mountains that lie on the cast of

Cashmere. As to the head of the Ganges itself, we cannot forget

the particulars, communicated by the Lamas, sent by Camhi ;

whose report, although defective in geometrical exactnefs, has not

fallen under any suspicions of error, or misrepresentation, in plain

matters of fact: and their report was, that the Ganges ifsues from

the lake Mapana, and runs westward ; afterwards turning to the

south, and south-east. The mefsenger sent by Tiefentaller, ap-

pears to have corroborated this report ; though without intending

it. £See pages 309 and 310 of the Memoir.

3

The distance of the cavern, narhed the cow’s mouth , is not written

on Mr. Daniel's sketch ; but may be inferred by the proportional

spaces, to be somewhat nearer to Sirinagur, than Badrenaut is.

It is described to be above the upper Gangoutra (though I had

supposed it to be one and the same place), and this last, is about

150 G. miles from Sirinagur, by Tiefentaller's account: and as this

gentleman’s report of the distance between Hurdvvar and Sirina-

gur agrees with the late accounts ; that between Sirinagur and

Gangoutra (as he also travelled it himself) may, I think, be ad

mitted in the present case.

Upon the whole, we have made no advances, in the present in-

stance, towards ascertaining the upper part of the course of the

Ganges ; or that between its source and the cow’s mouth ; which

latter, we may conceive, from the accounts before us, to be si-

tuated in a north, or N by W, direction from Hurdwar. Between

those points, the Ganges may be supposed to take a deep bend ;

though perhaps not quite so deep as the Lamas’ map describes it.

Mr. Daniel was informed (as we have before hinted), that the

Baghyretty river, at a considerable distance below the cow’s mouth,

(that is, fourjournies) separates into two branches ; the easternmost

3 B 2
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of which is said to be the Alucknundra. It is however, so unusual

a circumstance, in a rugged and mountainous country, for a river

to separate into different branches
; and these to unite again, at

the distance of several days' journey, lower down ; that it requires

a more decisive kind of evidence, than the vague report of tra-

vellers
;
given perhaps, in a language not critically understood by

the persons who received it. Concerning this, and other particu-

lars, the very active and spirited inquiries, now pursued by our

countrymen in India, may speedily furnish us with very satisfac-

tory information.

My worthy friend, Col. Robert Kyd, of the Bengal establish-

ment, whose active and philanthropic mind, directs every discovery,

and every incident, towards the benefit of his fellow creatures
;
ob-

serves, on occasion of his commuhicating the narrative of Mr. Da-

niel's journey, to the Government of Bengal, “ that the facility of

“ communication with this Alpine region, enables those, whose

“ ill health might otherwise compel them to revisit their native

" country, subject to the annoyance of breathing the unwholesome

“ air of a ship, for several months
;

to effect a change of climate

“ from that of the burning plains of Hindoostan, to the cold of

“ Greenland (if required), in 48 hours; or to any of the inter-

“ mediate temperatures, between those extremes : accompanied

“ also with the no lefs desirable change of vegetable diet. To those

“ European constitutions that have been relaxed, by long residence,

“ in the lower regions of Bengal, the Rungpour frontier offers a

“ similar resource ; and is still nearer at hand."

END OF THE MEMOIR.
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A.
P..ge

A.BDALLA, King of Candahar, his visits

to Delhi, xx, et scq. His grand battle

with the Mahrattas Ixxiv. Founder of

the kingdom of Candahar - cxxiii

ABDALLI, meaning the subjects of the King

of C. ndahi.r. See Candahar, and 167

Abdul Humeed Labori
, 95, 99, 137*

2?9

Abdul Kurrim - 95 * 1 64

Abul FaziL compiles the Ayin Acbarce, cix

His description of Cashmere, 145. Cited,

80, 143, 162, .163

Abu/fcda , 192. His Persian Geography,

untranslated - - 199

Abingdon, Major - 27

AB1STAG 1 , Emperor of Glyzni xliv

ACBAR , Emperor, born, 183. The Mo-

gul dynasty established in his person, lviii.

The glory of the house of Timur, lix. His

division of Hindoostan, cix, et scq* His

pilgrimage to Agimcre - 220

Pdf/

Acbarabad, another name for Agra 64
* Accsincs river (the Chunaub) 100, 124
Achecn head - 42
* Adanns river - - 240
ADJFUSING Rajah, Terr, of cxviii

Adjodin - 92, 104, 119
Adoni - - cxxxv, 285
AFGHAN or PATAN dynasty of Emperors

of Hindoostan, origin of - xlviii

AFGHANS, - 115,152,167
* Agara of Ptolemy, not Agra, 64 (but pro-

bably the Agtiroa of Bernoulli, Vol. I.

• 35 -)

AG 1 MERE, or AZMERE cxxvi, 219
Agra, 63. Table of distances from 318
AHMED SHAH, Emperor - lxix

ALEXANDER'S expedition furnished the

Greeks with the first authentic knowledge
of India, xxv. Was not ignorant of the

phenomena of tides, or of the course of the

Indus; when he set out, xxiii, xxiv. Saw
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only the western frontier of India, xxv.

supposed India to be the eastern extreme

of the continent, xxvii. His route in the

Panjab traced, 121, et seq. His altars,

124. Fleet built, 125. Did not visit

Cashmere, 126. His voyage down the

Hydaspes, &c. ib. Wounded in a city

near the present Toulomba, 128. Has
bad too much credit for his Indian con-

quests, 130. Conjecture concerning his

fleet, 132. His descendants, or those of

his followers, recognized in Bijore and
Badakshan, in modern times, 161, ct scq.

1 66, 201 . His marches on the west of the

Indus, remarks on, 169. Bridge over the

Indus, 175. Goes in quest of elephants, ib.

Map of his marches between the Caspian

sea and the Indus, 200. His voyage irom

Pattala, down the Indus, and expedition

along the coast, 187. Port of Alexander,

ib. Tradition in Sindy, concerning his

crofsing the Indus - 367
Alishung Prov. and River - 156,165
ALLA, Emperor, attacks the Deccan xlviii

•

Allahabad city, 62. Not Palibothra 51
ALMORAH - - 312
ALLUMGUIRE II. - lxxii

Alluvions of rivers, remarks on, 246, 255,

256, 341, ct scq.

A!pbabeturn Thibctanum - 300, 303
Alucknundra river - 369, ct scq.

Alunkar Prov. and R. - 156,165
Amboor - - 266
AMEDNAGUR, soubah of - cxi

Amcdnagur city - - 223
Amedabad - 34, 35, 209, 229
Ammcrcot - - 183
Andaman island - - 41
Anderson , Mr. David - vi. 221, 233
Anderson , Mr. James, Notes A. and vi

Angedive islands - -29
Anjenga - - 18, 19

Annamally Mts. - - 276
Anquitcl du Perron , 91, 212, 223, 250, 252,

253
ANTHROPOPHAGI in the islands, in the

bay of Bengal, &c. xxxix, ct seq.

Antiquitc Geographiquc de Linde, 124, 168,

198
• Aornus Mt. - 162, 173, 174
• ARACHOSIA - 169, 191
Aracan, coast, and river - 38
Aramroy - - 186
ARCOT, NABOB of, his territories and

revenue, cxxxvi, ct seq. Pays a subsidy to

the East-lndia Company, cxiv. An ally

of the British - cxxxvi

Arcot, city of - 265

• ARIA, or ARIANA - 169, 191
Arinkill of Ferishta, the same as Warangolc,

cxi, 247
AROKHAGE - - 169
Arnaul island - - 33
Arrian, his account of the dimensions of

India, xxvi. His Indian history, merit of,

xxviii, xxix. Cited, xxiv, xxvii, xxx, xxxiii,

54, 93, 125, 128, 171, 174, 176, 181, 187,

23 >

Arruck, or Areg - 250,251
Asiatics, give the same names to countries

that lie on both sides of any capital river

cxxiv
ASHENAGUR, the ancient name of Sewad,

, 5 8> *73
ASSAM, 297, ct scq. Its capital, Gher-
gong - 299

# ASSACANI - 159, 172, 174, 175
Afsergur - 207
Astlcy’s Collection of Travels, 194, 195, 307
Attock city, 83, 87, 121. Supposed to be

on or near the site of Taxila 122
AVA, dominions of, 297. City, 306. Ri-

ver of - 39> 4°» 295 » 297, 299
Avenue of trees, 500 miles in length 82
Aurangabad - 210, ct scq.

AllRUNGZEBE, or ALLUMGUIRE 1.

his elevation, lxi. Absent from his ca-
pital, 30 years, Ixii. His revenue, lxiiu
Two letters of his, to his sons, ib. Con-
tests of his sons, and their descendants,
for the throne, ib. ct scq. Chastizes the
Yuzuf-Zycs - 164

Ayin Acbarcc , or Institutes of Acbar , com-
piled by Abul Fazil, cix. Translated
into English, by Mr. Gladwin, ib. Cited,
vi, 68,79, 81, 9i» 101, 102, 127, 13 1,

>36. » 37 » « 46> »S»» » 5 ** , 53 > > 54> > 59 -

,63* <73. >7®» 184, 185, 186, 187, 299.
A '/me re. See Agimere.
AZUPHDOWLAH. See Oude

BABER , Emperor, conquers Hindoostan,
lvi. His commentaries quoted by Capt.
Kirkpatrick, 85, 87, 95, 109, 116, 151,

*54 to > 59» ,65 > >67 » >76
* BACTRIA - - 170, 199
Baddammy - . 232
Badra, applied4 to the names of rivers 286
Badrachillum - - 246
Badrenaut, or Buddlenaut - 370
Baghyretty river - 360, ct scq.
BAGLANA - 258, et seq.— policy of its sovereigns 259
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BAHADER SHAH, Emperor lxiv

BAHAR, s< ubah of - cx

Babelgong - - 208, 212
Bain river 246, ct seq,

Biikcr % Capt, George - 296, et seq

,

BALAGAT (a province of the Deccan)
cxxvii

Balasore - 9
BALHARA, the title of the Kings of

Nelmvaleh, in the 13th century 228
• Balioos, the ancient name of Candahar, 1 7

1

BALK ... 88

Balia -Gaut . - cxxxvi

BALLOGES, a nation or people exx, 167,

178
BALLOGISTAN, Little - ib.

BALTISTAN. See Little Thibet.

Bamian - - - 89
Bancapour-Sanore - - 249
Baiuloogur - - 236
Bangalore - - 267, 268

Banks , Sir Joseph - 31, 369
Barker , Sir Robert - 103

Barker , Mr

,

- - 14
Barnard, Mr . - - 284
Baran R. - 156, 157
Barehmooleh pafs - 138

Baroach (or Broach) - 34, 227— the port of Tagara and of Nehrwa-
leh - - 228 , 229

Baronthala, a name of Lafsa - 306
BARRAMAUL, valley of - 271

Bafseen - - - 32

Bate - - - 1 86

Batnir, or Batinda - 76, 1 19
desert of - 120

Battles, a great many fought on the plains of

Panniput and Carnawl - Jxxiv, 62

Battles of the French and English with the

natives of India, gained with a very small

proportion of European troops xov

Bazaar, on the Indus - 86,148
BAZALET JUNG , late

• Bazira - 172,173,174,175
Beauchamp M. - 81 191

Bcdcr - - 2io, 248
BEDNORE; or BIDDANORE xevi,

cxxxyiii

• Bedusta, ancient Hindoo name of the 7/y-

daspes river, or modern Behut 99, 254
Beemah, a sacred river 244, 254, 258

Behker, or Bhakor - 177, 178

Behut, or Jhylum river, 99, 137, 143 *

Its source in Cashmere, 136. Conflux

with the Chunaub - 118

Beiragur - - 240
Bejapour, or Visiapour - 250,251

BEMBAJEE, Terrs, of - exxx

244, 254, 258

..
* 77 * *78

118

240
250, 251

Page

Bember, 84, 85, 91, 135. Route to Cash-

mere, by - - 134
BENARES, province of, acquired by the

British, c. Revenues of, cxiv, cxvi. City,
62. Tables of distances from - 319

BENGAL, happily situated with respect to

its security from foreign attacks, cxv. Re-
venues, extent, and population of, cxiii, et

seq . Invaded by tne Mahrattas, xxxvi.
Merit of its Governors, in the conduct of
the Carnatic, &c. wars, civ. Its provinces

obtained by the East-India Company, un-
der circumstances particularly favourable,

cv. In a better state than the rest of In-
dia. - evi

Bengalla - - “57
Hensley , Mr, - vi. 78, 230
BERAR, soubah of - cx
BERAR RAJAH, MOODAJ EE
B O O NS L A H, territories of, cxxix.
Holds Oriisa, which separates the British

pofselsions in Bengal, from the northern
• circars, ib, Great extent of his dominions,

exxx. Revenue, ib. A descendant of
Sevajee - ^

- ib.

Bernoulli , M. - iii, 68, 69, 79, 91, 93,
104, 105, 107, 163, 307

Bercilly - - “63
Bernier, M. the most instructive of all East-

Indian travellers, 133. Cited, 66, 71, 96,
137, 142, 192

Beyah R. (ancient Hyphasis) - 102
Beypasha R. ancient Hindoo name of the

Btyah,> r Hyphasis - 102
Bezoara, or Buzwarah - 210
Bhakor. See Behker
BHARATA, the Sanscrit name of Hindoo-

stan - - xx
Bheerah pafs, over the Behut river 87
BICKANERE - - cxxiii

Bijinagur, the proper name of Bisnagur.

See Bisnagur
Bijorc, the ancient Bazira 157, et seq .

BILSAH 233
Bisnagur city founded, liii. Position of, 291
Bif-ooly (in the Panjab) - 105
Biton or Bcton , his geography of Alexan-

der's marches, quoted by Pliny xxxi
Black pagoda - - 365
Boad - - • - 240
BOGILLANA. See BAG LANA.
Bogle , Mr.George - 301,302
Bombay, 31. Tables of distances from, 320
Bomrauzepollam - - 284
BONSOLA , or BOONSLAII, the family
name of the Rajahs of Berar - lxxx

BOOTAN, a feudatory of Thibet, 301.
Mountains, vast height of - 1*2
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Bopaltol r - 206

Bore - - xxiv, 18

1

Buudicr, Claud cxxiii, 48, 66, 77, 78
Bramins, or Brachmins, burn themselves, 127

BRITISH POSSESSIONS in Hindoostan,

extent, population, and revenues of, cxiii,

cl seq. and - - exxxvii

BRITISH NATION, or its representative

in India, the East-India Company, con-

quests of, xcii, xciv, xcv. Wars with

Hycler Ally, and the Nizam of the Dec-

rail, xevi, &c. With the Mahrattas, c.

Allies in India, the Nabobs ot Oude, and

the Carnatic - cxiii, cxiv

British Channel, no good chart of, exist-

ing - v

Brodera - 34, 220, 221, 224
Browns, Col. - 76, 93, 110

limn'. Major H T
illnun - 234

* Biicephala - - 125

BUCHAR 1A, the count tics of that name
distinguished from each other 196, 199

Bud, or Bodda, worshipped by the people t

ofNahroara - - 229

Buffon 9 Count - 343, 349, 354
Bullau.spour - - 108

BUNDELA or BUNDELCUND cxvii, 234
Bunnoo, or Banou - 114, 115, 116

Burhanpour - 33, 203, 20S

BURMAH - - 297,298
Burrani]>ooter river, the same witli the San-

poo river of Thibet, 355. General course

of, 355, 356. Unknown in Europe as a

capital river, until the year 1765, 356.

Vast ‘breadth of - 357
Burrampootcr, and Ganges rivers, a remark-

able circumstance attending their courses,

in respect to each other - 314
Jjiijsx, M. the geography of his marches the

only jcmaiiiing monument of the power ol

the" French, in the Deccan, 249. Great

advantages arising to geography from, ib .

Map of his marches, cited, 210, 211,

214, 215, 248, 249, 254
Butlafs, or Puddar river - 225
Buzwarah. See Bezoara.

* BYLTfE of Ptolemy, the Balti-stan, or

Little 'Thibet of modern times, 97, 150

c.
«

CABUL, province of, 151, 153. City of,

the capital of the kingdom of Candahar,
88, 153. Esteemed the gate of India, to-

wards Tartary, 153. River of Cabul,

155, ci seq .

Capital cities, their positions often fixed

with a reference to foreign politics xlviii

overgrown, both a moral and
political evil - 208, 209

Cadiapatam Point - 17

Ceesar, Frederick 251, 254, 282, 291, 292
CAFERISTAN, the same as Kuttorc 164
C.igg.tr river - 70,74,186
Caillaiid, General - 2

S

2, 283
Calastri - - 2 83
Calcutta, geographical position of, 8. Ac-

count of, 58. Its citadel, 5

9

distances Irom
Calicut

Cal ini river

* Calinipaxa

Call, Sir John
Call, Col. Thomas
Callander , Mr.
Callanore, or Kulkinorc

Call ian
* Call iana

Calpy
Cal ymere Point

Carnai, Cot. Jacob

Cambay, city of, 35.
bad

gulf of
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32
204, 205

1 5

21 1 , 218, 221, 233,

236, 238, 240, 246
The poit of Allied a-

209

35 > 36

181

2°5 » 2 33

Camels, bred in Sindy

Cameron , Mr.
CAMHI, Emperor of China, 307, 310,

3 1
4. Sends persons to discover the springs

ot the Ganges - 314
Campbell, Capf

.

- 11

Canals o\ l'EROSE 111 . 73, et seq.

CANDAHAR, King of, (TIMUR SIIAH,
son and succefs< r of ABDALLA

)

his

kingdom founded by Abdall.i, exxiii. Fur-
ther account of, 152, 155. Tlu countiy
of Sindy, tributary to him ewiv, 184

Candahar, city, 89, 90. The gate of India
towards Persia, 153, 167. Not the Pa-
ropamisan Alexandria - 160,171

Canoul - - 286
Canogc -

^
- 54

Cannon, an extraordinary large one 61
CARNATIC, anciently included the whole

peninsula south of the Kistnah ri/er,

exxxvii. Extent and revenues of, ib. In-

convenient form, considered with respect

to its dcfeqce, ib. Vast number of for-

2 75
275

A place of battles, lxxiv.

62
- 206

• * 29 .

trefses, in

Carnatic Gur
Caroawl, 70, 72.

Carter, Capt.

Carwar
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CASHGAR 97, 163, 164, 191, et seq

.

CASHMERE, measured roads from Hin-
doostan to, 132. Journies of the Mogul
Emperors, to it, 133. Position of its ca-

pital, 135. Dimensions of its valley, 140.

Description of, 143. Originally a lake,

ib. Shawls manufactured there, 144. Has
a breed of sheep that carry burthens, ib.

Revenues of - 145
* CAS1 A, or CASHGAR - 97
Catheart, Hon . Colonel - 274, 278
* CATHERI of Diodorus Siculus, the Kut-

try tribe of Hindoos - 93, 123
Catmandu - - 303
CATRY tribe of Thevenot, the Catheri of

Diodorus - - 93
Cattack, 11. Importance of its posilion exxx
Cauvery river, or Cavery - 275
Caveripatam - - 370
* Caucasus of India 169, 170, 171, 190.

See also Hindoo-Kho.
CEYLON island, 43, et seq

.

doubtful

Chandernagore
Chandeghere, or Kandegheri
Chanda
Chandor
Chandercc
Changamah
Chanmanning
Chaparang
CHARASM, or KARASM
* CIIAURANEI of Ptolemy (answering to

Kauria) 97
*• CHATAE (Koten) - 97
CHATEESGUR, one of the names of the

Ruttunpour province. See Ruttunpour.
Cheitore, 230, 231. First taken by the Ma-

liomedans - - lii

Chevalier , M. - 297, 299
Chilka lake - - 242
Chillambrutn - - 13

CHINA, its comparative vicinity to Bengal,

295. Map of, in Du Halde - ib.

Chinaputton - - 290, 291
Chinese travellers embark 011 the Nou Kian,

or Ava river - - 296
Chinnabalabaram - 266, 281, 282
Chinsurah - - '59
Chitteldroog - 269, 292
Chittigong - - 38
Chitwa - * 27
CHOROMANDEL. See Cofomandel.
Chowpareh pafs - 115,154
Chronological Table of Emperors cxli

Chunaub river (the AccsincsJ 100, 124
Chuganserai, 151. River, 156, 157, 163
Chunagur, or Junagur (in Guzerat) 224
CIRCARS, NORTHERN, enumerated.

Its figure

44
59

283, 291
248
208

233
273
302

3°9
115

3 01

cxxxiv. Whence denominated, ib. How
situated in respect of Bengal and Madras,
(xxw. Revenues of, ib. Geographical
construction of, 242, 243. Obtained by
the French fiom the Nizam of the Deccan,
lxxi. Conquered by the British xci

Circar, definition of - cx
Clive , Lord xci, xciii, xciv, xcv, 59, 265
« Clisobara - - - 49
* Cocala - - 243
Cochin, 22. Lakes of - 21
Coimbel tore - 27b, 277
Colair lake - - 255,257
Colouring of the MAP of HINDOOSTAN,

account of - xv
Coleroone R. - - 257
Coloie, or Coloor - - 290
Combam, or Commum - 2S5
* COMED1 of Ptolemy (answering to Kut-

tore) - 150, 164
COM1S, orCUMIS - - 189
Comorin, Cape - 17, cl .s cq.

CONCAN - - cxxvii

Conda, or Kond, a termination signifying

fortrefs - - 216
Condanore - - 287
Condavir - - 290
Conflux of the Hyduspes and Accsines (Be-

hut, and Chunaub) turbulent and dange-
rous - - - 118

Confederacy of the principal powers of Hin-
doostan, against the British, in 1780 ciii

Conghc lake - - 310
Conquests of Europeans in Hindoostan, &c.

xc. Impolicy of prosecuting, by the Bri-

tish - - cv

Condamine , M. - - 354
ConnoiJ'sancc dc Temps - 29
Cooie, Sir Eyre xci, ci, cii, 264, 266
Coos-Beyhar, or Coorh Beyhar 301
* Cophenes, R. - 170, 17 1, 176
CORAH provinces 63, lxxv, ct seq .

COROMONDEL coast, authorities for the

geography of, 12, 19. Has no port for

large ships - 264
Cospour - - 298
Cosa R. or Kofs - - 304
Cofs, an itinerary measure of Hindoostan,

4, ct seq. Common, or Hindoostanny
cofses, ib. Of Acbar and Shah Jehan,

4, 85. Those of tbe Ay in Acbarce, arc

of the common standard, 80. Proof of
it, Note - - 15

1

Cofsimbazar - 60
Cotsford, Mr. - - 10, 243
Covcripatam. See Caveripatam.
Coupele - - - 1 2

1

Cow R. or Cow-mull, 154, 155. The Co -

pbmes - - 17®
3C
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Cow’s mouth, a cavern so named 308, 336,

369, et seq

.

Cridland, Lieut

.

- 11, 243
• Crocala - - - 187
Crotchey ( the port of Alexander) ,187
Cuddapah - - 282
Cuddalore

’

- 13, 279
Cudapanattum - - 271
Cumming , Capt. Edward , - 47
Curtins, Quintus - xxxi, 120, 123, 125
CUTCH, 185. A rugged country, exxiv.

Little Cutch - - 186

CUTTUB

,

Emperor, founder of the Patan

dynasty, in Hindoostan - xlviii

D.

Dacca, city, 61. An extraordinary large

cannon there - - ib.

* DAH^E - - xx, 191

DAHISTAN - xx, 189, 191

Dalmachcrry - - 281
(

Dalrymple, Mr. vii, 17, 18, 19, 20, 28, 30,

3 i > 36> 37 > 3 8 > 39 > 4°> 45 > l8l » l8 S* 243 »

248, 271, 274, 275, 292
Daniel , Mr. - - 368, 369
D'Anvillc, M. viii, 6, 7, 13, 14, 19, 36, 38,

39, 43, 44, 46, 52, 77, 78, 97, 98, IOO, 1 20,

124, 154, 168, 177, 187, 188, 194, 195,

197 to 199, 212, 214, 215, 221, 225,

226, 273, 274, 276, 282, 284, 287, 289,

290, 292, 295, 298, 300, 310, 311, 355,

35 6 > 372> 374
n was misinformed respecting the

names of the Panjab rivers - 124,125
his opinion respecting the limits

of the ancient world

,

justified 198, 199
D'Apres , M. viii, 13, 20, 36, 39, 40, 42,

44, 46
Dara Sbckoc’s march from Moultan to Can-

dahar - - 90, 1 66

Darempoury - - 271

DARIUS HYSTASPES, explores the In-

dus, xxii. Renders the western parts of

India, tributary to Persia - xxiii, 1 46

Darwar - - exxv, 252
Davis, Capt. - - 288, 290
D’Auvergne, Lieut. - 25

Davy, Major - - 103

Day’s journey in Hindoostan, length of,

287, 317
Debalpour - -

1 ]
1

DECCAN, geographical definition of, xix,

cxii. Its history more obscure than that

of Hindoostan, xliii. First invaded by
the Mahomcdans in 1293, li. A stumb-
ling block to the Emperors of Hindoo-
stan, lix. Becomes independent of Del-

hi, lxviii. Its history written by Ferishta,

and may be soon expected to appear in

English, lxxix. Deccan, signifies the

SOUTH, cxii. Most of it pofsefsed by
the Mahrattas - - exxiv, cxxvii

DECCAN, SOUSAH of, NIZAM ALLY,
his territories and revenues, cxxxv, cxxxvi

Decnkote pafs, over tbe Indus, 82, 114,

*54
Delafield, Capt. - - 20
Delhi, 65, 66. Tables of distances from,

3 2 3
Dellamcotta - - 302
Delta of the Ganges, 346. Of the Indus,

37 , 179. Of the Ava, or Pegu river, 39,
297. Of rivers in general, 255, et seq.

Dena R. - - 120
Dcogirc (Dowlatabad) - 213
Dcogirc, or Deogur (in Nagpour, or Gond-

wanah) - - 237
Deopad, or Doupar - - 288, 289
DESERT of Batnir - - 120
- of Agimere, or REGISTAN,

xxii, 183. OfCandahar - 115
Dcsidiri - - - 142
Dcvicotta - - 14
Dhul, or Dill lake, - - 371
Diamond mines ; Panna, or Purna, 233 :

Beiragur, 240: Raolconda, 253: Colore,
or Gani. 290 : Gandicotta - 282

Dilen R. - - - j pa
Dilla, Mt. - - 22
Dil Kusba - - 165
Diodorus Siculus, xxxi, 93, 123, 124, 125,

128, 230
Diu island - - - 36
Doaheh R. - - -

Dohygur - . 275
DOOAB, explanation of the term cxvt
BOON, or DOWN - 69
Douloo-Sagur - - 31

1

Doupar, or Deopad - 288, 289
Dow, Col. xli, xlii, lii, cxxxiv, 70, 71, 73
DOWLATABAD, soubah of, cxi. For-

trefs of - - cxi, 213
Drummond , Capt. - 28
Dryander, Mr. - vi

Du Halde, P. 198, 297, 299, 300, 302, 307,

^ ^ 308 * 355 > 356 » 370
Dundas, Capt. - - 18, 45
Durrah, or Zurrah, lake of - 154
DuVal, P. - - - 250

E.

EAST-INDIA COMPANY, a greater jiw-

perium in imperio, than, perhaps, ever
before existed, cxv. Military establish-
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ment, and amount of their sales, ih. Their
revenue in India - - cxiv

Eclaircifsemens Geograpbiqucs sur la Carte
dc Vlnde - 7, 158, 168, 185, 187, 227

Edrisi - 227, 228, 229
Egyptians trade to India - xxxv
Elevated plain, in Coimbettore - 277
Elephanta island - - 32
ELLICHPOUR, province of 237. Im-

plied also in page exxx, cxxxv ; it being

the western part of BERAR.
Ellichpour city - - 237
Elliot9 Mr, eulogium on - 240
EHore - - 214, 215
Elora, temples of, or pagodas 32, 214
* Embolima - . 174
* Emodus, Mts. - 125, 302
Endelavoy. See Indelavoy.

Endore. See Indore.

Eraba, or Aruba - 367
Eradut Cawn, memoirs of - lxiii

Eratosthenes - xxvi, xxvii, 54
* Erranaboas R. - - 49

»

Etesian winds, what meant by them, in

Arrian - - 1 3

1

EUROPEANS, conquests of, in Hindoo-
stan. See

.

- - xl, et seq

.

European force in India, may be too great,

in proportion to the sepoy force cxv

Ewart, Lieut. 216, 217, 218, 235, 236, 237,

238, 239, 248, 249, 293

F.

Farmer, Mr. - 223, 258
Farsang of Persia - - 89,188
FEKOSE III. his public works, liv, j$,etseq.

Feroseabad. See Hifsar-Fero2eh

Ferisbta , writes a history of Hindoostan,

which is translated by Col. Dow, xli. His

history of the Deccan not published in

any European language, lxxix. Cited

from his history of Hindoostan, 54, 55,

70, 71, 73* 74> 95» Il8 > l()3’ l8 3> 22 4*

226, 227, 291

Fermul - - - 115

FEROKSPIRE

,

Emperor, lxvi. Grants

particular privileges to the English Enst-

India Company - - ib.

FIZOOLA CAWN, his Terrs. - evii

Forde, Colonel -
#

- 243
Forster, Mr. George, his route from India

to the Caspian sea, 148. Cited, cxviii, 69,

79, 81, 86, 88, 89, 98, 100, 104, 134,

138, 139, 140, 142, 146, 147, 153, 156,

171, 187, 188. His death, 149. Map
of his route at page 200.

Fort William. See Calcutta.

Fort St. George. Sec Madras.
Fraser, Mr. - - cix, cxii

FRENCH NATION, conquests of, in Hin-
doostan, xc. Will probably enjoy more
advantages in the Carnatic, under Maho-
med Ally, than if Tippoo pofsefsed it, ci.

Can effect nothing without a territorial

revenue - - ib.

Fryer - - - 251
Fullarton , Col. his marches in the southern

provinces, of* great advantage to geogra-

phy, ii, 196. Mentioned 15, 24,

2
7f*FURRUCKABAD territory cxvii

FUTTT STNG GJV1CUAR exxv, cxxvi

Fyzabad 63

G.

* Gagasmira - - 219
Galgala - - 252
Galle, or Pt. dc Gallc - 48, ct seq.

Gandicotta, fortrefs and diamond mine 282
Ganga, or Gonga, an appellative of river,

whence Ganges - 286, 375
Ganges river, unknown to Herodotus , xxiii.

Sailed up, before the time of Strabo, xxxix.

Source of, unknown till the present century,

314. Sum of the information concerning
its source, 313 ; for which we are indebted
to the Emperor CAMHI, 314. Account
of the Ganges, 335. Indian names of, ib.

Fabulous account of, 336. Particulars

relating to its banks, windings, depth,

and rate of motion, 336, et seq. Proof of
the smallncfs of its descent, 352. Inun-
dations and their height, 348, ct seq. Dif-
ferent heights of the inundation, at places

more or lefs remote from the sea 353
Ganges and Burrampootcr rivers, a remark-

able circumstance attending their courses,

in respect to each other - 314.
its course corrected above Hurd-

war - 368
• Gangia Regia - - ’55
Gangoutra, or cavern, through which the

Ganges pafses through Mt. Himmaleh,
308, 312, 313, 37L

middle and lower - 370
Ganjam - 9
Gap, or opening in the Gaut mountains, 276
Gardner, Major - 211,214,247
Gauts, or Indian Appenine, 253, 293, 294.
The boundary of the wet and dry seasons,

293. A stupendous wall of mountains,
cxxvii. Gap, or opening in 276

3 C 2
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Cant, explanation of the term - cxxviii

GAURIDE dynasty, origin of - lxvii

Gaur - - 189, 190
* GEDROSIA, ancient name ofMAKRAN

i8 3
GELALT, or GELALEDD1N, xlviii, 115,

116

GKNOTS CAWN - xlviii, 115
GETES - cxix

Ghergong - - 299
Ghcriah - - - 31
GI 11 ZNI, empire of, xliv. Divided xlvii

Ghi’/ni, city of, 89, 167. A second Me-
dina - - 167

GH1CKERS - - 109,117
Gillies, Dr. - - 13

1

G ingee - - - 274
Gioigi * P. - 300 to 304, 306
Gladwin, Mr. - cix, 95, 155
Goa - 29
Goilavcry River - 244* 255
Goddard, General - 32, 33, 34, 204
Gogra, or Soorjew R. - 63, 308, 311
GOHUD, i55,cxxix. RAJAH of, cxix

GOLAM CAIVD 1R , Terrs* ot, exxi. Ilis

savage treatment of the Great Mogul,

36S
Galam Mobamed 211,217,237,239
GOLCONDA, country of, cxi, cxxxv. For-

t re Is of - - 216
Gold, proportional value of, to silver, ac-

cording to Herodotus - xxv
Gold found in the rivers that flow from the

Thibet mountains, into the Ganges and
Indus, xxv, 82, 146. Tribute to Darius
Hystaspes, paid in gold - xxv, 146

Gondegama R. - 288
GOONDWANAIT, the ancient name of

the Nagpour Piovincc - 237
Goondy Lofs, what - 5

Gooty - - 281

CORKAH - - - 312
Gos, an itinerary measure - 253
Gour, or Lucknouti - 55, 56
Graves, Dr. John - 199
GrcviUe, Right Hon . Charles - vii

Gumsoar - - - 240
GUNTOOR Circar - cxxxvi, 290

(Since the publication of the Memoir, riiis

circar has been ceded to the East-India

Company.)
* GUKJEl - - 172
* Gurams R. (that of Cabul) 172, 173
Gurdaiz, 116. River - 154
Gushal, or Kuslsai - 163, 165
GUZERAT, pofsefsed chiefly by the Poo-

nah M dnv.ttas, exxvi. The western parts

woody and mountainous, exxiv. Gco-

graphy of, 209, 224, et seq. Coast of,

37. British conquests in - lxxxvii

GUZNOORGUL - 160, 165
Gwalior, taken by Col. Pophnm - 234
Gyalgur - - 218
Guthrie, Capt. John - 368

11.

HADOWTY, the same as NAGORE, adi-
vision of Agimere - - 232

HAJYKAN - - 178
Hanole, 227, 228 (the Hanaiiel ofEdrisl).
Hamilton , Capt. - 178, 182
Harper , Cot. - - 285, 289
Hastings , Mr. ci, cix, 66, 77, 78, 216, 230,

23 j, 239, 240, 260, 308, 340, 366
Hafsi, or Hansi - - 72
Heft Akleem - - 201
Hemming, Air. - - 3 c

Herat - - 189

,
Herodotus, knew only the western borders

of India, xxii. The Ganges not known
to him, xxiii. His account of Scylux’s ex-

pedition down the Indus, about 180 years

before Alexander, xxiii. His account of the

Indians, ib. Ol the tides in the Red Sea,

xxiv. Of the tribute paid by the Indians to

Darius, xxv. Mentioned 146, 183
* Hesudrus, R. (the Set lege) - 51, 70
Ilezarcc, R. - - 158
* Himaus, or Im.uis mountains (the mo-

dern Himmaleh) 97, 104, 125, 126, 150,

190, 196, 368
Himmaleh Mts. (see the last article) signi-

fying snowy - 126, 368
Hindenny R. - 292
Hindoo-Kho (the Indian Caucasus) 150, 153,

16$, 169, and Note.

HINDOOS, rigorous treatment of, in Sindy,

1 84
IIINDOOSTAN (applied in a general sense

to India intra Gang cm , and more parti-

cularly to the modern slate of it) Geo-
graphical definition of, xi\. Hindoostan

proper, what, xix and xx Its extent com-
pared to Europe, x'x. Sketch of i*s his-

tory, xl. First Mahome an conquest of,

xlv, et seq. Mogul empire, lviii. Down-
fall of, lxix, et seq. Revenue of, under

Aurungzebe, Ixiii, cxii. Acb,»r’s division

ofllindoostan, cix. Present division, cxiii,

et seq.

Countries appertaining to,

on the west 01 the ludui 148, et seq.

Ilirmund, R. - 154, 155
H.fsar-Fcrozeh - - 71, 72
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IJOLKAR TUCKOJEE , a Mahratta chief,

Terrs, of, cxxvi, cxxvii. Revenue and rc-

sidence of cxxix

Holmes , Mr. - 260

Holland, Mr. John 248
Hoogly city, 59. River of 339
Hornby, Mr. 185

IIowc, Hon . Capt. Thomas

,

9, 16, 19, 26,

.
29, 33

Huddart, Capt

.

geography greatly indebted

to his labours, ii. 18. Mentioned, 19,

26, 30, 31, 45
Humberstone , CW. - 272
HUMAIOON, Emperor - Ivi, lvii

Hunter , Mr. jfo/w - 260

Hurdah - - 206

Hurdwar - 68, 300, 312

ITufsingabad - - 207

Hills 1111 Abdal, 136. Road to Cashmere, by
1 35 -' * 3^

Hustcenapour - - 69
* Hvdaspes R. (the Behut, or Jhylum) 99,

124. Confluence with the Arcsines (or

Cliunaub) turbulent 118, 126*

HYDIiR AL: Y, late Regent of Mysore,

account of, xc, ct scq. 1 lis wars with the

British, xevi, c. His army totally de-

tent cd by the Mahrattas, xtviii. Death

and character ot - ci

ITydrabad, capital of Golconda, 214, 216,

247, 248, 290. Table of distances from,

3H
Hydrabad on the Indus - 1 8 |

* Hydraotes R. (the modern Rauvce) 101,

1

2

4
* IlyphasisR. (the modern Beyah) 102, 124

1.

7
Jaepour, or Jycnagur - 7

Jagarnaut pagoda - n« 242, 366

[AGII 1RE, or East-India Company's lands

in the Carnatic, 264. Revenue of ih .

Jagh’re, explanation of the term exxv

Jalalabad - - 155, 160

J all li, a kind of raft - 1 55

jallindhaf - - 106

(amclro lake. See Paltc.

]
ASSELMERE - cxxxii

J ATS, theii fust appearance as a people,

lvii. Their late polseisions cxviii

* ]axartcs R. (the modern £ihoi.) 196, 197

J ii IIAhGVl RE, Emperor, lx. Mis route

to Cashmere, 136, 138, 139. Measures

Cashmere, 141. His observations on the

sovereigns ot Baglana, 259. Mentioned,

140,142,220,221

Page

Jchaul - - - 11 q
jelluniooky - - 106, 107
Jenaub. See Chunaub.
Jeneahgur - - 259
Jenjian - - no
JElVAN BUCHT, set up for Emperor by
ABDALLA - Ixxiv

Jhclum, or Jhylum river. Sec Behut.—- city or town of - 8 1 , 83, 95
Jidgcr R. - - 70, 7 ;

Jigat point and pagoda 226
Jihon river (ancient O.rus

)

150, 196, 197

J ionpour - 63
St. John’s Point - 3

1

Jllahabad. SeeAllihabai
* linaus, orHimaus Mts. (the modern llim-

lnaleh) 97,104,125,126,150,190,196,368
# Inde - - 234
Jndtdavoy - - 248
INDIA (applied in a general sense, to the

countries between Persia, China, and Tar-
tary : and more particularly in this place*

to the parts of it known to the ancients)

derivation of, xix. The term improperly

applied, nt fiist, to any part except India

infra Gangcm, xxi. lias in all ages ex-

cited the attention of the curious, /b

.

Manners of its it.habitants nearly the same
22 cent uiics ago, as at present, ih . and
\\ix. Little known to the Creeks, un-
til Alexander’s expedition, wii. The
western pair of it tiibutary to Darius Hys-
taspes, xxiii. The tribute paid in gold,

and why, xxv. Its proportional dimen-
sions better exprefsed by Diodorus Sicu-

lus, Arrian, and Pliny, than by Ptolemy,
xxvi, xxvii, xxviii. Appears never to have
composed one empire, until the Maho-
medan conquest, xxxii. A pafsion for

Indian manufactures and products, has

actuated the people of the west, in every

age, xxiii. Trade of the Tyrians, Egyp-
tians and Romans, to India, xxxiii, to

Indian citks occupy more ground than Eu-
ropean ones, and why, 50. General idea

of 58
Indian names pic vail in the western part of

I hibet - -

Indian Caucus! See Caucasus, and Ilm-
doo-Kho.

Tndore, or Enderc 222
* 1NDO SCYTHIA. - 1S5

Indus river, or Sinde (proper Sanscrit

name Secndboo ), 94. Known to the

Romans uiiUcr the naniw of Sinde, ib.

Nilab, one of its names, ih. Probable

conjectures concerning its source, 96.
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Breadth neir Attock, 98. Fordable above

it, ib. Principal pafscs over it, 114, 115.

The Emperor Baber’s report, concerning

its source, 155, 157. Runs between Puck-
holi, and Sewad, 16 1. Number of Pon-
toons required for a bridge over it, 167.

Its course below Moultan, 1 77, et scq. I ts

delta and mouths, 37, 180, 1 81. Tide
docs not go far up it, 181. Camels bred

in the delta, ib. Moveable towns on its

banks - - 184
Inglts, Mr. - vi

Inland navigation, vast extent of, in India,

335 (See also navigation). Remarks on,

359, ti scq.

Ferose’s canals - - 73
Innaconda - - 285
JOINAGUR. Sec Jyenagur.

*JomanesR. (Jumnah) - 49f53«7o
Jones, tir William - cxxiv,5o

Jones, Capt. John - - 302
JOODPOUR - - cxxxii

JOUD,or JOUDIS, 108, 109, no, 116, 1 17
Irabatty, or Ava R. - 297,357
Irawutty, or Iravati (ancient name of the

Rauvee, or Hydraotcs

)

- 101

Ircum lake - - 284
Irjab (Qu. Aiigaus ?) - 114,115,172
Itinerary, Mifsionary’s, down the Indus, &c.

102, 128, 178
measures of India, 4, et scq. 80,

85, 151

Jubhan - - 116

Jumnah river 69
Jummoo, 105, 106. Road to Cashmere by

139
Junagur, or Chunagur (in Guzerat) 224
Juncer, or Jeneahgur - 259
Junkseilon I. - 40
Justiccy Capt . - 43
JYUSING Rajah, or JESSING, cxxii

cxxiii. His observatories - 78
JYENAGUR, or Joinagur ; called also

Jyepour and Jaepour, cxix, cxxiii, cxxiv,

77> 73

Kaman (of Tavernier, meaning Combam),
288

Kambala Mts. - - 305
KAMEH, a province of Cabul, 159. Its

river, that of Cabul - 156
KAMRAJE, the western, or lower division'

of Cashmere - - 142
Kanahoody Mts. (the Masdoramus of Pto-

lemy - - 190
Kandeghcri, or Chandcghere - 283, 291

Kangrah Kote (the fort of the temph of *

Nagorkote in Panjab) - 107
Kannaka R.

366
Karangoutac Mts. - io5
KARASM, or CHARASM - u 5
Kasi (ancient Hindoo name of Benares) 62
* KATHERI, or CATHERI of Diodorus

(the Kutry tribe) - 123,130
KAURIA, or KARIA - 97
Kawuck, orCaouc pafs - 164, 16c
KEDGE,or KETCII-MAKRAN - 183
Kelly , Colonel - 15, 268, 275
Kemaoon -

- 312
KentaisscMt. - 309, 310, 313
Ivera R. - 73, 74, 102
KHATAI - - 94, 299
Kiangse - - 305
Kinnoul, or Canoul - 286
Kirganu. SecGhergong.
Kirkpatrick , Captain William, the geogra-
phy of the Panjab, Cashmere, and Cabul,
corrected from his materials: which were
collected from Oriental auihois ; as well as

• translated, and explained by him. Sec
the third Section throughout, but parti-

cularly, 71,83,84, 95,96, 108,113 tlseq.

132,ctseq. 154, et scq. 165, 195, 20 i.

His information respecting Ncluwaleh,
227; and ILglana, 259, 260. Cited on
other occasions, in page 4, 220, 221,

229
Kishcngonga, 99, 160. Gold sand found in

lt 146, 148
KISHTEWAR - ,39, ,40
Kistnah river, 252, 254, 255, 2S7, 288,

289
Kistnagheri - - 270
Kohaut - - 1 14
Kond, or Conda, a termination signifying

a fortrefs - - 216
Koorket lake - - 68
KORASAN - 152, 153, 171, 189
Kofs R. See Cosa.

y

KOTEN - 97
Kullanore, or Calanore - 105
Kungipara ~ ~ 75
Kuslial, or Gushal - 163,164,16c
KUTTORK,or CAFERJSTAN, 150; 158,

164. Fort of - 165
Kuttry, or Rajpoot tribe (the Catbcri of

Diodorus) - - 123
Kyd, Colonel Robert - 372

LACCADIVE islands - 47
Lahore, 79, et seq. Capital of the Seiks, cxxii
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Lakes, more commonly found near the

sources of rivers, than in the lower part
of their courses - i±c

LAMA ofTHIBET - 306
Lama, signifying a priest, in the Thibet

language - - 305
Lamas’ map of Thibet, 198, 299, 300.

Faulty - 198,304,309/310
Lamifsu, the feminine ofLama - 305
Langur, Mt. - - 304
Lanke Dhe, lake - 308
Lanken lake - - 309
Larry Bunder - 179, 180
Lafsa, 299, ct seq

. 303, 306, 31 1. Latitude
of 300

Latitude taken at, Agra, 63—Anjenga, 18

—

Ava city, 296—Bafseen, 32—Bombay, 31—Bopaltol, 206— Burhanpour, 207

—

Caciiapatam Pt. 17—Calcutta, 8—CaJ-

py, 205—Calymcre Pt. 205—Chinna-
Balabaram, 268—Cochin, 22— Comorin
Cape, 21—Cuddalore, 13—Delhi, 66

—

Mt. Dilla, 22—Dundrahead, 46—. Pt.

de Guile, 46—Ganjam, 9—Goa, 29

—

Islamabad, 38— Jycpour, 78—Madras,
13—Maidive Is. 47—Masulipatam, 12

—

Mergui, 40—Nagpour, 216— Narwah,
205—Negapatam, 14—Negrais, 39—Pi-

geon I, 29—Palmiras Pt. 11—Pondi-

cherry, 13—Poonah, 208—Porcah, 21—
Ruttunpour, 218—Samarcand, 191—Si-

rong, 206—Surat, 32—Tritchinopoly, 15—Visagipatam - 12

Lettrcs lidijLmtcs 97, 150, 250, 251, 268,

287, 307
LITTLE THIBET. See Thibet.

Longitude by celestial observation, taken at,

Agra, 48—Anjenga, 18—Bombay, 31

—

Burhanpour, 207— Calcutta, 8—Delhi,

66—Goa, 29—Jynenagur, 77—Madras,

9—Mergui, 40—Pondicherry, 13—Poo-

inh, 20S—Visagjpatum, 12

Longitudes inferred from time-keepers, sur-

vey.-, or charts, Agimerc, 219—Achecn
head, 42—Agra, 63—Aguada Pt. 29

—

Amedabad, 209—Anjenga, 19—Attock,

#7—Ava, 296—A urung'ibad, 213—Ban-

galore, 268—Bafs.en, 32—Brodera, 224
—Burhanpour, 33—Bopaliol, 206—Ca-
hill, 88—Calpy, 48, 130—Calymere Pt.

13—Cambay, 35— Candahar, 90—Ca-

nogc, 54—Cashmere, 135—Cattack, 11

—Cochin, 22—Comorin (J. 19—Cudda-

loic, 13—Devicoita, 14—Dilla, Mt. 22

—

Diuheud, 36— Dundrahead, 46— G.m-
jam, 9— Ghcriah, 31— Gallc Pt. 46

—

Hurdah, 206— Ilulsingabad, 207—Hy-
drabad, 215—Islamabad, 38—Jynenagur,

5*3
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77—Lahore, 81— Lafsa, 302—Madura,
19—Maidive Is. 47—Mangalore, 28—
Masulipatam, 12, 210—Moultan, 93

—

Nagpour, 143—Narwah, 205—Negapa-
tam, 14—Negrais, Cape, 38—Nicobar,
Great, 41—Palamcotta, 19—Paishawur,
87— Palmiras Pt. 11— Pigeon I. 29

—

Poolytopu, 16—Porcah, 21—Ruttunpour,
218— Samarcand , 1 9 1 — Sanorc-Banca-
pour, 249—Seringapatam, 269—Sirhind,
68— Sirong, 206— Sumbulpour, 238

—

Surat, 32, 33, 208—Syrian Pt. 40—Ta-
norc, 2-—Tatta., 1 79—Tritchinopoly, 1

5

—Victoria fort, 31—Visagapatarn, 12

—

Vingorla rocks - - 31
Longitude, no celestial observation for, on

the west of Bombay, and within the limits

of the map - - 32
Luckiduar - - 301
Lucknouti - - 55, 56
Lucknow, 63. Table of distances from, 325

M.

MABER, understood to be the southern part

of the peninsula of India - lii

MACHERRY RAJAH - cxix, exx
MADAROW, the reigning Paishwah of

the Mahrattas, his fondnefs for geogra-
phy - - 186

Madras, or Fort St. George, 263. Has no
port, ib . Surf at, 264. Boats used there,

ib. Tabic of distances from - 326
Madura - - - 15, 19
Mababiirut - - xli, 69
Maha-nuddy, or Mahanada R. 239, 241,

244
Mahadco, temple of, in Thibet 312
Malic - - 22
MAIIMOOD, Sultan, of GHIZNI, the

first Mahomedan conqueror of IIINDOO-
STAN - - xlv

Mahmoodabud - - 224
MAHOMED SHAH, cedes the provinces

west of the Indus, to NADIR SHAH,
lxviii, cxxiii, cxxiv

MAHOMED GHORI xlvii

MAHRATTA NATION, sketch of its his-

tory, lxxix, et seq. Origin of the name,
Jxxx. Rose on the ruins of the Mogul
empire, Ixxxii. Separates into states,Poo-

nah and Berar, lxxxiv. Both invade Ben-
•gal, lxix, lxxxiv. Contests with Abdalla,

and total overthrow at Panniput, lxxiv,

lxxxvi. Decline, ib. and cxxxi. War
with the British, lxxxvii, c. Eastern or

Berar Mahrattas, lxxxviii. Present state
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of both, ib. and Ixxxix. Their extensive

domains, cxxiv, ct seq . Principal Jag-

hiredars, exxv. Revenue of, uncertain,

cxxviii. Geography of the southern part

of their empire, uncertain, cxxvii. Their

habits of plundering, exxi. Nature of

their troops - - cxxxii

Mahur, or Maor - - 249
MAKRAN, the ancient GEDROSTA 183

MALABAR COAST, its direction in the

charts, too oblique to the meridian 30
Malabar map - - 285

Maid, Sir Charles - 186,220
* MALLI, ancient people of Moultan, 123,

to 128, 130. Ancient capital of, stood

near Toulomba - 128

MALD 1 VE islands - 47
MALWA, divided among the Poonah Mah-

ratta chiefs, exxvi. An elevated tract, 237
Maudesloe, M. exxv, 250, 254, 258
Mangalore - - - 28

Mansorah. The same with Bhakor 1 85
Mansoroar lake - 308,310
Manzorah river - - 248

*

Mapana lake - 309, 371

Map of the countries between the head of

the Tndus, ar.d the Caspian sea, account

of, 187,etscq t Placid - 200
* Maracanda - - 199
MARAWARS - - 275
Marches of armies, mean length of, applied

as a scale to geographical purposes 1 20

Marsden , Mr. - vi, xl, 264
MARCIANA - - 189

MARWAR, cxxxiv, 232. It is also called

JOODPOUR
* Masdoramus Mts. - 190

Mashangur - - 1 5 1 73
Masoudi - - - 228
* Mafsaga, capital of the Afsacani 173

Masulipatam - - 210

MARI!AT, the original country of the

MAHRATTAS - lxxv

MAWER-UL-NERE, or Transoxiana, 199
Mayapara, the proper name of Point Pal-

miras - - 367
MAZANDERAN - 123

MECKLEY - - 295
Megasthenes resides at Palibolhra, xxv.

Mentioned - xxvi, xxvii, xxx, 50
Meerzaw, or Mirjce - 28, 29, xxxviii

MEHRAJE, the eastern, or upper division

of Cashmere - - 142

Mehran R. a name of the Indus 08
Meritch, Meritz, or Merrick, exxv. Taken
by Hyder Ally, in 1778, cxxvii, 252

Merjee, or Mirjee - xxxviii, 28, 29
Mcrkiscray, 207. The same as Sera.

Page

Merat, 89. Implied - - liv

Mergui 40
* Mesolia - - 210
* Methora - 49 * 53 * xlv

MEYWAR, or MIDWAR - 232
MEWAT - eviv, ct seq. 77
MEWAT7 I, inhabitants of Mewat, xlix.

Hired for the purpose of plundering an
enemy's country - - exx

Middiet . n, Mr. N. - vi

Mile, R - man - - 52, xxviii

Military Transactions of the British Nation

in hidostan, xci, 280. Sec also Onne.
Mirjce, or Meerzaw - 28, 29
MirJo, supposed to mean Meritch exxv
MOGUL EMPIRE (meaning the empire

established in Hindoostan, and Deccan, by
the descendants of Timur, or Tamerlane).
See Baber, A char. At its greatest ex-

tent under Aurungzebe, lxiii. Downfall
of, lxix. Geographical division of, under
Acbar - cix

MOGUL GREAT, meaning S1IAH AIL
JVM. has an establishment from the Eng-
lish, lxxv. Throws himself on the Mah-
rattas, lxxvi. A pensioner to Madajee
Sindia, cxviii. Misfortunes - 365

Mogul Empire, Historical Fragments oJ\

32, 253. See also Orme.
MOGUL ISTAN, or original country of

the Moguls, - 195,196
Montresor, Mr. 16, 19, 211, 244, 252, 269,

281, 283, 288
Monchaboo - - 297
Monze, Cape - 36, 180
MOOI)AJEE BOONSLAH, or Bonsolo.

See Berar Rajah.

Moorshedabad - Ixxxv, 60
MORUNG - - - 312
Motto, Mr. - 239, ct seq.

Moultan - - 90, 93, 178
Muir, Col

.

- 78, 231, 233
Mulgrave. Lord - - vi

Mundu - - - 221
Murray, Col. John - 72, no, in
* MUSIC ANI - - 129
Mysore - - - 270
MYSORE, regent, or sovereign of, TIP-
POO SULTAN, his territories, revenues,

military establishment, &c. &c. cxxxviii,

ct seq. The most powerful of the native

princes of India - cxxxix

N.

NADIR SHAH, his invasion ofHINDOO-
STAN, lxviii. The provinces west of
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the Indus ceded to him by MAHOMED
SHAH, lxviii, cxxiii, cxxiv, 184. The
route by which he returned to Cabul, not

well understood - - 112

Nadone - - - 107
# Nagara - - 175
Nagaz. See Nughz.
NAGORE (in Agimcre) cxxxiii, 232
Nagorkote, or Kote Kangrah - 1 07
Nagpour, 216, 217. Rainy season at, 293.

Tabic of distances from - 327
NAGPOUR RAJAH. Sec Berar.

Nahroara, of Edrisi (meant for Nclmvaleh)

227
Naldourouk, or Naldroog - 253
NAPAUL - - 304, 312
NARDECK - cxx
Narnaveram Hill - - 284
NARSING A, kingdom of, its history ob-

scure - - - 291
Narwah - 205, 232
Nasercddin , 67, 79, 81, 88, 192, 199,

227
Nafsuck-Trimbuck - 259
Navigation, Roman, from the Red Sea to

India, xxxvi, et scq. Inland, by the Gan-
ges, Jumnah, and Burrampooter rivers,

335. Remarks on, 359. Improvements
intended, and partly accomplished, by
the Emperor Fcrose I IT. liv, 73, el scq

,

Ncarchus , conducts the first European fleet

that navigated the Indian seas, 131. Re-
marks on a pdfsage in his journal, 132.

Mentioned - 184, 186, 187.

Neermul - - 236
Negapatam - - 14, 278
Negar Parkar - - 180
Ncnrwaleh, or Nehrwalla, ancient city of,

xlvi. The modern Puttan, or Pattun, in

Guzerat - - 226, et seq .

NehrBehisht, or Canal of Paradise 73
Nehr, Shah (canal) - ici, 105
Nclisuram - - xxxviii, 28
# Nclcynda - - xxxviii

Nellorc - - - 2 82

Neptune Orientate . See D’Apres.

Ncrbuddah river - 235, 236
Newtya - - - 31
# Nicaca - - 125
NICOBAR Islands - - 4 i

N1DJIB DOIVLAH, late Terrs, of, exxi.

See GOLAM CAWDIR , and ZAIIE-

TA CAIVN. *

Nilab, a name of the Indus river, 94, ct seq .

NiLibcity - - 95
Nile river, remarks on - 257
Nimderra - - 138
# Nitrias - - 31

ici, 105
xxxviii, 28

xxxviii

282
See D’Apres.

z 35' z 3 6
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NIZAM ALLY, SOUSAH of the DEC-
CAN. See Deccan.

Noanagur - - - 186
Nogarcot - 304
* NOMADES - - 18c
NOMURDIES -

^

- ib.

Northwesters, gusts of wind so called, in

Bengal, &c. - - 339
NORTHERN CIRCARS. Sec Circars.

Nou-Kian, or Ava river, 295, 299, 357.
Four Chinese travellers embark on it, and
come to Ava - - 206

NUDJUFF CAIVN, late, bis conquests,
cxix. Sudden rise and fall of his princi-

pality ... n,m

Nughz, or Nagaz - 114, nc, 17c

Nulla Sunkra - - 184
* Nysa - - - 175

# Omircout. See Ammercot.
OMMAN, Sea of - - 225
Onore - - - 2 jj

Ootiampaliam, valley of - 27^
ORISSA, in thepoftefsion ofthe Berar Mah-

rattas, cxiii, cxxix. Its coast corrected,

365
Orme , Mr . Ixxix, xci, exxv, 127, 244, 247,

248, 249, 252, 253, 260, 280, 283, 280
OUDK , NABOB of, his Terrs, cxv, et seq.

An ally of the British, cxvi. Revenue,
and military establishment of, cxvii. Pays
a subsidy to the East-India Company, cxvi,

cxvii
Ougcin, 220, et scq. Capital of Madajee

Sitidia, 222. Table of distances from

328
OUDIPOUR, Rajpoot province of, cxxii,

Cheitore, the ancient capital cxxiii
Oullcr, or Tal, lake - - 137
Otter, M, - 88,112,157
Outch - - 128
* Oxus R. (the modern Jilion) 150, 196,

* OXYCANI - I29 ,

* OXYDRACjE - 123, 12S, 1 29*
Ozene ... ,,,

* Pactya - - xxni
Paddar R. See Puddar.
Pahar, an Indian term for hill, or moun-

tain - - 191
Paishawur, or Peishorc - 83, 86, 87
3 D
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PAISIIfVAH of the MAHRATTAS, usur-

pation of,*xxxiv. Terrs, of, exxv, cxxvii

Palanicotta, or Tincvelly - 1

6

Palicaudcherry - - 276
Paliconda - 266
* Pulibothra, xxvii, xxxii, xxxix, 49, 50, 52,

54
Palmiras Point, 10, 365, 366. A light-

house proposed to be built on it, ib. Kx-
tent ot ils reef - - ib.

PALNAUD - - 287
Palte lake ... ^05
* Panafsa - - cxvii, 233
PANJAB, a natural division of country, so

named, xxii, 79, 82. Geography ot, 79,
ct scq. 104. Length of, 87. Its rivers,

94, ct scq. Flat and marshy in the pait

near Moultan - - 129
Panjab rivers, their courses and mode of

confluence, favourable to the tracing of

Alexander’s route - 118,168
Panjab, a Persian map of - 79, 103
Paniany, 22, 23. River of - 276,2 77'

Panna, or Purna, a diamond mine there,

cxviii, 233
Panniput, a place of battles, lxxiv, 68. Fa-
mous battle of, in 1761 - lxxiv

Pannela - - - 252
Parasanga, or Farsang - 89, 188

Paridrong, or Paridsong - 301, 302
PAROPAMiSUS, province of, 170. An-
swers to tlie tract between Herat and Ca-
bul, ib. Mountains of (those of Gaur),

169, 189. Probably derived from Pabar ,

hill - - - 1 91
* Paropamisan Alexandria, conjectures 011,

169, 170, 1 71. Not Caudal iar ib.

* Parveti Mons (the Mts. ot Candahar) 1 15,

166, 170
* PARTHTA, 189, 190. Misconception re-

specting its geography - 200
Pafscs over the upper part of the Indus,

1 14, 1 15
Patalipootra, or Patelpoot'her, ancient name

of Patna - - 50
Patna, 62. Supposed to stand on the site

of the ancient Pahbothra 50, 52, 54
4 Pattala, ancient name of Tatta 129, 130,

• 3 1 * l 79 > 367
Pauk pulton - - 104
Pawangur, Paygur, or Paygurrah 227
Payen-Gaut, applied to the Carnatic cxxviii,

cxxxvii

Paygurrah. See Pawangur.
Pcurse. Col. - 8, 9, 10, 243, 266, 283
Pedro, Pt. - - 43, 44
Pekin, Ion. of - - 300
PENINSULA of India* the scene of fre-

Pagc

cpient wars, 262. A large map of it pub-
lished - 294

PcnjekorehR. - 157, 158
Pennar Point, 13. River - 282
Penukonda - - 282, 291
Pepper plant, black, discovered in the North-

ern Circars - - 246
Perambulator, advantages to be derived from

it - - 21

1

Periplus of the Erytbrean sea

,

32, 222, 229
Perry , Mr. - - 101
PERSIA, a map of it drawn and engraven

at Constantinople - 225, 367
Petis de la Croix, M. 89, 121, 164, 194,

, .
*99

* Pcucclaolis - 1 7 1, 174, 175 176
Pigeon 1 .

- - 29
Pinkerton , Mr. - *97
PIRATE COAST, remarks on 30
Pirhala - - 87, 109
Pliny, his Indian itinerary, 49, ct scq . Cited,

or mentioned, 30, 31, 54, 94, 100, 122,

124, 126, 131, 181

Podala, or Poudcla - 290
Polier, Colonel 10, 11, 67, 68, 71, 72, 74,

81, 104, 106
Pondicherry, original grant of, lxxxi. Po-

sition of, 13. Account of - 278
Poolytopu - - 16, 17
Poonah, 208. Table of distances from, 329
Popbam , Col. vi, 77, 78, 171, 230. Takes

Gwalior - - 234
PORTUGUESE, did not pofsefs any great

extent of territory, in India - xc
Porionovo - - 279
Post, regular, throughout the East-India
Company’s pofsefsions, 317. Rate of tra-

velling - ib.

* PRASJI, kingdom of, xxxiii, cxvi, 54, 131
Preparis islands - - 41
Primary stations in geography 266
Pringle, Mr. 13, 17, 264, 266, 272, 273,

274, 275, 284
Price , Capt. Joseph , 229. His gallant be-

haviour - ib.

Ptolemy, the geographer, an apology for

some of his errors, 199, 240, 241. Men-
tioned, xxvi, 64, 95, 97, 100, 175, 190,

199, 228
PUCKHOLI, or PEIIKELY, extent of,

160
Puckholi to^n, 146. Route to Cashmere

by - - 135
Puddar R. - cxxiii, 186, 225
Pulicat (or Ircum) lake - 284
Pundua - - - 56
Punoach, road to Cashmere by 138
Puicbas - - 85, 107
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Pnrnah. See Panna.
Putala Mt. - 306

Q-

Quilon, or Coylan - 21

Quintus Curtins. See Curtins.

R.

RACHORE, province of, cxxxvi. Town of,

286, 287
Radimpour - - 225
Raircc - - 295
Raibaug -

.
- exxv

RAJPOOTANA, or country of the Raj-

poots ; meaning generally, Agimere, or

Azmere, xlvii, cxxxi. Geographical di-

vision of. cxxxii. Made tributary to, or

reduced by the Mahrattas, cxxvi, cxxxi.

Probably, formed one kingdom originally,

cxxxiii. Particulars relating to, 230, ctseq

.

RAJPOOTS, or inhabitants of Rajpootana,
&c. are divided into two tribes, or chfses,

RATHORE, and CHOHAN, or SEE-
SODY A, cxxxiv. The Mahratta chiefs

arc of the latter tribe, ib. Intended by

Diodorus Siculus , and by M. Tbcvcnot,

under the names of Catbcri, and Cutry,

93, 123. Their country - 230, cl scq.

Rajemal 60

Ralicote - - 254
Ramas, Cape - 29
Ramanadaporum - 20

RANA of OUDIPOUR, or Cheitore,

230
Ranni-Bcdnore - - 292
Rantampour - - 232
Raolconda, a diamond mine - 253
Rauvec R. (ancient Hydraoics

)

82,101
Ray Gaut - - 106

RECCAN, the same as ARACAN.
REGISTAN, or Sandy Desert ot Agimere,

cxxii, 183

Rcishi, a pafs over the Indus - 1 14
Reynolds , Captain 28, 68, x86, 220, 221,

223, 227, 228, 250, 251, 254, .259
* RHANNjE - - 230

Rimola Mts. in Du Haide’s map, ought to

be Himola, or Himmalch - 30s, 304
Rind, Lieut. -

>t
- no

Ringrosc, Lieut. - - 33 » 34
Ritcbie, Capt. 10, 12, 37, 38, 41, 282,

366

Ritchcl R. - 37, 179, 181

Rivers often form lakes, near their sources.

and why, 145. Proportional length ot

course of some capital ones - 337
Roads, winding of. See Winding. Have

a greater degree of crookcdnds'in India
than in Europe - 5

Roe, Sir Thomas - lx, 219, 220, 221
ROHILLA country, or ROillLCUND,

conquered by the Nabob of Oude - c

ROMAN trade to India, xxxvi. Route of
their ships - - //;. cl sea.

ROSHAAN - - 297
Rouse, Sir Charles Boughton , viii, Wii, 101 •

x. . .

2 3 f
Rotas (111 Punjab) - 81, 83, 84, S5

Roydroog - 2O9
Rupees, rule for turning them into staling

money - - cxvn
RUNJET SING, the JAT prince cxix

Rufsell, Mr. Francis - vi

Rufscll, Mr. Claud - 12,244
Ruttera Point - - 20
RuUunpour - - 218

s.

* SABARJE - - 240
* SAC^E - - 97, 150
Sadanunll, bramiu - 186, 224
* Sagheda - - 233, 241
Sagur - - - 241
SAKITA - - 97, 150
Salheir-Mulheir, or Salcr-Moulcr 258
Salcette ]. - 32, lxxxvii

Salt mines - - - 82
Saltpetre made on the banks of the Ava ri-

ver - - 298
Samarcand - 1 91, 192
Samanah - - 119, 120

Sami-Ilsuram - - 283
Sandy desert of Agimere. See REGISTAN

.

N. B. T t extends from the sea, to the

Panjab country.
* Sangala - - 1 19, 123
* Sangada - - - 186

SANG ARTANS (pirates of G ir/erat ) 186

Sanore-Bancapour exxv, 249, 290, 291
Sanpoo River (the Burrampooter) 298, 299,

306, 310. Source of, 307, et scq. It

means The River. - 306
Sanscrit (or Sanscreet) language, where

vernacular, xx. When supposed to be-

come a dead language, and the cause,

, xlviii

Satgong - - 57
Sattarah - - 252
Sautgud - - 266

Savary, M. - * 183

3 D 2
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Scott, Capt. Jonathan - vi, lxiii, lxxix

Scott, Capt. .
- 179

SCYTHIANS, not chained to the soil, or

incommoded with the defence of a capital,

209
* SCYTHIA, infra ct extra Imaum 97,

196

Scalkotc - * 81, 87 106

Seba - - 107

SKI IAURRUNPOUR - exxi, cxxii

SE 1KS, first hearJ of us a people, lxiv. Ex-

tern of their territories, ewi, cxxii. Late

accounts from - 3^6

SELEUCUS NICA TOR - 5 3

Selima R. 7 °» 7 1

Semanah, or Satnanah - 1 19, 120

Sera, or Sirripy - 269, 287
* SERiCA - - xxvii, 198

Scrooge, or Siro.’ig - 2c6

Setlege, or Suttuluz river, 102, 124 (an-

cient Hesudrus )
SEVAJ EE, his ancestry lxxx. Founds

the Mahratta state in the province of

MARHAT, or BAGLANA. lxxxi

SEWAD, orSOWHAD, 160, 161, 173,174.

*

river of - 157, 158
Sewalick, or Sewaluck Mts. - 303, 368
SlIAH AU1AJM, GREAT MOGUL , a

pensioner to SINDIA - cxviii

SHAH JEHAN, Emperor - lx

Shahjehanabad, or Delhi - 65, 66
Sbabnawaz , 195, 197, 199 227, 259,260
Shahnawaz, town of - 118,119
Shah Nehr (canal) - 101,105
Sheik Furreed’s tomb - 104, 119
Shekel dou - 96
Sbcrcfeddin, 71, 76, 103, 106, 118, 119

164, 166, 194, 199
Shetoodcr, ancient name of the Setlege

river - - 102, 124
Slops, particular method of launching of,

245 . Those built of TEEK last 40 years,

in India - - 261

Shuker - 96
Sbumse Scraje - 73 > 74 > 75
SI AHPOSHIANS, or Black Vests 166

Siccacollum - - 288
Silhct, equidistant from Calcutta and from

China - - 295
* SINAi - xxvii

Sinde river. Sec Indus.

SINDIA MADAJRE, the principal jag-

hiredar of the Mahratta state (of Pop-
nah) , but ought to be regarded as a so-

vereign prince, cxxviii. Holds a share of
Malwa and Candeish, cxxvi ; and is ex-
tending his territories to the N, and W,
Ixxviii, lxxxix, cxix, cxxviii. Is driven

Pirge

out of Bundela, cxxix. Holds the person
of the Great Mogul, ib . ; who receives a
pension from him, cxviii. Sindia’s reve-

nue, cxxix. His capital, Ougein, ib. Late
progrefs of, 365. Revenges the Mogul’s
wrongs, ib .

Sindia-Busteh, heights - 114
S 1NDY, country of, 177, ct seq

.

resembles
Egypt, in certain particulars, 182. Man-
ner of ventilating houses there, ib. Ca-
mels bred there,* 181. Extent of, 183.
Tributary to the King of Candahar,
cxxiv, 1 84. Tradition concerning Alex-
ander’s crofsing the Indus 367

* SINDOMANNI - 129
Sirhind - - 67, 68
SI RINAGUR (north of Delhi) - 368
Sirinagur, capital of Cashmere, 135, 139,

*43
Siringapatam, Tippoo's capital, position of,

269, 270. Table of distances, from, 330
Strong, or Seronge - *206

Sirripy - - 269
Sitt.1r.1h. See Suttarah.

Skynncr , Lieut. . 33, 34, 3^
Smith , General Joseph - 215, 254
Smith, Rev . Mr. \i, 33, 203 204, 205,

Soane, R. source of, 235.
traceable to Patna

* SOGDI
* SOGDIANA
Sohaun R. (Panjab)
Sonergong
* Sonus R.
Soojan Rue
Soonam, or Sunnam
Soor, or Shoor, a name of
Soorangur
* SORjE
SORA-MANDALUM
Stade, itinerary measure.

22 3
Ancient bed of,

53
129

*99
109

57
“

, 53
96, 162

1 r ,

7°’ 73
the Indus 98

239, 240
265
265

remarks on, 50,

STAN, a term signifying country - xx
Staunton, Sir George - 269,273
Steel, John - - 166
Stevens, Major, 10, 12, 19, 210, 243, 247,

288
Stewart, Capt. - - 223
Stewart, Lieut. William - 68
Strabo - xxv. xxxiv, 53, 171, 181
Strablenberg - 193, 194, 197
Sufedoon - - 72, 73
Suhmandroog, heights - 166
Sulivan, Mr. John, vi, 16, 25, 257, 267,

269, 273, 275, 281. His scheme for

opening a communication between the
Kistnanand Godav'iry rivers 257
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SULTAN/, descendants of Alexander, or

his followers - 162, 163

Sumbulpour, or Samclpour 2 $ 8 ,ctscq.

Sumnaut temple, or pagoda - 226
Sunderbunds, or woods, at the mouth of

the Ganges - - 339
Sunderdoo 1 .

- - 31
Surinam, or Soonam - 70, 73
Surat - - - 32
Sursooty, Sersooty, Suruswatty, rivers, 70,

227, 245
town - 74, 76

Sutnud, or the Seven Sacred Rivers 245
Suttuluz. See Setlcge.

Sydaporum - - 283
Syrian R. - - - 40

T.

TABER]STAN - xxi, 189, 191
Tables of distances between the principal

cities and towns, in Hind00stan 3 1

5

* Tagara - - 229
Tamana - - 31
Tanda, or Tanrah - 5 5, 56
TANJORE, cxxxvii. Pays a subsidy to

the East-lndia Company - cxiv

Tanjore city - - 15,17
Tankia - 304
Tannasur - - xlv, 68
Tanore - - 22, ct seq. 25

Tany m horses, from wlience brought 305
TdptyR. - - ^37
Tarriorc. See

r

I crriorc.

Tafsasudon - - 301, 302
Tatta - - 179, 183

Tavernier , 100, 225, 234, 248, 250, 253,
282, 283, 289

* Taxil.i - - 51, 122

Taylor, Mr. - - 35
Tcck forests', 245, 260. Durability of ships

built of tcck, 260, 261. Ships of war,

for India, proposed to be built of it ib.

TEER All, 151,172 (Qn. Tbyra t

)

Tcllichcrry * - 22

TELLINGA language, in use over a large

extent of country - - cxi

TELLINGANA. cxi, cxxxv

Terriore - - - 277
TbcvenoL M. 68, 82, 89, 93, 123, 179, 248
THIBET, Great , one of r he most elevated

tracts of the old continent, 301, 302.

Great extent, 307. Inhabitants highly

civilized, ib. Tributary to China, ib.

Thinly inhabited, 312. Indian names
prevail in the western part of it ib.

THIBET, Little, or BALTI-STAN, 96,

Page

97, 150. Lies the north-west of
Cashmere - - - 137

Thomas , Mr. - 239, 240
Thunah - - 138
Tiagar - - 278
Ticfen taller, Mr. 309, ct scq. 368, 371
Timcrycotta - 287, 288
TIMUR , or TAMERLANE, invades Hin-

doostan, liv. A monster of cruelty, ib.

M:.de no establishment in Hindoostan, lv.

his route into Hindoostan, 92, 113, ct

scq

.

Crofsed the Indus, either at Deen-
kote, or Reishi, 116. His return, 121.

His expedition to Kuttore - 164,165
TIMUR SHAII, ABDALLA. Sec Can-

dahar.

Tincvclly. See Palamcotta.

Tingri, valley of - 304
77PPOO SULTAN. See Mysore.
Tobacco, a fine sort, from Bilsah, 233. In-

troduced by Europeans, into the East, ib.

Toiuiy - - 19, 44
Tonkcr, a name of Lafsa - 306
Topping, Mr. - - 13, 45, 47
Toulomba - 91,92, 118
Townsend, Mr. William - 270, 287
Trade from the western world, to India,

mentioned in the cailiest histories xxxiii

* TRANSOXIANA 199, 200
Travellers ought to record their distances, in

the itinerary measures of the country they

travel in - - 253, 289
Yinomalee hill - 273
'ripanti pagoda - 289
ripetty pagoda - 283
Yitchinopoly - - 15
Ymgebadra river - 254,286,291,292
'URAN, or Trausoxiana - 153

Turkish geographer 154, 157, 158
Turner , Mr. - - 35
Tygcrs infest the woods at the mouth of the

Ganges - - - 364
Tyrians, traded to India - xxxiv

u.

Valentine’s peak - 34
VANIAMBADDY, valley of 270
Fan Kculcn - - 44, 46
Udegherri -* 283, 290
Velore - - 265, 266
Vcrclst, Mr. - 297
Vingorla rocks - 3

1

Viniconda. See Tnnaconda,
Visiapour, or Bejapour 250, 251
Visagapafam - - 12

ULUG BE 1G, 67, 79, 81, 88, 191, 192,227
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Universal History,

Unkci-Tenki

Volconda

Volney, M.
Upton, Colonel

Modern 282, 283,

xxiv, xxxiv.

Page

296

223

274
1 44
249

w.

Warangole * cxi, 211,214,215
IVatberston, Capt

.

- 236

Wendell, Pcrc vii, cxix, cxxii, cxxiii, 183

Wersebe, Baron - 25, 274, 275

West, Capt. - - 45*47
Whittington, Mr. - 179

Wilkins, Mr. Charles vi, xx, xli, 69
Windings of roads, general proportion of, 6.

In the Carnatic, 17. How to make a ge-

neral allowance for, in reducing road dis-

tance to horizontal ; or the contrary 7

Wood, Colonel Mark - 368

Woods, at the mouth of the Ganges, 339
Curious inland navigation, through 363

Wuili Mts. - - 166

Y.

Yulduz - 194, Note.

YUNAN, a province of China - 295
YUZUF-ZYES, an Afghan tribe, account

of 161,163,164

z.

ZABETA CAJVN, late exxi

ZABULISTAN - - ij 2
# Zaradrus R. (the Setlege) - 102

Zendavista - - 250
Zuenga - - 305
ZUL KERNINE - 163, and Note.

Zurrah, or Durrah, lake - 154



INDEX

GENERAL MAP.

£3* The whole Map being divided into Squares, or Spaces, by the Intersections of the

Parallels of Latitude with the Meridians, each particular Square is pointed out by

Letters of Reference, alphabetically arranged along the Margins of the Map; the

side Margins having capital Letters, and the top and bottom ones small Letters. For

instance, the City of Delhi is given in the Index under the Letters E o: and if the

eye be guided along horizontally in the Map, from E, until it comes under o, the

Square which contains Delhi will be found.

* The Names of Countries, or Nations, arc in Roman Capitals ; and those of Princes,

Rajahs, or Chiefs, in Italic Capitals: and such Places as have their Situations de-

scribed in the Index only, and not in the Map (owing lo want of room), are in Italics.

Others have only a Part of their Names written in the Map : and the Part wanting, is

also distinguished by Italics in this Index. The Places without Names, in the Map,

are left, in expectation of being able lo supply the Names, hereafter.

I 4t Abbreviations.—Terrs. Territories. I. Island. R. River. Pt. Point. Mt. orMts.

Mountain, or Mountains. F. Fort. G. Gaut, or Pafs. S. Serai.

A. Acra Rr Admuncotta Xp

Abdalli
Adalamgur F p Adoni So

Bd Adam’s bridge Z (( Adriampatam Y q
Abdoolgungc IIu .

peak By AFGHANS. The people

Abhosagur A n Adavecd S p inhabiting part or Cabul

Abugur HI Adaumpour L a and Candahar

— hills ib. Adenunpar Z a Afzulgur a.ft1

Acbarpour Gi Adeypour F n Aganis Ct
Acbarpour G t Adgigunge 1 - G r Agaron Xq
Acaguiry S n Adiquar Qw° Agercite - A n

Accoury 1

1

Adji R. iy AGIMERE - G m
Achccu D b ADJIDSING, Terrs, of I s Agimere ib.

Acory Hq Adjuntee Nn Agger Q^m
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Agorec i u Amapet Yp Andaman I. Little Y e

Agrarum R s Amacbeirum Yp Andanagur. See Amedna-

AGRA Gp Amasatrum Z q gur.

Agra F P Amanu F x Andra-Jcrba Kx
Aguada F. S k Amaroud I X Anccour Zo
Aguarca F w Amagur M r Angamally Y n

Ahar Hp Ambagaum Nk Angantole Cr
Ahgadecp K a Ambeer F m Angola R o

Ahrircah Gz Amba Gp Angulty-Bednorc U o

Ajigur H r Ambit O n Angarum X o

Agitmol Gq Ambarry Ko Angara B s

Ajatnagur On Ambarpet
t
Qj> Angoutchu B s

Akoat M o Ambcli W m Angla L i

Akowlah N o Amboor W p Angedivc Is. Tk
Alaberti K o Ambala Y n Angriah’s F. See Gheriah.

Alagorc W o Amboon

h

K a Anicul Wo
Alada Is. 7. k Ambawee Kk Anjanecr O k

Alembaddy Wo Amedabad X i Anjar L f

Alenc Qj> AMEDNAGUR, the same Anjenga A n
Alicant C q as Dowlatabad. Ankapilly Qji
Aliapetta Xp Amednagur 01 Aukapilly Qj
Aliga R. S 1 Amedpour Oy Anmantagoody Zp
Alinagore Xq Amerpour Gy Annamally Y o

Alivarcourchy A o Ameapah
#
- Yq Anojicshecr Ep

Alki R J Amgong P 0 Anpour M n

Allapour F q Aminagur Ly Anrodgurry Xp
ALLAHABAD H t Ammaigpolfam Y o A ntig.i recall Qj
Allahabad ib. Amitty G s Anterly M n

Allapour Eq Amingunge G t Antongory Op
Allinagore F o Amittur ib. Anundpour L g
Alluknundara R. Bp Aminta R k Aptha P i

Allumparve W r Amjerra L m Appoo R. R t

Allinghy Y o Amlah P 1 Appole HA
Alligunge Fq Ammercot Hg Aqua'll 1/
Alligunge E q Amoul Y o # Arabius R. H b
Alligunge G u Amoulce G r Aramroy L e

Allingherry W p Amood L i Arawill M m
Alloor T r Amoary O m Arakccry Wn
Allore No Amren L f ARACAN M/
Allung-Cullung O k Amroah E p Aracan Ne
Allumpour Ly AmrcJy Mg ARCOT, NABOB of, his

Allumchund H s Amrun M h Terrs. See CARNATIC.
Allum A o Amrautty. See Omrautty. Arcot Wq
Allinagaruni Z o Amrutsur. The same with Archachera qJ
Allypour G o Chuckgouroo. Ardjolee Ks
Almada R n Anantasagarum Pq Ardingay Yq
Almanchcry Uq Anantoor W p Ardingay Sq
Almunda Qji Ananpour M k, and U m Ardenelle Xn
almorai-i Dq Anantpour To Areg, or Arruck R 1

Alorc Pp Anantpour Tp Argnelorc Xp
Alpour R o Anamsagur R n Arisala Up
Alva Y n Anantasapilly Q-s Ari])o A q
Alvar F o Anarodgurra A r Arielore Xq
Alwara G p Ancola

4
O k Aridrong C w

Alyncohan L 1 Ancry Oq Annkill. See Warangole.

Alorno S k Anchitty W o Arki Qji
Amarautpour F q Andcah Kp Arlier W o

Amadabaz p 1 Andicotta Y n Armegon Tr
Amarchitta R o Andaman I. Great W e Arnee Wq
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Arnee Ur
Arnaul I. O i

Aronee Hp
AROKHAGE Bd
Arpur Ex
Arr « Ok
Arrivacourchy Yo
Arrah H w
Arrah Ha
Arruck, or Areg R 1

Arscewa L u
Artingury Zq
Arucotarara Xn
Arval H w
Arzingur Ni
Aseergur M n
Ashta Kn
Aska O w
Aslana Kq
Asnah I z
Asnaha L y
Asneah I z
Asnabad P n
ASSAM G<?
Afsarpour Ke
Afsawully 1 1

Afsewan G r

Afscet Fq
Afsid E p
Afsory Gq
Afsorick A n
Asta QJ
Astce M p
Astee O n
Afsucry I X
Ataroly Fp
Atcherawauk W q
Atchencoil Z o
Atenegal B r

Athikeera I P
Afipalli

Atoni. See Huttany.
W o

Atquar R q
Attacoor Tq
After Gp
Attong Mh
Attore Xp
Attoor Y o
Attegode B x

Attyah J b
AVA, dominions of N i

Ava city M k
—— river N i

coast

Avaro If
Avelim S k
Avin Xo
Aumore H z
Aulapaladurg u*

Aurung - M t

Aurungabad (in the Dcccan)
O m

Aurungpour - Id
Aurungabunder river K d
Aurungabunder 1 d
Arumoor - P p
Aury - Fs
Auspoor - K I

Autarrah - Hr
Auteriah - L s

Awmore - I z

Awatfy - Pm
Ayawaroo - T q
Aycotta - Y m
Ayempet - Y q
Ayturah - K z

Azimgur - G u
Azimpour - ib

.

Azimnagur - La
Azmerigunge I d
AZUPH DOIVLAH. See

OUDE.
Azmutgunge - I w

B.

Baate - If
Babelga - P p
Babgaum - P 1

Babra - L g
Backergunge - L c

Bacecotty - Bo
Baccanore - U 1

Badrowly - M k
Badgum - P o
Badrachillum - Qjs
Baderally - R 1

Badumgtir. See Bandcmgur.
Baddammy - R m
Badcnahally - W n
Badule - B s

Badody - E o
Badergur - ib.

Badshawpour II t

Baderpour * G p
Baggor - lx
Bagoncotty - An
Bagru - G n

Bagusro - Mg
Bagupour - M k
BAGLANA - O k
Bagone - P o
Bahbelgong 0

1

Bahoor - X q
Bahatracally - Z n
Bahraitch - F s

Bahasawanny H k

3 E

Bah Gp
BAHAR Hx
Bahar ib.

Bviigumgunge G s

Bain river O s

Bajaj)oiir O m
Bajetpour K z and 1 c

Baleapatnam W m
Baloygunge - L r

Balode M m
Balhary T n
Balelcroydroog W n
Ballapour N o
Ballapatty Uq
Balliangaut Y m
Ballasur P i

BALLOGES D b
BALLOGISTAN, Little,

E n
Balamgur E o
Balsora E s

Balapour F s

Balowry G ©
Balguda Hy
Balkifsen Ka
Ballitunghy K a
Balongo^ls. O c

Balbadder M y
Balasore ib.

Balluntee - N y
Balarpour - O q
Balgaon ^ O o
Balegam • ib.

Balaconda - P p
Baloly - ib .

Balkce - Qj>
Bamingola H a
Baminy - L c

Bancanecr - LI
Bancout - P i

Bancapour-Sanorc S m
Band - R o
Bandarmalanka R t

Bandem - S k
Bandemgur - R n
Bandcrpol - My
Bandoogur - K s

Bangalore - U o
Bangarim - A l

Bmgah - 1 e

Bangur. This fortrefs was
situated between Owlali
and Bercilly E q

Ban R. - F n
Bandecr - H q
Bandersandry G m
Bangcrmow - G r

Bankypour - U m
Banjary - K r

*
"<
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Banswarah K 1 and P p Bate L e Belore p P
Bansdah Nk Baucotty B n Belouda Lt
Banskara Fr Baugpour Dp Belowry Gy
Bansey Fu Baungaut ib. Belsund G x
Banwar L f Baurey F s Beltangady Wm
Bantwa M f Baum Nq BEMBAJEE

,

Terrs, of

Banybumra M x Bauglore Wo Mt
Bapatla S r Baunasoor Ox Beinavcram - Uq
Bar H x Baumingot Ly Benaveram - Uii
B.troda N q Baugnan L x BENARES Hu
Barota K n Bautconda Ly Benares ib.

Barasft La Bauleah I a Bcndah Hr
Barapulla Eo Baudshapour Hu Bcndallah O m
Bartapour Es Baypour X m Bendelly - C s

Baroud F m Bawnagur M h Benasa A r

Barodeana F n Bazar M q Bendrabad Fp
Baronda G 1 Beermah K w BENGAL K a
Bardia XI Bechia Ko Beniagunge G s

Barec G p Bechnah L s Bennyke Gu
Barelly G s Beddapollam Up Bentot cq
Bardiano 1 f Beddigani Cs Bcrapour R 1

Barilla Kr Beder Q^p BERAR N q
Barcala L r BEDNORE T 1 Bereilly E<i
Baroach Mi Bednore U1 Beridge L i

Bargong M n Bedramangooiiy U n Berie R 1

Baroogong N n Bced L f Bermah K b
Bari R 1 Beedagur Kr Bermya I c

Barrasur K w Beegygur I u Bernaba D o

Barrapalong Me Beegygur Hp Bernagur la
Barra Nx Beejypour H s Berowly H w
Barra Hr Beehpour F t Berowly R 1

Barrihua G x Beelmal Ik Bcrsana F o

Barcclore U1 Beemah R. Qm Beselpour G k
Barriconda Wp Beerah L w Besudagunge - Kp
Barramaul. The valley of Bcercool M z Betah L z

Vaniambaddy. Beersingpour G t Beteru H u

Barreah L k Beesnah Hp Betoor G r

Barcalorc Y n Behara M k Bettamungulum W p
Bareatty Z n Bchat B h Bettyah G w
Barbarein I. C q Bchker F g Betwha R. Hq
Barlcpanetote C r Behta O i Beurah L w
Barren I. Behut Gp Bczoara R r

Barago R. S b Behut Hp Bhagalcotta R m
Barouah P w Bejurah Id Bhaiawar Lf
Barenda 1 X Beihingur L x Bhakor Fg
Rafsambe A n Beiragur Nu Bhartpour » F o
Bafsa Rajpoot Bo Belalgur Ni Bhatter Lg
Bafsa Byraghy ib. Belaspour L u Bherwa I 1

Basain G n Belcofs Hs Bhorakeerah Kn
Basbagee G m Belcuchy 1 b Bhotul M p
Basra Lk Beldeah ly Bhou scree 0.0
Bafscen O i Bella G r Bhuder . M f

Balsas, Great Cs Btlgar H r Biana Go
Little Ct Belgram F r t Bibhee L r

Bafsur Gx Belharce Kr Bicangong - L m
Batgao Ex Bellepahary Ly Bicholim Sk
Batcole U 1 Belliah Hy Bicciacor Fx
Bataiola B t Bclluah -» I b Bickaneer Fk
Battltg-if/fto Y o Belki Mn Biddanore. See Bednore.
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Bidgerawn Io Bolloda Ki Bowmorc Hp
Bidifsur N x Bombally (Santa) P w Bowr Gy
Bidzigur, or Beejygur Iu Bombay P i Bowraf&a IP
Bigoneah M y Bomel O p Bowri iy
Bikkur Hp Bominy L d Boxah E q
Bilesur QJc Bomman M f Boykunpour G a
Bilgilly R m Boinraiizepollam Uq Boysee Nq
Bilghey T 1 Bonafsyl 1 e Bozingur W p
Bilguin P u Bondah Hr Braniinabad I d
Biligam C r Bongama Gy Brainnee R. M x

Bilitot C q Bongary Xq Brinja N k
Billaigur M u Bonneguir Oil Brinjatin A n

Billapour Oi Bonsola . The district bor- BRITISH POSSESSIONS
Bilsah Ko dering on the north of in Bengal iy
Bimlepatam Qj Goa S k — Circars P u
Bimnaut L h Bontaldim Tp — Carnatic Ur
Bimped F x Boodighcry Uo — Malabar coast Oi
Bimsing P u Boodicotta W p Brodcra Ik
Biinulwilsa Qu Boodgeboodge Kf Brodra H n

Binde Gq Boolbarya 1 b Brokry M n

Bindi P w Boolecootc N I Bruxc I. Rk
Bindkcc G r Boondy Hn Bucciorserai Gq
Binko Nu Boorah Fq Buckrah G u

Birboom Kz Boorset L i Buckrah G x

Birchee M 1 Booradung • - Ho Budawur K m
Birikingam O m Boosnah Kb Budayoon E q
Birkooty I z Boosangur QJ Buddakano

»i q
Biruckpour Iq BOOTAN F a Buddaruck M y
Bisantagan L h Bootee N.m Buddenpour 1 s

Bisnagar S m Bootgong M u Budderwas H o

Bisnce G c Boothypour E r Buddlcgiinge H b

BiLary I r Bopaltol Ko Buddaul Ha
Bifsoo Li Bopara Ok Budegovia So
Bifsoah F s Borah Ko Budgebudge L a

Bifsore My Bore P 1 Budiad Lh
Bifsowlah Eq Borca Ip Budnecra M n

Bifsunpour K z Boriali L s Budzaw Kf
Bifsuntpour H z Boresail I. I s Buffaloe Rocks

Bifsypour G y Borrow G q Buggoorah I b

Bittounjah I u Borudgow Pm Buggulgow N m
Black Pagoda Oy Bory Ni Bujana L h
Boad N w Bosotandy Hr Bukorah Kh
Boansa On Boudclore Yq Bullater G u

Bobilee Pi! Boudgong I X Bullauda L t

Bocar O m Boudhan Mk Bullepalle Sp
Boden Pp Bovincoral Xo Bulloah he
Bogga F w Boujepour H w Bulluah G w— Chuta G w Bounkee L x Bulluary I u

Boglipour * Hz Bourasinghv P w Bulrampour Ft
BOGGILCUND Is Bourgni . PP Bulrampour L z

Bogmutty R. Hy Bowah F w Bulsee K w
Bogru G r Bowanigunge I a Bumany O m
Bojepour N u Bowanigungc G b Bummoncah Lr
Bokinagur \c

,
Bowanipour H z Bundar L u

Bokira Mf Bowapeer - * M k Bundar N n

Bolee I P Bowat B r Bundeh Mts. Pq
Bola Kn Bow Chagong - QJ' BUNDELCUND - Hr
Bolaut Ko Bower D p Bunderaje M o

BoliaR. QJ Bowly »

-

X E 2

Nq Bunder Larry Ic
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Bundowrah - Nr
Bungong - K a

BUNGUSH * - Ag
Bunjara - M n

Bunjarata - K. o

Bunjary - Lr
Bunnafs R. - Kq

-

—

(in Oudipour) I 1

Bunncyah - I o

Buntwal - W 1

Buntwar - Ft
Burarya - Gw
Burda R. - N p
Burdcc - It

Burdjee - Qjn
Burdoo - lx
Burdwan - K z

Bureway - Uo
Burgaut - L s

Burgur - Mu
Burhai - H s

Burhatipour - M n

Burhampour - I a

Burkec - H p
Burkull . L m
BURMAH - M c

Burnagur - H b

Burnugger - Hz
Buroda - M n

Burpudda - My
Burpahly - Mu
Biirradirga - H b

Burragong - G t

Burragur - O w
Burragunge - Ft
Burrakeera - Mo
Burraboom - Ky
Burrampour - Ox
Burrampootcr R. - G d
Burraserai - L o

Burrawny - M n
Burriagc. See Baraitch.

Burronhutty - La
Burrunter - Id
Burwa * P i

Burwa - N y
Burwa - K w
Burseeah - K o

Bursingpour K q
Bury Mr
Busowrah - N m
Bufs, i

- I r

Bufsary - 1 P
Bufscwih - Lx
Bufsoor - H t

Bufsanpour - Is
Bufsuah - G u
Bustar - M z

Buster • G u

Butlafs R. Ik
Butterce I t

Butty Lg
Buungerkda L w
Buxaduar G b

Buxah H t

Buxar H w
Buxidaisy N y
Buxygunge H b

Byarcm %r

Byarum QJ
Byarum Qj»

Byce Gaut Dp
Bydell H a

Byganbaiy I c

Cote H c

Byga I X

Bygongong H a

Byra G t

Byraghy L u
Byserul H n

c.
•>

Cabo U1
Caboritor Qjn
Caboze I. W k

CABUL B d

CACHAR 1/
CzLchipermaleon Xq
Cackaiah L w
Cader Qji
Caderi Tp
Cadiapatam Pt. A o

Cadrocapechy X n

Cady R n

Cariabad F s

Cakenol CLP
Calastri Uq
Cala A o

Calaceri Z n

Calacad A o

Calara Qji
Calbcrga CLo
Calcheedo Tq
Calcutta L a

Caliapour Dy
Calicoote O x
Calicoulon Zn
Calicut X m
Calitoor C q
Calini R. Fq
Callian Oi
Callianee ' - Qji
Callianee PP
Calleaye K m
Calinatoor X p
Caliparum X n

Calingapatam P w
Calour R o
Callacoil Zp
Callawar L f

Callasgoody Zp
Callianpour F n

Calliondroog T o
Callinger H r

Callipour P k
Callour R n
Cally Wp
Calyajury I d
Caloude P m
Calpcnteen A a
Calpauny G b
Calpy G r

Calsary Mg
Calapar Z o
Calventura Is. Ky
Calymere Pt. Vq
Cally-Sindc R. I n
Cambala Mts. C c

Cambcrgam PI
Camberry Y n
Cambay Li

- gulf of Mi
Camercdy Pp
Cameran Y m
Camlah M n
Camlole L k
Cammascrat N n
Camma O b
Campoly P k
Campsella Pk
Camvellaw G z

CANARA T 1

Cananorc X m
Candanada Z n

Candaputta S p
CANDEISH M m
Candi B r

Cane R. Hr
Cangal Rr
Cancrcotta B o
Canhan R. K u
Canister I. Wk
Cankanally Wo
Canoge Fr
Canooly N q
Canol R o
Canoul S p
Canowly N q
Canroody Ks
Canswah R. Mf
Cantalbary G b
Cantap Hk
Cantee O p
Canuck I u

Capelapairc Wq
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Capilly To Cauvery R. W n Chappermunda Ku
Capoosc Mo Caverypatam W i) Charcolly L c
Caprah V r Cavcrsundrum S n Charbafs - G m
Caranjah I. Pi Caugmahry I b Chargner - On
Carngola Hy Caviconda Vo Charkeera - L o
Carom naf&a R. H u Caumpelly Qjl Charley M m
Curanel X o Caundapaddy X o Chormour - Nq
Caradoam On Caunitoor - W r Charwah . L o
Carol i cot o Cautgtinge Hx Chaynpour - Hu
Carapatain R k Cawderchuck Fq Chasow G n
Careal Qj> Cawnpour Gr Chatchar E n
Carcal Qji Cayamel * q Chatmol lb
Carenave A r Cayvmgunge K q Chatna Kj
Carcatty A r Cayetar A o Chatrum Wo
Carha O q Cayvaram U o Chatroy - Qj
Carical Y q Chcnapatam Wo Chatterpour Iq
Caridicn Ai

1
Ceraligui Q® Chattibarry Ku

Caringa M q Cercoil Up Chanour Zo
Carmulla P m Cereal U 1 Chaunky F w
CARNATIC Xq Ceremudgc X o Chautra Fo
CARNATIC , NABOB of. Ccrigat Y n Chayah Kn

ills territories W q CEYLON - B q Cheduba I. Pf
Carnatic Gur W q Chacki iy Chccra K'o
Cornawl D n Chacnltury

#
- Ky Cheeran H x

Carnicohar I. z/ Chagong M k Cheego-Muddi Ke'
CarougoJy W r Chagoola R. I c — Hills ib.

CarouJ Po Chamka Eg Cheetapour F r

Carpour Xq Champaneer L k Chcitorc HI
Carrec I b Chamulgoody ZP Chemorchy G b
Carol cotfy A n Chanda N q Chcncroypatam - Wn
Carrow M / Chandail l t Clienijjollam Tr
Carroor U m Chand alcotta Rp Chepauny L o
Carroor Xo Chandanyporody - On Chcrcot R o
Carrya K i Chandcrnagore L a Chercouchy Xq
Carrvpour G r Chandcrgunge L a CIIERICA. It borders on
CARTINADDY - Xm Chandegheri, or Kandeg- the north ofCOTIOTE.
Cartute Zo heri Uq Cherowly Gq
Caxuiinpally Z n Chandcrcona Ii z Cherki E n
Carwar T l Chandcree - 1 p Clierugatta Y n
Carwarec S r Chandek N n Cheticolon Xp
Carwarce Tq Chandor N 1 Chctigua Yt
Car}'gong O 1 Chandore M k Chetra 1 w
Caring Slam A o Chandpour - OP Cheturgow O 1

Caiscrbarry Gaut N l Chandpour - Kc Chcwny L o
Calscrruh F o Chandpour - Dp Chiandeghery W 1

Cafsergunge - Ic Changama - W p Chiblone Qk
Calsumba M m Changaprang By Cliicar Ng
Cataludy X m Changlasee Cz Chicaur Wq
Cateapully Qj> Chankeer P k Chicacotta G b
Catcheedoo Tq Chankalamary Sp Chicalapour Uo
Catchwaua G l Chanmanning * - C b Chicklcy - M m
Catingoor Rq Channel Creek M a Chickley N k
Catmaudu E x Chanyang - P b Chichery - Kw
Catra I t > Challameotally

,
- Up Chiika lake Ox

Cattack N x Chalcounda Up Chilkore Iz
Cavantandalum Wq CHALAWARA L n Chillambrum Xq
Cavai Wm Chalscy N m Chillumcaal Tp
Caudamatris A r Chaparo S k Chilongery - U n
Caudergungc F q Chaparang* - Aq Chilmary Hi.
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ChimilJyconda - Qj
CHINA - H /

Chinabackcer - R c

Chinampet - Z p
Chinampet - U q
Chinchicam - R n
Chinchouly .

P o

Chinchelly - On
Chingalamoly - To
Chingonga - N p
Chinglcput - W r

Chinna Balabaram U o

Chinny-Arcaud U q
Chinsura - La
Chintalpollam R q
Chintapilly - R r

Chintzmypet - V p
Qhinlaminny - Up
Chippepar - Z o

Chirkooty - Sr
Chircumally - R r

Chirkoury - P q
Chitapilla - T p
Chitcnura - Ms
Chitchclec - K w
Chitel - M g
Chitpour - K k

Chitpour - M g
Chitma - L t

Chitteput - W q
Chitteldroog - U n

Chittergur - Ox
CHITT1GONG - L e

Chittimoty - Z n
Chittoor - Y o

Chittoor - U q
Chittra - I w
Chitwa - Y m
Clioarypol - X o

Chobra - H x

Chocbar - H d

Chodacut - G x

Chogda - K a

Chogong - I b

CHOHAN RAJAH K t

Chokec - P k
Chomlah Mts. - E a

Chonday - M n

Choohoond - I °

Choorhut - It

Choramba - P h

Chornah - I u

Choudagong - K d
Choudapilly - P P
Choukary - H s

Choukcc Mts. - F d
Choulney - X p
Choumundaly - Lo
Ghourapilly - Up

Chouragur - Lq
Choury L r

Chowara G u

Chowle P i

Chowka L o

Chowka Iq
Chowny Hr
Chowsar H w
Chowta Kz
Chuckerya M e

Chuckrabatta L t

Chulymifser L m
Chumarty M n

Chiunbul R. 1

1

Chumka G w
Chumpa K w

Gaut O x

Chumrah - N w
Chuna Gant Hp
Chunargil r - H ii

Chuncher It
Chundula K t

Chundun QJ
Chunnapunnah - Kq
Chun^ P k

Chuppara L r

Chuppalcah I b

Chuprah Hw
Chuprah G w
Chuprah M m
Chura L h
Churacooty - My
Churacooty L y
Churamond H a

Churcar H s

Churcar K e

Chury Ki
Chuska D y
Chuta Nagpour - Kx
Chuteah F u

Chuttcrkote Hs
Clnitrcah K x
Chuttypaloo - ib.

CHUWAL - Kh
Chychendy - Gr
Chytee N q
Cianganeri - A o

Cibulon D a

CICACOLE - P u
Cicacole P w
CINNAMON TRACT

Br
Ciopra E x

ClRCARS, NORTHERN
« Pu

Cirvalla Sp
Ciucior C d
Clavandy Y o

Coacher Hw

Coadlatoor - A p
Coanjong - Q
Coanjedla - Qjr

Coascourcby - Y p
Cochin - Zn
COCKUN. The same as

CONCAN.
Cocos Is. Tf
Codagunge - F q
Codaly - R k
Codamcamally - Y p
Coddarama - M i

Codjeedecp I. - M a

Codour - Ro
Coel - F p
Coenaker - Ds
Coguir - P p
Cohary R. - G p
Coid ure - X q
Coillee - G x
Coilandy - X m
Coilpetta - Zo
Coilurepet - X p
Coilurepettah - Z o

Coimbettore - X o

Cojapour - G u
Col - S k
Colair Lake - R s

Colaircotta - R s

Colamungulum - Y o

Colangooda - Y n
Colapclly - Qji
Colapelly - R r

Colapour - N p
Colar - Up
Colarus - Ho
Colavery - Zn
Coleche - A o

Coleapol - L y
Colgong - H y
Colgu - W m
Colinda - L d
Collabcgoon - N i

Collabaug - I o
Collacood - Q_r
Colladicoodu - Y n
Collewah - M k
Collispauk - W q
Colliwfily - At
Colly-muddy - F q
Colnah - K b

Coloal - W

1

Colounwfser - Y p
• Colourpour - K r

Colour - U n
Colour - R r

Colovety - X o
Columbo - B q
Comade - M i
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Comargong I a Conniacombri A o Correah - Kr
Comareeah L d Connigurry Qjr Cornnkecr - No
Combam Sq Consumah Ha Coronum - P w
Combamet Qji Conta Ly Cortalc - Xm
Combiconum Yq Contay M z Corry - ib .

Combonore Wp Contalagur Ha Cosa R. - F y
Comeer F o Conyouwah M i Cosalsurar - Nq
Conierla Tp Conyouwah Ob Cosmin - R b
Comery Zp Coogrect M w Cospour I e

Comercally Kb Coohoor Mp Cofsaijura - L z

Cometta S p Coolabba P i COSSAY - L b
Comillah Kd Coolair Tq Coscpary - Xq
Cominaig Z o Coolangee W p Cofsibogom - P w
Comifscrra Hu COOLIES. Freebooters on Cofsimabad - H u
Commendagur Ep the north of the Myhie R. Cofsimbazar - I a
Commerputa C c Cooloo Nx Cofsimcotta Ou
Comni Tq Coolpahar Hq Cofsipour - Dq
Comolc Li Coolybunra K x Cotapar - S q
Comorin Cape A o Coolynorcha N f Cotapatam - Zq
Compsey U m Coomarcah L 1 Cotate - A o

Conanore Zp Coomtah Mr Cotbanawcr - Fo
Conalore W q Coomtah T 1 Cutla - I 0

CONCAN Q_k Coonaterra y n Cotla - P k
Conchon Ha Coondapour U1 Cote Cofsim - Eo
Conchanagur L d Coondabarry > M 1 Cotcen - Tp
Congcoal R $ Coonum Ur Cotemul - B r

Concul Dp Coontah M y Cotiara - As
Condala Qj- Coopah G u COTIOTEE. It borders

Condally M q Coopachitty Xo on the north of Carti-

Condalavcry P 0 Coopilly P w naddy.

Condanore S o Coorah Ko Cotour - Wp
Condanore R o Cooreah F r Cotputli - F n

Condapilly R r Coorsah Gb Cotta P o

Condapour Kp Coorung iy Cotta - Ro
Condavir R r Coos Beyhar G b Cotta - X m
Condaramarla Up Cooscrah H x Cottacotta - Sq
Condcl SI Cooserynagur iq Cottacotta - To
Condchgourki Uo Coosmah i u Cottapatam - Tr
Condour Yq Coos umbah M 1 Cottapilla - To
Condour Up Cootally A p Cottapiila - Uq
Condolory Po Cope Yp Cottapollam P u

Condoyouali Mi Corah G r Cottapollain R r

Condcinundago S o Corallum Cottapollam Up
Condcrputty Un Corallya K c Cottapoloor - U x

Condrapatty R t Coramba Kw Cottaseveru - To
Condyeura I e Corampour E n Cotteput - Xp
Cougar Po Coraygong Qw1 Cottilah - F o

ConKapaukoo Q»q Cordevanputty Y o COTTIWAR M g
Congayempaliain X o Corclly M i Covanorc - Z p
Conghe Lake A s Corera M f Coveripauk - W q
Congong If CORGA Wm Covclong - Wr
Conguntla To Cori Fo Coverijiorum X o

Conijedla Rr Coriahgunge F p Coulam A o

Coniwaugh (lb
t

Corinattum Xo Coulan * A n

Conjeah L b Coringa R t Coulasgur * W q
Conjevcram Wq Coritachitty Yq Coultschi - B $

Conjimere Wr Coritapetty Zo Counda -

o q
Conka Tq Cornogal A r Coundour - So
Connagoody Yp COROMANDEL Xr Courgegur Un
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Courtallam Yp
Courtallam Xp
Cou toor Z o

Cow I. Zq
Cowkparah L y
Cowlydroog U 1

Cowyat M k

Coycah F r

Coyle R. L x

Coyr Qj>
Corriah M r

Cranganore Y m
Craor O o

Cravatorc Oo
Criinal Q^s

Croondah O m
Crotchcy I c

Cuckanara R t

Cucula R q
Cuckeree 1 r

Cudaly M h

Cudapanattam Up
Cuddalore Xq
Cuddapa Tp
Cudgwah G r

Cudgenere K n
Cudoogal Rp
Cudwah Kd
Cudruah L k

Culdumcry K u

Culna K a
Culna L b

Culloor Qj
Culloor R r

Cullumbaum Y o

Culpatty X n

Culpy L a

Culwara M r

Cumbermerc HI
Cummao F k
Cumlapour QJ
Cumrai I r

Cundamahully Wni
Cundamungulum Xq
Cundera P k

CundoJa Lg
Cundoor R r

Cundwah Hy
Cuulwah Ir
Cun-war Ep
CungeurZ/y Xp
Cumajah L u
Cupperwange L k
Curchi G x
Curcumbaury Uq
Curcunda Qj
Curegonpal Sq
Currah Hs
Curraly Hs

INDEX TO THE

Currambos Ep
Currer 0.1
Currimgunge I d
Curro P k
Currowly Oi-

Curruckdeah ly
Curruckpour Hy
Currumfully R. L <r

Ciirrumpoody R q
Curruah Xs
Cur so M u
Curtchavid S q
Curfelly M s

Curwar E r

Curwan M k
Curya E S

Curygong H b
Cushancollam Zp
Custee Kb
Cutarya Rg
GUTCH K f

Gulf of L c

Cutchnor Ip
Curchubary c; c

Cutgurra
*

- it
Cuthni E r

Cuthur M h
Cutkurry I t

Cuttack Nx
Cuttagallu T P
Curtera E q
C utterya Iy
Cuttiparah M y
Cuttore M i

Cuttrec H x
Cuttupdeah M d
Cuttitrmunguium A p
Cutwa X a
Cutwara 0 s

Cuttcragurra W p

D.

Dabcnkanoo Hm
Dabogya G q
Dabul Qj
Dacca Kc
Dacca G x
Daccapilly Rq
Dackowny Ip
Dadary Eo
Dugurer Oo
Daipilly P u
Daisoor Wq
Dalamow F s

Dallamow L y
Dalmacherry Uq

Pajses .

They are three in num-
ber, near the town of that

name. Two of them lead

to Mysore ; and the third

to Cuddapah.
Dallycotta Y o
Dalmow G s

Damapetta
Damapoury Pq
Damaraupct Oq
Damaun N i

Damerlapaud S q
Damicotta X n
Damisicrla Tq
Dammoo Ni
Damnal S n
Damoony Xq
Damoot Ok
Damra Yp
Damsong F a
DANDAR 1 k
Dander I w
Dangec Praw M i

Dantoon J. z
Daogaut F w
Daoudnagur H w
Dapette Qo
Dar, or Dhar L m
Darracootc O w
Darrah 1 2
D.iranduk Po
Daraporum Y o

, Keelah Y o
Daraveram To
Darbel G f

Darempoury W p
Daried 0_r
Darinagur Dp
Darmadijira A r

Darorc P n
Darraway R. ] c

Darraway R. 1 d
Darrug Mt
Darwar R in

Dary re
Dasonkar O o
Datha Hs
Datta M h
Dattcah Hp
Daubow L o
Daudpour K b

Daumnagur N y
Daragoodam R t

Dawapour H r

Dawl Id
Debalpour Km
Deharry Nn
DEB RAJAH F c

DECCAN W m
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DECCAN, SOUBAH of. Dewan L i Dondrahead Dr
his Terrs. CLn Dewancole M u Donduca L i

Deccan Shahbazpour L c Dcwangunge Gy Dongartal Mq
Deckanpour L 0 Dewanguage Hb Dongong L u
Dcckenal M y Dewanserai la Dongow P b
Deda W1 Dewar I X Dongrcc Hp
Decurchutta Ms Dewasghera 1 n Dongrine SI
Deemah H z Dewgawry M t DOOAB F p
Degligi By Dewgur Rk Doogur Oi
Degourpar S r Dewree L r Dooliapour L a
Dehatya F s Dewry N q Doomah L r
Dehtly L f Dewrya M t Doomah M u
Delawar Nf Dewsor M u Doondatcha Ml
Delbatta QJ Dhapour Ol Doory Gaut Gu
DELHI E 0 Dhar, or Dar L in Doorup N 1

Delhi ib. Dharamsalch Bs Doowoor Tq
Deilamcotta Fa Dlioolpour Gp Dorazy Lf
Dcloud Ko Dhoopour H n Dornal Tq
Dely N m Diampcr. The same as Ude- Doudcandy K c
Demalcotra S p ampour Z n Doudpour Gt
Densvaca ' C r Dibdohda P 0 Doula Bafscndar Ds
Deneacolly L a Dickvel Dr Doumangur SI
Denebue QJ Didiconda To Doupar S q
Dcnkina Wo Didwana F m Dowdnnd I z
Denseray F p Dig Fo DOWLATABAD PI
Deogur Gp Dig A h Dowlatabad O m
Deogur *7 Diggy M t Downapour Hu
Deogur M q Dignagur Kz Downdekario Gr
Deopour 1 y Dilla Mt. W1 Dowraligow Ol
Deolary £q DILZAT ROY, Terr. Is Dowrapilly Qji
Deony R n Dimal CLq Dowrya Gw
Dcorbedga M s Dimmoody R. F 1 Dowry L r
Deorcodra Rp Dinagepour H a Doue E 0
Dcorsagur R 0 Dincolc M 1 Drangdra L h
Deot<i;i O m D1ND1GUL Y 0 Drapaioodpour L f
Deounella (birth place of Dindigul Y P Dua R s

Hydcr Ally Uo Dindoory N k Dubba Fcttee R. Ic
Depah L z Dioly P k Dubally Hz
Depatla U p Diu Pt. N f Dubhoi L k
Dcrgong iq Diu I. Ng Duboda K k
Derriabad G s DivinclJi. See Deounella. Duckinscek K d
Deriabad F r Divy Pt. S s Dudagam P q
Derry Mg Doarcah Le Dudawanuin

T
A 0

Dcsburriah M i Doarsinny Ly Dudgullow Qt
DESERT of Agimcre F h Dobygur W q Dudypalla lu
DESERT of MOULTAN Doesah K x Dulabary I a

D i Dogon Ri Dumdah M 9

Devalcotty

,

An Dohud L 1 Dumow I r
Dcvalcotty Bo Dojon X P Dummoodah R. K z
Devicotta Xq Doley Iz Dumnagur M h
Dcvidan Y 0 Doldcgam By Dumnan Iy
Devipatnam zp Dolla R / Dumroy H w
Deviryconda * Dollopattagam Ay Duinroy K c
Deulgong N n • Dombes - , M i Dundapour G 7
Deutan N m Dombuck R. N e Dunda Rajpour p §
Dewad L k Dommary Fq Duncore E 0
Dewah R. the same with the Donah Ok Dundrahead D r
Gogra R. Donderiky On Dungergur M s

Dewalgong N n Dondigul

3F
Dungerpour Kk
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Diingham Id Ellore T o Fornica! * S o
Dunna Ey Elmunchilly Q-U Fortified I. T 1

Duntcewara Ik Elora O m Port St. George Ur
Duntola Ga Eloremom Um Fort William L a
Dunwah I z Emilipata Sq Fotipet U1
Duraiah Ko Emmilee Hs Friar’s-hood B s

DURANNIES. The same Emnabad Qj> Fringypet W 1

with the ABDALLI # Emodus Mts. C * Fringybazar K c

Durapour Nx Enamalore S r Fullertol E r

Durbunga G y Enapour R 1 Fulta L a
Durgapour Dp Encatram Oq Fultawarry G z

Duregapour H c Endapilly Furridpour Eq
Durturry Gx Endapour Uo Furruckabad F q
Durrampour X z and N k English Bazar H a Furruckabad I z
Durraneah F s Ennore Ur Futtigur Fq
Durrole L t Ennow G r Futtipour H s

Durya Hy Epour 0-1 Futtagungc G t

Duryapour G u Erach Zp FUTTY SING GUI-
Dursunny K r Erachetty Z 0 CUAR Sec page exxv.

Dusara Kg Erammo Le Futwa H x
Dufsaun R. i q Erasmus Mt. At Fygurcara N n
Dutty Mg Eriloaal lb Fyzabad G t

Dyalla Ml Erroad Xo
Dyhinda N o Erotah Xn
Dynapour X x Esarbary M k G.

Esperah Z /

Etah Fq Gaderow M g
E. Etavcram ZP Gaderow’s Choultry Y q

Etayah Gq Gadibunda Uo
Earoor Xq Etchauk lx Ga\ganagurra W p
Eatt F s Etonda F x Gaguimpar Q-P
Ecdalla Hs Eughtgur K n Gajara Hp
Ecmangunge I w Eydy-Engly R m Gajeram Q-S
Econah Hr Galgala R m
Ecpol A r

F.
Galle, Pt. de I) r

Ectowah H r Galliany Pp
Edalli No Gallomcw Qj
Edghir R o Faas O 1 Gandgourly Pp
Edgong Mr False Pt. Ny Gandhar G n
Edilabad M n Faranagur Rp Gandicotta Tp
Ednagur Oo Fargaum P 1 Ganegam C r

Eemleah I t Faridabad Eo Ganeygong P 1

Egorapan T 1 Farognagur Eo Gangacotty B n
Eiljapour Pn Farrce It Gangalagutta Rq
Ekilgow O 1 Farsidunga Ga Gangapatnam Tr
Elaw M i Fattalagungc Eq Ganges R. head A q
Elaour Zo Fattipour F m mouth L c

Eldourry Qj> Fattipour Fp Gangoutra An
Elephant Mt. Cs Fattipour Gx Gangpour L w
Eletur Rr Fatiabad Fp Gangud L i

Elevoneah Uo Fazilpour L k Ganjam Ox
Elgandel Pq Fertee Kc Gansigui On
Ellaconda S p Firozeabad Fp Ganuara Q-P
Ellcdat B r Firozeabad Ep Gaovan P 0
ELLICHPOUR O o Firozeabad Fn Garda P w
Ellichpour M p Fizcgunge Eq Gardone p 1

Ellomamew P h F1ZOOLA CAWN, Terrs. Garha R. G n
ELLORE R s of E q Garracoury Zp
Ellore ib. Foolpour Hu Garrider Mg
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GARROWS He Golah Kx Gootoka Lt
Gary • Kh Golamary Ly Gooty So
Gatseela • h y Golapilly Rq Gopaulgunge K b

Gauswanny H o Golapilly Sq Gopalnagur K c

Gaut Mts. R k GOLCONDA Rp Gopalpour H o
Gawile M o Golconda Qj> Gojjalpour Ki
Gawrah R. E r old (O) tb. Gopalpour Kr
Gawzygur H o Go’erampilly Q.q Gopalpour L o
Gayah I X Golgam p p Gopchin F s

Gaylah F u Golgam A r Goperapilly CLq
Gazccdccn E o Gollapollurn R s Gora 1

1

Gazypour Hs Golobgunge I e Goragot Hb
Gazypour H u Golonore T r Goraygong QJ
Geerar N q Gomany L y Gordewarc Pt. R t

Gegadivy W p Gomaun Mts. C n Gordygong Lr
Gegc Z n Gomga h L u Goriatum W p
Gehanpcnna Eo Gomnialpar Sq Gorka E w
Geharconda M o Gompchei E r Gorka F o

Geligonda S q Gomrapondy Ur Gorpeta N q
Geluda H o Gomut Pepcrcc O 1 Gorsnah L c

Gcnapilla Tq Gonanpilly R s Gorna J w
Gendur Qj> Gonary T n Gosaypour H t

Gentemanilour X q Gondwara H z Gottaul L z

Gentiah He Gondicotta
,

- Y P Goverdan F o

St. George Yq Gonga-Godowry O k Govcrdan G u
St. George’s I. S k Gonjenpilly T r Govcrndungurry T I

St. George’s Channel Bg Conor Hq Govcry Q.s
Gereek H x Gonra H s Goviupour I X

Ghelsipour Hn Gontapilly QJ Goulamconda So
Ghergong Gf Gonwa L i Goulkoun R1
Gheriah Rk Goodwater J. Zp Goulour S m
Ghiddore iy Good alore Z o Gour Ruins I a
Ghirnah R. N m GOODIERS. A people Gourgouty Ro
Giddatoor qj who occupy the side of Gourmungul Q*

- L z the Ganges opposite Ro- Gourpour W I

Gigatchcc. See Sgigatchee. hilcund. Gow 1 w
Gikri G 1 Goodingary A o Gowgat Fp
Giltnargucy O o Goodoor So Gourah L x
G ingee W q Goodoor Qji Gourey F r

Ginipaliagarum Xn Gojindergur R m Graen QJ
Ginnish L i Gool R. M m Grammum W n
Girar J C

1
Goolapilly W p Grenier Mts. Lg

Giti A q Goolgunge 1 q Groapnaught Pt. M h
Gitpour F w Goomah I X Gruapet U q
Goa S k Goomgong M <] Guhinagur G a
Goalparah Gc Goomerpour Hu Gudegow
Gocey G u Goomph ui % r Gudgow N m
Goculgur

.

Fq Goomry R. G s Gudjara Gp
Godavery River Fq Goondah F t Guineara L t

mouth R t Goondiflypclla Wn Gullabgunge Ko
Godra Lk GOOKDWANAH M p Gullapaloor Q^t
Goclwarah M h Goondwanah Mts. L j> Gullary R m
Gogarv Hy Goopamow F r Gullipawfl/g Z o— River ib .

'

Goopygunge »- Gq Gulma G a

Gogo M h Gooracpour G u Guminpilly R s

Gogoromow L e Goorah G s Gumipollam Up
Gohani E n Gooah H s Gummurgee It
Gohud Gp Goo unty O x G umplegood Q^r

Gokaup, or Goulkoun R 1 Goota
n

N a Gumsoor O w
3 F
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Gundar Mi
Gundavee Ni
Gundavow Me
Gundell M g
Gundewah Qj&
Gundiaw Id
Gundigul
Gundilipally

Rs
X n

Gundoor R s

Gundoor Tq
Gunduck R. G w
Gunganar U1
Gungaveram To
Gungolee U1
Gunjew I $

GUNTOOR R r

Guntoor tb.

Gurewar Ft
Gurga Iu
Qurhady M y
Gurmacktishcr E p
Gurmada S p
Gurmah I Z

Gurnady Lc
GURRAH I r

Gurrah Kr
Gurramconda Up
Gurrood . I u

Gurry-Mundlah Kr
Gursenry Ku
Gursoot K m
Guruza R s

Gutigui R n
Guttcrana S m
Guttura H r

Guryinary Gc
Guy G. 1 u

Guzelhatty X n

GUZERAT L h

Guzgotty H b

Gwalior Gp
Gyalgur M o

H.

Hafizgungc Eq
Hajygunge K b

HAJYKAN D f

Hajypour H m
Hajypour H x

Hajypour K h

Hakman Cr
Hallegandhe He
HALLTAR ^ g
Hamapet y<i
Hamapatti Z o
Hamed Fr

Handya Gn
Hancpari ? ?
Hanole L k
Hanouta Fp
Hansquar G a

Hansoot M i

Happer E p
Hargur I u

Harlia Rq
Harowly JP
Harponclly T m
Harriorpour F x

Harriorpour G s

Harriorpour M y
Harriergunge H w
Harrichunder O k
Hafscngur E o

Hateoulc G x

Hatin E o

Hatta It
Hattanudda M w
Hatteenoo Mg
Hatteri Ff
Hattiah I. - L d

Hautchella H b

Hautdobe Ms
Hautgur Ox
Hautimabad Ep
Hazeratnagur PT

q
I Tebbore U o

Hcerapour
l
q

Heerapour L r

Hcerapour M k
Hcerapour R o

Iielawak

HvMautgunge G t

Helpitin Cr
Hemynpour
Hcndowne, or Hindia

G r

Go
Heran R. Kr
Herapour N m
Herpett U q
Hefserah P m
Hevilkascrai Mn
Hierapo//am Sq
Hieracura R q
Hieropomal K b
Hilconour U m
Hillcgurry Un
Hilsah Hx
# Himaus Mts. D w
Himmalch Mts. E x
Himmutnagur Gz
Himrana. flee Nimrana.
Hindenny R. Tn
Hindia Go
Hindia L o
Hinjin P 1

Hiralt U m

Hirria E r
Hitchenderry G z
Hobibgunge K c
Hogenpour Um
HOLKAR, Terrs, of K m
Honanulla S m
Hoogly L a

R. M a
Hoolsury
Hoorel Fo
Hooringotta R. Me
Hoornly T m
Hordy O n
Hosangry U1
Hosee])our G w
Hofsamally L i

Hofsarec U1
Houchong
Houmenara Nl
Howafsa K

1

Hubely S m
Huddlegur M w
Huldibarry Ga
Huldipookra Ly
Huldooah Fp
Hulleah 1

1

Hulluah L k
Hulwad L S

P iHunary

Hungfong I b
Hunnouar W n
Hurdah L o
Hurdwar Dp
Hurrai H r

Hurruh Fp
Hurryal I b
Hurrydurp Gaul. It lies

on the S E of Ryacotta

W p
Hurryhur T m
Hursaloo G 1

Hufseingunge F q
Hufsingabad L r

Hufswtt Sbab Dirgab
Hutwa V.
Hutsoo R. Lt
Huttani Q_m
Huttah 1 r

Huttooah H s

Hyat Ro
Hyatnagur Q_P
Hyatpour H a
Hydergunge F t

Hydergur Gs
Hydergur U1
Hydcrshi CLq
Hydrabad He
Hydrabad Q.P
Hyjamanny R. i c
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abbuah Ll
[
abolpour Gurrah Ks

]
acktal Pq

[
aculgong P 0

<
adevar R 1

Jadopour Kb
]
acl F m

'

afficrabad L il

Jaffierabad Ng
affierabad Nn
affiergunge Kb
affnapatam Zr
agarnaut Pagoda Oy

I AGH1RE, East-India

Company’s Wr
agopour G s

agrcli F 1

agrenatpour R t

aharumpilly P 0
ainad Oq
alemgary R o
alloo Dp
aloan Gq
alour Hk
ainboo L h
ambuddeah L z

amdro Lake . D c

amespour E n

amgong O 1

amgong O n
amla K 1

amoorgong N n
ampour I h
amulmuraag
anagur Kg
angagur L n
anguira Hy
angcgur L t

apguirabad

aniacouet U m
anicpour Gy
aninier M h
anuna Nq
ansi Hp
ameca S n
arbarry Ha
argepour N y
argong L z

arou-Sanpoo R. A s

arpour O
arra H t

aria I t

nsingpnur G t

ATS, country of F o

attra L z

aujesmow G r

GENERAL MAP.

t
auldoe Ky

,
aulno O n

t
averda %P

t
ayes G s

,
aynagur Kb

<
aynagur I w

[aynagur I X

aypour O t

ider Kk
Jehanabad * H n
Jejuara G x
Jejurry P 1

Jelalabad Fq
Jelalabad G s

Jelalabad H u

Jclalpour Hr
Jelaul A h
Jella P b
Jellantra 0 w
Jellasore M z

Jelafsar Fp
Jellinghy I a

R. Ka
Jclloud • G t

Jelmore P w
elpesli Ga

Jemapctta X P

!

engi
.
L f

enjapour G y
cnnidah Kb

Jeraghi Kw
Jerdccker R. G b

_
efselmere Fi

Jefsont G q
Jcfsorc Kb
esulR. H n

[
etjiour M f

igat Point Le
igni Hq
ingergutcha Kb
inzoowara L S

Jionpour H t

[
irree H o

Jirwary G p
*[iwar G m
Iklera Ko
Iliacour W m
Illaliabad O q
Illambazar K z
# Imaus Mt. D w
Inacoil Zp
Tnapour R l

Inchacolus II d

Indclavoy *• P 0

Indergur NI
Indersoul O m
Indore L n

Indos K z

Indrat

+°5

Indus R. or Sindc G f

Inevaram R t

Ingeram R t

Ingurty
Injellce &!
Innaconda Sq
Intawa Ir
Intour S p
Joarya Me
Jobah L r

Jocroins T n
Johanabad Mn
St. John’s Pt. Ni
JOINAGUR. Sec

Jolian

Jyenagur.

Jornpir R. Fo
Jona E o
JOODPOUR Gk
Joodpour ib.

Joogdya L d
Joosy H t

Joppa Burarya G z

Joynagur
Joypour 1 e

Joypour Ky
Irabattey R. Kl
Jramally Y o
Jrcunda Pu
Jrcga S n
Ires Hq
Irelly Q.q
lrenam i/
Irgaong Nl
Irnee Op
Islamabad L d
Tslamnagur Ko
Islampour F m
Islampour Hx
Islampour Iy
Islanqjour QJ
Ifsagunge F s

Jtchapour N o
Jtchapour O w
Itchaur Ko
Juar Ep
Judan * Ok
Judd;* I s

J udookpour Ic
Jugang Da
J
ugdeese Ht

Jugdispour G u
Jugdispour H w
Jugdispour Hx
Jughigopa G c

Jugrat Hp
jubooR. Ic
jujumora M u
jukar L f

Julganoo M o
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,
ulgong O m

.
ulkanpour - Kh

.
ulkuddar M e

,
umbooah L k
mnbooseer L i

umcutu'y R m
umday iy
umgerbad H t

umilamurka s q
Junimoo M n

.
ummancah

,
umnah R. Do

,
unaghur M f

Juncaw K y

.
unecr Ok

.
ungilc I u

.
ungipour r a

,
unglebary I c

_
unkseilon 1 . A l

unoh Kx
uriahgur Ky

^
urilgunge L d

]
urkone I 0

urouda K p
USHPOUR L u

’u train L i

uttara CLu
’ UTWAR, Little Kg
;
YENAGUR F n

Jycpour G 11

yepour N y
ytepour H r

K.

Kadraguta L x

Kaigum O m
Kajipet TP
Kaimow H q
Kaira L i

KaknaR. CL"
Kalgapet ib.

Kalkally O 0

Kalkifsee Cq
Kallodra M i

Kanar Cataract E s

Lake D s

Kandabil E d

Kandeghcrri
Kangani T 0

Kangoon P b

Kanhar R. M r

Kanjee N q
Kankerara H m
Kannaka Ny
Kanncah Dp
Kuinya F r

Kanooara L r

Kanoon E n
Kanowly P 1

Kansa Ey
Kanwarah Kr
Kara Mg
Kara Nq
Karriarpour Gp
Karragode C r

Karavan Fp
Kariuwl G x
Kafsgungc Fq
Kastee P n
Katimbevole Cr
Katoenc ib.

Katta Gc
Kaukanarow Ny
Kaumbole R s

Kaurkah G m
Kawah Np
Kawtah L x
Kayuwah P b
Kedar L 7.

Kcdgoorah II s

Keerah
,

- I s

Kccretpour Dp
Keerpoy L z
Kcerychar Up
Keescrah R r

Kehcep Bg
Kclli-nelli-cotta Y q
Kelli norc W q
Kelniee O i

Kelley P i

Keltanpusnaclian C a
KEMAOOM D r

Kcmaoon Mts. E r

Kcmgur G y
Kenamow G s

Kenawas I n

Kendy lx
Kenjar H x
Kcntcliian Mts. A s

Keogong R. QJ>
Kepcldee X m
Rcrgong L m
Kerigar E s

Kerleli L p
Kermana Ft
Kerona Hp
Kcrowly G 0
Kerrah M h
Kerroo R m
Kerye Nk
Kertoo •* - At
Kesocotty A n
Kevalcotty B 0
Kewan I n
Kheir P k
Khoud Mx

Khuntijaut Mi
Khunt Kote Kg
Kiangsee C c

Kiankia A t

Kierady Hu
Kilkare Z p
Kilwara Ho
Kimedy P w
Kimlafsa Ip
Kimmoul Nu
Kintarra CLu
Kiranoor Yp
Kiranore Zp
Kirgonga R. Cs
Kirkue i q
Kirkur Fq
Kiroll Fq
Kiroo L w
Kisgoe iy
Kishenagur G m
Kishenagur K a
Kifselpour L w
Kifsorcgungc I r

Kistnabaram T 0

Kistnah R. R m
Kistnagur

.
Kz

Kistnapour Yp
Kistnagherri Wp
Kistnapatam T r

Kistnaporum Rp
Kistnaveram Xp
KITCHWARA In
Kitora I s

Kitzhick R. Ex
Kivalore Yq
Koelcotty A n
Kokerwara Ki
Kokctarra L w
Kokore lo
Kokra M t ami K 0
Kolaboora M u
Komara Tn
Konapour SI
Kondur P 0
Kooch Gq
Koolbary R r

Koond Hw
Koonda Iu
Koonjoor Mx
Koonka Kx
Koorbah L u
Koorta Ky
Koorumba PI
'Kootakurwa M n
Kooty Iu
Koram D m
Korol M k
Korsa Ep
Kotcheel G m
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Koterbugga M u
Kotinghy M t

Kotona F n
Kotta Hn
Kotul Ir
Koty Is
Koudra L w
Koukhoun QJ>
Kouman A r

Kounmcon L k

Kouta QJ
Kowra N i

Kowrah M h
Kou ratty Pm
Kozdar C d

Kresabad 1 r

Krijinagur E 0
Krijinagur Gn
Krishnah R. See Kistnah.

Kubbooleah D h
KuAda P k
Kudccl K x
Kulla M g
Kullapollam S r

Kullcrwa L s

Kundalla P n
Kundawilsa P 11

Kundal Kd
Kunnipour 1 t

Kupsinga M u
Kurjaun Gp
Kurkumba L u

Kurkuna Ku
Kurrah R. P 1

Kunvgur M w
Kurrcra Hp
Kurrigora L w
Kursy Nm
Kusbah H t

Kutan F s

Kuti Dy
Kutuin I u

Kydrebad G t

Kyra Fq
Kyradaw IP
Kyragur M s

Kvrantv G a

L.

Lacaracoonda K z

Laccadive Is, X i

Lachmangur Fa
Lackanwaddy N 0

Lackergaut C p
Lacki I d
Lackricotta y n

Lackritacotta

Lackritapilla T P
Lackwalsa P w
Ladoda G n

Lahaar G q
Lahorey O 1

Lajapour M i

Laidalla Pq
Laiada Qji
Lalcotta Rp
Lali B s

Lalpet W q
Lalsoond Gn
LAMA, country of Dc
Lamcane CLZi
Lamentung C c

Lampacan Bl
Lampichileon S 0
Langur Mts. E
Lanke Lake A r

Laour H d
Laraputteti Rk
Luroah M k
Larry Bunder I c

Lafsa C d
Lafsour * - O m
Latour ih .

Laugcon 1 S’

Laura G I

La 11row • J P
Laurow 1 X

Lechicwr ly
Leda M w
Lckinpour N y
Lcpeinga M u
Lepra Lankeng E d
Lcthers M u
Limbra M h
Limbry L h
Lindeal Sp
Lingapour Op
Lingumpilly T 0
Loardega K w
Logom Pk
Logur ib

•

Lohari Napaul F x
Loharcana ib.

Loharoo Fq
Lohorpour F r

Lohry F g
Lokohar G y
Lolba/ar G b

Loldong Dp
Lolgungc H s

Lolgunge H t

Lolgungc H u
Lolpour G n
Lomby Xp
Lonee P 1

Loner N 1

Long I. W l

Longce O i

Lonhanko K*
Loonpour
Lopary H t

Lorah lu
Louar Po
Lawcooty Hy
Lowdehah Hs
Lowrey H r

Lowyah G w
Luchnow Pafs M s

- Hills ib.

Luckercoot L 1

Luckia F w
Luckiduar G b
Lurkinpour Ku
Lucbinpour P w
Lucki]>our L b

Luckipour L c

Luckipour G b

Lucknadang L r

Lucknow Gs
Luckour K s

Luckumry
Lunawara Kk
Lundscy P b
Lungpoiir 1/
Lungry Mi
Luscenuh I u
Luteefgur Hu

M.

Maa Q.P
Maattan Gy
Machcrry F 0
Machcrla R q
Machua Hk
Mackredypet Pp
Maconia Q^i
Mac ulpa Fx
Madbah F s

Maddiguer S 0
Maddiguer G y
Madce Qj>
Madelan G 0
Madcnally R 0
Madore Wu
Madoocarry Y 0
Madras Ur
Madroo Wo
Madugar Gn
Madura Z p
Magalawauk Up
Magamc Cl
Maganore Xp
Magaperam Sq
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Megeeyong-collaw Oi Mallyoor Yo Manoor Yo
Magcgown Q

J

Mallyoor Yp Manoorgudy Yq
Mago C s Malonco/uuz Zp Manoogur O q
Magracotta Y n Malood O x Manorcotta Z 0
Magua Q.P Malour Xp Manore Oi
Magullaconda Uo Malory W p Manorpour F n
Mahacondapally Wo Maipaddy ib. Manot O 0
Mahamundela. Uq Malfutty A r Manpour 1 u
Mahanuddy R. Nw Maltoy M p Manpurry Fq

R. M t Malvana Cq Man saroar Lake Ar
Mahanada R. G a MALWA K m Mansurcotta Ox

R. N vv MALWANS S k Manua M h
R. M t Mamalagcry Z o Manwas I t

Mahandpour I P Mamanandy Z p Manzorah R. P n
Mahe X m Mamaracpour 1 11 Maradecanum P w
Mahesra F n Mamdabad Fq Marat tour R r

Mahmoodabad L i Mamenda Rq MARAWARS Z p
Mahmudpour Kb Manacoody A o Marclla S q
Mahoba Hr Manally R n MARHAT. The country

Mahomdy F r Mannacote F. r now called BAGLANA
Mahorncdabad G u Manamangulum Z n N k
Mahony Ks Manupar Yp Maria rchy A 0
Mahowly F r Manapir A p MaricoJum Y n
Mahrajcgunge G a Manaperi Y n Marie 1 P
Mahrajegunge 1 w Manarl. i Z q Maripondy S q
MAHRATTAS See the MANARA Gulf A p Maro R b

names of the several Chiefs; Manboom Ky Maroo L t

Paishwah, Sindia, &c. Manchul Hk Martaban R l

Mahrauzgur W p Mandatta L n St. Martin’s Is. N c

Mahudwah N g Mandavee Oi MARWAR, or JOOD-
Mahur I s Mandavcc Mk POUR G k
Mahur Op Mandcgele Ct Mjsaibpct Q^P
Mahurry K » Mandclgur H 1 Masan F w
Maimbaya O b Mandery Po Mascall I. M d
Maifsoy G x Mandu W n Mafsorah Hx
Makerdur Ho Mandim Kh Masulipatam R s

Makoonda 1 s Mangalore M f Matgar H n
MACKRAN E c Mangalore S n Math F p
Malaac K i Mangalore W 1 Mathepour M f

MALABAR COAST V m Mangalore W q MAtonbarkrapctla Uq
Malapour R o Mangalore Xq Matramoodo T q
Maluvilly W o Mangalum Y o Matteloy W 1

Malbiry QJ Manganada Y n St. Matthew’s Is. Z k
Malcapour M n Mangarole. See Mangalore. ib.

MALDTVE ISLANDS, Mangatti A n Mattour R 0
head of B k Mangul Xp Matura F p

Malerotta Z n Mangee H w Matura Dr
Maleghory W o Mangerhary CL 1 Maually C^o
Malhai P 1 Mangrollah M k Mauderdully X 0
Malicoy J. A i Maniahry G x Maudisimilia iy
Malicurgiiugur Wo Manjawick Yq Maudootand E r

Maliglieiy Xp Manickdurg O q Mavcriram Xq
Malikcry W n Manickpatam O x Mavile Q-t
Malkar Q_° Manicpour Hs uIdah Ha
Malkapour Q_s Manickraje Kr Mauliaveram, or 7 P.tgodas

Mallearn Y P Manjha Kq W r

Mallemr Y n Manilla T o Maulsurda L w
Mallown IP Manimbodu Xq Mauncore Kz
Mallyne Fr Manimungalum W r Maundar L z
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Maundygaut Ep

GENERAL MAP.

MEWAT - F n Monegal

4°9

R r

Mauntry M y MEWAR, the same as OU- Mongalore
Monghir

W q
Mauphazc Bunder P w DIPOUR H 1 Hy
Mauripadoo ib. Middatour S p Monglee P o
Maw Midnapour L 7. Monglegarry R r

Mayapour K w Midnygunge H t Mongleiore R o
Maydooh L k Milapour Up Mongopungoly Hm
Mayem O i Milaveram R r Monguipatane O m
Meachegong Ob Mill Gaut L o Mongulcote Kz
Meaoom L k Minday P b Mongulhaut H b
Mcahgurry N m Mindowly 1 t Mongumma 1 s

Mcaking M / Mindygaut Ci r Monicgur P k
Meambolangam O i Minrow F j) Monkeary K w
Meamoy M k Mirchour S j> Montchn R. E a
Meany-Choupa M c Mirgonda ^o Montour H r
Mcany M f Mirjanagore L b Mont red

y

Ox
Mcaudce Ob Mirzagungc Is c Monze Cape I b
MECKLEY i/r Mirzapour F s Moobad G r

Mcdama B r Mirzapour K a MOOT)A J 1. E BOONf-
Medampc Bq Miscrrepour Gq SLA Hi, Terrs, of N q
Medipilly S r Mitgaing K U Moodupour I c
Mccndoor R r Mittanpour E p Moodul R m
Meergunge Ii t Mittanpour Eq Moogong Mr
Mcerjaserra H a Moaganore R o Moogjjour K b
Mecrtah G 1 Mocaumj)oui* F x Moogry P k
Meerzaw, or Mcrjce T 1 Moddiguba To Mooker Z p
Megna R. K 6' Moddigong M q Moola PI
Mchindry R. K i Moddel Bay Z n Moonagurra Rp
Mehuntpour IP Modcnore R s Moonygurry Dp
Mcl I. Xk Mogulpour D n Moorbad O k
Milcapour M » Mogulserai G o Moordampour L o
Melconda CLo Mogulserai H u Mooreah E r
Mellone, or Mettone N i Mogulserai lp Moorgong N q
Melloor Zp Mohady M r Moorgul CL*
Mellypour iy Mohanoo IP Moorkya L w
Melpilly - Tq Mohaim G r Moorshedabad la
Mcnienc C t Mohawry I o Moorsoon N w
Menadow N i Mohcrry O x Moorude P m
Mcndow Kk Mohgong M s Moot Hq
Mentha N i Mohun G s Mootachilly Xp
Mcntole Z r Mohun 1 0 Mootagara Rq
Meongow N i Mohungur Hp Mootagonga Nr
Meraudabad E q MOHURBUNGE M y Mootagood Q-q

S pMerawaw M k Moka S o Mootai

Mereal Q>q Mokamo I y Mootan L o
Mcrgui W l Mokontpour G r Mootapaddy y P
Merjapour I X Mol ilia U1 Mootapilly S r

Merjcc, or Meerzaw T 1 Mollam Q^t Mootingy Rr
Merindapally Wp Mollidon F (,

Mopar S q
Merritch R 1 Molnpatty A s Morabad Gra
Merloni Qo Molodive Z r Moradgungc G u
Merzapour H t Molrauzepollam Ur Morairker O n
Mcsanah Ki Monaconda Q^q Morbidery U1
Mescinzungh D 7 j Monasaha F r Mordysecr T 1

Metacoona Ox Mona serai * - M u Morcadgong No
Methully M h Monattoo I w Morgurry To
Mcttyconda U o Monchaboo L k Mori F t

Mettonc, or Mellone N i Moneah H w Morimal Sp
Metupetta Yq Monccr Hu MoroR. Fn

JG
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Morourouna X m
MORl'NG G y
Mosahad G ni

Mospony B s

Mofsel patty A r

Motcca/c g
Molo K i

Motoorah L z

Mottapar Zn
Mouah M li

Mouah Xp
Moudycl S }.

Moulapuddy Y p
Moular X q
Mouler, or Saler-Moulcr N J

Mount Dilla W 1

Mount St. Thomas W r

Mour
Mourteah E s

Mousanngur G r

Moufsy R. Q-P
Mow Fq
Mow Hq
Mow II u

Mow H x

Mow I P
Mow I t

Mowah G t

Mowab H x

Mowee
Mowgunge I t

Mowamilladooru T r

Mowil-Gonga A s

Mowley O k

Muccapet R r

Muehandergur QJ
Muckraiz L o

Muckundgunge K x

Muddi K c

Mudcrar Kf
Mudgurry K w
Mudnagur F t

Mugalnorc Y o

Mugdoompour H 7

Muggur G u

Mugiatorc R s

Muglee Up
Mugroor N p
Mulangoor QwP
Mulgom N 1

Mulharg'WHg'f H q
M ulkapour %q

iMulky
Mullargur ip
Mu 11awar K o

Mullaow L k
Mullickpour L a

"MvWincota A o

Mulnapour G u

Multo
Mutygunge
Mulygungc
Mumbole
Muncera
Mundapum
Mundanngoody
MUNDELLA,

Mundella.

Mundella
Muiidu
Mungar
Munglapct
Munky
Munnypour
Munsen
Mureah
Murcliapour

Murdgur
Mtirfah

Murgah
Murgaw
Murdgurry
Murgloor
Murjatta R.

*

Murlavaddy
Muror
Murrcow
Muscary
Musmurrcah
Mufsaon
Mustau
Mustaphabad
Mustara
Mutbunny
Mutchang
Muttaharrow
Muttcab
Muttcary
Mutty
Mutuapollam
Muxoodpour
Myhie R.

MYSORE
Mysore

N
Nabec
Nabobgunge
Nabobgunge
Nabobgunge
Nabobgunge
Nabobgunge
Nabusta
Nadagong
Nadamur

F k NADERBAR. This circar

Hz was formerly reckoned to

G z Malwab, but now to Can-

Tq dcish. - M 1

Ol N iderbar - ib.

Z q Nadgong - M q
Rp N ado lit

- L k

See Gurry Naduni Y n

Nagacoil - Rq
L r Nagalavcram Z p
L m Nagar - F o

L o Nagartz - C c

Uq Nagatch Zp
T 1 Nagdam - P t

U Nagcnial - W ii

P k Naggery - U q
H s Naggur - F s

N o Nagjurcc R. P n

O x Nagone - I r

Hs Nagoordil - A o

L s Nagorbufsy - H x

H r Nagore - Y q
Uo Nagorc - F 1

Q^r Nagowra - D p
M b NAGPOUR. Understood to

W o be the same as BERAR
O q

M q
H t Nagpour - ib.

M f Nagrec - I t

G q Naid Chokcy U r

O i Naiserra - L k
I b N Jadidy - Zp
H s Naldourouk - Qw 11

S o Nallacond - R r

Gx Nammoo - M k

K h Namacul - Xp
M f Nanamow - G r

G w Nancaseram - W 1

- G x Nander - O o

L e Nandenore - Uq
Xq Nandgcery - QJ
l X Nandigaw - R r

Kk Nangenore - R 1

W n Nandgom - N 1

ib. Nandouly - F p
Nandy-Alicm - Sp
Nandyol - H b

Nangu * To
Nanzoo - M k

Napacar -

M k NAPAUL - E w
F s Nappa - L i

G s Naprum - Is
G t 4Nara - p P

- I a Naracally - O n

H z Naraduconda Oq
II s Naraguntla - Uq
N p Naraingaum - Ol
Y n Narangabad - E x
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Narangur Ls
Naranpour Kc
Narapilly CLq
Narapilly R q
Narcondam I. u*r
NARDECK E m
Nardole R s

Naredcotty A u
Narenda G m
Narhai F n

Nariparidurga T P
Narnalla M o
Narnavcram Uq
Narnol F n

Narrickee Fp
Naroily Mk
Narsapour R s

Narsapour U o

Narsapour Qjr
Narsapour Q^s
Narseray F n
Narsingapatam Oy
Narsingur Ly
Narwah Hp
Narwur Nk
Nafsuck-Trimbuck O k

Natrudacotta A P
Nattam Yp
Nattore I b

Nattrow M k

Navaru Q m
Navalpcra O k
Navapour U1
Naugamungulum U n
Naupcut S q
Nauphara P w
Nautan G w
Nautpour G y
Nawit M n
Naye QJ
Nayedapilly Tq
NAYRS X in

Ncatimcry A n
Nedligui Q.o
Neechinta L x

Ncedum<zftzfi Y,>
Neekalla * Ml
Neelgur * M y
Neelgur Q_q
Neemear F r

Necmdar G o
Neermul Oq
Nccval W (1

Neevalour ib.

Negapatam Y »}

Negapatla U q
Ncgar Parker lg
Ncgombo *4
Negrais I.

Negrais Cape R g
Nchia F a
Nehrwalch K i

Neimpliy Kb
Nclevangole Uo
Nelgoond R m
Nelisuram W 1

Nellembi B r

NcIIipilly. It lies about a

mile and half to the east

of Yanam. R t

Nellorc T q
Nelly T in

Ncnially Zp
Ncmarain Rq
Nemeagee M k

Nemen A o
Neminpilly Up
Nemli R n
Ncngengood W n
Ncr O 11

Nerbuddah R. source L t

M i

Nerc M p
Nereally t R n
Ncriad L i

Nesty Ey
Nevalcotty C o

Ncwlya lib
Newfya R k
NEYER 1 h
Niagur Ky
Niagur L t

Nialnui D x

Niana CLo
N icaracool Rq
Nicauar A r

NICOBAR ISLANDS AS
Niddycorda Z p
Nidjibabad Dp
Nicwudge R. I a
Nimboo I X
Nimderra G. O 1

Niniilly CLs
Nimgong O 111

Ningam
Ningajiour R m
Nimrana E n
Ninghen K u

Nipa tore W p
Nishanpour I I

Nit' hon R. E 6*

NIZAM AL1 r, Terrs, of.

CLn
Nizambadda . P w
Niz.uiipatain S r

Nizampet O in

N nanagur L t

Nobutpour Hu
3 G 2

4>»

Noel Is. Y i

Nogarcot Ey
Nogong I a
NohothaR. Ey
Noka Hw
Nokcela I b
NOMURDIES - Hd
Noncovcry Harbour AS
Noongola H b
Noongotty K t

Noony I z
Noopour Mk
Noornagur Kd
Noorpour K e
NORTHERN CIRCARS

P u
Norungah 1 w
Nosapour L o
NoLari N i

Notchengong Nq
Nothowow P b
Novanagur Ng
Noudjcr R r

Novigunge Fq
Nou Kian R. F k
Nou Fp
Nowadah G r

Nowadah I X
Nowadah 1 y
Nowady K w
Nowagur I w
Nowagur M t

Nowagunge F t

Nowdya Hx
Nowlaye K m
Nuapent Tq
Nuddeah G r

Nuddcah K a
Nuddere No
Nugara H w
Nuldingah Kb
Nulhatty I z
Nullaconda R q
Nulla Suncra R. I e

Nullua La
Nulshi I b
Nundcverum Tq
Nunkar Op
N unnorc H w
Nunparah F s

Nunsaru Ni
Nurabad G p
Nuia’quitnirc 1 e

Nurhun G w
Nurjee Gf
Nurrali M t

Nursingdy Kc
Nursingpour K q and K u
Nufscrabad M m
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Nufseratpour N 1 Oreyoor Zp Palgunge iy
Nufscrpour He ORISSA N w Palhanpouf i i

Nil til [TC - * T n Oruenny P n Paliar R. W r

Nutwabara Ky Ofsara L y Paliacar Zr
Nyarpet Ur Ofsoorah Kz Paliapado W q
Nychinta H a Osunpour \ c Paliconda So

Ottingbah 1/ Paliconda Wq
Oudanulla I z Paliconda Z n

O. OUDE F s Palicaudr^cTr^ Y n
Oude G t Palighery T P

Oclifscr M i OUDIPOUR l 1 Palindi Z n
Odch G o Oudipour ib. PALL Kk
Odeypour L u Oudgah L x Palligoram Rq
Odrour P p Oudigliir Po Palmiras Pt. Nz
Ogcndow M i Ougein Km PALNAUD Rq
Ogidoo Kx Ougly S 1 Palredygur ib.

Oisfcr rocks T k Oujoulinkc D c Palte Lake D c
island O c Oulaguinagore Xq Palvjrya Fs

Oitong C c Oumary N q Palwall Eo
OKAMUNDEL L c Ouplc P n Pamada Of
Okerah K /. Ourgoor R o Pamandoor A p
Okilpour I a Ourigui P o Pambu Dz
Okrah I r Ouscorra S m Pamnagur Io
Oliapour H b Ousrotta U o Pamodurte T p
Oliapour P n Oufsoor - , Wo Panagur K r
Olisi S r Outapallam X o Panamgoody A o
Ollya l y Outor R 1 Panangoody Zp
OmbcrgTZMM p k Owlah, or Aonlah Eq Panarcourchi Xq
Omelloor Zo Ouserah 1 u Panatallali Ls
Omeree 1 s Pancawir I m
Omeree No p. Pancbgong On
Omergong N i Panchpara M u
Omcrgong N n Paalavanke CLr Pandcrla Zp
Omerpour No Pacherry K b Pandoly O k
Omilpallah O o Pachetc Ky Pandonser p 1

Omita L i Pachore Hp Pandoo p 1

Omptah L a Pada M w Panerc B q
Omrautty or Amrautty N p Paddar R. See Puddar. Pancture C q
Onclia Hq Padcpatnam Yq Paniany Y m
Onbcrga P 0 Padlee N k Pankira N 1

Ongergurry Ox Padongmew O b Panlang CL*
Ongole Sq Padram F x Pannah, or Purnah 1 r
Onore T 1 Padreah M i Pannela (new) R 1

Onyc N k Padshahpour Eo (old) - Q_l
Ooda Ootaly R. Mo Paily QJ Pannolah N 1

Oodnpour K d Palnam C b Pannunah M q
Oolandour Xq Pairumbaucum Uq Pannyallum-cn//c& A p
Oolpar M i PAISHWAH ofthe MAH- Pansar Ki
Oondapatty Ok RATTAS, Terrs, of O 1 Panchah K b
Oongonda Rq Palamcotta A o Panwell Oi
Oorey Hq Palamcotta Xq Papanaud Yq
Oorgaum O m Palamerdy Zp Papamow Ht
Ootamally Y o Palamow K w Paracho Hp
Ootampaliam Zo Palapetty Yp ?nTMburecoil Y P
Oootatore Xp Palatchy « Y o Paradanga H b
Ootcour U o Palavai B q Paragur Ruins Hp
Ootcrawoody Y o Palavaseny G 1 Paramboor Yp
Ootramalore Wq Palcoor A o Paramonsera S p
Orangabad Fp Palcote Lv Paramutty Xp



Parasaoli F n

GENERAL MAP.

Pawngaw - P n Peploud

4*3

M n
Paratella - R r Palarah No Pera I. D l

Parchoor - ib. Pauluni K n Pcram T. M i

Pargow - Hq Paunraw Ky Periamoody Yo
Paridrong, or Pandsong E a Paunraw L y Periapatam W n
Parkel -

S- 1
’ Pavoor A o Periapollam Ur

Parlagow - M n Paupakclly Qj’ Periacullum Y o
Parlie - Ni Paupanafsum A o Perinda P m
Parmenalorc Xo Paupanafsy Yq Pcringoody Z p
Parnafsa - H t Pawah I X Perivale ib .

Parncl - Ol Paytollec Eq Permacoil W q
Parone - Y m Peacce G w Permera Rocks U 1

Paropal - Peanjee P b Permclly Oo
Parpooty - S k Pearl Fishery A p Parnally Ni
Parroah - At Pecharee r p Peroe II w
Parshepatnam Zq Pechowly H|) Perour T o
Pasroi - M 1 Pedapatam R s Pcfpcrengardc X m
Varticolf

y

- A o Pcdda-Balapour • Uo Perrone G t

Parurl. Y n Vuhhgudamy R s Persali Fx
Pasar - Xp Pcddapour Q.t Pcrsah K u
Pafsawar . F o Teddi-Baldbaram U o Persaim

O i
Patada On Pedenaig Wp

A o
Pcrsiah

Patchvvarry - I z Pcdinaburam Pcrtabgur H t
Patroom - Kx Pedman R r Pertabpour L z
Pategow - L o Pedrapalorc * W q Perswar 1 r
Patcagur R n Pt. Pedro Z r Pctajjolly Qt
Patccta - H u Pccndabatta M t Petelncig Zp
Pateli, or Putala C d Pcparool F q Petrabar Kx
Patcnodc - B t Peeply N y Petla]>olIy S r
Patgong - G b Pecrgaow P 1 Pettapour Ki
Patinoor - Zp Peernagur F s Pettapour Q^t
Patmour Rp Peer Sheik’s Tomb Kd Petticotta Y a
Patna - Hx Pegongmcw M i Pcyaunny F r
Patnoura - Lp PEGU QJ Peyjuree I o
Patokah On Pegu P i Pheer Furrid Nq
Patou - ib. Peint K k Phoory

i

N 1

Patoual O m Pcint N k Pialapour K c
Patrec - L h Peint Gaut P k Pialny Y o
Patris O n Pclicarc Y n Pibigga H x
Patrowra - I t Peking M i Pigeon I. Q_u
Patsah Ku Pelovv Ob Pigeon I. T]
PATTAN ROH1LLAS F q Peliconda P u Pigeon I. A s

Pattan - E x Penat G p Pilatla Pa/s. It leads from
Pattan F n Penamoushily Rs the Carnatic, into Cudda-
Pattan - Q.k Penatoor Wq pah, i7 miles south from
Pattancheru Q.P Pcnawas In Udegherri Tq
Pattereah R. - Cp Pendarty S r Pillcer Up
Pattergaut - F p Pcndown N i Pillibeat E r
Pattergotta* - He Penna Q m PILNAUD. See Palnaud.
Pattcrgotta - I c Pcnnar R. T r Pilwara HI
Pattergur - D p Pennigonda R s Pimpelgong Kn
Pattiad - L h Penomozin Y l Pinagra X p
Pattiary Fq Penowal H m Pindala

S qPatticaut - y n. Penticotta CLt Pintral

Pattigam P u Penukonda T o Pipars G 1
Pattun Ki Penutura P w Pipelo G n
Patungah - M u Peny I u Pipelgong NI
Pattyah Gq Peory O n Pipelgong O m
Pauganary - Zp Pepcrah K r Pipelnair NI
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Pipelpura M k

Pipcrooac Gy
Piperry - * N m
Pipley N n

Pipley O 1

Pipley M z

P1PL1AIT RAJAH M k
Pippur F t

Piprah P 1, F q, and G t

Piprow K 0

PIRATE COAST QJ
Pirote H i)

Pitlaud (Guzerat) L i

Pitlawad (Malwa) K 1

Pitty R. 1 r

Plafsey K a

Pocherry Z p
Podala S q
Poduna R s

Poilu X m
Pointy H z

Poka G w
Poktoo M k

Polaram Os
Policaud, or Paiicaudchcry

Y n

Policole R s

Pollay II X

Pollay L t

Polijmt Uq
Polore W q
Poly Qk
Ponada G 1

Ponakclly Qjr

Ponaron X q
Ponavcram Y 0

Ponda S k

Pondicherry X r

Pondimarka Qji
Pongallali Rq
Pongedamy R. K d

PonlapilJy Rp
Ponsah 1 w
Ponziac N i

Poodacotta Yp
Pookarya I a

Pook Padang M /

Poolupauk Wr
Poolbada P t

Voo\goury Zo
Pooloo R b

Poolpour H t

Poolytopu A 0

Poon Gaut L n

Poonacainada Q_s
Poonah P k
Foonamalcc U r

Poondy P w
Poonkur H b

Poor Bunder M e

Poorub G s

Poorundar PI
Poorvah G s

Pootgaut Ep
Pool la paisa CI<1
Pootya 1 a

Poppergaut G t

Porcah Z n

Porrogong F b

Portonovo X q
Porur L p
Pol'sclla Kr
Poudingory X in

Porvcar A n

Poulcotty 1> n

Poulmady Sp
Pourimiuila A q
POUkONkE E b

Poimibcotty Bo
Powangur L k
J
,oway G t

Powav I r

Prela X 1

Preparis 1. 4 - T /
Prone O h
Providien I. A s

Piyggec Q^
Pubna I b

Pnrraseri L z

Pucruloc Ic
PucknrR. Kd
Piiddambally N x

Puddampour Ny
Puddam tola N w
Puddangarde Y m
Puddar R. H k
P lidgdargon g M q
Pudicotta (Tondeman s re-

sideuce Yp
Pudicotta X 0

Puducaud Y n

Puker Fk
Pulansa 1 h

Pulka L u

Pullecoil Yq
Pullicate U r

Lake ib.

Pullimmarc Up
Pulyvellum Xp
Punchence G a
Pundipour G t

Pundua Hd
Punganore Up
Pungnam « - Iff
Punje M 0
Pu'ijeree 1 w
Punwary Hr
Purarya Er

Purbutty R. I 0
Pureewar - F s

Puresii - P w
Purgatty - P 11

Purgot - X n

Puogow - Ok
Purki - I X
Purnah - I r

Purneah - Hz
Purrongur - Kp
PuiTovvnah Gw
Purruah _ Ha
Pursah - H w
Pursaummah II V

Pursoyah - I\v

Pursur • E r

Put ila - C d

Putcabary . Kb
Putclam - B q
PiPcmahiy - K a

Puttan - Oq
Put tan Sumnaut M f

Putterahee - G q
Puttyrain - Ha
Putyajury

0 .

Id

Qucaga - ? b
Queckmi Pagoda S*
Quilon - A n
Quivisa - G w
Quondanga

R.

O i

Raajegur (Malwa) I n

Raat - Hq
Rabnabad - L c

- I. M c

Racaisbonc - On
Rachol - S k
Rachour - L r

Racbour - Rp
Racboutre - Tp
Radanagur - Ky
Radawair - M n
Radegurry - W1
Radimpour 1 h
Raepour - Gq
Ragamme - Cr
Ragogur - 1 0
Ragnapour F x
Ralmy - H a
®Rajacotty - B 0
Rajacotty - Bp
Uajagungc - 1 e

Rajagur I w and L k
Rajalium - P u
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Rajakeera Gp Ramiscram F. Zq Rccumpadn Q_ S

RAJAMUNDRY R s Ramisuiidrum Up Red Crab I. M e

Rajam undry Q_s Ramnagur G y Rcdigoodsm R r

Rajanagur K c Ramoo M f Rcdipatium Zp
R ijanagur Qj Ramoury L o Hemal G 1

Rajupilla T o Rainourch R. C s Remporetty Zo
R 'japour H p Rampah Renapour P o
Raj pour R k Rampara Qj Rettinghery To
Rajaporum X p Rampicherla Rq Rewah, or Rooah I s

RajosLC
^

Hp Rampo ui- K Rcwari E n
Rajaserai D m Rampour F s Reyoor R r

R iibaug R 1 Rampour F w, Gw, I m. Ridolly Gp
Raidce L w I s, I u. Tq Rimbu C b
Raidurg-nm Wq Ramscil Nk Rinaur Up
Raje-BJitoo B 1 Ramtcak M q Ripcra N q
Rajbulhaut L u KANA, Terrs, of. See Ou~ Ritchel R. 1 c

Rajeeata Mg dipour. Rixi K w
Rajcgaut M c Ranasagur H w Roanpour 1 a
Rajcgur H o Randcer M i Roaragur Pk
Rajcgur F o and I r Rangalore Pn ROCKAGE Bb
Rajcgur L 2 Rangamatly Gc Rooah, or Rewah 1 s

Rajehaut K z Ranganya L e Roodawn Fq
Rajenial H z Rangapilla W r Rogonuutpour Ky
Rajematchy P k Rangasumlnon A o Roheeta Gq
Rdjcmunguium A o Rangoon R.

% R i ROH1LCUND Eq
Rajgiri Ranjctpour Ky Rohnd K w
Raigur M u Rankera N n Rolepara N w
Rajode K m Rankporah 1 i Romancalk U r

Rajoorah Oo Rannce M y Ronkera PI
Rujuapour F w Runny Bednorc S m Roonay i y
Raiinalpour C

U

Rtinuvgong P 1 Roopnagur G in

Raimpour Fq RANTAM FOUR G n Roopgur Nk
Ruin L c Rantunpour ib. Rose otty Bo
Raisecn Ko Ranycotry A n ROSHAAN L/
Ruiiupour CLs Rannypookra Ky Rotas Gur I u
Rakyporah L u Raolconda R o Rounreak Q>
Rulhottc R n Raoutty K 1 Roufsarah H y
Ramagurry Yp Raperlah S r Rowlee F s

Ramanadporum Zp Rapty R. F t Rowrah H q
Ramus Cape S k Raree S k Row tee Dp
R iircafscrum R r Rasin P m Roymatla R. M a
Ramchundra M 7 R ifsoolpour F m Roymtingul R. Mb
Raini otty C o Rafsoolpour G c) Roypour I s

Rumdilly W 1 Rate To Roypour L 2

Ramedega M w RATHORE RA JPOOTS, Ruanel B r

Rameeapatam S r original country of H k Rubafs Fo
Ramenapilly Ratsur Oo Ruguporam 0>p
Rumescram Tp Rati j la Ft R ujampet p p
Ramgary Y n Ratoly Hr Runduila Ml
Ramgaut E p and S 1 Ratwah G p Runga Pu
Rumgo' ga R. Cq Ratwah K o Rungpour Hi
Ramgui (B.har) K x Rawllow R q RunncUh M n

(Gll/XTUt) N k R iwtty Dungaree M c Runnode Hp
(Malw.) I o » Ruynangong n ; R arrow G q

Ramgur Pq Raypour - M t Ruthgur M n
Ramgur F p Razula Mg Rutlam K 1

Ramgur Nw Rcang 1 d Ruttagurra Kp
Ramgurra Ip RECCAN. The same as Ruttangur Ok
Ramingam P 0 ARACAN. Os Ruttungunge mb
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Rnttunpour t

Ryacotta W p
Ryalcherry U q
Rydraire Xp
Rydroog T n

Rynabad L b

Rypour Gp

s.

Saaponr K c

Sabennatty R. L i

Sabuly Kk
Sackerigurry Y 0

Sackymuny
if P

Sacrapatam U m
Sacrapour X q
Sacrifice Rock X m
Sactagong O m
Sacudn M m
Saddamol Ha
Saderbelc N k

Sadi R. E 0

Sadras W r

Saghordy I c

Sagral R 0

Sagrally pp
Sagor I. M a

SAGUR 1 q
Sagur Kp
Sagwarah K k

Sahar F 0

Sahoor Fq
Sahrah G s

Saibgunge G a

Saikotc L 1

Saipour 1 t

Sailgong N m
Sailoor X 0

Sakkar Ro
Saladun P h

Salapour Oo
Salawauk W r

Salbarry Mp
Salbey H p
Salem, or Selim X p
Salcr-Mouler Ni
Saii 0 0

Salimpour G w
Saliom X m
Sails P 0

Salloorgaut P n

Sallumea M /

Salon Xp
Salopar A s

Salpha P 1

Salsctte I. O i

INDEX TO THE

Sambarra
Samber

Salt lake of

Samiaveram
Sami-Ifsuram

Samulcotta

Sanashygotta

Sanashygunge

Sancatty

Sancatty

Sandela

Sandole

Sandy

Sundry
* Sangada
Sangaipilla

Sangam
Sangam
Sangamundan
Sanganeer

SANGARJANS
Sangool

Sangurry

San

Sankaaty * -

Sankcira

Sankcrya

Sankerydurgam
Sanko
Sanku
SANORE
Sanore-Bancapour

Sanowly

Sanparam
Sanpoo R.
Sanquelim
Sanquem
Sansor

Santa

Santa Bombally
Santapilly Rocks
Sautashrcta

Santerabarry

San th ul

Santipollam

Sanyangong
Saouly

Saoukera

Saount

Saourgam
Sarandaga
* Saranga

Sarangpour

Sarapiliy

Sarapilly
'

Sarhaut

Sarlapally

Sarmcc

Kp Sarney Pn
G m Sarrowly O

ib. Sarser O 0

Yp Sarurpour Do
Tq Sarunna 1 d

Q»t Sasanam Pw
G a Sasaw L x

I b Saseram I w
Po Sasnah G s

Pp Saswan Eq
F r Satanoor Wo
R r Satashygur H u

F r Satcram W n

Hm SattaraJi QJ
He Satilpour j h

Tp Satinagram R r

Pp Sattipalum Q. (
l

Tq Satisantfgv/tt/

A n Sattimungalum X 0

G11 Satrum Yp
L e Savcndroog Wo
K 0 SaumajjctUi Up
Uni Saunklcy M m
Hf Saurungpour K n

H A Saurzah F r

Km Sautgud Wp
E p Sawkul Op
Xo Sawpour Ko
I a SawreeR. M g
Ex Sayr G w
S m Secmidarah Ep
ib. Secundorah G 1-

Fu Sccundcrpour F 0

P w Secunderpour G w
C z Sccundra F q
Sk Sedashygur T k
ib. Sedgwara M k
Mo Scdhout Tq
I k Sccbgunge H b

P w Seebgunge H z

Q_u Secdly Fy
L d Seehurah Kr
G b Scckpour H t

Mh Seeor Ko
Q^u Scerka Kw
Qj Seerpour la
QJ Seerpour lb
Bo Seerpour Ep
Kk Seerpour H w
Oo Seetacoon L d
Kh Sectrungce R. Mh
He Segardec Qs.R
A r Segwah N i

Tq €
.Sehalour Un

Q»q Sehwan Gf
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Selimpour
Selka

Sellec

Sellempour
Sclinagur

Sclogoorar

StIon
Seminagur
Scnapatam
Senaura
Sengana
Senke
Scpaunagur
Scpooiy
Scpou
Scpra R

.

Septeng
Scqucang
SERA
Sera

Sera

Serai

Seuampour
Scrampour
Scrapgungc
Seray
Seraya

Scrgode
Sergom
Sergour
Serinagur
Serincah

Seringham
Scringapatam
Sermatra
Seronge, or Siroivg

Seroor

Scrris

Scrrynautju

Serwar
Serwill

Sctapour
Setlana

Settiaveram

Setticulang

Seven Pagodas
Severndroog
Seurah
Sewalick Mts.
Sewau
Sewary
SEWEE

j

SEWEESTAN
Sewnaddy
Sewny
Seyer R.
Seycr Is.

Scylone

Sgigatche
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K z Shahbunder - Id
K u Shajchan •- H x
L k Shajehanpour F n

G w Shajehanpour K r

F q Shajehanpour - G t

N q Shajehanpour - K n

X q Shainymailey X o

E s Shambyputam - Y qW o Shandamungaluni X p
F k Shangrapoy - Z p
F n Shapary - M w
E d Shapora - G n
L o Shasava - G p
H p Slnsk - 0

1

F p Siutoor - Z o

I n Shatore * ib.

C b S hatore - Z p
Shuwabad - Ii o

U n Sliawgunge - G t

ib. Shawpour - Kii
K k Shawpour - L p
M 1 Shawroah - 1 o
I y Shaye - L g
L a Shazadbary % - E p
H a Shazadpour - I b

1 s Shcally - X q
G q Shearpour - He
U m Shcergotty - I w
Oi Sheergur - F‘p
U m Sheergur II p and I o

H q Sheer Mohamed Pett R r

H z Shccrpour - E p
Y p Shecrpour - F pW n Sbecvaya Malley Y p
G o Shelopgur - W q
1 p Shekoabad - F q
P 1 Shcncotty - Z o

I w Shengana - ib.

Shukcra n An
Shurdhur - L g
Siolacoory • Y n

SIAM, UPPER O 1

Si.imodel - T q
Siandapada * Wo
Siant-lly - ib.

Siardclmi - T q
Sibnib'.'s - K a

Sicanderab - F p
Siccacollum - Ri
Siccapilly - U o

Sickheiy - G q
Sickhcry * H q
Siclyguily - II /.

Sidgur - Ok
Sidoncy - F r

Sidra - I w
Sicutpir - L 1

Sigaram - R p
Sihor - M h

Silah - I x

Silcolu - W n

Sillier - I d
Sillee - K x

Simar - G q
Simlee - L k
Simlya - N w
Simmooah - It
Siniogu - U m
Simulcandy I c

Sinda - N k
Sindcjua - F w
Siudkeerah - M 1

Sinde R. on Indus G f

(or Gaily Sindy) I

Sindcr - O
SINDIA MADAJEE ,

1

1

Shctabava y q Terrs, of IIo
Ho Shcteru X 0 S indole N n

M n Shevagunga Uo Sindourcotty A n

R o Shevgunga Zp SINDY 1 d

Hk Shevagurry Z O Sincer Ok
QJ Shevaloor Vp Singapctty A o
Z r Shevalpettore Z 0 Singarpctty Wp
Wr ShevaJ/>£/forr l P SINGBOOM L x

QJ Shevaporum X m Singecollam A o
H r ShiendamaiTgaly A p Singcconda S q
Co Shingricunda Sq Singerbill Kd
G w Shionkan QJ Singeram Q-P
Ku Shionkan R / Singhorq Hs
E e Sliiron Cx Singhole Kq
G f Shival R n Singhya Hx
M t *Shiverapilly Pu Singoonmaw Mi
Lr Sholaveram Z p Singpour Ks
M t Sholavcnden ib. Singramow G t

A k Sholingur Uq Singrepatta - v P
G s ShoolaVumboo Y o Singrecota P o
C a Shoray IP SINGROWLAH Ku

C
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Singum
Singur

Sinkbazar
Siocotticlay

'Siomaley

Siondclur

Siondy

Sipa

Sipeler

Siri

Siriagully

Sirian

Sirinai ur

Sirowy

Sirpy

Sifsuar

Sitanagur

Sitang R.
Sitha

Si tore

Sitiigally

Sittawaca

Sirticotc

Silticote *

Sividurg

Siumpour •

Skeveri

Soane R.
Soangur -

Soank— River

Soar

Sofrcgam
Sohagtpour
Sohaul

Solidah

Solagur

Solliipour

Solo

Solumhcrc
Somainpour
Sonialpet

Sombrere Channel

Soinccr

Sonah
Sonehutch
Soncpour

Soncrgong, S

Yp Soonajura

I x and P k SOONDA
Ky Soongong

A s Soonygong

Z r Soonwalla

Sq Soopour

ib. Soopour

E x Soopour

S r Soopa

E / Soopsundy

F x Soorangur

R i Soorapctta

- Bp Sooreah

:ronge 1 p Soorjcw R.

G 1 Soormah R.

Un Soory

H t Soorya

P p Sooswargur

. Qjfc Sooty

L g Sorarum

A o Souananpour

T n Soundipour

B r Sourah

P o Sourcrah

Soneyra

Sonorya

Sonymeany
Soobarum
Soot*

Soohrgec
Sooi ram
Soomgong
Soouahatry
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To
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M k
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M x
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C r

Ks
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R o
E o
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Gq
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Suncrgong
K c

Kn
H t

Hb
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H s

R s

M q
Kx

Sowree
Sowrungy
Sowray
Sungra

Suampctt
Subulgur
Subsagur
Suckaltal

Suckeree

Suckrec

Siukry
Sufferdam
Sugoully

Sujalpour

Sujanhee -

Sujatpour

Sujatpour

Sujcrma

Suibopour

Sukesarai

Snkor
Sulapour
Snltanpour

Sultanpour

Sultanpour

Sultanpour

Suman
Sumbnl
Suinbulpour

Sumdc.i
,

Sumcer
Sumiisor

Sumnaut (Puttan)

Sunamooky
Sunda

Irf

Sk
Mq
L r

Mo
Hu
Kz
F w
PI
Yq
M u
Rq
M t

A r

I e

Kz
1 y
M u

I a
Q-t

Q-P
I U

N n
O w
L z

O w
iq
G w
Q.P
G o

R m
Dp
J r

L t

Kr
P i

G w
K n

My
E r

J d
Gp
G o

I o

F f

G t

H n
M h

Q.°
Fq
E p
M u
H#
Mg
F w
M f

Kz
F s

Sundamlnum T o

Sundeep I. - L d

Sundertfg'oorffl * w
Sunderbunds - M a

Sunderdoo - R k
Suncrampour I d

Sunergong, orSonergong K c

Sungwa G l

Sungumnere
Sunkar - F f

River L d

Sunkcera - Mg
Sunkera - L k

Sunkcrscr - Gx
Sunuam - D m
Suimagur - M w
Sunund - Li
Supour - Hw
Surajepour q
Surajepour - G r

Surajepour - G u

Surajepour - H s

Surujeeunjuii o

Sunjgtura * Hy
Surat - Mi
Surbilsah - K p
Surdah - I

Surduh - M t

Surgoojah * K u

Surgool - R 1

Surgurra - Mu
Surigur - 1 u

Surkccs - Li
Surorpour - G t

Surnw - M y
Surrool - K z

Suirowry - P r >

Sursooty R. - - M f

Surswutty R. - K i

St. Susan’s Is. Y k

River Y /

Suseapour - Hy
Sutalury - L c

Sutloi.c - H p
Sirrapour - M f

Swcdiy - M i

Swainry
- T n

Swedong - Mi
Sydabad - • F p
Sydabad - Ht
Sydapour - T q

Tarour
Tacpoy
Tadcul
Taduncri
Tudcpatry
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Tadipoody * %* Tasgom • QJ Thora Hn
Tahej * Kf Tafsasudon F b Thotra - Gn
Taiie R. * N u Tatapary * Ap Tiagar i Xq
Tainy * Zo Tatapatnam Xp Ticadec Ms
Taivaram 4 ib . Tatenagur Xq Ticoleah Gw
Taklacot A r Tatta 1 d Tickarry I w
Talamata Xn Tattamangvi/am Y n Tickely P w
Talconaw H b Taudeconda Q.P Ticrdil R m
Talcote B r Taudcconda Yp Tiggree Ep
Talcotc S k Taujepour G w Tikoo Kx
Talegong Ol Taujepour Ha Tilamungulum Wo
Talegong Po Taulc W o Tiloutta I w
Talcporum W m Taunda G t Tilsinoo L h
Talgul Un Taunnah G r Tilwara Kr
Taligong Xp Tavai T / Timapct R p
Tallada Q_r — Island W k Timery W q
Tallapour F s Taya J. B l Timcrycotta Rq
Talsenghe O m Tearpour E q Timcrydurgam W p
Tamachabaci H t Tecoaa Tk Tlmonrgooda P u
Tamana Rk Teecha L b Timoorgudda

Tindercotta
P w

Tamba CLk Tcck Forests in Pegu O b Xq
Tamhercherry X m in Golconda CL* TINEVELLY A o
Tambona Zo in Baglana O i Tinevelly ib.

Tambray Zn Teenah R. Qji Tingam O n
Tamegam C r TeenTallaw * L k Tingainolly Ms
Tamlook L z Teestah R. F z Tingorcally L z
Tamshuc Mts. A s Tcctbaddy I c Tingrecotra Wp
Tanai F w Tehoudsong F i Tipara

TIPERAII
G u

Tancanchy A o Tekerec M o K d
Tanda L 1 Telcooty *

Tcllichcrry

P u TIPPOO SULTAN, Terrs
Tandla K 1 X m of Wo
Tanda-Morgong M r TELL1NGANA Pl> Tiramungalum Zo
Tangalc C s Tellipoly

Tehvara
Z r Tirocoor CL*-

Tangmew O h I k Tirumbore Zp
Taniala Rq Tcnafserim X / Tiruvclore

Tanichi Y p Tengapatam A o Tifsiah K w
TANJORE Yq Tcnou X q Tifsanah E p
Taiyorc ib. Tentamoody R t Titalya G a
T^ankia D z Tcoly Gp Titwalla Ok
Tank unny No Teptcn C a Toagamally YP
Tanna O i Tcrecol S k Tocaj»a Z l

Tanore Y m Tergarry U m Toddipoondy R t

Tanygong M q Termally To Toka O m
Tapoor Xp Ternalla ib. Tolescapatam Yq
Taptee R. M 1 Terrapour O i Tollundy G s

Tarabad N 1 Tcrriagully H 7 Tolnani M m
Taragupala Pp Terriah E q Tolrc Xq
Taranako iy Tommungaliim X q Tomarum CL«
Tarapelly

* X o Terriore Xp Tomhay Qb
Taniavay Y n Tcfsuah E q TOND IMA N’s country.

Taringasong E <? Than Lg See Pudicotta Yp
Tarours O q Thauwaty O i Tondinga-Matoor Q-t
Tarrapour Hy Theang N i Tondfvauum Wq
Tarrapour L m Thcgani F x Tondow F b
Tarsah M r Thdary - * Hx Tondy Zq
Tartalla Y n Thenongown M k Tongatore Rq
Tartoor QLu Thcvacourcby Xp Tongblow N »

Tarwas l b THIBET By Tongolorc Sr
Tasapan Al Thonpton
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N i Tougpotra
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Tonguncmew Ni Tripunetaire Y n Undearcore M t

Tontapilly O' Tritany U q Undcrdengardc X n

Tontravellorc Rr Tritchinopoly Y P Undret N m
Toodawah 0.6 Trivadi X q Uniara G o

Toodiguntla Os Trivicary W q Unkei Tenky N 1

Toodry
Toogaum

Tl Trivandoor Z p Unnup-pouppy K h

O 1 Trivatoor Yp Untoorah Mp
Toong
Toolajce

Pk Trivatore W q Upella Pq
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Toom R
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M r
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Torroff I d Tully M p Vaddal SI
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Tottium Xp Tummeroo I b Vadoranium Yq
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Trimalore
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Vcrdachelon
Vcrguttum
Vcnmiingalum
Versameyra
Versara
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VctlV jlll'Tl

Viatore

VLkryvauly
Victoria F.

Vilepatty

Viliaporum
Villenore

Vingorla

Vinja
Vlukatty Chillum

Virague
Virimgan
Virour
Visagapatam
Wnhinuiry
VISIAPOUR
Visiapour

Viz.iimmgulum
Vi/.apour

Vizcroy

Viziuiiingram

Vizi-nngur
Vrzraby
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Wagnagur
Wagoly
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SUPPLEMENTARY MAP,
OF THE

HEADS OF THE INDUS, l~r.

AT PAGE 65.

The Names in Italics are omitted in the Map; either for want of room, or through

A.

ABDALLI, <1 1

Abdun - d 3

Abdurra - ib.

* Accsincb R. d 9
Action r - d 9
Adccnagur - h 5
Adecnapour d 10

Adjodin - f 9
AFGHANS d

4

Agaroah, or Agarowda /j ii

A hunguran - c 2

Akora - r 7
*Alexandria (P .ropamisan).

Supposed to have stood at

the southern foot of the

Ghergistan Mts in the

quarter towards Bamian

3

Altmould, or Tandra J 7

Ali Musjid - c 6

ALISHUNG a 5

. River ///.

Allumkhim , the name of the

Indus river, opposite to

Moultin. •

ALUNKAR - « S

_ River ib.

Aminat Khui Serai c 10

Anudnagur - d 8

Amiuabad - d 9

defect of authority.

Anbert-Sir, or Chuck-Gou-
TOO . t 10

Andcrab, or Inderab a 4
Anopsheer b 14
Aory g 11

AROKHAGE. See the Map
at }>. 200.

Asai Heights r 6

Ascrana

Aseeabad c 4
Asblagur . A town in Sewad,

c 7

Asnaida £ 11

Afsouan /*
At took c 7

River, or Indus, /Vi.

River, by Sealkotc

d 9
Aurangabad d 10

Aurungabad c 10

Authore / 1 °

Azimabad ^ *3

B.

BADAKSHAN - <7 4;
and Map, page 200.

Badpour - c 11

Baghbut - b 13

Bagh Wufta - b )

Bahadernagur h 1 3

Bajaruck, or Bazaruck a 4
Bakipour - J 6
BALK - a 1

;

and Map, page 200.

BALLOGES - 3
Balluan - e 9
BALTI-STAN /1 8

BAMIAN - b 2

Bamian - tb

.

Banhal, or Bannaul c 10
Banou, or Bunnoo d 6
Banour - f 12
Barai - e 8
Baran R. - 4
B'reckdcwar - c 3
BAREE DOABAH r 9
Barehmooleh - A 9
Baruavc - g 13
Barut - /7i.

Batata. See Bctala.

Batinda, or Batnir g 10
Desert of ib.

Batin Gaut - g 14
Bazaar - c y
Bazaruck, or Bajaruck a 4
Behnduran - b 1 j

BEHDUROO, or Rajc Beb-
duroo - (j j j

Burnt, or Jhylum R. d 8
Bejwara, or Hoshearpour

BEKRAD -

C

1 5
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BELLASPOUR, or Bul-

Ianspou

r

c 12

Bcmbcr d 9
BENEER c 7

Bcranaleh / 10

Bcroujah d 7
Betala. or Batala; 7 cofses

to the S, or S E of Kulla-

nore.

Beyall R. f 8 , and e 10

BHATY g to

Bheerah d 8

Bhclwelpour d 9
b 8Bholbas

Bibigondy g*
Bickerabad c 4
Bijore b 6

River ib.

Birouan c 4
Bifsooly d 10

Bizoorga’s Tomb c 3
Bokhara. See Map, page

200.

Bompal v 11

Bowh Ferry r 9
Bouriah / ! 3
Buckt Iluzzaury c 8

Buddoo d 10

Budhcdeh / 10

Bullauspour c 12

Bullolepour e 1

1

Bunderkote c 10

BUNDURAUL C II

Bungurry d 10

BUN GUSIIAT r 5
Bunnoo, of Banou d 6

Burteheh / 8

BUSSEER e 12

Bufsawul c 6

Bu tear b 9
Byramkulla c 9

c.

CABUL b 4
Cubul ib.

Little ib.

CAFER 1STAN a 6
CaggarR. f 12

CAHLORE e 12

Calindi

.

One of the names
of the river Jumnah.

Callanorc, or Kullanore

d 10
Caly R. e 11

Canal of Ferose g 12——- Shah Nelir d 10

g *3

CANDAHAR c i

Candahar - ib.— Desert of d 4
Carnaul - g 13
CASHGAR. See Map, p.

200.

CASHMERE
.

b 9
Cashmere, or Sirinagur ib.

Catan - e 8

Cithgur - d 11

* Caucasus (Indian) a 3

Chuliscuteli Hills / 9
Chandrayr - J' 13

Cliaperowly - g 13
Charikaran - b 4
Cliatyali - r 4
Chai zau - e 5

Chendoul R. - c 6
Chinnanco - c 10

Chovvkundy - e 8

Chowpnreh Gaut r/ 6
Chuboniau - / 8

Chuck-Gouroo, or Anbert-
Sir - e 10

Chugan serai * - b 6
—

—

— River

CIJUMBA, or CHUMBAY
d 1

1

Chunaub R. / 7, and d 8

Cotanah, or Gurry-Kotunah

/ 12
Cotla - d 11

Cotowly - g 14
Coultie - f 12
Cow R. - e 4
Cumaoon. See Kemaoon.

D.

Dahcr . The same as Lo-
agur - c 12

Dabkulli. On the Bchut R.
between Puckholi and
Jhylum.

Dadari - £12
Daiobun - g 13
Daira, orDayra d 10

and / 14
Dakkah, or Dooky c 6
Dalla - e 10
Damaun Mts. Those be-

tween the Ganges and
Jumnah rivers.

Darinagur - g 14
Dasna - b 13
DEBALPOUR f 9
Dcbalpour town. Its posi-

tion uncertain: but sup-

posed to be near the Con-

flux of the Sctlcge and
Beyah rivers.

Deeg K. c 9
Deenkote Pafs d 6

Dehnec * 7

Deh Langara / 7
Dekhan Serai c 11

DELHI b 13

Delhi ib.

Dena R. f 9
D‘*n p;\igh / 15

Dbatcrat

.

On the

of Ilifsar Fcrozeh.

Canal

Dheutah c 12

Dhul, or Dul Lake b 9
Dhunah c 1

Dilen R. (' 4
Dindana R. One of the

names of the Bchut (in

Sherd eddin) d 8

Dirbhcy g
Diabeh R. b 3

DOO-AB g 13

Dooky, or Dakkah c 6

DOON / 1 4
Duhkah, Dakkah, or Dooky

c 6

Dunomimjcc c 10

Dum ore b 13

Dimshaulah c 10

Durbund b 4
Dunnpour />*
Durroo b to

Durra-Baigi. A valley 20
cofses S oi Jalalabad c c

Dutara, or Duntara e 11

Dutchna b 8

E.

Eatuckadabad b 9
Eeencha, or Islamabad b 10

Esaukhan Kotc f 10

F

Farridabad >3
Fatiabad 11

Fafttipour 10
Fatty Khan * 7
FERMUL c 4
Fcrosepour, or Firosepour

e 9
Fulwar Gaut - />«
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G.

Gachidar, or Rajc-Gushdar
c 9

GalougaraR. - g 7

Ganges R. - g 14
GAUR. See Mep, at page

Gazydccntfg-i/r

Gclali Desert

200.

13
rf 7

Geyehamoon - b 9
Gbcrpab, or Kherpah, a

branch of the Lumghanar
road, between Cabul and

Paishawur.

Ghergistan Mts. b 2

GH 1CKERS - c 8

GHIZNI - c 4
Ghizni - ib.

Ghourbund - ft 3

Ghousgur, or Gosgur g 13

Ghouri - a 2

Ginra - d 1

1

Gohanch - g 12

Goul lair - d 11

Gosgur, Ghousgur, or Je-

lalabad - g 13

Gofsauird - / 7
Govendal - e 10

Goujcrval - / 1

1

Gounour - g l 3

Gourdaspour e 10

Gowrah - e 12

Gujahotc . Sec Kujakote.

Gujerat - d 9
Gukri, or Kukri R. d 9
Gulbehar - </ 4
Gundamook - b 5

Gurcheh - & 9
Gurdaiz - f 4
Gurmacktisher b 14

Gurry Kotanah, or Cotanah

/ 12

Cuznoorgul - b 6

H.

HAJYKAN - £ 6

Hujykan Chokey ib.

Hajypour - r 1

1

Happer - A 14

Hansi - b 12

Haroun. A Pafs on the In-

dus, between Attock and

Ouhind. - c 7
Heargut - c 4
Heerapour - b 9

* Hesudrus FI. e 12

Hezaree R. (The River of
Cabul and Paishawur, or

the Kamch) b 5
Hezaree, or Buckt-Huzzau-

ry e 8

Ilimmalch Mts. '

C 12

Hincio Kho a 3

Hirmund, or Hcermund R.
c 2

Hifsar Ferozeh h 12

Hodda K 11

Hoshcarpour, or Bcjwar.ih

c 1

1

Howaspour d 9
IJuhveiggin c 10

Humnugur d 10

il'jidwar S* H
Hurecpour d 1

1

Ilurpeyah / 8

Hurry-Purbct . A liill 3 or

4 miles east of Cashmere
b 9

Hufsun-Abdal c 7
Husteenapour 11

g H
Hybutpour e 10
• Hydaspes FL c 8

Hyderabad b 9
• Hydraotes FI. d 10

1.

Jalalabad b 5

Jalalabad r 10

JALL 1NDHAR DOABAH
e 1

1

Jallindhar ib .

Jurnad R. One of the

names of the Behut (in

Sherefcddin) d 8

Jegdurrah c 7
Jeliaul f 9
Jeindah b 12

Jelalabad, or Gosgur g 1 3

JelLimooky d 1

1

Jellaut, or Zellaut c 2

jemrood, or Jumrood c 6

Jemrood, or Jumrood C 3

JENHAT DOABAH d 8

jenjian /8
Jesroulta d 10

Jtfs'ouL A district near

Nadonc • - e 11

Jeswan € 1 1

Jhakowly g 12

Jhojcr b 13

Jhylum, or J
helum

n • n .1 j

d 9
L JO

River, or Behut d 8

1

1

Jidger R. Supposed to

run between Sirhind and
the Setlege R. / 12

JIDOON - e 7
Jiguroon - f 11
# 1maus Mts. 15
Indcrab, or Andcrab a 4
Jnderahi - d 7
Imirj’ - 13
Indus R. or Sinde a 8

and £* 6
Joghvhutta - c 6
JOUDIS - d 8

Jourah - d 9
lrghoor - <74
Irjah - c 5
ISA-KHYL, a district si-

tuated on the S E, or

S S K of Cabul.
Islamabad, or Eencha h 10
Ismael Khan - c 6
Julalabad, or Jalalabad b 5

and e 10

JUMMOO - c 10

Jiimmoo - ib.

jumnah R. - g 13
Jumrood, or Jemrood c b

J undiala, or Gondiala c iq

J uneed, or Jind g 12

Jung-siulan, or Ychung-si-
alan - e 8

Junk us Hatty - r 9
Jufsawha - f 8
JypourKairy - c 9

K.

KAHLOUR, orCAHLORE
C 12

Kaifsgur - c 12

Kaithul, or Kythel g 12

Knllapauny, or Sohaun R. d 7
KAMEH - h 5
Kameli River - ib,

Kamrajc. The western di-

vision of Cashmere.
Kan Dowran Serai

Kanepour
Kanpour
Kangrah Kote
Kan Kstnaan S.

Kantel Mrs.
Karidah, and Gaut
Kauder
Kaunpour
Katochin, or Kangrah
Kanrabaug
Kauzy F.

c 6

e 6
b 9
d 11

e 10

b 10

/ >3

e 8

/ 7
d 11

c 3

* 4
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Kawuck, or Kawick a 5 L. Mouhun / 7
.

Kcloo. or Kecloo Mts. Moulapour f 12

d 12 MOULTAN /6
Kchcep d 7 Lackergaut / H Moultan / 7

Kehkur d 9 Lacky Jungul / 10 Mounek £ l I

Kemnoon Mis. 'Those on LAHORE c 9 Mowrud d 1

the north, of Rohilcund Lahore ib. Muckdoompour / 7

g H Laknowty g l 3 Mucund r 9
Ken, or Kim h 6 I,nr b 9 Mukelan / n
Kcr.ih R. c 9 Lognr d 1

1

Muker b 8

lv:vnsapour / H Loagur, or Daber v 12 Mulna Shaddy c 2

Khalsawalla / 14 Loldong g H Munchcr d 9
Kbapab . See Ghcrpah. Lony b 13 MUNDERAR * 5
Khinjan, or Kanjan 3 Lucca R. d 5

Mundul-mudcr c 10

Khyber Heights v 6 Ludhanu Gaut /«» Munglorc c 7— Serai ib. Lukee c 7 Muroo R. c 10

Khvzcrahdtit on t lie lum- LUMGHANAT i> 5
Mushiedaw c 3

nali River, near the foot Limighan il>. Mustaphabad / 13

of the Hills ot Surmour. Lungerkote c 7 Mutten b 9
Kishen-Gonga b 8 Lutteree c 10 Muzifferabad b 8

KJMJTEWAR c 10 MYDAN '* 5

Kohaut c 6 Mydan b 4
Komour H.ittce c 12 M.
Koolajoor d 9
Kooshaub c 7 Machiawara

*

/ «» N.
Kooshinj, or Pusheng d 2 Mackhowal f 12

Korain / ^ Jt appears doubtful Nackergaut, or Lackergaut
KOTEN. See the Map at whether this place lies on f >4

page 200. the N or S side of the Set- N.kbch /
Kowkoob R. 7 lege. Col. Polier savs on Nadonc f 3
Kubbooleah /# the north. Nuggur F. <* 3
Kuchee S. d 9 Macratch d 8 Nagorkote d 1

1

Kujacote* about 12 mihs Mahim b 12 NugorpdL On the Bevah
S E of Nilab <1

7

MAKRAN. See the Map River, between Rav Gaut
Kukri, or Gukri R. ,1 0 at page 200. and Seba.
Kulianore, or Cullannrc il 10 Malnair /11 Nan, or Nalian f n
Kuli.iiit, Jdlaut, or Zcllaut Mangulli f 8 Nahoun f

<; 2 Manglorc g H Nainsook R. b 8
Kun, or Ken h 6 Munkoot d 10 Nakoordar c 1

1

Kungipara g I 3 Mansir d 10 Nalagur C 12
kupchack a 3 Munv-Mozereh f 12 Nangul g 11
kupporeah f io Maran Mt . See Hurry Pur- Nani c 4
kuppnorlalch (• 1

1

bet. Nanylch / 12
Kuiakeer * 5 Ivlashangur ' 7 Narailah b 13
h in at 00. It lies between Meany d 8 Narvanel /II

C-ibul and Lutnghan. Meerout <* 3 Nausman c 10
Kurboo/eh <1 7 Meer-Jullaul d 8 Neemlah b 5
Kink, or C»hmy I> 5 Mccrpour . On the Bell ut Net lab. See Nilab.
Kum . l».i'* li (ot Cabu!

)
h 4 R. between Puckholi and Nidjibgur

1 g H
kmrabugli (of Ghizn‘0 c 3 Jhylum. Nilab R. or Sindc b 7
kiv lul, cr Gushal a 6 Meh itpour /»« Nilab c 7
kuitupour r 1

1

Mcrajc. The eastern divi- Nisang 12
kuEoor r 9 sion of Cashmere. Noopour d 1

1

Kn ft -i r r 9 Merat * g 14 Noor-al-dcen Serai c 10
KUriORE b 6 Mininpour g *4 Noormehal <’ 11
ku;i< ie Foil. a 6 Mokl-j'pour / >3 Nohshchra (Paishawur) c 7a ytiii^our. Jt lies a few Mookcr c 3
m.lo to the N K of Mack- Moos uram b 8 and c o
how l ! e \2 Morndah f 12 Nowsher e 8
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Nundymwrg* b 10 Rajour e 9
Nughz c s Ramdafspour, or Anbert-Sir

c IO

Rampour f l 3

O. Rauvce c 8

Rawilpundy d 8

Ouhind c 7 Ray Gaut C 1 1

Ouller Lake *9 Reishi G:,ut d 7

Ouri i> 9 Rejebah e 8

Ourmul e 11 RETCHNA DOABAH c 8

Outch, or Utcli J 6 Roll, mountains of

;

the

country of the Rohilla

Afghans. It extends from
P. the Indus to Candahar

:

and from Sewad to Scwce.

Pael /** Rohtuk b 12

Pahhawur e 6 Roopour f 12

Pampour b 9 Rotas d 8

PAN JAB r 7 Ruhbaut d 8

Panniput &
r *3 Rukka, or Penjcshehr a 4

Punk Putton. The same as Roosoolnagur d 9
Ajodin J 9 Ruttun Punchal Mts. c 9

Patiala / 12 Rypour. A pafs ori the

IYli* P unch.il Mts. r 9 Chunaub, between Seal-

Pekker Scni d 8 kote and Rbtas d 9
Penjckoreh c 6

River b 0

Penicnour ' 7 s.
PEN

j
KSIIF.HR - " 4

Pc ujeshehr, or Rukka ih. Sadccabad dC)

Pe/mga. See Pusheng. Saber ty d 8

lYitoulla / 6 Saliiwal c 7
Phat til

fi
12 S .rialbeck / 12

Phn-iit ib. Saiamly S 1 3
Phogwarah c 1

1

Saidnagur d 8

Pdoi'tou v 6 Saifabad S >2

Pirlula d 1 Samanah / I*

Plassey d 10 Samar/ and. Seethe Map at

Poot Gaut h 14 page 200.

Poshanah < 9 Sumbjste, or Sanbaste d 8

Po»ee i 2 Sang! our / 11

PUGKHOLI < 8 Sarsa g ii

Pu. knoli ib. Satgnrra r 8

Pun.eburecah, or Punjebe- Sattukcrah /«
rary b 10 Schoual / 8

PiKioach • 9 Sealkote d 9
Pali,in a 4 Seau in e 1

1

lh.r.oorooi: d 10 Seba ib.

Piuwj.n " 4 Secota e 4
Pusheng, or Koshinj d 2 Seckry r 8

Segdagee Heights 7
Segh r 9

R. Sehauranpour / >3

Schram ,
- d 9

Rahoon € II SEiKS, Terrs, of, Lahore

Rnjir.'our ib. and Moultan, in general.

Raj'-pour, or Shahpour d 1

1

Selima R. /M
R jafi serai f 12 Semil R. c 4
Raikuiia J

'

11 Seraustch b 4

4*7

Scrdhanch - g* 14
Setgab. A pafs on the In-

dus, 3 cofscs above At toek
c 1

SERWELL, or SEROUL
b 6

Set lege R. c 10 and g 6
SEWAD - b 6

River - by
Snoafnk , or Scwa-fuck Mts.

This appears to be a ge-

neral term for the ridge

of mountains that hounds
Hindoostan, on the north.

SRWEE - / 4
Shahabad (Sirhind) / 12

Sh.habad - b 3
Shahabad - f 10

Shahdcruh - r 9
Shahdowrah - J 13
Shah NeiirC'anel - d 10

Sluhpour, or Rajepour d 1

1

Sluhpour - r 1

1

Shanawaz - f 8

Shcabudeenpour - b 9
Shehazpour - 1 7

Sheer - < 3

Sheik Furrid’s Tomb f 9
SbikcrdvH. See the Map at

p. zoo.

Shenuzan -
< 5

Shihr Heights - /; 3
Shikarpour - g 1

5

Shoot* - r $

Shumsabad - < 7
Shumsabad - d S

Sbitker. See the Map at

p. 200.

SI APObHIANS - lf ^

Si BA, ! lie former name of
the district which included

Seba - ci]
S/d Yullaul. Jt lies near the

conflux of the Sctlege and
Indus - g* 6

Sikandera - b
Si tide River a 8, and p 6
S1NDE SACJUR Doabah

<1 7
Sindia-Busteh Heights c 6
Sirhind - f u
SIRIN AGUR

. / 15
Sirinagur, capital of Lash-

mcre
Sit pour
Siven

Sodhera

Sohaun

i> 9
g 6

8 ‘2

d 9
R. or Kalhpauny

d 7
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Salman Kob, or Solomon’s

Mount, a hill three or

four miles cast of Cash-

mere.

Soonam, or Sunnam
Sooree

Soogat Mundi
Souuiput

Sowadgur
Suckaltal

Sudburgh Heights

Sufedoon

SufFa

Suffedshi

Suhbclee

Suhmandroog Heights

Sulhur

Sultanpour (Lahore)

Sultanpour (Lahore)

S 11

r 12

€ 12

hi 3

c 8

S H
*3

S 12

c 2

a 4
b 11

d 2

c 7
e 10

c 7

Sultan Mahmood's Tomb
' 3

Sunnam, or Soonam g 1

1

Surab - a 4
Surmour, or Siemore Hills

;

those between the Jutn-

nah and Sctlege Rivers

/
Sursoory - g n——- River - fit

T.

Tatty Fort. Near Jugdul-

litk h 5

Tal Lake. (The same as

Oullcr) - b 9
Talwarra - g 10

Talwendy - g 11

Talwendy - / 1

1

Tannasar - / 12

Tandra, or Alimorad / 7

TANOUL - c 7

Tareekab - b 5

Tazee * c 2

TEERAH - c 5

Tecrandazee - c 2

Tehaureh - /n
THIBET, Great c 12— Little a 8

Thuna - c 9
Toglocpour, or Tuglickpour

g 1 2

Toglocpour, or Tuglickpour

h 13

Torepara - d 1

1

Toote Serai - e 10

Touhanch - g 1

1

Toulumba
#

- / 8

Tubhauleh '
- e 10

Tuglickpour See Togloc-

pour.

Tukareh - b 4
Turkpour - d 8

Tullam Gaut - /n
Tulowndy - d 9
Tuning, or Tunnig R.

r 2

Turoot - d 11

Tyanagur - e 12

u. v.

Uddi-Duka
Umballa
Ummeroo
Ushpeen
Veh
Vizirabad

Utch, or Outch

f 9
/' 2

a 4
</

4

d 9
/6

w.

Wair or spring head

of the Bchut R. b 10

Wartsha - c 7
Wulli Mts. - c 5

Y.

Yehenagur - e n
Yehung-sialan • 8

Yukantoot - c 2

YUZUF ZYES. They in-

habit Scwad, Bijorc, and
Paishawur.

z.

Zcllaut, Jellaut, or Kullaut

r 3

Zohauk - b 3

Zufferabad - / 7

Zuffcrwull - d 10

FINIS.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The chief object of this publication, is to explain the present state

of the Political Geography of the Peninsula of India ; toge-

ther with the advantages that may be derived from our territorial

acquisitions, made under the late Treaty of Seringapatam. The
requisite information has been drawn from materials produced by

the late war : and which enabl^ us to describe the true figure of

the Table Land (or Balagaut-Carnatic) ; and the boundaries

of the territories ceded to the Allied Powers, as well as of those re-

maining to Tippoo Sultan. The quantity of new materials already

brought to Europe, is so great, as alone to warrant an entire new

construction of the geography of the Peninsula ; but it also be-

came necefsary ; in order to describe with effect, the Cefsions made

by Tippoo, to the Mahrattas and Nizam : for these occur in that

part of the geography which has hitherto been very imperfect. A
new construction has therefore taken place ; and the form and di-

mensions of the Peninsula, have undergone some alteration, in

consequence.

The scale of the present Map, which is only two thirds of the

former one, is supposed to be fully adequate to the purposes of ex-

prefsing the several particulars, required for the illustration of the

general politics of the country ; the scope of the operations of the

late war ; and the i\ew boundaries, as settled by the treaty of Se-

ringapatam, in March, 1792. Had the scale of the former map
been adopted, which could no otherwise be necefsary, than for the

purpose of introducing the detail of it, into the present one ; a very

considerable interval must have elapsed before it could have been

•A 0
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presented to -the public : whose curiosity being at this time awake

to the subject, may perhaps, be more usefully gratified by receiv-

ing correct general ideas at the present moment, than by a more

detailed account at a future period. Besides, those who may be

already in pofsefsion of the former map, will find it retain its for-

mer use, in the south Carnatic, and in the southern part of the Pe-

ninsula, in general; for the trifling error in the difference of longi-

tude, between Madras and Cape Comorin, does not render that

part of the map lefs useful for ordinary references. And the same

may be said of both the sea coasts.

Some of my readers may, perhaps, think that I have entered too

much into detail, concerning the ancient division of the Peninsula :

however, it appeared to me, to be more convenient to describe it in

the Memoir, than in the Map : for had it been exprefsed on the

Map, it would have been to the disadvantage of the matter, that

ought to prefs more immediately on the reader's notice ; by ren-

dering it lefs clear and intelligible. And the notices concerning

the conquests, partitions, and transfers of territory, could not well

be omitted ; because they lead the reader more immediately, to

the knowledge of the relative connexions and dependencies, of the

several provinces of the Peninsula
;
previous to the Mysore con-

quest.

As the late visit of Lieut. Emmit, to the ruins of the ancient city

of Beejanuggur, the capital of the last Hindoo empire in the Penin-

sula, appears to furnish some curious particulars respecting a place

that was little more than known to us by name, during the time of

its existence ; and has since been consigned to oblivion ;
I thought

those particulars might be acceptable to the public ; and not out of

place, either, considering the subject matter of the Memoir. I

have also added some historical facts, in explanation ; one of which

will explain the apparent reason of Tippoo's reserving to his sove-

reignty, the district of Annagoondy ; situated within the tract ceded

to the Nizam.
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I shall now proceed to describe the manner in which I have en-

deavoured to illustrate, by the use of colours, the particular objects

of this publication ; which are :

First, a clear discrimination of the present boundaries of Tip-

poo's territories ; and those of the Cefsions made by him, to the Bri-

tish, and to their allies in the late war, the Mahrattas and Nizam :

and

Secondly, an exposition of the advantages resulting from the ar-

rangement and combination of the several posts on our new fron-

tier towards Tippoo ; considering that frontier as made up of the

territories of three powers ; namely, the British, the Nabob of Ar-

cot, and the Rajah of Travancore : since the state of mutual pro-

tection and dependency subsisting between them, blend their re-

spective territories into one mafs, in the view of foreign politics.

This being the case, the common frontier of these confederated

powers, should be considered as belonging to one and the same

state ;
and, of course, be distinguished by one common colour

;

in order to ascertain its general bearings, on that of Tippoo. With-

out this afsociate idea, no adequate judgment can be formed, of the

value or use of our new acquisitions ; for taken independent of any

connexion with the Carnatic and Travancore, the new acquisitions

appear to be insulated and surrounded by other states ; but if pro-

perly considered, they are a part of the great mafs of territory,

united under the description of the British Possessions and Al-

liances. Therefore, this mafs of territory has its exterior frontier,

or that.opposed to Tippoo and the Nizam, marked by a continu-

ous red line; which is also bordered on the side of Tippoo by pur-

ple, and on that of the Nizam, by orange. By this method the whole

frontier appears in a
(
geographical view, like that of a single state;

which, as we have said before, is virtually the case.

The subdivision of this mafs, is as follows

:

The British acquisitions from Tippoo, are marked on the inte-

rior boundaries, by dotted red lines: but their former pos-



sefsions in the Guntoor Circar, and in the Jaghire, are left un-

coloured,
;
to prevent their being confounded with the new ones.

The territories of the Nabob of Arcot, and of theRajah of Travan-

core, are marked with yellow, within the red line of the exterior

boundary : which yellow line also denotes, of course, the ancient

frontier of our pofsefsions and dependencies in the Carnatic and

Travancore.

The acquisitions of the Mahrattas, and the Nizam, are severally

distinguished by green, and by orange: of which the dotted

*

part marks the former boundary of Tippoo : and, of course, the

former boundaries of the Mahrattas and Nizam towards Tippoo,

may, from circumstances, be deduced from it. And the continuous

lines, shew the present boundaries of these powers, towards

Tippoo.

The new boundary of Tippoo Sultan, is marked by a purple

line : and it is obvious, that if we add to the territories included

within it, the tracts, whose extremities are marked by dotted lines

of red, green, and orange, we gain a complete idea of his original

territory.

The above colours are those which have been severally appro-

priated to the same states, in my Maps of Hindoostan, and the

Peninsula : but with the addition of the red line, here, to mark the

collective frontier of the British pofsefsions and dependencies.

* The dotti d purple line near the Kistnah river, is explained in the course of the Memoir,

page jo; and has no immediate reference to the present subject.

December, ‘jih, 1792.
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SECTION I.

Construction of the Map of the Peninsula of India.

It is foreign to my intention to enter into a minute discufsion of

the whole geographical construction of the map, or of a particu-

lar description of the several materials employed in it ; contenting

myself with stating, as briefly ’as pofsible, the manner in which

the principal outlines and dimensions were determined.

As it is not known whether the distance between Seringapatam

and Cannanore (on the Malabar coast), in the sketch drawn by

Capt. Reynolds, and sent home by the Marquis Cornwallis, in

the last dispatch, was actually measured ; we are still left in a

state of suspense concerning the true breadth of the Peninsula, in

that important parallel. I am, however, strongly inclined to be-

lieve that it was measured ; because it seems likely that Captain

Reynolds (whose zeal for improvements of every kind is known)

had an opportunity ofdoing it : and because his representation of the

distance, differs, in some degree, from all the former accounts of it

:

to which may be added, that his result agrees nearly with the com-

putation of the land marches ; and with Capt. Huddart’s longitude.

For the distance arising on a computation of the mean length of

General Abercromby's marches, differs from Captain Reynolds's

sketch, 3' 45" of loHgitude only the computation being so much

less, than the sketch gives : the one giving i° 18' 30", the other

22' 13", difference of longitude, between Seringapatam and

Cannanore.

B
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Seringapatam is placed by Capt. Beatson's measurement from

Madras, at 3
0
34/ 30" west of that place : and reckoning Madras,

at 8o° 25', as in my former map,* Seringapatam should be in

longitude .76° ,50' 30". Its latitude is 120 26*'. If then we subtract

from the longitude of Seringapatam, the difference of longitude

above expressed, we shall have for the longitude of Cannanore,

75° 28' 15", according to Capt. Reynolds's sketch; 75
0 32', accord-

ing to the computation on the marches ; or for the mean of the two

(as we are not certain that the distance was measured), 75
0 30'.

Capt. Huddart, makes the longitude of Cannanore by chrono-

meter, deduced from Bombay (and the account closed to Bombay

again) 75° 27'; taking Bombay at 720 54' : or 75
0 29', taking it at

7

2

0 56', as some later accounts make it. -f So that the accounts of

the longitude agree very well, in a general view,with the lines drawn

acrofs the Peninsula from Madras. In my former maps, I adhered

to Capt. Howe's report of the longitude of Bombay : but the ac-

cordance of the present materials, ought, I think, to decide the

matter in favour of Capt. Huddart's observations and deductions.

The present construction is also very materially improved in its

outline, by Capt. M'Cluer's tracing of a great part of the Malabar

coast : and by Mr. Topping's actual measurement of the Coro-

mandel coast, between Madras and Point Calymere. Capt. M‘Cluer's

observations extend from Zyghur (or Jyeghur) to Carwar, in a

continued line. Also from Mount Dilla to Mahe ; and from Co-

chin to Anjenga : the remaining parts were left unexamined, be-

cause of the then state of hostility with Tippoo. Part, however,

of this defect, is supplied, between Merjee and Cundapoor, by

Capt. Reynolds's survey, in 1781:! so that an extent of about

360 miles, out of 570, between Zyghur and Anjenga, has been

explored.

• See Memoir ofMap of Hindoostan, 2d edition, page 9.

+ Here it is nccefsary to remark that Capt. Huddart’s observations go to Mount Dilla

only, which he places in 75
0

16', and Cannanore is 11' to the eastward of it, by Captain
M'Cluer’s chart.

t See the same Memoir, page 28,
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:

Mr. Topping's survey of the coast of Coromandel extends about

3 degrees of latitude between Madras and Point Calymere. The
result shews that the latter lies about 4 minutes farther to the west

than the former map allowed. This, however, occasions so little

difference, in the detail of the geography of the Carnatic, that for

ordinary occasions, the old map retains its former use, in that part.

The remainder of the Coromandel coast, northward, was traced

cursorily by Capt. Ritchie ; and its general position was determined

by Col. Pearse’s line. (See Memoir of Map Hindoostan, pages

10 and 12.)

Between point Calymere and Anjenga, we remain in our former

state of uncertainty; that part being copied from the last map;

save in the short interval between Anjenga and Cape Comorin,

which difference of longitude, I have lefsened by 8 minutes.

The present map has in its interior part, a sufficient quantity of

new matter to adjust the positions in general, through a principal

part of the tract, between Chittore and Cannanore, on the east and

west ; and between Chinna Balabaram and Dindigul, on the north

and south. Most of this has been obtained by actual survey and

measurement ; executed by Capt. Beatson, and Capt. Allan ; and

is the immediate offspring of the late war in the Peninsula. Much
other matter, though not so correct in its nature, has been obtained

by cursory observation and inquiry : such is the course of the

south branch of the Cavery river ; which is ascertained to spring

from the Coorg or Coorga country, and to pass by Siddapour.*

The extent and form of the Coorga and Nayre districts, are col-

lected from documents transmitted by the Marquis Cornwallis.

The junction of the Toom and Buddra rivers, which form the

greater river Toom-buddra, is ascertained by reference to the me-

• For this particular, as well as some others, I am indebted to the obliging communication*

of Major Dirom, of his Majesty’s 5 2d regiment. His History of the Marquis Cornwallis’s

last campaign, now in the prefs, will probably render the geography of the tract now before

us more interesting than any endeavours of mine can render it.

B 2
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morandums of Major Dirom, to take place at Hooly-Onore, about

20 miles to. the northward of Bankipour ; and the particular course

of this river, between Hurryhur, and Seergoompty, in the neigh-

bourhood of Adoni ; is from a survey taken during the war, by

Lieut. Emmit, of the Bombay Establishment. The remainder of

its course, and place of junction with the Kistnah, is from Capt.

Beatson's map of Coromandel, See. drawn and transmitted to the

Court of Directors of the East India Company, in 1789. This

valuable piece of geography, which we shall often have occasion to

quote, contains materials for correcting a considerable portion of

the course of the Kistnah river. It has accordingly undergone

very considerable alterations, in the part between Condapilly and

Merritch, in the present map. Capt. Beatson's survey of the Pal-

naud district, &c. necefsarily included that of the Kistnah, to a

point, more than 90 miles above Condapilly. Thence to Sooro-

pour, or Solapour, is from authorities collected by Capt. Beatson ;

and from this point, to that where Capt. Reynolds left the Kistnah,

near Merritch, is drawn from M. Bufsy's map, as far as it goes

(that is, to the junction of the Malpurba river,) and beyond that,,

according to Capt. Reynolds’s ideas, exprelsed. in bis map of 1784,

and in his present sketch. It must, however, be observed, that

although I borrowed the particularform oj its course, as above, from

Capt. Beatson
;
yet the direction of it, above the conflux of the

Beemah river, is changed from E N E to East, agreeable to

certain notices, obtained since Capt. Beatson's work was compiled.

This part of the map being still very imperfect ; and yet, as the

construction of it (such as it may be) must serve to regulate our

ideas both of the late and present extent of Tippoo's dominions,

and, of course, of the extent of the new Cefsions ; it appears

indispensably necefsary to enter into the detail* of its construction.

It must be observed, that, as the latitude is wanting all the way

acrofs the Peninsula, from the western extreme of Palnaud, to

Darwar ; we can only approximate the parallel, by the application
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of reputed distances, from certain known points on the south : nor

can any use be made in this way, of Lieut. Emmit's measured line

of near 100 miles, between Chitteldroog and Seergoompty ; because

(as far as our knowledge goes) it is unconnected with any of the

southern positions.

Adoni is a point situated nearly in the middle of the Peninsula,

and was adjusted in the Memoir of 1788 (pages 285 and 287), at

98 Carnatic cofses, or 157 G. miles, west of Ongole : and being 1

1

journeys from Seringapatam, through Gooty, it was placed in the

latitude of 150
36'; that is, very nearly in the same parallel with

Goa and Ongole. But now, finding that I took Seringapatam at

too high a parallel, by about 5 minutes, I have reduced Adoni, to

1

5

0
31'; and have the satisfaction to find, that both Capt. Beatson

and Capt. Reynolds, place it nearly in the same parallel ; that is,

from 15
0
27' to 15° 36'. This then, is the first point on which we

rest, for determining the northern boundary, and the position of

the Kistnah : for Rachore (or Rychoor) lies nearly north from

Adoni, at the distance of 28^ G. miles ; and the Kistnah is 5 miles

beyond Rachore. And the conflux of the Beemah with the Kist-

nah, is directly N of Adoni, 36 G. miles distant. These last

particulars we also collect from Capt. Beatson.

Gooty is then placed at 34 G. miles SE of Adoni ; being 2 jour-

neys from it, in that direction (see Memoir of the Map ofHindoo-

stan, p. 285;) and by Capt. Beatson, 20 cofses, or about 32 G.

miles. In this position, it stands in lat. 1,5° 7'.

In the next place, we approximate the positions of Chitteldroog

and Darwar, in respect of Seringapatam and Merritch (the latter

being a point formerly placed by Capt. Reynolds, in respect of

Bombay and Poonah : and then laying oil Mr. Emmit’s line from

Chitteldroog to Beejanuggur (corruptly called by Europeans,

Bisnagur), we find the latter accord very nearly with Capt Beat-

son’s idea of its bearing and distance !rom Adoni. This is conclusive

enough in a general view ; but Darwai is rather too loosely placed
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in respect of Chitteldroog and Merritch ; though we have Capt.

Reynolds's authority (in his late sketch) for supposing that Dar-

war is very near the parallel afsigned it. The following are the data

for the primary positions of Chitteldroog, Darwar, and Bcejanug-

gur ; as well as for the secondary ones of Hurryhur,Ranny-Bcdnore,

Gocock, Kopaul, and Annagoondy ; and the courses of the rivers

Malpurba and Gutpurba.

Chitteldroog is given at 70 cofses from Seringapatam

;*

and

Darwar at 1,50 road miles, or 75 cofses from Chitteldroog.-f These

145 cofses, of the Carnatic standard, arc supposed equal to 232 G.

miles but as Chitteldroog lies about 30 miles to the east of the

line, the angle may shorten the distance 8 miles, and then 224 is

the given distance. Darwar is said to be somewhat more than 30

colses, east of Goa
; § say 52 G. miles : Capt. Reynolds allows 60.

A mean of the two, 56, places it directly south of Merritch ; which,

as we have said, is a point given by Capt. Reynolds, who traced

the whole road from Bombay through Merritch, to Tippoo's

frontier, in 1784.

Capt. Reynolds in his late sketch, places Darwar 2 minutes S

of the parallel of Goa, which is reckoned to be in lat. 15° 29'.

The 224 miles from Seringapatam, intersect the 56 from Goa, at 6

minutes, N of Goa, or 8 different from the parallel afsigned it by

Capt. Reynolds : and at 79 S of Merritch ; 68 S a little west

from the point where the Bombay detachment appears to have

crofsed the Kistnah, in its way to Darwar : this being also a point

in Reynolds’s route.

Concerning this last interval of distance, our accounts are not

• This and many other particulars of the same kind, we derive from letters written from
the Bombay detachment by Major Frederick, and Capt. Little

j
and printed in the Bombay

newspapers of 1791. The particular in question is in the Bombay Gazette of May 23d, 1791.

+ idem.

J According to the scale of Carnatic cofses, 37^ to a degree. See Memoir of Map Hind,
page 5.

'

§ Bombay Gazette of October 6th. When the detachment was 3 milesW of Darwar, Goa
was said to be 30 cofses distant.
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so accurate, as we could wish : the following are the only details I

have met with.

The Gutpoorba river was crofsed 23 or 24 road miles S of the

Kistnah :* and Col. Frederick reckons 74 more to Darwar.-f- The
sum of these distances, 97^-, reduced to horizontal distance, will be

about 72 G. miles.

Another account J states, that Gocock is about 24 cofses N of

Darwar : equal to 39 G. miles : and Captain Reynolds's map of

1784, gives 28 G. miles between Gocock and the Kistnah : of

course, this account gives 67 only. Another way of stating it, is,

Gocock 24 cofses from Darwar, or 39 G. miles ; the Malpurba ri-

ver 23^ from the Kistnah, or 18 G. miles ; and Gocock 10 G. miles

from the Malpurba, in Reynolds’s map : total 6*7 as before. These

accounts corroborate the statement of the distance between the

Kistnah and Malpurba rivers, in Capt. Little's letters : but no posi-

tive information has reached me, concerning the actual distance be-

tween the Malpurba river and Gocock.

Taking then 70 G. miles as a mean of the different accounts, and

intersecting it with 56 from Goa, as before, to gain the position of

Darwar, it falls only 2 miles to the south of the point given by the

computed distance from Seringapatam. It may be said, then, that

the computed distances agree better with the interval of space on

the map, than could be expected from such kind of materials.

Chitteldroog, which has been taken at 7ocofses
||
(equal to 122G.

miles), from Seringapatam, appears also in the map communicat-

ed by my friend MrJohn Sulivan,§ at 61 G. miles NE of Simogu ;

33WN.W from Sirpy. Sirpy is said to be 25 leagues **WNW
of Chinna-Balabaram, equal to 65j G. miles ; to which, if we add

• Bomb. Gaz. of Sept. 23d, 1791.

f Calcutta Monthly Register, for February, 1791.

X Bomb. Ga/. Sept. 22. In Capt. Little’s letter of the 2d September, the Malpurba river
was said to be 25 miles from Gocock, and 10 or 12 cofses from Darwar,

||
Sec the last page. «

$ See Mem. ot Map. Hind, page 267.
•• The Modern UniversalHistory,Vol.VI. pages 66,67, 68, and 69, gives several distances
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33, Chitteldroog by this account, should be 98^ G. miles WNW
or NW by W, of Chinna-Balabaram. Admitting that Sirpy lies

in a direct line between Chitteldroog and Chinna-Balabaram, the

two lines of distance, from the latter, and from Simogu, overlap

each other about 6’-* miles : but being better satisfied, with the truth

of the position of Simogu, than of Sirpy, I prefer the line of dis-

tance from the latter ; shortening it 2 miles, because there appears

an indication of excefs, in both. Chitteldroog will then stand in

latitude 140 6', and will bear from Seringapatam N 13^ W ; from

Bcdnore E 12} N.

We shall now examine how far the position of Beejanuggur, in

respect of Adoni, deduced from Lieut. Emmit’s line of distance

from Chitteldroog, northward
; agrees with Capt. Beatson’s ideas.

Mr. Emtnit's chain of bearings and distances from Chitteldroog

through Hurryhur, to Beejanuggur (under the name of Allputna),

gives N 7
0 E, 69* G. miles ; which will place the latter in lati-

tude 150 13', and at 43 G. miles in a W S W direction from

Adoni ; according to the position afsumcd on the authorities quoted

in page 5 of this Memoir. Now, Capt. Beatson in his map of

1789, places the ruins of BeejanuggurW 27 S 45^ G. miles from

Adoni ; which differs only 2^ in the distance, and 4^ degrees in

the angle of bearing : and as it is evident that his bearings on the

west of Rachore deviate too much to the south, this error would

necefsarily extend itself to Beejanuggur. But the difference of the

two results, is so small, as to occasion a difference of 4 minutes

only, in the parallel ; which is not to be regarded in disquisitions

like the present : and we may therefore conclude that the positions

of Darwar, Chitteldroog, Adoni, Beejanuggur, and Cummum,
are rightly determined in respect of each other, and of Seringapa-

tam, and Goa : consequently, that the late frontier of Tippoo on

in leagues between places in the Peninsula ; many of which, from our knowledge of their
relative positions, arc consistent ; taking for a scale, the leagues at 23 to a degiee, on a com*,
parison with certain known distances.
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the north, as well as the extent of the new Cefsions ; may be

delineated with general accuracy, by means of these positions.

With respect to the inferior geographical points, on which the

distribution of the space, the general courses of the rivers, the lines

of boundary, and the limits of the Table Land (or Balagaut) de-

pend, throughout the northern part of the Peninsula, the follow-

ing is the detail.

Tippoo’s ancient frontier towards Mcrritch, was at 3 cofses S

of the Malpurba river ; or 9 N of Darwar.*

Moodgul is given at 40^ G. miles N of Annagoondy on the

Toombuddra river ;

-f and Annagoondy is 2 miles N or NW of

Beejanuggur and the Kistnah is 10 to theN of Moodgul, or about

52 from Beejanuggur. The Kistnah is said to be 2 2 leagues from Bee-

januggur, equal to 57 G. miles
; § and by its course in Bufsy's

map, it appears probable. Tippoo's former boundary lies from 13

to 15 G. miles N. of Moodgul, in Beatson's map, and in Reynolds’s

sketch.

On the S and SE of the city of Adoni, where alone, for the space

of about 28 miles, Tippoo’s boundary has undergone no altera-

tion, from the cefsions made to the Mahrattas and Nizam ; the said

boundary is described to be from 10 to 1 1 miles S of the parallel of

Adoni, in the beforementioned map and sketch.

With regard to that part of Tippoo's former boundary, com-

prized between the last mentioned part, and the south bank of the

Kistnah, near Palnaud, I have adhered strictly to Capt. Reynolds’s

sketch. It appears however, by Capt. Beatson’s map, which was

constructed in 1789, that Tippoo’s boundary then ran on the south

of Nandyal, and east of Autcoor, as described by the dotted line of

• Bomb. Gaz. 15th Sept. Darwar was 12 cofses from Manouly or Nanowly ; and Tippoo’s
frontier was 2 or 3 cofses S ot Manowly. And Gocock was 15 cofses from the frontier, in

Gaz. 15th Sept.

f Reynolds’s sketch of 1592.

X Lieut. Enimit’s letter ot Nov. 5th, 1791; communicated by my friend Capt. Kirkpatrick.

$ In Universal Hist. Vol. VI. p. 69.

c
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purple in the present map : but concerning this matter, I have

no farther knowledge than what is furnished by the map and sketch,

in question. If Capt. Beatson is right, the Nizam’s acquisitions in

this quarter, are lefs than Capt. Reynolds describes them to be : but

the reader will please to observe, that this d ifference of opinion, re-

spects only the former, not the present, boundary of Tippoo's pos-

sefsions, towards the Nizam.

Canoul and Rachore (or Rychoor) whose positions were not

clear to me, when I drew the last map,* appear in the present

one, conformable to the ideas of the two gentlemen, so often

quoted ; Canoul being about 83 cofscs from Ongole
; 59 from Cud-

dapah : 28 from Adoni ; or 133,95^, and 45 G. miles from those

places respectively. And Rachore is about 28 G. miles N, a very

little E from Adoni
; 38 W, northerly, from Canoul. -f This po-

sition of Rachore docs not differ materially from Capt. Little's re-

port,J which allows it to be 80 cofses from the crofsing-place of the

Kistnah, near Merritch or Rycbaug ; that is, about 128 G. miles:

and on the construction, it is 13 {.L If then, we add the several num-

bers of miles 133, 38, and 128, the respective distances between

Ongole, Canoul, Rachore, and Capt. Little’s station on the Kist-

nah ; we have an aggregate of 239 for the number of miles of re-

puted distance between Ongole and the crofsing-place of the Kist-

nah ; and on the map, the space will be found to measure 294,

through the points of Canoul and Rachore ; a convincing proof of

the accordance in the grofs, of the computed, with the afsumcd

distance, on the map.

The distance ofCuddapah from Nellore, (a point in Col. Pearses

line) rests on the authority of some documents published by my
friend Mr. Dalrymple, in the Oriental Repertory ; and bearing the

names of Colin Mackenzie,andW.Lennon, engineers, thedate, 1788.

By these it appears, that Cuddapah is 61 G. miles, west, somewhat

• See Mem. of Map Hind. p. 286.

I In Bomb. Gaz. of August 25th, 1791.
f Capt. Beatson.
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north from Nellore : and being 34 leagues * to the NE of Chinna-

Balabaram, through Gumipaleam, I allow 89 G. miles, which

meeting the 61 from Nellore, places Cuddapah in lat. 140 33'. The

positions of Ganjecotta, or Gandecotta, and Tadcpatry, are then

fixed according to their proportions of the space between Cuddapah

and Gooty, in Mr. Montresor’s map ;
-j* Gooty having been al-

ready placed in reference to Adoni, in page 5 of this Memoir. This

determines the lower part of the course of the Pennar river ; and the

upper part rests on the distribution of the distance between Gooty

and Chinna-Balabaram. Tippoo’s present boundary is then laid oft'

from Cuddapah, Ganjecotta, and Gooty, according to Capt. Rey-

nolds’s sketch.

We collect the general position and direction of the present boun-

dary of Tippoo, towards the Mahrattas, as well as the Nizam’s

western acquisitions ; by the positions of Belhary, or Balhary, An-

nagoondy, Kopaul, Ranny Bednore, and the course of the Toom-
buddra river, below the latter place.

Balhary, situated about 6' miles to the northward of the new

boundary, common to Tippoo and to the Nizam, is given by Capt.

Beatson at 17 cofses, or 27 G. miles, to the SW of Adoni ; 21 G.

miles eastward of Beejanuggur ; and 43 west of Gooty.

Kopaul is situated about 22 G. miles to the westward of Beeja-

nuggur, £ and Bahaderpour 1 j to the SE of Kopaul : these places

forming the frontier of the Nizam’s newly acquired territory

on the west, towards that of the Mahrattas, in the Dooab ; and

Goojindergur, situated 9 cofses to the N NW of Kopaul, is,

on the other hand, the Mahratta frontier post towards the

Nizam.

Ranny-Bednore on the east side of the Toombuddra river, is said

to be 22 leagues (or bo G. miles) to the west of Beejanuggur ; or

* Universal Hist. Vol. VI. p. 67. f See Mem. of Map Hind. p. 28*.

X Lieut. Emmit’s letter.

c 2
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the same distance as Beejanuggur is, from the Kistnah :* and Capt.

Reynolds, who was, probably, well informed concerning it, places

Ranny-Bed 1 lore 142 G. miles, N N W of Seringapatam ; 59 NE
of Bednore ; and 6g SE from Darwar ; which does not differ ma-

terially from the Report of its distance from Beejanuggur.

Roydroog, although it has no share in determining the boundary,

is yet a capital position, and proper to be mentioned in this place.

It is given in Capt. Beatson's map, at 21 G. miles south, a little

eastwardly from Balhary. I conceive, however, that it liestotheSW
of Balhary, because it is said to be 22 leagues only, from Ranny-

Bednore ; or about 57 G. miles.-f Besides this, a chain of dis-

tances from Ganjecotta, also afsigns this western position to Roy-

droog. £ It says, indeed, also that Roydroog is 18 leagues SE by S,

from Beejanuggur ;§ but as Capt. Beatson's distance from Balhary

is likely to be right, although his bearing may not, it is pro-

bable that it should be 8, instead of 18 leagues ; and then, all will

agree pretty nearly. Roydroog, is Tippoo’s frontier towards the

Nizam.

Hurryhur, a town on the east side of the Toombuddra, was the

point at which Mr. Emmit began to trace that river, downwards,

to the neighbourhood of Adoni. Hurryhur is situated about W
30° N from Chitteldroog, distant about 40 G. miles : ||

but its po-

sition in respect of Ranny-Bednore, is not given. I conceive Hur-

ryhur to be 12 or 15 miles to the SE of the latter ; and apparently

situated on one of the great roads leading from Darwar to Serin-

gapatam.

By the appearance ofthe course of the Toombuddra, below Ran-

ny-Bednore, in Capt. Reynolds's sketch, I conclude that he made

use of Lieut. Eminit’s survey of it, mentioned above. It forms the
•

* Univ. Hist. Vol. VI. p. 69. f Id. p. 68.

I Id. page 68J Tademeri is said to be 12 leagues S W of Ganjecotta: Anantapour, 8

leagues NW by N from Tademeri * and Roydroog, 18 leagues, west, from Anantapour.

$ Id. page 69.

||
Lieut. Emmit’s letter.
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N W boundary of Tippoo towards the Mahrattas, from a point,

a little above Ranny-Bednore, to the neighbourhood of Beejanug-

gur ; where the Annagoondy circar (reserved to Tippoo, for a rea-

son that will be given hereafter) occupies both banks of the river

for 12 or 13 miles ; and then the boundary finally quits the neigh-

bourhood of the river, and proceeds towards Balhary, as before no-

ticed.

From the Toombuddra near Ranny-Bednore, to the coast of

Malabar, Tippoo s new boundary runs in a curved line to theW
NW ; striking the coast at about 12 miles to the north of Sedas-

hygur, in the bay of Carwar.

On the south, the triangular space contained between the afore-

said curved line, the Malabar coast, and the province of Bednore,

includes the province of Soonda ; and on the north of the line,

the new Cefsions to the Mahrattas, in the Dooab, extend to the

crest of the great western Gauts, above Goa. Of these, we shall

speak more fully in the sequel.

All the places situated within the new boundaries of the Mahrat-

tas, and of the Nizam, in the Dooab, are laid down from Capt. Rey-

nolds’s sketch. Within those of the Nizam, on the side of Cudda-

pah and Gooty, the places are taken, chiefly, from Capt. Beatsons

map : as are those also in the north Carnatic, Guntoor, and I’al-

naud. Both of those gentlemen, together with Capt. Allan, have

very great merit, in devoting the principal part of their leisure, as

well as their hours of duty, to the service of their country.

[end of the construction of the map.]
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SECTION II.

Particulars relating to the Natural and Political Division

of the Peninsula of India.

T he Balagaut* Carnatic, or Table Land, as it is ordinarily

called, is strongly marked in the map, as being a principal feature,

both in the natural and political face of the country. That por-

tion of it which appears here, is only the principal part of a larger

tract of the same nature, and of a triangular form, extending from

Coimbettore, southward, to the parallel of Surat, northward : its

western side skirting the Malabar coast at no great distance, and

approaching nearer in the parallel of Bednorc, than in other parts.

On the cast, it forms a very irregular line, from the south point

of the triangle, Coimbettore, to a point near the Godavery river,

in the eastern quarter of Golconda ; approaching in some parts of

the north Carnatic, within 50 miles of the sea. The north side of

this triangle, is also irregular ; it pafses on the north of Mahur, so

as to include that province of Berar, in the Balagaut ; and leaves

Ellichpour in the Payen Gaut, or lower Berar
.-f Finally, having

reached the neighbourhood of the Tapty river, it conforms to its

general course, westward, until it meets the western side of the

* The terms Balagaut and Payencaut respectively mean the regions lying above,
and below , the Gauts ; the word Gaut, which in a limited sense signifies a pals, through,
or ovi r, mountains, being applied in a more extensive signification to the mountains them*
selvts.

f Capt. Kirkpatrick’s MSS,
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triangle near Surat. Thus this Table Land occupies 10 degrees

of latitude in its length, and more than 7 of longitude, at its

greatest breadth. We are not yet informed concerning its exact

height, but are told vaguely that it is 3000 feet at the eastern side,

opposite to Madras ; unquestionably the highest part on the east-

ern side of the Peninsula ; because from this parallel, the waters

decline to the north and south : and as they universally decline to

the east, we have a proof that the western side is higher than the

east ; and it is by far, the steepest.

This elevated tract occasions a diversity of seasons in the flat

countries on both sides of it (that is, the coasts of Malabar and

Coromandel), as well as a modification of them, on the very tract

itself. It is pretty commonly known, that the winds in this re-

gion, blow periodically from the SW, and N E ; and th.it each of

these winds, blowing from seaward, occasions a rainy season on

the coast that lies open to it : the cause of which appears to be,

that the lofty sides of the Table Land, stop the greatest part of the

clouds, and occasion them to condense and fall on the low country.

But, notwithstanding, clouds enough reach the Table Land, to oc-

casion a partial rainy season there, during the early part of the

rainy season on the coast : but it seems confined chiefly to that side

of the Table Land, that lies to windward : and the proportion of

rain that falls above, is probably not one fourth of what fails below.

The great rivers that rise on the Table Land, all of which have

their springs very far to the west, are much swoln by the S \V mon-

soon. But we are not, by any means, thoroughly informed con-

cerning the particulars of the seasons, within this tract; or more

especially concerning the extent and duration of the effects produ-

ced by the rainy season of the north-east monsoon.

The rainy season of the S W monsoon, prevails during the

months of May, June, and July, on the western coast of India:

and that of the N E monsoon, on the opposite coast, during a small

part of October ; and throughout Novcur er and December. The
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rains of the former are by much the heaviest, in the Peninsula : and

in Bengal, the quantity of rain is probably not less, than what falls

during the same season on the Malabar coast ; where, by experi-

ment, it has been found equal to 72 inches in the year.

All the waters that are collected on this vast extent of Table

Land from Coiinbettore to the neighbourhood of Surat, run to the

eastward
;
proving, as we have said before, a general declivity of

the ground towards that quarter.

Between the parallels of 16’ and 21, the waters decline to the

south of east ; and between i6‘ and 13-j, to the north of east ; the

Godavery and Kistnah being the great discharges. And again

from 13^ to the southern extremity of the Table Land, the waters

run to the south of east
;
proving the existence of a convexity or

t

ridge acrol's the Peninsula, between the points of Dalmacherry and

Mangalore : and in this quarter, the Cauvery is the principal dis-

charge.

The principal rivers that have their rise on the Table Land of

the Peninsula, are the Kistnah, Toombuddra, Cauvery, and Pen-

nar : all of which, although springing from within 20 or 30 miles

of the Malabar coast, yet, fall into the eastern sea, or gulf of Ben-

gal. Of these rivers, the Kistnah, together w ith its sister stream,

the Toombuddra, and their subordinate branches, drain upwards

of six degrees extent of this upland tract. The Kistnah is taken as

the general northern boundary of the tract under consideration ;

as lying beyond the utmost point of Tippoo’s former boundary ;

and, of course, including the ground-work of our whole subject.

The spaceincluded between the lower parts of these rivers Kistnah

and Toombuddra during their separate course, is distinguished, like

other tracts of the same kind in India, by the name of Dooab, or

country included between two Waters ; a very significant term.*

Within this tract, the Mahratta share of the new Cefsions,is com-

prized
; as well as a small part of the Nizam's : the remainder of

* See also the Introduction to the Memoir of the Map of Hindoostan, page cxvi.
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tlio Dooab already appertaining to the Mahrattas and Nizam. Tlie

Mahratta share is therefore extremely compact ; and being a very

rich country, makes a smaller figure, in the map, than the Nizam's,

or ours; which consist generally of lands lefs fertile and productive.

Through the northern part of the Dooab, two other considerable

rivers, the Gutpurba, and Malpurba, discharge themselves into the

Kistnah ; the latter of which, formed a part of Tippoo’s original

boundary ; and has on or near its banks, the fortrefs of Badamgur,

or Badammy, rendered famous in the wars between Tippoo and

the Mahrattas.

Of the nature and quality of the countries in general, above the

Gauts, we have not collected particulars enough, to form a just

judgment, as yet ; of course neither their positive nor relative value

can be ascertained by any persons in this country. But the various

directions in which they were traversed by our armies, and more

particularly by the British detachments serving with the Mahrattas

and Nizam, one must naturally suppose, should have furnished

abundant matter to enable those on the spot, to do it with effect,

in most places, save that angle of the Table Land, below Serin-

gapatam.

Adjacent to the eastern side of the Table Land, (in the Penin-

sula ; for our details are not meant to extend beyond it) and nearly

parallel to it, in the space between the Pulicat lake and the Cau-

very river, a tract of mountainous country extends more than 180

miles, between the foot of the Table Land, and the level of

the Carnatic ; forming a number of extensive, fertile, and beautiful

vallies ;• amongst which those of the Barra-Mahal and Salem are

the most remarkable. These two vallies are separated by the pafs

of Tapoor, which is composed of several long and difficult ascents,

from Salem upwards*to Barra-Mahal ; whence, of course, the latter

must be considerably elevated above the level of the Carnatic ;

and, in effect, it forms an intermediate step between that and the

D
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Table Land of Mysore ; with which it also communicates, by

means of several pafses or ascents : and particularly by the direct

ones of Oodeadurgam and Ryacota. A second set of paLes lead

downwards from the Barra-Mahal, into the Carnatic. From this,

and an inspection of the map accompanying, it will be easy to con-

ceive that the pofsefsion of these vallies, from Dalmacherry to

Salem, by the British and their ally, the Nabob of Arcot, must ne-

cefsarily cramp the measures of the enemy, in any project for the

invasion of the Carnatic : at the same time that they open a ready

way for us into the enemy's country. This, therefore, constitutes

the first and most important of our new acquisitions.

On the south of the Table Land, and separated from it by a

valley of 14 to 1 6 miles wide,* in the mouth of which, facing the

Malabar coast, stands the fortrefs of Palicaud (or Palgatcherry
)

is

another tract of mountainous country, extending, in its longest line

of dimensions, in a southerly direction, and terminating in the well

known promontory of Cape Comorin. The figure of this tract,

may be rudely expressed by the letter T ; the upper part of which,

confines the vallies of Coimbettore and Daraporum on the south,

whilst the stem represents a ridge, or apennine which divides the

two coasts at the extremity of the Peninsula. The foot of the T
will then represent Cape Comorin, and the extremities of the upper

part of it, our two posts of Tritchinopoly and Palicaud. The

level, compact, and fertile space lying between this hilly tract, the

Cauvery river, and the Table Land of Mysore ; namely, the pro-

vinces of Coimbettore and Daraporum, comprizes the whole of the

country below the Gauts, on this side the Peninsula, that is left to

Tippoo by the late treaty. And even this is almost surrounded by

our new acquisitions of Salem, Palicaud, and Dindigul
; so that it

is placed almost in the state of a pledge, in the event of hostility.

By what has been said, the low country on each side of the Table

Land, must necefsarily be confined to a comparatively narrow slip;

* Sec the Memoir of the Map of Hindoostan, page 276.
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and that on the west, or Malabar side, is by far the narrowest of

the two : so that the streams formed by the copious rains that fall

there, gain the sea too soon, to allow of a junction with each other,

and thereby forming rivers of any bulk. For this reason, the in-

credible number of water-channels that occur on the Malabar side,

render the country very inconvenient for land carriage ; and, of

course, for military operations on an extended scale.

I cannot learn, with any degree of certainty, whether amongst

the Hindoos, and antecedent to the first Mahomedan conquest,

about the middle of the 16th century, the term Carnatic was ap-

plied to the whole, or only to a part of, the Peninsula of India

:

but I conceive from circumstances, that it exprefsed the whole tract

south of the Kistnah, (or rather, perhaps, that branch of it named

Malpurba) and was applied as a natural, rather than as a political

division. The term is no doubt very ancient.

The celebrated historian Ferishta, early in the 17th century, ap-

pears to design by the term Carnatic, the whole tract that lies south

of the Kistnah
;
(or, at least, of that branch of it named Malpurba ;

for amongst the upper branches of the Kistnah, that which con-

tinues to bear the proper name of the river, has a very oblique

course from the NW : whilst the Malpurba, which is also a large

stream, continues nearly in a line with the general course of the

main river ;
which is from west to east). That this wras Ferishta's

idea, is clearly shewn by his exprefsly mentioning more than once,

as included in the Carnatic, the provinces ofRachore, (or Rychoor

)

Adoni, and Bancapour : as well as some places that lie even to the

north of the latter.* Ramiser (or Ramiseram) he mentions as the

* Kirkpatrick’s MSS.

Da
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southern extremity of the Carnatic
:

pofsibly from his ignorance

of the comparative positions of that point and Cape Comorin.

But although Ferishta may have designed the whole Peninsula

by the general term of Carnatic, yet the Asufiah Register* (of

the Moguls) evidently excludes from this description, not only the

countries lying beyond (that is north of) the Toombuddra river,

after it turns to the N E, but also the province of Adoni, which

lies to the south, both of the Kistnah and Toombuddra. So that

it is probable that the Moguls reckoned the Toombuddra the NW
boundary of the Carnatic ; unlefs we are to suppose that they made

a distinction between the natural and political division ; retaining

the idea of Ferishta, in a general sense, whilst in their Registers,

alterations might have taken place, on occasion of throwing parti-

cular districts into one or another collectorship, either to effect a

measure of real utility, or for the sake of patronage, -j* One fact,

however, is clear ; that the Moguls reckoned all, save the Dooab

and Adoni, in the Carnatic : whilst we have applied the term to

one of the subdivisions of it, the Carnatic Payen-Gaut

:

or then ar-

row tract of low country, lying on the east of the Table Land.

Previous to the Mahomedan conquest, the greatest part of the

Peninsula was subject to one Prince or Rajah,J whose capital was

Beejanuggur, (corruptly Bisnagur, and by some few travellers, call-

ed Narsinga) situated on the south bank of the Toombuddra river.

This city, which was extensive and regularly built, is said (by

Ferishta) to have been founded by Belaldeo, king of the Carnatic,

* This is a voluminous Manuscript, sometimes called by the Deccan writers, the Debbeb-

deb of the Deccan (i. e . the Village Detail of the Deccan) : and sometimes the Defter
Asufiah ; or the Register ofAs uf; that is, of Nizam ul Moolk, Asuf Jah.) It pro-

fefses to exhibit in detail the revenues actually realized from the six provinces of the Deccan

:

and the detail of all these provinces, except Hydrubad, is, in fact, exceedingly minute ; the

revenue of each being stated severally by Circars, by Mahals, or Vurgannahs, and very gene-

rally, by Villages. Kirkpatrick’s MSS.
f Thus Adoni being in the centre of the Peninsula, was sometimes clafsed under the head

of Bejapour ; sometimes under that of Hydrabad. Kirkpatrick’s MSS.

I The author of “ the View of the Deccan,” styles this state the empire or kingdom of

Can ara.
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in A. D. 1344. This situation of a capital c ity, almost at the

extremity of a great empire, shews that it was chosen with a view

to direct the attention of government towards the weakest frontier,

rather than to forward the purposes of internal government. About

this period the Mahomedan empire in the Deccan, which bordered

on the Carnatic, was at the height of its power, under the Bahmi-

neah dynasty, whose capital was Calberga ;
-j* however it does not

appear that the Hindoo government in the Carnatic, was subverted

until the states which were formed out of the ruins of the empire of

the Deccan, leagued together for the purpose of accomplishing it. J
About the year 1567, Beejanuggur was taken and sacked, by the

confederate princes ; and the king, or his representative, retired

first to Penuconda,
||
and afterwards to Chandegheri in the Carna-

tic Payen-Gaut : his kingdonf fell into confusion, and in the

stronger parts of the country, the Hindoo governors of provinces,

became independant Rajahs or Princes, (some of whom, in the wes-

tern parts, preserved their independency till the present century ;

or the end of the last ; when they were imperfectly subjugated by

Aurungzebe) : but by far the greatest part of the Peninsula, was

reduced by the kings of the neighbouring states of Btjapour or Vi-

siapour, and Hydrabad, before the close of.the reign of Shah Je-

han. The conquests thus made, were divided into Bcjapour and

Hydrabad Carnatic ; by a boundary line that ran nearly along the

middle of the Peninsula. One of the Bcjapour generals employed

in these conquests, was Sahoqjee, the father of the famous Sevajee,

(founder of the Mahratta state) and of Eckojee, afterwards sovereign

# Having a good deal to say on the subject of this ancient city, I have thrown it together
-under one head, at the end of the Memoir.

f See Memoir of Map of Hindoostan, page lxxix. Also the historical and political view of
the Deccan, page 2. J f

J Caesar Frederick. View of rhe Deccan, page 2.

||
This place is said to be 20 leagues N E of Sirpy ; 20N N W of Chinna-Balabaram. Mo-

dern Univ. Hist Vol. VI. p. 67. Cxsar Frederick says it i<; 8 d iys journey from Beejanuggur.

Bee also the notes to Mr, Orme’s Hist. Fragments 0i the Mogul Empire.
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of Tanjore, in right of his father. It appears that Sahoojee, after

making these conquests for the king of Bejapour, held a great

part of the Bejapour Carnatic in Jaghire ;
* and whilst in pofses-

sion of it, was solicited by the Rajah of Madcul, (or Madura) to as-

sist him in his contests with the then Rajah of Tanjore.-f This

gave rise to the Mahratta conquests in Tanjore, and in the southern

Carnatic : in the former of which, the line of Sahoojee is continued

in the present Rajah : in the latter, their dominion ended by

the taking of Ginjce, capital of the principality, about the close

of the last century, by Aurungzebe's generals. The general of the

king of Hydrabad, was the famous Meer Jumlah, who appears to

have reduced the remainder of the Balagaut-Carnatic, and perhaps

part of the Payen-Gaut also ; and afterwards falling off from his

master, transferred its dominion to the Emperor of Delhi. Capt.

Kirkpatrick supposes that the conquests of Meer Jumlah were the

first pofsefsions of the house of Timur, in the Carnatic. On this

occasion the name Carnatic, is said to appear for the first time

in the Mogul Revenue books.

In the Asufiah Register, the Carnatic, under Aurungzebe, was

partitioned into two grand divisions ; subject to the two adjacent

Soubahs or Vice Royalties of the Deccan, J Bejapour, and Hydra-

bad (or Golconda). The common boundary of these Soubahs ori-

ginally touched the Kistnah at a point nearly midway between the

two seas ; and on occasion of the new conquests, it was prolonged

through the Carnatic, so as to leave a larger portion on the western

or Bejapour side, than on the eastern, or Hydrabad side. For it

appears to have pafsed from the Kistnah, near the conflux of the

Beemah, by the shortest line, to the Pennar river, at the place

* Cdpt. Klikp,mirk’s M^S.

f S..hooji'L
,
s iLsidencf was then at Ba/apour Coolbar . (Kirk.) I am not enough master

of the history, to determine, whether by this, Colar (as written in our maps), is meant.

X 'I hen divided into six Soubahs, namely, Aurungabad (formerly Dowlatabad and Ahmed-
nagui). 2. Beiar (Bala and PayenGaut). 3. Candeish (or Khandaise). 4. Beder. 5. Beja-

pour (or Yi&iapoui ). 6. Hydiabad (or Golconda.)
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where it changes from a N to an E course ; and then tracing its

course upwards fora considerable distance, it struck to the S E, so

as to fall on the crest of the eastern Gauts near Palamnaire ; where

the Marquis Cornwallis ascended them in 1791 : from whence pro-

ceeding southward, it followed nearly the line of the Gauts, so as

to leave Barra-Mahal (or the greatest part of it) to the Hydrabad

side ; and then southward, afsigning to the same government, the

dependencies of Tritchi nopoly and Volconda ; whilst those ofSen-

kerghur (meaning the valley of Salem) remained toBejapour. As in

the Register, the countries lying between Wandiwash, and the Can-

very, are styled the conquered countries

;

and Tanjore and Tritchi-

nopoly are mentioned as the southernmost pofsefsion of Hydrabad ;

it is also probable that the Bejapour division did not extend beyond

Coimbettore ; Senkerghur (or Sankerydurg) being the remotest

district that I can trace ; and, like Tritchinopoly in the other divi-

sion, it closes the list.

The detail of the division of the Peninsula, was as follows : The

eastern or Hydrabad portion was divided into Bala-Gaut and

Payen-Gaut; the former exprefsing the countries above the Gauts ;

that is, on the Table Land ; the latter, the low country be-

tween it and the eastern sea ; and to which the term Carnatic, is

now exclusively applied. The Bala-Gaut districts of Hydrabad,

appear, as we have said, to have been the first conquests made by

the Moguls in the Peninsula : and consisted, generally, of the five

circars, or provincial governments of Cummum, Sedhout, (or Cud-

dapah) Ganjecotta, (or Gandicotta) Gooty, and Gurramconda ; of

which, the principal parts of Cummum, a large proportion of Sed-

hout, and Ganjecotta ; and a small part of Gooty, constitute the

great body of the late cefsions to the Nizam. The Payen-Gaut was

divided into 14 circaYs, ( exclusive 6f Tanjore and Tritchinopoly
)
of

which the 7 northernmost ones of Udagheri, Serapilly, Chendaghe-

ri,Kenchi,(or Conjcveram
)
Chingleput,Tripalore, (which included
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Madras, under the name of Mundooraj) and Wandiwash ; had,

apparently, at the date of the Register, been for some time settled

under the Mogul government : for the other 7, which were the

furthest removed from the seat of government, were styled con-

quered provinces. These were, namely, Ginjee, Trinomal, Vel-

lore (which included Arnee), Palimcottah, (near the Coleroone)

Warriore, Volconda ; and Jugdeo, which included Caveripatam.

With respect to the latter, we can be under no doubt, that it meant

the Barra-Mahal, or part of it, and that the name of the district,

as well as that of the fort of Jegadivy , had a relation to the name

of Rajah Jug-Deo, who originally held the district. We find also,

a part of the same Rajah’s territories, included in the Bajapour di-

vision. By means of several names that occur in the Register, in

this and the adjacent tract, we find that the common boundary of

the Bejapour and Hydrabad Carnatic, lay between Caveripatam,

and Ancusgurry
(
Jnguskurry

, in the list), which lies immediately

above it on the Table Land. Together with Ancusgurry, we

find Boodicotta, Congoondy, and Colar, included in Bejapour

;

whilst Condour (or Condnour), Cotapollam, and Gumipaleam,

appertain to the Gurramconda circar (of Ilydrabad). We may

therefore conclude with certainty, that the boundary touched the

crest of the Gauts between the Muglee and Dalmacherry pafses

;

from which point, we have endeavoured to trace it southward to

the borders of Tritchinopoly, in the last page.*

In the Bejapour division of the Carnatic, wc trace a more re-

cent subjugation of the country, in an arrangement that appears

to have arisen, either from necefsity, or from want of opportunity

to collect the necefsary information concerning the detail. For in

the first instance, we find the Bejapour Carnatic, though much

larger than that of Hydrabad, *j* thrown together in the Register,

* All these particulars are collected from Capt. Kirkpatrick’s MSS.
-

\

All matters relating to teiritory, were on so wide a scale in the Mogul Empire, that even

the conquests we are now describing, were considerably more extensive than our island.
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in two articles only ; viz. the Bejapour Carnatic, containing 55
Maluils or Purgannahs ; and the districts dependent on it (which

formed by much the largest part of the whole) in 27 Mahals. The
provinces or circars of Bancapour, Moodgul, and Rychoor (or Ra-

chore) which occupied the greatest part ofthe Dooab, and of course

lay south of the Kistnah, and Malpurba, were considered rather

as members of Bejapour proper, than as a part of the Carnatic. And

this is shewn by a superior degree of accuracy in the detail : for

the villages in each Purgannah arc enumerated ; which seems to

prove, that the country on the north of theToombuddra, had been

regularly subjugated by the former sovereigns of Bejapour, and

was consolidated with the ancient domains of that Soubah ; whilst

the arrangements for the collection of the revenues on the south of

that river, were in an indigested state. And here perhaps we may

trace the reason why the term Carnatic was confined ( in the Mogul

revenue books) to the lands south of the Toombuddra ; that is,

because those on the north of it, had been considered as a part of

Bejapour
;
whilst the new conquests were regarded as a part of

the tract, already arranged under the head of Carnatic, in the

Register of the Hydrabad districts ; and which was an earlier

conquest.

The loosenefs of the arrangement of the Bejapour Carnatic dis-

tricts, in the Asufiah Register, may be gathered from the vast dis-

proportion in the value and extent of the different tracts in it ; some

amounting to the size of principalities, and others being mere

townships.: in effect, they were held under military government;

and the produce of their revenue was in the nature of tribute, or

of contribution. Such is the nature of the accounts jn the Asufiah

Register ; or that of Nizam ul Muluck.

It is uncertain whether the low countries in general along the

foot of the western Gauts (in the Peninsula) were in any shape

reduced, by the Moguls, at the date of the Register. If they were,

they are not clafsed separately, like the Payen-Gaut on the eastern

E
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coast
:
pofsibly, if reduced, they were deemed too inconsiderable

for a separate department, whilst such large divisions existed above

the Gauts.

We are not pofsefsed of the information requisite to describe the

changes, bv which the provinces in the Peninsula pafsed from un-

der the Mogul government, to that of its delegates, or to the ori-

ginal proprietors : and from thence to Hyder Ali and Tippoo in our

own times. The reader will however find much general informa-

tion concerning Hyder’s conquests, and the chronological order in

which they were made, in a publication intitled, “ An Historical

and Political View of the Deccan, south of the Kistnah, published

in 1791.” With respect to what happened on the virtual difsolu-

tion of the Mogul empire on the invasion of Nadir Shah, in 1739,

we know little more than that the superior weight of the Nizam's

power, over that of the Mahrattas, (at that period) secured him

the pofsefsion of a considerable part of the Bejapour Carnatic, in

addition to what became his own, by his usurpation of Hydrabad ;

the whole Dooab, and the countries between it, and the Pennar

river, particularly : although at a later period, the principal part

of the Dooab, pafsed into the hands of the Mahrattas ; and from

thence, into those of Hyder Ali
; from whose succefsor we have

now seen it wrested, and by treaty formally restored to, the

Mahrattas and Nizam. It is probable too, that at the difsolution

of the Mogul empire, such of the principal Rajahships or princi-

palities, as from their situation, had been but imperfectly reduced

by the Moguls; such as Seringapatam, Bednore, and others; were

immediately re-established in the families of their former princes;

from which state, wre saw them gradually reduced to the condition

of provinces of the Mysore empire. The Nizam, become a weaker

power than the Mahrattas, suffered a greater lol’s of territory, by

the gradual encroachments of the Mysore chiefs ; sinGe they left

him scarce a vestige of the Hydrabad Carnatic Balagaut; and the

Payen-Gaut had long before been pofsefsed by Mahomed Ali (of



Arcot) under the British influence. The late partition treaty has

restored to the Nizam, as we have seen, a considerable part of Hy-
der’s conquests in the Hydrabad Balagaut ; but it has also con-

firmed to the.Mahrattas, their former encroachments on the Ni-

zam, in the Dooab. Such are the rights created by superior power ;

and which must nccefsarily prevail over the whole globe : but it

must be confefsed, that in India, the changes arc much too fre-

quent, for the comfort and happinefs of the people. Since the dis-

solution of the Hindoo monarchy in the Peninsula, about two cen-

turies and a half ago, the revolutions have been so frequent, that

we are surprised to find in it, at present, so great a population, and

so ample a revenue ; and which perhaps could not have been

upheld by a people lefs patient, or lefs industrious, than the

Hindoos.
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SECTION III.

SomeObservations on //^Political and Military Advantages

that may be derivedfrom the new Cessions in the Peninsula.

It remains that we should particularize the districts ceded to the

British; those to the Mahrattas and Nizam being already men-

tioned in the course of the Memoir.* The British acquisitions are

in three separate tracts or parcels ; but are, in effect, joined, by the

intervention of the territories of our allies, the Nabob of Arcot, and

the Rajah of Travancore. It would, no doubt, have been more con-

venient for us, to have pofsefsed, in addition to the districts actually

ceded, all the country of Coimbettore; so as not only to preserve a

direct communication acrols the Peninsula, but also to deprive

Tippoo of a granary, and of resources. But it must be considered

that on the basis of the preliminary treaty , we could take no more

than we did. We were limited to a certain sum of revenue ; and

we could only take such a quantity of land, as produced that

amount. The question then, after the preliminary treaty was

made, was only concerning the choice of situation. The first ob-

ject, unquestionably, was the immediate protection and future se-

curity of the Coorga Rajah, and of the Nayres in the Calicut pro-

vince ; both of whom, partly on our account, were placed in the

state of rebels with respect to their old master.-f' Therefore

* Sec pages n, 16, 17, 23.

+ The reader may find several interesting particulars respecting the Coorga and Nayre
countries, in the 2d Number of tl e Oriental Repertory, published by my friend Mr. Dal-
rvmple.
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the choice of the Coorga, Calicut, and Palicaud districts, was in-

dispensable, as it regarded justice, and national honour ; an atten-

tion to which, has dignified both our councils and actions, through-

out the war. It happened to be also necefsary in a political view ;

for the Coorga Rajah holds a pafs which leads from the Malabar

coast, by a short route, and through a remarkable strong country,

to the neighbourhood of Seringapatarn (the route taken by Aber-

cromby). The Nayre country, on the other hand, opens to us a

communication with Palicaud, or Palgatcherry, a fortrefs which

commands a pafsage between the two coasts of Malabar and Co-

romandel, by way of the Tritchinopoly, and Coimbettore coun-

tries.* Coimbettore being in Tippoo’s hands, Palicaud is of the

greatest importance to us : for by our holding this place on the

west, and Dindigul on the east of, Coimbettore, we render this

province of little use to Tippoo, in time of war, unlefs he keeps a

very large force there, to protect it.

The second object, in a general view, but in a mere political

one, the first, was the pofsefsion of the Barra-Mahal, and other dis-

tricts, which contain the pafses between the southern Carnatic, and

Mysore. (See also pages 17, 1 8.) This tract is, perhaps. Id’s useful to

us in a defensive, than in an offensive view, in the event of future

quarrels with the Mysorean : for, not to mention, that in the first

instance a defensive war on our part, must inevitably ruin us ; it

may be said, that a defence that rests too much on the fortifying

ofcertain pafses, must be nugatory : we may impede, but we cannot

prevent, the irruption of a powerful and active enemy : so that the

use of confining an enemy to a certain pafs, is to know for certain

where to find him. On the principle that Tippoo always has

made, and if permitted, ever will make, war on us ; that is to say,
* •

by desolating our country ; and whilst he evades an attack, harafses

and wears out our troops and resources ; we must lose ground in

the contest. The late glorious succefses of our arms, shew what

* See this Memoir, page 1 8.
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the plans of our campaigns ought to be, should Tippoo again feel

his strength : we must at all events, carry the war into his country,

by attacking his capital, and other principal fortrefses ; to accom-

plish the double purpose of keeping him at home, and reducing

his power, at the same time. In the event of a war, therefore, we
should find a more direct and easy accefs to the enemy's country, by

the centre of the Barra-Mahal, than by any route we have hitherto

taken: and have our convoys also secured, by a chain of posts. We
shall also, set off from a point, five marches nearer to Seringapa-

tam, than in our last expedition : and may arrive at it, in 8 or 9
from the head of the pafs, by way of Oufsoor.

The immediate security of our own pofsefsions, and that of the

Coorgs and Nayres, being provided for, the remaining object of

consideration, was to pofsefs the next useful piece of territory to

ourselves ; or what would render the enemy’s frontier lefs secure to

him. Dindigul must have immediately occurred : as being the

key of Coimbettore, on the side of Tritchinopoly : and as having

appertaining to it, a territory that projected far into the heart of the

southern provinces : by the pofsefsion of which, we of course short-

ened our line of defence. It is an undoubted fact, that the power

which presents a strong frontier, is master of the open country of

his adjoining neighbour; unlefs an adequate force be stationed

in it : so that, combining the advantages resulting from the pofses-

sion of both Palicaud and Dindigul, we may consider the Coimbet-

tore and Daraporam countries as at our mercy, unlefs the enemy

divides his force ; a measure that would give us still greater advan-

tages. I could have wished, however, that we had a more direct

communication with Palicaud, and the western coast, than we

now have : for it must be remembered, that although the districts

on the Malabar coast, are subject to Bombay, yet they will, from

situation, always call for sudden aid on Madras: and therefore, per-

haps, should be placed under that Presidency in the first instance.
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And during the SW monsoon, those districts might as well be

subject to Fort Marlborough, as to Bombay.

It may be said, that we may force our way acrofs the open coun-

try of Coimbettore, to Palicaud ; which is true : but it would be

more convenient to have at all times a direct communication through

our own territory. And Carroor, if it could have been included

within our new boundary, might, perhaps, have been a useful ad-

vanced post, from the side of Tritchinopoly : but I am ignorant

of the state of its defences.

We must not overlook the immediate advantage resulting to us,

from the local position of the Nizam's new acquisitions, on the NE.

By this cefsion, Tippoo is removed from our frontier in the north

Carnatic, (Nellore, Ongole, and Guntoor) for an extent of 150

British miles : which is a prodigious reduction in our line ofdefence.

Many will regret that so great a portion of the Malabar coast,

as the whole Canhara * province, should be left to Tippoo ; and it

would certainly have been better in other hands : but on the

basis of the preliminary treaty, we could not take it (how much

soever inclined ), for the same reason that we could not take the

Coimbettore country ; namely, that we had our full share without

it. The Mahrattas certainly would not take it, in preference to

a compact, fertile territory, so much nearer home ; and easier of

accefs. They are neither a maritime, nor a mercantile people ;

so that it presented no local advantages to them, equal to what

the Dooab did. (See the map.)

The great distance of this province from Madras, and the im-

pofsibility of its receiving succours from Bombay, during the

greatest part of the SW monsoon, would have rendered it an

inconvenient pofsefsion to the British power. The northern Circars,

on the opposite coast, whose geographical situation, in respect of

* The province of Canhara or Canara, contains the districts that pafs under the names of

Mangalore, Onore, Carwar, &c . and appears to be the pepper country, to which the Romans
traded, in the time of Pliny.
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Madras and Bengal, is somewhat similar to that of the Canhara

province, in respect ofMadras and Bombay ; stand, in point of po-

litical circumstances, widely different from the province of Can-

hara. The Circars are far removed from the neighbourhood of any

powerful chief, and have a natural defence, consisting of waste and

mountainous tracts, of great extent. Canhara, on the contrary,

has a powerful enemy (Tippoo) on its very borders; and has not

such natural defences as the Circars have. It cannot be relieved by

sea, at all seasons, as the Circars can : for the latter may be

promptly relieved by sea from Madras, in the SW, and from Ben-

gal in the NE, monsoon : but Canhara cannot in effect, be relieved

by either in the SW monsoon. Perhaps the best transfer that

could have been made of this province would have been to the fa-

milies of its ancient Rajahs ; we establishing a fortified post or two

in it.

It is utterly impofsible, in the present imperfect state of oyr

knowledge of the geography of the northern part of the Peninsula

(notwithstanding the present improvements), to describe, with any

degree of accuracy, the boundaries of the new Cefsions to the Mah-

rattas and Nizam ;* or even the positions of all the principal places,

# The particulars and value of the Cefsions made by Tippoo are as follows

:

Koonteary To the Mabrattas.

To the East India Company . pagodas.

Calicut and Palicaudcherry 9*36*765
Dindigul, Pyaln'y, andVcrapachry 90,000
Salem, Koosh, Namcool, and Sun-

kagherry - - 88,000
Ahtoor, Purmutty, Shadmungul,

and Vayloor - - 68,000
Barra-Mahal, Raycotta, Daram-

poory, &c. - - 1,34,000

13,16,765

In the Dooab, being the Circar of
Bancapour, with part of Mood-
gul, &c. - 13,06,666

In Gooty, the district of Sundoor,
whose geographical position is

not yet ascertained - 10,000

13,16,666

To the Nizam .

Kerpah (or Cuddapah) Cummum,
Ganjecottah, and Canoul - 9,71,390

In Gooty • - - 51,782
In Adoni (Mooka) - 12,162
In the Dooab, being parts of Ra-

chore, and Moodgul - 2,81,332

13,16,666

Total of the Cefsions about 39! lacks of Pagodas : so that Tippoo’s whole revenue was
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situated within them. A very good general idea, may however be

collected from the map ; sufficient to understand the compara-

tive extent and situation of each tract ; and combining with this,

the value of each, their comparative fertility and population may
be inferred. As to the value of the territory left remaining to Tip-

poo, we have no absolute data for making the calculation : but

from appearances, one might be led to conclude that he had re-

tained the largest share. And if he really did so through our mis-

apprehension, the Mahrattas’ and Nizam’s officers arc blameable

for their want of observation, in those parts of the country, which

they had explored : and for want of which local knowledge, our

commander in chief could have no means of forming a judgment of

the real or comparative value, of the greatest part of Tippoo's do-

minions.

One circumstance strikes us very forcibly, and that is, the small

extent of the Mahratta share in the map. There is little reason to

suppose that any considerable error has arisen, in the arrange-

ment of the positions, on which the geographical construction of

the tract depends ; namely, Darwar, Kopaul, and Ranny-Bed-

nore, in pages 7, and 11. And yet the whole Mahratta share

(10,000 pagodas, or about the iged part of the whole excepted)

is included in the Dooab ; and that on the west of Kopaul. So that

the country must be exceedingly fertile and populous : and indeed,

X^ieut. Emmit’s account of the country along the banks of the

Toombuddra, proves it. His words arc, “ I have found the banks

“ of the riycr (Toombuddra) amply stored with towns; many of

taken at 79 lacks, or double the sum of fhe Cefsioi.s. It appears that these pagodas, termed
Kooutcary , in the copy of the original treaty, sent to Lngland, arc rated at three rupees

each, and no more ; tor we arc told in the London Gazette of Nov. 3d, 1792, that the sum
total of Tippoo’s revenues &as taken at 237 Litks of rupees ; ofwhich, a sixih put, equal to

39^ lacks, is stated on a former occasion to be the value of the British acquisitions. The
Oriental Repertory (No. II. page 231.) also afsigns the value of three rupees to a Koonteary
pagoda. The term itself appears to be provincial ; as Koonteary cofscs arc also in use, in

Mysore.
If the rupees are reckoned at 2s. id. each, which I apprehend to be their full intrinsic value,

the sum of Tippoo’s net revenue will be under two millions and a half sterling ; or more pre-

cisely, 2,468,7001. Of course the annual revenue of the British acquisitions will be 41 1,450!.

F
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“ them respectable.” And again, “ I have pafsed the following

“ towns, which are the largest of the vast number I have met with

and he then enumerates ten of them, in the space of lefs than 70 B.

miles. The Mahratta share in the Dooab, appears to contain

796*2 square British miles, the revenue of which is taken at

41 1,450!. ; consequently, each square mile is worth to the stateper

annum, near 52I. or per acre, about is. J~. If we take Tippoo's

ancient territory at 98,000 miles, and reckon the revenue at the

sum lixed by the preliminary treaty, it would amount to about 25I.

only per mile. The land tax of England and Wales, may be about

33I. per mile. But it must be taken into consideration, that in the

Peninsula, the land tax represents the revenue in general ; in Eng-

land, it is lefs than one-eighth of the whole.

The British acquisitions may be reckoned 15,370 square miles

;

and the Nizam’s 12,750.* In our share, we have a great deal of

# Here follows a particular statement of the number of square British miles, contained in

the several political divisions in the Peninsula ; taking for its N W boundary, the Malpurba
river, as far as its court' is known ; and from that point, which falls in the parallel of 160,
an imaginary line along the parallel, to the western coast. The area of the whole Peninsula,

according to the present improved state of its geography, taking the Kistnah and Malpurba
rivers for its northern boundary, is about 167,911 square British miles.

Of theine Tip poo heretofore pofsefsed — 98,090 * •

f British — — 15,37+]
His Cefsions to the < Mahrattas — 7,962 > 36,081

[Nizam — — 12,745 J sq. Br. in.

Remains to Tippoo — — — 62,009
British Pofsefsions and Alliances.

New acquisitions

Guntoor Circar

Jaghirc —
15*374

3*779
2,436

Total of Br itish Possessions — — 21,589
Carnatic and Tanjorc — — 44,297
Travancore and Cochin — 9,376

Total of British Alliances 53*673

Total of British Possessions and Alliances — 75,262
Acquisitions of the Mahrattas and Nizam — — 20,707
Ancient Pofsefsions of the Mahrattas and 'Nizam collectively (the com-
mon boundary of the two states, not being well defined), together
with the territory of Goa, &c. — — — 9,933

Total of the Peninsula in square British miles — — — — 167,911
* * Under the old construction, Tippoo’s territory was taken at 97,650; or about 440

square miles lefs than the present calculation. See Mein, of Map Hind, page cxxxix.
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unproductive land. The Coorga district and the parts adjacent, are

little better than a mountainous forest: and as I am informed, there

is found generally, on the south of Goa, a tract of the same nature,

lying above and contiguous to the western Gauts ; and extending

from 20 to 30 miles eastward. This forest even extends within 36’

or 40 miles of Seringapatam. In the Barra-Mahal and Dindigul

divisions, there must necefsarily be a great proportion of waste land.

I conclude also, from what I have heard, concerning the Cudda-

pah country, that the Nizam must have considerable tracts of the

same kind of land in his new acquisitions : so that it is probable

that the Mahrattas have acquired a more fertile tract than ordina-

rily occurs, in Tippoo's dominions.

It may be expected that I .%hould state, from the materials af-

forded by the Asufiah Register, the sum of the revenue yielded by

the several districts in the Peninsula ; at the period of its compila-

tion. This I was much inclined to do, until by a close examina-

tion of that head of it which includes the Bejapour Carnatic, it ap-

peared clearly that very great errors had crept into it : insomuch

that if the sum total of the revenue of such districts as are known

to have been in Tippoo's pofsefsion, be admitted as it stands in the

Register ; his whole territory, must have produced considerably

more on each square mile, taking one with another, throughout,

than we have calculated for the produce of an equal space, in the

Mahratta share of the Dooab : which, considering what we really

do know, and have already remarked, concerning the productive

state of the Dooab, and the inferior quality of the lands in the

southern parts of Tippoo's late territories ; is utterly impofsiblc.

To this we may add, that Mr. Fraser's statement of the revenue of

the Soubahs of Vi§iapour and P|ydrabad collectively (in Aurung-

zebe’s time) falls very short of the sum at which the lands which

composed the whole of Tippoo's territory, are rated, in the Asufiah

Register:* and of these Soubahs, the Peninsula constituted only a

• Fraser’s Nadir Shah, page 34.

'Fa
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part, though by much the largest. This may serve to shew, that

the sums allowed for the revenue of the Bejapour Carnatic, in that

Register, arc wholly inadmifsible : but what the real truth is, we
have no rule by which we can determine. Nor can we reason from

analogy : for whatever may be the comparative state of the two

countries of Bengal and Mysore, as to fertility and prosperity

(were we able to ascertain it), we should yet want a perfect know-

ledge of the system of collection, and the rate of taxation, through-

out Tippoo’s country ; in order to form an estimate of its revenue,

by a comparison of its extent, with that of Bengal.

The author of the View of the Deccan appears to have gone in-

to the other extreme : and although he came much nearer the

truth, than the Register did (which has probably been corrupted,

in the numerals of the sums, in the Bejapour Carnatic), yet that

he has under-rated the territory is manifest, by Tippoo’s admit-

ting a sum total, that went 47 lacks of rupees beyond the author’s

calculation * In the View of the Deccan, the 4th, 6th, and 8th ar-

ticles alone, are collectively valued at about 41 lacks of rupees,

lefs than they were taken at by the Allies, to whom they were

ceded ; allowing three rupees to each pagoda. "(• The 6'th article.

* Tippoo admitted 237 lacks of rupees
:

(Sec London Gazette of Nov. 3d., 1792.) The
author of the View 190 only.

f Statement in the View of the Deccan, page 7 to 15.

lacks of pagodas, lacks of rupees

g

f Mysore — 7 (Hoons) — 27
‘ \ Coimbettore — — — 19

2. Bcdnorc — 7 (Ikcri) — 28
3. Soonda — 2 — — 8

4. Malabar — 5
— — 19 J

5. hurra Mahal — — 5
6. Countries west of the Hcndery and Toom-

buddra rivers, including the Dooab — 16 ||

7. Bcj .pour Carnatic — — 32
8. Hydrabad Cauiatic t — — « 29 §
9. Part of Adoni — — 7

190

l Calicut and Paliraud were taken at more than 9 lacks of pagodas. Sjc note, page 32.

||
Dooab taken ul 16 \ lacks ot pagodas.

^ Miuh lefs than the whole of this article was taken at more than 9I lacks of pagodas-.
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in particular, is estimated at 16 lacks of rupees, only : whereas, the

Mahrattas and Nizam admitted a produce of more than as many

lacks of pagodas, for the lands that were ceded to them, in the

Dooab ;
which formed only a part of the 6th article : Roydroog,

Chitteldroog, and Herpanclly, included in the same article, and

which remained to Tippoo, would have swelled it considerably

more.

Candour requires that I should also notice my own error, in the

estimation of Tippoo’s revenue ; which in the Memoir of the Map
of Hindoostan, 1788, page cxxxix, I took roundly at 400 lacks of

rupees per annum. It is no doubt a great deal lefs : but it would be

presumption in me to attempt to fix a standard for it, when others

who pofsefs a more extensive knowledge of the subject, have evi-

dently failed. Nor should I now have ventured so far on the sub-

ject, had those with whom it lay ultimately to determine, pofsefsed

the means of examining personally into it. It must, moreover, be

recollected, that the treaty was made, not with the deliberate lei-

sure that Commifsioners enter on such a businefs, during a long in-

terval between two campaigns ; and in which, delay is often

studied 011 both sides ; but in the very midst of an arduous contest,

when the army of our effective ally was absent, and its return un-

certain : and finally, we must recollect, that whatsoever the value

of the Cefsions might be, both of our allies were satisfied with them.

For the allies gave up a calculation of their own, of 260 lacks, and

accepted one of 237 ;* so that it appears on the face of the transac-

tion, that although the claim established by the treaty, was one

half of the revenue, yet that it was judged more prudent to nego-

tiate the sum at which that half was to be taken, than to prefs

a particular statement on the eaemy. If therefore it be admitted

that Tippoo kept more than half, yet it appears that the allies

* See London Gazette of Nov. 3d, 1792.
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thought him sufficiently reduced : and if this was really the case,

their original purpose was accomplished.

The extermination of the Mysore power, would not have been

sound policy, although a reduction of it was necefsary ; and the

extermination of Tippoo himself, a desireable object. But as the

events of war are uncertain, it appears to be the best policy, to

make peace when good terms can be obtained : without risking a

great deal, in expectation of better. I hold it pretty certain that if

the siege had been prosecuted, Seringapatam must have fallen

:

but it is not so certain that the fall of that place would have ended

the tear ; which at all events, was a principal object, where public

gain and lofs are calculated. In the present case, the gain (the

plunder of the place) would have been to individuals ; the lofs (the

effect of delay) to the state. As the matter stands, both have ac-

quired very liberal advantages : and perhaps, on the whole, that

was the best partition treaty, which made the Mysore sovereign

one of the parties in it. Besides, a brave man, rendered desperate,

is capable of doing great mischief, although he may fail to extri-

cate himself from his situation : and it is certain, that men have

been saved, merely by their having been urged on to desperation,

by their enemies.

The number of forts in the Peninsula, is almost incredible. Ac-

cordingly, our acquisitions have brought us a great many of them,

of which, some must be garrisoned, many dismantled. In other

respects, our acquisitions, those on the Malabar side excepted,

make no other difference than removing our frontier to a greater

distance ; and by no means to an inconvenient one.

The relief afforded by the removal of Tippoo from our northern

frontier, allows us to make greater exertions in the south ;
where

his sphere of action is now so narrowed and exposed, that every

design against us in that quarter, must be undertaken with disad-

vantage. And we most sincerely hope, that his recent experience of
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our ability to distrefs him ; together with a consciousnefs of com-

parative weaknefs, in himself, since he began the contest ; will in-

duce him to keep that faith, which a state of prosperity and

strength too often leads to a breach of : even amongst those who

affect to act under the influence of a milder religion, and purer

morals.
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SECTION IV.

Of the Site and Remains of the ancient City o/"Beejanuggur.*

The remains of this city have beep visited by an English officer

(Lieut. Emmit) so lately as November last. They arc situated on

the south bank of the Toombuddra river, directly opposite to An-

nagoondy, which lies about two miles from the north bank ; and

is at present the principal town of a small district of the same name

;

the one being the Jaghire (or estate), the other the place of residence

of, the descendant of the ancient kings of Beejanuggur, who about

two centuries and a half ago, ruled the greatest part, if not the

whole of the Peninsula ; under the title of the empire or king-

dom of Canhara. The following is Mr. Emmit's account.

“ On theNW side of Comlapour fort, distant half a mile, there

are a great number of rugged hills covered with pagodas, which

have once been very beautiful. This place has been inclosed in

strong stone walls on the E side, and bounded by the river on the

W. The circumference of the whole, appears to be about 8 miles,

though I was told much more. Betwixt the immense piles of rocks

crowned with pagodas, I traced seyeral streets from 30 to 45 yards

* In the Memoir of the Map of Hindoostan, this name is corruptly written Bijinagur.

Beejanug gur, is Capt. Kiikpatrick’s orthography of it, and Bejcnagur, that ot the author

of the View of the Deccan. In Carsar Frederick, and in most ot our Histories, it is written

Bisnagar.
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wide ; some of them now producing fine rice. There is one street

remains pretty perfect : it is near the S W angle of the bounds.

It extends about N E and S W half a mile ; and is about 35 yards

broad ; having colonnades of stone on each side, and a very large

pagoda at the S,W end, in perfect repair. On the west side of this

street, there is a large mango grove, which is bounded by the

Toombuddra. There are a number of streams through these ruins,

that have formerly been employed to fill a great number of canals,

the remains of which, appear all over this once delightful place. I

inquired ofa number of people, the name of this place ; all ofwhom
told me it was called Allputna. The river at one place, at the

foot of these ruins, is only 16 yards wide; below which there has

been a stone bridge.

“ Comlapour is surrounded with hills. After leaving Comlapour,

the road winds betwixt high hills ; and in many places leads over

considerable heights, the ascents and descents of which are paved

with large stones. This road continues 84 miles from Comlapour ;

where it enters betwixt two hills, and is not more than 8 feet wide,

paved with stones. Here are the remains of a stone gateway, and

a watch-house, on the top of a hill, on the east of the road. After

leaving the narrow road, the country opens, &c.”

According to my friend Capt. Kirkpatrick, Allputna, or Awl-

puttan, as he finds it written in the Persian character, is the same

with Beejanuggur: but it appears odd that the people on the spot

should not call it by its original Hindoo name. As Capt. Beatson,

two years before Mr. Emmit wrote, had, on the authority of the

natives, placed Beejanuggur in the same situation as Awlputtan

falls, by Mr. Emmit’s observations, there can be no doubt but that

the ruins found by the latter, are those of Beejanuggur: besides

which, we have the* authority of’ the author of the View of the

Deccan, for its being centrical to the district of Annagoondy.

£View of the Deccan, page 14.3

G
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We learn from Cicsar Frederick, who visited Beejanuggur in

156,5, that it had a circuit of 24 miles ; and that it contained with-

in it, a number of hills and pagodas. So that the hills or rocks

crowned with pagodas, which were supposed by Mr. Emmit to be

situated beyond the ‘boundary of the ancient city, as well as the

paved road leading from Comlapour to the pafs ; appear to have

been within the boundary ; and the gate itself, was probably oTie

of the gates of the city.

I conceive that the reason of 7'ippoo’s wishing to^retain the cir-

car of Annagoondy, instead of giving it up to the Nizam or the

Mahrattas, in common with the rest of the lands in the Dooab, was

for the accommodation of the descendant of the ancient kings of

Beejanuggur; whose present narrow domain consists of the above

circar, which includes the site, and scanty remains of the ancient

capital. As we ought ever to suppose a good motive whilst appear-

ances warrant it, Tippoo deserves great credit for his conduct on

this occasion. To explain my meaning more fully, I shall tran-

scribe a pafsage from the View of the Deccan, published in 17,91

;

and long before the event of the late war could be foreseen.

“ Annagoondy claims notice rather from commiseration to the

ircu instances of its owner, than any political consequence it can

be of, in the scale of Tippoo's power. This pretty principality,

which scarcely extends 20 miles around the spacious ruins of

the famed city of Bejenagar, once the capital of the Hindoo empire

of the same name, comprehending all the countries south of the

Kistnah, is the wretched remains and inheritance of dominion, left

to the lineal descendant of llamraje, the last great monarch of the

Canarine and Malabar nations, united 700 years before, under the

rule of Kishendeo. The representatives of this family, like the

Ranas ofOudeypour in Hindostan,lost with thdir dominions, the su-

perior designation of Maharajah, or Rajah ; and have fora century

past, been distinguished in the Deccan generally by the title of

Rayeel. They are said still to keep an exact register of the revo-
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lutions which happen within the circle of their former empire ; in

the vain hope of being reinstated in their ancient rights, though

now reduced to a territorial income of about two and a half lacks

of rupees, inclusive of the regalities of a mint at Annagoondy ;

and which they are rather suffered to enjoy through the compas-

sionate bounty or policy of Hydcr and his succel’sor, than to hold

with absolute independence in their own power. Trifling how-

ever, as their revenue is, and how little the merit of the Myso-

rean's conduct. I

4

. >s more than they could expect from the exter-

minating- system of the Moghul and his delegates, or from the

avaricious principles and national hatred of the Mahrattas, if they

had the* lisfortune of falling within the grasp of either of these go-

vernments/'

FINIS.

G 2
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B.

Baccanorc - E b
Baddammy,or Badamgur B c

Badcrally - B b
Badramangoody - E d
Bahndcmagur * C d

Bahatiacally - J d

Baigunapilly - C f
BitJiiguut. The TABLE
LAND, or Tract situated

above the (Jams. See also

rayen Cant.
Balhary oi Belhary Great C d
— — Little C d

Balclcroydroog F c

BANCAPOUR C c

Bancapour Sanore D c

Bandun C b
Bangalore Fe
Bankipour Ec
Bapatla C h

Barcclore E b
Bari B b
BARRA-MAIIAL - F f

Batcole E b
Battlegunta H e

Bauglorc F 1

Baypour G c

Beddapollam R f

BEDNORE E c

Bed ilore ib.

Beejanuggur, ruins of. C d

Beemah R. C d
Bciloie F d
Bcindghecra C c

Bejapour, the same as Visia-

pour A c

Belhary, or Balhary - C d
Bellunitonda B h

Bchangaddy F c

Benavuam E d

Bernpour B b
Bcrowly B b
Bctelpour F d
Bczoara B h
Bicholim Cb
Bilghey D b
Bilgilly B c

BiSiapatam G c

Billiancotta He
Biswapour C f

Bodewal Dg
Bo.nrauze E g
BONSOLO B a

Boodicotta F f

B JOL or BUL F c

Bovincoral G c

Bowany R. Fe
Biinjain Ke

BRITISH POSSESSIONS
and ALLIANCES, 1 d

to B h
NEW CESSIONS to.

In Barra-Mahal - F f

In Calicut - G c

In Dindigul H c

ANCIENT POSSES-
SIONS.

Jaghire in the Carnatic E h
Gutitoor Circar - B h

Buddra It. See Toorn.
Bunnoo, or Bum tore - C d
Buntwal F c

Burcanchcry H d

c.

Cabo K b
Calacad K e

Culastri E g
Caliroulan I d

CALICUT G c

Calicut ib.

CaJJacoil J f

Callagoody 1 f

Calliondroog De
Calpenteen 1. K g
Calupar It*

Calway Dg
Calymere Pt. H g
Canageri c g
CANHARA E b

Cankanelly F e

Cannanorc G c

CANOUL C f

Canoul C c

Carampoondy B g
Caiical Hg
CARNATIC - C gGt
Carnatic Gur Fg
Carongoly F h
Carpour G g
Carricoodroo C h
Carroor H f

Carroor Ed
Cartimid, or Cartinaddy .

A Rajahship, situated be-

tween Tellicherry and Ca-
licut. Cotapour is the Ca-
pital G c

Carunapaly I d
Carwar D h
Carwaree Ch
Carwaree D g
Cavai F c

Caudamatris Kh
Cauvery R. Source - Fc
»" Mouths - Gg

Caveripatam Ff
Cavrepauk Fg
CESSIONS from TIPPOO
SULTAN to the BR1-
TISH, G t , F f, 11

1

s. To
the MAHRATTAS>. C c.

To the NIZAM, Cd.Df
CEYLON Kh
Chandegheri Eg
Changamah Ff
Changlamara Cf
Chanlially Ce
Chatricul D d
Chedina Conda Dg
Chenapatam Fc
Chcnoor D f
Chenroypatarn F c

CIIEKCUL,oi CHERICA,

This country extends

y c

from
Decla, or Deckul, to Can-
nanoic : its capital is Bi-

liapatam.

Chevalpertorc 1 c

Cluandergheri F c

Clullacalloopour B h
Chillumbrum Gg
Chinampct J f

Chinchinmulla C f

Clungleput F h
Chinna Balabaranr E c

Chintagooduma B f

Chinlapilly B h
C hintapaleam Kg
Chinraminpet - H f
Chiiacole C a
Chirawalla Cf
Cl IITTELDROOG D d
Chitteldioog ib.

Chit tel Pal’s D g
Chittcput

Chittoor Eg
Chitwa Hd
Chitwal D g
Chorlem Cb
Chowdypollam G e

Chowgaut H d
Chucklaghery. The same as

Sackeraghery He
COCHIN Hd
Cochin 1 d
Codwal Ce
Coilprepetta i f
Coil perta I c
COIMBETTORE - H e
Coimbettore ib.

Colamangalum He
Colanelly G e
Colangoody H d
COLAR Ef



Colar E f

Cola roc nc R. G g
Coleche X e

Coloor B li

Colour Ke
Com biconum Hg
Comery r f

Cometta 1) c

Compsey E c

Comorin Cape K c

Condacour c g
Condapilly B h

Condavir B h
Condel C b
Congoondy ¥ f

Conjeveram F g
Conjimere F h
Conniacombry Kc
Coolbar (Balapour) sup-

posed to be intended by
Colar E f

COOMLY ¥ c

Coomtah D b
Coondapour E b
Coonigul E e

Coonoor F d

COORG, or Coorga - ¥ c

Coortalluin 11 f
Core hair C g
Corcu] E c

COROMANDEL - F h
Cotapur G c

Cotale K e

Cotiote. A Rajahship sit u-

ated on the cast of
‘

Tclli-

cherry: Cotyangary is the

capital G c

Cotta G c

Cottapatam • Tg
Cnttapilla E e

Cotrapollam C h
Cottapollam E f

Cottapooloor E h
Cottaseveru De
Cottacotta C f

Cotyangary Gc
Conlam K e

Coulan Kd
Coulanda G d
Covelong F h
Coveryporum G e

Courgegur Ed
Courtallum &e
Coulydroog E c

Cranganore Hd
Cuddalore G*
CUDDAPAH, or SED-
HOUT Df

Cuddapah D f

Cullumbaum He
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CUMMUM - * Cg
Ciur.immi - ib.

Cundanahully - F d
Cunatter - J cl

Currutnaur . The same as

Cartiuid ; which see.

Cuttag.dla - D f

D.

Dallycotti - H c

Dalmac berry - K g
Damicotta - G e

Damrapaddy - H f
Danyincotta.

r
l'hc same as

Damicotta - G e

Darampoory - ¥ f

Daraporam . The Province
situated on the south of
Coimbeltore ; having a

capital of the same name

Darampofnm, Great -

H e

He
Daramporam, Little - ib.

Darmaveram D e

Darwar C b
Daupilly Bg
Daywurconda Bf
Decla or Deck. ul - ¥ c

Dcigoody D f
Den kina F e

Deodnagur B c

Deounci la E e

Depatla E f
Dcvicotta G £
Dewghur B a
Dhoor Df
Dilla, M. G c

DJNDFGUL H e

Dindigul H f

Divy Pt. C i

Donyoul C e

DOO-AB C c

Doornal Bg
Dornal Pafs Dg
Dupaud Cg

E.

Earoor Gg
Edgheer • - B c

EetuL A district on the

north of Chercul - Fe
Eercoor. The same as Ilia-

core F c

Elaconda Mis. They di-

vide the Nellorc and Chit-

tel districts De

Elaour
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le
Elatoor B h
Ellore B i

Klorcmom Ed
Eltoor G c

Eratore F d
Erotah G d
Erroad G e

F.

Fringvpet F c

Fciokabffld G c

G.

Gadibunda - E e

G algal i - Cc
GAN JKCOTTA - J) f

Ganjecotta.oi ( iaiuiicotta ib.

Gauls. r
J'he edge of the

"Fable Land, from the

front of Goa, to Coim-
bettore, and Palnaud.

St. George 1 d
St. George’s Islands - C a

Gheriah B a
Gingcc
Goa C a

Gocock B c

Gondegama, or Gonlacum-
muni R. Cg

Gonjenpilly D h
Goodlatote J e

Goojala Be
Goondipaleam B g
Goondul G d
Goorzala Bg
GOOFY C e

Gooty ib.

Gopalchitty G e

Governdungurry D b
Grammum Fd
GUDUCK C c

Gujelhatry G. G e

GOOJ1NDERGUR C d
Goojiiidergur ib.

Gumipalcam K f

Gungaverain D e

GUNTOOR B h

Guntoor ib.

Gunjecotta or Ganjecotta D f

GURRAMCONDA - E f

Gurramconda ib.

Gutigui Bd
Gutpurba R. B c
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H.

Hamapet - H g
Hawanoor - C c

Ilegurdcncotta - I* d
Hcndcry R. - D d

HERPANELLY - D c

The position of the Town of

this name, not known.
Hillcgurry E d
Hogenponr E d
IJoohly C c

Hooleadurgam F c

I looly-Onore E c

Hcsangry E b
Hurdonelly a c

Hurryhur D c

Huttany A c

Hydergur E c

Hydrabad A f

I. J.

Jafnapatam - I h

JAG HIRE, E. I. Company’s
in the Carnatic - E h

Jahchaul - C d

J egadivy - E f

Jemalmurroo, or Jcmalmu-
raag - D f

Iliacore - F c.

Inguskurry , or Attcusgurry

10 miles N Wof Kistnag-
hcri - F f

Injamour Conda - 1) g
Innaconda - Eg
lntour - De
Intpola - C f

Jyeghnr or Zyghur - A a

Up this River, the Bombay
detachments landed.

K.

Kavai, or Cavai - F c

Kajypet - Df
Kanambaddy - F d
Kaneekgurry - C d
Kellinellicotta - H g
Kerpah. The same as Cud-

dupah - D f

Kerroo - Be
Kilkare - If
Kiranoor - H f
Kistnah R. - Be

Mouth of - C h
Kistnabaram - Df

Kisnagheri Ff
Kistnapatam • D h
Kistnaporum B g
Kittoor .

C b

Koosgul Cc
Kooshalnagur F d
Kopiul C d

Kumilapour Df
KOU MISUL. The same as

COOMLY Fc

L.

Lingalla B f

Lingalla Peintilly C f

Lingumpilly D e

Lolgeery C c

Lackritapilla D /

Lackrycotta H d

Luckmaseer Cc

M.

Macherla Bg
Madgurry, or Mudgurry E c

Madogary H c

Madoor F c

Madras E h
MADURA 1 f

Madura 1 f

Magalaconda E f

Maealawaukcl, or Malwau

»

kel E f

Maggeri F c

Malic G c

MAIIRATTAS, new CES-
SIONS to C c

Mahrauzedurgam F f

MALABAR II c

Malakery F c

Malbary Be
Mallesundrum G f

Mallctur H d
Malpurba R. B c

Mallyoor Hf
Malwaukcl E f

Mallyoor H e

Mamalgcri 1 c

Manapar K f

Manor I. 1 g
Mancascram F b
Mangalore F b
Manganada H d
Mangreco.tta Hd
Manorgoody Hg
Manouly, or Nanouly C c

Maratcollam G c

MARAWARS If

Masulipatam Bi
Matlaver , vulg. Muttclwar,

the same as Chittel D g
Matteloy F c

Maverirum Gg
Maunair R. c g
Melore 1 f

Mciuiidy B a

Mentole I h
Meicara Fc
Mcrjcc Db
Merritch B b
Milgota F d
Misriacotta C c

Moka
^

C -

Molodive I i

Mongalgary B h
Montana G

— Gaut G d
Mooamilladuru D h
MOODGUL C d

Moodgul C d
Moodnl B c

Moodynoor Cd
Moolily F e

Moon gal A g
Mooryconda C f

Mootapilly C h
Mosa, or Musi R. A £
Mudgurry, or Madgurry

V K ^

Muglee E f

Mulky E b
Mulluvilly F c

Mullincota Ke
Mungal liiti He
Mungulpctta E g
Munnar G. G d
Muntraul Cf
Musi, or Mosa R. A g
Musturi D e

MUTTELWAR. The same
as Chiu el 1 g

Mutuapollam G nr

MYSORE 1 <

Mysore F

N.

Naggery E g
Nagore H g
N;jid E h
Nakarakul Bg
Namcool Gf
Nandedurg E e

Nandygaina B h
Nandvaul C f

Nanoully, or Manoully C c

Narnavcram Eg
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Tattam H f

Mavapour E b
Aiugaiiuingalimi - F d

Iwugutinady D e

NmYRES. The people of
the Calicut province, ge-
ncrally G c

Ncgapatam II g
Neliburam F c

Nellorc Dg
Nefigengoode F d

’ Nerinjapetty G e

Newtce C a

Nilgoonda A g
NAZAM ALLY, CKS-
SIONS to - C d, D f

Nizampatam C h
NOURGAL B o
Noyel R. G e

Nundycoonda Bg
Nurgoond C c

vNyarpct
„

- ^
o.

Olinda Pafs Dg
Olloor D h
Omelloor I c

Ongole C g
Onore U b
Oodeadurgam - , F f

Oodimully II c

Oospetta C d
Got erawoody H c

Ootampaliam 1 e

- ib.

Ootatore G f

Oucara G e

Ouscotta E c

Oufsoor F e

' P.

Pad Jo mm * Go
Pahv. in - G f

Pairumbaukum - Eg
Palamcota

(
Tincvclly ) K c

Palamcota . About mid-
way between Chillunibnun
and Warriore - G g

Palamnaire - E f

Palapetty - Hf
Pal ateby - H e

Palgatchery,orPalicuud H d

Paliacur - I h
Paliar R. - F li

Palicaud, or Palgatchcry H d

Paliconda - F g
Palimerd* - 1 f

Palicode Pafs F f
PALNAUD Bg
Panamgoody K e

Pan-aur R. Fg
Panella A e

Paniany H c

Panuyellumcrutch - K f

PupanaEuin Ke
Parcngoody I f

Parmulla G c

Paroor H d
Patinoor • I f

Pattyconda C c

Paugtoor B e

Pan moor Cg
Paimgul B f

Payen-Gaui - The tract be-

Jow the Gants, or

Land.
Table

Pedda-Balabaram E e

Pedda-Balapour E e

Peddi/iaiguc. Between Am-
buor and V cncatighcri

Fg
Pedro Pt. I h
Pelicaree H d
Pendarty C h
Pennar R. D h

Penuconda D e

Pcrentory G e

Periapatam • -

Periapatam
F d
1 g

Peri apollam E h
Periacullain H c

Permacoil F g
Penmitty Ci t

Perperengarde G c

Perour D e

Petapoly C h
Pettacotta Hg
Pigeon I. D b
Pilleer • Eg
Pinagra F f

Podalcour II g
Poli pet Eg
Polore Eg
Ponaron G g
Ponda C b

Pondichery Gg
Poodcaud H d
Poodichcrrum Gant F c

Poodacotta H 1*

Pjolareddy - • Bg
Poolytopu K e

Poonaiiulce E li

Porcah I%d

Ponnamclla Cg
Portonovo G g
Poudagoody H f

Puducotta II f

Pudula Cg
Pulcumuru c g
Pulicate E h
Pulnv, or Pyalny H e
Punganore E f
Purgot G d
Purrawiittum B f
Pyalny, or Pulny He

' Q-
Quilandy Ci c

R.
Rachol C b
Rachore, or Rychore B e

Rat houtree D f

Raibaug B c

Rajapour B a

Rajapilla I) e

P uiKiiiadoorgam C e

amanadapooraiu 1 g
J amanchery F g
J anias. Cape C b
Raineeapatain C h
Rameesaiam D i

Ramgaut C b

Ranigiry F e

Ramgiry H d
Ramiseram 1. I £
Rainnautpour F il

Rampour Dg
Ramtabad Dg
Runny Bcdnore D c

Rary C a
Rate D c

Ravetncliore g g
Rettingheiy D e

Reyoor Bh
Romaneah k h
ROYDROOG D d
Roydroog D d

Kuinaghery A a

Ryacora F f

RYCHOOR.or RACHORE
B e

Rychoor, or Rachore B e

Rymabad E f

• s.

Sackcraghiry He
Sacrapatam E d
Sairgaipilla D f

SALEM G f

Salem ib.

SamiEuram Dg
SAMOJilN. TJie Calicut

II
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Raiah ; or Prince of the . Soom silly cf.
Nayres. SOONDA D b

Sandole Ch Soonda ib.

Sangam Dg Soondy Cg
Sangurry Ed Soorurpour, or Solapour B d

Sanguem C b Sournamaky K. Eg
Sannam Sagur Be Sultanpetta F e

Sanore, or .Shanoor (Banca- Sunkergur, or Sankerydurg

pour) Cc G c

Sarapilly Dg Surgour F e

Satrum If Sydaporum D g
Sattimungalum G e

Savindroog Fe T.
Sautgur. About 9 miles to

the northward of Amboor Tademeri D e

F f Tadepatry, orTarputtry D f

Seetarampour c g Taiveratn I e

Sedashaggur D b Talgul E d

SEDHOUT, or CUDDA- Tamberchcry G d

PAH D f Pafs ib.

Scdhout I>g Tambray I e

See-aur R. E g Tangada Bg
Seergoompty Cd TANJORE Hg
Seerway E e Tan

j
ore 1 - ib.

Selon c g Tannore He
Senkergur G e Tapoor G f

SERA E d Tarputtry, or Tadepatry D t

Sera ib. Tavilcar K d

Seretty C c Tellichery G e

Seringapatam Fd Tengapatam. Ke
Serowly D b Termally D c

Seven Pagodas F h Tcrnalla D c

Shadmungul Gf Ternavay M d

Shangrapoye I f Terriore G f

Shanoor, or Sanore (Banca- Tertalla H d

pour) C c Tervanagary G c

Shatore Ie Tiagar G g
iSAt/MWooraR.byPyalny H e Tierdill Be
Sheer Mahomed Pet B h Timerycoita Bg
Shencotty I e Timmapoorum F f

Shevagunga Ef T1NEVELLY - Ke
Shevagunga If Tinevelly ib.

Shevagurry I e Tingrecotta F f

Shially • Gg TIPPOO SULTAN, terri-

SHILI NAIK G f torics of. D d
Sholavandcn I f Tiramungalum I f

Sholingur E g Tondy Ig
Showoor Ge Tontravelore Bh
Siccacollum Bh Toombuddra R. C d

Sidapour Cf Toom R. It pafses by Si*

Siddapour ' . Fd mogu, and joins theBud-
Signapour B c dra at Hooly-Onorc: EC
Simogu E c Toodry Dbr

Singanellore He Totium G f

Singarpetta Ff Tourancourchy II f

Sipeler Ci Tnfwquebar Gg
Sipelaire R. D g TRAVANCORE . J d
Sirpi F. d Tranvancore Lines - Hd
Skeveri B b Trichoor Hd

•^Solapourj orSoororpour B d Trinomaly Fg

Tripafsorc
: eJ

Tripanty
Tripatore A*
Tripctty Vh
Tripettore

Tripoor
H
0 c

Tritany Eg
Tritchinopoly Hf
Trivadi Gg
Trivalore Dg
Trivatore Fg
Trivcncllorc G g
Trumain Hf
Turlapaud Cg
Tutacorin K f

U. V.

Vackaleer - E f

Vadagary - I p

Vac! dal - Cb
f\i,:

‘ ."
T

uadyl v
rallcy of, the

same as Rl*\a-Mahal Ff
Vaniambail iy - F f

Vayloor - G f

Udagheri - D g
Uderipconda - De
Veerapachry, or Veerapatcb

H e

Vccrapandy - 1 e
Vel-aur R. - G g
Viljndu - Xe
Vcllady - G e

Vellum - II g
V elore - F g
Vencatighcri - E f
Vencatighcri - Eg
Vcncatampilla - De
Veutapollani - Ch
Verabadurg - F f

Veramally • H f
Veroor - C g
Vtypar - If
Viatorcs ~ Vytore - F c

Vicryvanay - F g
Vigee R. by Madura I f
Villaporuin - G g
Visiapour, or.Viziapour A c

Undmlengardc - G d
Volconda - G g
Vytore, or Viatore F c—— Gaut. About 3 miles

to the N W of Foodicher-

rum - F o

w.

Wandiwash - F g
Warriapour - B g








